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THE PRESIDENCY COLLEGE REGISTER 

MUST BE ON THE SHELVES OF EVERY OLD BOY 

It will be a reminder of the days of 
College life 

It will revivify old memories of Association. 

T H E REGISTER CONTAINS : 

(a) A history of the Presidency College and of (its 
predecessor) the Hindu College, and a list of the 
staff of these Colleges; 

(b) A register of ex-students who graduated between 
1858 and 1925, with details of their career wher6 
available; 

(c) A supplementary list of distinguished ex-students 
of the Hindu College. 

Price Rs. 2-8. 

To be had of— 
The Librarian, PRESIDENCY COLLEGE, 

CALCUTTA. 

NOTICE 
Annual Subscription in India including 

postage ... ... ... Rs. 2 8 0 
For Students of Presidency College ... ,, i 8 o 
Single Copy ... ... ... ,, o 10 o 
Foreign Subscription . . ." ... 4 shillings. 

There will ordinarily be three issues a year, in September, 
January, and April. ^ 

Students, old Presidency College men and members of the Staff 
of the College are invited to contribute to the Magazine. Short and 
interesting articles written on subjects of general interest and letters 
dealing in fair spirit with College and University matters will be 
welcomed. The Editor cannot return rejected articles unless accom
panied by stamped and addressed envelopes. 

All contributions for publication must be written on one side of 
the paper and must be accompanied by the full name and address of the 
writer, not necessarily for publication but as a guarantee of good faith. 

Contributions should be addressed to the Editor and all business 
communications should be addressed to the General Secretary, 
Presidency College Magazine, and forwarded to the College Office. 
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It is a pleasure to address a few words to the readers of 
this journal in its first issue of this session. These may perhaps 
appear platitudinous. But in the hurry and dust of everyday 
life, i,t is not unusual to lose sight of ideas and ideals. 

Much as we value academic distinction, and the College 
made a good show at the last University Examinations, we 
may profitably remind ourselves that the College aims at a good 
deal more than academic success. On the intellectual side, it 
aims at giving its alumni a broad and healthy outlook on life 
and helping them to acquire general and specialised know
ledge. On the social side, it provides for opportunities of social 
contact, helps them to rub off their angularities and thus pre
pares them for the outer world. And it is hoped that the College 
helps to make us realise the immense value of grit and character 
in life which, in the long run, might mean all the difference 
between success and failure, taking these words in their widest 
sense. 

If we occasionally remember these ideals, perhaps we shall 
find more zest in our work, and derive the greatest benefit from 
our connection with the Institution, with such a great tradition 
behind it. 

We are fortunate in being able to print in this issue a short 
poem from Tagore whom we are proud to claim as one of our 
ex-students even though he was in the College for one day only. 
How we wish that his connection had been longer ! 

B. M. S. 
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EDITORIAL 

The ProMem of Meadieg 
AST session's editor started a discussion on certain problems of 

present-day education. Some might doubt whether the one 
chosen for discussion this time is a problem at all. For though there 
might have been something of a problem in older days in reading 
illegible masuscripts, there can certainly be no difficulty in reading 
certain clearly printed pages! But a problem exists. The very fact 
that the pages are printed points to it. For these are days of machine-
civilisation and mass-production, and true, fruitful and disinterested 
reading is not easy to come by. Not only is there any scope for learnirlg 
for learning's sake buf those few persons who do not put the Muse to 
mercenary ends are labelled ' high-brow.' Gone are those days of 
peaceful life, of thorough learning, and of those teachers who could 
" settle hoti's business dead from the waist down." 

To indicate the features of the problem need not detain us long. 
They are well known by now ; indeed they have become common
places of complaint against the present system of education. Thanks 
to the age and our education, we are, as it were, losing the capacity to 
read literature aright. How many of us, frankly speaking, can not only 
understand its literal sense but also appreciate its tone and feeling, 
realise the hidden intention of the writer, discover the complexity and 
delicacy of reconciliations of diverse feelings that literature effects, and 
receive the full aesthetic import? Indeed, it is quite amusing to note 
how we hold many funny attitudes towards literature. To take the 
example of poetry, there are people whose love for literalism stands 
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in their way of appreciating good poetry and instances are not rare 
when a simile of a ' hawthorn smiling like milk splashed down ' is 
condemned because ' milk does not smile "M Another obstacle of no 
less importance is close insistence on poetic form and regularity of 
verse—an obstacle which shuts the door to that now fairly large field 
of modern poetry. Quite interesting is the attitude of those persons 
who take poetry much too seriously and are prepared to swallow with 
rare credulity a simple poetic effusion as the quintessence of philosophy. 
Thus, they are ready to cling with apostolic fervour to a saying Uke 
' Beauty is truth, truth beauty ' as a highly philosophical utterance 
and not as an expression of a certain blend of poetic feelings. How 
often again we analyse all the words and lines in a good poem, trace 
the history of particular phrases, compare forty versions of the most 
insignificant anecdote contained in it, but miss the flower-like charm 
that pervades the whole poem—-the charm that escapes analysis? 

But by far the greatest tragedy lies here. Does the education we 
have ever make us realise that literature is intimately connected with 
the values of life, that it is a means towards finer living? Does it, in 
other words, bring literature ' home to our businesses and bosoms ' and • 

* make it a vivid and vital part of our everyday living? Far from that! 
To many of our students hterature is simply a burden to be dragged, 
because they must, to the portals of an examination and to be shaken 
off with gladness and relief the moment the portals are passed. That 
being so, since literature is never made to rise above the necessity of a 
moment, it is no wonder that our students rarely come to develop a 
personal interest in literature. Hence the acceptance of second-hand 
ideas, of standardized opinions, of tabloid literary criticism: hence, too, 
the bandying about of cheap shibboleths like romanticism and others. 
And the sequel? The moment the student is through his examinations, 
he shakes hterature off. He forgets all that he ever learnt or was made 
to learn about it ; indeed he would die of sheer indigestion if he djd 
not. Literature ceases to be a reality for him, if it ever was one. It 
becomes either a horrible memory or something remote, alien, irrelevant 
—an expedient that served a particular necessity but of no significance 
for the rest of his life. This divorce between literature and life is one 
of the primary tragedies of our educational system. 

* * * 

Our main purpose here, however, is not so much to describe the 
problem itself as to examine the causes behind it. Let us look into the 

I I. A. Richards: Practical Criticism. 
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ffesponsibility of our universities in the matter. What are the defects 
of the present system of university education that prevent the growth 
of an open mind—of fine susceptibility and of right esthetic reactions? 
One has to blame the teaching in Enghsh first of all. Young students 
compelled to read literature through the medium of a foreign language 
naturally feel repelled. Nothing could be a more poignant comment on 
the -wastefulness of the present system than that all the energy and 
interest of a young mind are taxed and deadened by the hardness of 
the crust long before the kernel is reached. If effort is required to spell 
out the meaning alone, it is no wonder that the finer points are lost. 
One's best thoughts and ideas, one's richest feelings, are possible only 
in one's mother-tongue ; that alone is the speech of the soul. Where 
therefore a foreign literature is taught and examined in a foreign 
language, literature can never fulfil its mission. It can never grow 
intimate to the soul, never contribute to finer Uving. Dr. Coulton, the 
noted medievalist, attributes the sterility of medieval thinking in Er^rope 
to the universal use of Latin and quotes with approval the late Dr. 
Stresemann who said in his first speech before the League of Nations, 
' The mother-tongue is the sanctuary of the soul.' Not that we mean 
to denounce the study of foreign literature itself. But why not try 
the experiment of teaching and holding examinations in it in the 
vemacular? Are teaching and examination in the Classics School at 
Oxford conducted in Latin and Greek? 

It is a serious anomaly too that Indian universities are long 
detached from Indian culture and tradition. It is now a commonplace 
with educationists to emphasize the importance of tradition, of back
ground, in literary study. The reading of literature becomes plainly a 
misnomer if we study individual poems or poets and do not look into 
the relation of the individual artist to others, to the contemporary 
world and to the past. It becomes merely a gathering together of 
barren, unconnected details and is not integrated into that one whole 
that alone is culturally significant and fruitful. Such integration is 
necessarily absent from our studies in English hterature at our 
universities ; for the Enghsh tradition can never become a reahty for 
us even if attempts were made to make us understand it. It seems 
therefore that the time and effort now spent on mastering a foreign 
literature would be culturally more fruitful if they were devoted to the 
study of our native literature and tradition. No one, of course, would 
advocate the study of fossihzed remains of old writers ; but the term 
' tradition ' does not imply that ; it simply reminds us of our position 
in the process of evolution started long ago. Such a reminder it is one 
of the elementary duties of a university to give ; the apprehension and 
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enrichment of the native cultural heritage is of one of its essential tasks. 
Here our universities fail grievously ; we would not have to search 
long to find out trained 'varsity men without any inkling of their past 
culture and literature. 

Other evils, equally serious, may be pointed out. The present 
schemes of study, we must confess, are artificial to the point of 
absurdity, • Our study is so crowded with special courses, compulsions 
and other limitations that there can be little room for any kind of 
liberal education. Then again the accumulation of courses to be 
finished in one or two sessions produces from the beginning a sense 
of rush which altogether kills that academic ' stillness ' that Professor 
Ernest Barker has justly described as beautitudinous. It is from the 
narrow point of view of examinations coming after a specified period 
that subjects are studied—students seldom get the opportunity of read
ing them from a broad cultural standpoint. There is hardly any scope 
and leisure for absorption ; a hurried skimming is all that is possible. 
This sense of ' rush,' again, has a correspondingly degrading effect on 
teachers, and a unique opportunity for young students to hear able 
teachers discussing their subjects in a broad, free, personal manner 
has to be sacrificed to the exigencies of the course to be covered within 
a fixed period of alarming brevity. This insistence on examination 
curriculum and close routine-work shuts out altogether the possibility 
of imparting a wide outlook to students, and what chooses to call itself 
high and advanced study degenerates in practice into a dreary business 
of ' spoon-feeding.' It is not often realised what a dead weight 
examination needs are on our educational life. Even with the- best of 
intentions, our minds are made to run over and over again in ,the 
narrow groove cut by courses and examinations. 

In passing, we might just point out yet another defect which see'ms 
pecuhar to Indian universities only. Our students and our educational 
mentors appear to he under the dangerous spell of what may be termed 
pseudo-romanticism. We are given too much of soft stuff to feed on. 
This is specially true with regard to the kind of poetry we are given to 
read by our universities: too much of flowers and rainbows, of dreaming 
loves and yearning moths. Is that quite healthy? we ask. Is 
literature to become the very negation of mental discipline and 
intellectual exercise? Young learners require hard stuff occasionally 
to sharpen their teeth on ; and it would be good for universities to give 
us more of reading that requires intellectual exercise—poems, for 
instance, like Milton's, more of the classical poets, something of modem 
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intellectuals, too, like T. S. Eliot? Most of the literary contributions 
that reach us for the Magazine disclose a grievious softening of the 
brain ; and while we hope this is not general, there is very real danger 
of our becoming constitutionally unfit for hard mental work. Now 
that Bengalee students are up against a severe competition in every 
sphere of life, it is high time that the gravity of the situation was 
fully realised. 
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College Intelligence 

A new session finds the College crowded as usual. The present 
roU-strength stands at about eleven hundred ; these include Post-
Graduate students and, of course, a lively batch of freshers. We seem 
to have started the session under good auspices. For, not to speak of 
examination victories, we have won the Inter-Collegiate Foot-Ball 
League with not a game lost and have, besides, come out first in the 
Inter-Collegiate Debating Competition. Meanwhile, the new College 
Union has got going ; its personnel will be found elsewhere. Last 
session's office-bearers deserve a word of compliment as they go, parti
cularly the outgoing editor for his fine stewardship of the Magazine. 
For the Magazine, this is the twenty-fourth year of her existence ; ne.tt 
year is her Silver Jubilee! 

We have missed the Opening Social this year ; the Autumn Social, 
we hope, will more than make up for the loss. We have made an 
ambitious choice of a play this time, Rabindranath's Muktadhara. 
We hope, however, to repeat, perhaps even to surpass, the success won 
for the play by this College in 1925. 

There have been a few changes in the Governing Body. The 
Hon'ble Mr, H. S. Suhrawardy has resigned membership on his 
becoming a Minister ; the Hon'ble Mr. Justice Khondkar takes his place. 
A vacancy exists owing to the untimely death of Mr. B. K. "Basu. 
Our congratulations to Nawabzada A. S. M. Latifur Rahman on his 
confirmation as Chief Judge of the Calcutta Small Causes Court. 

A new and right move is the provision of special tutorial help in 
English for third-year students intending to appear afterwards at 
Public Service Examinations. Classes in General Knowledge might be 
added with advantage. Perhaps the most important point about 
coaching for Public Service Examinations is how to fit a candidate to 
face his viva. The College would be doing a really useful thing if it 
could enlist the services of a competent Englishman to hold classes in 
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Spoken English. That would benefit not merely would-be civilians but 
sundry other students as well. 

The Staff 

There have been a few changes in the English Department since we 
last went to press. In the last issue we reported the resignation of 
Professor House ; we only refer here to a striking remark he made at 
the meeting where he was bidden farewell, viz. that he thpught he was 
being paid more than he ought to have been. This sets at rest certain 
rather silly speculations on the subject of his resignation, and also should 
act as an eye-opener to those who fondly believe that fat salaries are 
essential for attracting bonafide teachers to this couotry. Dr. Subodh-
chandra Sen-Gupta goes up deservedly to a highelr grade to act in 
place of Professor House ; the resulting vacancy being filled by Professor 
Dilipkumar Sanyal, to whom our cordial if belated welcome. 

The Education Department, we understand, is considering a proposal 
of granting an extension of service to Professor PraphuUachandra Ghosh. 
We can think of only one decision the Department may make in the 
best interests of the College. It is difficult to conceive of Presidency 
College without Professor Ghosh. 

Professor Upendranath Ghoshal of the Economics Department is 
in Europe on a three months' leave. Professor Benoykumar Chowdhury 
fills the vacancy ; he has our cordial welcome. 

We are sorry at the departure of Professor Muhammad Sanaullah 
who Jias left us for Islamia College. Professor Mahfuzul Huq has been 
appointed in a higher grade as Head of the Department of Arabic and 
Persian in Professor Sanaullah's place: a well-merited elevation. The 
resulting vacancy was filled for a time by Mr. S. G. M. Hilali who, 
on his departure for Chittagong, has been succeeded by Mr. H. M. A. 
Hafiz, to whom our cordial welcome. 

Felicitations are no doubt due to Dr. Qudrat-i-Khuda on his 
becoming Principal of the Islamia College, but the Chemistry Depart
ment could hardly afford to spare him. Professor Asutosh Maitra goes 
up in the fitness of things to the senior grade to act in Dr. Khuda's 
place; while Dr. Subodhkumar Majumdar is happily back to his old 
College, of which he is a brilliant ex-student (1917-23) as well as an 
ex-professor (1926), to fill Professor Maitra's place. Dr. Majumdar 
wiU stay on as a permanent member of the staff vice Professor 
Hemchandra Dutta-Gupta due to retire in November next. 
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Mr. Subodhchandra Sen, Physical Instructor, is back to his old 
post after a year's leave. A word of compliment is due to Mr. Anil-
krishna Mitra for the ability with which he carried on the duties of 
the post during Mr. Sen's absence. 

Examination Results 

Our College has done creditably in the University Examinations 
this year. It has occupied the 3rd and loth places in the I.A. and the 
2nd, 3rd, 4th, 8th and loth places in the I.So. Examinations; on the com
bined results of the two examinations, it has obtained fifteen asterisks, 
six first-grade scholarships and two second-grade ones. In the B.A. 
Honours Examinations, it has obtained six first classes with top places 
in Persian and Eoonomics ; in the B.Sc. Honours Examinations, 8 first 
classes with top places in Mathematics, Geology and Physiology. As 
calculations show, our College h ^ , as usual, not only won the largest 
number of scholarships in the Intermediate Examinations but also 
obtained the largest number of first classes in the Honours Exaftiin-
ations in Arts and Science. We publish elsewhere the names of the 
scholars ; our greetings to them who have so well maintained the 
traditions of the College. 

The Library 

The Presidency College Library has got the reputation of being 
one of the biggest college libraries in India. (The total number of books 
is at present 50,000). We do not think, however, that the Library is 
being made to yield all the good it is capable of. A little generosity 
on the part of the Government, and the Library, we believe, could 
easily become an institution to be proud of. Here are four suggestions 
we make: we do not think they are ambitious. We should, in the first 
place, follow the example of the University Library and keep our 
Library open everyday from seven in the morning to seven in the 
evening. The Library should, in the second place, be kept open on 
holidays and Sundays (it is perhaps more important for a library to 
be kept open on holidays and Sundays than on week-days). Thirdly, 
the card-index (without which no library can make itself useful to its 
readers) should be immediately brought up to date. Fourthly, the 
open access system should be gradually introduced, particularly in the 
Reference Section. But all this requires extra labour, and as our 
present library staff is already overworked, we invite the attention of the 
Government to this matter and we do expect that the authorities would 
at least by appointing new hands temporarily make an experiment in 
this direction. Finally, insufficiency of accommodation elsewhere 
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compels the students to use the Library Hall as a Common Room. This 
is a serious evil and demands the best and immediate attention of the 
authorities. 

One other suggestion we should like to make which, we think, 
could be immediately put into effect. The Imperial Library, we notice, 
has lately introduced a novel method of announcing new arrivals to 
readers. The dust-covers of the latter are taken off and hung up on a 
board. Why not try that method over here? One should think that 
was a better way of interesting would-be readers in new books than a 
typed* or printed list. Moreover, a list gives merely the names of the 
books ; whereas the publisfier's blurb on the dust-cover, despite its 
occasional exaggerations, gives one some idea of the contents as well. 

Retirement of Sir P! C. Roy 

The curtain was rung d6wn on a greai euucational career, begun 
in our Chemical Laboratories in 1889 as Assistant Professor of 
Chemistry, when in June last Sir Prafullachandra Roy retired from 

. Principalship of the Utiiversity Science College. The compliments 
paid to him on the occasion* could but insufficiently describe his great
ness. For Sir Praphulla is much more .than a chemist, a Professor or 
a Principal. He has come to lead his countrymen in more spheres than 
one, and it will be long, we think, before they allow him to retire. The 
University has honoured him by making him its Emeritus Professor. 
It is a pity our College has missed the honour of calling him its 
Emeritus. 

Ouj- " Old Boys " 

At last we have captured the Poet himself for our fold. In his 
speech at the last Convocation of the Calcutta University, Rabindranath 
Ta,gore revealed a fact not generally known hitherto, viz. that he had 
been a student of Presidency College for one day only. Certain 
" unparliamentary " remarks of other students (so we gather from his 
Private Secretary) prevented a repetition of the visit. It is our proud 
privilege this time to appear with a poem which the Poet has very 
graciously sent us in token of his brief connexion with the College. 
We take this opportunity of offering him our respectful felicitations on 
his recovery from his recent illness; may he be spared long yet for the 
country, the world—and the College. -

Among other old boys who call for notice here are the Hon'ble 
Sir Abdur Rahim (M.A., 1886), recently honoured by Oxford with a 
D.C.L.; the Hon'ble Khan Bahadur Azizul Haque (B.A., 1911), elected 
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(first) Speaker of the new Bengal Assembly ; and Mr. Su^ilchandra Sen 
(1907-13), appointed Solicitor in Bengal to the Government of India. It 
is pleasing indeed to note the part that is being played by our old boys 
under the New Constitution. Four of them (as noted in the last issue) 
are in the Bengal Cabinet ; while those who are members of the new 
Assembly and Council make a pretty long list. Mention may be made 
here of Mr. Saratchandra Basu (1905-8), who leads the Opposition in 
the Lower House ; of Dr. Radhakumud Mukherji (1897-1903), who 
leads it in the Upper; and of Mr. Jatindranath Basu (1888-93) who leads 
the United Party. Would it be impertinent on our part to remind our 
old boys in the Council, Assembly and Cabinet of the duties they owe 
to their College? We have been disappointed not to have found any 
special provision for Presidency College in this year's " prosperity " 
budget. 

Obituary 

We have lost several distinguished old boys since we appeared last. 
Memories of Presidency College fifty years ago pass away with the late 
Rai Krishnakali Mukherji Bahadur (1879-82), Mr. Pramathachandra • 
Kar (1884-89) and Dr. Shyamadas Mukherji (M.A., 1890). Rai 
Bahadur Mukherji was one of«the oldest of our ex-students living and 
was well-known in his time as an able member of the Bengal Civil 
Service. Mr. Kar had a fine career here and rose to be one of 
the leading solicitors of his day. In Dr. Mukherji the province loses 
one of its renowned mathematicians. Presidency College a brilliant ex-
student, and both the College and the University a distinguished ex-
Professor. The late Mr. Bijoykumar Basu (1900-1906), dying before 
his time, leaves a gap in the life of the city that may not be easily 
filled. His activities and interests were many and varied. A leading 
solicitor, city Councillor since 1921, Alderman and Mayor, Member of 
the Council of State, sometime Revenue Member with the Govemnsgnt 
of Bengal, he found time and inclination amidst these multifarious 
occupations to attend to his alma mater. The Governing Body of the 
College loses in him one of its most capable members. Another old boy 
who dies in harness is the late Mr. Manindranath Kanjilal (M.A., 1907), 
Barrister-at-Law. Presidency College, Cambridge (whence he obtained 
triple tripos in Mathematics, Natural Science and Law) and Lincoln's 
Inn gave him a preparation for his profession that left nothing to be 
desired ; he died just as he was making his way to the top. 

* * * 

The hand of death has been heavy lately in the world of letters and 
science, education and scholarship. India loses a great Vice-
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Chancellor and educationist in the late Sir Syed Ross Masood and a 
great Indologist in the late Mr. Kashiprasad Jayaswal. Looking 
further afield, we note the deaths of Guglielmo Marconi, one of those 
men who have made our age what it is ; Alfred Adler, one of the 
greatest psychologists of our time ; Sir James Barrie, than whom none 
wove fantasy and humour into a more entrancing combination ; and 
Dr. Percy Gardner, the eminent classical archseologist. Our homage 
in each case. 



Some Ways of Eeglish Words 

WILLIAM CHRISTOPHER W O R D S W O R T H , M.A. (Oxon.) 

I P HILOLOGY is the love of words, and a man's language is high 
'^ among the things that he should love. It has often seemed to 
me that reading with the thoughts on the origins of the words and a 
curiosity how and when they came into use is very much like walking 
through a forest with eyes and ears for the live things it contains. It is 
the same kind of exercise of the faculties, and may give the same kind 
of pleasure. English studies in India, are not often directed to this end. 
Why should they be, for the many? But here and there a man might 
find delight of mind in it. More. Here and there a man might be 
encouraged by the development of a historic sense of language to apply 
it to his own language. Whatever may have been done, much must 
remain to be done in this way for all languages in use in Inciia. 

My subject is the eccentricity of words in English. This kind of 
eccentricity is, in other words, the scholar's igUbrance, or the ordinary 
man's ignorance. If we knew all the rules eccentricity would be only 
an application of them. English in the Oxford English Dictionary has 
400,000 words, many of them words that have tried to live and failed. 
Others have just escaped destruction. Look at overwhelm. We have 
hardly whelm, and not underwhelm, or circumwhelm. Why overwhelm 
only? Take the large eccentricity already hinted at. The O.E.D. has 
400,000 words, but Shakespeare the prolific, the great maker and rich 
user of the tongue, has about 23,000. We know what elements have 
contributed to the English we use ; Anglo-Saxon, French, Latin, Greek 
for Science, Italian for music, and all the world for needs as they ardse. 
The Englishman takes words as he wants them, and the small boy in 
an English garden to-day may be heard using pukka and kutcha and 
blighty without knowing where they came from. 

How much of English is to be explained by the historic fact that 
for some centuries Norman French was the language of Court and 
the courts, of the hunting field and the castle, Enghsh the language 
of the hovel? That any dignified oration was spoken, everything 
written was written, in Norman French? Wamba in Ivanhoe points 
out indignantly that a domestic animal " is Saxon when he requires 
tendance and takes a Norman name when he becomes matter of enjoy
ment." He is pig when alive because an Englishman tends him ; 
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pork when dead because a Norman enjoys him. So cow, beef ; calf, 
veal; sheep, mutton. 

Saxon is homely. And some easy-going philologists have let 
readers believe that the little words in English are almost certain to 
be of Saxon origin. It is a dangerous doctrine. Mob looks Saxon, 
but is Latin, for mobile vulgus, the moving crowd. And it is late, 
seventeenth century or thereabouts, though it looks much earlier. 
Purists did not like those little words. They were low. They and 
them are of the sinews of the language. They ' must be Anglo-
Saxon.' But no. Anglo-Saxon had Me and him. The forms in 
common use are Norse words. Chaucer uses hem. When someone 
says ' catch 'em alive,' he is not abbreviating the common pronoun. 
He is using a survival of the A. S. him. The prepositions till and fro 
axe Norse. Raise is Norse, rear is English. 

Wall, wine, street, look good English. And they certainly went 
to England with the Angles and Saxons. Yet they are good Latin, 
borrowed from Latin and transmuted before the invasions of Britain. 
Perhaps only the Romans built walls of earth, ramparts, (vallum), so 
far as the Germans knew. Only the Romans used wine (vinum) in 
their experience. Only the Romans paved roads and made them 
streets {strata via—a path strewn or paved with stone). Philology is 
not a science that can be carried far by the naked eye. 

The temper of a language may determine use while not providing 
all the elements that illustrate the use. Thus not all the following are 
A. S., but some are, and all are A. S. in type ; friend and foe, might 
and main, kith and kin, time and tide, have and hold. 

the little word cut looks English enough. But no one seems to 
know whence it came. A. S. had two words for the action, snithan 
and cepr^an ; the former has entirely disappeared, the latter remains 
in carve, a special kind of cutting. By the end of the 13th century 
cut had ousted both. Some centuries later the good old word ass was 
if not ousted certainly challenged by donkey ; to-day many people 
feel uncomfortable with either word. 

The effect of the Authorized Version of the Bible deserves much 
thought. Its language was ' pure and ancient,' because it carried on 
the work done by Wyclif, Tyndale and others. So it uses some words, 
rejects others equally good, it might be thought. It knows child and 
great and heaven and maid ; not boy or big or sky or girl. The 
Israelites liked to smite the Philistines, never to hit them. The tran
slation was done by a large committee ; the only good thing ever done 
by a committee, it has been said. They could work as one man 
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because they had so much good work accumulated for them. So they 
were a tremendous force in determining the spirit of English prose. 

An old lady is said to have loved Shakespeare ' because he was 
so full of familiar quotations.' He answers many of the questions, 
' When did this word come into the language?' for he used the speech 
of his day freely, and perhaps made words and phrases freely. He 
was ' Everyman's Poet.' And he had no rigid confining grammar to 
restrict him. He was making grammar. In him, as someone has 
said "you can happy your friend, malice or foot your enemy, or fall 
an axe on his neck." An Englishman cannot do those things now. 
Consider what he has given our speech: beggard'd all description, the 
sere the y^^^o'^ Jeaf, salad days, caviare to the general, devoutly to be 
wished, more honoured in the breach than the observance, cudgel thy 
brains, out-herods Herod, suit the action to the word, yeoman's 
service, towering passion, seamy side, foregone conclusion, pomp and 
circumstance, time-honoured, be-all and end-all, coign of vantage, 
make assurance doubly sure. And a thousand other familiar expres,-
sions that we feel to be perfect in adaptation. 

Some words, or rather some spellings, seem to have come in by 
accident. An old oak is always gnarled ; we can hardly think of any 
other epithet. But oaks were knurled for centuries, until some com
positor working on the 1623 Shakespeare foHo, either misspelt it or 
used some local word of his own. 

Merciful Heaven, 
Thou rather, with thy sharp and sulphurous bolt, 
Splitt 'st the unwedgeable and gnarled oak 
Than the soft myrtle. 

So we owe dirk instead of the old durk to Dr. Johnson'^ Dic
tionary ; also chestnut for chesnut: he too is responsible that we are 
never certain whether something was despatched or dispatched, so 
that we are forced, in writing, to use the better word ' sent.' Dispatch 
is correct ; despatch was a printing mistake in the Dictionary. 

This is an endless study. The questions a man may ask himself 
about English are myriads. What gives the language its genius for 
making words like sla-p, flap, smash, crash, splash, crack} Who gave 
us the perfect term zigzag? What did people do before 'Lewis Carrol' 
in the i8th centiuy introduced chortle? The language goes on making 
itself, by borrowings from without, by creation from within. The 
cinema is common in India. But England has the pictures or the 
flicks. The list of nineteenth century words is long. And the 
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twentieth has already done its share. Swaraj is almost an English 
word. Mr. Shaw gave us superman, a horrible but useful Latin plus 
English word, about 1903, and we shall never again do without it. We 
have wealth, not illth: Ruskin tried to introduce this, but failed. The 
story of words that have been born to die is a long study in itself. I 
end by advising any interested in these things to browse upon Professor 
Weekley's books about words, and Groom's Short History of English 
Works, and sometimes to gaze with reverence, 'not from afar, on the 
mighty 0. E. D. I began with reference^ to the eccentricities of words. 
I end with the remark that fascination is a better term. 



' 'The Quest Eternal" 
PROFESSOR MAHENDRA N A T H SARKAR, M.A. , P H . D . 

T H E QUEST E T E R N A L — B Y S I R BROJENDRA N A T H SEAL, 

London: Oxford University Press, 1936, p p . 92, 7s. 6d. 

T HE Quest Eternal is a book of verse by Sir Brojendra Nath Seal. 
Sir Brojendra Nath is widely known all over the world as a 

man of profound thinking and extensive scholarship. But in this book 
we see him in the role of a poet. This book reminds one of Bridge's 
Testament of Beauty and Dante's Divine Comedy in style and form. 
Sir Brojen has before him a wider latitude in his poetic vision. He 
has not foregone his philosophic imageries and inspiration. He has 
reproduced philosophy in verse. And it is an experiment in which the 
dignity and sorbriety of thought, 'the poise and the balance of reason 
and imagination, of historical reality and universal ideality,' keep pace 
with the dignity of style. The style is classic, the thought is also 
classic. It is " reverting in large part to the classical in manner and 
diction which transcends all fashions, conventional or unconventional." 
" To avoid that amorphous and essentially unpoetic indefiniteness of 
outline which is the bane of subjective poetry, the author has uniformly 
applied an objective treatment to the experiences of the ideal world." 
Not a lyrical furor, but balanced thought and imagination in their 
objective and measured expression have been the basic inspiration in 
the book. Naturally, the content has taken the form of classical poetry 
exhibitmg the basic ideas that have been the foundation of • life's 
expression in ancient, mediaeval and modem times. It is not a 
study of philosophy separated from life's creative urge and spirit's 
aspirations, rather it reveals Sir Brojen's iine mystical insight iilto the 
basic tunes of the creative harmonies and forces that are moving the 
panorama of existence. 

He has depicted the ideologies behind the life and civilization of the 
main creative periods in their power and force, and has given instruct
ive comparisons in the marginal notes and appended an appendix 
explainning the parallelisms and contrasts. " These parallelisms and 
contrasts," it will be observed, " centre round certain elemental concepts 
and motifs, entering into the three ideal constructions." The author 
has before him the creative ideas in their eternal procession and has 
depicted the formative ideals of the different stages of world's history. 
His synthetic imagination has grasped the problems of life as conceived 
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and solved in the different stages of its formation; but what has been 
aimed at is not historicity " but the imaginative apprehension of the 
soul of an age, its humanism, its universe-idea and its god-conscious
ness viewed from the standpoint of the burning problems of the day." 
It is a picture of the whole of human civilization in its spiritual aspira
tions put into line poetry and attractive verses. The poetic rhythm of 
the Modem Ideal impresses the reader more favourably. Its music is 
more attractive, just as its theme is more luminous. The book is really 
appealing, as it acquaints us with the harmonies and discords of 
life in the symphony of ages. The comprehensiveness of vision 
presented in the book with close familiarity with the dominant tunes 
of life is indeed striking, and one really wonders that the author is in 
mystical sympathy with the transcendent ideals of the ancients as well 
as with the immanental ideals of the modems. But his sympathy lies 
more with cosmic humanism in the pageant of world history in which 
Prometheus has unbound himself. He identifies himself with this in 
which the deliverance of the spirit is found. " The voice was mine, 
yet not mine, but cosmic, Chanting the law of man's deliverance, the 
power of life." 

He introduces the theme of cosmic flux in the first part of the 
book. The cosmic flux passed through stages of sub-human evolution 
till it emerges in the form of intelligent essences and the fair humanities 
—wherein the divine and the human types first make their appearance 
in the stream of Hfe. The eternal maid and the eternal child are the 
index of the flux evolving definite and eternal types radiant in spirit 
and exhibiting the eternal mystery of the creation of the opposite types 
" in the deep and the timeless sea." The tidal wave of the cosmic 
play is the play of the mother divine—^the Adya-Sakti, Prakriti, the 
Witness of time's birth. But the vision passes on to the greater height 
—" God's own head rises on the Prophet." The poet then takes the 
reader through a march of subjective experiences of the cosmic dance, 
the theopany in nature, the lyrical pageantry passing into the abysmal 
mystery of the void. Out of this void arose a throbbing point—a 
soul in pain, " a soul within this soul, a twain " which had the most 
wondrous mystic vision. " Slow rose a cosmic panorama in my head. 
Distinct and free!" 

I gazed, and to my eye there answered 
An eye, in Ecstasy. 
I t is not a vain weak dream: 
For ever since t h a t visioned hour. 
Thy choirs of nymph and elf and faery. 
People the vocal E a r t h and Air, 
And all the skyey throng tha t trail and sweep 
Light with Thy smile inefiable the Void and the vasty Deep. 
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A vigilant eye and a nameless power girds round the seeker. The 
vision cannot be steady, for the mystic soul passes through all ranges 
of being, conscious, superconscious, and unconscious. All the forces 
of existence in their entire nakedness stand before him. It naturally 
presents the opposing forces in creation. The picture of the cosmic 
dance rocking the whole framework of existence, revealing ' immortal 
naked radiance '—the forms of pathos, passion, mirth, the dance of 
love, the dance of the death, are all painted in beautiful and dignified 
imageries. The thought and the expression have quick, unexpected 
changes, as the whole life is now in vortex. The dance moves in bliss 
to the central void. The earth-bom love cannot fathom the mystery. 
" It hears the deep call evermore, it drinks the myriad life of waves," 
the hero is amazed, and lost in the immensity and vastness. It finds 
the unsurpassable gulf between its atomic existence and the abysmal 
void. The quest Eternal still remains a quest, the mystery has become 
truly mysterious. 

I I 

The author in the second part of the book carries us through 
the search for " the transcendent conceived as supernature through 
the presentation of Magian Mysticism and Platonic Knight Errantry." 
His imaginary Knight, the truth-seeker, defies the church, the 
empire, in the name of the commonwealth of reason, " the cosmic 
order star-writ in Heaven." The wizard knight has brought light 
to many, but he is lost in the search. He cannot receive bliss and 
peace from the Virgin Mother as the reward of meek acceptance for 
his quest is Truth. The peace that he seeks is the peace of the seers 
who are the conquerors of destiny through superior wisdom. They 
are co-workers with the invisible destiny that is shaping from behind 
the nature of things remedying the evil with good everlasting. The 
knight prays " Which walk contest in Thy Deeps of Rest, 0 lead 
me to Deeps intent!" The mediasval Platonic knight rent the Nature's 
veil and went beyond nature's pole and became rapt in the cosmic soul. 
He finally passed into the Dark night of the soul, the inscrutable abyss, 
wherein " the forms so fair all turned to naught." The knight could 
not stand at this apex of consciousness. He was content with the 
secrets of Nature and Mind and eager to follow the beneficent will that 
is revealed through them. He peeped through the veil into the soul's 
universe where everything passed into nothing and the inward spirit 
had not the strength to fathom the Dark night, this inscrutable Deep 
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whence vanishes everything. The quest eternal thus reached the 
height which is beyond all human aspirations and all human sympathies. 
And naturally the quest begins afresh and this has become the theme 
of the modem ideal. This conclusion almost exactly coincides with the 
conclusion of the first chapter ; the seeking soul's evident unwillingness 
to pass into the inscrutable height of existence leaving aside the beauties 
of Nature and the dignities of the spirit. 

I l l 

The modem ideal differs from the ancient and the mediaeval ideals 
in its essentially human character. The spirit discovers itself as the 
world's soul, as the cosmic man, through the depth of the individual 
self. The hero of the quest here is a homeless wanderer in search of the 
wisdom that will enable him to master death—^in the sense of the dark 
forces of life that frustrate all ideal strivings. The hero of life comes 
to feel from his experience in meditation that the mere subjective life 
of the soul ends in illusion and fantasy. He requires the life anew and 
iinds the meaning of life revealed when the touch of cosmic humanism 
is felt within. From the individual quest of life and wisdom he passes 
on to the problem of the redemption of humanity. The concentration on 
the individual shuts out truth and confines us in subjective dreams and 
ideas. Neither force nor law nor justice can emancipate man, for 
they are more or less external to man. The man's inner being is 
essentially love. Psyche discovers this love—the immortal force in 
life. Life unfolds in love and is consummated in it. Love is the 
redeemer, for it burns out all crudities and inertia and embraces the 
cosmic life, for it is essentially life. Man himself is the redeemer of 
humanity. Redemption does not come from outside. It proceeds from 
within. It is in Love. Love is the world-passion of creative deity. 
Love sets aside the struggle between the individual and the universal ; 
and by vicariously relieving the passion of humanity, man frees himself 
from his individual passion. He has now " an attitude of cosmic 
acquiescence." The ineffable peace that blesses is the peace after the 
storm. The hero is blessed with this world passion of creative deity. 
But this world passion and the eternal love he sees in the Heaven, and 
hears a " Canticle of life "—chanting the law of man's dehverance— 
" wisdom to master death, the power of life,"—that never fades, but 
" kindles, lightens, glows from world to world." 

In this vision of eternal life the poet sees the deliverence of the 
world. The hero in his dream clearly realises the fruitlessness of 
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the search of the eternal in the transcendent order. In the world 
eclipse, there is no fellow partnership. Nirvanic void, external law and 
justice and redemption sent unsolicited by the external agent no longer 
attract him as he has discovered the ever-free and the all-absorbing 
force of love within him—a love that has in it all the blessings bestowed 
upon the adventurous spirit which seeks to remove all inequalities and 
conflicts and envisages the humanity re-discovered in its widest com
monalty and in its stately pageantry of continuous history. 

The Passion of Humanity, relieved. 
My vision purged of misty-fires, or hot. 
Or cold, by slow unconscious steps, I moved 
To the central cosmic light, in which I 'd see 
Transfigured, in the heart of things, my story; 
The individual passion of my life. 
As world-passion of creative deity. 

IV 

This book is an intensive study in the eternal quest of life and lifts 
our vision to a serene atmosphere. It presents the struggle of man in 
the search of the spiritual ideal which humanity has long struggled to 
discover. The author cannot be missed in his sympathies. The soul 
of the poet has yearned for the Eternal. He sees greater beauties, 
profounder sublimities in this world-passion of creative deity than in 
the abysmal deep of the ancient mysticism. It has no fascination for 
him. It dispenses with, for ever, the richness of life, its beauties and 
dignities which the creative life displays. The creative deity, its 
authority and impelling, that man feels in himself, is the life-impulse 
in which life unfolds itself. The negative attitude of life as~ presented 
in the mediseval ideal and the ancient ideal does not offer any clue 
to the solution to the life-problem. " Not by negation is the world 
annulled." Self-dead humanity should rise as world-soul in order to 
understand and enjoy life by a cosmic sympathy. The heart of things 
beats with this force and passion of love which must be relieved from 
its self-concentration and elevated to an universal impulse to give us 
the deliverance—" Death is conquered by dying." The soul of man 
gets its final satisfaction in this conquest of death by the solicitation 
of love and infusion of eternal life. Love encompasses the whole 
of life in its embrace, but there is the manifest tendency in the height 
of its movements to pass into an equilibrium where the creative urge 
is displaced by silence. Love is wedded unto silence, from which it 
descends as the original impulse to life. The void behind it reigns in 
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its inscrutable silence even when love marches with creative evolution. 
Love creates ever anew. Love never repeats itself in its masterful 
expressions. Every time it invests its creation with a new vesture, 
a new meaning, a new joy. There is the other movement of love, to 
enjoy the universality of Hfe, for that gives the integrating power of 
love without which the ideal and new creations of Love lose their setting 
in the stream of Ufe. This Love boldly refuses, for it is the nature of 
Love to enjoy life in its continuity and its harmony. And Love's 
eternal festivity is in beauty. " Harmony is the soul of beauty." Is 
that love all? Does not love reveal a passion for a union, a passing 
into the Spirit's slumber where in the intensity of charm and attrac
tion, it withdraws its forces of projection and passes into ineffable Light 
and mysterious Silence. Through its upward assent it carries us through 
the height of Cherubic dignities and Seraphic Beauties to that inexplic
able mystery, the mystery of Silence wherefrom the play of Love is 
withdrawn ; not that Love is lost, but that Love transcends its own play 
in the eternal poise of Being. Such is the mystery of life. The dance 
and the silence go together. Life to be enjoyable must be true to both 
the poles of its existence. The vision of the world soul in which 
Prometheus has unbound himself is a modem solution to the eternal 
problem, where our attention is directed to the dignity of Cosmic Man 
and the richness of his creation under the cosmic impulse. Humanity 
is emerging into a new moving ideal—the federation of human society 
and world-fellowship in the new cult of cosmic humanism which 
envisages the formation of a new brotherhood inspired by the eternity 
of man and his creations. This new outlook fosters a new creative 
understanding and spiritual sympathy and promises a new kingdom 
of Hfeaven on Earth. Such is the lofty theme of the book. Walt 
Whitman has spoken of the divinity of man and a spiritual democracy. 
Sir Brojendra Nath's theme approaches the theme of the Leaves of the 
Grass, but he has not spoken of the tremor of the universal spirit in 
man, but has raised the Cosmic Man to the level of the World-Soul and 
envisages the ushering of a new epoch in civilization which sings the 
glory of Man and preaches the new gospel of Cosmic Man. 



Sciemce and Culture 
II—SCIENCE AND SOCIETY* 

PRATAP SEN—Fourth Year History. 

n p HE age we live in to-day is commonly described as the age of 
•^ science. The obvious reason for this is that science is supposed 

to control and influence the actions and destinies of humanity, if not in 
all, at any rate in most, spheres. The popular idea is that in previous 
ages the motive power behind society was religion (or that vast wilder
ness of mythology, superstition, ethics, mysticism and mumbo-jumboism 
popularly included in the term); but the Industrial Revolution 
changed all this. Religion gave way to science. The process was 
accelerated in the nineteenth century when Darwin, Huxley and Spencer 
undermined the bases of religion and installed Reason (do the shades 
of Chaumette and Hebert still repose in peace?) in its place. From 
that time onward technical inventions, " the conquest of nature " and 
further advances in biology and anthropology have " annihilated 
space," "killed distance," "increased total productivity," "liberated" 
humanity by convincing it of its simian descent: in a single word, 
the net result of all this has been that science has completely ousted 
religion from its office of the guardian angel of society. Emboldened 
by this the popular mind (or lack of mind) looks into the future. 
" Dream books " appear and old men indulge in the childish amuse
ment of seriously predicting in full detail and with all due embellish
ments the further development of society on these lines. The theory 
behind these predictions appears to be that the processes working 
to-day will continue to do so in the future logically coherently, without 
interruption. The progress of society will, in short, be a march along 
the road to a " popular science " millennium. 

The above popular idea of a scientific revolution that suddenly 
stormed society implies firstly the recognition of an antagonism 
between religion and science, secondly, it implies that science had 
never before been an agent in determining social evolution. With the 

*For the first instalment see Presidency College Magazine, April, 1937, 
Vol. XXIII , No. 3, pp. 204-209: Science and Religion by Dalimkumar 
Guha ,—ED. 
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first of these assumptions,! Mr. Guha has dealt capably and expertly. 
It remains to consider the second assumption. In the first place, we 
have to,note that the idea is historically false. It is the product of a 
curious mentality that invests the so-called modern age with an undue 
and disproportionate importance. It is the jaundiced outlook of the 
pseudo-educated. The tremendous outburst of scientific invention, the 
advances in those departments of science that vitally and immediately 
concern society and the everyday life of man have contributed to the 
false outlook. The fact is that the histories of science and society are 
practically co-extensive. The scientific factor in social development has 
a very long history behind it. The history takes us back to times that 
are commonly described as pre-historic. The discovery of fire was 
perhaps the most tremendous scientific event. The domestication of 
animals has to-day been elaborated and developed into Mendelism and 
the modern experiments in the cross breeding of livestock.^ The 
primitive experiments in canoeing, the construction of flint instruments 
for domestic use, the advent of pottery, the building of the first houses, 
the conscious attempts of pre-historic man to shield himself from cold 
and heat by various devices, the invention of clothes, the invention of 
agriculture, the slow growth of ideas regarding the use of fire for cook
ing,—all these are instances of the impact of science on society. The 
process was continuous: it continued even in the so-called classical age. 
In the words of John Strachey " the basic achievements of antiquity 
were technical, were such things as the invention of field agriculture, the 
domestication of some animals, the invention of coasting ships and 
the like."'' Such instances could be multiplied infinitely—the invention 
and development of the art of writing, the invention of paper, the 
beginnings of the art of the goldsmith, the silversmith, the coppersmith 
and the ironmonger, the wonderful development of architecture as seen 
in such buildings as the Assyrian palaces, the Egyptian Pyramids, 
the Parthenon, and the temples in North India and Central America 
and a countless number of other minor and major inventions, discoveries 
and experiments go to prove that science was ever seeking to solve the 
problems that confront man in his struggle for existence, in his 
endeavour to attain to higher standards of life. The process was 
continued in the middle ages—as developments in the industrial arts 
and the methods of navigation in particular, indicate. And so the story 
comes down to the modern period. 

1 Science and Religion—previous issue of the Magazine. 
2 Julian Huxley 's t o o k Scientific Research and Social Needs has an 

interesting chapter on " Science and Food." 
3 John Strachey—Theory and Practice of Sociahsm. 
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Karl Marx wrote that " the mode of production in material life 
determines the general character of the social, political and spiritual 
processes of life."' In other words, the materialistic conception of 
history teaches us that history is a complex effect of many causes of 
which the economic or technical is the basic and most important. 
Accepting this dictum and applying it to modem society we arrive at 
the conclusion that it is the technique of industrial production that deter
mines the shape and future course of society. To express the same idea 
in another form, the great single fact that is the differentia of modem 
society (rather we should say post-Industrial-Revolutionary society) is 
the altered technique of production brought in by the Industrial Revo
lution. Here we see how basic is the connection between society and 
science to-day. The Industrial Revolution was in simpler words 
merely the application of scientific methods to industrial production. 
These scientific inventions made possible a minute and thorough 
application of the division of labour to industrial production. The conse
quence of this was, in a word, a tremendous acceleration of industrial 
output. The world was given more of everything. The increase in 
the quantity of goods reduced their prices, the Industrial Revolution 
also brought about a rise in the general level of wages. The whole 
process was complicated and involved but the general result was an 
unprecedented rise in the standard of living. Unknown luxuries 
appeared—old luxuries ceased to be regarded as such, the total 
quantity and quality of necessities demanded by the middle class and 
by the working classes (all this applies only to industrial countries) 
were no longer the same. Not only was the standard of living of the 
middle and working classes changed—the change amounted to a 
revolution in the old ideas about these things. The process continues 
and our ideas are even to-day rapidly changing and the dreams of 
yesterday are the postulates of to-day. Mankind advances from high 
to higher standards and the one thing that set the huge machinery of 
progress in motion was and continues to be the increasing inventiveness 
of science. Industries are being mechanised and the human factor in 
production is gradually being reduced to a negligible minimum. The 
great fact stands out that our work has been robbed of its interest. 
Not only has science mechanised industry, it is mechanising men as 
well.^ 

And science has in this way changed the entire basis of society. 
From the mediaeval guild society emerged the modern capitalistic 

1 The Critique of Political Economy ( the passage is quoted in John 
Strachey's Theory and Practice of Socialism). 

2 This was brought home forcibly by Chaplin's Modern Times^ 
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system. The process by which this transition took place is known as 
the Industrial Revolution and the Industrial Revolution was only the 
result of certain scientific inventions effecting the technique of industrial 
production. Since then science has progressed and industry has be^n 
so revolutionised that human society is heading towards a newer change. 
Science brought in capitaUsm and it is the increasingly important role 
of science in the technique of production that has made a new 
organisation of society a necessity. So scientific inventions in the 
technique of industry has controlled and moulded the general 
character of modem society. It is influencing the birth of a new social 
order as well. The wave of scientific inventiveness in the period of 
the Industrial Revolution found a ready-made social system to work 
upon. This was capitalism. Though the progress of science has out
stripped this old social system, as in the time of the Industrial Revolu
tion, a social system exists to fit in with the new order of things. 
The difference is however that, whereas capitalism was welcomed and 
generally accepted, socialism to-day is being most strenuously opposed. 
The truth is that whereas capitalism did not contemplate a very 
radical deviation from the old course, socialism seeks to destroy the 
very basis of capitalistic society. These changes are but the outward 
symptoms of a great inner struggle. The struggle is that of a dynamic 
force in a static society. Scientific inventions pour in, the social 
structure remains unmoved until it bursts. 

Beside altering radically the technical side of industry and 
hence the entire basis of society science has profoundly affected 
society by its work in the spheres of communications and war. With 
regard to communications the work of science has tended to produce 
two entirely different sets of results. One aspect of scientific research 
here has produced a sort of centrifugal consequence, the other a centri
petal one. The internal combustion engine has introduced the biggest 
single change in transport after the introduction of steam since it 
brought in both the motor car and the aeroplane, to say nothing of the 
motor ship.i The extraordinary advance in automobile and aero
nautical engineering coupled with discoveries and work in metallurgy 
and aerodynamics has changed all ideas of speed and time. The 
aeroplane has done for the lowbrows what Einstein did for the high 
brows—it has changed their ideas about the world. The flights of the 
MoUisons, Kingsford-Smith and C. W. A. Scott have served to open 
up many areas hitherto unlinked to ' civilisation.' The world flights 
of Post and Gatty and the recent tragic venture of Mrs. Putnam point 

I Scientific Research and Social Needs: J. Huxley. 
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towards a future All-World Air Service while the Soviet Polar Flights 
have served to open up new prospects of long distance aviation. 

Even more important than aeroplanes is the motor car. The 
aeroplane is still very much a rich man's toy but Ford has placed the 
motor car within the reach of the middle class. The consequences of this 
have naturally been profound. The sum total of these changes has been 
a general closing up of distances. Specifically speaking, this has meant 
the disappearance of many false conceptions (though not all) and has 
tended to draw the nations into closer unity. Commercially the world 
is a single unit as a result of these revolutionary inventions. In other 
respects too different nations have been brought into closer contact 
and the opportunities of international friendship have been increased. 
Further, the cheapening (there is still room for much improvement 
here) and shortening of travel have encouraged men to go out into the 
world and see the lands they only dreamt of. A great diffusion of 
peoples, a mingling of nations have been encouraged and made possible. 
Human society has been given a unified shape and the bonds between 
its different parts have been strengthened. 

Whereas the aeroplane, the motor car and the motor ship encourage 
us to travel away from our homes, the radio, the gramophone and the 
moving picture encourage us to stay within walking distance at least 
of the local " movie palace." The radio and the gramophone have 
literally brought " the world to our door." This ' modern ariel of a 
miUion voices, as Julian Huxley describes it, has brought to the multi
tude the actual living voice of statesman and singer, teacher and 
preacher, instead of a mere printed account." It has allowed us " to 
sit at home and enjoy concerts and entertainments which are taking 
place tens or hundreds of miles away." The same result is also being 
produced by the gramophone—the phrase " canned music" is 
peculiarly expressive of its functions. While the radio and gramophone 
enable us to hear, the cinema enables us to see as well. Possibilities 
of it enabling us to smell and feel are always being envisaged by certain 
imaginative writers. 

The social consequences of these scientific inventions are varied and 
considerable. Considering them collectively it may be stated that they 
have brought in new music, new ideas in entertainment and lastly a 
new mentality. The new music has been brought into existence by the 
radio, the gramophone and the talkies. To understand the new music 
the first thmg we have to remember is that its vehicles are universal, 
secondly that it is meant for world consumption and thirdly that the 
larger part of the world's population (at least the listening and cinema-
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going—but not the gramophone hearing to such an extent)—pubKc 
consist very largely of what we may describe as " human beings of 
comparatively inferior esthetic sensibilities, " i This combined with the 
fact that the primary motive behind most musical productions of the 
cinema-radio-type is " t o pile in the dollars " has resulted in the modern 
jazz.^ Aldous Huxley writes, " Emotions are everywhere the same but 
the artistic expression of them varies from age to age and from one 
country to another. Remoteness in space divides no less than remote
ness in time." The very fact that jazz is meant for an audience 
composed of all the nations means that any attempt at subtlety is 
likely to be misunderstood (here we have to note that modern jazz is a 
purely American creation hence subtlety in jazz would be American 
subtlety which would not be understood by, say a Chinaman or an 
Indian). Hence the rhythmic base of jazz is the tom-tom beat—a 
form of rhythm common to all countries with even an elementary 
musical tradition. The appeal of jazz is to the very elementary musical 
sensibilities common to all humanity. Thus the cacophony of modern 
jazz is the consequence of two facts—firstly, the creation of a world 
market by scientific inventions, secondly, by the creation of an instru
ment that distributes the music in a manner which is universally under
stood and enjoyed. The instruments that have popularised this jazz 
are primarily the gramophone and the radio; the cinema is playing its 
part (the production of "musicals" leads us to consider the interesting 
fact that modern jazz is ununderstandable except against a background 
of dance); but the social consequences of the cinema lie mainly in the 
fact that it has created new ideas in entertainment and a new art form. 
The same factors that influenced the rise of jazz—world markets, the 
necessity of universal appeal—have led to the cinematic art form. The 
fact that a single film made in Hollywood or Elstree will have a market 
as extensive as Western civilisation has led to the expenditure of 
enormous sums on 'stars' and cinematic equipment. Human society 
has been given an outlet—the cinema is perhaps the last outpost of 
sentimentality in a hard-boiled world. The role it plays in the social 
life of our times is tremendous. It has become the universal form of 
amusement and perhaps half adult mankind spends its evenings in 
cinemas. 

So long we have considered that part of scientific achievement that 
has had a unifying influence on human society. The work of science 
in the sphere of war has encouraged an antagonistic tendency—the 
tendency for nations to separate and quarrel. 

1 See Brave New World by Aldous Huxley. 
2 Jesting Pilate. 
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The first thing that science has done to war is to immensely 
increase its horrors. The weapons of scientific precision, the poison 
gases used in modern warfare have made war not only a terrible affair 
for the soldier; it has made the civilian a victim too. A second and 
related consequence is the brutalisation of war. The bomb never dis
criminates and nor do the tortures of poison gas. All romance has 
gone out of warfare. The invention of gunpowder began the process 
of dehumanising war, science has made war to-day a mechanical affair 
—a meeting of mathematical forces, a matter of balance and minute 
calculation. The scientist in his laboratory, the statistician in his 
work-room fight the battles of to-day but it is the soldier who dies in 
the mud and the filth; science controls war, man wages it and dies in 
it. Besides these immediate effects, scientific war has other far-reaching 
consequences. The battle is never won or lost; the collapse of the 
economic system, the unemployment of millions of erstwhile heroes, 
blindness, dismemberment, insanity, neurosis, cynicism; a curious 
fatalistic attitude—the war is continued. 

The social consequences of the New Warfare are considerable. 
The absolute suspension of all laws and the setting up of a new 
standard of rights and duties entirely different from ordinary standard 
makes the soldier always a bad citizen. Secondly, the brutality of 
modem warfare makes him coarse and neglectful of human life. The 
gun becomes not only his weapon but also his creed. Consequently 
gangsterism and organised violence are now the established features of 
modem social life. The more alarming consequences are psychological. 
The Great War furnished numerous cases of what is known as war 
neurosis and shell shock.^ (Siegfreid Sassoon has described vividly 
scenes in a war mental hospital). Besides upsetting the mental 
equilibrium of some individuals the war has a general psychological 
result on all combatants. Cynicism, fatalism, the throwing overboard 
of all accepted standards—these distinguish the soldier come back from 
the wars. Gradually a restlessness and discontent invade society and 
crimes increase, vice spreads and the general moral standard declines.^ • 

Apart from these consequences scientific warfare has made pacifism 
a vital problem.'' Such different types as represented by Aldous Huxley, 
Normal Angell and Canon Shepherd have started preaching pacifism. 
This shows that pacifism has begun to concern all types and classes. 

1 See Sherston's Progress. 
2 A recent film illustrates this forcibly (They Gave Him a Gun: M. G. M.) 
3 Such pugnacious war-raongers as Belloc are more the exception than the 

rule among those who have any semblance of sanity. This of course puts 
Hitler out of court. 
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The whole subject is a vast one and here only one aspect is to be 
considered—what is and should be the scientist's attitude towards war? 

At present the attitude of the scientist is nothing but a lack of 
attitude. He has gone on with his research oblivious of its possible 
effects; but this mentality must be changed. The scientist has a social 
responsibility. He should develop a social sense. As a social being it 
is his clear duty to prevent the misuse of his knowledge. Professionally 
this standard cannot do any harm as the medical profession has proved 
that professional work is possible under highly idealistic conditions. A 
possible method by which a scientist can prevent further brutalisa-
tion of war is by refusing to research on subjects specifically concerned 
with war—such as the attainment of greater precision in artillery opera
tions. Of course, his work in other fields may result in discoveries and 
inventions that may be used in war (mustard gas is an instance); but 
even here the scientist can either withhold his patent or give it to all the 
nations of the world simultaneously or (and best of all) set out to dis
cover some effective antidote and then announce both his discoveries. 
It cannot be doubted that to day many scientists are engaged in research 
of-a purely blood-thirsty character in national laboratories. This can 
easily be stopped by a combined move by an organised body of inter
national scientists. Such research is often being carried out under the 
influence of a false idea of patriotism and an entirely inaccurate notion 
(or lack of notion) of the possible effects of the results of such research 
in terms of human suffering. A judicious propaganda carried on by 
scientist-pacifist can easily expose the falsity of the pseudo-patriotism. 
As for the second idea, only a little more realism is required. It is this 
realism that modem pacifism lacks. A more virile phraseology has 
been suggested as a possible method by Aldous Huxley^—" We protect 
our minds by a system abstractions, ambiguities, metaphors and similes 
from the reality we do not wish to know too clearly; we he to ourselves 
in order that we may have the excuse of ignorance." Other methods 
suggest themselves. The whole point is that it is the duty of the 
scientist to disassociate himself from the conspiracy in which he is now 
all too deeply implicated. It is his duty to science and to human society 
to accomplish this. 

The obstacles that impede the realisation of this design are again 
very serious. The scientist has to contend with the political and 
economic structure around him. Living in an independent nation state 
it becomes impossible for him to act up to his principles and ideals. 
The claims of the father (or mother as the case may be) land have to 

1 The Olive Tree: Essay on Words and Behaviour. 

5 
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be satisfied. He is on the horns of a dilemma—^national considerations, 
the fear of persecution and social ostracism are at conflict with 
principles and more often than not the easier way out is adopted. 
Again, society being as it is, the problem of bread and butter is a 
serious one. The bread is often wet with the salt of bitter tears but 
nevertheless it is bread. As long as war-research offers its present bait 
the steady flow of brUiant scientists from the college laboratories to 
government test houses will not be appreciably lessened. Science may 
do its best but society prevents any advance. 

Thus the problem of pacifism is now a primarily social and political 
one. Until adequate changes, in these two departments, have been 
effected, science can play no part. 

Having considered the relations of science and society in three 
great spheres—^industry, communications and war it is now left for us 
to set down some general observations. 

Science is leading the modern atomistic social organisation to an 
universal ideal. WhUe the present social system is the child of science 
the future society which will negate it will also be the gift of the 
transforming agency of science. History is a series of contradictions 
and the law of all development is negation " negation of the negation " 
in the words of Hegel. The fact that the industrial base of modern 
society is being undermined has already been noticed. The old order 
is going to be replaced by a new one in which science will continue 
to work out its processes. The transition should have been a peaceful 
one—logic tells us this ; but actuality seems to disprove this hypothesis. 
Science, if left alone, would have worked this social transition but 
the process of change is held up everywhere by the stubborn though 
anachronistic organisation of society. Politics dictates the course of 
scientific research and the money that should have been spent ii; public 
health research is being used for war research. The economic order 
of society prevents an equitable distribution of those goods and services 
that science provides and that could have made the whole human race 
happier and healthier. 

The dual existence of a society that has had its day and a science 
that is hindered by this society leaves us with the cruel actuality that 
after centuries of endeavour human life still exhibits the characteristics 
Hobbes attributed to it in the first stage of its history—life to-day as then 
is " nasty, brutish and short." Is this the net product of human 
history? Is this what countless generations worked for and died? 

The reasons for this apparently inexplicable fact are not far to 
seek. Firstly, the existing scientific inventions are not being applied to 
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practical problems. The fact that industrial combines have bought up 
scientific patents and are withholding the same is no secret. It is 
specially true of mechanical inventions and synthetic materials. Again 
lack of funds has prevented the applicaion of science to certain problems 
such as a radical improvement in housing conditions and town planning. 
In many cases the exigencies of necessary evils such as war-research 
(necessary only unde^ private profit capitalism) prevents adequate 
expenditure on such matters as public health. Secondly, tradition and 
conservatism to-day as in the past prevent radical changes—changes 
which have become not, only necessary but also possible. The matter 
of sex-edlication requires a more realistic and unprejudiced approach. 
Thirdly, though specific social problems are being studied scientifically, 
the whole sphere of social relations has y ^ to be approached in a 
scientiiia spirit. Sociology as well as social problems stands in need of 
scientific investigation. That this matter is as yet comparatively un
touched is due firstly, to the fact that the social sense of the scientist 
has»not fully been awakened and secondly, to the fact that the conser
vatives are implacably in favour of maintaining the status quo. The 
faultfcis as much that of science as of society. 



Some Aspects of the 
Poems of H a r d y 

ANANTA NATH BHATTACHARYA—Fourth' Year English. 

THERE is a curious tone of apology among critics for the poems of 
Hardy. In the first place, it is usual to make a concession for 

their incidental character. They are looked upon as interesting 'pare-
raga'^ on the part of the great author of the Wessex Novels. And all 
their interest is supposei to be confined to the fact that they are 
excellent marginal comments on themes previously used. HS poetic 
gift is represented as a late and freakish flowering of his genius. And 
the entire body of his poems, we are told, is but an otiose appendix to 
his prose achievement. So any opinion about the possible superiority 
of Hardy's poems is included in the list of those mild heresies in which 
the amateur of letters loves to indulge.^ ' ' 

Then again, Hardy's style haS given rise to doubts about his 
artistic conscience as a poet. And, in fact, as one comes across at 
random such lines as 

• Why not sempiternal 
Thou and I? Our vernal 

Brightness keeping. 
Time outleaping; 

Passed the hodiernal!— 

O r , -
But, Bonaparte still tarried; 
His project had miscarried; 
At the last hour, equipped for victory, 
The fleet had paused; his subtle combinations had been parried 

By British strategy.— 

one feels tempted to echo Carlyle's impatient remark on Browning, 
' I wish he had taken to prose.'* 

However, it is unfair to pick out a shaggy stanza here and a 
limping line there, and judge them without relation to a poet's work as 

1 Harold Child—Thomas Hardy. 
2 Robert Lynd—Old and New Masters. 
*Mr. Abercrombie tells us that we ought not to be surprised at the fact 

that Hardy was often actually disguising prose in his poems. For, after all, 
they were only a bye-work of his artistic life. 
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a whole. A wider view of Hardy's works and a closer acquaintance 
with the facts of his life brought to light by recent researches" show 
that Hardy's poems need not call for any apology. . Hardy had always 
been a poet at heart. And one must point out (even at the risk of 
being called a petti-fogging fellow by Q.!)* that he had written almost 
reams of verse at one time or another before the publication of the 
Wessex Poems in 1898. In fact, Hardy had always looked upon prose 
as a means of earning a living. So long as" his novels had the supreme 
justification of success, he could not abandon them for poetry. But 
the reception of Jude the Obscure gave him the excuse, and he returned 
to his early love with a sigh of relief. • 

To-day there has been a marked reaction in favour of Hardy's 
poems. A revaluation of his poetry convinces one of the fact that it 
exists very well in its own individual right. His poems may lead up to 
his novels. But that is not why we primarily go to them. We go to 
them, because they satisfy in certain ways our love of beauty and truth. 
His poetry, as Hardy himself says,'' is the more individual part of his 
literary achievement, where one may find a quintessential expression of 
the truth about life as apprehended by the poet. 

. Every work of art is an implicit judgment on life, and every artist 
worth the name has what may conveniently be called his own ' philo
sophy of life.' We should not have thought that such a truism stood 
any longer in need of a dogmatic assertion. But it has been actually 
suggested that Hardy cannot be said to have any definite philosophy 
of life. For Hardy, it may easily be seen, is a sceptic. And since 
scepticism, it is argued, implies something negative, it cannot very 
well be said to be on aft fours with a positive philosophy of life. Now, 
a sceptic is one who does not believe in the conventional values of 
things.' But that does not mean that he has not got to give his own 
values to things. Hardy does not believe in the existence of a God in 
which Pippa believes. He cannot adapt his views to the traditional 
conflict between good and evil. But he does admit the existence of a 
Power behind the universe, sometimes called Destiny, more often 
called Time, and ultimately termed Will. And he does present the 
spectacle of a conflict—the spectacle of poor humanity's afflicted will 
struggling in vain with ruthless destiny. 

3 Mr. Clive Holland's—Thomas Hardy, O. M.: the man, his work and the 
land of Wessex is a good work on the field. 

4 Sir Arthur Quiller Couch—Studies in Literature (First Series). 
5 Quoted by J. M. Murray in his Aspects of Literature.^ 
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The most curious thing about Hardy''s philosophy of hfe is not 
that other people will deny it but that the poet himself is at endless 
pains to disavow it. In the prefaces to almost all the volumes of his 
poems* from Wessex Poems (1898) to Winter Words (1928) Hardy 
warns his readers against, the belief that he has a consistent philosophy 
of life of his own. His poems, he says, are merely a series of un
adjusted impressions.* They are written at widely severed dates and in 
contrasting moods and circumstances. So that we need not try to co
ordinate these fugitive impressions. Even if we succeed in doing it, 
the result will not represent the author's own philosophy of life. For 
Hardy is cautious enough to add that his poems are, in the main, 
dramatic monologues by different characters.' They are dramatic or 
impersonative even where not explicitly so! 

Now, a poet may wel^ argue that his ballads or dramatic monologues 
9,re no true index to his personal opinions—that he is not responsible 
for what his characters say. But it would be too much for him to 
claim that even in purely lyrical poems his ' remains duly the uu-
proffered souL' Hardy's persistent disavowal of his philosophy may 
partly be explained as a piece of special pleading. Throughout his 
Kfe, Hardy had to defend himself against critics who were trying hard 
to thrust all sorts of 'isms' (such as 'pessimism,' 'agnosticism^' 
'atheism') down his throat. Listen, for instance, to one of his many 
warm protests.* " I t is my misfortune that people will treat all my 
mood dictated writings as a single scientific theory."' 

We need not carry the speculation further. The ultimate a'Jjpeal 
in such a case lies to the poems themselves. And as we take poem 
after poem, we find that however mood-dictated his writings may be, 
Hardy's patient and faithful recording of humali life as he saw it has 
resulted in the creation of a vision of life as a whole. It is not possible 
to follow its development in detail, because few poems are dated.' But, 
in fact, there is little development in Hardy's philosophy of life to trace. 

There runs a-consistently tragic strain through almost every poem 
of Hardy. There are, of course, modulations in the key. The funSa-
mental note, however, is that of disillusion. It is a disillusion which. 

*The references, wherever possible, are to the Wessex Editions of Hardy's 
poems. 

6 Preface to Poems of the Past and the Present. 
7 Preface to Times's Laughing-Stocks. 
8 Quoted by Mr. Molison in The Quarterly Review, April, 1937. 
9 Hardy, in fact, was tired of the ' perennial inscription ' of pessimism. 

He was ready to do anything—even to admit flippant pieces into the otherwise 
grave collection of Winter Words—in order to avoid thai! 
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as Hardy had already explained in Tess, inevitably takes hold of the 
civilized race with the decline of belief in a beneficent power. From 
the very dawn of the world, man has found it necessary to conceive of 
a mercy-seat somewhere above the gloomy aisles of this wailful world 
{A Plaint to Man). But now that mercy-seat is clwindling day by day 
beneath the ' deicide eyes of seers.' And as the poet sees the vision 
of ' Godhead dying downwards ' (Nature's Questioning), he cannot but 
cry in terror: 

O vision appalling 
When the one believed-in thing 

Is seen falling, falling. 
With all to which hope can cling. (At leaking.) 

There are times when the poet regrets much in the same vein as Arnold 
or Clough that the faiths by which his brethren stand seem fantasies 
to him. He would fain be one of the ' bright believing band ' in a 
cathedral service. Witness the wistful melancholy of the lines on 
7id? O^i^fc or that of the foUowing lines: 

I am like a gazer who should mark 
An inland company 

Standing upfingered with, " H a r k ! h a r k ! 
The glorious distant sea ! ' ' 

And feel, " Alas, ' tis bu t yon dark 
And wind-swept pine to m e ! " {The fntpercipient.) 

But Hardy cannot cherish for long this mood of delight in the memory 
of faith. He has plumbed too deep in ' Life's diin profound ' to find 
consolation in the simple faith of his neighbours. He has found that 
the God of our fashioning quavers and sinks before the gaze of an 
' uncompromising rude reality.' What we call faith is often at bottom 
self-deception. 

And, tricked by our own early dream 
And need of solace, we grew self-deceived. 
Our making soon our maker did we deem 
And what we had imagined we believed. 

{God's Funeral.) 

Hardy has seen the funeral of God. But the question remains: 
' Who or what shall fill his place?' If God evidently is not the ulti
mate power, what is this power, according to Hardy ? The answer 
that comes readiest to our mind is, of course, Immanent Will, which 
Hardy places at the head of the hierarchy in The Dynasts. But except 
in The Dynasts (with which we are not concerned here) and in one or 
two minor poems (e.g.. The Convergence of the Twain and The 
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Unborn) Hardy never mentions Immanent Will. Sometimes he refers 
to the ultimate power vaguely as Destiny or Chance. But the specific 
name for it which occurs in almost every poem is Time. He always 
sees mankind caught in the meshes of Time. In Poems of the Past 
and Present we find that even God is helpless against Time. ' No God 
can cancel deeds foredone or thy old coils unwind.' This view is 
confirmed by Satires of Circumstance where, in one of the poems we 
find that God Himself ceases to be in course of Time's stayless, stealthy 
swing. 

Since Hardy is so oppressively conscious of the sense of Time in 
things, the tragedy of life is, to him, largely centred on its transience. 
The havoc wrought by Time on Beauty is a familiar theme of Hardy's 
poems. It has given us many of his prosaic sonnets which have 
nothing of that Shakespearean poignancy which cried out: 

That time of year thou may 's t in me behold 
When yellow leaves, or none, or few, do hang 
Upon those boughs which shake against the cold. 
Bare ruin 'd choirs, where late the sweet birds sang. 

Hardy, in fact, has not that variety of music and mood which preserves 
the Sonnets of Shakespeare on the same theme from the charge of 
monotony. Whenever Hardy sees a thing he is inevitably led to 
contemplate what it once had been and what it one day will be. He 
cannot look at a Winsome Woman without thinking of her grave. The 
only thing which the architect in Hardy's poem agreed to fashion for 
the rich heiress was her coffined corpse. In poems like these Hardy's 
philosophy is always the same. It is the transcendent commonplace 
of Austin Dobson's Fancy from Fontenelle—For the Rose is Beauty, 
the Gardener Time. 

We have said that the name which Hardy gives to the Ultimate 
Power is Time. But whatever might be the mame, the chief trait of 
its character is, more or less, the same. It may be summed up in the 
phrase ' Crass Casualty.' The power, so far as human intelligence can 
understand it, is neither good nor evil, but totally indifferent to man's 
weal or woe. Sometimes it is not merely indifferent but positively 
sardonic and maleficent. In Wessex Poems and Time's Laughing 
Stocks, in particular, it appears as a heartless joker who gives man a 
glimpse of Heaven's radiant show only to plunge him the next moment 
into a deeper gloom {A Meeting with Despair). Time is a Sportsman 
who rears his, brood but to kill. But more often, like the rejected 
lover in The Burghers, it deals blows which are ' not mortal ' but 
' lingering—worse.' 
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Considering these views one is tempted to say with Alfred Noyes" 
that the power behind Hardy's world is an ' imbecile jester ' or with 
Humbert Wolf" that it is a ' fat man in pumps aimlessly trampling 
a rose in the mud.' But if such a description could have adequately 
summed up Hardy's vision of life, it would leave us desperate or 
rebellious, which it does not. For rebellion against life itself is suicide 
for Tragedy. For a truly tragic apprehension of the world embodies 
the eternal contradiction between man's weakness and his courage, 
his frailty and his strength. There is no denying the fact that Hardy's 
poems often leave the impression of worthlessness of life and littleness 
of man. In Time's Laughing Stocks he sees disillusion in every aspect 
of the life of Nature or of Man. It is all very well, implies the poet 
that we imagine each songster, tree and meadow as eloquent of divine 
love and receiving constant care of God. {The Rambler). Let us, 
however, only look at the yonder striving thrush that toils to reach a 
rotting berry—constrained to the very dregs of food by sharp distress— 
and all our Christmas joy will perish. (The Reminder). And, as for 
Love, let us see it in ' bare hardlines unfold,' and all the charm will 
vahish like the gilt of a cloud. The paths of love, so long as we tread 
them, are rougher than thoroughfares of stones. {The End of the 
Episode). And, after Love what comes? — 

A scene that lours, 
A few sad vacant hours. 
And then, the curtain. {H§ Abjures Love.) 

The ecstatic joy of the mother at the sight of her new-born child is 
but an innocent maternal vanity: her fond expectations only shape 
for tears new thoroughfares in sad humanity. {In Childbed). 

Such a contempt for existence is not, however, the universal or 
the ultimate mood of Hardy. For there are times when Hardy feels 
the dignity of man for all his nullity under the blotting hand of Time. 
Behind the deepest gloom that has settled on the fate of mankind. 
Hardy can still discern ' a pale yet positive gleam low down behind. 
{God's Funeral). It is to be found in Man's own power and strength. 
In God's Education, the Almighty confesses— 

Forsooth, though I men's master be 
Theirs is the teaching mind! 

Mankind has strength enough of its own to be able to do without any 
' visioned help ' from above. What a world of faith in the future of 
man is enshrined in the closing lines of A Plaint to Man! 

10 Alfred Noyes is reported to have stated this in a lecture on Poetry and 
Religion delivered in 1920. 

11 Quoted by Bonamy Dobree in his The Lamp and the Lute. 
6 
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The fact of life with dependence placed 
Dn the human heart 's resource alone, 
In brotherhood bonded close and graced 
With loving kindness fully blown. 
And visioned help unsought, unknown. 

Here we find a new aspect of Hardy's philosophy which directly 
allies him with the great tragic writers of all ages. For, they all make 
us realize so vividly the worth of Man even when he happens to be 
doomed. The Sophocles who moans in Oedipus Tyrannus that it were 
best never to be bom is also the Sophocles who sings in Antigone of 
the wonderful possibilities of human nature. If King Lear cries ' Is 
man no more than this?' Hamlet exclaims—' What a piece of work 
is man '! So it is in the fitness of things that Hardy should be moved* 
not only by the sorriness underl5^ng the grandest things but also by the 
grandeur underlying the sorriest thing. 

The respect for humanity which Hardy has always shown is one 
of the factors which humanises, so to say, his Irony. Another factor 
is his pity for humanity. That pity which had led him to inscribe on 
the title-page of Tess a line and a half from The Two Gentlemen of 
Verona: — 

Poor wounded name, my bosom as a bed 
Shall lodge thee!— 

crowns his poems—particularly the Poems of the Past and the Present. 
Here we find, for the first time in his poetry, a note of gentle, helpless 
regret at the fate of man instead of that tone of righteous indignation 
which is so common in Hardy, and to which Rabindranath has given 
a poignant expression in one of his poems: — 

'Bftfk (^ m^fk 'swi ^P(^ Wff fw W^ 
^ mt\ft lisici 'itic^ ̂ "m ftil fc^» 

In the Wessex Poems we find that a day of deadly dun would 
often drive the poet to a ' graceless mutiny ' against God. But now 
as the dullest of duU-hued days wanes, and over it the sepulchre lid 

*To be so moved was the business of the poet as well as of the novelist, 
according to Hardy. He makes a note to this efiect a day or two after he had 
finished The Mayor of Casterbridge. 
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is slowly laid, it awakens in him a tender regret—regret at the under-
voicings of the loss to man's futurity. (A Commonplace Day). And 
what can be more wonderful than that this same feeling should touch 
the universe which was once so ' trackless, distant and drear ' with 
a mellow hue? The God who stands by the Earth's Corpse, sadly 
recollecting the wrongs she suffered—how different is He from the 
' vengeful God ' of the Wessex Poems who laughs from above at man's 
sorrow which is his ecstasy! Now, He is 'sorely grieved' at the wrongs 
suffered by 'Earth's poor patient kind,' but alas! He is helpless. 
Witness also the picture of mother earth who, as she works blindly 
under the coils of Time, wounds all unwillingly where she loves. In 
fact, most of the natural agencies which seem hostile to man, stand 
in more or less the same helpless position. The leaden sky would fain 
enlighten the poor wanderer on earth, but there are laws on high 
which say it must not. The North would not freeze him, nor Sickness 
waste him, nor Death kill him, but for the fact that they are all slaves 
like man. 

Witness, again, what a feeling of loving kindness lights up the 
whole poem called Tess's Lament! What a depth of tenderness under
lies the poet's address to An Unborn Pauper Child'- — 

Breathe not, hid Hear t : cease silently. 
And though thy birth-hour beckons thee . 

Sleep the long sleep: 
The Doomsters heap 

Travails and teens around us here, 
And time-wraiths turn our song singings to fear. 
Fain would I, dear, find some shut plot 
Of earth's wide, wold for thee, where not 

One tear, one qualm 
Should break the calm. 

But I am weak as thou and bare; 
No man can change the common lot to ra re! 

Hardy saw Ufe steadily, and he saw it whole. And, as a rule, 
the only consolation that we derive from his works is that of the sheer 
integrity which faces life as it is. But then, those deep dark eyes which 
pierce through all mists and films, and scan the sheer mountain-face 
of life—there are moments when pity would be softening through them. 
And then, all on a sudden, a new note enters his poems—the note of 
Sunt lacrimae rerum et mentem mortalia tangunt. 

[Hardy's diction presents a very interesting problem; I reserve this for 
the next issue of the Magazine.—A. N. B. ] 
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SusiL DATTA—Siifth Year Physics. 

THE very words 'fourth dimension' seem to have no meaning. In 
i-AxX, in the seR̂ ê m vjMch vje \itiderstaad the. first ot ?.ecoad cs 

third dimension, the fourth dimension has no meaning. The apparent 
absurdity of the fourth dimension becomes all the more prominent 
when we fail to draw a four-dimensional figure or even to imagine it 
in a way in which we visualise a three- or two-dimensional picture. 
A little thought will convince us that the difficulty really lies in under
standing the real subject-matter of Geometry and the nature of 
geometrical reasoning- In the consideration of geometrical problems 
we often lay stress on figures and models but in doing that we 
unconsciously forget the significance of figures and their relation to 
geometrical reasoning- Figures and models are never essential to 
geometrical reasoning except that they simply facilitate our work by 
holding a concrete picture of what we develop by logic and reasoning. 
The fundamental basis of Geometry consists in the axioms and logical 
deductions from them- These deductions we can make without figures 
or models as well as with them. Our failure to draw four-dimensional 
figures should not therefore remove the possibility of a four-dimensional 
Geometry. 

A march into the realm of the fourth dimension is but an example 
of the mathematician's delight in generalisation. A geometrical line 
is generated by a series of points and a surface by lines. Going a 
step further we have solids bound by surfaces. Line is one-
dimensional, surface two- and solid three-dimensional. The question 
thus arises: what is the harm if we conceive of a four-dimensional 
figure bound by solids, so that the cross-section of a four-dimensional 
figure is a three-dimensional solid, just as two solids intersect in a 
plane, two planes in a line and two lines at a point? So far there is no 
logical fallacy—no contradiction. Moreover, in a plane two mutually 
perpendicular straight lines are possible; in solid geometry there may 
be three, so that in four-dimensional geometry there will be possible 
four mutually perpendicular straight lines. It may be well to note 
that there is nothing contradictory in the assertion that each of the 
four straight lines may be perpendicular to the other three. The only 
reason we have for believing that three straight lines may be mutually 
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perpendicular is that we have experienced such a condition. This 
raises the whole question: should we then confine ourselves, in 
mathematics, within the region of experience and visualisation? Did 
not the chemist base his investigations on the atomic theory without 
seeing or touching individual atoms? Can we form a mental picture 
of a light-quantum? The fourth-dimension is not an absurdity but 
' a useful mathematical concept with a well-developed geometry 
involving no contradictions.' Of course to get at an idea of it we have 
to resort to analogy with dimensions of a lower order. We take leave 
of experience and visualisation and cling to reasoning and analogy to 
arrive at the fourth dimension. When we subtract eight from five we 
get a negative three. But does it leave us to infer the actual existence 
of a negative number of objects or the absurdity of such a subtraction? 
The idea of a geometry—based on four mutually perpendicular straight 
lines— îs but, mathematically speaking, a simply convenient expedient 
of more or less the same character as root over minus one or x to the 
power minus n. 

The question arises as to whether such a non-demonstrable 
conception is of any utility. Before answering this question it is well 
to remember that men are continually calculating and pondering as to 
what would happen if conditions were different from what they are. 
Historians think what could have happened if Napoleon had won the 
battle of Waterloo. Physicists calculate the amount of heat that is 
likely to be generated if the earth were suddenly stopped. And 
mathematicians, though unable to construct four mutually perpendicular 
straight lines, spend much time and energy to determine what would 
happen if it were possible to construct such perpendicular lines. Thus 
the justification of the development of a four dimensional geometry 
should not consist in the amount of utility it serves. 

Nevertheless, the geometry of four dimensions is of interest to 
men other than mathematicians. It concerns the philosopher, the 
psychologist, the physicist and the chemist. It is suggested that 
electric and magnetic forces are four-dimensional. The fourth 
dimension has also proved to be useful for the explanation of the 
phenomenon of light. The transformation of two isomeric compounds 
into each other without chemical resolution or recombination, if such a 
transformation is possible, can be explained only by the fourth 
dimension. 

As in two or three-dimensional geometry, various theorems have 
been enunciated and proved in four dimensional geometry. The 
results are so curious that ' not only the possibility of such things but 
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the facts themselves seem beyond our comprehension.' In the wonder
land of four dimensions an object can revolve about a plane just as a 
body revolves about an axis in our three-dimensional space. It can 
be also proved that a hollow flexible sphere can be turned inside out 
without tearing or stretching it. Again, when a right glove is turned 
inside out in a four-dimensional space it becomes a left glove. To 
understand this turning inside out or outside in we can take the 
following illustration imperfect though it is. The vortex ring rotates 
on its axis which is circular. Now adding another dimension to the 
smoke ring we have a cylinder instead of a circle, and the rotational 
motion of this four-dimensional vortex corresponds to the turning 
inside out of a hollow flexible sphere. A knot on an endless string 
can be unfastened without breaking it. In the world of four 
dimensions a body can pass in and out of a sphere without piercing 
through its wall just as in our space a point can pass in and out of a 
circle without touching its circumference. A four dimensional surgeon 
would reach the inmost part of our heart without opening the skin. 
His route will be along the fourth dimension—and a, robber moving 
along this direction can remove treasures from the ' soundest vault ' 
without breaking or opening it. Such four-dimensional creatures, if 
they exist in our world, would be more horrible than Frankenstein and 
much like The Invisible Man. 

The question of the physical existence of four-dimensional space 
or hyperspace as it is called, is worth considering. Mathematical 
possibility, being not identical with physical possibility, it is not 
enough to show the mathematical possibility of the fourth dimension 
for establishing its physical existence. Thus though mathematically 
the fourth dimension is not an absurdity, physically it remains 
intangible. It is a conception whose physical existence cannot be 
demonstrated. In fact, ' the fourth dimension has no real existence in 
the sense in which the external world that we know by means of 
our senses, has real existence.' But even if the fourth dimension 
were physically existing, we being three-dimensional creatures could 
have no perception of it. In order to throw light on our relation to a 
four-dimensional world we might well suppose the existence of two-
dimensional beings and consider their relation to our world of three 
dimensions. To these beings a three-dimensional space is as vague and 
incomprehensible as a four-dimensional space to us. To them the 
words ' upward ' and ' downward' have no meaning just as the 
'fourth movement' essential for the development of a four dimensional 
space is inconceivable to three-dimensional human beings. We observe 
things by sight and our retina is a two-dimensional sheet. A two-
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dimensional being will then require a one-dimensional or a string 
retina to perceive the picture of any object in his world. Consequently 
if we were to perceive the reality of the four-diraensional space we must 
be equipped with a three-dimensional retina. 

Whether we can^touch it dr not, whether we can think of it or not, 
the mathematical possibility of the fourth dimension cannot, in any way, 
be disproved. Of course, the most elaborate analogies from geometry 
of lesser dimensions cannot sufficiently prove its physical existence. 
We might, however, conceive ourselves and our universe as four-
dimensional, the fourth dimension being very or infinitely small, just 
as a sheet of paper is three-dimensional if we do not neglect its thick
ness. This possibility of ourselves being part of a four-dimensional 
space but with limited senses that confine us to a three-dimensional 
space, excites the interest of all who find pleasure in abstract 
speculation. 



NiRMALCHANDRA SENGUPTA—Fourth Year Economics. 

''ONDER, said Plato, is the beginning of philosophy. It is, says 
Pigou, not wonder but rather the social enthusiasm which revolts 

from the sordidness of mean streets and the joylessness of withered 
lives that is the beginning of economic science.^ If this conception of 
the motive behind economic study is accepted, it follows that the goal 
of economics is to make easier practical measures to promote what 
is generally called ' welfare '—practical measures which statesmen may 
build upon the work of the economist as Marconi, the inventor, built 
upon the discoveries of Hertz. It was, however, Ruskin's quarrel with 
his contemporaries—or one of his quarrels—that the latter regarded as 
contributing to welfare the great mass of mechanically ornamented 
products of modern industry which he regarded as ' ugly, useless and 
demoralising,' and tending, if possible, to increase merely material 
wealth. There is, therefore, according to Ruskin, a sharp difference 
between wealth and welfare. Economics, to him and his followers, 
is the science of wealth—it is ' the gospel of Mammon '; it has a 
negative relationship with welfare. 

In ordinary usage, however, no such differentiation is made 
between wealth and welfare. The man-in-the-street inclines to treat 
them as synonymous. Etymologically, at any rate, the two words 
mean the same thing. All of us, if asked the question, what wealth is 
for, would ultimately reply that it is a means to an end, the end being 
welfare. But that question is seldom asked and almost unconsciously 
wealth is identified with welfare: the belief is not avowed. The pursuit 
of wealth by the individual or the community has become habitual, 
and it is somehow held that an increase of wealth is an increase of 
welfare. 

' Wealth ' is a word which the logician would call an ' equivocal' 
term. It is used in various senses. To avoid ambiguity, economists 
generally follow a standardised meaning. Wealth in Economics is 
anything that satisfies a human want and is limited in quantity. The 
want which a thing may satisfy may be of any kind. Brandy with 

*Read in the Economics Seminar on 8th August, 1937-
I Economics of Welfare. 
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which the drankard tries to appease his insatiable thirst is as much 
wealth as the brandy administered to a patient suffering from heart 
trouble. Rifles and bicycles, made sometimes by the same firm, are 
both wealth though their uses are so different. Again, the differentia 
of wealth is not merely utility but also scarcity. " Scarcity " as 
Marshall says, " i s the earmark of economic goods." Fresh air and 
fine scenery, for example, are not wealth in the strictly economic sense, 
being generally available to all. Only when their supply is limited they 
become wealth, as when the scenery is enclosed in a park and a charge 
is made for admission. 

This narrow use of the word identifies wealth with the product of 
the economic organisation. The economic organisation as a whole 
exists to produce means of satisfying wants that are not unlimited in 
quantity nor provided ' free ' by Nature. The organisation and its 
parts derive 'their value from the product—the product is the end and 
object of the organisation. The wealth of an individual or a country 
is thus the amount of ln.dus.try and commerce which he or it carv 
command. The product usually takes a material form—so many pieces 
of cloth, so many tons of coal, etc., but it may equally take the form 
of a service. Transport, for example, is an important part of the wealth 
of modern countries. Economic wealth, in short, is the product of the 
economic organisation. 

In the very first para of his earlier work. Wealth and Welfare, 
Pigou frankly declared that he could not define welfare. Welfare is a 
relative conception. The statesman who is anxious to pursue a 
' spirited ' foreign policy, regards armaments as contributing to national 
welfare ; the Quakers used to regard armaments as what Ruskin called 
' illth.' The satisfaction we regard as contributing to true welfare would 
depend mainly on our ethical standpoint. But even the utilitarian who 
regards-satisfaction quantitatively only will hold that welfare requires 
some wants to be left unsatisfied—such wants as lead to repentance 
afterwards. 

According to Pigou welfare has two important elements—first, the 
elements of welfare are states of consciousness and their relations; 
second, welfare can be brought under the category of greater and 
less. A general investigation into all the groups of causes by which 
welfare thus conceived may be affected, would constitute a task so 
enormous and complicated as to be quite impracticable. Moreover, a 
full answer to the question: what is welfare? would involve an ethical 
enquiry which is clearly beyond our scope. But the importance of the 
relationship between economic wealth and welfare cannot be shelved, 
especially because of the misconceptions arising out of the fact that 

7 
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in a deeper sense wealth is synonymous with welfare. It is all the 
more necessary to consider the question, since economic wealth can 
be measured definitely through the mechanism of money, while of 
welfare there is no exact or definite measure. Inevitably, in the 
absence of any other measure of welfare, the economic measure will 
be used, and an increase in wealth treated as an increase in welfare. 
At the outset, therefore, we should indicate the chief influences on 
welfare which the measure of wealth ignores so as to define the limits 
within which an increase of welfare is possible. 

Wealth is measured by totalling the exchange-values of the different 
forms of wealth. Most production is carried on for exchange and 
nearly all forms of wealth are at some time or other exchanged through 
the medium of money. This is why money^—the general common 
measure of exchange values—is frequently used as synonymous with 
wealth. As Clay has shown, by their taking note only of values in 
exchange, we exclude much that is true wealth or welfare, and include 
much that is not. 

In the first place, there are many services for which no payment 
is made, but which constitute wealth all the same. The most important 
of such services is the domestic work of women. The members of 
national legislatures are now generally paid, and as their salary is 
assessed to income tax their services are counted as part of the 
country's wealth. But the humble and more useful county or 
borough councillor—in this country the members of a district or union 
board—are generally honorary workers ; their services are ignored in 
the process of computing the national wealth. The same is the case 
with all voluntary social and public service, the work of the missions 
would hardly be greater than that resulting from the cessation of these 
services. 

Secondly, the method ignores material forms of wealth as well 
as services. A park occupied by its owner counts as wealth since its 
annual value counts as part of its owners' income for purposes of 
assessing the income tax ; but if he presents the park to the community, 
the service it gives will probably increase, but it will no longer be 
included in the computation of the country's wealth, as it will no longer 
form a. part of any person's money income. The other day a rich 
English lady bought the Sussex Downs, a famous beauty spot, and 
presented it to the nation. Nobody will deny she has increased national 
welfare, but every economist will admit she has reduced national 
wealth. 

On the other hand, the ordinary computation of a country's 
wealth includes much that is not wealth. It includes every form of 
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money income which is received by the individual, but there are sources 
of individual incomes, which are not wealth from the point of view of 
the community. The National Debt is a case in point. Consols are 
property, not wealth. The interest on them is merely a transfer of 
wealth from the tax-payer to the holder of consols. Henry Clay 
estimates that at least i per cent, of the " wealth " of Great Britain is 
of this normal character. 

More important than this source of error is the defect in computing 
wealth, by which certain services are treated as additions to wealth 
while they should really be treated as deductions from it. There are 
many cases in which one industry or service is called for by the ill 
effects of others, many cases in which one groug of workers merely 
repair the evils incidental to the work of another set, with the result 
that the net addition made to wealth is far less than the apparent 
addition. The increase of wealth produced by the factory system is 
subject to large discoimts on this account. The Industrial Revolution 
is almost universally regarded as marking a great step forward in the 
history of civilisation but the " cost of progress " has been a heavy 
charge on society. Factory inspection wages boards, trade union 
organisations, public utility services for sanitation, police, education, 
are all parts of the social cost of producing goods made by modern 
methods and should be debited against the goods. If we wish to 
ascertain the real addition to wealth made by the motor industry, we 
shall have to deduct from the value of the motors the cost of reconstruct
ing roads to suit motor traffic. " Modem society," Clay finely 
remarks, " is rather like an incompetent housewife who ' makes work ' 
for herself by her slovenly methods, with the differences that she 
complains of the extra work, while we glory in it, boasting of the 
increase of wealth and the unprecedented dimension of the national 
income." 

A further defect in the measurement of wealth arises from the fact 
that the only objective measure of wealth is market value. Wealth is 
wealth because it satisfies human want; an increase of weahh, there
fore, should mean an increase in satisfaction. But an increase of 
wealth as mentioned may take place without any increase in satisfac
tion. For the price of a thing can change without any change in its 
intrinsic value. Restriction of supply or increase in demand may 
raise the price of a thing without any change in the satisfaction afforded 
and demand, we know, depends as much on the distribution of pur
chasing power as on desire. The satisfaction which an opera singer's 
services give to the nation will remain the same whether he be 
paid £20,000 a year or £500 a year, but in the former case the national 
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wealth as measured will be inflated by £19,500. Market value, in fact, 
is never a good measure of satisfaction, because while measuring the 
satisfaction afforded by different things to the same individual, it does 
not measure satisfaction of different individuals. The rich man's 
rupee has the same influence on market values as the poor man's rupee; 
it represents a much smaller satisfaction. The unequal distribution of 
wealth makes market-values inevitably and progressively false as a 
measure of the satisfaction afforded by wealth. 

This brings us to the all-important question of distribution. Distri
bution is, as we all know, the consequence of production. iJnder the 
capitalist regime production is invariably connected with free enterprise. 
But as the repercussions of the system of free enterprise on distribution 
had not been wholly favourable, free enterprise has now beoome almost 
an automatic device for increasing productive power, for piling of wealth 
on wealth; but its results are brought about in a, way that involves 
considerable waste of potential economic power, that prevents a maxi
mum of satisfaction from being secured for a minimum of effort and 
sacrifice. 

Welfare is influenced by the distribution of wealth in another way. 
Once the primary needs of physical existence—the "physiological 
minimum"—are met, expenditure is governed very largely by social 
standards. As Seligman says, value is a concept of social utility. 
Demand, we must repeat, is no index of needs. Shabby clothes thus 
form a source of unhappiness not because they fail to keep one warm, 
but because they make the wearer disagreeably conspicuous. A consi
derable part of the expenditure of every class, except the very richest 
and the very poorest, is thus governed, not by any rational judgment 
about maximum welfare, but by the desire to surpass other members 
of the class. " In all the intermediate classes," says Henry Clay, 
" there are people who feel poor, although they are not poor by any 
absolute standard." Moreover, the standards of one social group 
influence through a process of filtration the standards of the classes 
below and the concentration of wealth in the hands of a few enables 
those few to set a very high standard of expenditure which influences 
the ideas of all the other classes. The riches of the rich, in other words, 
intensify the poverty of the poor. 

Another defect of the unequal distribution of wealth is the great 
divergence it creates between the political ideal of democracy and the 
economic reality of oligarchy. The glorious democratic ideal has been 
much discredited due to the power that wealth has always been. 
The United States, that country of millionaires, though the first of the 
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great democracies, has in reality become the least democratic of all. 
The "steel king" and the "cotton king," the "bosses" and presidents 
of trusts and federations,—all combine in putting up a mock show of 
political equality, supposed to he rigidly maintained by a written 
constitution. 

This unequal distribution, however, has been, so to say, " crystgl-
lised " for ever by inheriatoce of property which is another concomitant 
of the system of free enterprise. The self-made man increases 
society's wealth by building up an efficient business, and then wastes 
'that increase in maintaining his children in idleness. The parasite 
rich, the most degrading influence in society, are all sustained by 
inherited property—the standing example of how wealth may go 
against welfare.' 

Nmety-five per cent of society's income now goes to five per cent, 
of the peole. And the injustice of the process is evident for the ideal 
distribution, as Dalton remarks, would be a distribution accord
ing to the capacity of individuals or families to make a good use 
of income. Such an ideal, if realized, would of course increase 
welfare but it is hardty practicable. It requires not only that many 
of the young shall be richer, and some of the old poorer, than they 
now are, but that those who have the power of making money should 
have also the gift of spending it well. But it is only through oppor
tunities of spending income freely that people can ^ learn to spend 
income well. Moreover, the ideal distribution should not be such that 
in reducing inequality it would cause either a reduction of the total 
income to be divided or an increase in the number of people in relation 
to the total income to be divided. The early Victorian economists 
always feared that an increase in the income of the poorer classes 
would stimulate the growth of their numbers leading to " overpopula
tion '•' and consequently, to low incomes. And the danger that reducing 
inequality would mean a serious check to production is still very much 
apprehended. As Sidgwick tersely observed, "I object to Socialism, 
not because it would divide the produce of industry badly, but because 
it would have so much less to divide." 

Still, in spite of everything that has been said, the conclusion seems 
inevitable that a large reduction in the inequality found in modern 
communities would ultimately increase human welfare. The sharp 
distinction of the classes from the masses, the eternal war between the 
'Haves' and the 'Have-nots,' the consequent diversion of human 
energy from constructive to destructive agencies, and the utter wastage 
of time—all these point to the essential need of a more equitable 
distribution. 
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In discussing the influences of production and distribution on 
welfare, we should not forget the importance of the subjective costs of 
production—the influence of the conditions of works. The curse of 
Adam still determines the Jife of the human race—as St. Paul said, 
" He who shall not work, neither shall he eat." The ordinary 

^ measurement of wealth takes account only of the product of the 
economic organisation. But the condition qf production, work, in the 
widest meaning of the term, are as important for welfare as the 
product. " Non-economic welfare," says Pigou, " is liable to be 
modified by the manner in which income is earned. For the surround
ings of work react on the quality of life. Ethical quality is affected 
by the occupations—menial service, agricultural labour, artistic 
creation, independent as against subordinate economic position." The 
State has now recognised the importance of this principle in its attitude 
to industry: some amount of sanitation, safety and leisure are now 
statutorily provided for. 

With the process of production the control of production is closely 
connected. Specialisation involves the subordination of the mass of 
worker to a few "captains of industry" and such subordination kills 
the initiative, the capacity for responsibiUty, self-development and 
energy of the workers while it gives an opening for tyranny. 

According to most writers on welfare, it is better for people to 
control their qwn actions than to have all their actions dictated to 
them. Good government is no substitute for self-government not only 
in the political sphere but in the industrial organisation as well. 
Slavery is regarded as an evil because the slave has no legal control 
over his own actions: he is, according to Aristotle, a "living tool." 
But does not this description apply to the wage-earners in industries 
that have passed through the Industrial Revolution? If initiative and 
responsibility are taken out of the work of the ordinary man and 
concentrated on the "captain of industry" the ordinary man will 
become a creature of routine, a machine he operates. Work, if it is 
contributed to welfare directly, must be such as to develop the worker's 
personality. It must have variety, it must be responsible, it must afford 
him scope for independent thinking and there must be individuality 
in the object, the process and the control of work. Roscher has 
declared that he dreads the monotony of life more than the monotony 
of work. But if work could be made more interesting, the ennui of 
life would perhaps be much less. 

The Eesthetic aspect of our problem should not be left uncon
sidered. The size of a man's income, it can be definitely said, is not 
likely to add to his ability to partake of aesthetic experience. The old 
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masters with which the wealthy man decorates his walls, the antique 
furniture, the Chinese porcelain, and all the other objets d'art which 
he is able to accumulate, may stimulate his love of display and 
gratify his acquisitive instinct ; but aesthetically they could be equally 
well enjoyed by him, if he is capable of appreciating them at all, in 
a museum or in an art gallery. In the same way, the esthetic 
emotion experienced by a millionaire when hstening to a great musician 
is unaffected by whether the performance takes place at a public 
concert or, at great expense to himself, within the walls of his house. 
The real benefit which increases of wealth bring to a person lies in 
the possibility of so adopting his work and leisure as to render his 
mind more sensitive to the artistic and the beautiful. On the other 
hand, the projection of the monetary question into art often means 
deterioration of art. Taussig in his Inventors and Moneymakers says, 
"It is at least a question whether copyright has aroused genius or 
evoked literature." 

Again, the atmosphere favourable to the production of art cannot 
necessarily be brought about by the increase in the wealth of the 
community. Average income in the U. S. A. is to-day the highest 
in the world, but the American nation lives artistically for the most 
part on European culture. In a remarkable book. Civilization in 
the United States, an enquiry by thirty American scholars, we read 
that " the most moving and pathetic fact in the social life of America 
to-day is emotional and aesthetic starvation." We should, however, 
not lose sight of the fact that Athenian culture found its greatest 
development and expression in the Periclean Age, when Athens ruled 
over a maritime empire. Still, the evidence of history seems to belie 
any necessary connection between art and wealth. 

We have now reached the concluding part of our discussion. In 
our study of the problem, we found mainly three defects in the current 
ideas about the relation between wealth and welfare: first, an exaggerat
ed stress upon production with a corresponding neglect of consumption ; 
second, a standard of values which has no consistent relation to human 
welfare and which leads to a grossly inequitable distribution; third, a 
mechanical conception of the human system, treating every human 
action as a means to the production of wealth. Wealth, as measured, 
we found to be no criterion of welfare. As Hobson says in Work 
and Wealth, " The general assumption that every growth of wealth 
enhances welfare cannot be admitted without qualification." Finally, 
we found that the esthetic factor, an element of supreme value in 
human welfare, has no direct relation to material wealth. 
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The discrepancies between wealth and welfare which our discussion 
has revealed, are due mostly to the effects of the Industrial Revolution. 
This Industrial Revolution had enormously increased the product
ivity and material wealth of the world. The present age is by far the 
richest in history. And not only is society in its collective capacity 
richer, but the highest net income is, historically speaking, continuing 
to grow. Carnegie was richer than Croesus, and Ford is richer than 
Carnegie. Still the world is discontent: there are famines in the midst 
of plenty and reactionaries declare that the vulgar material prosperity 
of the age rather detracts from than adds to welfare. And this 
naturally reminds us of ethical systems and religious teachings in which 
wealth is treated as a very subordinate influence on welfare, welfare, 
in fact, being attainable only by subordinating wealth to other influences 
on welfare. The sources of human satisfactions, we all know, are either 
internal or external. Wealth is an external source, but most religions 
exalt the internal over the external and teach that welfare hes in the 
former, to which the latter must be sacrificed: "The kingdom of 
Heaven is within you." 

And most religions go further and declare wealth to be a positive 
hindrance to true welfare, the welfare of the soul. It is, says Christ, 
far easier for a camel to pass through the eye of a needle than for a rich 
man to enter heaven. And the Hindu view of hfe is no less severe 
on wealth. Yet as we rush on, trying to keep pace with the headlong 
march of the modem machine civilisation, we pine for the repose of 
the Hindu, who " sought happiness by self-denial, not by self-
indulgence; by cm-tailing the wants of life, not by increasing them; by 
suppressing desires, not by gratifying them."' Were we to adopt this 
alternative of religion, we would have to banish wealth for ever from 
the world. 

But that would be demanding too much from human nature. 
' " W e are all socialists," said Sir William Harcourt ; and perhaps one 
day all may be communists; but we will never be all ascetics. Tied to 
this physical world from the cradle to the grave, we cannot, and should 
not, be blind to material life. To live a perfect, noble life we require, 
says Aristotle, full equipment of external means. And this indicates 
that we cannot wholly abjure wealth. Always and eveiyhere wealth 
has been the greatest power, and we can, of course, make good use of 
a power. Wealth can and, we must admit, often does, contribute to 
welfare. The rich in fact, have the greatest advantage to turn the 
world into a Garden of Eden. 

I P. N. Bose: Epochs of Civilization. 
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From the above we can conclude that the immediate object of 
economic action is indeed wealth, though the ultimate object is welfare, 
to which wealth is a means. Wealth is a means to welfare in two ways: 
(i) some wealth is the indispensable condition of physical existence, 
(2) any addition to wealth above the indispensable minimum contributes 
to welfare by increasing freedom, promoting efficiency, providing 
opportunity. It is not easy to define the minimum or to mark it off 
by a hard-and-fast line, but without it there can be no real freedom 
in the sense of self-determination; until it is won, human activities are 
all determined by physical needs. It is thus the basis not only of health 
but of every intellectual and spiritual activity. Beyond this minimum 
wealth increases welfare by giving its possessor more choice in the use 
of his time and fuller means of self-expression. The wealthy man is 
" independent " in this sense. 

We have discarded the Monetary Interpretation of Welfare. But 
we admit the important part which wealth can play in the promotion 
of welfare, and we assert that some wealth is the essential condition 
of any welfare. To sum up the relation between wealth and welfare, 
wealth is the means, and welfare the end.^ 

I The essay is based mainly on the following works:—Clay: Economics; 
Pigou: Economics of Welfare; Robson: The Relation of Wealth and Welfare; 
Dalton: Inequality of Incomes. 

S 
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ALUMNI NEWS 

Mr. Nabagopal Das, i.c.s. (1926-30) has become a Doctor of Philosophy 
of the London University. His thesis was on Industrial Enterprise in 
India, and was highly praised by his examiner, Sir Cecil Kisch. I t will 
shortly be published in book form by the Oxford University Press. 

Mr. S. C. Chatterji has been awarded the first D.Sc. in Geology by 
the Calcutta University. 

Mr. Charuchandra Das Gupta (1925-29), son of late Professor Hem-
chandra Das Gupta, has won the Premchand Roychand Studentship in 
Ancient Indian History and Culture. 

Rai Bahadur Trailokyanath Roy (1896-1900) has been appointed a 
Judge of the High Court of Maurbhanj. Mr. K. C. Nag (1899-1903) has got 
a similar post in Tippera. 

Mr. Sachindranath Das-Gupta has been appointed Superintendent of 
Post Offices on the results of the last Indian Audit and Accounts Service 
Examination. 

The following ex-students have recently left for England—i. Sailendra-
nath Sur (B.Sc. 1937); for higher studies in Mathematics. 2. Probodh-
chandra Gupta (1925-31): to qualify as an Actuary. 3. Syed Mahbub 
Murshed, ex-secretary (1928-29), College Magazine: to qualify for the Bar. 

Mr. Serajuddini Ahmed, of the 3rd Yeai< Arts Class stood first in the last 
Inter-Collegiate Debating Competition organised by the Calcutta University 
Institute. 

The following students have won Government Senior Scholarships on 
the combined results of the LA. and I.Sc. Examinations:—(First Grade)— 
1. Jagatkishore Raychowdhuri. 2. Sailendrakumar Sen. 3. Nirmal 
Kumar Ray. 4. Manishimohan Sen. 5. Ramprosad Gangopadhyaya. 
6. Ramchandra Mukhopadhyaya. (Second Grade)—i. Kumudkanta Ray. 
2. Dhanurdhari Basu. 

Post-Graduate Jubilee Scholarships have been awarded to the follow
ing students for standing first in the respective Honours lists: — i . Sailendra 
Nath Sur (Mathematics). 2. Hrishikesh Nandi (Geology). 3. Bimal 
Chandra Sinha (Economics). 4. Khwaja Gholam Asghar (Persian). 

DEBATING SOaETY 

Before perishing in the usual annual fashion the Debating Society made 
a last spurt. Two representatives (Atul Mukerjee and Pratap Sen) were 
sent to represent the College in the Inter-CoUegiate Debate Competition. 
The subject for debate was the somewhat hackneyed topic of Dictatorship 
vs. Democracy. The two representatives put a brave fight against the 
representatives of numerous other Colleges but had to give way before 
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the trained and highly colorful oratory of their friends from St. Xavier's. 
Nevertheless, the third prize was won by Pratap Sen. We, with all 
respect, suggest that the Inter-Collegiate Debate Competition should be 
held some time when examination do not prevent participants from 
getting into real condition. A second suggestion is that instead of finishing 
the whole competition in one evening the system of a league or a knock
out competition may with profit be adopted. 

At the fag end of my career as secretary I have no intention of 
being long-winded. One or two things, however, remain to be said. Firstly, 
the Physics Lecture Theatre is absolutely unsuited for debates. The 
acoustics leave much to be desired. At the risk of being branded as an 
incurable optimist I make an appeal for the provision of a College Hall. 
Lastly, in the interests of the Society and in the good name of the College 
I makei an appeal to all our friends and foes to be sympathetic and mildly 
interested in our work. Perhaps it would be too much to demand from 
them enthusiasm. 

PRATAP SEN, 
Outgoing Secretary. 

The first debate of the new session was held on Saturday, the 31st July, 
at 2-15 p.m., in the Physics Theatre. Principal B. M. Sen was in the Chair. 
The subject for the debate was " In the opinion of the house the allies are 
justified in continuing the policy of non-intervention in the Spanish Civil 
War." The President opened the proceedings by a short introductory 
speech. He asked the students to join debates regularly. He deplored 
the fact that Bengali students were always shy of the platform and 
emphasized the importance of college debates in helping students to 
cultivate the habit of public-speaking. Proposing the motion Mr. Pratap 
Chandra Sen said that the allies were inspired by humanitarian motives in 
continuing the policy of non-intervention. If they gave up the policy of 
neutrality, another world-war would break out with all its horrors 
and atrocities. Opposing the motion Mr. Nikhil Chandra Maitra said that 
there was really no non-intervention. All the great powers, Mr. Maitra 
maintained, were helping directly or indirectly either of the contending 
parties. He made a fervent appeal in the name of humanity and civiliza
tion for the cessation of this brutal warfare. Mr. Nirmal Kumar 
Roy, Mr. Dhanurdhari Bose and Mr. Nripen Sen also spoke for the motion. 
Mr. Maitra, the leader of the opposition, was supported by Mr. Sadhan 
Gupta, Mr. Md. Ismail and Mr. Mahabir Prasad Kedia. The motion was 
then put to vote and was lost by an overwhelming majority. The 
Secretary thanked the President and requested the students to help him 
in maintaining the tradition of the College regarding this branch of College 
activity. 

ZAHROL H U Q , 
Secretary. 

THE COLLEGE UNION 

The College Union in its various departments has been constituted as 
follows for the session, 1937-38: — 

President—Principal B. M. Sen. 
Treasurer—Professor S. C. Majumdar. 
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General Secretary—Pxanendn Kumar Banerjee, B.A., 5th Yeaa: Class. 
Socials Secretary—Bimal Chandra Datta, 3rd Year Class. 
Socials Assistant Secretary—Phullasree Ghosh, 2nd Year Class. 
Debates Secretary—Zahond Huq, 3rd Year Class. 
Debates Assistant Secretary—'Nnpendia Prasanna Sen, 2nd Year 

Class. 

Dramatic Society: 
Vice-President—Professor S. Bhaduri. 
Secretary—RirendTa, Nath Chatterjee, 3rd Year Class. 

Rabindra Parishad: 
Vice-Presidents—Fioiessois S. C. Sen-Gupta and S. S. Bagchi. 
Secretary—Nikhil Chandra Maitra, 3rd Year Class. 
Assistant Secretary—^Amales Tripathi, 2nd Year Class. 

College Magazine: 
Treasurer—Professor T. N. Sen. 
Editor—^Bimal Chandra Sinha, B.A., 5th Year Class. 
Secretary—^Ram Chandra Mukerjee, 3rd Year Class. 

ECONOMICS SEMINAR 
The second general meeting of the Seminar was held at 2-15 P.M. on 

Saturday, the 24th April, 1937 with Dr. J.i C. Sinha in the Chair. Mr. Atul 
Mukerjee read a paper entitled ' Problem of Jute Control in Bengal ' (pub
lished in the last issue of the Magazine). After analysing the genesis of 
over-production in jute, the writer stressed on the three important causes 
leading to it—namely, the world depression, the unco-ordinated nature of 
production and, above all, the proverbial vagaries of nature. The restric
tion scheme followed at present was criticised as too sloiv and little 
effective. The writer then emphasised the necessity of a valorisation 
scheme as followed in Brazil in the case ol cofiee. In the discussion that 
followed, Messrs. Sadhan Gupta, Nirmal Sen-Gupta, Gobindatosh Chatter
jee, Ayub Khan and Surya Adhya participated. Then the Piesident sum
marised the dilBcuIties of a valorisitiai scheme and suggested that restric
tion should be voluntary specially now. After a vote of thanks • to the 
Chair, the meeting terminated. 

The third general meeting was held on the 17th July under the presi
dency of Dr. J. C. Sinha. Mr. Atul Mukerji read a paper on ' Reconstruc
tion of Rural Credit in Bengal." A brief analysis of the nature and extent 
of rural indebtedness was followed up by an enumeration of the existing 
sources of rural credit and their limitations. The conclusion obviously was 
not so much in favour of cheap credit as of controlled credit. The paper 
evoked much discussion and among those who took part Messrs. Sadhan 
Gupta, Ayub Khan, Sakti Sinha and Nirmal Sengupta were prominent. 
The President in his neat little speech laid special stress on the fixation 
of the maximum rate of interest and on the position of the land mortgage 
banksi in Bengal. After this, the meeting came to a close. 

The fourth general meeting was held on the 14th August when Mr. 
Nirmal Sengupta of the IVth year class read a paper on ' Wealth and 
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Welfare' (published elsewhere in this issue). Prof. Benoy Kumar 
Chowdhury presided. 

The writer pointed out the distinction between wealth and welfare in 
economics and suggested measures for attaining them. Causes of the 
present inequality of income were pointed out in detail and much enthusiasm 
crept in in the discussion that followed because of the novel and fresh 
view-point from which the writer presented a time-worn theme. Messrs. 
Atul Mukerji, Gobindotosh Chatterji, Santosh Roy and Protap Sen took 
part in the discussion. The President in his concluding speech pointed out 
the four essential elements of welfare, namely health, arts, work and 
education. 

After a vote of thanks to the Chair, the meeting terminated late in the 
afternoon. 

ATUL MUKERJI, 

Secretary. 

POLITICS SEMINAR 

The 3rd meeting of the seminar was held on the 7th August when 
Mr. Animesh Banerjea of the 4th year class read a paper entitled " Some 
Considerations on Democracy." Prof. D. G. Chattoraj presided. 

Mr. Banerjea began with the first postulates of democracy—liberty, 
equality and fraternity—and quoted a large number of authorities on the 
subject. ' Government by consent,' the writer held, would be far from 
being a satisfactory test of democracy. He could not support modern 
representative government wherein the minority question is almost invari
ably neglected. The writer, on the other hand, ardently defended the 
cause of the " common man." The necessary amount of ability, he 
argued, would be found in the common man. The writer thought that 
perfect democracy would destroy the menace of war. Equitable distribution 
of wealth together with the workers' share in the control of industry would, 
according to him, comprise economic democracy, and political democracy 
without such economic democracy was a mere sham: 

Mr. Gobindotosh Chatterjee accused the writer of neglecting the 
' propaganda aspect ' of democracy. Mr. Sadhan Gupta pointed out that 
this would be an ineffective weapon. ' Mr. Nirmal Chandra Sen Gupta 
criticised the paper because it did not consider the historical aspect of demo
cracy. Mr. Atul Mukerjee pointed out that the writer did not consider the 
vital question of the conflict between democracy and dictatorship. The 
writer, according to him, made a confusion between democracy as an 
ideal and that as a form of government. He then enumerated four defects 
of democracy as an ideal. Mr. Suryya Kumar Adhya also joined the dis
cussion. The President summed up the whole thing, in a neat little speech. 

With a vote of thanks to the Chair the meeting terminated. 

M D . AYUB KHAN, 
Secretary. 
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PHILOSOPHY SEMINAR 

The first general meeting of the Seminar came ofi on Saturday, the 
28th August, with Dr. P. D. Sastri in the Chair. Mr. Devi Prasad 
Chatterjee of the IVth year class read a paper on Leibnitz' " Monadology." 

The writer critically examined the subject and pointed out that 
Leibnitz' system began as an,' antithesis of Spinoza's doctrine but failed to 
perform what it proposed at the outset. Leibnitz' aim was to uphold the 
cause of the individual monads as independent and self-centred units, yet 
from his subsequent treatment, as the essayist tried to show, his thesis 
was proved to be untenable and the monads came to be as pre-determined 
as human individuals in the eye of Spinoza. Leibnitz' system, accord
ing to the essayist, lacked in originality and was nothing but a round
about re-statement of what Spinoza had said before. He also pointed out 
that there were many points in Leibnitz' monadology that were developed 
by scientists and philosophers of later generations and even Bergson owed 
much to the system of Leibnitz. 

Mr. Arabinda Bose of the 4th year class raised the question that 
since the monads in Leibnitz were spiritual Entities and so unextended, how 
(extended) matter could ever come out of them. Modem science also 
fails to answer reasonably how from electrons and protons grow material 
atoms. 

Mr. Jayanta Bhattacharyya took part in the discussion and tried to 
show that all the charges that were brought against Leibnitz in order to 
class him under Spinozistic school, were not equally justifiable. 

The Chairman took up all the points of discussions and set them in 
their proper context. He discussed some points raised by Jayanta 
Bhattacharyya and elaborated the proper merits both of the paper and of 
the objection. He then criticised the paper though he also congratulated 
the essayist on the somewhat new light that he had thrown on the subject. 

JAYANIA BHATTACHAEYA, 

Secretary. 

SANSKRIT AND PALI SEMINAR 

A meeting of the seminar was held on Wednesday, the ist September, 
when Mr. Debaprasad Guha of the Fourth year class read a paper on 
"Buddhaghosa—His Life and Works." Prof, Sadananda Bhaduri presided. 

In the discussion that followed Messrs. Sauren Mitra, Susil Sen Gupta, 
Nirmal Dey and Santosh Mukherji took prominent parts. 

The President summarised all the points in a neat little speech and 
said that Buddhaghosa was regarded and will be regarded, so long as the 
teachings of Buddha will remain in the world, as the greatest commentator 
of Buddha's teachings. 

With a vote of thanks to the Chair the meeting then came to a; close. 

SANTOSH MUKHERJEE, 

Secretary. 
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THE HISTORICAL SEMINAR 
Four meetings of the Seminar have already been held. 

On the n t h February, 1937, Pratap Sen read a paper on ' Jean Baptiste 
Colbert.' The paper was published in the April issue of the Presidency 
College Magazine. 

Messrs. Shib Roy Chowdhury, Prasanta Maitra, Kalyan Bannerjee, 
Ramen Roy, Nilkanta Mukerjee and Pratul Chakravarty took part in the 
discussion. The sum total of the criticisms was that Colbert succeeded as 
a finance minister but failed because the tendencies of the age were too 
strong for him. In his concluding speech Prof. S. C. Sarkar, the President, 
declared that judged against the background of the whole of human history 
Colbert must be looked upon as a failure. But within the framework of 
his own time Colbert was eminently successful. 

The second meeting was a special one presided over by Principal 
B. M. Sen to inaugurate the Seminar museum. The Seminar has reason 
to be grateful to Mr. Ramen Roy who presented some interesting historical 
relics collected during a recent tour to the site of Kausambhi. Speeches 
were made by the Principal, Dr. Ghoshal and Mr. Ramen Roy after which 
the museum was declared open. 

The third meeting was held on the 17th July when Mr. Shib Chandra 
Roy Chowdhury read a paper on Charles XI I of Sweden. The writer 
criticised four aspects of Charles' life. Firstly, the writer asserted that 
after Narva an attack on Russia should have been launched. Secondly, the 
Polish and Spanish campaigns were superfluous. Thirdly, Charles might 
have with profit accepted Louis XIV's offer at Altranstadt. Fourthly, the 
reliance on Mazeppa was quite unjustified. In his general estimate Mr,. 
Ray Chowdhury said that Charles lacked statesmanship. He was a mere 
fighter and as such his importance in history is not very great. 

Messrs. Ramen Roy and Pratap Sen criticised the paper. The trend 
of criticism showed that the speakers gave Charles credit for considerable 
statesmanship. His only mistake was the direct attack on Russia while 
the masterly non-intervention policy adopted in the Spanish War was 
indicative of a good grasp of European politics. 

Summing up Prof. S. C. Sarkar said that Charles was neither irre
proachable nor incapable. As a military commander he was undoubtedly 
a genius as his masterly tactics and strategy go to prove. 

The fourth meeting of the Seminar took place on Saturday the 7th 
August, 1937. 

Mr. Kalyan Bannerjee of the 4th Year Arts read a paper on Peter the 
Great of Russia. The whole reign of Peter was first considered. In an 
interesting summary Mr. Bannerjee made out a good case against Peter. 
His reforms were hmited, artificial and superficial. Europeanisation im
plied a certain standard of education. The work of Lenin was the neces
sary complement of the work of Peter. Peter's personal character has 
been much maligned but in matters of this nature the standards of the 
age should be our main criterion. He did much for Russia but again he 
left much undone. His Europeanisation does not compare favourably with 
the westernisation of Japan. " Peter was a colossus but his feet were 
of clay," 
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The paper excited much discussion, Messrs. Nikhil Moitra, Susen 
Gupta, S. C. Ray Chowdhury and Pratap Sen, all with one exception 
( Susen Gupta) attacked Mr. Bannerjee somewhat violently. Mr. S. C. 
Roy Chowdhury said that after everything has been considered it can
not be doubted that Peter did much for Russia. Mr. Pratap Sen quoted 
the Cambridge History—" Barbarian though he ( Peter ) was he had to 
contend with the greater barbarism of his subjects." I t was unfair to con
demn Peter on the ground that "civilisation to him was material not moral," 
because firstly as an administrator he had to always look to his subjects 
and secondly a man who could found a school for the teaching of Cartesian 
philosophy, rhetoric and logic must have understood at least the rudiments 
of extra-material civilisation. Lastly the personal barbarism of Peter is 
something which must not enter into a consideration of his work; Napoleon 
and Ghazi Kemal Ataturk would suffer if this criterion were applied. Mr. 
Nikhil Maitra made a very good point by pointing out that the semi-
barbarism of Peter was an asset as the career of Amanullah had proved. 
Mr. Susen Gupta made a solitary stand for Mr. Bannerjee. He said that 
the barbarism of Peter was all the more surprising when we remember that 
Peter had the opportunity of contact with Western Europe. Secondly 
Peter did nothing to encourage local self-government. 

Krof. Sarkar closed the meeting with a brief summary. As regards the 
personal character and the alleged barbarism of Peter it is well' to remember 
that the dragonnades show that the much vaunted civilisation of Western 
Europe was only skindeep. The overemphasis on Peter's barbarism was 
due mainly to his lack of polish. If he was a beast, he was also a noble 
one. Peter typified the new conception of monarchy that had grown out 
of the Reformation. He was the creator of an epoch. His aims were 
eminently practical but this merely proves that he was not a prophet. His 
Europeanisation was Hmited and superficial. I t required the work of 
C3,tharine, the Alexanders, Lenin and Stalin to complete the process of 
Europeanisation. The transformation of Russia was, however, a task that 
could never have been accomplished within a single lifetime. Peter is to 
be judged by the effects his work had on Russia's future. Judged from 
this standpoint the importance of Peter in the history of Russia and the 
world is undoubtedly considerable. 

The Secretary takes this opportunity to thank all those who have 
helped him with advice and assistance. 

PRATAP SEN, 

Secretary. 

CHEMICAL SOCIETY 

In a meeting of the executive committee of the Presidency College 
Chemical Society held on ihe 20th August last, an offer from the Calcutta 
Chemical Co., Ltd. of a grant of Rupees Thirty per annum for five years at 
present to establish a prize in memory of late Prof. R. N. Sen, was accepted 
with thanks. I t was decided that a prize of books of the value of Rs. 30/-
should be awarded to the student of the 3rd Year Chemistry Honours Class 
who obtains the highest mark in Chemistry, theoretical and practical com
bined, in the annual examination. The prize shaU be called " R. N. Sen 
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Memorial Prize " and the award shall begin from this year. These proposals 
have been approved by the Principal. 

On the 28th August last an excursion to the workshop of the Calcutta 
Waterproof Co. was arranged under the auspices of the Chemical Society. 
We take this opportunity of thanking the authorities of the above Com
pany for allowing us to visit their factory. 

H E M CHANDRA DATTA, 

Secretary. 

EDEN H I N D U HOSTEL NOTES 

B Y A HOSTELLER 

We re-assembled as usual in an atmosphere of making new acquaint
ances and brushing up older ones. But behind this cheerfulness 
lurked the shadow that the last examinations had belied our expecta
tions. But let there be no misunderstanding. The depression was caused 
by comparison with our own standards, for even this year we have con
tributed three first class graduates to the College. Not a mean achieve
ment! 

A feature of the hostel life this year is the large number of freshmen 
amongst us. During the first few days, an ' elder ' might have been 
struck by the singular absence of what may be called the Hindu Hostel 
spirit. But this was more apparent than real. The rich material from 
the mofussil was slowly but surely imbibing the pervasive homogeneity 
of the Hindu Hostel. 

And the evidence was soon to be forthcoming. For no sooner were 
the elections announced than a section of the hostel was galvanized into 
action. In fighting these elections we have mostly followed in the foot
steps of our predecessors. Some new experiments have none the less been 
tried. Even here there is ample scope for evolution. 

We begin our social activities every year by arranging a dinner in 
honour of the freshers. The charge of organising the function is left with 
the Secretary of the Mess Committee, the custodian of our dal-bhat. But 
this year his mantle fell upon an interim Secretary, who conceived the 
happy idea of celebrating the " Freshers' Day." 

In the morning there were sports in which the freshers alone were 
allowed to take part and in the afternoon there was a friendly football 
match between the freshers and elders, the former winning the match by 
three goals to one. The middle part of a day, which began and ended 
with sports, was curiously enough taken up with a debate, the motion before 
the house being none other than " Sports and Athletics are definitely 
detrimental to the cultural progress of humanity." The two contending 
parties agreed in one particular only viz., in appealing to the reasons and 

9 
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not to the sentiments of the house. The Superintendent awarded a medal 
to the best man in the debate. Our grateful thanks to him. " 

* * * 

The Principal and Mrs. Sen, our guests of honour, arrived in the 
evening. After the Superintendent had addressed them, the Secretary 
read out a written address in which a heroic attempt was made to build up 
a gastronomic theory of conduct. The Principal then addressed the 
freshers. The function was rounded off by musical entertainments and a 
sumptuous dinner. Duck roast and salad were appreciated innovations. 

It must not be supposed, however, that we are pre-occupied with the 
kitchen alone. We are equally keen upon other matters. The other 
day we made a representation to the . Superintendent for improving 
the conditions of the garden, so that our sesthetic cravings might be satis
fied. As a result weeds have been cleared and an orchid planted. None 
need get impatient of delay. When it has once been well begun, it is sure 
to be half done at least. 

A famous author has remarked that books of adventure by the hearth 
never fail to entertain. It is equally true to say that the stories of a globe
trotter in our Common Room are always welcome. Apparently the dictum 
about twice told tales does not hold here. 

Our sporting activities are in full-swing. The Inter-Ward League Com
petition has been finished, knock-out tournaments are in progress, and 
inter-hostel tournaments are shortly to begin. Stiff fights are fought and 
the lucky scores and hair-breadth-escapes are punctuated by traditional 
banging of chairs. But that's all. There is no grand illumination like 
last year's. Non-combatants this year are not sufficiently aggressive. 

THE GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE 

SESSION 1936-37 ( MARCH-AUGUST ) 

The Fourth Ordinary General Meeting of the Institute was held on the 
3rd March, 1937, at 5-50 P.M., in the Geological Lecture Theatre. Prof. 
S. C. Sarkar, M.A. (Cal. & Oxon.), presided. 

After the usual business of the Institute Mr. Adinath Lahiri, B .SC, 
delivered a lecture on " A Few Weeks on the Bhutan Boundary." After 
explaining the nature of the country around the southern frontier of 
Bhutan, Mr. Lahiri proceeded to describe the tribal Bhutias that inhabited 
the country. The inhabitants were wood-dwellers who had to wrest 
laboriously from the forest their scanty crop of rice and buck wheat while 
there were a few orange gardens on the fringe of lime-stone areas. He 
also spoke briefly on the geology of the area and about his findings of 
Gondwans coal and a few more deposits. 
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The 5th Ordinary General Meeting was held ort the n t h March, 1937, 
at 5-30 p.m. with Prof. S. L. Biswas, M.sc, in the Chair. After the 
usual business of the meeting the 4th Special General Meeting was held. 

Mr. D. N. Wadia, M.A., F.G.S., F.R.G.S. , of the G. S. I., delivered a 
lecture on the Siwalik Mamnial& of India. The lecture was very interest
ing and instructive. The lecturer dealt with the evolution and migration 
of various type of mammals into India and the ovolution and extinction 
of these mammals in the Siwalik lands of India. 

The 6th Ordinary General Meeting was held on the i5th August, 1937, 
at 4-30 p.m., with Prof. S. C. Sarkar, M.A. (C^l. & Oxon.), in the Chair, 
when Mr. Kanan Gopal Bagchi spoke on " Origin of our Mother Ear th . " 
Mr. Bagchi spoke on the various theories of the origin of the earth and 
discussed them very lucidly. The lecture was very instructive to the junior 
members of the Institute. 

The 7th Ordinary General Meeting was held on the 28th August, 1937, 
at 4-30 P.M. with Dr. A. L. Coulson, D.SC. (Melb.), F.R.S. , in the Chair. 

After the usual business of the meeting two papers were read. Mr. 
H. Nandi, B.SC, spoke on "The Interior of the Karth" and spoke specially 
on the response of the Earth 's constituents to the zeidmic waves. 

Mr. A. Lahiri, B .SC , read a paper on " Clays—as Indian Miaeral 
Resources." He dealt with the origin of clays in general, their classi
fication and their importance in India. He then spoke on the different 
types of clay that are worked in India, their uses, manufactures and their 
trade. 

The excursion of the Institute was held on the 24th April, 1937. A 
visit was paid to the workshop of the Bengal National Iron & Steel Co. 
at Belur. The members along with the members of the Geological, Mining 
and Metallurgical Society of India entrained at Howrah Station at 2-30 p.m. 
and reached Belur at about 3 p.m. 

The members were shown round the works and every one felt an eager 
interest in the works carried on there. The authorities then treated the 
party to cold drinks. About 25 members joined the party. 

The 3rd Excursion of the Institute made on Saturday, the 21st 
August, 1937, at 3 p.m. to the Bengal Potteries Ltd. at 45, Tangra Road, 
Calcutta. About 35 members took part in the excursion. 

The authorities very kindly showed the party round the works and 
explained the works carried on there. 

Dr. M. R. Sahni, D.SC. (Lond.), of the G. S. I. has become an Associate 
Life Member of the Institute. 

An outstanding activity of the Institute has been the publication of 
her long-expected journal—Vuvidya. The present session has seen the 
publication of its winter copy; the summer copy is in the press. The 
Institute hopes to publish the No. 2 copy by the first week of September. 

The journal aims at the publications of original works and articles 
in Bengali and thus deserves help and support from all quarters. 

ADINATH LAHIRI, B .SC, 
Jt. Secretary. 
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FOOTBALL NOTES 
With a batch of new and young players nunabering about fifty the 

College Football Club started its season very brightly this year. 
In the Inter-Collegiate League organised by the Calcutta University, 

we topped the table in the " A " group of the League without losing a 
single match and without a single goal being scored against us. On the 
2nd August we met the Post-Graduate team on the University ground and 
had a decisive victory with a big margin of three clear goals. We were 
awarded the ' Sir Ashutosh Memorial Challenge Shield ' and eleven medals. 
But we were not so fortunate in the Elliott Shield Competition—we had to 
give way before the St. Paul's College though we put up a gallant fight. 

We took part recently in the Jamshedpur Tutwiller Cup Competition 
and drew ( 2—2 ) with the Calcutta Rangers in the final after a fast and 
keenly contested match. Messrs. N. Chatterji and R. Gupta scored for 
our College. We got the Miniature Cup and the Rangers the medals. The 
Tutwiller Cup will be in the keeping of each team for six months. 

I take this opportunity of expressing our deepest gratitude to our 
Principal, Dr. J. C. Sengupta ( Treasurer), Mr. S. C. Sen (Physical 
Instructor), our captain Mr. Rashid Ahmed and our trainer Mr. Abbas to 
whose constant advice and encouragement we owe much. 

SusHiL SENGUPTA, 
Secretary. 

FAREWELL TO PROFESSOR A. H. HOUSE 

To bid farewell to Professor A. H. House, a meeting of the staff and 
students was held on April 30, 1937, in the Physics Theatre. Principal 
B. M. Sen presided. After the garlanding of the President and of Professor 
House, the meeting opened with a speech by Mr. Nirmal Sen Gupta of the 
3rd year class. On behalf of the students an address (published below) 
was then read out by Mr. Ananta Nath Bhattacharya of 3rd year Arts. 
More speeches followed and Mr, Atul Mukherjee and Mr. Jyotsna Banerji 
spoke about Professor House's many accomplishments and about the 
irrepairable loss the College would Sustain in his resignation. On behalf 
of the staff. Professor P. C. Ghosh in a moving speech paid glowing 
tributes to Professor House. ' Our official connexion ' he said, ' comes to 
a close to-day and few can realise what it means to me.' Continuing he 
said— 

' As a student and then as a teacher I have been connected with 
this College for forty years now; and my feelings regarding it might 
be better imagined than described. I was brought up under its 
shadow. To serve it was my earliest dream. To work for it has ever 
been my chief passion and this has made enjoyable my otherwise 
barren existence. Its welfare has always been my chief concern. And 
when Mr. House came and I saw enough of him to understand him, 
I felt happy in the thought that that welfare was secured to a large 
measure so far "as our contribution to it was concerned. The day is 
near at hand when I have to go-out, and nothing would have given me 
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a greater sense of security than my being able to hand over my trust 
to him. In him I discovered just the man needed for the work 
...endowed with rare gifts of the mind, possessed of a strong character 
which scouts the very idea of compromise with whatever he feels to 
be wrong, and above all, blessed with a thoroughly sympathetic nature 
free from all racial prejudices If only he had stayed with us ! ' 
Concluding he said— 

Here then was the teacher we needed. A man with a good degree 
from Oxford or Cambridge might not be difficult to get; a skilful 
teacher able to paraphrase Shakespeare or Milton mgiht also be easily 
found. But they will have to wait long before they can find a man 
in whom there is such a rare combination of sound heart and sound 
mind.' 
Principal Sen spoke of the modesty, generosity and manliness that 

always characterised the Professor. In reply Professor House said that 
he had resigned not because he considered his pay inadequate—it was more 
than he needed; but because he would not play the double role of a civil. 
servant and a college professor. In conclusion he asked his pupils in a 
moving appeal to rise up to the high ideals of college students. With a 
vote of thinks to the chair the meeting came to a close. After the meeting 
the staff of the English Department entertained Professor House and other 
members of the staff a t tea. 

An address printed on Khadi, placed in a sandal wood box decorated 
with figures in relief, was presented to Professor House by the students. 
The balance of Rs. 20 /12/ - of ' Professor House Farewell Fund ' was 
remitted to the Students Aid Fund. 

ADDRESS PRESENTED TO PROFESSOR HOUSE 

SIR, 

With a heavy heart we are assembled to bid you farewell to-day. 
Your stay among us has been much too short. Only a year ago, we 
welcomed you into our midst;little did we dream then that the moment 
of parting would follow so soon. 

You won our hearts the day you came; an Englishman, you never 
made us feel for a moment that you belonged to a different race; and we 
found in you a most inspiring teacher, sympathetic and kind, whom we 
learnt to love in return. I t was a pleasure to read under you; a greater 
pleasure still to know you and have you as a friend; and it pains us to 
have that pleasure snatched away from us so soon. 

On the eve of your departure we offer you our grateful thanks for all 
that you have done for us, our deep regard and esteem for all that you 
have stood for, and our sincerest wishes for your health, happiness and 
prosperity in the years to come. 

We beg to remain. 
Sir, 

Your loving students 
of 

PRESIDENCY COLLEGE. 
Calcutta, 

30th April, 1937. 
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STUDENTS AID FUND 

With the support of its patrons and sympathisers the Fund kept up its 
useful existence for another year. Meritorious students who were not in 
a position to meet their educational requirements from their own resources, 
received help 4n different forms. Twenty-one including three Moslem 
students were awarded monthly stipends varying from five to ten rupees 
in amount. Six including three Moslem students received occasional grants 
for purchasing books and providing themselves with other necessary things. 
The total amount of monthly grants was about Rs. 1500/-. Loans amount
ing to about Rs. 850/- were granted to many students, the majority of 
whom were Moslems, to enable them to pay up their College dues or 
University Examination fees. 

The main source of income was the third, monthly subscriptions of the 
members of the teaching staff of the College which amounted to Rs. 671/-
in the last year. Students of the College also evinced their spirit of 
service to add to the income by organising a Charity Performance in 
September, 1936, and a sum of Rs. 309-8-0 was made over to the Fund. 
The organisers of certain Farewell and Memorial Funds kindly made over 
the balances of their collections to the Aid Fund. 

The administration of the Fund was in the hands of a Committee 
elected by the general body of subscribers. Principal B. M. Sen was the 
President and Professors S. Datta, G. D. Bhar, M. Ahmed and T. P. 
Mukherji were the members and Professor D. N. Sen was the Secretary 
of the Committee. 

The Committee take this opportunity to express their deep-felt 
gratitude to all those charitably minded persons who have most willingly 
extended their help in different forms to carry on the work of the Institution 
and fervently hope that with their generous support they will be able to 
push their activities further in the future. 

D. N. SEN, 
Secretary. 

OUR CONTEMPORARIES 

We acknowledge with thanks the receipt of the following con
temporaries : — 

The Zamorin College Magazine, Calicut. 

Voorhees College Magazine, Vellore. 

Kishori Raman Inter-CoIIege Magazine, Muttra. 

Government Commercial Institute Magazine, Calcutta. 

The Chittagong College Magazine, Chittagong. 

Islamia College Magazine, Calcutta. 

The Narasinha Dutt College Magazine, Howrah. 

The Sindhu, Dehra Ismail Khan. 

The Yamuna Commercial College Magazine, Delhi. 
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The Krishnagar College Magazine, Krishnagar. 

Sachitra Bharat, ( several issues ). 

The Durbar, Khalsa College, Amritsar. 

Satadal ( The Dacca Hall Annual) , Dacca. 

Basantika ( The Jagannath Hall Annual) , Dacca. 

The Anand Parbat, Ramjas College, Delhi. 

Hindu School Magazine, Calcutta. 

The Journal of the Madras Geographical Association, Madras. 

Murari Chand College Annual, Sylhet. 

The Comrade, Calcutta. 

The Victoria College Magazine, Cooch Bihar. 

The Anglo-Bengali Intermediate College Magazine, Allahabad. 

The Patna College Magazine, Patna. 



e to Periodicals 
[We wish to thank Professor Mahendranath Sarkar, Professor Susobhan-

chandra Sarkar, Professor Taraknath Sen, Professor Gaurinath Bhattacharyya, 
Professor Nanigopa l Chakravar ty , Mr. Asoke Mitra and Mr. Haridas Banerji, 
who have given us valuable assistance in compiling this Guide.—ED.] 

Mind (April & July, 1937)— 

A. F . TAYLOR: Some Inconsistencies in Spinozism. 

International Journal of Ethics— 
[January, 1937, Vol. XLVII, No. 2 ]—i . CHARNER P E B R Y : Ethics and 

Political Science, z. A Discussion on Fatalism, Determinism and Indeter-
minism. 

[April, 1937, Vol. X L V H No. 3J—i- G. MORGAN (Jr .) ; Whitehead's 
Theory of Value. 2. A Discussion on " Ideas or Knowledge." 

Hibbert Journal (April, 1937: XXXV, 3)— 
I. H. HARROLD JOHNSON .-A. E . Houseman: Poet and Pessimist. 2. G. 

N. MOZLEY: The; Philosophy of Defeat. 3. F . A. N. SPENCER: The Ifope 
of Resurrection. 

History— 
[March, 1937, Vol. XXI, No. 84]—i. L. E. TANNER : Westminster Abbey 

and the Coronation Service (describes how Westminister came to be the Corona
tion Church and also the customs and conventions connected with this royal 
ceremony). 2. SIR C. P E E R S : History in the Making (emphasises the greater 
need of History to-day for future guidance). 3. H. H. BELLOT: The place of 
American History in Enghsh Education (suggests that American history 
should be studied in England not as a part of the national history but only as 
Atlantic history), 

[June, 1937, Vol. XXI, No. 85]—!. R. R. DARLINGTON: The last Phase 
of Anglo-Saxon History (proves that the last phase of Old English history is 
rich alike in achievement and in promise). 2. C. K. WEBSTER: The Acces
sion of Queen Victoria (throws considerable light on the early experiences and 
activities of Victoria as Queen). 

The English Historical Review (Vol. LII, No. 206, April, 1937)— 

I . H , G. RICHARDSON & G. SAYLES : The Clergy in t he Eas t e r Parlia
ment, 1285 ( a detailed description of the clerical grievances submitted to the 
Easter Parliament). 2. J. M. POTTER: The Development and Significance 
of the Salic Law of the French. 3. J . W. PICKERSGILL: The French 
Plebiscite of 1870 and the Catholics (discusses the parts played by different 
clerical groups in the French Plebiscite of 1870). 
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The American Historical Review (April, 1937)— 
I . C. A. BEARD & A. VAGTS: Currents of Thought in Historiography 

(treats history as actuality and discusses the different views on this particular 
subject). 

Annals of the Bhandarkar Research Institute (Vol. XVII, Part II)— 
I . M. M. S. KuppusvAMi SHASTEI : The Mandana-Sureshvara Equation in 

the History of Advaita (this is really an important article: i t questions the 
common belief in the Mandana-Sureshvara Equation. The writer ma,intains tha t 
Mandana and Sureshvara must be two difierent individuals having ' divergent 
views within the purview of Advaitism ' ) . 2. D R . D . B . DISKALKAR : A New 
Inscription of Chandragupta I I of G. S. 5 i found in Mathura. 3. D R . H . C . 
SETA: Did Chandragupta Maurya belong to North-Western India? 4. P . K. 
C O D E : Notes on Indian Chronology (exact date of Amarikirti, author of a 
commentary on the Ritusamhara of Kalidasa, is determined here). 

Indian Culture (April, 1937, Vol. I l l , No. 4)— 
I. DR. S. K . D E : . The Theology and Philosophy of Bengal Vaisnavism, 

II . 2. K. A. PADHYA: Buddhism as depicted in Ancient Sanskrit Dramas. 
3. K. R. PiSHAROTi: Vatsabhat t i ' s Prashasti. 

Indian Historical Qixaterly (Vol. XIII, No. i )— 
I. DR. A . B . K E I T H : The Home of the Indo-Europeans. 2. A. M. 

GHATAJE: Instrumental and Locative in Ardha-Magadhi. 

Poona Orientalist (Vol. I, No. 4)— 
I . K. C. CHATTOPADHYAYA : Reference to writing in the Rig Veda 

Sahmita. 2. M. M. GANGANATH J H A : Nyayasutras of Gotama with Bhasya 
(translation). 

Quaterly Joimial of the Mythic Society (Vol. XXVII, Nos. i & 2)— 
A. K. COOMARSWAMY : The Nature of Folklore in Popular Art. 

Adyar Library Bulletin (Vol. I, Part I)— 
I. C. KuNHAN R A J A : Rigvedavyakhya Madhavakrita. 2. C. KUNHAN 

RAJA: Asvalayaua Grihyasutra with Devasvamibhasya. 

Economic Journal— 
[March, 1937, Vol. XL VII, No. 185]—i. C. SUTTON: The Relation 

between Economic Theory and Economic Policy. 2. BERTRIL O H L I N : Some 
Notes on the Stockholm Theory of Savings and Investment, I. 3. AUSTIN 
ROBINSON : Monopoly and Imperfect Competition. 

[June, 1937, Vol. XLVII , No. 186]—i. BERTRIL O H L I N : Some Notes 
on the Stockholm Theory of Savings and Investment, I I . 2. J. M. KEYNES : 
Alternative Theories of the Rate of Interest (throws further light on the 
liquidity-preference theories of interest and incidentally criticises the article by 
Ohlin). 3. G. C. ALLEN: The Concentration of Economic Control in Japan 
(an interesting study of how the major industry operated on a large scale and 
minor industry occupying, an important role in the economic life of Japan are 
co-ordinated). 
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Economica (Vol. IV, No. 14: May, 1937)— 
I . N. F . H A L L : Some Technical Aspects of the Finance of Rearmament 

(discusses the economic implications of the recent ;£400 million loan in England). 
2. SIR WILLIAM BEVERIDGE: An Analysis of Unemployment, I I I (this last 
instalment reveals a large number of interesting facts about unemployment in 
England—unemployment, frictional, seasonal and cyclical in character). 
3. A. C. PiGOu: Taxation of Savings: A Reply (argues t h a t a general 
permanent income tax differentiates against savings in favour of expenditure). 
4. D. H. MACGREGOE: Taxation of Savings: A Rejoinder. 5. R. S. 
EDWARDS: Farmers and Income Tax (describes and criticises the privileges 
enjoyed by farmers under the Income Tax Act (1928) of England). 

The American Economic Review— 

[December, 1936, Vol. X X V I , No. 4 ] — ! . HORACE, G . W H I T E (Jr . ) : 
Monopolistic and Imperfect Competition (this interesting article accords 
analytical recognition to the joint influence of monopolistic and competitive 
elements in the determination of normal equilibrium values). 2. HOWARD 
B O W E N : Gold Maldistribution (emphasises the view tha t the maldistribution 
of gold is not a major catastrophe bu t ra ther a symptom -of disorder in 
international economic relations). 

[March, 1937, Vol. XXVII , No. i ] — i . L I N L I N : Are Time deposits 
Money? (combats the view tha t time deposits must be converted into demand 
deposits before they can be used as means of payment and therefore may not 
be considered money like demand deposits). 

[June, 1937, Vol. XXVII , No. 2]—CARL LAUDANER : A Break in Keynes' 
Theory of Interest (tries to show the incompatibility of Keynes ' second 
postulate, viz. tha t the efficiency of capital declines with increase in the amount 
of capital, with his first postulate of liquidity preference). 

Indian Journal of Economics— 

[April, 1937, Vol. XVII, No. 67]—An important issue; contains several 
important articles on the Transport problem in India, the Income-Tax Reform 
in India and estimates of National Income of India. 

[July, 1937, Vol. XVIII , Par t I , Serial No. 683—1. B . RAMCHANDRA 
R A U : The Reserve Bank and Monetary Stability. 2. I . M. KAPooR:The 
Devaluation of the Franc and its Lesson for India. 3. P . p . P ILLAI : The 
I. L. O. and Agricultural Workers (a short article summarising International 
Labour Conventions re : agricultural labour). 

The Political Quater ly— 

[April—June, 1937, Vol. VIII , No. 2 ]—r . BERTRAND R U S S E L L : Power, 
Ancient a,nd Modern (discusses the problem of power in the modern state: ' 
wants to substitute the ' political man ' for the ' economic man ' of the old-
fashioned text-books). 2. W. IVOR J E N N I N G S : The Abdication and the 
Constitution. 3. A. M. CARR-SAUNDERS : Nutrition and Social Policy. 

[July—September, 1937, Vol. VIII , No. 3 ]—i- J. ZVAVITCH : A Soviet 
View of the British Empire (discusses the position of Great Britain vis-a-vis tha t 
of other rising powers). 2. LEONARD W O O L F : The Resurrection of the 
League (an admirable article so far as the analysis of the causes of the break-
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down of the League is concerned). 3 . R. W. B . CLARKE: The Internal 
consequences of Rearmament. 4. H E N R Y RICHARDSON: The International 
Labour Organisation (a good summary). 

The Round Table (No. 107 : June, 1937)— 
I. The King and his Peoples (an important and interesting article; 

summarises recent political changes and consequential changes in the role of 
kingship and suggests future lines of development). 2. The Problem of 
Germany (a reasoned defence of the present aggressive policy of the German 
Government). 3. Empire Trade and World Trade (gives the historical back
ground of the Ottawa Trade Agreement and discusses the future of British 
Trade in relation to Empire Trade and World Trade). 4. Constitutional Crisis 
in India (a little out-of-date bu t an interesting and well-informed article 
summarising the constitutional difficulties t h a t arose before the Congress 
decision in favour of office-acceptance). 

Political Science Quaterly— 

[March, 1937, Vol. LI I , No. i ] — i . J O H N E . ORCHARD: Contrasts in 
the Progress of Industrialisation in China and Japan (traces Chinese indifference 
to and Japanese acceptance of the West to certain fundamental contrasts in 
the cultural, economic and geographic backgrounds of the two countries). 
2. BENJAMIN H . BECKHART: The German Bank Enquiry (gives a detailed 
historical survey of banking problems and practice in Germany since 1909 and 
enumerates at the end the recommendations of the Commission of 1934 appointed 
to enquire into the German Banking Systems). 

[June, 1937, Vol. LII , No. 2 ] — i . ROBERT, B . STEWART: Instruments 
of British Policy in the Sterling Area (discusses how Great Britain has tried 
to forge closer links with various regions of the Empire through the Ottawa 
and extra-Empire Agreements). 2. MARIE P H I L I P P I J A N S Y : AgriculturaF Settle
ment in Germany (mainly discusses the demographic and economic effects of 
internal migration in Germany). 3. HANS K O H N : The Europeanisation of 
the Orient. 

The American Journal of Sociology— 
[May, 1937, Vol. XLII , No. 6]—An important issue containing many 

articles on Psychiatry and Social Disorganisation. Mention may be made of 
the following—i. ALFRED A D L E R : Psychiatric Aspects regarding Individual 
and Social Disorganisation. 2. FRANZ ALEXANDER : Psychoanalysis and Social 
Disorganisation. 3. ELTON M A Y O : Psychiatry and Sociology in Relation to 
Social Disorganisation. 4. DAVID SLIGHT: Disorganisation in the Individual 
and in Society. 5. HERBERT BLUMER : Social Disorganisation and Individual 
Disorganisation. 

[July, 1937, Vol. XLI I I , No. i ] — I . ROBERT, M . HUTCHINS : Ideals in 
Education. 2. JOSEPH SCHNEIDER: Social Class, Historical Circumstances and 
Fame holds that the total number of persons who become famous in an area a t 
any given time is determined by historical circumstances and situations). 

Foreign Affairs— 
[April, 1937]—I. L I N YUTANG: China Prepares to Resist (an account 

of the stifiening of the Chinese atti tude to Japan . since 1935)- 2. STEFAN 
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O S U S K Y : Why Czechoslovakia? (an analysis of the basic problems of the 
storm centre in Middle Europe to-day). 3- WILLIAM H E N R Y CHAMBERLIN: 
Naval bases in the Pacific (an illustrated s tudy of the naval positions of Japan, 
U. S. A. and Britain in the Pacific). 

[July, 1937J—I- ALEXANDER W E R T H : The Front Populaire in Difficulties 
(a description of the difficulties which proved too much for the Blum Govern
ment in France). 2. WILLIAM L . LANGER : Tribulation of Empire (an ex
planation of the British difficulties in the Mediterranean). 3. Brit ish Policy 
towards Spain (a discussion of a highly controversial subject). 4. WALTER 
LIPPMAN: Kough-hew them how we will (a defence of the thesis t h a t America's 
isolation policy cannot mean the toleration of a chaos in the world). 

The Criterion— 

[April, 1937: XVI.64]—I. EZRA P O U N D : Cantos X L I I — X L I V (will be 
wilder even an appreciative reader of A Draft of XXX Cantos). 2. P H I L I P 
MAIRET: Valuation of Freud (in reviewing M. Dalbiez's La Methode Psycho-
dnalytique et la Doctrine Freudienne, Mr. Mairet emphasises the necessity of a 
thorough examination of Freud 's works from a philosophic point of view, and, 
while presenting a weighty vindication of the psycho-analytic method, shows 
up some philosophic fallacies in Freud 's metaphysic). 3. W. E M P S O N : State
ments in Words (discusses how many different threads of ideas are tangled in 
the popular mind behind even such simple words as ' delicate ' and ' great ' or 
such literary words as ' wit. ' Beginning with a quotation from Proust, Mr. 
Empson's essay carries the reader further up the maze indicated in his earlier 
book Seven Types of Ambiguity). 4. R O G E R EIINKS : Art Chronicle: Art and 
Technic (deplores the fallen state of a r t to-day in a world ruled by materialism 
and by utilitarian ethics). [A remarkable review by E . W. F . TOMLIN of John 
Strachey's The Theory and Practice of Socialism and Stephen Spender's For
ward from Liberalism, two books which created a great stir recently; another 
of P. E . More's On Being Human by P . S. Richards; two others of Karl 
Mannheim's Ideology and Utopia: An Introduction to the Sociology of Know
ledge and Djuna Barnes' Nightwood by V. A. DEMANT and T. S. ELIOT 
respectively, enrich the Review section of this issue.] 

[July: XVI.65]—A dull number. D. A. TRAVERSI 'S essay DOSTOIEVSKY is 
good and is occupied with the metaphysical aspect of the great Russian's 
novels, implying in the word ' metaphysical * a pre-occupation with the 
abstract, and a determination to use characters and situations as shadows of 
the impalpable and intangible. The quotations from the novelist convince the 
reader of this longish essay that the writer is not building on air. There is, 
besides, an editorial obituary notice of the death of Dr. P . E . More, which 
incidentally discusses some of the literary and cultural problems which disturbed 
the, years 1913-1933 and will be of help to those who know the history of the 
period in question. 

Scrutiny— 

[March, 1937: V.4]—i. F . C. T I N K L E R : The Winter's Tale (a laboured 
attempt to unravel the various patterns of the play and analyze its images). 
2. H. B. PARKES : Christopher Dawson (Mr. Dawson is one of the well-known 
Catholic apologists of the day: his views are here criticized). 3 . R E N E 
WELLEK: Literary Criticism and Philosophy (writing on F . R^ Lea,vis's recent 
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book, Revaluation. Dr. Wellek charges the au thor with insensitiveness to 
romantic poetry and its underlying philosophy). 4. F . R. LEA v i s : Henry 
James (occasioned by the publication of Henry James ' s critical prefaces to his 
novels under the title. The Art of the Novel, ed. R . P . Blackmur, Scribners 
los. 6d.}. 

[June: V I . i ] — i . R. G. C o x : The Great Reviews—I (an informative article 
on the great reviews of the last century, the Edinburgh, Quarterly and Black
wood's: the first instalment discusses their a t t i tude towards poetry in general 
and romantic poetry in particular). 2. A. STAWAR (tr. J . N . and L. L . ) : 
Othello and the Mangold-Wurzels, or Literacy in the U. S. S. R . (discusses 
the position of literature in Soviet Russia). 3 . W. H . GARDNER: The 
Religious Problem in Hopkins (a study of the conflict of the poet and the priest 
in Hopkins). 4. D. A. T R A V E R S I : Coriolanus (seeks to prove tha t Coriolanus 
' i s a very great p l a y ' ) - 5- F . R. LEAVIS : Literary Criticism and Philo
sophy (a reply to Dr. Wellek). [Among the review articles, there are dis
cussions on Virginia Woolf, Poetry in 1936 and Mediaeval Scots Poetry by W. 
H. MELLERS, H . A . MASON and J O H N SPEIRS respectively.] 

The London Mercury and Bookman— 
[March, 1937: XXXV.209]—i . Lou is M A C N I E C E : An Epilogue—For W. 

H. Auden (poem). 2. JOHN F A R L E I G H : Bernard Shaw to John Farleigh 
(correspondence concerning the illustrations to the Black Girl: interesting: 
reveals Shaw in a new capacity, as draughtsman: illustrated). 3. D. CowiE: 
Samuel Butler in New Zealand (tells about the geographical original of 
Erev/hon ; also quotes a letter written to a newspaper by Butler which may 
be taken as the starting-point of Erewhon). 

[April: XXXV.210]—i. H . G. W E L L S : Star-Begotten—A Biological 
Fantasia (first instalment). 2. SEAN O'FAOLAIN : The Proletarian Novel (while 
admitting with the proletarian critic tha t the modern novel is decadent, the 
writer does not agree tha t the proletarian novel is going to give us better 
literature). 3. GORDON CRAIG: Lighting Street & Stage (a trenchant criticism 
of the modern tendency towards flood-lighting). 4. L O R D EUSTACE P E R C Y : 
The Projection of Britain—Intellectual Co-operation. [ M R . A. V. COOKMAN'S 
notes on the Theatre have some appreciative remarks on Tourneur's The 
Revenger's Tragedy.'] 

[May: XXXVI.211]—i. C. DAY L E W I S : Regency Houses (poem). 
2. DESMOND MACCARTHY : Shooting with Wilfrid . Blunt (reminiscences of 
Blunt). 3. GORDON CRAIG: Lighting Street and Stage—II. The Stage 
(thoughtful remarks on stage lighting). 4. H-. G. W E L L S : Star-Begotten 
(second instalment). 

[June: XXXVI.212]—i. W. H. A U D E N : Orpheus (poem). 2. HERBERT 
READ; Litter over London (starting from a criticism of the Coronation 
decorations, the writer goes on to a plea for finer architecture and decoration 
and a dictatorship of taste). 3. GEORGES LAFOURCADE: French Novelists, 
Young and Old (a good survey: it is reassuring to have i t on the authori ty 
of the writer that the future French novel will reconstitute " tha t unity of 
character which has been destroyed by excesses of Proustian analysis, the 
interminable descriptions of the ' sagas,' and all the paraphernalia of the 
surrealist laboratory"). 4. E V E L Y N W A U G H : Through European Eyes (a 
criticism of the English muddle; over Abyssinia in course of a review of 
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Marshal de Bono's Anno Xllil, Cresset Press, 12s. 6d.). 5- H . G. W E L L S ; 
Star-Begotten (third and concluding instalment). 

[July: XXXVI.213]—I. SEAN O ' F A O L A I N : Discord (short story). 2. 
CHARLES WILLIAMS : The New Milton (a fine essay on ' the picture of a 
lovelier—and not less lordly—Milton ' t h a t emerges from certam recent 
alterations in our knowledge of his biography and in the reading of his verse). 
3. W. GIBSON: Constable and Cezanne (the present year marks the centenary 
of Constable's death). 

[August: XXXVI . 214]—i. GEORGE S T E E R : Guernica (the writer visited 
Guernica on the night of the recent bombardment) . 2. C. W I L L I A M - E L L I S : 
British & Beastly (Mr. Ellis recently edited a book called Britain and the Beast. 
Dent, los. 6d., a collection of essays by well-known people on industrial ugliness 
in Britain. Here Mr. Ellis replies to certain reviews of his book and makes 
further observations on the subject). 3. V. S. PEITCHETT : A Hero of Our 
Time? (Turgenev's Rudin applied to our times). 

The Times Literary Supplement (March-August issues: XXXVI, 1831-
1856)-

I. Grey of Fallodon (March 6, 1937). 2. The Eternal Tr immer: 
Talleyrand in fact and legend (March 13). 3. England's Pa in ter : The Vision 
of Constable (April 3). 4. The Voice of Swinburne: A Singer's Conquest— 
and After (April .10 ; the present year marks the centenary of Swinburne's 
birtli). 5. Dryden's Conversion: The Struggle for Fai th (April 17). 6. The 
Historian and " The Gibbon " (April 24 ; the present year marks the bi
centenary of Gibbon's birth). 7. (a) A Century of British Monarchy: Birth 
and Growth of the New Idea ; (b) The Refashioning of His tory : A Line of 
Great Craftsmen, 1837-1937; (c) Procession of the Novelists: From Dickens to 
Virginia Woolf; (d) The Fivefold Growth of Theology, 1837-1937; Catholicism 
and Liberalism; (e) The Poetry of a Century, 1837-1937 ; Modernisms Old and 
New ; (f) Shakespeare Scholars a t work: an Age of Discovery and Advance, 
1837-1937; (g) The Expositors of Science, 1837-1937: Growth of a New Public; 
(h) A Hundred Years of Drama, 1837-1937: From Romance to Disillusion; 
(i) Archaeology, 1837-1937: The Middle Eas t and Britain; (j) Types of Popular 
Fiction, 1837-1937: The Fast, the Sensational, the Simple (May i : Corona
tion Number). 8. Mr. Eugene O'Neill: an Iconoclast in the Theatre (May 8). 
9. Government and the Arts (May 22). 10. A Mirror of Por tuga l : Lyrics 
and Plays of Gil Vicente (May 29 ; the present year marks the fourth 
centenary of Gil Vicente's death). 11. Ben Jonson: Poe t : the Social 
Background of the Plays (June 5). 12. Giacomo Leopardi (June 19 ; the 
present year marks the centenary of Leopardi 's death). 13. Barrie as 
Dramatist: a Divided Mind (June 26). 14. Elizabethan Decoration: Pa t te rns 
in Art and Passion (July 3). 15. Presbyterian or Pirate? Stevenson the Scot 
(July 10). 16. Tides in English Taste : From Classicism to Chaos (July 17). 

17. The Prince of French Critics: Sainte-Beuve Reconsidered (July 31). 
18. Modern Poetic Drama: Conventions and Private Fantasies (August 7)! 
19. Marxism and Literature: New Currents in Criticism (August 14). 

M o d e m Language Rev iew— 

[April, 1937: X X X I I . 2 ] - A . G I L L I E S : Herder's Essay on Shakespeare 
(an illuminating s tudy; the incompleteness of Herder 's essay admirably 
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explained). [There is a very useful list of publications on medieval and 
modern languages and literatures, October—December, 1936]. 

[July: X X X n . 3 ] — I . F . P Y L E : ' T h e Barbarous Metre of B a r c l a y ' 
' (defends Alexander Barclay from the charge of metrical lawlessness). 

2. F . NORMAN: Deor—A Criticism and an Interpretat ion (new light thrown). 
3. W. F . MAINLAND : Some notes on German Drama as national commentary 
in the 17th century. 4. R. H . THOMAS : Notes on some unpublished poems 
of Reinhard Johannes Sorge: a contribution relating to the genesis of 
Expressionism (an interesting contribution to the history of an important 
modern movement in li terature and ar t ) . 5. C. F . BECKINGHAM: Seneca's 
fatalism and Elizabethan Tragedy (contests the view of Professor Cunliffe and 
Mr. T. S. Eliot that Seneca's philosophy was one of ' hopeless fatalism ' ) . 
6. C. NARAYANA MENON : A Stage Direction in the New Shakespeare 
Hamlet (seeks to controvert Professor Dover Wilson's view tha t Hamlet over
hears Claudius, Gertrude and Polonius plotting to employ Ophelia as a decoy). 
7. A. STANSFIELD ; ' Deutsche Klassik und Romant ik ' (Strich in his book 
Deutsche Klassik und Romantik, Munich, 1928, argues tha t the spirit of 
classicism is the perfection of completion and t h a t of romanticism eternal 
striving for the unattainable. The author shows t h a t the idea is not new and 
traces it back to Goethe, Schiller, the Schlegels, Herder, Heine and others). 
[There is a very useful list of publications on medieval and modern languages 
and literatures, January—March, 1937]. 

Modem Language Notes— 
[March, 1937: L n . 3 ] — i . K. KOLLER : A Source for Portions of The 

Witch of Atlas (establishes Shelley's indebtedness to Herodotus, Pliny and 
certain Greek romances). 2. W. K. PFEILER : Coleridge and Schelling's 
Treatise on the Samothracian deities (considers Coleridge's borrowings from 
Schelling in his fragmentary lecture on Asiatic and Greek mythologies). 
3- R. GOTTFRIED: The Date of Spenser's View of the Present State of 
Ireland (1596-7 according to the writer). 4. A. G. C H E S T E R : Notes on the 
BibUography of Thomas Churchyard. 5. Y. Z. CHANG: Sangley, the 
Merchant-Traveller (discusses the origin of Sangleys. a 17th-century term for 
the Chinese, first used in EngUsh in the 1625 edition of Purchas His Pilgrimes). 
6. A. H. GILBERT: Chapman's 'Fortune with Winged H a n d s ' ( t h e phrase 
occurs in Bussy d'Ambois, I . i .114: a possible source suggested). 7. J . O. 
EIDSON: Senecan elements in Marston's Antonio and Mellida. 8. R. G. 
NOYES: A MS. Restoration Prologue for Volpone. g. J- W. THOMPSON: A 
Note on The Tempest (Celtic origin suggested for the idea of " a sea-change" 
in Ariel's famous song). 10. F . S. M I L L E R : Notes on some Eighteenth-
Century Dramas (corrections and additions made to the bibliographies in 
NicoU's Eighteenth-Century Drama). 11. R . C. B O Y S : An Eighteenth-
Century Essays on Spelling (the essay referred to is John LaFond's preface 
to his New System of Music, 1725, where there are interesting observations on 
foreign borrowings, coinages and the forms and spellings of certain words). 

[April: LII.4]—I. D. F . B R O W N : TWO Naturalistic Versions of Genesis 
(Emile Zola's La, Faute de I'abbe Mouret, 1875, and Pardo Bazan's La madre 
naturaleza, 1887, two modern versions of the Adam and Eve story, considered 
and Bazan's indebtedness to Zola shown). 2. A. IACUZZI: The Naive Theme 
in The Tempest as a link between Thomas Shadwell and Ramon de la, cruz 
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(Shadwell's opera based upon the Davenant-Diyden version of The Tempest 
and its influence in France and Spain). 3- A. STEINER : St. Jerome and the 
first terzina of the Divine Comedy (the phrases nel mezzo del cammm dz 
nostra, vita and selva oscura traced back to Jerome's Commentary on tlie 
Prophet Isaiah). 

[May: LI I .5 ]—i . H. S. JANTZ : The Factor of Generation in German 
Literary History (an interesting article: " g e n e r a t i o n " is defined as " a n age 
group, a group of artists who were born about the same time^ grew into a 
similar environment, met each phase of li terary and cultural change a t the 
same stage in life development, were confronted with the same problems, 
consequently acquired a similar vital sensitiveness, and produced works which 
have a common character recognizable in spite of all diiJerences in quality, 
manner, background and individuality " : the article considers the merits of 
the generational method of arrangement and illustrates i t from German 
literary history). 2. K. Y O U N G : Chaucer and Aulus Gellius (temperamental 
aifinities between the two considered and hence a new interpretation suggested 
of the rather obscure phrase Anglux en pratique in Deschamps' famous compli
ment to the poet). 3. E . E. ERICSON : " Reaving the Dead " in the Age of 
Chivalry (shows tha t despoiling the dead was not an anti-chivalric practice as 
suggested by Winstanley in her note on Faerie Queene, n .vi i i .15) . 

[June: L I I . 6 ]—i . H. K. GALINSKY : Is De Quincey the author of The 
Love-Charm} (the article is important in tha t it rescues from oblivion the 
Rev. Julius Hare, Archdeacon of Lewes, who is found to have played no mean 
part in the last century in interpreting German thought to England). 2. M. 
P . T ILLEY: " 'Twill be thine another day " (the meaning of the expression, 
which occurs in Love's Labour Lost, IV. i . iog, considered). 3. E . A. STRATH-
MANN: Lycidas and the Translation of " May " (suggests a probable source 
of the name Lycidas: it occurs in Theodore Bathurs t ' s Latin translation of 
the " M a y " eclogue in Spenser's Shepherd's Calendar). 4. J . W. B E N N E T T : 
Did Spenser starve? (doubt thrown on the popular story about Spenser's death). 
5. F . B. W I L L I A M S : Notes on Englands Parnassus (traces the sources of 37 
of the I I I passages which Charles Crawford could not account for in his 
masterly edition of the well-known Ehzabethan miscellany). 6. D. B U S H : 
Julius CcEsar and Elyot ' s Governour (a probable source suggested for the 
manner in which Cssar puts aside Artemidorus' suit in Shakespeare's play: 
there is no authori ty for i t in Plutarch). 7. T. B . S T R O U P : Scenery for The 
Indian Queen (of interest chiefly for the new light it throws on the rather 
puzzling scene direction, " A n Indian Cave , " in Act IV of Dryden 's Tyrannic 
Love). 8. J. S. D I E K H O F F : " The Milder Shades of Purgatory " (the phrase 
occurs in Milton's sonnet to Lawes: a new interpretation suggested). 9. G F . 
SENSABAUGH: An Answer to Suckling's " Why so pale and wan, fond lover? '-
(a contemporary answer discovered: interesting). 10. R. S. L O O M I S : Gawain 
in the Squire's Tale (new light on Squire's Tale, 95-97). 

[Each issue has a useful list of recent publications on Modern Languages 
and Literatures.] 

Modern. Philology—^ 

[February, 1937: X X X I V . 3 ] - ! . M. E . B O R I S H : John Day ' s Law 
Trtcks and George Wilkms (contests the view tha t Wilkins collaborated with 
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Day). 2. W. GRAHAM: Thomas Baker, Mrs. Manley, and the Female Tdtler 
(the Female Taller, July 8, 1709—March 31, 1710, was the chief early rival of 
Richard Steele's Taller and is known to have exerted some influence on 
Steele's methods: its authorship discussed). 3. J . F I S H E R : Shenstone, Gray, 
and the " Moral Elegy " (establishes Shenstone's importance as a pioneer of 
the Moral Elegy). 4. J . LIVINGSTON L O W E S : Keats , Diodorus Siculus, and 
Rabelais (discusses Keats ' use of Diodorus and Rabelais in Hyperion and 
Endymion: an important ar t icle: considers incidentally Shelley's use of 
Diodorus). 5. A. E . C A S E : New Attributions to Pope. 

[May: X X X I V . 4 ] — i , C. SEARLES : Chapelain and the Genesis of the 
French Academy. 2. E . L . GRIGGS ; Diadeste, a fragment of an unpublished 
play by Samuel Taylor Coleridge (the fragment is reproduced: the ms. is now 
in the British Museum). 3 . Victorian Bibliography for 1936 (a highly useful 
list of ' noteworthy publications of 1936, including reviews of earlier items, 
which have a bearing on English literature: of the Victorian period ' ) . 

Englische Studien (June, 1937: LXXI, 3)— 
I. A. T. SHILLINGLAW : New Light on Ben Jonson's Discoveries (shows 

that the work is rather like a. Commonplace Book, most of the observations 
beng borrowed from other wri ters : tells incidentalUy about the intellectual 
group to which Jonson belonged). 2. C. O. P A R S O N : Carlyle's Gropings 
about Montrose (an unpublished essay of Carlyle's, the ms. of which is now in 
the National Library of Scotland, on the famous Royalist leader: the chief 
emphasis, however, is on Cromwell. Carlyle once contemplated writing a 
tragedy on Montrose). 

The National Geographic Magazine— 
[May, 1937: L X X I . 5 ] — I . C. B . W I L L I A M S : Butterfly Travellers (an 

interesting a,nd informative article on the; migrations of butterflies: excellent 
illustrations). 2. A. H. B R O W N & B., A. STEWART: Bekonscot (an illustrated 
account of England's most interesting toy town). 

[June: LXXI .6]—i . P R O F . A. A. A L L E N : Hunt ing with a Microphone 
(an interesting account of what is being done in America to secure permanent 
records of the voices of vanishing species of birds and film their habi ts : illus
trated). 2. F. H. ROBERTS : In the Empire of the Aztecs (a fine account of 
the ancient Aztecs of Mexico and their civilisation: eixcellent illustrations). 

[July: LXXII . i ]—A. H , CLARK: Potent Personalities—Wasps and 
Hornets (an interesting and informative account of the ways and habits of 
wasps and hornets, their ingenuity, and how they benefit mankind, their stings 
notwithstanding, by their pest-killing activities). 

[September: L X X I I . 3 ] — i . L. DAVIDSON: Plat inum in the World's Work 
(illustrated). 2. S. A. MITCHELL: Nature 's most dramatic spectacle (a most 
interesting article on solar eclipses and the; scientific observation of solar eclipses: 
illustrated: the author was the scientific leader of the National Geographic 
Society-U. S. Navy Eclipse Expedition, 1937)-

Science and Culture— 
[Oct., 1936]—Rothamsted Experimental Sta t ion: D R . S . P . RAY 

CHAUDHURY. 2. Physics in the Melting-pot: R E V . A, VARSTREATEN, S .—J . 

I I 
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3. I l luminat ion-Pas t and Present: D R . P . N. G H O S H . 4- Electron 

difiraction: SUKHENDU CHOWDHURY. 5- The impact of Science upon Society. 

SIR JOSIAH STAMP. 

[Nov., 1936]—Illumination—Past and Present : DR. P . N . GHOSH 

2. Constitution of the Stars: A. S. EDDINGTON. 

[Jan., 1937]—Relativity »" Trial : S. M. SULAIMAN. 

[Feb.]—I. Psychological Factor : C. G. JUNG. 2. Recent Geological 

Changes in Northern India : D. N . WADIA. 

[March]—Psychological Methods of Measuring Intelligence: L. S. JHA. 

[April]—I. Recent Progress in Nuclear Physics: P R O F . S . N . BOSE. 
2. Progress of Chemistry in Ancient I n d i a : S I R P . C. R A Y . 

[June]—Recent Progress in Television and Ionospheric Research: R. R. 

BAJPAI & K. B. MATHUR. 

[July]—The Mystery of Cosmic Radiation, Pa r t I I : A. K. D A S . 

Scientific American— 
[December, 1936]—Reflection Nebulae: H . N. R U S S E L 

[March, 1937]—The Problem of the Holy Shroud: P . VIGNON & E. A. 
WuENSCHEL. 2. The Analysis of the S u n : H. N. R U S S E L . 

[April]—Immunity for the Witness: C. E. BAILEY. 2. The Population 
of Interstellar Space: H . N. R U S S E L . 3. W h a t is Life?: T. S. HARDING. 

[May]—^The Search for Exceptional S ta rs : H. N. R U S S E L . 

[June]—I. Youth and Age in Heavens : H. N. R U S S E L . 2. Scientific 
detection of lies: T. H, JAYCOX. 

[July]—I. The Fuel of the Stars : H . N. R U S S E L . 2. Radium—Nature 's 
Oddest Child: J . A. MALONEY. 

Proceedings of the Royal Society^ (Series A, Vol. 159, 1937)— 
I. Bakerian Lecture: Organic Derivatives of Silicon by F . S. KIPPING, 

Pp. 139. 2. *The Inhibition of Photochemical Reactions by Nitric Oxide by 
J. W. MITCHELL and C. N. HINSHELWOOD, P p . 32. 3 . The Formation of 

Radio-Aluminium (Al^s) and the Resonance Effect of Mg^s by W. Y. CHANG & 
A. SZALAY, Pp. 72. 4. The Effect of Pressure up to 12,000 Kg /cm^ on the 
reactions between amines and alkyl halides in acetone solution by M. W. PERRIN 
& E. G. WILLIAMS, P p . 162. 5. *The Inhibition by Nitric Oxide of the 
Decomposition of Ethers by L. A. K. STAVELEY & C. N. HINSHELWOOD, 
Pp. 192. 6. Photochemical Reactions in Monolayers, I, by E. K. R I D E A L AND 
J. S. MITCHELL, P p . 266. 7. *On Chemical Reaction in the Electric Discharge, 
II , The Synthesis of Nitric Oxide by E. J. B . W I L L E Y , P p . 247. 8. The Near 
Infra Red Absorption Spectrum of Heavy Water by L. KELLNER, P p . 410. 

Science Progress, V o l . 3 1 — 

[January, 1937, No. 123]—i. Cohesive Forces in Metals by N . F . MOTT, 
Pp. 414. 2. The Exchange of Energy between a gas and a solid or liquid 

I The selections from this and the eight journals t ha t follow represent 
articles deahng mainly with PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. Papers marked with an 
asterisk will be found specially useful by advanced students in Chemistry. 
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surface by T. A M Y , P p . 436. 3. The Physical Properties of Disperse Systems 
by E. G. RICHARDSON, P p . 462. 4. Resinous P lan t Products by T. H. BARRY, 
Pp- 449- -5- Fixation of Double Bonds in Kekule 's Benzene Formula by O. L. 
BRADY, Pp. 493. 6. Organic Compounds Containing Deuterium P p . 497. 
7. *The Homogeneous Reactions of Heavy Hydrogen by H . W. MELVILLE, 
Pp. 499. 

[April, 1937, No. 124]—I. The AppUcations of Floating Equilibrium to 
the Determination of Density by H. IRVING, P p . 654. 2. Bitumen by P . E . 
SPIELMANN, Pp . 666. 3. Chemical Control of Reproduction and Lactation by 
W. O. KERMACK, P p . 6go. 

[July, 1937, No. 125]—•*!. Radioelements as indicators in chemical and 
biological research by G. H E V E S Y and PANETH, pp . 38. 2. Aneurin or Vita
min B^ by O. L. BRADY, pp . 86. *3 . The Combustion of Hydrocarbons by 
H . W . MELVILLE, pp. 94. 4. Diffusion of Gases through Metals, pp. 99. 

Journal of Physical Chemis try (Vo l . 4 1 , 1937)—• 

[January, No. i ] — A Symposimn on Molecular Structure: * i . Intro
duction to the Symposium by H. L. JOHNSTON, pp . i . 2. Solved and Un
solved Problems in the Spectra of Diatomic Molecules by R. S. MULLIKEN, 
pp, 5. 3. The Puzzle of Rare-earth Spectra in Solids by J. H. VAN VLECK, 
pp. 67. 4. A, Comparision of Some Ultra-violet Absorption Spectra of Poly
atomic Molecules with these of Diatomic Molecules by W. A. N O Y E S , Jr . , pp. 81 . 
*5. Remarks on the Photochemistry of Polyatomic Molecules by J. FRANCK and 
K. F. HERZFELD, pp, 97. 6. The Nature of the Hydrogen Bond by A. 
SHERMAN, pp. 117. 7. Roman Spectra of Amino-acids and Related Compounds 
by J. T. EDSALL, pp. 133. 8. Entropy and the Symmetry of the Benzene 
Molecule by R. C. L O R D , Jr . and D. H. A N D R E W S , pp. 149. *9. Some 
Proposals Concerning Nomenclature and Symbols for Polyatomic Molecules by 
R. S. MULLIKEN, pp. 159. 

[February, No. 2]—•*!. Some Aspects of Investigations of Molecular 
Structure of Organic Compounds by G. B . KISTIAKOWSKY, pp. 175. 2. Ioni
zation and Dissociation of Molecules by Electron Impact by W. BLEAKNEY, 
E. U. CONDON, and L. G. SMITH, pp . 197. 3- Bond Moment and Electro
negativity by C. P. SMYTH, pp . 209. *4. Remarks on Molecular Structure and 
van der Waals Forces by E . MACK, Jr . , pp . 221. *5- The Quantum Theory 
of Valence by S. DUSHMAN and F . SEITZ, pp. 233. 6. The Theory of the 
Liquid State by H. EYRING and J. HIRCHFELDER, pp . 249- *7- The Photo
chemical Behaviour of the Aldehydes by G. K ROLLEFSON, pp. 259. *8. The 
Reactions of Oxygen and Hydrogen a t Low Pressures by W. H. RODEBUSH, 
pp. 283. *g. The Absorption Spectrum as a Test for Free Radicals by O. 
OLDENBERG, pp. 293. 10. Discussion of Papers presented a t Symposium on 
Molecular Structure, pp. 299. 

[March, No. 3]—The Solubility of Silver Acetate in Mixed Solvents and the 
Incomplete Dissociation of Ternary Electrotypes by F . H. MACDOUGALL and 
W. D. LARSON, pp. 417. The Constants of EbuUioscopy by S. C, H O Y T and 
C. K. FINK, pp. 453. 

[April, No. 4]—Electrokinetics XVIII by V. L. FRAMPTON and R. A. 
GORTNER, pp. 567. The Thermodynamics of Electric Field with Special Refer
ence to Chemical Equilibrium by F . O. KOENIG, pp . 597- Studies in Co-preci-
pitation and Aging X I by I. M. KOLTHOFF and B . MOSKOVITZ, pp. 629. 
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Current Science (Vol. V, 1937)— 
tJanuary-June, 1937]—Comparative Study of the Determination of Iodine 

Values by N. N. GODBOLB, V. V. KETKAR, K . V. J . S. SHARMA and H . R. 

KAMATH, pp. 361. Summaries of Presidential Addresses: Ind ian Science 
Congress: Mathematics and Physics: On Absorption of Light by Atoms and 
Molecules by S. DATTA, pp. 377; Chemistry: The Chemistry of Anti-malarials 
by J, N. RAY, pp. 377. Raman Spectrum and Constitution of the NO^)—ion 
by R. ANANTHAKRISHNA, pp. 421. *The Hydrogenation of Coal by K. GORDON, 
pp. 442. Biochemistry in Relation to Agriculture by SIR J O H N R U S S E L L , 
pp. 450. Physics in Hungary—Past and Present I by R. ORTVAY. pp . 452. 
Science and the Indian Oil Industry by P . E V A N S , pp . 466. Physics in 
Hungary: Past and Present I I by R. ORTVAY, pp. 509. *Cancer-producing 
Chemical Compounds by C. L. H E W E T T . pp . 527. The Problem of Reality in 
Physics by R. ORTVAY, pp. 541. The Preparat ion of Alumina and Sulphur 
Dioxide from Bauxite Gypsum Mixtures by V. S. D U B E , M . B . RANE and M. 
KANAKARATNAM, pp. 565. *The Vitamin B^ Complex and Allied Factors by 
J. R. O ' B R I E N and R. A, PETERS, pp . 577. Liesegang Rings and the Influence 
of Media on their Formation by B . N. D ES A I , pp . 584. Synthesis of Aneurin 
(Vitamin B ), pp. 615. The Search for Element 87, pp . 615. Atomic Weight 
of Oxygen, pp. 615. *The Production of Foodstuffs, Alcohol and Glucose from 
Wood by means of the Bergius-Rheinau Process, pp . 632. Some Aspects of the 
Chemistry of Swamp Soil by V. SUBEAMANYAM, pp. 656. 

Philosophical M a g a z i n e , V o l . X X I I J — 

[January-June, 1937]—On an At tempt to Detect Radioactivity Produced 
by Positrons by G. P . THOMSON and J . A. SAXTON, pp. 241. On the Tempera
ture of Open Flames by W. T. D A V I D , pp . 251. Influence Magnetic Field on 
Adsorption by S. S. BHATNAGAR, P . L. K A P U R and A. N. K A P U R , pp . 256. 

New Determination of the Viscosity of air by the Rotat ing Cylinder Method by 
G. KELLSTROM, pp. 313. Catalytic Combustion of Acetylene by W. DAVIES, 
pp. 409. Fluorescence of Cyclohexane by S. M. MITRA, pp. 558. Ignition of 
Gaseous Mixtures by Ho t Particles by R. S. SILVER, pp . 633. An Improved 
Method of Measuring Electrophoresis by the Ultramicroscope by T. B . LANE and 
P. WHITE, pp. 824. Studies in Paramagnetism IV by S. DATTA and M. DEB, 
pp. 1005. Raman Spectra of Some Acid Chlorides by V. N . THATTE and M. S. 
JOGLEKAR, pp. 1067. The Theory of Electrocapillarity, Par t I V : A note on 
Electrophoresis by S. R. CRAXFORD. O , GATTY and H. A. C. MCKAY, 

pp. 1079. 

Journal of the Indian Chemical Society— 

[January, 1937]—Certain Aspects of the Chemotherapy of Synthet ic Hyp
notics by SIR U . N . BRAHMACHARI, pp . I . A Method of Qualitative Analysis 
without the use of Hydrogen Sulphide by M. B . RANE and K. KONDIAH, pp . 46. 
The Electrochemical Properties of Palmitic Acid Hydrosols. by S. MUKHERJEE 
PP- 17-

[February, 1937]—On the Photochemical Oxidation of Organic Substances 
by Hydrogen Peroxide in Acid Medium with Inorganic Sols as Photosensitiser 
by T. BANERJEE, pp . 59. Estimation of Total Vitamin C in FoodstuSs by 
P. N. SEN GUPTA and B. C. GUHA, pp. 95. Studies in the Coagulation of 
Colloids, Par t XVI by S. S. J O S H I and T. M. MENON, pp. 103 
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[March, 1937]—On the Nature of the Electric Charge of Precipitate formed 
in Presence of an Excess of either of its Constituent Ions, Par t I, by S. G. 
CHAUDHURY and J . SEN-GUPTA, pp. 133. Photopolymerisation of Formaldehyde 
to Reducing Sugars in Vitro by A. RAM and N . R. DHAR, pp. 151. Interpreta
tion of Adhesion Tension D a t a by K. S. G. D o s s , pp . 160. Studies in the 
Coagulation of Colloids, P a r t XVII, by S. S. J O S H I and K. R. DAS, pp. 167. 
A Note on the Constitution of Formic Acid by K. M. PANDALAI, pp. 172. 

[April, 1937]—Properties of Activated Sugar Charcoal Coated with Various 
Organic Substances, Pa r t I I , Adsorption of Acids by H. K. ACHARYA, pp. 188. 
On the Study of Polyhalides, Part V, The Structure of Polyhalides by S. K. 
R A Y and D . MAJUMDAR, pp. 197. Analytical Uses of Nessler's Reagent, Par t I I I 
by M. GoswAMi and A. SAHA, pp. 208. On the Physico-chemical Properties of 
Electrodialysed Gels of Silica, Alumina, Ferric Hydroxide and their Mixtures. 
Cataphoretic Velocity and pH, Part I I I , by P . B . BHATTACHARYYA, pp. 227. 

[May, 1937]—Oxidation of Sulphydryl Bodies by Hydrogen Peroxide in 
Presence of Inorganic Catalysts, Par t II , by J. C. GHOSH and B . C. K A R , 
pp . 249. Thermoageing of Colloids, Pa r t I I , by S. S. JOSHI and G. SINGH, 
pp . 254. A Note on Raman Scattering of Silicate Solutions by S. K. CHAKRA-
VARTI and P . B , GANGULI, pp . 275. Peroxidases, Par t IV, by M. V. SITHARA-

MAN and S. RENGACHARI, pp . 278. Oxidation of Phenols by means of H O in 
Presence of Inorganic Catalysts by B . C. KAR, pp . 291. 

[June, 1937]—^The Influence of Strong Electrolytes and Mercuric Chloride 
on the Conductivity of Aqueous Benzoic Acid by S. S. JOSHI and D. N. 
SOLANKI, pp . 323. Simultaneous Determination of Chlorine, Nitrogen and 
•Arsenic in Organo-arsenic Compounds by H. N. D A S GUPTA, pp. 358. Poten-
tiometric Studies in Oxidation—Reduction Reactions, Par t I I , by B. SINGH and 
I. ILAHI, pp. 376. Oxidative Deamination of Amino-acids by B. C. KAR, 
pp. 381. Studies in the Coagulation of Colloids, Par t XVIII , by S. S. J O S H I 
and P . V. J . RAO, pp . 388, 

Journal of the American Chemical Society, Vol 59— 

[January, 1937, No. 1]—^The Use of Crotonaldehyde to Reduce the Post-
precipitation of Zinc on Copper Sulphide by J. R. CALDWELL and H. V. 
MoYER, pp 90. The Use of Iodine and Potassium lodate as Volumetric Oxidis
ing Agents in Solutions containing Mercuric Salts by N. H. FURMANAND C . O . 
Miller Part I, pp. 152, Pa r t 11, pp. 161. The Effect of Structure upon the 
Reactions of Organic Compounds Benzene Derivatives by L. P . HAMMETT, 
pp. 96. *The Thermal Decomposition of Gaseous Silicon Tetramethyl by D. F . 
HELM and E . MACK, J r . , pp . 60. The Surface Tension of Solutions of Electro
lytes as a Function of the Concentration by G. Jones and W. A. RAY, pp . 187. 
*The Kinetics of Gaseous Addition of Halogen Acid to Isobutene by G. B . 
KISTIAKOWSKY and C. H . STAUFFEK, pp . 165. 

[February, 1937, No. 2]—Seventh Report of the Committee on Atonic 
Weights of the International Union of Chemistry by G. P . BAXTER, O . 
HoNiGSCHMiD and P . L E BEAU, pp. 219. The Equilibrium between Nitric Oxide, 
Nitrogen Peroxide and Aqueous Solutions of Nitric Acid by F . S. CHAMBERS, 
Jr. , and T. K. Sherwood, pp . 316. The Electrode Potential of the lodine-
lodate Electrode a t 25° by W. O. LUNDBERG, C . S . VESTLING and J. E . 
AHLBERG, pp. 264. The Infra-red Absorption of Heavy Acid Solutions by 
D. WILLIAMS and E . K., PLYFER, pp . 319- *The Thermal Decomposition of 
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Gaseous H O by G. B . KISTIAKOUSKY and S. L. ROSENBERG, pp . 422. 

*Inhibitory^ EfEect of Packing on the Methyl Ethyl Ether Decomposition by 
R. N. PEASE, pp . 425. 

[March, 1937, No. 3]—A Comparision of Hydrogen, Quinhydrone and 
Glass Electrodes in Magnesium Sulphate by E . S. A M I S and J. L. GABBARD, 
pp. 557. A Study of the Magneto-Optic Method of Analysis by D. C. BOND, 
pp. 439. *The Kinetics of the Thermal Isomerization of Cinnamic Acid 
Catalysed by Iodine by R. G. DICKINSON, and H. LOTZKAR, pp . 472- Kinetics 
of Condensation Polymerisation ; the Reaction of Ethylene Glycol with 
Succinic Acid by P . J . FLORY, pp. 466. Potassium Iodide as a Primary 
Standard Substance in Permanganimetry by I. M. KOLTHOFF, H . A. LAITINEN 
and J . J . LINDANE, pp . 429. 

[April, 1937, No. 4]—*The Reaction between Hydrogen and Oxygen 
above the Upper Explosion Limit by G. VON E L B E and B. L E W I S , pp. 656. 
The Measurement of the Conductance of Electrolytes by GRINNELL JONES and 
M. J. PRENDERGAST, pp . 731. *The Calculation of Second Order Reaction 
Velocity Constants by J . M. STURTEVANT, pp. 699. *The Effect of Iodine on 
the Rates of Decomposition of Formaldehyde, Acetaldehyde, and Propion-
aldehyde by G. K. ROLLEFSON and R, F . FAULL, pp. 625. 

[May, 1937, No. 5 ]—VICTOR GRIGNARD by H. OILMAN, pp. 17. Organic 

Reagents in Qualitative Analysis by L. LEHRMAN, M . MANES and J . KRAMER, 
pp. 941. Photochemical Investigation by E . O. W I I G , pp. 827. A. Study of 
7-Iodo-8-hydroxyquinoline-5-sulphonic acid as a reagent for the colorimetric 
determination of Ferric Iron by J. H . YoE and R. T. HALL, pp . 872. 

[June, J :937 . No. 6]—*The Photolysis of Azomethane by M. BURTON, 
T. W. DAVIS and H. A. TAYLOR, pp . 1038. The Raman Spectrum and the 
Structure of Water by P . C. CROSS, J. BURNHAM and P. A, LEIGHTON, pp. 1134. 

*The Steady State Ra te of a Chain Reaction for the Case of Chain Destruction 
at Walls a t Varying Efficiencies by G. VON E L B E and BERNARD L E W I S , pp. 970. 
*The Combustion of Paraffin Hydrocarbons by G. VON ELBE and B. L E W I S , 
pp. 976. The Mechanism of Substitution React ions: the Reaction of Benzyl 
Chloride with Mercuric Salts by I , ROBERTS and L. P . HAMMETT, pp. 1063. 
Photochemical Investigations, 11^ by E . O. W I I G , pp . 955. 

Journal of the Chemical Society, London— 
[January, 1937]—Studies in Dielectric Polarisation, Pa r t X X I . The 

Effect of Solvent and Temperature upon the Polarisation and apparent moment 
of Bromides by E . C. COWLEY and J. R. PARTINGTON, pp . 130. The Dipole 
Moments of Vapours, Par t I I I , Homologous Series. By L. R. GROVES and 
S. SUGDEN, pp. 158. Pigments, Mediums and Technical Methods of Classical 
and Medieval Painters (A Lecture) by A. P . LAURIE, pp . 163. *Life of Victor 
Grignard by C. S. GIBSON and W. J. P O P E , pp. 171. 

[February, i 9 3 7 ] _ T h e Temperature Coefficient of the Thermal Decomposi
tion of Silver Oxalate by J. Y. MACDONALD, pp . 273. *Dichlorine Hexoxide 
by C. F . GooDEVE and F. D. RICHARDSON, pp . 294. Studies in Electrolytic 
Oxidation, Par t IX. The Anodic Oxidation of Chromic Salts to Chromates by 
R. F. J. GROSS and A. HICKLING, pp. 325. The Kinetic and Thermodynamic 
Activity of Protons and Deuterons in Water—Deuterium Oxide Solutions by 
W. J. C. ORR and J. A. V. BUTLER, pp . 330. 
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[March. 1937]—The Kinetics of Bromine Addition to Olefinic Compounds 
by P . W. ROBERTSON, N . T . CLAEKE, K . J . MCNAUGHT and G. W , PAUL, 

PP- 335- *The Photo-decomposition of Gaseous Acetone by ROBERT SPENCE 
and W. W I L D , pp. 352. *The Conductivity of Potassium Chloride Solutions 
by C. W. DAVIES , pp . 432. The Spontaneous Ignition under Pressure of the 
Simple Aliphatic Hydrocarlous, Alcohols, and Aldehydes by G. P. KANE, E . A. 
C. CHAMBERLAIN, and D . T . A. TOWNEND, pp . 436. Salt Hydrates and 
Deuterates, Par t I . The Dissociation Pressures of Certain Deuterates by 
J. B E L L , pp . 459. The Structure of Semi-permeable Membranes of Inorganic 
Salts by S. FORDHAM and J. T. TYSON, pp. 483. The Photochemistry of some 
Aliphatic Nitroso-compounds by X). L. HAMMICK and M. W. LISTER, pp. 489. 

[April, 1937]—Electrolytic Dissociation Processes, Par t I I . The Friedel-
Crafts Reaction by F . FAIRBROTHER, pp . 503. The Interactions of Cobalt 
Chloride and Ethylene diamine by H. D. K. D R E W and N. H. PRATT, pp . 506. 
*The Functional Relation between the Constants of the Arrhenius Equation by 
R. A. FAIRCLOUGH and C. N. HINSHELWOOD, pp. 538. *The Conductivity of 
Univalent Electrolytes in Water by R. A. ROBINSON and C W. DAVIES , 
pp. 574. *Free Radicals and Atoms in Primary Photochemical Processes. The 
Dissociation of Aliphatic Ketones: the Acetyl Radical by H. H. GLAZEBROOK 
and T. G. PEARSON, pp . 567. Catalytic Toxicity and Chemical Structure, 
Par t I. The Relative Toxicity of Sulphur Compounds in Catalytic l iydro-
genation by E. B. MAXTED and H. C. EVANS, pp. 603. The Absorption 
Spectrum of Potassium Cobaltous Thiocyanate by O, R. HOWELL and A. 
JACKSON, pp. 621. *The Transition State in Chemical Reactions by M. Polanyi, 
pp. 629. *The Transition State Method in Chemical Kinetics by C. N. 
£. N. HINSHELWOOD, pp . 635. *Study of Transmutation in the Chemical 
Laboratory (Liversidge Lecture) by F . A. PANETH, pp. 642. *The Principles 
of Distribution of Chemical Elements in Minerals and Rocks (Hugo Miiller 
Lecture) by V. M. GOLDSCHMIDT, pp. 655. *Hybrid Molecules (Presidential 
Address) by N. V. SIDGWICK, pp. 694. 

[May, 1937]—^The Kinetics of the Reaction between Oxygen and Sulphur, 
Part II. The Frigescent Oxidation of Sulphur by L. A. SAYCE, pp . 744. 
Catalysed Polymerisation in Monolayers of Drying Oils by G. G E E and E. K. 
RIDEAL, pp. 772. *The Photosynthesis of Hydrogen Chloride in Oxygen-rich 
Mixtures. The Quantum Efficiency of Water Formation by M. RITCHIE, 
pp. 857. 

[June, 1937]—Liquid-phase Reactions a t High Pressures, Part I, Hydro
lysis of Esters and the Knoevenagel Reaction by D. M. NEWITT, R . P . 
LINSTEAD, R . H . SAPIRO and E. J. BOORMAN, pp . 876. The Transference of 

Water, Part I I I . I ts Dependence on Concentration in the Electrolysis of 
Barium Chloride Solutions by M. TAYLOR and V. R. WILLCOX, pp. 902. The 
Chelation of Diamines with Cupric Salts by F . W. CHATTAWAY and H. D. K. 
DREW, pp. 947. The Solubility of Lithium Chloride in Water between 70° and 
160° by J. N. FRIEND, R . W . HALE, and S. E . A. RYDER, pp. 970- The 

Three Component Systems composed of Cobalt Chloride, and Walter with either 
Calcium, Strontium or Thorium Chloride by H. BASETT, H . F . GORDON, and 
J. H. HENSHALL, pp . 971. The Absorption Spectrum of Solid Anhydrous 
Cobalt Chloride by O. R. H O W E L L and A. JACKSON, pp. 973- *The Retarda
tion of Chemical Reactions, Par t VII . The Reaction between Potassium 
Permanganate and Hydrogen Peroxide in Acid Solution by K. C. BAILEY and 
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G T TAYLOR pp. 994. The Mechanism of Hydrolysis and Alcoholysis of 
Alkyl Halides: The Reaction of Methyl, E t h y l and ter t -Butyl Bromides with 
Aqueous Ethyl Alcohol by W. TAYLOR, pp . 922. Catalytic Toxicity and 
Chemical Structure, P a r t I I . The Influence of Chain-Length m the Alkyl 
Sulphide and Thiol Series by E . B . MAXXED and H. C. E V A N S , pp . 1004. 
Chemical Constitution and the Dissociation Constants of Mono-carboxylic 
Acids, Par t VI, (a) The Polarity of Vinyl and Phenyl Groups, (b) An apparent 
Linear Relationship between Dissociation Constants and Dipole Moments by 
J. F . J. D I P P Y and R. H. L E W I S , pp. 1008. The Kinetics of the Decomposition 
of Carbonyl Selenide on an allotropic Selenium Surface by R. H . PURCELL and 
F . D. ZAHOOR, pp . 1029. Azo-indicators with a Quaternary Ammonium Group 
by G. S. HARTLEY, pp . 1026. The Spontaneous Polymerisation of Liquid 
Propaldehyde by E.. J . BUCKLER, pp. 1036, 

Nature, VoL 139— 
[January—June, 1937]—Alpha-particles from the Radioactive Disintegration 

of a Light Element, p . 24, *The Spectroscope and the Atom by A. FOWLER, 
pp. 95. Active Nitrogen, pp. 114. Organic and Inorganic Chemistry of 
Iodine Oxides by J . MASSON, pp. 950. *Chemical Exploration of the Strato
sphere by F . A. PANETH, pp. 180 ; pp . 220. *The Electron: I t s Intellectual 
and Social Significance; by K. T. COMMON, pp . 229. The Structure of Liquids, 
pp. 272. Hydrides of Boron, pp . 381. The Beta. Ray Disintegration by A. N. 
MAY, pp. 477. A New Alloy of High Density by C. J. SMITHELLS, pp . 491. 
Transmutation of the t ieavy Elements, pp . 540. Raman Effect as a method 
of analysis of amino acid solutions by N . W R I G H T and W. C. L E E , pp . 551'. 
*The Transition State in Chemical Kineitics by M. POLANYI, pp . 575. Acoustic 
Spectrum of Liquids by C. V, RAMAN and B . V. RAGHAVENDRA R A O , pp . 584. 
X-Ray Studies of Proteins, pp . 641. Effects of Traces of Metallic Ions on 
Monolayers by J . S. MITCHELL, E . K . R I D E A L , and J. H. SCHULMAN, pp. 625. 

*Pigments Associated with the Fa t ty Tissues of Plants and Animals by I. M. 
HEILBRON and A. E . GILLAM, pp. 612, pp . 657. Equilibrium and Kinetics in 
the Gaseous State and in Solution by G. A. BENFORD, B . S . KHAMBATA and 
A. WASSERMANN, pp . 669. Chemical Detection of Helium formed in Beryllium 
by Gamma Rays by F. A. PANETH and E . GLUCKAUF, pp . 712. Induced 
Radioactivity with Neutrons from Slow Deuterons by E. BERTL, R . FURTH, 
F , OBORIL and K. SITTE, pp. 716 ; pp . 974. Nature of the Linkages in 
Proteins by D. M. WRINCH, pp. 718. Fur ther Atomic Transmutations by means 
of Gamma-rays, pp . 722. Radioactive Neon by T. BJERGE, p p . 757. Optical 
Contact by Lord Rayleigh, pp . 781. An At tempt to Detect the Disintegration 
of the Neutron by C. W. GILBERT, C . L . SMITH and J. H . FREMLIN, pp. 796. 

Intramolecular Folding of Proteins by Keto-Enol Interchange by W. I. ASTBURY 
and D. M. WRINCH, pp . 798. Anti-knocks and Pro-knocks in the combustion 
of Fuels by A. V.. BELOV and M. B. NEUMANN, pp. 798. Magnetic and Optical 
Properties of Crystals, pp. 810, Radioactivity induced by Fas t Neutrons 
according to tiie (n, 2n) Reaction by F . A. H E Y N , pp. 842. *Recent Crystallo
graphy by SIR WILLIAM BRAGG, pp. 865, 911. Positrons from Radio-scandium 
by J . C. JACOBSEN, pp. 879. S. Trideuterobenzene and the Structure of 
Benzene by C. K. INGOLD and others, pp . 880. An Effect of Rectified Current 
from a Tunger Valve upon the Electrolytic Separation of Heavy Wate r by 
T, AsADA and E. HONDE, pp. 885. Nitrogen Transformation in the Soil 
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pp. 894. Isotopic Weight of i^c by F . W. AsxoN, pp . 922. Partial Synthesis 
of a crystallized compound with the Biological Activity of the Adrenal-cortical 
Hormone by M. STEIGER, and T. REICHSTEIN, pp. 925. Photosensitized 
Reactions involving Deuterium, pp. 933. Radioactivity Produced by Gamma 
Rays and Neutrons of High Energy by W. Y . CHANG, M . GOLDHABER, and 
R. SAGANE, pp. 963. Reactions of Atomic Deuterium with Paraffin Hydro
carbons, pp . 971. The Cyclol Theory and the ' Globular ' Proteins by D. M. 
W R I N C H , p p . 972. Natura l and Artificial Membranes, pp. 968. Cholesterol 
and the Adrenal Cortical Hormone by O. ROSENHEIM and H. KING, pp . 1015. 
*Thermal Decomposition of Ethylene Oxide by M. W. TRAVERS and C. G. 
SiLicocKS, pp . 1018. *The Ultra-Centrifuge and the Study of High-Molecular 
Compounds by T H E SVEDBERG, pp. 1051. The Nature of Snow by G. SELLIGMAN, 
pp . 1090. Radioactive Isotopes of Copper by E . A. OESER and J. L. T U C K , 
pp. m o . Artiiicial Radioactivity produced by Fast Neutrons and their 
Inelastic Collisions by J . ROTBLAT, pp. m o . Raman Spectrum of Mono-
deuteroethylene by J. M. DELFOSSE and others, pp . i i i i . Force Constants 
and Molecular Structures by C. R. BAILEY and J . B . HALES, pp. 1112. Perme
ability of Metals to Hydrogen by C. J . SMITHELLS, pp. 1113. 



Last Year's Books—111 
PHILOSOPHY 

The following are some of the important publications of 1936: — 

I. The Great Chain of Being: A Study of the History of an Idea b j ; 
Arthur O. Lovejoy (Cambridge University Press). 2. Thought and Character 
of William James by R. B. Perry. 3. Dialetical Materialism by August 
Thalheimer. 4. Creative Morality by L. A. Reed (Allen &. Unwin). 5. The 
Philosophy of James Ward by A, H . Murray (Cambridge University Press). 
6. A Creed for Sceptics by C, A. Strong (Macmillan & Co.). 7. John Locke 
and English Literature of the Eighteenth Century (Kenneth Maclean, Yale 
University Press). 8. Sensationalism and Theology in Berkley's Philosophy by 
J. Hednius (B. H . Blackwell). 9. A History of English Philosophy by W. R. 
Sorley (Cambridge University Press). 10. Philosophy and Revelation in the 
Work of Contemporary Jewish Thinkers by A. Lightighfield. 11. The Social 
Contract: A Critical Study of its Development by J . W. Gaugh (Oxford). 

12. The Concept of Time by L. Robinson Heath (University of Chicago Press). 
13. God and Man—^Emil Brunner (four essays in the nature of Personality). 
14. Surprise and the Psycho-analyst: a s tudy of the conjecture and compre
hension of unconscious process by Theodore Reik (Kegan Paul). 15. Sense and^ 
Thought: A Study in Mysticism by Gera Hor t (Allen & Unwin). i 6 . Per
sonal Realism by T. B . P ra t t (Macmillan & Co.). 17. Obiter Scripta by 
George Santayana (Constable). 18. Contemporary Indian Philosophy (Allen & 
Unwin). 19. An Examination of Logical Positivism by Julius Rudolph 
Weinberg (Kegan Paul) . 20. The World's Unborn Soul by S. Radhakrishnan 
(Oxford University Press). 21. The Philosophy of Physics by Max Planck 
(Allen & Unwin). 22. The Political Philosophy of Hobbes: Its Basis and 
Genesis by E. M. Sinclair (Oxford University Press). 23. Polarity by Erich 
Przywara (Oxford University Press). 24. Consciousness in Neo-Realism by 
Benoyendranath Ray (Oxford University Press). 25. Kant's Metaphysics of 
Experience by H. J . Paton in four Volumes (George Allen). 26. Recent 
Philosophy by John Laird (Butterworth). 27. Berkeley—A Study of his Life 
and Philosophy by John Wild. 28. What Can Philosophy Determined 
Aristotelian Society—Supplementary Volume XV (London). 29. Aristotle's 
Criticism of Pre-Socratic Philosophy by H . Cherniss (London, Milford). 
30. The Scientist in Action by William H. George. 31 . A Study in Plato 
by W. F. R. Hardie (Oxford, Clarendon Press). 32. Aesthetic Analysis by 
D. W. Prall (New York, Thomas Cromwell & Company). 33. Philosophical 
Essays for Alfred North Whitehead (Longmans, Green & Co.). 34. The 
Problem of Time (University of California PuWications in Philosophy, 
Volume 18). 

M. N. S. 
CHEMISTRY 

The following are the important publications of 1936: — 

I. Fundamentals of Qualitative Chemical Analysis by R^ K, McAlpine and 
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B. A. Soule. (D. Van Nostrand Co. Inc. N. Y. , 1936) $2.40. 2. Introduction 
to Theoretical Chemistry by W. B . Meldrum and F . T. Glucker, Jr. (American 
Book Co., N. Y., 1936) $3.50 (the book is well writ ten and contains a great 
deal of interesting information). 3 . The Chemistry of the Colloidal State by 
J. C. Ware. Second Edit ion (John Wiley & Sons, N . Y., 1936) S3.75; 4. Ele
mentary Principles on Physical Chemistry by T. J . Webb (D.. Appleton-Century 
Co., N . Y., 1936, $4.00),—this book can be confidently recommended to 
advanced students and specially to those whose tastes are for theoretical aspects 
of the subject; 5. Elementary Physical Chemistry by H . S. Taylor and H. A. 
Taylor. Second Edition (Van Nostrand Co., N. Y., $3.75),—a new edition of 
a well-known text-book which is recommended by the Calcutta University as 
a text-book for Honours s tudents in Chemistry; 6. Physical Chemistry by F . 
H. MacDougall. (The Macmillan Co., N. Y., 1936, $4.00)—an excellent book 
written with exceptional clarity and with an easy flowing logic. Can be heartily 
recommended for the advanced students; 7. Laboratory Manual of Inorganic 
Chemistry and .Elementary Qualitative Analysis by C. C. Hedges and H . R. 
Brayton (D. C. Health & Co., Boston, $1.48); 8. Organic Chemistry: the 
Chmistry of the Compounds of Carbon by L. J . Desha (McGraw Hill Publish
ing Co., N. Y., 1936, $3.75)—a book which the Honours students and M.Sc. 
students (general) will find useful; 9. An Introduction to College Chemistry 
by H. T. Briscoe (Houghton, Mifflin Co., 1936, $3.00); 10. Essential Principles 
of Organic Chemistry by C. S. Gibson (Cambridge University Press, 1936, 
$5.00—a book which may be consulted by advanced students with profit; 
I I . Solutions of Electrolytes with Particular Applications to Qualitative 
Analysis, second edition, by L. P . Hammet t (McGraw HiU Publishing Co., 
1936, $2.25); 12. Inorganic Chemistry by N. Bjerrum Trans, by R. P. Bell. 
[William Heinemann, Ltd . , 1936, 7s. 6 d . ] — " This book " says Prof. F . G. 
Donnan, " is the finest introduction to modern chemical science that I have 
read..' An excellent little book which gives a clear modern generalised theory 
of acids and bases and the associated subject of ionisation and reaction in 
solution. I t can be recommended to all students of Chemistry; 13. An Intro
duction to the Preparation and Indentification of Organic Compounds by R. D. 
CoghiU and J. M. Sturtevant (McGraw HiU, 1936, $i.75); i4- Elementary 
Practical Chemistry by A. I . Vogel (Blackie & Sons, Ltd. , 1936, 3 / — a useful 
book for the Intermediate students; 15. Outlines of Organic Chemistry by E. 
J. Holmyard, second edition (E. Arnold & Co., London, 1936, 7s. 6d.)—a book 
which can be heartily recommended for the B.Sc. Pass students in Chemistry; 
16. A Text-book of Organic Chemistry by J. Schmidt. English translation by 
H. G. Rule, third edition, 1936 (Gurney & Jackson, London, 25/-)—an 
excellent book which can be strongly recommended for the Honours and 
General M.Sc. students; 17. Text-book of Quantitative Analysis by I. M. 
Kolthofi and E. B. Sandell (Macmillan & Co., Ltd. , N. Y., 1936, 20/-)—a 
book which the advanced students will find extremely useful and should be 
possessed and carefully read by all students; 18. A Text-book of Elementary 
Quantitative Analysis by C. J . Engeldber, second edition (J. Wiley & Sons, 
N. Y., 1936), 13/6; 19. Inorganic Preparations: A Systematic Course of 
Experiments by A. King (T. Murby & Co., London, 1936, 5/6); 20. Inter
mediate Chemistry by T. M. Lowry and A. C. Cavell (Macmillan & Co., Ltd. , 
1936, 12/6)—an excellent text-book containing the requirements of the Inter
mediate students. This book can be recommended for the I.Sc. students 
heartily; 21. Modern Elementary Chemistry by F . S, Taylor (Wm. Heinemann 
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Ltd 1936, 5/-)—an excellent introductory book in Chemistry which the Inter
mediate students will find extremely helpful; 22. Practical Organic Chemistry 
by F. G. Mann and B . C. Saunders (Longmans, Green & Co., London, 1936, 
8/6)—a text-book which the Honours and advanced students will find useful; 
23. New Practical Chemistry: Fundamental Principles Applied to Modern Life 
by N. H. Black and J . B. Conant (Macmillan & Co., N. Y. , 1936. 7 /6); 
24. New Laboratory Experiments in Practical Chemistry by N . H. Black 
(Macmillan & Co., N. Y., 5/-)—these two books may be consulted by the Inter
mediate students who will find interesting and useful information of the apph-
cation of Chemisty to modern life; 25. Lehrbuch der Organischen Chemie by 
Paul Karrer, fourth edition [Leipzig: Georg. Thieme, 1936 (Bound) R. M. 36] 
—the work is excellent for advanced students; 26. School Certificate Chemistry 
by A. Holderness and T- Lambert (William Heinemann Ltd . , 1936. 4/^.^—a 
text-book meant for S. L. C. students of British schools, contains excellent 
diagrams and a good and clear account of the atomic and molecular theories 
which the beginners often find difficult and is a very suitable book for examina
tion results. Our Intermediate students can consult the book with profit; 
27. A Text-hook of Physical Chemistry by S. J. Smith (Macmillan & Co., 
1936, 5/6)—this book will serve its purpose as an excellent text-book for the 
B.Sc. Pass students; 28. Elementary Quantitative Analysis: Theory and 
Practice by H. H . Willard and N. H . Furman , second edition (Macmillan & 
Co., London, 14/-) ; 29. Chemists, their Lives and Works by S. V. Divekar 
(Standard Publishing Co., Bombay, 1936)—^This book has been written 
for B.Sc. students of the Bombay University and covers the life and work of 
31 famous chemists, beginning with Cavendish and ending with W. H. Perkins, 
Jr. The book may be consulted with profit by our B.Sc. students also; 
30. Systematic Inorganic Chemistry from the Standpoint of the Periodic Law 
(fifth edition) by R. M. Caven and G. D. Lander. Revised by A. B . Crawford 
(Blackie & Sons, London, 1936, 9/-)—This is an extremely useful book for the 
B.Sc. students; 31. An Elementary Chemistry by A. H . B. Bishop and G. H. 
Locket (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1936, 4 / 6 ) : This is a text-book written for 
beginners, and contains a number of instructive experiments. There are some 
excellent plates of industrial apparatus, and the text is well arranged and clear, 
emphasis being laid on everyday aspects of Chemistry. This book can be re
commended for Intermediate students. 32. Liesegang Rings and the Influence 
of Media on their Formation by A. C. Chatterjee (Newal Kishore Press, 
Lucknow, 1936): contains an excellent account of Dhar and Chatterjee's theory 
of the Liesegang phenomenon. The summary may be consulted with profit by 
those interested in the subject; 23- The Thermochemistry of the Chemical 
Substances by F . R. Bichowsky and F . D. Rossini (Reinhold Publishing 
Corporation, N. Y., 1936, fy.oo); 34. Applied Radioactivity by O. Hahn 
(Cornell University Press, N. Y., 1936, $2:50) ; 35. The Mechanism of Contact 
Catalysis by R. H., Griffith (Oxford University Press, 1936, $5.00)—in this book 
the theoretical aspects of the subject has been presented in a clear and logical 
manner with ample citations of the most important l i terature. I t can be re
commended as a reference book for advance students in Physical Chemistry; 
36. A Commentary on the Scientific Writings of J. Willard Gibbs. Vol I 
Phermodynamics, Vol. I I Theoretical Physics, edited by F . G. Donnen and 
Arthur Haas (Yale University Press, New Haven, Conn., $10.00); 37. Ions in 
Solution by R. W. Gurney (Cambridge University Press, 1936, 10/6); 
38. Synthetic Inorganic Chemistry by A. A. Blanchard, J . W. Phela'n and A. 
R. Davis (J. Wiley & Sons, N. Y., $3.00); 39. Carbon Dioxide by E. L ! 
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Quinn and C . L. Jones (American Chemical Society Monograph, No. 72), 
(Reinhold Publishing Cor., $7.50); 40. The Vitamins by H . C. Sherman and 
S. L. Smith, second edition (Reinhold Publishing Corporation, S6.00); 
41. Sulphuric Acid Manufacture by A. M. Fairlie (A. C. S. Monograph, No. 69, 
Reinhold Publishing Corporation, $9.75). 

N. G. C. 

PHYSICS 

The following are the important publications of 1936: —• 

I. Lindsay and Margenau—Foundations of Physics, Chapman and Hall, 
22/6); 2. Grimsehl—Physics of the Atom, Vol. V of the Text-book of Physics, 
(Blackie, 17/6); 3. N. F . Mott and H. S. W. Massey—The Theory of Atomic 
Collisions, (Oxford University Press, ITI(>); 4. E . J . B . Willey—Collisions of 
the Second Kind: their Role in Physics and Chemistry (E. Arnold, 10/6); 
5. Alfred Lande—Principles of Quantum Mechanics (Cambridge University 
Press, 21/-); 6. W. Heitler—The Quantum Theory of Radiation (Oxford 
University Press, 17/6); 7. Candler—Atomic Spectra and the Vector Model 
(Cambridge University Press, 30/-) ; 8. P . W. Bridgeman—The Nature of 
Physical Theory (Oxford University Press, 9/-) ; 9. Max Planck—The Philo
sophy of Physics (Allen & Unwin, 4/6) ; 10. Rosseland—Theoretical Astro
physics (Oxford University Press, 21 / ) ; 11. Francis Bitter—Introduction to 

. Ferromagnetism (McGraw Hill Publishing Co., 24/ - ) ; 12. R. Houwink— 
Elasticity, Plasticity and Structure of Matter (Cambridge University Press, 21/-) ; 
13. N. F . Mott and H. Jones—The Theory of the Properties of Metals and 
Alloys (Oxford University Press, 25/-) ; 14. Phillip H. Morse—Vibration and 
Sound (McGraw Hill Publishing Co., 24/-) ; 15. N . Feather—An Introduction 
to Nuclear Physics (Camridge University Press, 10/6); 16. Rasetti—Elements 
of Nuclear Physics (Blackie & Sons, 18/6); 17. P . M. S. Blackett—Cosmic 
Rays: the Halley Lecture, 1936 (Oxford University Press, 2 / - ) ; 18. R. G. J . 
Fiasei—Molecular Beams (Methuen & Co., 2 /6) ; 19. G. F . Hull—/4« Ele
mentary Survey of Modern Physics (Macmillan & Co., 20/-); 20. Karl K. 
Darrow—The Renaissance of Physics (Macmillan & Co., 12/6); 21. Max Planck 
—The Universe in the Light of Modern Physics (Allen & Unwin, 4/6); 22. C. 
G. Darwin—r/ie New Conception of Matter (G. Bell & Sons, 10/6); 23. L. R. 
KoUer—Tfee Physics of the Electron Tubes (McGraw Hill Publishing Co., 18/-); 
24. A. W. Ladner and C. R. Stoner—Shortwave Wireless Communication 
(Chapman & Hall, 21/-) ; 25. Lord Rutherford—T/ze Newer Alchemy (Sidg-
wicsk Memorial Lecture (Cambridge University Press, 3/6); 26. E. N. da C. 
Andrade—r/ie New Chemistry (G. Bell & Sons, 2 /6) ; 27. Very Low Tempera
tures: their Attainment and Uses (H. M. S. Office, London, 6/-); 28. Sir J . 
J. Thompson—Recollections and Reflections (G. Bell & Sons, 18/-); 29. Orrin 
E. Dunlop, ]r.~Marconi: the Man and his Wireless (Macmillan & Co., 16/-); 
30. G. N. Clav-k—Science and Social Welfare in the Age of Newton (Oxford 
University Press, 6/-) ; 31 . Sir John Orr, Richard Gregory, A. V. Hill and 
others—IFfcaf Science Stands for (Allen & Unwin, 5/-) ; 32- Hogben, Lancelop, 
Halden and others—ScieMce and Society (Allen & Unwin, 6/-); 33- E . P . 
JiMbh\&—Observational Approach to Cosmology (Oxford University Press, 6/-) ; 
34. Albert Einstein—^ Bibliography of his Scientific Papers (Goldschmidst, 
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6/-); 35- L. Silberstein—A Course of Five Lectures in the McLennan 
Laboratory of the University of Toronto (University of Toronto Press); 
36. Sir James Jeans, Sir William Bragg, Appleton and others—Scientific 
Progress (Allen & Unwin, 7/6); ^y. B . Jafie—Outposts of Science: a Journey 
to the Workshops of our Leading Men of Science, (Simon & Schuster, N. Y., 
^3-75)'' 38. R. J . Stephenson—Exploring in Physics (University of Chicago 
Press, 7/-); 39. J . B . S. Haldane—The Outlook of Science (Routledge Kegan 
Paul, 2/6); 40. J . D. Bernal—The Social Functions of Science (Routledge 
Kegan Paul, 10/6); 41. A. W. Haslett—Unsolved Problems of Science (G. 
Bell & Sons, 7/6); 42. Arthur H. Comptoii—The Freedom of Man (The Terry 
Lectures), (Yale University Press, g / - ) . 

N . N . M. 



Library Bmlletin 

Philosophy 
121-0278 

140-0323 
149-0993 
149-1813 

149-2011 
190-0324 

190-0328 

Religion 
210-1013 
221-0124 
221-0122 
221-0143 
230-0357 

Sociology 
304-0032 
812-0253 
322-006 

822.-0065 (A; 
829-0337 
329-0388 
829-0566 
331-0004 
331-0815 
331-0874 

831-1133 
331-1135 
831-1138 
333-0138 

333-0333 
8340437 
385-0153 
335-0273 

335-04082 
385-1236 
335-1288 

R E C E N T ADDITIONS 

MuKHERji, SATKARI—The Buddhist Pholosophy of Universal 
Flux. 

MEAD, G . H.—^Movements of thought in the igth Century. 
LAIND, J .—Hume's Philosophy of Human Nature. 
PANTON, H . J .—Kant ' s Metaphysics of Experience, Vols. 

I & 2 . 

PoLiocK, SIR F.—Spinoza. 
KALLEN & HOOK—American Philosophy To-day and to

morrow. 
KILIBANSKY & PATON—Philosophy & History. 

M A T T H E W S , W . B..—-The Purpose oi God. 
KINGSBURY & PHILLIPS—Hymns of the Tamil Saivite Saints. 
H O O P E R , J . S. M.—Hymns of the Alvars. 
MACNICOL, N.—Psalms of Maratha Saints. 
L A W , B . C.—Sravasti in Indian Literature. 

MACDOUGALL, W.—Psychoanalysis and Social Psychology. 
MuKHERji, RADHAKUMUD—Hindu Civilization. 
CARLYLE, S I R R . W . & CARLYLE, A. J.—History of Medieval 

Political Theory in the West, Vols. 5, 6. 
COKER, F . W.—-Recent Political Thought. 
FULTON, J . S. & MORRIS^ C . R.-—In Defence of Democracy. 
H A L L , F . P.—Government and Business. 
MACMILLAN, R T . H O N . LORD—Law and Politics. 
The Agricultural Dilemma. 
MILNE-BAILEY, W.—Trade Unions and the State. 
PENROSE, E . F.—Population Theories and their apphca-

tions. 
T I L L YARD, F.—The Worker and the State. 
Unemployment: an International Problem. 
VON M I S E S , L.—Socialism. 

CRICK & WADSWORTH—A Hundred Years of Joint Stock 

Banking. 
KING, W . T . C.—History of the London Discount Market. 
SPALDING, W , F .—The Finance of Foreign Trade. 
BERNSTEIN, E . M.—^Money and the Economic System. 
CLARK, L . E.—Central Banking under the Federal Reserve 

System. 
EINZIG, P.—Monetary Reform in Theory and Practice. 
THOMAS, B.—Monetary Policy and Crises, 
WARREN & PEARSON—Gold _and Prices: 
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336-0246 
338-0134 
338-0035 

839-0229 
339-0328 
339-0476 

335-0657 
339-0702 
339-0918 
340-0006 
340-070 

Administration 
352-0883 

Ethnology 
380-0068 

Mathematics 
513-3L33 

514-1083 
516-3D566 
517-5T49 
522-B81P 

Physics 
530-1P694 
530-4P28 
530-6P66 
631-/3 Ed. 2K. 

537-7/L37. 
532-OM53 
536-5C68 
637-4025 
637-2C37 
537-5B39 
537-5J71 
538-OK77 

538-9K18L114T4 

Chemistry 
540-1067 
540-1114 

HABEELER, G . VON.—Theory of International Trade. 
LocKLiN, D. P.—Economics of Transportation. 
CHESTER, D. N.—^Public Control of Road and Passenger 

Transport. 
DICKINSON, Z . C.—^Economic Motives. 
HADLEY, A . T.—Econonaic Problems of Democracy. 
KNIGHT F . H . — T h e Ethics of Competition and other 

essays. 
RowE, J . W. E.—Markets and Men. 
STAMP, SIR J.—On Stimulus in the Economic Life. 
DAVENPORT, H . J .—The Economics of Alfred Marshall. 
The Aims, .Methods and Activity of the League of Nations. 
ZiMMESN, A.—The League of Nations and the Rule of Law, 

1918-1935. 

MAJID KHAN, SHAHIBZADA A.—Financial Problems of Indian 
States under Federation. 

G H U R Y E , G . S.—Caste and Race in India. 

LANE, E . P.—Projective Differential Geometry of Curves 
and Surfaces. 

CouRANT, R.—Differential and Integral Calculus, Vol. 2. ^ 
DICKSON, L . E .—Studies in the Theory of Numbers. 
TiMOSHENKS, S.-—Theory of Elasticity. 
B R O W N , E . W . & SHOOK, C . A.—Planetary Theory. 

PLANCK, MAX—The Philosophy of Physics. 
PATERSON, C . C .—The Electron Liberated. 
Reports on Progress in Physics, Vol. 2. 
EDDINGTON, A . S.—Relat ivi ty Theory of Protons and 

Electrons. 
Laue Diagrams. Current Science, Special Number. 
MENDENSHALE, E V E AND KEYS—College Physics. 
CHAWHALL, T . C.—Very Low Temperatures. 
DARROW, KARL K.—Elect r ica l Phenomena in Gases. 
CHAPMAN, S.—The E a r t h ' s Magnetism. 
BEECHING, R.—Elect ron Difiraction. 
JONES, T . J.—Thermionic Emission. 
KNOWLTON, A . A . & O ' D A Y , M . ~ L a b o r a t o r y Manual in 

Physics. 

KAYE, G . W . C . & LABY, T . H .—Tables of Physical and 
Chemical Constants. 

B E I G G S , D . B.—Chemical Change. 

DAVISON, H . F . — A Collection of Chemical Lecture Experi
ments. 
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a) 

540-1251 
540-4065 

540-4069 
640-4079 
540-4/124 

541-035 
541-202 
542-025 
642-143 
542-164 
542-265 
542-453 
548-016 

543-0642 
548-521 
544-039 
544-285 
544-435 
544-689 (a 
546-003 
648-147 
548-212 (a) 

Biology 
571-4/04 (9) 
572-8095 
578-40944 (a) 

Geology 
553-007 

Arts 
• 600-1087 

Literature 
700-1189 
720-1511 
780-0104 
740-4137 
760-1642 
799-0548 
802 
572-6/136 (a) 

804 

Biography 
911-8314 
911-3732 

FRANKLIN, E . C.—Nitrogen System of Compounds. 
Memorial Lectures, Chemical Society, igoi-1913 (Vol. 2), 

1914-1932 (Vol. 3). 
Faraday Lectures, Chemical Society, 1869-1928, 
H A R R O W , B .—Eminen t Chemists of our time. 
MORGAN & BURSTALL—Inorganic Chemistry, a survey of 

Modern Developments. 
BjEKRUM, N.—Inorganic Chemistry. 
HOLMYARD, E . J.—Revision Course in Chemistry. 
BAKER, J . W.—^Tantomerism. 
FRANCIS, F.—^Notes on Organic Chemistry. 
HicKlNBOTTOM, W. J.—Reactions of Organic Compounds. 
LowRY & AUSTIN—Organic Chemistry. 
R I C E , F . O . & R I C E , K . K . — T h e Aliphatic Free Radicals. 
ALLMAND & ELX-INGHAM—Principles of Applied Electro

chemistry. 
BRISCOE, H . T.—Structure and Properties of Matter. 
PORTER, C . W.—Molecular Rearrangements. 
BASSETT, H.—Theory of Quantitative Analysis. 
FiESER, L . F.—^Experiments in Organic Chemistry. 
HiLLEBRAND & LuNDELL—Applied Inorganic Analysis. 
SMITH, T . B.—Analytical Processes. 
Organic Syntheses, Vol. 16. 
HOLMES, H . N.—Introductory Colloid Chemistry. 
SHERMAN, H . C. & SMITH, S . L .—The Vitamins. 

Fauna of British India, Protozoa: Ciliophora by B. L. Bhatia. 
WEAVER^ J. E. & CLEMENTS, F . E .—Plan t Ecology. 

LUCK, J . M. (I^ditor)—Annual Review of Biochemistry, 
Vol. 5. 

ALLING, H . L.—Interpretative Petrology of Igneous Rocks. 

VoGEL, J . P.—Buddhist Art in India, Ceylon and Java. 

NicoLL, A.—Film and Theatre. 
E L I O T , T . S.—Essays Ancient and Modern. 
BOAS, F . S.—Five Pre-Shakespearean Comedies. 
MORGAN, C.—Sparkenbroke. 

WILSON, J . D.—What Happens in Hamlet? 
ELIOT, T . S.—Collected Poems, 1909-1935. 
KEAY, F . E.—History of Hindi Literature. 
STILES, W.—Introduct ion to the Principles of Plant 

Physiology. 
LAL, ] . W.—Introductory History of Persian Literature. 

MuiR, D. E.—Machiavelli and his times. 
CHAMBERS, R . W.—Thomas More, 

13 
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History 
921-0564 
921-1594 
930-0481 
940-0247 
940-0703 
941-314 
970-062. 
970-276 
920 
922 
922 
930 
940 

Reference 

030-012 

033-608 (a) 

050-094 

095-413 

035 

037 
037 

Bengali 
826-2/0343 
8262/0324 
826-2/0611 
826-2/0331 
826-2/0731 
826-2/1004 
826-2/0384 
826-2/0386 
826-2/0432B 
826-2/0382 
826-2/0968 
826-2/0996 
826-2/0673 
826-2/1035 
826-2/1128 
826-2/0144 
826-2/0097 
826-2/0783 
827-1/0604 
827-1/0411 
827-1/0381 

Z A C H A R ] [AH, 

Hooghly Cc 

TAGORE, 

TAGORE, 

TAGORE^ 

TAGORE, 

TAGORE, 

TAGORE, 

TAGORE, 

TAGORE, 

TAGORE, 

TAGORE, 

TAGORE, 

TAGORE, 

TAGORE, 

TAGORE, 

TAGORE, 

TAGORE, 

TAGORE, 

TAGORE, 

TAGORE, 

TAGORE, 

TAGORE, 

R. 
R. 
R. 
R. 
R. 
R. 
R. 
E . 
R. 
R. 
R. 
R. 
R. 
R. 
R. 
R. 
R. 
R. 
R. 
R. 
R. 

MASSON-OURSEL, P .—Ancient India and Indian Civilization. 
SiDHANTA, N. K.—The Heroic Age of India, 
CURTIS , E .—History of Ireland. 
FiSHEK, H. A. L.—History of Europe, Vol. 3. 
OMAN^ SIR C.—The i6 th Century. 
MADELIN, L .—The Consulate and the Empire, 2 Vols. 
BERDYAEV, N . — T h e Meaning of History. 
FEBVRE, L.—Geographical Introduction to History. 
R A Y , H . C.—Dynastic History of Northern India, Vol. 2. 
SARKAR, J . N.—History of Aurangzib, Vol. 5. 
SARKAR, J . N.—Fall of the Mughal Empire, Vol. 2. 
BLACK, J. B.—The Reign of Elizabeth, 1558-1603. 
E Y R E , E . Ed..—European Civilization, Vol. 4. 

SELIGMAN, E . R . A . ED.—Encyclopaedia of the Social 
Sciences, Vol. i . 

International Labour Conference, 20th... Session, Geneva, 
1936.- Report of the Director. 

Index Kewansis Plantarum Phanerogamanun. Supplementum 

7. 8. 
Annual Reports on the Progress of Chemistry for 1935, 

(Vol. 32). 
Annual Administration Report of the Dept. of Industrie-;, 

Bengal, for 1935-36-
ZACHARIAH, K.—History of Hooghly College, 1836-1936. 

N.—Geeticharclia. 
N.—Geetabitan, Parts i to 3. 
N.—Manasi. 
N.—Geetanjali. 
N.—Palataka. 

N.—Sonar Taree. 
N.—Kanika. 
N.-—Katha. 
N.—Kalpana. 
N.—Kahinee. 
N.—Sankalpa O Swadesh. 
N.—Sisu. 
N.—Naibedya. 
N.—Smaran. 
N.—Utsarga. 
N.—Beethika. 
N.—Sisu Bholanath. 
N.—Patraput . 
N.—Galpa Chariti. 
N.—Chaturanga. 
Ni—Byanga Kautuk. 
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827-1/0371 TAGORE, R . N . — B O U Thakuranir Hat . 
827-1/1271 TAGORE, R . N.—Rajarshi . 
827-1/0451 TAGORB, R . N.—Chokher Bali. 
827-2/0071 TAGORE, R . N.—Bisarjan. 
827-2/0151 TAGORE, R . N.—Griha Prabesh. 
827-2/0454 TAGORE, R . N.—Sodhe-bodhe. 
827-2/0364 TAGORE, R . N . — R a k t a Karabee. 
827-2/0434 TAGORE, R . N.—Sesh Raksha. 
827-2/0086A TAGORE, R . N.—Chandalika. 
827-2/0124 TAGORE, R . N.—Chirakumar Sabha. 
827-2/0067 TAGORE, R . N.—Biday Abhisap. 
828-1/0916 TAGORE, R . N.—Swadesh. 
828-1/0201 TAGORE, R . N.—Bichitra Prabandha. 
828-1/0701 TAGORE, R . N . — R a j a Praja. 
828-1/0791 TAGORE, R . N.—Samuha . 
828-2/0082- DAS SARADA PRASANNA—Dakshin Bharateyr Tirthaprasanga. 
828-2/0071 TAGORE, R . N.—Chhinna Patra . 
828-3/0904 MUKHERJE PRABHAT KUMAR—Rabindra Jeebanee, Par t 2. 
828-3/0641 TAGORE, R . N.—Jeeban Smriti. 

Arabic 8C Pers ian : 

835 

844 

HAFIZ A B I BAKR. AHMADBIN—Ali-al-Khateeb-al-Baghdadi-
Tarikh Baghdad^ Vols, i to 14. 

AZIZ , S. A.—Persian Rlietoric and Prosody. 
SUFI FATEH A L I WAISI—Diwan Waisi. 

LIST OF PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED 
IN THE LIBRARY 

( The Publications marked -with an asterisk are supplied free ) 

General— 
I . American Oriental Society Journal. 2. Asiatic Review. *3. The 

Aryan Path. 4. Bengal Legislative Council Proceedings. 5. Calcutta Review. 
6. Discovery. *7. Eas t India Association Journal. 8. Indian Art and 
Letters. *g. Interracial Review. 10. Indian Society of Oriental Art Journal. 
I I . Library Association Record. 12. The Modern Librarian. *I3. Presidency 
College Magazine. 14. Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, Journal and Proceed
ings, and Memoirs. 15. Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland 
Journal. 16. Viswa Bharat i Quarterly. 

ANNUAL PUBLICATIONS: I . English Catalogue of Books. 2. Statesman's 
Year Book. 3. Whitaker 's Almanack. *4. Calcutta University Calendar. 

En^ish— 
Modern Language Notes. I . Englische Studien. 2. London Mercury. 3. 

4. Modern Language Review. 5. Modern Philology. 6. Romania. 7-
Scrutiny. 8. The " T i m e s " Literary Supplement. 
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History— 
I. American Historical Review. *2. Bengal Past and Present. 3. Bihar 

& Orissa Research Society Journal. 4. Bhandarkar Oriental Insti tute Annals. 
5. English Historical Review. 6. Hakluyt Society Publications. 7. History. 
8. Indian Historical Quarterly. 9. Epigraphia Birmanica (Occasionally 
received).* 

Geography— 
I. Geography. 2. Indian Daily Weather Report. 

Philosophy SC Religion— 
I . Aristotelian Society Proceedings. 2. Hibbert Journal. 3. Inter

national Journal of Ethics. 4. Mind. 5. Philosophical Review. 6. Philo
sophy. 7. Theosophical Quarterly.* 

Sociology, Economics dC Politics— 
I. Academy of Political Science in New York: Political Science Quarterly. 

2. Academy of Political Science in New York: Proceedings. 3. American 
Economic Review. 4. Bengal Co-Operative Journal.* 5. Capital. . 6. Chase 
Economic Bulletin.* 7. Economic Journal. 8. Economica. 9. The Economist. 
10. The Indian Economist. 11. Indian Co-Operative Review. 12. Indian 
Journal of Economics. 13. Indian Trade Journal. 14. League of Nations, 
Monthly Summary. 15. League of Nations, Supplement to above: 16 Inter
national Labour Review. 17. Political Quarterly. 18. Quarterly Journal 
of Economics. 19. Round Table. 20. Royal Statistical Society Journal . 

Sanskrit— 

I. Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series. 2. Indian Culture. 3. Rigveda 
Samhita (Indian Research Institute). 4. Sanskrit Sahitya Parishat. 

Bengali— 
I . Prakriti. 2. Sahitya Parishat Patrika.* 

Hindi— 
I . Saraswati. 

Persian— 

I. The Armaghan. 

Urdu— 
I . Ma'arif. 

General Science— 
I. Bombay Natural History Society, Journal. 2. Cambridge Philosophic

al Society, Proceedings. 3. Current Science. 4. Comptes Rendus Hebdo-
madaires des seances de 1' Academic des Sciences. 5. Nature. 6. Philo
sophical Magazine. 7. Royal Society of London, Philosophical Transactions, 
Series A & B. 8. Royal Society of London, Proceedings, Series A & B. 
9. Science Abstracts, Series A. 10. Science and Culture. 11. Science and 
Progress, 12. Scientific American. 13. Indian Institute of Science (Banga
lore), Journal.* 
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Mathematics 8C As tronomy— 

I. American Journal of Mathematics. 2. Astrophysical Journal. 3. 
British Astronomical Association, Journal. 4. Bulletin Astronomique, Par t I. 
5. Calcutta Mathematical Society, Bulletin. 6. Indian Physico-Mathematic 
Journal.* 7. Journal das Mathematiques. 8. Lick Observatory Bulletin.* 
9. London Mathematical Society, Proceedings. 10. Mathematische Annalen. 
I I . The Observatory. 12. Quarterly Journal of Mathematics. 13. Royal 
Astronomical Society, Monthly Notices, 14. Sankhya: the Indian Journal 
of Statistics. 

Physic 
. I. The Electrician. 2. Indian Journal of Physics- 3. Physical Review. 

4. Physical Society of London, Proceedings. 5. Reviews of Modern Physics. 
6. Physikalische Zeitschrift. 7. Review of Scientific Instruments and Physics 
News and Views. 8. Zeitschrift filr Physik. 

Chemistry— 

I. American Chemical Society, Journal. 2. Annalen der Chemie. 
3. Chemical Society of London, Journal. 4. Chemical Society of London, 
British Chemical Abstracts. 5. Deutschen Chemischeil Gesellschaft, Berichte. 
6. Indian Chemical Society, Journal. 7. Journal of Physical Chemistry. 
8. Zeitschrift fiir Anorganische Chemie. 

Physiology— 
I. American Journal of Physiology. 2. Biochemical Journal. 3. Journal 

bf Biological Chemistry. 4. Journal of Physiology. 

Geology— 
I. Bhuvidya: Journal of the Geological Insti tute, Presidency College. 

Calcutta.* 2. Geological Magazine. 3. Geological, Mining and Metallurgical 
Society of India, Quarterly Journal. 4. Geological Society of London, Quarter
ly Journal. 5. Geological Survey of India, Memoirs. 6. Geological Survey 
of India, Palecontologia Indica. 7. Geological Survey of India, Records. 
8. Journal of Geology. 9. Mineralogical Magazine. 10. Mining and Geo
logical Institute of India, Transactions (occasionally received). 11. Mysore 
Geological Department, Bulletins (occasionally received).* 12. Mysore Geo
logical Department, Records (occasionally received).* 

Botany— 

I. Annals of Botany. 2. Linnean Society (Botany), Journal. 3. Plant 

Physiology. 
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I have been requested by the editor of the Magazine to 
write on Sir J. C. BosE. I feel his loss not only as a 
national one but also as personal. Sir Jagadis, after 
graduating an ordinary B. A. of the Calcutta University, 
was sent by his father to Cambridge to complete his educa
tion at the great British seat of learning in 1880. On his 
return to Calcutta in 1885 he became a junior professor of 
Physics. At the Presidency College he was my colleague 
for close upon a quarter of a century and we worked 
together side by side to extend the bounds of knowledge. 

Some half a century ago, he was the first Indian to 
make his name widely known abroad by his remarkable 
discoveries and to raise India in the estimation of the 
scientific world. In 1895 he read a paper before the Asiatic 
Society of Bengal entitled The Polarisation of Electric Ray 
by a Crystal and copies of the reprints of this paper were 
sent to Lord Rayleigh and Lord Kelvin; both these great 
masters at once appreciated the significance of his work. 

"Sir Jagadis" I wrote in my autobiography "dis
covered a practically unexplored field and as is the case 
with a pioneer, he reaped a rich and abundant harvest." 
The void made by his death will be difficult to fill. 
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Editorial 

Sir Jagadish Chandra JBose 

• ENGAL is known to the world by three names, Rabindranath in 
the realm of arts and Jagadish Chandra and Prafulla Chandra 

.., in the realm of science. And one of these three luminaries passed 
away on the 23rd November last. 

Born at Vikrampore, the land of Atisa Dipankar, on the 30th 
November, 1858, Jagadish Chandra had his early education at a 
vernacular school at Faridpur. He used to be carried to this school 
by a servant who was a released dacoit, and his young and imaginative 
mind found food in the latter's stories of romance and thrill. But soon 
after, his father, Bhagaban Chandra Bose, a Deputy Magistrate, was 
transferred to Burdwan and Jagadish Chandra was sent to Calcutta and 
here Hare School and St. Xavier's College prepared him for his training 
in England. 

Just after his graduation he sailed to London, began as a student 
of medicine and had one year's training in Zoology, Botany and 
Anatomy. But Fate decreed otherwise. Owing to frequent attacks of 
fever, he had to give up the London University and her course of 
medicine and change over to Cambridge and her teaching of science. 
Soon afterwards the Christ College rewarded the young scholar with a 
Natural Science Scholarship. He finished his career by winning a 
Natural Science Tripos from Cambridge and a B. Sc. from London. 

Coming back to Calcutta, he became junior Professor of Physics 
at Presidency College in 1885 ; and the link forged between the College 
and Jagadish Chandra in that year was severed only by the hands of 
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Death. It is not astonishing that most of the great men of Bengal are 
products of Presidency College ; but other institutions, educational and 
otherwise, have also had claims on them. But Jagadish Chandra was 
a Presidency College man—every inch of him. This College had him 
as a teacher, a research scholar, a scientist who made it famous, and 
above all as a man, and it is our singular privilege to claim that no other 
institution had him as such. To the last he thought of the College ; 
and when after his death we learnt that he had left Rs. 50,000/- for the 
promotion of biological research in its laboratories, we were grateful but 
were not surprised. 

It is interesting to note that his early researches were conducted in 
these laboratories, not so well equipped as they are now. In 1895, he 
demonstrated the ability of electric rays to travel through walls and set 
a bell ringing, discharge a pistol and explode a miniature mine ; in this 
way, the first beginning of wireless research was made in these un
assuming laboratories—as they then were and even at present are in 
comparison with the laboratories of the West. His work was highly 
appreciated by great scientists of the day like Lord Kelvin and Lord 
Rayleigh ; the former went so far as to confess that he was " literally 
filled with wonder and admiration for so much success in the novel and 
difficult problem which you (Jagadish Chandra) have attacked." M.< 
Cornu, the eminent French physicist and an ex-President of the 
Academic des Sciences, wrote: ' 'By your discoveries you have greatly 
furthered the cause of science ; we in France applaud you." 

Discovery followed discovery in more spheres than one, and within 
a few years Jagadish Chandra was a figure well known all over the 
scientific world. Indeed it is a rare event in the history of Science that 
the work of a single scientist should so deeply influence so many 
different branches of scientific knowledge as Sir Jagadish's did. The 
years 1902 saw his famous book ' Response in the Living and Non
living.' The truth of his theories was questioned by many scientists ; 
but he vindicated his position once for all by his lectures during his 
third tour in Europe in 1907. Honours were literally showered on him ; 
various universities invited him for delivering lectures ; and his researches 
were accepted by the Royal Society for publication in their Philosophical 
Transactions (1913). 

It was in this year that his official connection with Presidency 
College was to come to a close ; but the Government could hardly spare 
him. So he retired from active service in 1915 and was made 
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Emeritus Professor of the College. The Government, in further recogni
tion of his researches, granted him a large sum of money for founding 
the Bose Institute, " which was," in his own words, " n o t merely a 
laboratory but a temple dedicated unto his country and unto the 
'greater India yet to be.' " The same year saw him knighted ; and 
five years after, the Royal Society offered him their Fellowship a 
unique honour offered for the first time to a Bengalee, if not to an 
Indian. His head crowned with all the laurels that the world had to 
bestow, was, however, rapidly turning grey and he was fast approach
ing the time when people seek retreat in peace and quietude—and this 
he found in his beautiful residences in Calcutta, Falta and Darjeeling. 
Bengal celebrated his septuagenary in 1928, and Presidency College 
offered him her respects in 1935, the year of the golden jubilee of his 
connection with his college. 

* * * 

Of scientists there have been many hut few like Sir Jagadish. Not 
to many was it given to touch so many sciences at a time and to make 
Science a near neighbour of poetry, romance and mysticism in the 
way Sir Jagadish did. There was almost a touch of wizardry about 
his researches, and one listened to his lectures on his work as to a fairy
tale. To the precision of a scientist he added the imagination of a 
poet and the vision of a philosopher, and the way he proceeded to 
unravel the mysteries of life ; to break down the frontiers between the 
living and the non-living ; to reveal the same physiological mechanism 
working in plant and animal ahke ; to detect and make vivid to the 
human eye, by means of the marvellous instruments invented and 
prepared in his own laboratory, the secret life-processes of the plant—its 
heart-beat, its death-throb, its exhilaration, its anguish ; and thus to 
conjure up once more the mystic's vision, now scientifically established, 
of the unity of all life—was as fascinating as it was unparalleled. 
Naturally there have been many Gradgrinds of science who have tended 
to look askance at discoveries so revolutionary. But whatever the 
Gradgrind may say, to those who see and think beyond mere science, 
to the poet and the philosopher, to the soul and imagination of man, 
the researches of Sir Jagadish have and will have a significance possessed 
by few scientific discoveries of modem times. 

But Sir Jagadish was not merely a scientist. As a writer, as a 
patriot and above all, as a man, he has not the less claim on our 
admiration. In his own tongue he had an enviable style, and his 
contributions to Bengah literature are of no mean order. Elsewhere 
in this issue Professor Charuchandra Bhattacharya discusses his 
literary achievements in detail. His love for his country and the 
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practical demonstrations he gave of it are too well known to need 
re-iteration. As a man, he was all sweetness and light. Anyone who 
had the privilege of knowing him, can never forget that lovable appear
ance and inspiring personality. It was the rare good fortune of the 
present writer of having been slightly known to him and the few 
minutes' talk that he had with him on several occasions is simply a 
treasure to be stored and drawn upon in times of depression. It i? 
indeed a many-sided loss that we have sustained in the death of this 
great man. Any estimate of that loss is bound to be inadequate ; we 
conclude with the words of Sir Prafullachandra Ray—' The void made 
by his death will be difficult to fill.' 

MESSAGE TO THE PRESIDENCY COLLEGE MAGAZINE, 

September, ip^j 

How can you best serve the country at the present crisis? It cannot be 
by setting yourself adrift from the necessary discipline enforced in a place of 
learning. The most irresistible force is that which is held in restraint and 
husbanded for the realisation of your great ideal in life which must be in the 
accomplishment of some constructive work for the benefit of the country. In 
the pursuit of this object you cannot be helped by ignorance, but by slow 
acquirement of knowledge for which you have now the greatest opportunity• 
You will then gain that strength and persistence without which no great work 
has been accomplished. Be strong through endurance ! You will then disdain 
laying down law for others, for the only law that is given you to enforce is on 
yourselves. There can be no happiness for any of us, unless it has been won 
for all. When a great call is echoing through the land, we cannot live a life 
of ignoble ease. Go forward then in life's great adventure ! The more difficult 
the task, the greater is the challenge. When you have gained the vision of a 
purpose to which you can and must dedicate yourself wholly, then the closed 
doors shall be opened unto you. 

J. C. Bose 



Chronicle and Comment 
Our New Visitor 

The quinquennial change in Bengal's Governorship has a signi
ficance of its own for Presidency College. For the head of the pro
vince's administration also happens to be Visitor of the College ; and 
so last November we changed Visitors as the province did its Governor. 
In both we have been fortunate along with the rest of the province. 
Sir John Anderson leaves a name for himself in the history of the 
province's Governorship ; Lord Brabourne makes a worthy successor. 
We hope that amidst his many and more pressing preoccupations His 
Excellency will not forget the College of which he is Visitor. There 
are so many things Presidency College has been lacking for a long time. 
And she is the poorer for her wants. 

College Intelligence 

The last Autumn Social, though briefer than previous ones by the 
omission of a second play, fully lived up to the fame of the occasion. 
We chose a difficult play, Rabindranath's Mukta-dhara, but acquitted 
ourselves remarkably well. To all those connected with the occasion, 
the organisers and volunteers no less than the actors, a word of com
pliment is indeed due. As in previous years, the proceeds went once 
more to that most beneficent institution, the Students' Aid Fund. 

* * * 

College Union activity has not been much in evidence since the 
Autumn Social except for the organising of three meetings: one for 
expressing condolence at the death of Sir J . C. Bose, one for bidding 
farewell to Professor Hemchandra Datta-Gupta, and the third where 
Mrs. Sarojini Naidu addressed the members of the College. In con
nexion with the last, we hope that it augurs the revival of a practice 
that was once a feature of the College: the inviting of distinguished 
persons to address the students. That is one of the most fruitful 
activities of the College Union that we can think of ; much may also be 
done in the direction by the Science Association of the College. It is 
a pity that we failed to take advantage of the recent presence of so 
many eminent people in the city. 

* * * 

The spurt of the Autumn Social is generally followed by a quies
cence in College activities not broken till the Founders' Day. After the 
Puja break things take time to get going. The examinations and dis
solution of classes hinder the recovery. Perhaps there is also an end-of-
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the-year feeling that adds to the general phlegmatic mood. This 
time, however, things were stirred up earlier than usual, thanks to 
Silver Jubilee of the Indian Science Congress and its joint meeting with 
the British Association for the Advancement of Science. We had the 
fortune of listening to so many scientists of world-fame—and we men
tion with special pride the fact that we had the privilege of listening to 
many of them in the Presidency College building itself. It was, in our 
opinion, in the fitness of things that most of the activities of the Science 
Congress were accommodated in this building in which dawned the era 
of science in our country and with which is associated the glorious 
tradition of the researches that Sir J. C. Bose and Sir P. C. Ray had 
to give to the world. As on previous occasions the College contributed 
handsomely to the success of the Congress, not merely by way of 
accommodation but in various other shapes too: delegates, workers, 
papers ; its Principal as one of the two local secretaries ; two members 
of the staff as sectional secretaries, viz.. Dr. A. C. Sarkar for Chemistry 
and Dr. J. C. Sen-Gupta for Botany ; and three ex-students as sectional 
presidents, viz.. Dr. G. S. Basu for Psychology, Dr. B. S. Guha for 
Anthropology and Dr. U. N. Brahmachari for Medical Research. We 
take this opportunity of extending our hearty, though belated, welcome 
to the delegates to the Congress ; not the least for the fact that their 
gathering brought us a much-welcome week's holiday. 

A Unique Year-ending 

We have rarely spent such a culturally active month as the one 
since last Christmas. There have been so many gatherings of scholars 
and leaders of thought ; besides the Indian Science Congress, we have 
had the Indian Philosophical Conference at Nagpur, the Indian 
Economic Conference at Hyderabad ( Deccan ), the Oriental Conference 
at Trivandrum, the All-India Educational Conference, the New Educa
tion Fellowship Conference ( which brought yet another international 
delegation to this country ), the Conference on Indian Culture and the 
Indian Statistical Conference at Calcutta. We can hardly recall an 
occasion in the past when we were visited by so many distinguished 
people at a time. The Science Congress alone brought us astro
physicists like Sir James Jeans, Sir Arthur Eddington, and Professor 
F. J . M. Stratton ; physicists and chemists like Dr. F. W. Aston, Pro
fessor H. R. Robinson, Professor J. E. Lennard-Jones, Professor E. C. 
Baly, and Dr. C. G. Darwin ; biologists like Sir Arthur Hill, Professor 
V. H. Blackman, Professor Ruggles Gates, Professor Reginald Buller, 
Professor F. E. Fritsch, Professor Heslop Harrison, Professor F. A. E. 
Crew, Professor L. F. de Beaufort, Professor W. Straub, and Professor 
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R. A. Fisher ; anthropologists like Professor L. Cipriani, Professor F. 
von Eickstedt, Professor H. J. Fleure, and Mr. E. J. E. Peake ; 
geologists like Professor P. G. H. Boswell, Professor W. G. Fearnsides, 
Professor W. T. Gordon, and Dr. A. L. du Toit ; and psychologists like 
Professor C. G. Jung, Professor C. E. Spearman, Dr. C. S. Myers, and 
Dr. Ernest Jones. Other notable visitors included Dr. Ernest Barker, 
the political philosopher ; Mr. Harold Butler, Director of the Inter
national Labour Office ; Professor F. W. Thomas, the Sanskritist ; 
Professor Rudolf Demel, the well-known surgeon of Vienna ; and the 
two Liberal statesmen: Viscount Samuel and the Marquess of Lothian, 
the former of whom is also a philosopher of note. Two recent appoint
ments have brought yet two other distinguished visitors: Sir William 
Holdsworth, the eminent English jurist, who has been appointed Tagore 
Professor of Law of the Calcutta University ; and Dr. T. E. Gregory, 
the well-known economist, who has been appointed special economic 
adviser to the Government of India. It will be long perhaps before an 
occasion like this is repeated. 

The Staff 

Presidency College has suffered a distinct loss in the retirement of 
Professor Hemchandra Dutta-Gupta. A distinguished ex-student of the 
College (1896-1901 ), he served it for nearly 18 years with great 
ability as Professor, Bursar and Superintendent of the Hindu Hostel. 
Elsewhere we publish an account of the farewell that the College offered 
to him. We wish him long years of peace, prosperity and good health. 

Dr. Quadrat-i-Khuda is happily back among us: he was being 
much missed ; our congratulations to him on his becoming Bursar of 
the College. Dr. Manomohon Chatterji is also back from a long leave ; 
our congratulations to him on his recovery. 

Special felicitations are due to Mr. Sureshchandra Sengupta 
on his having been awarded a D.Sc. by the Calcutta University—the 
first doctor in chemistry from among members of the staff after 1916. 
An old boy ( 1923-25 ), he joined the staff in 1929 and conducted a 
series of researches on synthetic Dye-stuff and Phenanthrene ; his work 
on the dehydrogenation of complex hydro-carbons in the presence of 
metallic selenium has been highly spoken of by competent authorities 
such as Thrope, Rosenheim and King. 

In the Arts department. Professors Somnath Moitra and Upendra-
nath Ghoshal have come back from their tours in Europe and Professor 
Maqbul Ahmed from leave. Our cordial welcome to each. We are 
particularly glad at the recent elevation of Professor Moitra to the 
senior grade of his service. 
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We envy very much the members of the Islamia College for having 
gained at the expense of Presidency College. They are extremely 
fortunate in their new professors, but we could hardly spare Professors 
Durgagati Chattoraj and Taraknath Sen. In the transfer of Professor 
Durgagati Chattoraj, our College loses one of its most famihar figures, 
the Economics Department one of the ablest teachers of political science, 
and the students an esteemed guide not only in College education but 
in other broader spheres as well. The transfer of Professor Taraknath 
Sen is a heavy loss to the English Department and to the College 
Magazine. 

We take this opportunity to offer our most cordial welcome to 
Professor Sudhansukumar Guha-Thakurta, an ex-member of the staff 
(July-December, 1926 ), who succeeds Professor Chattoraj and to 
Professor Pareshnath Ghosh, an old boy ( 1918-22 ), who has been 
acting in the place of Professor Taraknath Sen. 

Our " Old Boys " 

Of the two officiating High-Court Judges recently confirmed. Justice 
Rupendrakumar Mitra is an ex-student of this College ( 1906-10 ), while 
Justice Khundkar is a sitting member of the Governing Body, Mr. 
Kalipada Biswas, now Superintendent of the Royal Botanic Gardens, 
who has recently been awarded a D. Sc. by the Edinburgh University, 
is another ex-student. Mr Arunkumar Mukherji, the only Bengalee 
to have succeeded at the last I. C. S. Examination held in London, 
was in this College from 1930 to 1932. We are glad, too, to find in this 
year's President-elect of the Indian National Congress, Mr. Subhas-
chandra Bose, yet another old boy who was here from 1913 to 1915-

Our felicitations in each case. 

Obituaiy 

Two notable links with the old days of the College have been 
snapped in the deaths of Rai Ramsadan Chatterji Bahadur and Pandit 
Harishchandra Kaviratna. The former (1879-82), a distinguished 
member of his day of the Bengal Civil Service, was one of the oldest 
of our ex-students living, having been a fellow-student of the late 
Sir Devaprasad Sarbadhikary, who died in 1935, and of the late Rai 
Krishnakali Mukherji Bahadur whose death we had the unfortunate 
duty of reporting only in the last issue. Thus a generation passes away. 
Pandit Harishchandra Kaviratna ( 1877-1902 ) was one of the oldest 
of our ex-Professors living. Famous as a scholar and teacher of 
Sanskrit he may be almost said to have been a landmark in the past 
history of the College, having been the teacher of men like the late Sir 
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Rashbehari Ghose, Swami Vivekananda, Sir B. C. Mitter, Sir N. N. 
Sircar and others. The College has already had a prize in his memory ; 
it ought to have something more. We have also to regret the pre
mature' death of Mr. Ambujaksha Sarkar, one of our brilliant ex-
students (1906-12 ). Joining the bar in 1913, he rose to be Public 
Prosecutor of Manbhum. He was a reputed student of Philosophy of 
his time. 

Once more the world is poorer by the deaths of some notable 
savants. We have lost Lord Rutherford, the great physicist, dead, alas, 
before we had the opportunity of seeing and hearing him at the Silver 
Jubilee Session of the Indian Science Congress of which he had been 
elected president ; Thomas Masaryk, philosopher, statesman and maker 
of a nation ; Hermann Jacobi, the eminent Sanskritist of Bonn ; Hans 
Molisch, the well-known plant physiologist of Vienna ; and Emile 
Legouis, the famous Professor of English Literature at Sorbonne. Our 
homage in each case. 

As we are going to Press, we learn with the deepest regret of the 
deaths of Dr. Saratchandra Chatterji, Dr. Herambachandra Maitra, and 
Mr. Sachindranath Mukherji. With Saratchandra's death there passes 
away a great novelist of whom any literature could have been proud, 
not merely Bengali. This is not the place to recount his gifts to Bengali 
literature and language or the many and great qualities of his work. 
Nor perhaps is it necessary, for Saratchandra's is a household name 
wherever Bengali is spoken. Suffice it here to recall the intimate con
nexion there always was between him and this College. For long the 
College had an association—the Bankim-Sarat Samiti—^for the study 
and discussion of his works, and we celebrated his birthday and staged 
his plays more than once. On more than one occasion too he was an 
honoured guest and speaker at our gatherings ; his last visit to us was 
paid only year before last when he came and saw us performing his 
Bipradas on the occasion of the Autumn,Social of 1936. We honoured 
him while living ; he will not lack our homage while dead. 

The death of Dr. Herambachandra Maitra, who was perhaps the 
oldest of our ex-students living ( 1875-79), marks the passing away of 
a generation that has made Bengal what it is now. For well-nigh half 
a century. Dr. Maitra was a great figure in the educational world of 
Bengal—great, and picturesque too, we should add, with his decidedly 
individual manners and opinions. As Principal of a well-known College, 
as one of the city's greatest teachers of English literature, as counsellor 
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to the University in matters great and small, he occupied a place in the 
educational life of the province that may not be easy to fill. But it was 
not only as an educationist that he made his influence felt. As a leader 
of the Brahmo Samaj and as a man of strict and uncompromising 
principles, he was also a distinct moral and spiritual force in his day ; 
it is not easy for a community to have to do without a man of his type. 

The untimely death of Mr. Sachindranath Mukherji (1896-1900) robs 
the city of one of its most familiar figures. He was a well-known 
journalist and played no mean part in civic and educational affairs. 
With the College he used to maintain an active connexion and has left 
it in no inconsiderable debt for the help he rendered in the compilation 
of its Register of ex-students. In his third son, Professor Hirendranath 
Mukherji, he gave the Magazine one of its finest editors and the College 
one of its most brilliant students. 



Buddliagliosa—His Life and W o r k s 

DEBA PRASAD GVHA—Fourth Year Pali. 

'J'HE name of Buddhaghosa is not new to any student of Pali 
literature. In the history of this literature he heads the list of 

all the great commentators and exegetes. Many words and expressions, 
many thoughts and ideas, many difficult problems of Buddhist theology 
and philosophy would have remained in complete darkness had not 
Buddhaghosa thrown some light upon them. Besides the notes and 
explanations of the words in the texts Buddhaghosa has recorded in 
his commentaries a large number and amount of stories and legends, 
folk-tales and traditions, history and biography, which have made his 
works a huge store-house of information. But it is a matter of great 
regret that very little is known about the life and career of this great 
commentator. He is one of those Indian celebrities who have left for 
us no other record of their life and career than their works to be valued 
for what they are worth. So far as his life-history is concerned we 
are to depend upon his commentaries and the few legends and traditions 
that are current about him. But it is a very difficult task to separate 
the few scattered grains of biographical interest from the huge mass of 
other materials stored up in his works. The legends and traditions also 
are very scanty and are so much coloured by the after-thoughts of 
later ages that it becomes almost an impossible task to obtain any 
reliable information from them. But we are to remain satisfied with 
these records and it is on these materials on which an authentic account 
of his life-history has to be based. Besides these legends and traditions, 
and the meagre references in the commentaries, we get the earliest 
connected account of his life in the second part of the 37th chapter of 
the Mahavamsa, the great Ceylonese chronicle. This section is con
sidered to be a later addition to the remaining portions of the book, 
having been added by Dhammakitti, a Ceylonese samana of the 13th 
century A. D. This compilation, though made after a lapse of more 
than 800 years since the time when Buddhaghosa lived, is not altogether 
unworthy of belief and is very probably derived from older materials. 

According to the tradition preserved in the Ceylonese chronicle 
Buddhaghosa was a Brahmin youth born near the Great Bo-tree ( in 
Magadha). He obtained a complete mastery over the three Vedas 
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with all the supplementary arts and sciences, and was a follower of the. 
Pataiijala system of philosophy. He was a schismatic disputant and 
following the usage of his time he wandered through the whole of 
Jambudipa as a sophist. One day in course of his wandering he met, 
at a monastery, a mahathera, Revata by name, and began to dispute 
with him about their respective iaitbs, Revata convinced him of the 
superiority of the Buddha's doctrine and converted him to Buddhism. 
On account of his profound eloquence (ghosa) like that of the Buddha 
they gave him the appellation of Buddhaghosa, and throughout the 
whole Buddhistic world he became as renowned as the Buddha. 
Converted to the new faith he studied the three Pitakas with 
Revata. He wrote a philosophical treatise named Nanodaya and also 
composed a commentary on a certain portion of the Dhammasahgani 
under the title of Atthasalinl. When he expressed his eagerness to 
write the Parittatthakatha, a general commentary on the whole of the 
Tipitaka, Revata requested him to go to Ceylon. To this proposal 
Buddhaghosa agreed and visited Ceylon during the reign of King 
Mahanama, and there at the Mahavihara at Anuradhapur he met the 
high-priest Sanghapala. There he studied the Ceylonese commentaries 
on the Pali texts and the Theravdda from the beginning to the end 
under Sanghapala, and expressed his desire to translate the Ceylonese 
works into Magadhi. The monks residing in the monastery, in order 
to test his knowledge, gave him two couplets to work upon. Out of 
these verses and consulting the Pitakas with the commentaries he 
prepared his great work, the Visuddhimagga, which he described as 
the whoie oi the Pita.kas and commentaries in a nat-sheU, and thus 
convinced the priests of his competence. Being satisfied with him they 
gave him the texts of the three Pitakas with their Sinhalese commentaries. 
Then he took up his residence at the secluded Ganthakara vihara at 
Anuradhapur and translated the whole of the Sinhalese—atthakatha 
into Magadhi. His niission having thus been fulfilled, he returned to 
Jambudipa to worship the Great Bo-tree. 

Dhammakitti's account of the great commentator has supplied us 
with very important information about Buddhaghosa's date. The 
King Mahanama reigned, as the Ceylonese chronicle tells us, in the 
first half of the 5th century A. D.; and as Buddhaghosa went to Ceylon 
during this period we can be certain about the age he lived in. This 
date is also confirmed by the internal evidence derived from his own 
commentaries. 

Besides these authentic accounts of the Hfe of Buddhaghosa, there 
is a good number of legends and traditions current about him. Such 
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legends and stories are found in the Buddhaghpsuppatti, also known as 
Mahahuddhaghossa Niddnavatthu written after the compilation of the 
Mahavamsa by a priest named Mahamangala, and other late works of 
the southern Buddhist School, such as, the Gandhavamsa, the Sdsana-
vamsa and the Saddhammasangaha. " But the accounts of all these 
works," as Dr. Law points out, "are of the nature of legends in which 
fact and fiction are often hopelessly blended together." But, in their 
substance, they agree in all the important points with Dhammakitti's 
account. The Sdsanavamsa tells us that Buddhaghosa was born in a 
Brahmin village in the neighbourhood of the Bodhi-tree, called 
Ghosagama, in a Brahmin family, and was the son of Kesi, the spiritual 
adviser of King Sahgrama of Magadha. The name of his mother was 
Kesini. The Buddhaghosuppatti tells us, that, in Ceylon, Buddhaghosa 
displayed his profound knowledge of Sanskrit before the Ceylonese 
monks and also of his quick wisdom. Kern and others are of opinion 
that having completed his work in Ceylon the great c<3n:ini€ntator 
visited Burma (Suvannabhumi) to propagate the Buddhist faith. But 
many scholars doubt this tradition. Prof. Hackmann in his work 
Buddhism as a Religion says, " There is ground for doubting the 
statement that this man brought Buddhism to Burma. The chronicles 
of Ceylon to which we owe the information about Buddhaghosa, and 
which must have been well-informed on the subject, give no account 
of his journey to Further India." 

Now let us turn our attention to the works of Buddhaghosa. The 
Mahavamsa tells us that before he left for Ceylon Buddhaghosa wrote 
two books, viz., the Ndnodaya and the Atthasalini. The i^anodaya, 
as the name suggests, is a philosophical treatise, but about the exact 
nature of its contents we are quite in the dark as yet as there is no 
record of it in any Pali text. The Atthasalini js a commentary on 
certain portions of the Dhammasangani. It deals with abstruse philo
sophical problems. 

Before speaking of the other commentaries let us make a survey 
of the Visuddhimagga which forms an encyclopsedia of Buddhism. That 
it was the first production of Buddhaghosa in Ceylon is beyond doubt. 
He does not quote or refer to any of his other works in it. It was 
written by the author at the request of the Sanghapala thera in Ceylon. 
We know from Dhammakitti's work that when Buddhaghosa requested 
the monks of the Mahavihara to supply him with the texts and 
commentaries of the Pitakas so that he might translate them into 
Magadhi, they gave him two verses to test his efficiency. With these 
verses as his text Buddhaghosa composed the commentary called the 
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Visuddhimagga. Thereupon the monks being satisfied with him gave 
him all the texts of the three Pitakas together with their commentaries, 
and Buddhaghosa translated them in Magadhi. The account given in 
the Mahdvamsa of the circumstances that led to the composition of the 
Visuddhimagga agrees substantially with Buddhaghosa's writings about 
himself in the nidanakatha, i.e., the account of the origin of the works 
at their respective beginnings. Thus in the nidanakatha of the 
Visuddhimagga Buddhaghosa has quoted the following verse of Buddha's 
own saying: — 

Sile patitthaya naro sapanno, cittam pannam ca bhavayam, Atapi 
nipako bhikkhu, so imam vijataye jatanti. 

(After having been established in the precepts (sile), a wise man 
should think of samadhi and panna, an active and wise bhikkhu dis
entangles the lock). 

Next he proceeds to describe the circumstances which led him to 
compose the Visuddhimagga. He says that the real meaning of sila, 
samadhi and panna is described by means of the above stanza. 
Having been ordained in the Buddha's Saiigha and the benefit of sila 
etc., which are tranquil and which are the straight path to purity, the 
monks who are desirous of obtaining purity and pure wisdom should 
carefully read the Visuddhimagga which contains a beautiful inter
pretation of sila, etc., and which is pleasing and at the same time 
greatly beneficial to them. 

According to Buddhaghosa, the Visuddhimagga is a commentary 
upon that one verse uttered by the Master. Evidently,' Dhammakitti 
had in his mind this verse when he wrote that the Visuddhimagga was 
written as a commentary on the two verses which the Ceylonese monks 
put to him to test his learning and proficiency. The Visuddhimagga 
is an abridged edition of the main arguments and conclusions of the 
three Pitakas. In the verse " Sile patitthaya, etc," on which this 
work is a commentary, there is no reference to visuddhi or magga but 
of sila, samadhi and paiifia. Right observation of the precepts (sile) 
leads to the purification or visuddhi of body or kaya, the practice of 
meditation or samadhi to the purity of the mind, and the thinking of 
pafiiia to perfect wisdom. It is the wise man only who is able to set 
himself free from the meshes of cravings and is the proper person to 
attain Nibbana. The untwining of the net of desires (tanha) is the 
goal, and sile, samadhi and paiina are the ways that lead to its attain
ment. As the paths (magga) to purity or visuddhi have been expounded 
in this book, it is called the Visuddhimagga. 
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The glossary of the text is very rich as compared with the old, 
archaic vocabulary of the three Pitakas. The quotations and references 
in the text from and to the Pitakas and the Sinhalese atthakathas, etc., 
are very numerous ; in other words, it is claimed to be an abridged 
version of the three pitakas. In the Sumangalavildsinl, a commentarj' 
on the Dlgha NiMya, we find the contents of the Visuddhimagga in a 
nut-shell. Mr. Copleston in his Buddhism, Primitive and Present tells 
us that the Visuddhimagga "is not a commentary on any text, but 
claims to be a compendium of the whole Buddha-system, conduct, 
meditation, contemplation, the elements of being, the senses, the truths, 
the chain of causation and the rest." Mr. Gray when writing in praise 
of this work in his edition of Buddhaghosuppatti, remarks, " If he had 
written nothing else, it alone would have secured him undying fame." 
Dr. Law has rightly pointed out that " the Visuddhimagga is really 
a good abstract of Buddhist doctrines and metaphysics and a vast 
treasure-house of Buddhist lore." 

Now narrowing our range of discussion let us turn to the individual 
Pitakas. Buddhaghosa wrote commentaries on the Vinaya Pitaka first 
and then on the other two Pitakas. 

First of all Buddhaghosa wrote the voluminous commentary, the 
Samantapasadikd, on the five books of the Vinaya Pitaka. It is a work 
which claims to be a history of the Buddhist church, and gives 
explanations of the various details of the routine of the life of a bhikkhu. 
Unlike other commentaries of this type it is free from all elaborate 
tangles of similes and metaphors. It is written in an easy and terse 
language, and there is very little of the repetitions which are the normal 
feature of the Nikayas. Then he wrote the Kahkhdvitarani, a masterly 
commentary on the Patimokkha, a book of the Vinaya Pitaka, which 
deals with certain rules of discipline and the occasions that led to the 
promulgation of the various ecclesiastical laws, although there is much 
scope for doubting the historicity of those records. Incidentally in 
these commentaries we come across various materials for reconstructing 
the cultural and political history of the then India. While commenting 
on this book Buddhaghosa has told us a great deal about the later 
development of the monastic life of the bhil^khus. 

Next Buddhaghosa wrote commentaries on the different books of 
the Sutta Pitaka. He wrote commentaries on the first four Nikayas, 
and also on the three books of the last, the Khuddaka Nikaya, viz., 
the Khuddakapatha, the Sutta Nipata and the Dhammapada. Here 
also we come across the same details of the political and social life of 
the time as we find in his other works. They also abound in stories 

3 
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illustrating the various moral points. Indeed, through all these 
commentaries Buddhaghosa reveals himself as a great and successful 
story-teller always rousing the interest of the readers and convincing 
them of the various points of the Buddhist ethics. Teaching is his 
object, but that has always been cleverly pushed behind his great and 
interesting stories with the result that he succeeds phenomenally as a 
teacher. 

It may be mentioned incidentally that scholars like Norman and 
Burlingame doubt Buddhaghosa's authorship of the Dhammapada 
atthakathd. According to Norman the folk-tales and stories in this 
commentary are from the pen of a later redacter and the word for 
word explanation is due to Buddhaghosa. Mr. Burlingame is not 
prepared to assign even this much of authorship to Buddhaghosa. He 
points to the difference in language and style between this commentary 
and the other commentaries which are undoubtedly the works of 
Buddhaghosa. The style and language of the Jdtakatthakathd and the 
Dhammapada atthakathd are so very similar to each other that scholars 
assign their authorship to one and the same person. 

Lastly, Buddhaghosa wrote commentaries on the seven books of 
the Abhidhamma Pitaka. Here the author is perhaps in his best form. 
From his very childhood he had studied the different systems of philo
sophy, such as, the systems of the Patafijali, the Yoga and the 
Sankhya. Thus having grown up in a philosophical atmosphere, the 
trend of his mind also became speculative. So while commenting on 
the Abhidhamma Pitaka he poured forth all his ideas in a manner in 
which no other scholar has yet been able to do. The language is 
simple. The style is beautiful. Had not Buddhaghosa thrown some 
light upon the texts of the Abhidhamma Pitaka many difficult points 
of Buddhist philosophy would have remained in complete darkness. 

Besides these commentaries Buddhaghosa is believed to have 
written two books, viz. the Pitakattayalakkhanagandha and the 
Padyacuddmani, the later being a mahakavya in Sanskrit on the life 
of the Buddha. 

From the above account it appears that Buddhaghosa's versatility 
covered all the various branches of scholarship. He was a first-rate 
thinker, an exponent of philosophy, a writer of stories and legends, 
and an author of commentaries on all possible varieties of works. 
Even such technical subjects as Astronomy, Grammar, Anatomy, 
Geography, dancing, music, bird-life and jugglery were not beyond 
him as we frequently come across erudite discussions revealing his 
intimate knowledge of them in his works. From his works we also 
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find that he had also some knowledge of contemporary Indian sects 
and tribes, of kings and nobles, as well as of the manners and customs 
both of his own land and of Ceylon. Indeed he stands out as a great 
figure in the history of Buddhist thought, and his works may be 
described as an epitome not only of Buddhism but also of its cultural 
and spiritual background.' 

I. The writer is deeply indebted to Prof. Sadananda Bhaduri for his 
valuable suggestions. He is also indebted to the following works for much 
valuable information:—!. Dr. B. C. Law: The Life and Work of Buddha-
ghosa; 2. James Gray: Buddhaghosuppatti; 3. H. Hackmann: Buddhism as 
a Religion: 4. Copleston: Buddhism, Primitive and Present; 5. The PAH 
Texts mentioned in the body of the article. 



Tragedy 
DEVADAS SEN—Fourth Year Arts 

" Let gorgeous Tragedy 
In scepter 'd pall come sweeping by, 
Presenting Thebes, or Pelops' line, 
Or the tale of Troy divine; 
Or what (thouh rare) of later age 
Ennobled hath the buskir 'd s tage." 

—MiLXON (7/ Penseroso) 

" Give me a stately written tragedie; 
Tragedia cothurnata, fitting kings. 
Containing matter , and not common things." 

— K Y D {The Spanish Tragedie), Act IV. Scene I. 

" Why is it, tha t man desires to be made sad, beholding doleful and 
tragical things, which yet himself would by no means suSer?" 

S T . AUGUSTINE {Confessions, Book III). 

" Sweet it is where the winds are a t work on the waters to witness from 
the shore another 's deep distress." 

— L U C R E T I U S {De Rerum Natura), Book II. 

PHAEDO, in the Platonic Dialogue which is named after him, 
speaks of ' a very singular feeling,'—' a strange mixture of 

pleasure and of pain '—^that came over him and all the company 
present at the death of Socrates.^ What, in tragedy, gives rise to 
this 'pleasing pain ' ? It is a question that has been raised from age 
to age. It vexed St. Augustine who, in that naive yet searching 
manner of his, describes the perplexity he felt at his enjoyment of the 
fictitious sufferings of the theatre.^ He was all the more bewildered by 
the fact that " the auditor . . . . applauds the actor of these fictions 
the more, the more he grieves." Without being able to explain this 
compassion for ' feigned and scenical passions,' he calls it ' a miserable 
madness.' 

Madness? Yes,—for what else could it be—to "receive with a true 
passion the counterfeit griefs of those known and professed impostures"?' 

1 Phaedo of Plato, translated by F . J . Church: Chapter I I . 
2 Confessions, translated by E. B. Pusey : Book I I I . 
3 Sir Thomas Browne: Religio Medici, Pa r t the Second, Section N. 
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Still from one sorrow to another thrown we groan perpetually about the 
ills and woes of our life on earth ; we have reasons. But why in the 
moments we are not actually suffering do we choose to see a sombre, 
tragic scene and sufferer in imagination? What makes us willing 
witnesses of a spectacle of human misery? Here, indeed, is a question 
that is really puzzling. We are pleased at the sight of love cooled and 
hope frustrated! We sit at ease before the agony of (Edipus or the 
sacrifice of Iphigenia, and the death of Cordelia makes for our 
happiness! And we shower applause on the poet who exhibits all 
this,—our thanks varying in direct proportion to the vividness of the 
picture and the consequent intensiy of our pain. 

I I 

Before we can venture to offer any explanation of this anomaly 
(though the word 'anomaly' here sounds almost ironical in its weakness), 
we had better turn to the word 'tragedy' itself, and see what it means. 
And no better way can there be of proceeding in our task than to start 
with the famous definition of tragedy by Aristotle who has been 
acknowledged as ' the master of those who know ;' for however ill-
written and inadequate it may be in the opinion of the moderns, 
it still remains the model of an inquiry into the nature of tragedy. 
The ' true and essential ' definition of tragedy—to quote the very 
words of Aristotle—is thus set forth in his Poetics: 

Tragedy, then, is an imitation of some action tha t is important, entire, and 
of a proper magnitude—^by language, embellished and rendered pleasurable, bu t 
by different means in difierent parts—in the way, not of narration, but of action— 
efiecting through pity and terror the catharsis of such passions.i 

The definition states, as Aristotle points out, the ' means,' the 
' manner,' and the 'object' of the imitation. By 'pleasurable 
language ' Aristotle means ' a language that has the embellishments of 
rhythm, melody and metre '; he adds ' by different means in different 
parts,' because in some parts metre alone is employed, in others, melody. 
All tragedy, he says, must necessarily contain six parts, viz., fable,^ 
manners, diction, sentiment, decoration, and music. As tragedy imitates 
by acting, the decoration, in the first place, must necessarily be one 
of its parts ; then the music ( or 'melopoeia'), and the diction ( or 
'metrical composition'). Again, the persons employed in the action 
which is to be imitated, being necessarily characterised by their manners 

1 Adapted from Thomas Twining's translation. 
2 For 'action' or 'plot' Aristotle often uses the term 'fable. 
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and their sentiments/ since it is from these that the action derives its 
character, it follows that there must also be manners and sentiments 
as the two causes of action. 

These six parts together constitute the peculiar nature of tragedy. 
Of these, the most important is the fable or the combination of incidents. 
It is the vital principle, the very 'soul' of the drama. The manners 
are next in importance,^ because they manifest the disposition of the 
speaker. Next stand the sentiments. Fourth in order is the diction 
which is nothing but the expression of the sentiments by words. Of 
the remaining two parts, the music stands next ; of all the pleasurable 
accompaniments and embellishments of tragedy it is the most delightful. 
Last comes the decoration which also has a great effect, but which, of 
all the parts, is most foreign to the art ; for the power of tragedy is 
felt without representation and actors ; and the beauty of the decora
tions depends more on the art of the mechanic than on that of the poet. 

Let us now turn to the definition and see how far it applies to 
modern tragedy. It is not our purpose to criticise Aristotle, but only 
to draw attention to the many controversies that have centred round 
his definition. First, we may take the word 'imitation.' What tragedy 
imitates is not life, but a conception of life: a very different matter. 
Some possibility of life is seized upon by the poet's mind, and imagined 
as a single movement of events. The naive and unexamined belief that 
drama imitates life has been responsible for the popular assumption 
that the dramatist's chief business is to draw character, an assumption 
which, as we have already noted, is strikingly at variance with 
Aristotle's. 

Next comes ' action.' An action is of two kinds: simple and 
complex ; simple, when the catastrophe is produced without either 
'revolution' or 'discovery';^ complex, when with one or both. A 'revolu-

1 These two should be distinguished. By 'manners' Aristotle means what
ever marks the characters of the persons, by 'sentiments' whatever they say, 
whether proving anything or delivering a general reflection, etc. Prof. Bywater's 
translation of the Greek words as 'charcters' and ' thought ' may be found help
ful, as it brings out the distinction between the two more clearly. 

2 According to Aristotle, 'tragedy cannot subsist without action; without 
manners it may. ' This may appear rather startling to many modern in tics who 
regard a dramatist first and foremost as a creator of character. B u t Aristotle's 
point is that character by itself, however skilfully delineated, will never give 
tragedy; it is only character in action t h a t can be tragic (or, more generally, 
dramatic). 

3 Both revolution and discovery should arise from the structure of the 
fable itself, so as to be the natural consequences, necessary or probable, of what 
has preceded in the action. 
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tion' is a change into the reverse of what is expected from the 
circumstances of the action. To take an example: in CEdipus the 
King, the messenger tells (Edipus that Polybus was not his real father/ 
that he had but received him as a gift from the hands of the messenger 
who had found him by chance in Cithaeron's winding glens. His 
intention is to make him happy, to relieve him from the dread^ he is 
under with respect to his parentage, but unfortunately, he produces an 
effect directly contrary to his intention. A 'discovery'—as, indeed, the 
word implies,—is "a change from unknown to known, happening 
between those characters whose happiness or unhappiness forms the 
catastrophe of the drama, and terminating in friendship or enmity." 
The best discovery is that which is attended by a revolution, as in 
(Edipus. Discoveries, being relative things, are sometimes of one 
person only, and sometimes reciprocal. Thus Iphigenia is discovered 
to Orestes by the letter which she charges him to deliver ; and Orestes 
is obliged, by other means, to make himself known to her. Besides 
revolution and discovery there is yet a third part of the fable which 
Aristotle calls 'disasters.' Disasters include 'all painful or destructive 
actions: the exhibition of death, bodily anguish, wounds, and every
thing of that kind.'' All this is very simple, but what exactly constitutes 
the action 1 Later critics have sought to be more precise by emphasizing 
one particular element or another. Some have laid stress on 'conflict,' 
while others have insisted on 'crisis' as the one essential. We may 
note that of action in the Aristotelian sense, i.e., of action equivalent 
to incident, there is little or nothing in the tragedies of J3schylus, in 
The Suppliants, for instance, or more truly in The Persians and in 
Promethens. Of the two latter pieces, in particular, it may be said 
that almost nothing happens from beginning to end. A messenger from 
the Persian army confirms the ill-boding dream of Atossa by giving 
an account of the defeat at Salamis ; the shade of Darius rises to 
denounce the mad folly of Xerxes. Xerxes himself comes back and 
the play ends with his 'sorrowful exclamations' for those who perished 
in the ' three-tiered barks.' ("Alas! alas! alas! alas for the mighty 
force! . . .") But this is all. Again, Prometheus for his 'excessive 
friendliness to mortals,' for bestowing divine honours on 'creatures of 
a day,' is chained to a rock in a distant desert of Scythia. He relates 
the wanderings, and foretells the future lot, of lo, and refers to the 

I Messenger: — " Polybus was nothing to thee in blood No more 
than he who speaks to thee, but just so much." 

a O i d i p u s : — " U n h a p p y tha t I a m ! Methinks I have been laying myself 
even now under a dread curse and know it not Dread misgivings have 
I tha t tlie seer can see." 
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fall of Jove's domination. Disdaining to answer the question of 
Mercury—" Of what nuptials art thou vaunting, by means of which 
he (Jove) is to be put down from his power"?—the thief of fire is 
swept into the abyss by a terrific storm. That is all, there is in these 
plays, but a succession of stately scenes, each of which, under a fresh 
light, drives home the imaginative effect ; there is hardly anything else. 
Even in the great trilogy—of which The Furies forms the closing ac t -
there is comparatively little of incident or plot, its dramatic effect 
notwithstanding. 1 We will do well to remember in this connection 
how surely and steadily the action of tragedy has passed from outside 
the characters to within them from the time of 'neat Marlowe'^ so that 
action and passion have tended to become almost identical. 

Next we may come to the word 'important'. 'Important' is 
hardly an adequate rendering of Aristotle's pregnant epithet which 
means 'serious,' 'that matters,' 'that is worth troubling about.' Here, 
again, lurks an ancient quarrel—as ancient, indeed, as the days of 
Aristophanes who inveighed against Euripides for bringing lovers and 
beggars on the stage of Dionysus,—the quarrel raging round the 
question—" what is, in fact, serious or important enough for a 
tragedy ?" 

"Some action that is entire." But what is the test of entirety or 
completeness? By 'entire' Aristotle means that which has a beginning, 
a middle, and an end, A beginning is that which does not necessarily 
suppose anything before it ; but which requires something to follow it. 
An end, on the contrary, is that which supposes something to precede 
it, either necessarily or probably, but which nothing need follow. A 
middle is that which both supposes something to precede it and requires 
something to follow. If this be so, the dramatist is not at liberty to 
begin or end where he pleases, but must conform to these conventions. 
It is highly significant that the alert artistic sense of the Greeks should 
have urged them to follow the ideal of completeness while lack of 
entirety should have been the besetting sin of the romantic drama, and 

1 I t was probably this consideration which led Goethe to observe that many 
of the plays of Aeschylus are, with regard to their structure, in the nature of 
ballads. 

2 " Neat Marlowe bathed in the Thespian springs." 

—MICHAEL DRAYroN {Epistles of Poets and Poesy, 1627)-
• J ^Z^. ^\^^^ reminded of Coleridge's disgust a t the passage of the Porter 
in Macbeth. ^^hrc\. he regarded as an interpolation of the actors, and of the wail 
of more modern critics over what has been called the 'parochial dinginess' of 
Ibsen s world. 
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the more modern tendency should be towards the total rejection of such 
an ideal. 

But mere completeness is inadequate; the action must also have a 
certain length or magnitude, but that magnitude must be such as to 
present " a whole easily comprehended by the memory." With respect 
to the measure of this length, Aristotle says that, in general, " an action 
is sufficiently extended when it is long enough to admit of a change of 
fortune, from happy to unhappy, or the reverse, brought about by a 
succession, necessary or probable, of well-connected incidents." 

Controversy has also been rife round the two points, viz., " by 
language, embellished and rendered pleasurable,"—and " in the way, 
not of narration, but of action." The true function of the drama is to 
copy nature, ' to hold, as 'twere, the mirror up to nature,' to reproduce 
human life exactly as it is. Hence a language too embellished or stylised 
can but ill represent a world where people seldom speak with any 
conscious style at all. Again, though Aristotle recommended action and 
not recitation the Greeks followed in practice the precept of Horace in 
the Ars Poeiica, " not to bring on the stage scenes fit only to be acted 
behind," lest Medea should murder her children in front of the audience, 
or impious Atreus cook human flesh, or Procne be changed into a bird 
and cadmus to a snake. Such scenes, brought before the eyes, excite 
disbelief, loathing or disgust. The neo-classic drama depends almost 
entirely upon narrative. Let us take, for example, Gorboduc, one of 
the earliest of English tragedies. Here at least is a play where the plot 
provides abundant material for vigorous action and thrilling situations. 
But all the murder and bloodshed happen, in technical phraseology, 
"off," and we are kept informed of what is occurring by long, des
criptive speeches. The romantic drama, on the contrary, is essentially a 
drama of action. The great public of the Elizabethan Age, with their 
thirst for stirring adventures and their overflowing energies, could not 
tolerate rhetorical description as a substitute for movement and repre
sentation; and thus the plays of ' sweetest Shakespeare ' and his con
temporaries were written to satisfy the enormous appetite of the 
' groundlings ' for full-blooded action. We may simply note that the 
question of how much in any given case should be exhibited and how 
much merely reported, is still a matter of dispute. 

And now we come to the famous statement of the function of 
tragedy which has been a Ulysses' bow of criticism drawn by none, we 
may be bold enough to say, to the full satisfaction of others. " Effect
ing through pity and fear the cai^a/sis of such passions!" We must 
remind ourselves here of Aristotle's implied opposition to Plato, for it 
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was against this function of tragedy that Plato brought his gravest charge. 
His charge may roughly be set forth thus: A tragic hero arouses our 
emotions by bewailing his sad lot. Now in real life the man we admire 
is one who without a murmur endures misfortune and rises superior to 
it. Can it be right to admire an actor for doing the very things we 
despise in real life? Moreover, by sympathising with him we enjoy 
these lamentable emotions; thus sorrow becomes facile; pity relaxes our 
control over grievous feelings. The whole effect of tragedy thus tends 
to weaken our spirit; emotion replaces reason in its hold on conduct." 
Aristotle's answer to this charge is that tragedy not only rouses the 
emotions of pity and fear; it does also, by the way it rouses them, effect 
a catharsis of them. But it is this very catharsis which has been a 
stumbling block for critics. Because art never is and never was, mere 
imitation but also idealisation, some have, wrongly interpreted the 
word as ' ennoblement,' ' ideal illustration,' or ' typical exhibition,' or 
something like that. By our pity for Lear or fear for Hamlet, they 
would point out, our selfish emotion is sublimated. Lessing renders it 
as ' purification ' (in some ethical sense), i.e., a transmutation or con
version of the tragic emotions into virtuous habits of mind. But this is 
clearly not what Aristotle had in his mind. He had no idea of moral 
improvement here. The truth is that catharsis does not mean ' purifica
tion,' but ' purgation.' It is a definitely medical metaphor, the meta
phor of an aperient. Aristotle, we must remember, was a polymath-— 
a physician, a moralist, a politician, a critic of poetry, a man of science, 
all in one. Anybody who would take the trouble of referring to his 
Politics and Problems will find mention of maladies, physical and 
mental, and their remedies. There is a catharsis of bodily humours 
and substances, a catharsis also of soul substances, swellings, or more 
appropriately, ' imposthunes,' as the older writers name them, of affec
tions. Thus when the equilibrium of body or soul is disturbed by 
deleterious accumulations, it has to be restored. Because ' diseases of 
stoppings and suffocations,' as Bacon accurately observes, ' are the 
most dangerous in the body; and it is not much otherwise in the mind." 
These are relieved by different means ; some by medicine, some again, 
by the surgeon's needle. The accumulations of the soul are removed 

1 Plato 's charge against t ragedy is pa r t of his denunciation of poetry in 
general, " T h e na tura l hunger for weeping and lamentation, which we keep 
under control in our own hours of unhappiness, is just what your poets gratify 
and indulge," so he says in his Republic. 

2 " A principal fruit of Fr iendship ," according to Francis Bacon, " i s the 
ease and discharge of the fullness and swellings of the heart , which passions of 
all kinds do cause and induce." {Essays or Counsels: Civil and Moral). 
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by music (as Saul's melancholy was dissolved by David's harping or 
reduced to order by comedy, or harmlessly and pleasantly discharged by 
tragedy.^ Tragedy, therefore, is but one type of catharsis, only one 
means of getting rid of the repressions of the soul. The tragic emotions, 
none can deny, are natural to man. There are times, indeed, when 
people do feel that they must weep, or they shall die, or, to borrow a 
Homeric phrase, when there arises in them ' the longing for lament.' 
The ordinary spectator may not be quite conscious of this function of 
tragedy, but the actual effect of tragedy may none the less be this purga
tion through pity and fear. 

Pity and fear! There two terms again have caused a good deal of 
trouble. Our pity, says Aristotle, is excited by misfortunes undeservedly 
suffered, and our terror by some resemblance between the sufferer and 
ourselves. All things which we fear for ourselves we pity when they 
happen to others. This is Aristotle's view. The average man, however, 
knows too well that pity may have no connection with fear, as when 
one orphan pities another. Indeed, terror for ourselves can but distract 
our attention, and dissipate our sympathy. Fear and pity must, there
fore, be felt for the suffering persons in the drama. Moreover, it has 
been questioned whether pity and terror are the only ' tragic emotions.' 
Indeed, why should horror or gloom or indignation or rebellion be 
deprived of the honour of being called by that grand name? Do we 
not most certainly feel such emotions even in the greatest tragedies? 
When Macduff comes in calling out ' O horror, horror, horror!' are we 
not intended to have the same feeling? Do we not justly feel the 
warmest indignation in Othello, or Antigone, the bitterest sense of 
rebellion in The Trojan Women, the profoiindest gloom in the Ghosts} 

III 

We may now return to our original question, viz., " For what do 
we give thanks to the tragic poets? " There are some who would answer 
off-hand that our pleasure in tragedy is due to sheer malevolence in our 
nature. Cruelty is in our very blood. We derive a sort of savage 
pleasure from the sufferings of even those who have done us no harm, 
not to speak of our enemies. " We have a degree of delight, and that 
no small one, in the real misfortunes of others," says no less a person 
than Edmund Burke.^ The ' malevolence theory ' may contain some 

1 Surely this is a better way of restoring the patient to equilibrium than the 
peremptory suppression of the swellings in the name of reason. 

2 Rousseau, too, asserts the pleasure of tragedy to be large malicious, the 
laughter of comedy being the same malice in another form. 
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truth, but it is not the whole truth. This theory might be greatly con
firmed if it could be proved that it is the more wicked persons that love 
tragedy—a thesis which, however, no statistics has confirmed as yet. 
Moreover, we need not, or rather should not, account for the pleasure 
in tragedy with the help of so unpalatable a theory, when ' an inexplic-
able defect of harmony in the constitution of human nature ' ' provides 
the clue. It is from our own wounds that we derive pleasure in tragedy. 
" Tragedy delights by affording a shadow of the pleasure which exists 
in pain."^ The pleasures of melancholy have been dwelt upon by more 
than one poet. Leopardi describes his visit to Tasso's tomb which 
moved him to tears as the fairest and only pleasure that he found in 
Rome. " I would not give my dead son," said the Duke of Ormond, 
"for, the best living son in Christendom." Tragedy, indeed, is a 
luxury of sorrow. 

IV 

So long we had been discussing the nature and function of the 
tragic drama; let us now consider what the nature of the ' tragic hero,' 
should be so that the purpose of tragedy may be best effected. A tragic 
character is one that passes from prosperity to adversity. This, says 
Aristotle, must not be represented as happening to a virtuous character; 
for it would then raise disgust, rather than terror or compassion. Nor 
should the fall of a very vicious man be exhibited: because, though such 
a subject may be pleasing from its moral tendency, it will produce 
neither pity nor fear. The tragic character must, therefore, be some
thing between these two extremes: " a person neither eminently virtuous 
or just, nor yet involved in misfortune by deUberate vice or villainy, 
but by some error of human frailty." The most perfect tragedies, says 
Aristotle, are of this construction. Such tragedies, if they succeed, have 
always the most tragic effect; and so Euripides, ' though in other respects 
faulty in the conduct of his subjects,' seems to Aristotle ' clearly to be 
the most tragic of all poets.' We cannot escape from Aristotle; for, 
although it seems quite illogical and untrue to declare that the sufferings 
of an innocent victim of circumstances or of an utter villain are not 
tragic, it is true that they are not as dramatically stimulating as the 
subtler forms of irony. The charwoman in The Silver Box, the Duchess 
of Malfl, Iphigenia, or Desdemona are not great tragic heroines: they 

1 Shelley: A Defence of Poetry. 
2 Ibid. 
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are pitiful figures crying out with Romeo, " O, I am fortune's fool."'^ 
Even Macbeth is no great tragic hero. ' Smacking of every sin that has 
a name ' he is evil through and through. It is a mistake to say that the 
witches perverted and corrupted his nature. Love of the evil is the very 
root of his character, born in him at his birth, growing with his growth, 
revealing itself to his own eyes when he meets whom Mr. Percival aptly 
calls his spiritual sisters, and sees but his own nature reflected in theirs. 
Surely, in the exit of such a creature from life there can be no " tragic 
grandeur " that some critics think they see in it. All the very greatest 
figures of tragedy are, as Aristotle said, not absolutely good or bad, and 
are brought to disaster by some error or frailty. No wonder, therefore, 
that critics in succeeding ages have attempted to reduce the practice of 
the dramatists to Aristotle's theory of the tragic character. 

But much more interesting than the attempts to apply Aristotle's 
rules to modern cases is the modification of it which Hegel suggested as 
the true doctrine of the tragic person. To Hegel the essential point is 
not the suffering, but its cause, namely, the action or conflict. Tragedy 
to him is the collision or conflict between two competing forces in the 
world, for us which are both in themselves rightful. It may so happen, 
for instance, that the family claims what the state refuses, or love 
requires what honour forbids. Here both are right from their respective 
viewpoints; but the right of each is pushed into a wrong, because it 
ignores the right of the other and demands that absolute sway which 
belongs to neither alone, but to the whole of which each is but a part. 
It is the nature of the tragic hero, at once his greatness and his doom, 
that he knows no shrinking or half-heartedness, but identifies himself 
solely with the power that moves him, and admits the justification of no 
other power. Antigone is the determination to do her duty to her dead 
father; Romeo is not a son or citizen as well as a lover, but a lover 
pure and simple, and, what is still more important, his love is the whole 
of him. What is denied here is not the claim of filial duty or of love 
with which the characters have identified themselves respectively but 
the exclusive and therefore wrongful assertion of the right of each. And 
the tragedy lies in the fact that obedience to one power should involve 
the violation of another. The stock instances are Enmenides and 
Antigone. We may approve of the act of Antigone or Orestes, but in 
approving it we still feel that it is no light matter to disobey the law or 
to murder a mother, that there is much justice in the pleas of the 
Furies and of Creon, and that the tragic effect depends upon these facts. 

I But Lear is a tragic figure, because tliougli he cries out, " I am even the 
natural food of Fortune." Beside this remark we have Goneril's comment, 
" 'Tis the infirmity of his age; yet he hath ever but slenderly known himself," 
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Modern tragedy, however, is less Hegelian. It concentrates too much 
on character, and we seldom have a sense of justice at the end of a 
great tragedy. We do have the sense, of course, when the hero is a 
great criminal. The death of Macbeth is the only expiation for his life. 
But it is unusual to have such a comforting conclusion. Plays like The 
Wild Duck or Justice bring no doubt the deep satisfaction of deeply felt 
and well-executed works of art. But humanly speaking, they remain 
painful in the extreme. The death of poor little Hedwig, for instance, 
or the desolating injustice of Justice can obviously produce nothing 
except indignant rebellion against or mournful acceptance of, the help
lessness of man and the cruelties of destiny. 

But that there is a sense of emotional harmony at the conclusion of 
some tragedies is attested by universal experience. This may be 
achieved by the conviction that the death of the hero is the real crown 
to his tragic story. Does not Milton, the moral king of English litera
ture, echo the feeling of every reader when he sings of Samson's 
triumph? 

" Nothing is here for tears, nothing to wail 
Or knock the breast, no weakness, contempt, 
Dispraise, or blame, nothing bu t well and fair 
And what may quiet us in a death so noble ." 

Or, it may be that we feel death to be far kinder than any possible life, 
as we do at the end of King Lear: 

" O, let him pass! He hates him 
Tha t would upon the rack of this tough world 
Stretch him out longer." 

{To be continued.) 



Plants t ha t feed on Amiimals 
MADHUSUDAN CHAKRABARTY—Third Year Botany. 

TTN studying plants the thought of a comparison between plants and 
•^ animals often comes in. The highly differentiated adaptations and 
the wonderful vital phenomena that are found in plants are not always 
clearly conceivable to people in general. But an observer will find that 
following a branch of organic evolution plants have reached a stage 
which is not quite insignificant. A curious and interesting phase of their 
peculiar behaviour is revealed in their functions when it is seen that 
certain plants can capture and digest insects and sometimes even larger 
animals (e.g., Darlingtonia Californica). An elaborate series of experi
ments with insectivorous plants were carried out by Charles Darwin and 
his son Francis during the latter part of the last century. Our know
ledge about this type of plants is mainly due to the researches of these 
two workers.^ 

The principal difference between plants and animals lies in the fact 
that green plants can prepare their food out of the raw materials (auto
trophic) while animals are dependent on the plants directly or indirectly 
for their food-supply (heterotrophic). Insectivorous plants are often 
compared to animals owing to their peculiar way of obtaining nutrition, 
but, really speaking, the. fungi and bacteria are similar to animals in 
their mode of nutrition. Insectivorous plants are actually autotrophic 
with an additional device for catching insects. Their roots are poorly 
developed. Experiments have shown that these plants can do without 
animal-food, but the fruit and seed-productions are more abundant when 
they can capture and assimilate insects. As an evidence of their profit 
by this type of diet an experiment of Charles Darwin (in 1877) with 
Drosera Rotundifolia is quoted here. The change of weight with applied 
meat (fed) and without any animal-food (starved) from July to August 
is given below: — 

Starved Fed 
Weight (without flower-stems) ... ... 100 i2i'5 
Number of ilower-stems 
Weight of stems 
Number of capsules ... 
Total calculated weight of seed . 
Total calculated number of seed 

1 0 0 

1 0 0 

1 0 0 

1 0 0 

1 0 0 

i64"9 
231-9 
194-4 
3797 
24i '5 

I Darwin—Insectivorous Plants (i 
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To justify the peculiar habit of these plants there are various expla
nations suggested by different botanists. According to some the marshes 
or pools where insectivorous plants generally grow are deficient in 
nitrogen-content. It may be possible that organically combined nitrogen 
is more beneficial to them; or probably they require the supply of 
potassium or phosphoric acid from animal-body. Schimper's view is as 
follows: " Moor, in particular high moor, is also among the poorest of 
soils as regards content of assimilable nitrogenous substances. Nitrogen 
indeed is very abundant, but in the intractable form of humified 
albuminous bodies. Nitrifying bacteria are rare owing to the poverty in 
oxygen, and the bacterium of the leguminous tubercles does not thrive 
in pit-moor." 

Altogether 424 species of insectivorous plants have been discovered 
under sixteen genera and five plant-families. Hooker^ has recorded as 
many as forty-six species distributed in India and according to Prain" 
only fourteen occur in Bengal. We give below a short description of 
some common types. 

DROSERA (SUNDEW)—These are small herbs a few inches in height 
and having a rosetee of insectivorous leaves. In our country they are 
distributed on the plains and also on the Himalayas up to a height of 
10,000 ft. The leaves vary from half to three inches in length according 
to species. The upper surface of the leaves possesses numerous hair-like 
structures known as the tentacles each tipped by a gland. The glands 
secrete a honey-like viscous fluid which glitters in the sun and allures 
small insects. With the touch of an insect the glands, which are very 
sensitive to touch, transmit motor-impulse to their own tentacles and also 
to those of the neighbouring ones which-in response bend over the victim 
and capture it. The impulse is better transmitted from the centre 
towards the edges: thus when an insect falls outside the centre the 
tentacles bend one by one until it is brought to the centre and then they 
function as usual. If the insect be a strong one and struggle for life 
the whole leaf incurves and forms a cup. After capture the glands carry 
on the digestive function by the secretion of pepsin-hydrochloric acid. 

The glands are extremely sensitive to various stimulators, namely, 
repeated touches, the pressure of minute particles, the absorption of 
animal matter and of various fluids, heat and galvanic action. The 
tentacles start movement in 10 seconds, become strongly incurved in 
5 minutes, and reach the centre in half an hour of receiving the 
stimulant. It was observed by Darwin that of all salts ammonium 

1 Hooker, J . D.—Flora of British India (1875). 
2 Prain, D,—Bengal Plants (1903). 
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carbonate is the most effective in stimulating tfie gland and -00048 milli
gram of it causes in one hour well-marked aggregation in the upper 
cells of the tentacles. A nitrogenous matter such as a piece of meat can 
cause a quick inflexion. It is seen that the leaves of Drosera are 
inflected by green peas and cabbage leaves which are subsequently 
assimilated. The glands are so much sensitive that a bit of human hair 
•203 millimetre in length and weighing 1/18700 of a grain causes an 
observable inflexion: no limb of man is known which is so sensitive as 
this. The digestive fluid has an antiseptic property and it does not 
allow the dead insects to undergo decomposition. A most remarkable 
fact is that long immersion in the poison of the cobra-snake does not in 
the least check but rather stimulates the spontaneous movement of the 
protoplasm in the cells of the tentacles. 

Prain records in Bengal D. Burmanni (Hind. Mukha-jali)—a small 
herb found throughout the province except central Bengal; also D. 
indica—a herb found in abundance near Chota Nagpur. Hooker 
includes a third species—D. peltata from India. 

DiONE^—This plant is the native of the mossy American marshes. 
It is one of the most wonderful plants in the world. The leaf consists 
of two blades, upper and lower. The upper blade contains three very 
sensitive hairs which bring about a sudden closure of the blades at the 
slightest touch. The margins of the leaves consist of a series of spikelets 
that dovetail each other on closing. The inner surface of the leaves is 
covered over by small and red dots which are so many digestive 
glands as seen under the microscope.. The process of digestion 
is as in Drosera. When the victim is poor in nitrogen-content it is 
allowed to escape through the meshes of the spikelets. During digestion 
the blades remain closed for days together and then open ready to act 
again. When the food is very strong the leaves are seen to dry up in 
their closed condition. 

ALDROVANDA^—It is a miniature Dioneas very common in our 
country. The general shape and habit are almost the same. The 
leaves are semi-circular, hinged at the mid-rib. Each leaf is provided 
with several rigid projections for guarding against aquatic animals. 

The chief type seen here is A. Vesiculosa (Beng. Malacca Jhangi) 
which is a rootless floating waterweed. The first record of it in India is 
from Bengal by Roxburg in 1814. Voigt in 1845 writes of his failure 
to find it near Calcutta. It was detected by T. Thompson in the salt
pans near Calcutta and again by J. Kurz in the salt-pans near Port 
Canning in the years 1855 and 1867 respectively. After this it was not 
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found until recently when it was detected and collected by our Professor 
Dr. J. C. Sen-Gupta/ at Dorabati and Baligaon between Tarpassa and 
Boloi during a boat-journey in August, 1936, and subsequently in 
October from Outshahi, Silimpur and the neighbourhood in Vikrampur 
in the district of Dacca. 

UTRICULARIA (BLADDER WORT)—Thirty-two species have been found 
in India of which Prain records nine from Bengal. Urticularias are the 
most commonly occurring insectivorous plants in Bengal of which D. 
stellaris and u. flexuosa are most common. They are floating or slightly 
submerged many-branched aquatic herbs nearly a cubit in length. 
Sometimes they are land-plants with peculiar runners. The leaves are 
modified into bladders which are nearly |-inch in diameter. The 
entrance is closed by a valve which gives way inwards by pressure from 
outside but cannot be opened from inside. Minute organisms enter it 
and are thus shut out from food and oxygen. The innumerable glands 
on the walls digest the victims after they are choked to death. 

NEPENTHES—Hooker records one species from Ceylon, N. Khasiana 
from Khasia and Jayantia mountains, and seven others from Malaya 
peninsula. They are climbing or prostrate evergreen undershrubs. 
The mid-rib of each leaf is modified into a coiling tendril which 
ultimately ends in a pitcher ( Goebel—Organography of Plants). In 
the young stage the pitcher is covered over by a lid which opens up 
when mature. Sometimes the pitcher may be as long as six inches. 
In the lower part there are innumerable water-secreting glands and in 
the neck a honey-like substance is secreted. The insects are allured 
and drowned in the water in the pitcher. Then they are digested by 
an enzyme which is of a trypsin nature. 

It may be interesting to mention here the DARLINGTONIA CALIFOENICA 

described by Luther Burbank, a comparatively larger plant of north 
California which is able to capture animals as big as frogs and even 
small birds. The process is almost like that in Nepenthes, but above 
each pitcher there is a latticed window through which light can shine. 
Victims get into the pitcher to avoid sun and rain and thus meet their 
doom. 

Extreme sensitiveness to various stimuli in these plants suggest an 
analogy with the nervous sensation in animals. But actually they 
do not possess any well-organised nervous system. Nor do they have 
any centre of activity like brain in animals. Their movements are 
explained as the result of a change in the molecule of their cellular 

I Science and Culture, Vol. I l l , No. 2, page 97. 
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protoplasm. One cannot but be astonished, however, at the curious 
behaviour of these plants: a plant catching insects is certainly no less 
a wonder than a shrub driving a car or a lily smoking a cigarette.^ 

Although science is neither of the East nor of the West, but inter
national in its universality J yet India, by her habit of mind and inherited 
gifts handed down from generation to generation, is specially fitted to 
make great contributions in furtherance of knowledge. 

— SIR J. C. BosE 

I The writer is indebted to Dr. J, C. Sengupta for valuable help and guid
ance in the preparation of this paper. 



The Developmrieait of Modern 
Urdu P o e t r y 

MAQBULAR RAHAMAN—Fourth Year Persian. 

BEFORE tracing the development of modern Urdu poetry, it is 
necessary that we should mention, if not discuss, the manifold 

currents and cross-currents which have eventually made Urdu poetry 
what it appears to be to-day. Persian used as a court language, 
practised in day-to-day correspondence, and imparted to all Urdu-
knowing people as an integral part of their liberal education, had 
reigned supreme for several centuries. Almost all the poets writing 
Urdu poetry modelled it after Persian prosody which had been adapted 
from Arabic ; and what was written then was largely an imitation, 
though gracefully done, of Persian poets. Although this made for a 
peculiar charm and rhetorical force, it nevertheless made Urdu poetry 
mechanical, artificial and conventional, because the poets employed 
the same rhymes, the same metaphors and allusions, the same figures 
of speech, which they borrowed directly from Persian. The rhyme 
(qafia) and double rhyme (radif) adapted in the poetry retarded the 
flow of ideas. The writers of odes sought inspiration from Persian 
poets like Saib, Hafiz, Nazivi and Bedil. The conception of bulbul 
(nightingale), nargis (narcissus), sarv (cypress), Laila and Majnun, 
Maani and Bahzad, the Alwand and Besutun, were foreign to India. 

Political disruption and intellectual degeneration for long working 
their way like a cancer eating into the very life of the country, reached 
their climax with the Revolt of 1857. Soon followed the downfall of 
the kingdom of Oudh. Most of the poets who either lived on the 
bounty and munificence of the Delhi and Lucknow courts or those of 
Hyderabad and Rampur—who " were grandees in petticoats " and 
" went to war in palanquins "—were now deprived of all court 
patronages. Besides, the fact that Urdu^ was not merely an offspring 
of Persian and Arabic, but that Sanskrit, Brij Bhasha and many other 
dialects like Sauraseni Prakrit, Western Hindi, Bangaru, Kanauji, 
and that spoken near Delhi, equally shared in its formation, brought 

I Urdu is a Turkish word meaning camp. But it is hardly correct to assert, 
AS does Mir Aman, tliat Urdu was made up from various languages that met in 
the ' Delhi Bazar.' 
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the conviction home to the poets of the time that Urdu was the 
cultural heritage of both Hindus and Muslims. 

The troubled days of 1857 and the consequent disintegration of 
society, more particularly that of the Muslims and partly that of the 
Hindus, were a rude shock to the flight of imagination to which the 
Urdu poets were accustomed. India, by coming in contact with the 
English, was exposed to the influence of vitalising ideas and conceptions 
which made her people face the realities of life and give up their 
dreams and false notions. Society gradually began to feel ashamed 
of its moral bankruptcy and poetry of its lack of reality. What the 
Renaissance in the i6th century and the Romantic movement in the 
19th century did for European literature, the advent of British rule 
in India did the same to Urdu literature. 

The high priests of the new movement that had begun to shape 
itself were Hali, Sir Syed and Azad who, although ignorant of English 
and knowing it through the medium of translations, had acquired and 
developed considerable admiration for it. To them the then Urdu 
poetry was at once a great challenge and a great opportunity. The 
mechanical imitation, turgid hyperbole, and the half Sufi and half 
Anacreonic ' ashiqana ' themes in various branches of poetry, however 
beautiful, appeared out of date. English poetry was, by contrast, 
natural and direct. But this new leaven worked gradually and halt
ingly and did not replace completely the traditional features of old 
literature. The most popular forms, Ghazal and Qasida, hitherto used 
insistently (but with a few exceptions as seen in the works of Ghalib 
and Momin etc.), began to have continuity of thought and unity. 
Musaddas, Masnavi, Rubai and Qita were also influenced. Musaddas, 
the six-lined stanzas, were greatly popularised by Hali, whose " Ebb 
and Flow of Islam," essentially a poem of ' national ' regeneration, is 
a land-mark in the history of modern Urdu poetry. New metrical 
and stanzaic forms were borrowed and blank verse was also introduced 
by Sharar, Ali Hyder Tabatabai and Azad Kakuri. AzmatuUah Khan 
adapted Hindi metre and drew pictures of Indian civilization with 
great fidelity and elegance. 

It would not be out of place to mention that in 1874 at the 
instance of Col. Holroyd, assisted by Hali and Azad, the epoch-making 

1 The Masnavi is a distich after the style of the heroic couplet of Pope and 
Dryden. 

2 In this type of poem the rise is somewhat like that in the octave opening 
in the Petrarchan and the fall like that in the rhymed couplet closing the 
Shakespearean sonnet. 
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Mushairas under the auspices of the " Punjab Anjuman " were held, 
which laid the foundation of the new school of Poetry. That this 
new school could take a firm root was perhaps due in a great measure 
to its opportune coincidence with the Aiigarh Movement which had 
gathered round it brilliant luminaries of the time like Sir Syed Hali, 
Shibli, Nazir Ahmad and Muhsinul Mulk. Sir Syed, though not a 
poet himself, has exercised considerable influence on Urdu language 
and literature. 

Hali, as a founder of the new school of poetry, is a name to 
conjure with in Urdu poetry to-day. His political talents blended with 
the genius of Shaifta and Ghalib through his intimate associations with 
them. He wrote masnavis on "Bigotry and Justice," " Mercy and 
Justice," " Rainy Season," " Patriotism " and " Pleasures of Hope." 
These followed the " Ebb and Flow of Islam," " The Wail of India," 
" Widows Complaint," and the elegies on Ghalib, Hakim Mahmud 
Khan, Devastation of Delhi and Sir Syed. The masterly introduction 
to his Diwan has passed into a classic. He reformed Ghazal, Oasidâ  
Musaddas and Rubai and in everything struck a formidable blow to 
the traditional style of poetry. He was the first man to bring about 
outstanding changes. He wrote a poem on the motherland which is 
a well-known national song, dealt with political themes, and introduced 
unity of ideas. 

Azad occupies a position in Urdu which may be compared to 
Scott's. The son of a friend of Zang, he was immensely benefited by 
the great poet's company. His early poems were lost during the 
turmoil of 1857 ; nevertheless, he left a collection of modem poems 
behind him. " A Love of a Star," "Jubilee Celebrations," "The 
Love of Country " and " Winter " are excellent productions. " There 
is no obstacle to enthusiasm " is modelled on Tennyson's Excelsior. 
He rendered remarkably well the song of the Flower Girl in Lytton's 
The Last Days of Pompeii into Urdu. Azad's spontaneous flow both 
in language and thought, freedom from the traditional style, and 
beauty of expression, are his chief merits. 

Shibli was a versatile genius who showed remarkable talents at an 
young age, but he did not take verse so seriously as prose. He dealt 
with various topics—social, political and ethical, in Urdu. Amongst 
his famous poems are " Masnawi Morning of Hope," " Religion and 
Politics," " The Justice of Jehangir " and " Cawnpore Mosque Riot." 
For Blank Verse we refer to the great novelist Sharar's incomplete 
drama which appeared in the " Dilgudaz " in 1900. 

We now come to the " Pre-Modem Age." Ismail, a writer of 
erotic, moral and social verses possessed a style of great charm, simplicity 
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and perspicuity. As a school master, he could be^t understand child-
psychology and hence his poems achieved a popularity hitherto 
unknown in the field of children's poetry. Fables from JJsop, 
descriptive and narrative poems on small subjects, and moral lessons 
in easy and graceful style, bear the impress of his genius. 

Akbar, a unique personality of his age, is the greatest satirist, 
humorist, moralist and spiritualist in Urdu poetry- India, through 
the influence of English and Western civilization, was in the throes of 
a new birth. With all their glamour they attracted Indians and swept 
off what was good and old in the social structure of the country, a fact 
which Akbar could hardly tolerate. Like Bankim Chatterji, he 
condemns Western institutions and those anglicised people who welcome 
everything that bears the hall-mark of European civilization. But his 
intense zeal leads him too far and even the positive blessings of foreign 
culture he wants to reject in toto. His special words like Miss,'̂  Shiekh, 
Syed^ Sabib, Camel,'' Cow,* Brahmin and Cathedral have significance 
of their own. To Akbar imitations in dress and manners and the 
relaxation of purdah appear as great crimes. He believes in spiritual 
purification and the victory of spiritualism over materialism. Akbar is a 
humorist and satirist of a very high order, using English, Urdu and 
Hindi words with marvellous effect. 

Another poet of great originality is Shauq Qidwai, whose poems 
like "The Word of Thought," "Beauty," " S p r i n g " and "Science 
and Religion " are highly commendable. Ali Hyder Tabatabai 
composes successfully in all forms of poetry ; besides his many 
poems, his name is associated chiefly with Blank Verse and the 
translation of Gray's Elegy. Shad Azimabadi is also a great poet of 
the same period whose energies were mainly devoted to the orthodox 
school of Ghazal. 

The influence of the reformist period of Urdu poetry was not yet 
fully realized and appreciated when arose a young poet in the Punjab 
and made his mark. Iqbal is perhaps the greatest Urdu poet of his 
age, whose genius has greatly influenced the course of modem Urdu 
poetry. His writings are the best specimens of the literary productions 
of the " School of Sentimental Poetry." A pupil of the great Ghazal-
writer Dagh, Iqbal seeks his inspiration from Ghalib. Iqbal recited 
his earlier poems in the annual meetings of the " Anjuman Himayati 
Islam," Lahore, and they created quite a stir in literary circles. During 

1 Allurements of Western Civilization. 
2 Sir Syed and sometimes the Aligarh movement. 
3 The past glories of Arabia and the Muslims. 
4 Hindu-Muslim Unity. 
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his European tour, he studied Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, Goethe, Hegel, 
and Kant, but he is chiefly influenced by Maulana Rum. His 
philosophical themes garbed in brilliant style have opened fresh vistas 
for the glory of Urdu. The main themes of Iqbal's poetry of the 
earlier period are, the baneful influence of Western civilization, 
nationalism, Hindu-Muslim Unity, European subjugation of the 
Asiatics and the brutal attitude of the capitalist towards the labourer. 
The fall of the Turkish Empire and the Caliphate and the political 
disintegration of the Islamic countries evoked Iqbal's sympathy. But 
the antagonistic attitude of different communities in India made him 
an unfriendly critic of Indian nationahsm. This has been wrongly 
interpreted as Iqbal's Pan-Islamism. To him God or Nature is limitless 
and man is but an infinitesimal point in the boundless vastness. But 
this tiny particle has unthinkable powers—he is the representative of 
the Almighty and perhaps more than this. Besides his splendid 
Persian works, we have among his older works " Bange Dera " and 
among later ones "Ba le Jibreel," " Zarbe Kalim " and "Sure 
Israfil." His recent poetry comprises many poems dealing with modern 
themes like Socialism and Capitalism, Karl Marx, Bolshevik Russia, 
feminist problems, and he is recognized as one of the greatest oriental 
thinkers of the day. His soaring ideas sometimes tear the garb of 
diction off and so they might be technically objected to by the 
conventional school. 

Other promient poets can only be dealt with more briefly. Surur 
Jehanabadi, a great nationalist poet, has woven Hindi words with 
pleasing effect into Urdu verses. Hasrat Mohani, the reformer of 
modern Ghazal, combines in himself what is best in the old and new 
types of poetry. His chief characteristics are masterly command 
over technique, knowledge of human emotions and ideas that blossom 
forth in chaste language. Brij Narain Chakbast is a poet of great 
merit, who, touched by India's slavery, preaches patriotism to his 
countrymen. Riaz is an eloquent writer of mostly erotic odes and 
his command over the language could open fresh fields for modern 
verse. Azmatullah Khan is a class by himself who has produced 
creditable poetry by harmonizing Hindi diction and sentiments. 

Deep pathos and a pecuHar pessimism are Fani's qualities, who 
takes perhaps his style after Mir. Asghar Gondvi has a few, if any, 
parallels for the exceUent style of his odes. His deep insight into 
nature, portrayal of lofty human ideals, happy blending of optimism 
and pessimism, and his exquisite expressions are the envy of the old 
school and a guide to the new school of poetry. Jigar Moradabadi, 
with a real poetic fire and colourful expression, possesses a marked 
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originality in erotics. A poet of much force and impress is Josh 
Malihabadi ; a pungent critic of God, society, and fate, he promises to 
have his voice in the future. 

To enumerate some of the well-known contemporary poets, 
mention should be made of the followers of the Delhi School like 
Bekhud and Sael on the one side and the Lucknow people like Safi, 
Aziz, Saqib, Zarif and Arzu on the other. Salim, Amjad, Wahshat 
and Simab are writing erotic and descriptive poems of varying interests. 
Broadly speaking, the Urdu poets, save rare exceptions, " no longer 
concern themselves with musk ringlets, the"̂  downs on cheeks, the 
comb and the betel, colliriyum and mole "^ and have become more 
realistic and natural. 

It is evident that present Urdu poetry is predominantly influenced 
by political and social movements—^the Non-Co-operation movement 
of 1921, growth of nationalism, Hindu-Muslim Unity, emancipation of 
•women, social discontent, and other problems of modem life. There 
is another class of poets who should be known as "Poets of the 
Future." It is too early to estimate the future of poets like Hafiz 
Jahndari, Afsar, Akhtar Shirani, Ravesh Siddiqi, Ali Akhtar and 
Zauqi. Akhtar Shirani and Ravesh are poets of great promise. 

Among many European orientalists, the renowned French scholar, 
M. Garcin'De Tassy, says, "Urdu has taken throughout India the same 
position as French has done in Europe ; it is a language most in 
use. . . . " Yet Urdu has extended far behind the confines of India, 
and is slowly making headway in Afghanistan, Baluchistan, Southern 
Persia, Mesopotamia, Hejaz, South Africa, the East Coast of Africa, 
Burma and Malay Archipelago, and "promises by virtue of its 
intrinsic qualities to play one day the role of lingua franca of the East." 
Such are the possible domains of Urdu poetry! 

I A History of Urdu Literature by Ram Babu Saksena, p . 107, 

6 



Japanese Conflict 
NiRMAL CHANDRA LAHA—Fifth Year Science. 

' y H E latest conflict between Japan and China, like the previous ones, 
has given rise to a plentiful crop of charges and countercharges. 

The Japanese Government accuses the Chinese Government and Chinese 
local commanders of breaches of pledges and treaty provisions, and 
unwarranted attacks on the persons and properties of Japanese residents 
and officials in China. It should also be mentioned that just as the 
Manchurian adventure of Japan started in 1931 over the death of 
Captain Nakamura, the present troubles in North China have their 
origin 4n the death of another Japanese military officer, who, the 
Japanese authorities allege, was wantonly attacked and killed by the 
Chinese soldiers. The Chinese Government on the contrary repudiates 
the Japanese accusations, refuses the right of the Japanese soldiers and 
officials to be in the particular areas in China where the clashes are 
taking place, and categorically charges Japan with sinister imperialistic 
designs against the independence and integrity of China. It is im
possible for an observer in India to give the rights and wrongs of these 
charges and countercharges, and even if that were possible it would 
only lead one into a maze of technical legal details which would throw 
no light on the real causes of the Sino-Japanese Conflict, which lie 
deeper. I shall, therefore, attempt to set forth the larger economic 
and political forces which are dragging China and Japan into a 
stupendous trial of strength, whose outcome notwithstanding the military 
and naval superiority of Japan, nobody can confidently prophesy 
to-day. 

JAPAN'S URGE TOWARDS EXPANSION 

The fundamental cause of the urge of Japan towards expansion on 
the mainland of the Asiatic continent is to be sought in the economic 
and military sphere. In spite of the industry and discipHne of the 
Japanese people, and in spite of the amazing industrial progress that 
they have made during the last fifty years, they have the initial dis
advantage of living in a country which is poor in natural resources. 
Not only has the Japanese people no adequate supply of their own of 
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iron, coal, and other minerals to keep their great industrial machine 
running, but they have not even sufficient agricultural land to grow 
the food required for a rapidly increasing population. These two 
inherent geographical factors make the Japanese people dependent on 
other countries for raw materials, and as most of the raw material-pro
ducing regions have already been occupied and colonized by the Great 
European Powers, Japan feels impelled to expand at the expense of 
her rich but weak neighbour, China. Another important reason for 
the aggravation of the situation, as between Japan and China, is the 
intense economic nationalism of the present-day world. If free trade 
had been as generally prevalent in the world to-day as it was in the 
nineteenth century, Japan might have secured all the raw materials 
she needed in return for her industrial products. But Japan finds all 
her potential markets closed to her by high tariffs, and protectionist 
policies. As an instance of this, it may be stated that Japan has to 
buy about 25 dollars worth of raw cotton from the United States for 
every dollar of manufactured cotton goods she can sell to the latter. 
It is not surprising, therefore, that Japan should take the line of least 
resistance and try to swallow China for the sake of her economic 
expansion. 

The second reason why Japan wants to control, if not to annex. 
North China is military. The Japanese people feel that the security 
of their national existence depends on the mainland opposite the 
Japanese islands being either under their own control or under the 
control of a weak and friendly power. It has, therefore, been one of the 
basic doctrines of the Japanese foreign and military policy that the 
region in which they are interested, namely, Korea, Manchuria, Inner 
Mongolia, the Liaotung Peninsula, and North China ( the five pro
vinces ) should never be allowed to pass into the hands of a strong 
foreign Power, even though it might be the Power whose legal 
sovereignty over these regions was, and even now is, universally 
acknowledged by all—that is to say, China. It was for this principle 
that Japan fought China in 1894-95 and Russia in 1904-05, and it was 
for it that she was prepared to defy the world in 1931. In some 
ways, this principle has become even more important for Japan now 
than it was ever before. Though, to-day, Japan has no reason to 
fear determined European opposition to her political designs in her 
own sphere, as she had till the end of the Great War. she cannot over
look the fact that Russia is even now potentially hostile and maintains 
a very strong army and air force in Eastern Siberia, that both Great 
Britain and the United States have extensive economic interests in 
China ; and that China is fast growing into a strong and unified 
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country. It is that last fact which is causing anxiety to the Japanese 
statesmen and generals. They are convinced that if some more years 
are allowed to pass by, they will no longer be able to keep China in a 
submissive mood, as she so long has been able to do, by holding out 
threats of military intervention. It is this which is prompting the 
Japanese military authorities to have a reckoning with China rather 
sooner than later in the day, and have settled this question once for all. 

STAGES OF JAPANESE POLICY 

The pohcy of Japan, which has been just explained, dates from 
the last decade of the nineteenth century, when, as a result of internal 
reforms, she was ready to face and deal with the larger aspects of her 
external relations and position among the nations of the world. It is 
curious to find how little Japanese policy has changed since those early 
days of her emergence as a great Power. And it is even more curious 
to note that the very first power whom Japan attacked was not one 
of the European nations who had tried to bully her in the days of her 
isolation and weakness, but China, with whom she has had dose and 
long-standing cultural relations for many centuries. 

But though Japan played her hand with boldness, she was deprived 
of the fruits of her victory in the Sino-Japanese War of 1894-95 by 
three European Powers. As soon as the Treaty of Simonoseki, by 
which China had ceded the Liaotung Peninsula to Japan, was con
cluded, France, Germany, and Russia presented a joint ultimatum to 
Japan demanding in peremptory language the return of the Liaotung 
Peninsula to China. At that time Japan had no means of resisting 
three Great Powers and had to yield. But she was bitterly humiliated 
and was determined to have her revenge. The incident had a profound 
effect on Japanese foreign policy, for from it Japan perceived that the 
real enemy in the way of her continental expansion was not China, 
which was weak and over which she had an overwhelming superiority, 
but the European Powers who had large political and economic interests 
in the Far East. Therefore, for the time being, China receded into the 
background and the efforts of the Japanese statesmen were concentrated 
on the elimination of European influence in China. She was, however, 
in no position immediately to challenge all the European Powers and 
selected Russia as the first target of her policy. In order to check 
Russia, Japan began on the one hand to organize and expand her 
military and naval forces, and, on the other, secured the friendship of 
Great Britain, with whom a defensive alliance was concluded in January, 
1902. In the meanwhile, the Russian encroachments in South 
Manchuria and Korea went on increasing. Japan had to adopt a more 
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or less temporizing attitude towards these encroachments till her pre
parations were complete, and when she felt that she was strong enough, 
she promptly challenged Russia. The result was the Russo-Japanese 
war of IQ04-05, which gave an undisputed predominance to Japan in 
Korea, in the Liaotung Peninsula, and in South Manchuria. Japan 
consolidated her position in these regions by annexing Korea in 1910. 

The next stage in the expansion of Japan opened with the outbreak 
of the Great War. As soon as war was declared on Germany, Japan 
promptly occupied Kiachow, the German settlement in China, and 
almost the whole of the Chinese province of Shantung. In 1915, finding 
the realization of her dreams of expansion on the mainland made easy 
by the preoccupation of the European Powers with the War, Japan 
presented a series of far-reaching political, economic, and territorial 
demands on China and forced the latter to acquiesce in them. These 
are the famous 'twenty-one demands', which virtually transferred the 
sovereignty over North China to Japan. But Japan was not to enjoy 
the full measure of these concessions immediately. At the Peace 
Conference of Paris in 1919 the Chinese Government energetically 
protested against the conduct of Japan, and, through the sympathy of 
President Wilson, secured the practical annulment of most of the claims 
of Japan over Chinese territory. Two years later the Washington Naval 
Treaty was signed, to be followed and supplemented next year by the 
Nine Power Treaty which recognized the principle of 'open door' in 
China. By this treaty Japan abandoned her claim to have exclusive 
rights in China and recognized the commercial and political interests of 
other Powers in China. 

The result of the post-war settlement was thus a recession of Japan 
from the position she had taken up during the war. But Japanese 
statesmen are, as a rule, remarkably tenacious and patient in the pursuit 
of their designs, and they have never spoilt the chances of success 
through ill-advised haste. They were thus disposed to wait till a 
favourable opportunity occurred of reaHzing their purpose. Besides, 
Japan secured an undoubted advantage by the Washington Treaty. It 
gave her once and for all an overwhelming naval superiority in her 
home waters. Henceforward, she had nothing to fear in the Chinese 
Seas from the naval superiority either of Great Britain and the United 
States. This superiority she developed throughout the period between 
1921 and 1931, during the greater part of which the Shidehara policy 
of concOiation was pursued. But towards the latter part of this period 
the aggressive designs of Japan were against apparent in the 'positive 
policy' of the Tanaka Cabinet. It was this policy which led to the 
occupation of Manchuria in 1931 and the withdrawal of Japan from the 
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League of Nations. From this date Japan no longer recognizes the 
equal right of any other power to be in China, and she wants that her 
preponderant interests in China should be recognized by all, including 
the Chinese Government itself. 

It is this aggressive imperialist policy which is being pursued by 
Japan in China at this moment. The final aim of this policy is nothing 
short of the economic, if not political, domination of the whole of China 
by Japan, But for the present Japan would be contented with the 
separation of the five provinces of North China from the authority of 
Nanking. It is with this end in view that she is attempting to set up 
an autonomous regime in North China by means of negotiations with 
the Semi-autonomous Political Council of Chahar and Hopei. 

ATTITUDE OF CHINA 

It is now time to turn to China, which is the Power primarily 
affected by Japanese imperialism. Ever since 1915, when the 'twenty-
one demands' were presented, the Chinese people have fully realized 
the aggressive designs of Japan on their independence and existence as 
a nation, and, on this account, have become bitterly hostile to their 
neighbour. But they were not in a position to offer resistance to Japan 
in 1915 or in 1931, nor are they fully prepared to do so now. It should 
not be forgotten that China to-day is a nation in evolution, showing all 
the features of transition in all aspects of national life. Political 
upheavals, civil wars, social and economic unrest, with the resulting 
weakness of the Central Government, have been the characteristics of 
China since the revolution of 1911. Though during the last ten years 
China has made enormous strides towards modernization, stability, and 
unity, the process has not yet been completed, and, therefore, with all 
the superiority of her man-power and potential economic resources 
China is still no match for the much smaller Japan. It is for this reason 
that the Chinese Central Government has always counselled patience to 
the people and never openly challenged Japan. In spite of the firm 
determination of the Chinese Government not to become involved in a 
life and death struggle with Japan till it was ready, it has not always 
been easy to pursuade the politically conscious Chinese, particularly 
the students, of the soundness of a policy of patience. The younger 
generation in China, is inspired by a fiery nationalism and implacable 
hatred towards Japan, and they have often, by their boycotts and 
demonstrations, made an open clash between China and Japan 
inevitable. But the Chinese Government has never yielded to 
their impetuous demands and have almost always been ready to 
conciliate Japan. The principal reason for adopting this line of policy 
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was that the military strength of China was not yet fully developed. 
Though she had ample man-power, the training of her soldiers was very 
imperfect and there was a grave inadequacy of modern war material, 
particularly artillery, aeroplanes, and mechanized vehicles. By persist
ent efforts, the Chinese GcA^ernment has now made good the most 
glaring deficiencies in all these respects. The Chinese Army and Air 
Force is not, of course, even now equal to the Japanese in efficiency 
and numbers, but a part of the army has been trained on a fairly high 
standard by German officers, and the Air Force now consists of nearly 
600 aeroplanes with trained pilots. It is for these reasons, that China 
has now decided to offer resistance to Japan and put a stop to the slow 
and steady pressure of the Japanese steam-roller. The entire Chinese 
nation feels to-day that unless it offers determined resistance to Japan 
now, it will be too late to check the aggression. This conviction is so 
widespread and the nationalist enthusiasm has been wrought to such 
a pitch that there is no chance even for General Chiang Kai-Shek him
self to advocate patience. The feeling of the Chinese people in the face 
of the Japanese attack to-day is 'Now or Never.' It is this intense 
conviction and faith in the destiny of China which is driving her children 
to the battle-field, which will be either the burial ground of or the field 
of victory for the Chinese Nation. 
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ALUMNI NEWS 

The following students have been awarded the following medals and 
prizes by the University of Calcutta on their results at the last B. A. and 
B. Sc. Examinations:—i. Sailendranath Sur—^Manmathanath Bhatta-
charya gold medal and Herschel gold medal. 2. Haridas Bandopadhyaya 
—Girishchandra gold medal. 3. Md. Yakub Khan—Tawney Memorial 
Prize. 4. Bimalkumar Bagchi—MaCann silver medal. 5. Smarajit-
kumar Ganguly—Quinlan silver medal. 5. Khaja Gholam Ashgar—King 
George and Queen Mary Coronation Durbar medal. 6. Kamakshiprosad 
Chatterji—Bankimchandra gold medal. 7. Bimalchandra Sinha—N. N. 
Ghosh gold medal and Shyamacharan Ganguli Prize. 

The eight Graduate Scholarships attached to the Presidency College 
have been awarded to the following students on the combined results of 
the B. A. and B . Sc. Examinations held in 1937 : — i . Bimalkumar Bagchi. 
2. Khaja Gholam Ashgar. 3. Amiyakumar Raychaudhuri. 4. Barada 
Kinkar Chattopadhyaya, 5. Nirmalchandra Laha. 6, Haridas Bando
padhyaya. 7. Smarajitkumar Gangopadhyay. 8. Purnendukumar 
Bandopadhyay. 

The following students have been awarded the following medals and 
prizes on their results a t the last M. A. and M. Sc. Examinations:— 
I. Debendranath Mitra—Debendranath Gangopadhyay gold medal and 
University gold medal and prize. 2. Sudhirkrishna Mukherji—^University 
gold medal and prize. 3. Sacchidananda Bandyopadhyay—University 
gold medal and prize. 4. Dhirendranath Sarkar—University silver medal 
and prize. 5. Gajendranath Mitra—^Hemchandra Gossain prize and medal 
and University gold medal and prize. 6. Jitendranath Rudra—University 
gold medal and prize. 

Mr. Samaranjan Sen (1934-37) t a s won the Continental Prize of the 
New History Society, U. S. A., by his essay on the Disarmament Problem. 
This essay has been considered the best of all the essays submitted from 
Asia and it has been awarded a prize of I200. 

Mr. Bimalchandra Sinha (1933-37) has been awarded Pramathanath 
Banerji Medal by the All-Bengal Students Economics Society for his essay 
on Debt Legislation in Bengal. 

Mr. Kamal Kumar Banerji (1933-37) t a s distinguished himself by 
winning the All-Bengal Table-tennis Championship for 1937. 

COLLEGE UNION NOTES 

AUTUMN SOCIAL 

The Annual Autumn Social of the College was held on the 30th 
September last in the Calcutta University Institute Hall, where the 
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Dramatic Society of the College Union staged Tagore's " Muktadhara " 
before a large audience. As in previous years, it was a charity perform
ance, the proceeds going to the Students' Aid Fund, and we succeeded 
in raising this year a sum of Rs. 377-8-0 which has been duly made over 
to Professor D. N. Sen, the Honorary Secretary of the Fund. 

The play was a great success. About forty students of the College, 
all belonging to the under-graduate classes, took part, and almost every 
one of them gave a creditable account of himself. In particular, 
Mr. Saurin Chaudhuri in the role of Dhananjay delighted the audience 
with his beautiful songs, and Mr. Bimal Datta in the role of Batu gave 
a nice exhibition of his talents. They were awarded a medal each for 
their excellent performance, while Mrs. De (wife of Captain P . De, of the 
Medical College) promised the former an additional rnedal. Mr. Bireswar 
Sen as Jantraraj, Mr. Sauren Mitra as Hubba, Mr. Pratap Chandra as 
Abhijit and Mr. Golam Rasul as Baul also received much appreciation 
from the audience. The very able rendering of the mob scenes, too, 
contributed not a little to the success of the performance. The lighting 
arrangements made by Mr. Apara Ganguli were a praiseworthy innovation ; 
and the volunteers under the leadership of Mr. PhuUasree Ghosh, 
Assistant Secretary, College Union, were all attention to the guests. 

It is pleasing to refer in this connexion to the services rendered by 
Professor S. Bhaduri (Vice-President, Dramatic Society) and Professor 
S. C. Majumdar (Treasurer, College Union) who attended and supervised 
all the rehearsals, every day, for more than a month. Professor S. S. 
Bagchi and Mr. Bibhuti Bhusan Mukerjee, M.A., took great pains in 
coaching the student-artistes. Mr. Anadi Kumar Dastidar, B.A., very 
kindly assisted us in the getting up of the musical part of the play. 
Principal B. M, Sen and Mrs. Sen gave us every encouragement by 
occasional presence at the rehearsals and by valuable suggestions and 
advice. Our grateful thanks to each of them. 

HiRENDRA N A T H CHATTERJEE, 

BiMAL CHANDRA DATTA, 

Joint Secretaries. 

DEBATING SOCIETY 

The second debate of the session took place on Saturday, the n t h 
September, 1937, in the Physics Theatre. The subject of the debate 
was "Religion is an exploded dogma." Professor H. K. Banerji took 
the chair. First of all the Secretary moved the following resolution— 
" This meeting of the students of the Presidency College expresses deep 
anxiety over the illness of Poet Tagore and prays to the Almighty for 
his speedy recovery." The resolution was passed unanimously. Mr. 
Zahrol Huq then in moving the motion said that religion had served as an 
instrument of cruelty and oppression. I t had created artificial barrier 
between man and man. I t had given empty promises of heavenly 
reward but had done nothing to solve the vital problems of life in this 
world. In opposing the motion Mr. Sailendra Kumar Sen said that 
religion was not a spent force. It had always helped mankind in their 
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onward march to peace and happiness. The motion was seconded by 
Mr. Dhanurdhari Bose and opposed by Mr. Nirmal Kumar Roy, Mr. Atul 
Chandra Patra and Mr. Serajuddin Ahmed. The President remarked that 
no doubt religion had lost some of its influence over the modem mind, 
but its ideals were as perfect as ever. Its perversions had done some 
mischiefs in the past. But in future, when the ideals would be 
practised in oiu: every-day life, human nature would surely be regenerated. 
He then put the motion to vote and it was lost by an overwhelming 
majority. 

The next debate was held on Saturday, the 20th November, 1937, 
in the Physics Theatre. Professor S. C. Sarkar was in the chair. The 
subject for debate was ' A socialistic programme will spell disaster in 
the country.' In moving the motion Mr. Bimal Chandra Sinha said that 
socialism had its base in hatred. I t is not the panacea of all the social 
and economic evils of the modern world. He further explained how 
socialism will destroy the basis of family life and bring cultural degreda-
tion and may, as has been the case in Germany, lead to a (Fascist reaction. 
Opposing the motion Mr. Nikhil Chandra Maitra drew a beautiful picture 
of a socialistic regime under which war, prostitution, poverty and un
employment—^the main vices of a capitalist society—^will vanish. The 
motion was supported by Messrs. Pratap Sen and Zahrol Huq and was 
opposed by Messrs. Dilip Bose, Nripen Sen and Atul Patra. I t is, however, ' 
interesting to note that both the parties drew divergent conclusions from 
the conditions now prevailing in U. S. S. R. Finally the motion was 
then put to vote and was lost. The President in his neat little speech 
summed up all the different viewpoints. He remarked that it was yet 
too early to pass any judgment on the future prospects of socialism as 
it has not yet been fully tried in any country—not even in U. S. S. R. 
He, however, believed that socialism in spite of some of its drawbacks is 
sure to act as a dominating force in the future shaping of the political 
world. With a vote of thanks to the chair the meeting came to an, end. 

ZAHROL HUQ, 
Secretary. 

THE ROWING CLUB 

This year the College crew consisted of the following members in the 
Rowing Tournaments: we had Mr. Susil Kumar Jana (IV Year Arts) as 
the Cox, Mr. Sarojkumar Banerjee (V Year History) in the stroke, Mr. 
Nirmal Kumar Brahmachari (VI Year Chemistry) as No. 3, Mr. Manish 
Chandra Sarkar (III Year Science) as No. 2 and Mr. Dilip Kumar Bose 
(III Year Arts) in the bow, and we had Mr. Manish Chandra Sarkar in 
the sculls. We began practising in due time before the regatta, but 
bad luck proved too strong for us. Some of the members fell ill—and 
that was the first instalment. Then again on the very first day of the 
regatta, when we met St. Xavier's College, our rudder-string was broken. 
This race was rerowed the same day in spite of protests from both the 
captains—the result being our defeat from loss of direction in darkness. 
On the second day of our race with the Post Graduate Department, the 
sliding seat of our bow stuck firmly just after the start and we had to 
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lose the race. But in our fight with other rivals, viz., the University 
Law College, the Vidyasagar and the Ashutosh crews, we had easy 
victories. 

In the Knock-out Tournament we managed to beat the Ashutosh 
College in the first round but went down before the Post Graduates in 
the semi-final. 

We are also unlucky so far as sculling is concerned. Our No. 2. 
Mr. Manish Sirkar, who won the championship in sculling last year, 
unfortunately had to yield to the St. Xavier's College ; in fact he was 
not keeping well. In this connection we extend our word of thanks to 
Mr. P . C. Sen who willingly took up the position of No. 2 as a substitute 
for Mr. Sarkar who fell ill during the Knock-out Tournament. 

In conclusion, the Captain takes this opportunity of offering his 
respectful thanks to Principal and Mrs. Sen for their keen interest in the 
Club and to Dr. S. M. Banerji, the Honorary Treasurer who has never 
missed any opportunity of improving the standard of our rowing. 

SAROJ KUMAR BANERJEE, 
Captain. 

POLITICS SEMINAR 

The fourth meeting of the Seminar was held on the n t h September, 
with Professor D. G. Chattoraj on* the chair. Mr. Atul Mukherjee of 
the Fourth Year Class read a paper on "Nationalism and India." The 
attendance was not very satisfactory. 

The writer introduced the subject by explaining Nationalism as a 
world force. He traced the origin of this ideal and briefly explained its 
fundamentals. " Of all the creative forces of the century," the writer 
held, "Nationalism is the most powerful one." This he illustrated by the 
cases of Fascist Italy and Nazi Germany. The writer further opined that 
Nationalism which is not opposed to Imperialism leads ultimately to it. 
In pointing out the defects- of the ideal, the writer said that Nationalism 
supports war, promotes group-jealousy and village politics. ' Nationalism 
in India, according to- the writer, is still in making. Multiplicity and 
impurity of races, multiplicity of languages and religions have stood in 
the way of a full fledged Nationalism in India. He admitted the 
geographic unity of India and endorsed Rabindranath's view that the 
unity of India is social even though there is no political unity. 

Mr. Gobindotosh Chatterjee objected to the writer's view that 
Nationalism and Imperialism are identical. 

Mr. Sadhan Gupta held that CommunaUsm is the creation of interested 
parties. The defects of 1935 Act, he said, have stood in the way of 
Nationalism, in India, in the making. He deplored the consequences of 
the Communal Award and put forward a strong plea for joint electorates. 

Mr. Nirmal Chandra Sen Gupta pointed outt that NationaUsm in 
Turkey was not in religious garb. He introduced a new element by 

*SU. 
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saying that Nationalism flourishes more under autocratic rule as the 
cases of Italy and Germany would prove. He thought that Nationalism 
and Imperialism are contradictory terms and that the conflict between 
Nationalism and Internationalism is an economic rather than a political 
one. The speaker could not support the writer on the argument that 
due to some peculiar difficulties. Nationalism is not growing in India. 
He held that Nationalism should crush all these difficulties and he was 
confident that the ideal has the stamina to do it. 

After a vote of thanks to the chair, the meeting terminated late in 
the evening. 

M D . AYUB KHAN, 

Secretary. 

ECONOMICS SEMINAR 
The fifth general meeting of the Seminar was held on the 4th Septem

ber, 1937, with Dr. J. C. Sinha in the chair. Mr. Gobindatosh Chatterjee 
of the Fourth Year Class read a paper on ' Gold Standard—its past, present 
and future.' The writer began with the remark that international gold 
standard was never automatic. He further showed how stability in the 
value of currency is intimately connected with stability in the value of 
gold. The writer finally concluded by emphasising on the policy of internal 
stability advocated by Keynes and Strakosch. 

In the discussion that followed, Messrs. Sakti Sinha, Nirmal Sengupta, 
Sadhan Gupta, Ayub Khan and Atul Mukherjee took prominent ipart. 
The President in his concluding speech pointed out that the immediate 
object of a monetary policy is internal stability in the value of currency 
and the ultimate object is economic stability to be achieved by a policy of 
compromise leading to some type of an international standard managed by 
Central Banks, gold being in the position of a constitutional monarch. 
This ethically perfect solution, he further added, was always attended with 
almost inseparable practical difficulties. 

With a vote of thanks to the chair the meeting came to a close. 
ATUL MUKHERJEE, 

Secretary. 

PHILOSOPHY SEMINAR 

The fifth general meeting of the Philosophy Seminar was held on the 
1st October, 1937, when Mr. Jayanta Bhattacharya of the Fourth Year 
Class read a paper on " Causality in Hume and Kan t . " Dr. P. D. Shastri 
was the president. 

The writer began by remarking that the philosophies of Hume and 
Kant stand in bold contrast as far as the law of causality is concerned. 
Hume being an empiricist and a sensationalist and Kant a rationalist, 
they naturally arrived at divergent conclusions, though both of them 
started from the same point. Being out and out an empiricist Hume 
did not accept any priori necessity in the causal bond and reduced 
causality to a rule of mere time succession ''f^ft^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ W l ' ®̂ 
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the Hindu philosophers said was also the spirit of Hume's philosophy 
so far as the causal law is concerned. Kant on the other hand maintains 
that though the necessity in the causal bond is not objective, it has a 
priori necessity—it is a category of understanding and lies ready in mind. 
According to Kant causality is not an outcome of our experiences but 
rather it is the pre-supposition of all experiences. 

In the discussion that followed, Mr. Arabinda Basu and Mr. Debendra 
Ch. Gooptu took prominent part. Dr. Shastri in his concluding speech 
summarised the logic of causality and referred to Mill's position. He 
argued that if the notion of causality is to be formed only from experience, 
apodictic certainty in that case will be lacking. He also explained the 
idealistic interpretation of the causal law. He compared the views held 
by the Western philosophers with those which the Indian thinkers put in 
the Nyaya Darshana. Criticising Hume's position he explained how 
causation should not be based wholly on time-succession because it is also 
co-existent. 

JAYANTA BHATTACHARYA, 

Secretary. 

CHEMICAL SOCIETY 

On 13th September last the members of the Society went on an 
excursion to His Majesty's Calcutta Mint. The party consisted of Dr. P . 
Neogi, Prof. H. Mukherjee, Dr. A. C. Sarkar, Prof. S. Mitra, Prof. N. 
Chakravartty, Dr. S. Majumdar and about sixty senior students of the 
College. The excursion proved highly instructive. Objects of special 
interest were, the automatic weighing of coins, the separation of bad coins 
from the good ones by skilled hearing and the attached museum. We 
extend our heartiest thanks to the authorities who showed the party round 
the factory and spared no pains to explain everything of interest to the 
iiiquisitive members. 

HEM CHANDRA DATTA, 
Secretary. 

BOTANICAL EXCURSIONS 

This year we had one long excursion besides six local excursions. 
Before the Puja holidays properly began, the Fourth Year Honours 
Students visited Shillong and the Khasiya Hills under the able guidance 
of Professor S. C. Banerji. Of the local excursions, the visit to Diamond 
Harbour with Professor G. P. Majumdar and Mr. K. G. Banerji on the 
27th November and to the Botanical Garden at Sibpur on the 28th 
November with Dr. J. C. Sengupta and Mr. K. G. Banerji deserve parti
cular mention. The B. A. students again visited Barrackpur and Chinsurah 
Agricultural Farm on the 4th and 5th December respectively. Dr. J. C. 
Sengupta conducting the tours. And it was only in the last month that the 
Third and Fourth Year Students went to Port Canning on the 19th 
December with Professor G. P. Majumdar and to Baruipur on the 22nd 
December with Professor Majumdar and Dr. Sengupta. 
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FAREWELL OF PROFESSOR H. C. DUTTAGUPTA 
A meeting of the staflE and students was held on the i8th December, 

1937, for bidding farewell to Profesor Hemchandra Duttagupta. Principal 
B. M. Sen took the chair. After the garlanding of the President and 
Professor Duttagupta, the meeting began and an address (published below) 
was read out by Mr. Kapil Mohon Sen of the Third Year Science Class. 
Speeches followed: Mr. Pumendukumar Banerji, the General Secretary of 
the College Union, emphasised on the loss that the College is going to 
suffer in his retirement and Dr. P . Neogi stressed, on behalf of the stafi, 
on the qualities and many personal incidents associated with Professor 
Duttagupta. Principal Sen in his presidential speech referred to the able 
service that he rendered to the College as a Professor, Bursar and a 
Superintendent of the Hindu Hostel. In reply Professor Duttagupta 
thanked the students for the affection and respect borne for him—affection 
which he said was almost filial in its character. He also thanked Principal 
Sen for his kindness and several members of the staff for help received in 
the discharge of his duties. 

A silver tea set and the address printed on Murshidabad silk were 
then presented to Professor Duttagupta by the students. After the meeting 
came to a close, a group photo was taken and a copy of the same was kept 
in the College. 

ADDRESS PRESENTED TO PROF. H. C. DATTAGUPTA 
FAREWELL ADDRESS TO 

MR. HEM CHANDRA DUTTAGUPTA, M.A., B.L.. 
SIR, Professor of Chemistry, Presidency College. 

To-day we have met here to bid you farewell. Your many kindnesses 
crowd in our minds and make it very difficult for us to say what we feel. 
In you we found a learned, conscientious, and above all, affectionate 
teacher whom it is impossible to forget. I t was indeed a rare privilege to 
attend your lectures. You tried untiringly to place before your students 
the essentials stripped of all the irrelevancies, lest the young learners should 
miss the wood for the trees, and turn away disappointed from the fascinat
ing realm of Chemistry. Fully aware that cold Logic alone is incapable 
of engendering tha t passion for a subject which every teacher wants to 
kindle in his pupils, you made full use of the opportunities in the Labo
ratory to establish personal contacts with them. A timely joke, a casual 
word of enquiry, a helping hand at the critical moment in an experiment— 
and that sense of fellowship was established, which alone can draw the 
best out of a student. 

Sir, 'Good-Bye ' is a difficult word to utter; more so when the person 
addressed is such a beloved teacher as you. But it will be ungrateful on 
our part to grudge you this hard-earned rest. We pray to God that it 
should be as peaceful as it has been dear-earned, hoping a t the same time 
that when, in course of your peaceful musings, the vision of your old 
College will dawn on your mind, we shall have a share in them. This is 
a weakness perhaps, but we shall cherish it dearly. 

PRESIDENCY COLLEGE, Your grateful pupils, 
CALCUTTA, STUDENTS OF CHEMISTRY, 

The i8th December, 1937. Presidency College, Calcutta. 
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Current Science— 

[September, 1937]—i. SIR RICHARD GREGORY: Knowledge and Action. 
2. SIR E . B . POULTON: The History of Evolutionary Thought. 3. E . 
DIXON: The Indian Glass Industry—I. 

[October, 1937]—i. A. BERLINER: On the Previous History of the First 
Law of Thermodynamics. 2. E. D I X O N : The Indian Glass Industry—II. 

[November, 1937]—i. B . N. SREENIVASIAH and N. K. S U R : The Thermo
dynamics of Duststorms. 

Science and Culture— 

[August, 1937]—I. A. K. D A S : The Mystery of Cosmic Radiation. 
2. B . C . BHATTACHARYA : Fastness of Colours. 

[September, 1937]—i. V. BASU : Iron as Food. 2. B. M U K H E R J I : 
Ancient Indian Medicine and Modern Therapeutic Research. 3. S. M. SIRCAR : 
Nutrition in Agriculture. 4. S. M. SULAIMAN: Relativity Tested. 

[October, 1937]—i. P . B . SARKAR: Scientific Information about Jute in 
'Textile Fibres' by Mathews. 2. N. N. SEN G U P T A : A Critique of the New 
Ideas on Examination—I. 

[November, 1937]—i. A. K. D A S : The Mystery of Cosmic Radiation. 
2. B. D. NAG CHOWDHURY : The Heavy Electron. 3. N. N. SEN GUPTA : 
A Critique of the New Ideas on Examination—II. 4. A. N. DATTA : Psycho
logical Approach to Criminology. 

Scientific American— 

[August, 1937]—I. The 200-inch Telescope Mirror Disc. 2. H. N. 
RUSSEL: Old Problem—New Progress. 3 . J. A. MALONEY : Radium— 
Nature's Oldest Child—I. 

[September, 1937]—1. A. MAXWELL: Tailored Radio Waves. 2. H. N. 
RUSSEL: The New Martian Puzzle. 3. J . A. MALONEY: Radium—^Nature's 
Oldest Child—II. 

[October, 1937]—J. A. MALONEY: Radium—Nature 's Oldest Child—III. 

[November, 1937]—i. H. N. R U S S E L : Radiation Pressure. 2. H. T . 
STETSON: Weather and Sunspot. 

[December, 1937]—i. H . N. R U S S E L : The Rotation of our Galaxy. 
2. B. M. NEWMAN: The New Heavy Nitrogen. 

Proceeding of the Roya l Soc i e ty (Ser ies A , V o l . 1 6 1 ) — 

[No. 904]—I. J . G U I L D : Investigations in Absolute Radiometry. 2. H u 
CHIEN SHAN, B . B . KISILBASCH and D. KEDILADGE: Investigation of Cosmic 

Ray Showers at 4000 m. above sea-level. 
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[No. 905]—I. R. A. WATSON W A T T , A. F . W I L K I N S and E. G. BOWEN: 

The Return of Radio-waves from the Middle Atmosphere—I. 2. W. HEITLEE: 
On the Analysis of Cosmic Rays. 

[No. 906]—I. ROSA M . MORRIS : The Two-dimensional Hydrodynamical 
Theory of Moving Aerofoils—I. 2. H . W. B . SKINNER and J. E. JOHNSTONE: 
Fine Structure of Soft X-ray Absorption Edges I—Li, Mg., Ni, Cu Metals. 

[No. 907] I . C. D. E L L I S : A discussion on B-type of Transmutations. 
2. G. W. C. KAYE and W. BINKS : The lonisation Measurement of r-radia-
tion. 

Philosophical Magaz ine a n d J o u r n a l of Sc ience ( S e v e n t h Series)— 

[October, 1937, No. 162]—i. G. P . D U B E : A Note on the Calculations 
of the Pettier Effect. 2. R. M. D A V I S and W. J. T H O M A S : The Determination 
of the specific heats by an eddy current method. 3, H. LIEBMAN and T. B. 
LAVE: An Effect of X-Radiation on Colloidal Carbon. 

[November, 1937, No. 163]—i. R. M. DAVIS and W. J . THOMAS: The 
determination of specific heats by an eddy current method—II (experimental). 
2. K. MEUDELSSOHN and R. B . P O N T I U S : Thermal Conductivity of Supra 
Conductor in a Magnetic Field. 3. L U D W I K SILBERSTEIN : On Einstein's 
Gravitational Field Equations. 

Proceedings of the R o y a l Soc ie ty (Ser ies B , 1937)— 

I. The Measurement of the Intensi ty and the Colour of the Light in 
Woods by Means of Emission and Rectifier Photo-electric Cells by W. R. G. 
ATKINS, H . H . POOLE and F . A. STANBURY, page 427, Vol. 121. 2. The 

Growth of Chlorella Vulgaris in Pure Culture by W. H. PEARSALL and L. LOOSE, 
page 451, Vol. 121. 3. Anthraquinone Pigments in Galium by R. HILL and 
D. RiCHTER, page 547. 4. Observations on the Parasitism and Control of 
Armillaria Mellea by R. LEACH, pp . 561, Vol. 121, 5. The Transmission of 
Light and Total Radiation by Leaves by W. R. G. ATKINS, pp . 26, Vol. 122. 
6. The Structure of the Wall of the Green Alga Velonia Ventricost by R. D. 
PRESTON and W. T. ASTBURY, pp. 76, Vol. 122. 7. The Action of Radia
tions on Bacteria, I I I—X-Rays on Growing and on Non-proliferating Bacteria 
by D , E . LEA, R . B . HAINES and C. A. COULSON, pp. i . Vol. 123. 8. Enzymes 

of Some Wood-Rotting Polypores by S. R. BosE and S. N. SARKAR, pp. 193. 
Vol. 123. 

Annals of B o t a n y — 

[January, i 9 3 7 ] _ i . F . G. GREGORY and H. L. PEARSE : The Effect on 
the Behaviour of Stomata of Alternating Periods of Light and Darkness of 
Short Duration. 2. ERIC A S H B Y : Studies in the Inheritance of Physiological 
Characters. 3. T. K. K O S H Y : Number and Behaviour of Chromosomes in 
Aloe Litoralis. 4. R. E. D. BAKER and C. W. W A R D L A W ; Studies in the 
Pathogenicity of Tropical Fungi. 5. H . C. I. GWYNNE-VAUGHAN : Contribu
tions to the Study of Lachnea Melaloma. 6. J . H. E L L I O T : The Develop
ment of the Vascular System in Evergreen leaves more than one year old. 
7. R. H. DASTDR and S. SOLOMON: Study of the Effect of Blue-Violet Rays 
on the Formation of Carbohydrates in Leaves. 8. R. MELVILLE: The 
Influence of Environment on the Growth and Metabolism of the Tomato Plant. 
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9. G. B. PoKTSMOUTH: The Effect of Alternate Periods of Light and Dark
ness of Short Duration on the Growth of the Cucumber. lo . H. L. W H I T E 
and W. G. TEMPLEMAN: The Interaction of Factors in the Growth of Lemna. 
I I . F . J. NuTMAN: An Inexpensive Recording Manometer. 

[April, 1937]—I. F . C. GEREETSEN: Manganese Deficiency of Oats and 
its Relation to Soil Bacteria. 2. E . PHILLIS and T. G. MASON: On the 
Effects of Light and of Oxygen on the Uptake of Sugar by the Foliage Leaf, 
3. ARTHUR W . H I L L : The Method of Germination of Seeds Enclosed in a 
Stony Endocarp. 4. AGNES ARBER: Studies in Flower Structure. 5. B . N. 
SINGH, P . V. V. SESHAGIRI and S. S. GUPTA: The Response of the Respiratory 

System in Mango and Guava to Alteration in the Concentrations of Oxygen and 
Nitrogen. 5. DAVID A. CLEE : Leaf Arrangement in Relation to Water Con
duction in the Foliose Hepaticse. 7. W. DAVIES, G . A. ATKINS and P . C. B . 
HUDSON : ' The Effect of Ascorbic Acid and Certain Indole Derivative on the 
Regeneration and Germination of Plants. 

[July, 1937]—I- L. C. LUCKWILL: Studies in the Inheritance of. Physio
logical Characters. 2. L. CHALK: The Phylogenetic Value of Certain Ana
tomical Features of Dicotyledonous Wood. 3. J . BURT D A V Y : On the 
Primary Groups of Dicotyledons. 4. JOHN CALDWELL and JANE MEIKELEJOHN : 
Observations on the Oxygen Uptake of Isolated Plant Tissue. 5. F . G. 

, GREGORY, and P. K. S E N : Physiological Studies in Plant Nutrition. 6. A. J. 
E W A R T : Pigment Glands of the Tomato. 

[October, 1937]—i. O. N. PURVIS and F . G. GREGORY: Studies in 
Vernalisation of Cereals. 2. H. D. GORDON: Mycorrhiza in Rhododendron. 
3. E. D. BRAIN: Experiments on the Influence of Parathyroid and Thyroid 
Hormones upon the Growth of Seedlings. 4. H. L. W H I T E : The Interaction 
of Factors on the Growth of Lemna. 5. R. MELVILLE: The Accurate Defini
tion of Leaf Shapes by Rectangular Co-ordinates. 6. F . J . NUTMAN: Studies 
of the Physiology of Coffea Arabica. 7, M. FERNANDO: Studies in the 
Physiology of Parasitism. 8. E. SUTTON: Cytological Studies of Pisum. 
9. W. W. ALLEN: The Resistance to Poisons of Desiccated Plant Tissues. 

Plant Physiology, 1937— 

I. Distribution of the Velocities of the Absorption of Water in the Onion 
Root by HILDA F . ROSENE, pp . i . 2. The Frost-Hardening Mechanism of 
Plant Cells by G. W. SCARTS and J. LEVITT, pp . 51. 3. Methods of Research 
on the Physical Properties of Protoplasm by WILLIAM SEIFRIZ, pp. 99. 4. Effect 
of X-Rays on Lea Mays by MARY A. RUSSEL, pp . 117. 5. Nitrogen in Rela
tion to the Growth of Citrus Cuttings in Solution Cultures by A. R. C. HAAS, 
pp. 163. 6. Effects of Phosphorus and Lime in Reducing Aluminium Toxicity 
of Acid Soils by KENNETH E . WRIGHT, pp . 173. 7. Boron Content of Apples 
a t Different Stages of Development by W. A. DELONG, pp, 219. 8. Effect of 
Certain Nutrient Deficiencies on Stomatal Behaviour by MANHER C . DESAI , 
pp. 253. 9. The Continuous Measurement of Photosynthesis, Respiration and 
Transpiration of Alfalfa and Wheat Growing under Field Conditions by MOYER 
D. THOMAS and GEORGE R . H I L L , pp. 285. 10. Relation of Sulphur Dioxide 
in the Atmosphere to Photosynthesis and Respiration of Alfalfa by MOYER D . 
THOMAS and GEORGE R . H I L L , pp. 309. i i - Influence of Weak Electric 
Currents upon the Growth of the Coleoptile by N . G. CHOLODNY and E . C H . 
SANKEWITSCH, pp. 385. 12. Electrical Polarity and Aux in Transport by W. 

8 
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G. CLARK, pp . 409. 13. Exchange of Electrolytes between Koots and Acid 
Solutions by R U T H BEALI., pp . 441 . 14- Urease Distribution in Plants: 
General Methods by SAM GRANICK, pp . 471- I5- Contribution to the Know
ledge of Plant Prenolases by R U D O L F M . SAMISCH, pp. 499. 16. Factors 
Afiecting Cold Resistance in Plants by STUART DUNN, pp. 519. 17. Nature ol 
Blackman Reaction in Photosynthesis by ROBERT EMERSON and LOWELL GEEEN, 
PP- 537- 18. Fifty years of P l an t Physiology in Austria by L. LINSBANER, 
pp. 565. 19. Nutritional Characteristics of Certain Wood-destroying Fungi, 
Polyporus Betulinus Fr . , Fomes Pinicola (Fr.) Cooke, and Polystictus Versi
color Fr . by H . H. LA F U Z E , pp . 625. 20. Polar Transport of Aux in and 
Electrical Polarity in Coleoplile of Avena by W. C. CLARK, pp. 737. 21. Sepa
ration from Yeast of Materials Essential for Growth of Excised Toroato Roots 
by P H I L I P R . W H I T E , pp . 793. 22. On the Determination of Plant Enzymes 
by Z. I . KERXESZ, pp . 845. 23. Development of Carotinoid Pigments without 
the Aid of Light by WILLIAM A. B E C K , pp . 885. 

The Fortnightly (December, 1937)— 
I . HAROLD NICOLSON: Germany and the Colonies. (Written on the eve 

of Lord Halifax's projected mission to Berlin; it is an useful record of the 
varying opinions held in London, upon November 15, 1937, regarding Anglo-
German relations in general, and Germany's colonial claims in particular). 
2. IVOR T H O M A S : Coal Measures. (An 'explanatory article' on the four main' 
subjects in the Coal Act, 1937, ^.nd a comparison of the present measure with 
the 1936 Bill and also with the procedure of the 1930 Act). 3. W. J. TURNER: 
The Artist 's Mandate. (A wholesome corrective to the uncomplimentary picture 
drawn of an art ist to-day by his communist or fascist acquaintances. The 
artist is no escapist or egoist, bu t a realist with a passion for the concrete). 
4, D. R. D A V I E S : The Church and Social Change. (The church to-day is 
by no means a negligible factor in social change. The author considers, by 
way of evidence, some of the relevant activities of the churches). 5. SIR K. 
N. H A K S A R : Towards an Indo-British Commonwealth. 6. GEORGE PENDLE: 
Greece: a Mature Dictatorship. (A study of the abolition of the Greek 
Parliament by General Metaxas in August, 1936, and the survival, persistence 
and maturi ty of the dictatorship). 

The Nineteenth Centuty and After (December, 1937)— 
I . ANTONIO PASTOR: Spanish Spain (considers, a t length, the problems 

of Spain as a whole and from a Spanish, not a foreign, point of view). 2. J- S. 
BARNES : Considerations on the Ethics of Imperialism (maintains that Imperial
ism is a law of life and t h a t the 20th Century is going to be the century of 
Fascism). 3. R . ACLAND: Considerations on the Ethics of Imperialism 
(refutes all the arguments of Mr. Barnes, and predicts the triumph of the 
liberal ideal over the Fascist ideal). 4. PAN. ARISTOPHRON: Plato's Academy: 
Confessio Fidei on the discovery of the Ambulatory (this Confession of Faith, 
published for the first time in English in the Nineteenth Century and after, lis 
a fragment of the projceted account of the circumstances surrounding the dis
covery and excavation of the ancient Academy in June, 1933). 

Quarterly Review (October, 1937)— 
I . W , J. BLYTON: Government and the Individual (a brilliant protest 

against the State being too much with us). 2. W. F^ G R A Y : Dr. Johnson 
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in Edinburgh (a stimulating enquiry into the significance of the doctor's sojourn 
in Scotland). 3. IAN MALCOLM: ' Victoria Eegina ' 1837-1937 (celebrates the 
centenary of the reign of the great queen, and gives an appreciation of 
Mr. Laurence Hansman's delightful little series of ' Palace Plays ' ) . 4. LORD 
GORELL: Church, State and Divorce (criticizes the recent Matrimonial Causes 
Act, 1937). 5. S IR JOHN MARRIOTT: British Foreign Policy (tries to justify 
British Foreign Policy on the ground that its ultimate object is the peace of 
the world). 6. G. C. ALLEN: State Intervention in Industry. 7. CHING-
CHUN WANG: Extra-territoriality in China. 

History (September, 1937, Vol. XXII, No. 86)— 
I . T. S. R. BOASE: Recent Developments in Crusading Historiography 

(exhibits the keen interest felt at present in the Crusades and criticises some 
standard works on the subject). 2. W. L. B U R N : The Beginning of English 
Colonisation in America (discusses the motives behind the colonial adventures 
and also relates the actual process of colonisation in some parts of North 
America). 3. E. K. MILLIKEN: The Teaching of History by Means of Models. 

The English Historical Review (October, 1937, Vol. LII, No. 208)— 
I . G. MiCKwiTZ: Economic Rationalism in Greco-Roman Agriculture 

(throws some light on certain aspects of the economic life in ancient Greece and 
Rome). 2. A. R. M Y E R S ; Parliamentary Petitions in the Fifteenth Century 
(deals at length with the Petitions of the Commons and the Common Petitions). 
3. H. BARON; Religion and Politics in the German Imperial Cities During the 
Reformation. 4. S IR C . F I R T H : The Royalists Under the Protectorate 
(relates the suppressive measures of the Lord Protector as well as the Royalist 
denunciations of the former). 

The Economic Journal— 
[September, 1937, Vol. XLVII, No. 187]—i. A. C. P ioou ; Real and 

Money Wage Rates in Relation to Unemployment (an important article dis
cussing whether a general reduction in money wage rates may be expected to 
increase the volume of employment). 2. B . OHLIN, D . H . ROBERTSON and 
R. G. HAWTREY: Alternative Theories of the Rate of Interest (another instal
ment of the long-drawn bu t very important controversy started since the publi
cation of Mr. Keynes's latest book on the ' General Theory of Employment 
Interest and Money ' ) . 3. M. KALECKI: A Theory of Commodity, Income 
and Capital Taxation (another criticism of Mr. Keynes's Theory). 

[December, 1937, Vol. XLVII, No. 188]—1. J . M. K E Y N E S : The ' E x -
ante ' Theory of the Rate of Interest (a reply to the Ohlin-Robertson-Hawtrey 
rejoinder). 2. D. B . COPLAND: Some Problems of Australian Banking 
(embodies the view of the recent Royal Commission which criticises the present 
system and emphasises tha t the ultimate aims of banking policy should be 
" the reduction of fluctuations in general economic activity in Australia, there
by maintaining such stability of internal conditions as in consistent with the 
change which is necessary if economic progress is to take place.") 3. R- F . 
K A H N : The League of Nations Enquiry into the Credit Cycle (a summary of 
Haberler's Prosperity and Depression: A Theoretical Analysis of Cyclical 
Movement). 
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Economica (Vol. IV, No. i6, November, 1937)— 
An important issue—1. A. G. B . F I S H E R : Technical Improvements, Un

employment and Reduction of Working Hours (a brilliant article discussing all 
the economic implications of shorter working hours vis-a-vis employment). 
2. R. H . COASE: The Nature of the Firm (discusses the connected topics of the 
definition of a firm, of the margin and of the moving equilibrium). 3. ALFRED 
STONIER and KARL B O D E : Methodology of the Social Sciences (states and 
criticises Dr. Schutz's views on the subject). 4. M. KALECKI : The Principle 
of Increasing Risk (discusses how the size of investment undertaken in a certain 
period by a given enterpreneur would be determined). 

The American Economic Review (Vol. XXVII, No. 3, Sempember, 
1937)— 

I . F R I T Z MACHLUP: Monopoly and Competition. 2. ADOLPH ABRAMSON: 

Cost of Production and Normal Supply Price (holds tha t in current value theory 
normal supply schedules are constructed in monetary terms and then, in order 
to identify the marginal unit, a transition is made to schedules of real cost-
thus giving rise to an unsound economic theory; a better theory, according to 
the writer, would be to indicate t h a t the equilibrium price of specific commo
dities tends to equal average expenses of production). 3. KAETHE K . LIER-
MAN: English Housing Policy since the War (a well-informed article). 

Economist (January to December, 1937)— 
This year there have been mainly three controversies in the pages of the 

Economist. The first problemi tha t has engaged public at tention is that of gold 
in relation to the Tripartite agreement and the depreciation of the Franc. (Vide 
Economist, 17th April; 15th, 22nd and 29th May; 12th, 19th and 26th June; 
3rd and 17th July; 18th September and 2nd and lo th October). The 
second question relates to wages and employment (vide Economist, 20th 
March, r7th April, 22nd May, 4th and n t h September, gth, i6th and 30th 
October and 4th December). There has also appeared a number of articles on 
Capital, the most important of which are to be found in the issues of 3rd: July, 
28th August, n t h September and 20th November. Besides these three major 
issues, some minor controversies also deserve notice, the most important of 
which relates to the problem of population (vide Economist, loth, 17th and 
24th July and 4th December). 

Indian Journal of Economics (Vol. XVIII, No. 69, October, 1937)— 
I. BENDY KUMAR SARKAR; The Problem of Correlation between Exchange 

Rates and Expor ts (an important article; examines critically in the light of 
Indian experience the view tha t a lower exchange provides an incentive to 
export). 2. J . K. MEHTA: The Theory of Employment and Industrial 
Depression (another criticism of Mr. Keynes's theory). 3 . S. C. SEN and H. 
C. SINHA: Should the Rupee be devalued? (an interesting study). 4. H. L. 
D E Y : The Decline and Fall of the Gold Standard (deals mainly with the 
theories of gold developed before and after the War) . 

[It is interesting to note t h a t in this year Mr. Keynes 's book on the 
General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money has been the main target 
of criticism; he certainly deserves the credit of a t least start ing a long-drawn 
yet hot discussion spreading over more than a, year. The readers are referred 
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in this connection, among others, to the Economic Journal (June, 1936, March, 
June, September and December, 1937), Quarterly Journal of Economics (Novem
ber, 1936 and February, I937)> Economica (May, 1936), Economist (referred to 
above) and to the Indian Journal of Economics (October, 1936). I t would 
not be quite irrelevant to name some of the books dealing with the same 
question and published in 1937—i. R. G. H A W T E E Y : Capital and Employ
ment. 2. JOAN ROBINSON: Essays in the Theory of Employment. 3. A. 
L. R O W S E : Mr. Keynes and the Labour Movement. 4. KUCZYNSKI : New 
Fashions in Wage Theories. 5. E. C. VAN D O R P : A Simple Theory of Capital 
Wages and Profit or Loss. 6. HABEELEK : Prosperity and Depression. 

Round Table (September, 1937)— 
I . The Imperial Conference (an important article because of the appendices 

a t the end of the volume; the article emphasises that the function of the 
Imperial Conference is discussion and review, not decision and action). 
2. The Palestine Report and After. 3. Canada and the Privy Council (those 
who are interested in the future constitutional position of the Privy Council 
may well read this article). 

Adyar Library Bulletin, Besant Number (Vol. I, Pt. 3)— 
Rigvedacyakhya Madhavakrita edited by C. KUNHAN RAJA. 2. The 

Yoga-Upanishads translated by S. StrBRAHMANYA SASTSI. 

Indian Historical Quarterly (VoL XIII, No. 3, September, 1937)— 
I. Economic Geography of Kalidasa by K. D. UPADHYAYA. 2. The 

Islamic Kingship in India by A. C. BANERJEE. 

Journal of the Benares Hindu University (Vol. I, No. 2, 1937)— 
I. Harsa as author and patron of letters by R. S. TRIPATHI. 

Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society (Vol, XXIII, 
p. Ill , September, 1937)— 

I. Vigrahavyavartani of Nagarjuna—an important work of the Madhya-
mika School of Buddhism. 

Indian Culture (Vol. IV, No. 2, October, 1937)— 
I. The Rigveda and Mahenjo-Daro by D R . LAKSHMAN SARUP. 2. On the 

Identity of the Varttikakara by Dr. P . THIEME. 3. Kavya Style in Inscrip. 
tions of the Successors of th^ Satavahanas by D R . DINESH CHANDRA SIRCAR. 
4. Sena Chronology by M R . JOGENRDA CHANDRA GHOSH. 5. Studies in Gupta 
Paleography by M R . SUSHIL K . B O S E . 

Foreign Affairs ( October, 1937 )— 
[October, 1937]—i. Military Lessons of the Spanish War by Major-

General A. C. TEMPERLEY (an examination of the value of difEerent weapens, 
and especially of the anti-tank and anti-aircraft guns, as revealed by Spanish 
experience). 2. The Russian Mystery by " BALTICUS " (an elaboration of the 
thesis that General Tukachevsky was involved in an anti-Stalin and pro-
German plot). 3. Alternatives to Partition by VISCOUNT SAMUEL (an advocacy 
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of the plan for retaining the Palestine Mandate on a revised basis by limiting 
Jewish immigration and working towards a Middle East Confederation). 

[January, 1938]—i. Britain on the Seas by HECTOR BYWATER (a reassur
ing study of Britain 's strategic position in the North Sea, the Mediterranean 
and the Pacific against the potential danger from Germany, Italy and J a p a n -
as a result of rearmament). 2. The Unity of India by JAWAHARLAL NEHRU 
(a defence of the nationalist claim' of fundamental unity for India). 3. Totali
tarian Japan by GUENTHER STEIN (an account of the militarist struggle for 
complete mastery over the Japanese state and national economy and of the 
progress of Fascism). 

Hibbert Journal ( Oc tobe r , 1937 ) — 

I. Spiritual Development and its At tendant Maladies by ROBERT 
AssAGioLi. 2. From an Autobiography of Thought by BAKON VON OPPELL. 
3. The Divine Source of Liberty by the ARCHBISHOP OF YORK. 4. Death 
by JOHN W R I G H T BUCKHAM. 

International Journal of Eth ics ( O c t o b e r , 1937 ) — 

I. The Philosophy of Aristottle and the Hellenic-Macedonian Policy by 
HANS KELSNANY. 

Scrutiny ( September, 1937: VI. 2 )— 
I . L. C. K N I G H T S : Restoration Comedy—The Reality and the Myth (a 

challenge to defenders of Restoration Comedy: not t ha t it is immoral, but it is 
' trivial, gross and dull ' ) . 2. D. W. H A R D I N G : The Cultural Background of 
Intelligence Testing (a reasoned crit icism: shows t h a t the tests are characteristic 
of the civilization tha t has produced them). 3. T. G. R. G. C o x : The Great 
Reviews—II (the previous instalment discussed the at t i tude of the great reviews 
of the last century with respect to poetry; this time their at t i tudes towards the 
novel, the drama and criticism in general are considered; the writer's final 
verdict being: ' their offences, which have been exaggerated by a more senti
mentally genteel race of critics, are seen on examination to be very small in 
comparison with their solid merits of seriousness and critical conscientiousness.' 
An interesting section of the article is where the critical severity of the reviews 
towards mediocrity and worthlessness is considered; a gem of a quotation from 
the Edinburgh, August, 1814, must be reproduced here: ' Lord Thurlows . . . 
loves the Muse with a warmth which makes us regret tha t the passion is not 
mu tua l ' ) . 4. GEOFFREY WALTON: Abraham Cowley and the Decline of 
Metaphysical Poetry. 

London M e r c u r y — 

[September, 1937: X X X V I . 2 1 5 ] — i . JAMES B R I D I E : The National 
Theatre {of topical interest: a site has already been purchased for the establish
ment of a National Theatre in London). 2. G. S. F R A S E R : Poetry and 
Civilization (criticises the younger British poet^ of the day with respect to their 
attitudes towards life and civilization; the author, however, praises Louis 
MacNeice). 3. Three poems by W. H . D A V I E S . 

[October, 1937: XXXVI.216]—i. T . STURGE M O O R E : Legless (poem). 
2. WILLIAM A R C H E R : Ibseniana (unpublished letters from William Archer to 
Charles Archer: all about Ibsen and his plays). 3. E . M. H U G H - J O N E S : Art 
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and the Community (an interesting account of what is being done by the 
Federal Government of the U. S. A. to bring a r t t o the service of the com
munity). [An interesting contribution is a short story entitled The Pious 
Woman by SURESH VAIDYA. Also a classified list of the more important 
autumn publications]. 

Modern Language Review ( October, 1937: XXXII, No. 4 )— 
I. ARTHUR BARKER: Milton's Schoolmasters (breaks new ground: the 

influence on Milton's mind of Thomas Young, his private tutor and of Alexander 
Gill, headmaster of St. Paul 's School). 2. J. H . WAGENBLASS: Keats and 
Lucretius [breaks new ground: influence of Lucretius on Keats, and poetical 
and philosophical affinities between the two). 3 . B . G. BROOKS: Wordsworth 
and the Horatian Spirit (a rather fine essay defining the true Horatian spirit, 
contesting the common view tljat it is represented in English poetry by the 
Pope-Byron School, and discovering i t rather in Milton (in some of his sonnets), 
in Andrew Marvell, in Cowper, in John Akenside, and in several of the later 
poems of Wordsworth; criticises, incidentally, the concentration of critics on 
the earlier nature-poetry of Wordsworth and pleads for a study of his later 
poems which reveal the poet " f rom a totally new and instructive a n g l e " ] . 
4. S. D. STIRK : Gerhart Hauptmann's Hamlet in Wittenberg (an interesting 
note: tells about Hauptmann 's Hamlet play, Hamlet in Wittenberg, 1935, and 
his Hamlet novel, Im. Wirbel der Berufung, 1936; also about another Hamlet 
play called Hamlet in Wittenberg by Karl Gutzwok, 1835). [Also a useful 
list of new publications on modern languages and literatures, April-June, 1937]. 

Modern Language Notes— 
[November, 1937: LI I .7 ]—i . M. B A U D I N : The People in 17th Century 

French Tragedy. 2. H. BRADDY: CHAUCER'S Booh of the Duchess and two 
of Granson's Complaintes (interesting: shows the indebtedness of Chaucer to a 
French Contemporary, Sir Oton de Granson). 

[December, 1937: LH.S]—i . E. R. WASSERMAN: Prett—Restoration 
Poetry in Dryden's Miscellany (a useful survey of the poetic miscellanies of the 
Restoration and the early eighteenth century: refutes the common belief that 
the age was completely neo-classic and anti-lyrical). 2. C, R. TRACY: 
Porphyria's Lover (criticises the usual view taken of the poem as a study in 
madness: a good short note). 3. E. BERNBAUM : Recent Works on Prose 
Fiction before 1800 (a detailed and most useful bibliography). 

[Each issue has a useful list of recent pubhcations on modern languages 
and literature.] 

Modern Philology ( August, 1937: XXXV, No. i )— 
I . A. C. BAUGH: The Original Teller of The Merchant's Tale (holds that 

Chaucer transferred to the Merchant a tale originally intended for another 
pilgrim, probably the Friar and neglected to adapt it wholly to its new teller). 
2. E . E. STOLE: Hamlet and the Spanish Tragedy, Quartos I & I I : A 
Protest (discusses the textual differences between Qi and Q2 and their probable 
raisons d'etre, and dissents from Sir Edmund Chambers' theory about :the 
origin of Q i : an important contribution to the study of the antecedents of 
Shakespeare's Hamlet). 3. H. TROWBRIDGE: Joseph Warton on the Imagina-
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tion (shows tha t Warton's ideas were mostly of his age and thus denies the 
common view tha t he was a pioneer of t he sesthetics of romantic poetry). 

Englische Studien ( October, 1937: LXXII, No. i )— 
I . H. B . W O O L F : The Name of Beowulf (it has been held that since the 

names of the members of the Scandinavian royal families with whom Beowulf 
deals usually alliterate with each other and since the namei of the hero does not 
conform to the tradition, Beowulf is probably a nickname and the real name 
of the hero may be Mliheve, mentioned in 1. 2604, which incidentally alliterates 
with the name of the hero's father, Ecgtheow; the article supports the view).* 

*We wish to thank Professor Mahendranath Sarkar, Professor Jyotishchandra 
Sengupta, Professor Susobhanchandra Sarkar, Professor Taraknath Sen, Profes
sor Gaurinath Bhattacharya, Mr. Haridas Banerji, Mr. Ganesh Karmakar, 
Mr. Anantanath Bhattacharya and Mr. Debdas Sen for giving us valuable 
assisctance in compiling this Guide .—ED. 



Last Year'sjBooks—I 
ECONOMICS 

The following are some of the important publications of 1937: — 

I. Attlee, C. R.—The Labour Party in Perspective, London: GoUancz, 
p . 287, 7s. 6d. 2. Cole, G. D. A. & M. I.—The Condition of Britain, London: 
Gollancz, pp. 471, 7s. 6d. 3. Colin Clark—National Income and Outlay, 
MacmUlan: pp. xix + 304, 12s. 6d. 4. Dobb, M.—Political Economy and 
Capitalism : Essays in Economic Tradition, London : Routledge, pp. viii + 360, 
los. 6d. 5. Dopsch, A.—The Economic and Social Foundations of European 
Civilisation, London: Kegal Paul, pp. xix + 404, 21s. 6. Edie, L. D.—Easy 
Money, London: Oxford University Press, pp. 183, 8s. 6. 7. Einzig, P .— 
(i) The Theory of Forward Exchange, London: Macmillan, pp. xxi + 520, 21s. 
(ii) Will Gold Depreciate} London: Macmillan, pp. xiv + 178, 7s. 6d. (iii) World 
Finance, 1935-37, London: Kegan Paul, pp. xvi + 432, 12s. 6d.. 8.. Gide, A. 
—After Thoughts on the U. S. S. R., London: Seeker and Warburg, pp. 142, 
2S. 6d.—(In answer to the attacks on his previous books ' Back from the 
U. S. S. R., ' the author takes a 'more definite stand as a critic of the Soviet 
Union). 9. Hall, R. L.—The Economic System in a Socialist State, Macmillan, 
pp. XV + 263, 7s. 6d. 10. Hawtrey, R. G.—Capital and Employment, London : 
Longmans, Green, pp. xi + 348, 15s. 11. League of Nations Publications: 
(i) Money and Banking, 1936-37, Vol. I, Monetary Review, pp. 170, 6s., Vol I I , 
Commercial Banks, pp. 174, 6s. (ii) Prosperity and Depression by Haberler, 
pp. XV+ 363, 7s. 6d. (iii) Review of World Trade, pp. 91, 2s. 6d. (iv) World 
Production and Prices, 1936-37, pp. 136, 5s. (v) World Economic Survey, 
pp. 261, 6s. (vi) The I. L. O. Year Book, 1936-37, pp. viii+ 607, los. 6d. 
12. Report of Royal Commission to Inquire into the Monetary and Banking 
Systems in Australia. 13. Robbins, L.—Economic Planning and International 
Order, London: Macmillan, pp. TLV+^^O, 8S. 6d. 14. Robinson, Joan—• 
Essays in the Theory of Employment, London: Macmillan, pp. vii + 225, 8s. 6d. 
15. Sombart, W.—A New Social Philosophy, Oxford University Press, 
pp. XU4-295, i6s. 16. Stamp, Sir J.—The Science of Social Adjustment, 
London: Macmillan, pp . vii + 174, 7s. 6d. 17. Van Der Post, A. P .— 
Economics of Agriculture, South Africa: Central News Agency, pp. xxvii + 663, 
25s. 18. Viner, J.—Studies in the Theory of International Trade, London: 
Allen & Unwin, pp . xv + 650, i8s. 19. Webb, S. and B.—Soviet Communism 
(Second Enlarged Edition), pp. xix + x4-i257. 20. Whittlesey, C. R.—Inter
national Monetary Issues, London: McGaw Hill, pp. 239, 15s. 

U. N. G. 

POLITICS 

The following are the important publications of 1937: — 

1. E. H. Carr—International Relations since the Peace Treaties: Macmillan 
(a judicious record of international affairs from 1918 to January, I937)- 2. W. 
E . Hocking—The Lasting Elements of Individualism: New Haven: Yale Uni
versity Press. 3 , Edward R. Lewis—^ History of American Political Thought 

9 
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from the Civil War to the World War: Macmillan & Co., New York. 4. James 
Mill—An Essay on Government, with aa introduction by Ernest Barker; 
Harvard University Press. 5. G. N. Joshi—New Constitution of India: 
Macmillan. 6. B. K. Sarkar—Positive Background of Hindu Sociology, 
Vol. I : Allahabad: Panini Office. 7. Karl Marx—Letters on India, Lahore. 
8. J. Middleton Murry—The Necessity of Pacifism: Jonathan Cape. 9. N. 
Mitchison & R. H. S. Grossman: Socrates: Hogarth. 10. W. Steed—Hitler: 
Whence and Whither (Revised Edition): Nisbet. 11. A. Chamberlain—PoKfics 
from Inside. 12. G, Soule—The Future of Liberty. 13. G. Bienstock—The 
Struggle for the Pacific. 14. A. Wiesbord—The Conquest of Power: 
Liberalism, Anarchism, Syndicalism, Socialism, Fascism, and Communism, Vols. 
I & II. 15. L.Trotsky—The Revolution Betrayed: Faber & Faber. 16. K. T. 
Shah—Federal Structure: Vora, Bombay. 17. H. E. Cohen—Recent Theories 
of Sovereignty: Oxford University Press. 18. F. J. C. Hearnshaw—Some 
Great Political Idealists of the Christian Era: Harrap (Essays on Augustine, 
Wycliffe, Machiavelli, Grotius, Bolingbroke, Rousseau, Burke, Austin and 
Spencer). 19. E. E. Kellet—The Story of Dictatorship from the Earliest 
Times to To-day: New York, E. P. Dutton & Co. (Biographical history). 
20. R. McGregor Dawson—The Development of Dominion Status: Oxford (a 
comprehensive survey of documents, speeches, etc. with an introductory note). 
21. H. Finer—The British Civil Service: Allen & Unwin. 22. A. Appadorai— 
Dyarchy in Practice: Longmans. 23. C. E. M. Joad—Guide to the Philosophy 
of Morals and Politics: GoUancz. 24. P. Noel-Baker—The Private Manufac
ture of Armaments, Vols. I & I I : GoUancz. 25. E. Asirvatham—Forces in 
Modern Politics 

B. C. S. 

BOTANY 

Among the outstanding publications of 1937, the following may be 
mentioned: — 

1. Darlington, C. D.—Recent Advances in Cytology, London: J. and A. 
Churchill Ltd., 21s. net. 2. Bose, Sir Jagadis Chunder, edited by—Transac
tions of the Bose Research Institute, 1937, London and New York: Longmans, 
Green & Co., i8s.net. 3. Russel, Sir John—Soil Conditions and Plant Growth, 
London, New York and Toronto; Longmans, Green & Co., 21s. net. 
4. Schweizer, Gg.—Einfilhrung in die Kalte Sterisation Methode, Jena; Gustav 
Fischer, 4 gold marks. 5. Troll Wilhelm—-Vergleichende Morphologie der 
hoheren Pflanzen, Berlin: Gebrader Borutraeger, 27 gold marks. 6. Gustafson, 
A. F.—Conservation of the Soil, New York and London; McGraw Hill Book 
Co., Inc., i8s. net. 7. Kroeber, L.—Das neuzeitliche Krauterbuch, Stuttgart: 
Hippokrates Verlag, 12 gold marks. 8. Saunders, E. R,—Floral Morphology, 
Cambridge: W. Heffer & Sons, 3s. 6d. net. 9. Blatter Rev. E. and Millard 
Walter, S.—Some Beautiful Indian Trees, London: John Bale Sons and Curnow 
Ltd., 21S. net. 10. Boas Friedrich—Dynamische Botbnih, J. F. Lehmans 
Verlag: la gold marks. 11. Chronica Botanica, Vol. 3, 1937, Leiden. 
12. Pascher, A.—Heterorouten, Leipzig: 20 gold marks. 13. Schlenker, 
Gerhard—Die Wuchstoffe Pflanzen, J. F . Lehmans, Verlag: 4.8 gold marks. 
14. Sengbusch, R. Von—PflanzenzUchtung and Rohstoffversorgung, Leipzig: 
George Thieme, 6 gold marks. 15. Braun, H.—Pfianzenhygiene, Berlin: Paul 
Parey, 4 gold marks. i6. Drabble, Hilda—Plant Ecology, London: Edward 
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Arnold & Co., 7s. 6d. net. 17. Kiister, 'Ernst—Pathologie der Pfianzemelle, 
Berlin; Gebriider Borutraeger, i6 gold marks. 18. Lee, Bolls—The Micro-
tomists Vade-Mecum, London: T. & A. Churchill Ltd. , 30s. net. 19. Mobius, 
Martin—Geschichte der Botanik, Jena: Gustav Fischer, 18 gold marks. 
20. Stanford, Ernest Elwood—General and Economic Botany, New York and 
London: D. Appleton Century Co. Inc., i6s. net. 21. Stuart, William—Tfee 
Potato: its Culture, Uses, History and Classification, Philadephia and London: 
J. B. Lippincott Co., 12s. 6d. net. 22. Gardemin, E. und Weitkamp, H.— 
DieHeilkrauterfibel, Berlin: Falken Verlag, 7.80 gold marks. 23. Smith 
Kenneth, M.—A Text-book of Plant Virus Diseases, London: J. & A. Churchill 
Ltd., 2IS. net. 24. Darwin, Charles—Movements and Habits of Climbing 
Plants, London: John Murray, 2S. 6d net. 25. Higgins, Vera—The Naming 
of Plants, London: Edward Arnold & Co., 3s. 6d. net. 26. Kelway, Phyllis— 
Swift Movement in the Trees, Lonmans, Green & Co., Ltd., 6s. net. 
27. Malisch, Hans—Der Einfiuss einer Pflanze auf die andere (Allelopathie), 
Jena: Gustav Fischer, 1937. 28. Scott, D. H. and Brooks, F . T.—Flowering 
Plants, London. Adam and Charles Black, Ltd., 6s. net. 

J. C, S. G. 

HISTORY 

The following is a selected list of historical books which attracted attention 
last year:— 

A.I. Progress and Catastrophe, by Stanley Casson (Hamish Hamilton), 
7s. 6d.: a survey of the past civilisations in view of the present crisis, by a 
brilliant writer on archaeology, 2. The Nile in Egypt, by Emil Ludwig (Allen 
& TJnwin), 16s.: translation in part of the famous biographer's study of the 
life-history of a river. 3. Foundations of Roman Holy, by J. Whatmough 
(Methuen), 25s.: a highly specialised study of pre-Roman conditions. 4. The 
Roman's World by F . G. Moore (Columbia University Press):a useful summary 
of iirEormation about Roman life. 5. Cambridge Ancient History, Vol. X I — 
" The Imperial Peace," A.D. 70-192—edited by S. A. Cook, F . E. Adcock and 
M. P. Charlesworth (Cambridge University Press), 35s.: a very impressive and 
authoritative volume by an international array of scholars which enhances the 
reputation of the series. 6. Roman Britain and the English Settlements, by 
R. G. CoUingwood and J . N . L. Myres (Clarendon Press), 12s. 6d. : an up-to-
date survey of the beginnings of English history, forming the first volume of 
the new Oxford History of England. 

B.7. Church and Learning in the Byzantine Empire, 867-1185, by J. M. 
Hussey, (Oxford University Press), 12s. 6d . : a good sidelight on Byzantine 
history. 8. The Crusade, by Hilaire Belloc (Cassell), 12s. 6d. : a vivid account 
of " the world's debate " by the gifted author, g. The Early Dominicans, 
by R. F . Bennet (Cambridge University Press), los. 6d. : a strictly documentary 
history forming one of the Cambridge Studies in Mediseval Life. 10. Auto
biography of Giraldus Cambrensis—edited and translated by H. E . Butler 
(Cape), 15s.: an account of the patriotic Welsh churchman from his own 
writings. 11. History of Europe, 1198-1378, by C. W. Prerite-orton 
(Methuen), i6s . : a concise history of the central middle ages, in the form of 
an addition to the Methuen Series of European History, 12. Art of War in 
the itth Century, by Sir Charles Oman (Methuen), 30s.: an authoritative survey 
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of high value as a book of reference. 13. Sir Richard Grenville, by A. L. 
Rowse (Cape), 12s. 6d. : a study of the hero of " the Revenge," which has 
utilised materials from Spanish archives. 

C.14. The Netherlands Divided. .1609-1648, by P . Geyl (Williams and 
Norgate), 12s. 6d . : translation of t he sequel to the author 's famous "Revolt of 
the Netherlands." 15. Life in a Noble Household, 1641-1700, by Gladys Scott 
Thompson (Cape), 12s. 6d. : a contribution to the family history of the house 
of Russell, revealing a very able use of domestic papers. 16. The Early 
Stuarts, 1603-1660, by Godfrey Davies (Clarendon Press), 12s. 6d. : a valuable 
addition to the Oxford History of England series. 17. Anne, by N. Cornell 
(Butterworth), 15s.: a widely read biography of a queen whose reign continues 
to at tract much attention. 18. Edward Gibbon, by D. M. Low (Chatto and 
Windus), 15s.: an appreciation to celebrate the second centenary of the birth 
of the mighty historian. 19. The Amberley Papers in 2 volumes, by Bertrand 
and Patricia Russell (Hogarth Press), 21s. each: an epoch in the history of the 
Russell family in middle 19th century. 20. History of England, by Andre 
Maurois (Cape), 12s. 6d. : an enjoyable, if not profound, review by a brilliant 
Frenchman. 21. An Atlas of Empire, by J. F . Horrabin (GoUancz), 3s. 6d.: 
a useful series of maps illustrating Imperialism. 22. Foundation of Australia, 
by Eris O'Brien (Sheed and Ward), I2s. 6d . : a study of the " p e n a l colonisa
tion " of a new continent. 23. Colonial Period of American History, by C. M. 
Andrews (Yale University Press), Vol. I I , i8s. : a continuation. 24. Robespierre 
by Ralph Korngold (Macmillan), 16s. : an able and well-arranged biography of 
the leader of the Jacobins. 25. Napoleon, by R. M. Wilson (Eyre and 
Spottiswode), 12s. 6d. : an elaboration of the thesis t ha t Napoleon's struggle 
with England was largely economic, strengthened recently by the publication 
of Caulaincourt's Memors. 26. Realism and Nationalism, 1852-1871, by R. C. 
Binkley (Harpers), 15s.: a well-written and stimulating survey of a fateful 
period in modern history. 27. The Paris Commune, by Frank Jellinek 
(Gollancz), 8s. 6d.: , a vivid analysis of the first modern Workers' State. 
28. Britain in Europe, 1789-1914, by R. W. Seton-Watson (Cambridge Univer
sity Press), 30s. : a survey of British foreign policy in modern times. 29. The 
Diplomacy of Imperialism, 1890-1902, by W. L. Langer (Knop) in 2 volumes, 
7.5 dollars: detailed study of European diplomacy by an American professor, 
in continuation of his survey from 1871. 30. Grey of Falloden, by G. M. 
Trevelyan (Longmans), 16s. :a worthy biography by the famous historian and 
an a t tempt to vindicate Grey's policy and character. 31. History of the 
English Coronation, by P . E. Schramm (Clarendon Press), 12s. 6d. : translation 
of a topical and very learned book. 

D.32. The Legacy of India, edited by G. T. Garrat t (Clarendon Press), 
los . : a string of essays of varying meri t by different writers. 33. Cambridge 
History of India, Vol. IV—The Mughal Period (Cambridge University Press), 
42s.: the completion of Sir Wolseley Haig 's work under the editorship of Sir 
Richard Burn. 34. English Factories in India—New Series, Vol. I, The Western 
Presidency, 1670-1677. by Sir Charles Fawcet t (Clarendon Press), 18s.: an 
intensive specialist volume. 35. Mir Qasim, 1760-1763, by Nandalal Chatterji 
(Indian Press); based on research on the original papers. 36. Early Land 
Revenue System in Bengal and Bihar, by D. N. Bannerji, Vol. I , 1765-1772: 
a valuable documented work on the early days of the Dewani. 37. The 
Prophets and the Rise of Judaism, by Adolphe Lods (Kegan Paul), 25s.: tran
slation of a comprehensive scholarly work. 38. History of the Arabs, by P. K. 
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Hitti (Macmillan), 31s. 6d . : a competent balanced history of an important 
people. 39. The Pageant of Persia, by Henry Filmer (Kegan Paul), 15s. : a 
careful study of the position and prospects of Persia. 40. The Maker of 
Modern Japan—the Life of Tokugawa leyasu, by A. L. Sadler (Allen & Unwin), 
i6s . : an account of the founder of the Shogun dynasty overthrown in the last 
century, under a somewhat misleading title. 41. Prince Ito, by Kengi Hamada 
(Allen & Unwin), 7s. 6d . : a biography of one of the real makers of modern 
Japan. 42. Political Doctrines of Sun-Yat-Sen, by P . M. A. Linebarger (John 
Hopkins Press), 12s. 6d. : an effort to explain the real meaning of the San-Min 
doctrine. 

E.43. History of Peaceful Change in the Modern World, by C. R. Crutwell 
(Oxford University Press), 7s. 6d. : a not very encouraging but patient account, 
under the auspices of the Royal Institute of International Affairs. 44. Peace
ful Change, edited by C. A. W. Manning (Macmillan), 5s. : a series of thoughtful 
lectures at the London School of Economics. 45. Dictators, by Jacques 
Bainville (Cape), los. 6d. : translation of a popular survey of an institution of 
peculiar interest to-day, with a portrait gallery of famous men. 46. Europe 
in Arms, by Liddell Har t (Faber and Faber), 12s. 6d. : a study of British re
armament in the face of an armed Europe. 47. Anarchy or Hierarchy, by 
S. de Madariaga (Allen & Unwin), 7s. 6d. : translation of a French book by the 
famous Spaniard advocating a remodelled and limited democracy with greater 
emphasis on liberty than on equality, 48. The Irish Republic, by Dorothy 
Macardle (Gollancz), 25s. : a plain history of the republican movement in the 
second decade of this century from a frankly republican point of view. 
49. The Revolution Betrayed, by Leon Trotsky (Faber and Faber), 12s. 6d. : 
translation of the violent indictment of the Stalin regime fro mthe Fourth Inter
national angle of vision. 50. World Revolution, 1917-1936, by C. L. R. James 
(Seeker and Warburg), 12s, 6d.: Trotskyite attack on Stalin's leadership. 
51. Back from the V. S. S. R. : translation of Andre Gides now famous 
account of his misgivings about Russia. 52. Letters of Lenin, translated and 
edited by Elizabeth Hill and Doris Mudie (Chapman and Hall), 15s. : a selec
tion from Lenin's correspondence which perhaps throws more light on the 
movement than on the man. 53. Labour in the Land of Socialism, (Lawrence 
and Wishart), 3s. ; a record of and a report on the Stakhanovite movement to 
increase production in Russia in which Stalin distinguishes the Socialist from 
the Communist phase of society. 54. Soviet Democracy, by Pa t Sloan 
(Gollancz), 6s.: advocacy of the thesis that real democracy exists in Russia. 
55. Survey of International Affairs, 1935, by A. J. Toynbee and V. M. Boulter 
(Oxford University Press), Vol. I (i8s.), Vol. I I (21s.): the latest volume of 
the annual survey of contemporary history. 

(To be continued,) 

S. C. S. 



Our Contemporaries 

We acknowledge with thanks the receipt of the following con

temporaries : — 

1. Chittagong College Magazine, Chittagong (2 issues). 

2. Vidyasagar College Magazine, Calcutta (3 issues). 

3. The Dyal Singh College Magazine, Lahore. 

4. Sachitra Bharat, Calcutta (several issues). 

5. The American College Magazine, Madura. 

6. The Elphinstonian, Bombay. 

7. Brajamohan College Magazine, Barisal. 

8. Murray College Magazine, Sialkot (2 issues). 

9. Islamia High School Magazine, Calcutta. 

10. The Hughly College Magazine, Hughly. 

11. Journal of the College of Engineering and Technology, 

Jadavpur. 

12. St. Paul's College Magazine, Calcutta. 

13. The Durbar, Khalsa College, Amritsahar. 

14. The Kisori Raman Inter-College Magazine, Muttra (2 issues). 

15. Carmichael College Magazine, Rangpur. 

16. Malabar College Magazine, Malabar. 

17. Anandamohan College Magazine, Mymensingh. 
18. Scottish Church College Magazine. 

19. A Government College Miscellany, Government College, 
Mangalore. 

20. Journal of the Indian Chemical Society, Calcutta. 
21. The Sindhu, V. V. College, D. I. Khan. 
22. Ravi, Government College, Lahore. 
23. Hindu School Magazine, Calcutta. 
24. The Ananda Parbat, Ramjas College, Delhi. 
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THE PRESIDENCY COLLEGE REGISTER 
MUST BE ON THE SHELVES OF EVERY OLD BOY 

It will be a reminder of the days of 
College life 

It will revivify old memories of Association. 
THE REGISTER CONTAINS : 

(a) A history of the Presidency College and of (its 
predecessor) the Hindu College, and a list of the 
staff of these Colleges; 

(b) A register of ex-students who graduated between 
1858 and 1925, with details of their career where 
available; 

(c) A supplementary list of distinguished ex-students 
of the Hindu College. 

Price Rs. 2-8. 

To be had of— 
The Librarian, PRESIDENCY COLLEGE, 

CALCUTTA. 

NOTICE 
Annual Subscription in India including 

postage ... ... ... Rs. 2 8 o 
For Students of Presidency College ... ,, i 8 o 
Single Copy ... ... ... „ o lo o 
Foreign Subscription ... ... 4 shillings. 

There will ordinarily be three issues a year, in September, 
January, and AprU. 

Students, old Presidency College men and members of the Staff 
of the College are invited to contribute to the Magazine. Short and 
interesting articles written on subjects of general interest and letters 
dealing in fair spirit with College and University matters will be 
welcomed. The Editor cannot return rejected articles unless accom
panied by stamped and addressed envelopes. 

All contributions for publication must be w^ritten on one side of 
the paper and must be accompanied by the full name and address of the 
writer, not necessarily for publication but as a guarantee of good faith. 

Contributions should be addressed to the Editor and aU busings 
communications should be addressed to the General Secretary, 
Presidency College Magazine, and forwarded to the Collegef Office. 
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EDITORIAL 

A Charagiog World 

IT T is the duty of every retiring editor to thank those who have helped 
^ him in editing the Magazine; and this the present editor will do in 
its proper place. But he has a special reason for thanking the contri
butors to this issue; fortunately for him he has not received articles 
merely 'academic' in their character, current economic and polilical 
topics obtaining predominance. These and recent events the editor, 
himself a student of economics, must thank for suggesting the text for 
this editorial. Recent events, indeed, have been momentous enough in 
shaking us, for once, out of our academic aloofness. Let that be our 
excuse for looking beyond the four walls of the college for a while and 
seeing where we stand in relation to the contemporary world trend. 

It will be noticed that in this issue DR. SUBODH KUMAR 

MAJUMDAS gives a first-hand description of the rise of Germ.any, and 
MR. HARIDAS BANERJI gives an account of the shifting of power-centres 
in current European politics. It would indeed be interesting to note 
the many-sided implications of these changes, and it would Be our 
business here to deal with some of them. 

Our contributors have naturally dealt with their topics as isolated 
phenomena; but it is now apparent that they are not really isolated. 
Indeed it is not quite impossible or fantastic to deduce a principle 
underljdng the recent catastrophic changes. The phenomenal rise 
of Italy and the defeat of Abyssinia, the German annexation of 
Austria, the virtual defeat of the Spanish Government and the victory 
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of General Franco, the Japanese aggression in China, the weak policy 
of England and of countries depending on her, the disorder in France 
as revealed in quick changes of cabinet—all seem to point to one fact, 
viz., that the countries going down belong more or less to the democratic 
tradition and the countries rising do not. It has not been still decided 
whether democracy as a form of government has failed definitely. But 
there is no room for doubt about the fact that there is going on a 
regular process of the shifting of power-centres from old democratic 
countries to countries not belonging to the democratic tradition. It is 
a sweeping generalisation ; nevertheless its fundamental truth seems to 
be now universally accepted, though the details may be criticised. 

* * * 

A discussion of the merits and defects of democracy as a form of 
government need not detain us here; we pass on to the broader implica
tions of these changes. It is indeed interesting to note the divergent 
conclusions drawn by different writers. Some political philosophers 
ascribe the changes to the inefficiency of representative government; 
other writers argue that besides other causes there is a natural principle 
of decay which leads to the cyclical rise and fall of different systems of 
government.^ But one fundamental fact deserves notice. Democracy 
is essentially based on the freedom of contract, and the recent decline 
of the democratic tradition is not an isolated phenomenon—it is but a 
phase of a wider change as evidenced in the decline of the contractual 
system as a whole. In every direction we find movements against old-
world ideas about civil liberty and unrestrained freedom in every walk oi 
life. A sense of corporate unity seems to have dawned on us, and the 
very relation between the individual and the society which was the 
basic philosophy of nineteenth-century democracy seems to have changed 
thoroughly. It is not quite absurd to suggest that this change has not 
only led to reactions against democracy as evidenced in the rise of 
dictatorial forms of government whether proletarian or fascist in 
character, but has given rise to a social philosophy which is funda
mentally different from that governing the relation between the society 
and the individual in the last century—a philosophy which the socio
logists would call compulsoiy-familistic in character. In politics, we 
are having in every country stringent laws which are certainly not 
compatible with the nineteenth-century conception of ' civil liberty '; 
in economics, the days of laissez-faire have long ended, and inter
national trade agreements, international currency management, plan-

1 Readers are referred on this point to SOROKIN: Social and Cultural 
Dynamics, Vol. I l l , p . 125. His point of view may not be accepted but is 
certainly most interesting. 
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ning, etc. are not without significance from this point of view; and in 
society, we are having a lot of social legislation regulating almost every 
single act of our life! 

But there are other aspects of the problem which are of equal if 
not of greater importance than those already discussed. We have 
already noticed how a decline of the democratic tradition is but a phase 
of the decline of the contractual system as a whole, which in its turn 
has fundamentally changed the social philosophy of life and also the 
relation of the individual to the society. But we pass on to deeper 
problems; in fact we pass on from the social philosophy to the philo
sophy of life itself. This changed circumstance has led to a complete 
change in the attitude towards life. The curious self-complacency 
which enabled our Victorian forefathers to sit tight and sing 'God's in 
His heaven, all's right with the world' has gone away, and instead we 
find bitter disillusionment and the shattering of high hopes—the futility 
of the attempts of old-world writers at creating an ideal world! They 
believed that man by nature was good and that progress would 
naturally come to us; there was no need for taking any trouble in 
achieving progress. But time has revealed with unmistakable cruelty 
that man by his nature is not always good and progress does not always 
come naturally as was supposed—that the doctrine of original sin is 
not yet an exploded dogma and the theory of automatic progress is not 
always true as it was thought to be. In fact this acceptance of the 
doctrine of original sin and rejection of the theory of natural goodness 
of mankind or 'humanism' as it is called, is clearly a characteristic of 
the modern age. It may be called medisevalism by many; but it is 
certainly an aspect of the deep-seated change which we have described 
above, for it is, as Hulme remarks, ' the subordination of man to 
certain absolute values '^: it simply rejects the assumption that the 
unguided intuitive development of an individual is the best type of 
development; it sacrifices an individual to the altar of certain absolute 
values ; it is the characteristic of a compulsory-familistic society! 

We now pass on to the last, but certainly not the least, important 
aspect of the problem, viz., the impact of this change on literature. It 
is now clear even to a casual observer that literature, especially poetry, 
has undergone a great change; for instead of that pleasant dream-work 

1 T. E. H U L M E : Speculations, p. 57, 
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to which poetry was hitherto accustomed she has been employed in 
describing 5,800,000 rifles and carbines and 102,000 machine guns!^ 
The escapism of the romantic poets has given place to an acceptance 
of the here and now in poetry, and the jugglery of rhyme (or even for 
the matter of that, rhythm) to more ordered and reasoned rhymless 
verse. 

Modem (modem not in the sense in which we call post-war 
poetry modern; modern as contrasted with ancient) poetry, remarks 
Caudwell, is capitaUst poetry.^ It is capitahst not in the sense that it 
is merely a propaganda for a particular class; it is capitalist because it 
is a product of bourgeois culture. The apparent conflict between the 
bourgeois theory of spontaneous growth and absolute individualism and 
the bourgeois practice of economic slavery brings home to the poet that 
his experience of the earth and the universe is unfriendly and a 
restraint on his freedom. Hence the appearance of nostalgia and the 
necessity of escapism. It is no miracle therefore that with a change in 
the fundamental outlook, there would appear a school of poets who 
would accept the realities of life and thus avoid not only the divergence 
between the theory and practice but also the necessity of escapism; 
who would draw upon our everyday life for their materials of poetry; 
who would reject the sweet music of rhyme for its being an instrument 
of escapism and prefer rhymeless poems, thus not carrying us away in 
the stream of emotion but helping us to keep ourselves steady; and 
who would thus sacrifice individual emotion for the sake of a norm 
more intellectual than was hitherto permissible in poetry, a norm which 
goes directly against unrestrained freedom in poetry, a norm charac
teristic of the compulsory-familistic attitude towards life! 

It is a long distance from democracy to poetry and we must not 
go further. In fact we have covered a distance long enough for hard 
critics to find fault with. But it is an accepted fact that every aspect 
of our life is undergoing a thorough change, and it may not be 
altogether fantastic to suggest that there may be some fundamental 
principle underlying all the changes affecting our form of government, 
our social structure and our life and literature. And we conclude by 
saying that all these changes may be ascribed to one cause, viz., an 

1 T. S. ELIOT : Triumphal March in the Faber Book of Modern Verse, p. 121 • 
2 C. CAUDWELL : Illusion and Reality, p. 53. 
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outlook fundamentally different from that prevailing earlier,—an out
look which is responsible for the sacrifice of one for the sake of many— 
an outlook which is the characteristic of an era of stabilisation (to use 
Professor Commons's phraseology regarding an economic cycle) as 
contrasted with an era of abundance. 

THE present editor's term of office ends with this issue. It is a 
pleasure and a training to serve the Presidency College Magazine, 
specially under the guidance of our dearly beloved Principal. Our 
heart-felt thanks are due to Professor Taraknath Sen without whose 
assistance the burden would have been particularly heavy; and to 
Professor Surendrachandra Majumdar for having rendered valuable help 
during Professor Sen's absence. The Editor and the Secretary further 
thank their professors for active help rendered and students past 
and present for co-operation and encouragement and lastly the 
Modem Art Press and Bengal Autotype Co. for prompt work and un
failing courtesy. And the present editor bids farewell to all by extend
ing a hearty welcome to his, successor who would be entrusted with the 
weighty task of editing the Jubilee issue of the Magazine! 



ChroBicl© and Comiiment 
College Intelligence 

We are sorry to have missed this year the Founder's Day which 
had been an annual feature of the College for the last twenty years. 
The unusual strain and dislocation of work caused by the last session 
of the Indian Science Congress made the omission a regrettable 
necessity. Our College authorities indeed owe to our students a break
up day to make up for the consequent loss of much legitimate mirth 
and excitement. An excursion or a social being out of question in 
this oppressive heat, a performance of Tagore's Phalguni or Ritu-Chakra 
on the next purnima may not be quite an absurd suggestion ; it is not 
without precedent in the history of the College. 

The Annual Sports and the Annual Steamer Party were once 
again the great successes they usually are. Detailed reports appear 
elsewhere. 

Presidency College has fared very badly in Inter-Collegiate Sports 
this year in sad contrast v/ith her brilliant achievements last year. 
But we have had at least one consolation for us ; we have been 
fortunate enough in our Cricket team inasmuch as we not only 
annexed the Inter-CoUegiate Tournament Trophy but also scored 
several notable runs in the Inter-'Varsity Tournament in which our 
players played the most prominent part. 

Compliments are due to the Dr. P. K. Ray Memorial Committee 
for having done a good year's work. A marble bust of the late 
Doctor is ready and is likely to be unveiled in July next. A great 
omission is going to be repaired at last. 

The Staff 

The staff is practically unchanged. We are particularly glad at 
the recent decision of the Education Department granting an extension 
of service to Professor Prafullachandra Ghosh. In fact there could 
have been no other decision in the interest of the College. 

The present term finds the College without Dr. Prabhu Dutta 
Shastri who has been temporarily appointed to act as Principal of the 
David Hare Training College ; we are eagerly looking forward to his 
return. At present the Department of Philosophy has been working 
one man short ; Dr. Nalinikanta Brahma acts as the Head in 
Dr. Shastri's place. 
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Our "Old Boys" 

By a pleasant coincidence the Golden jubilees of the professional 
careers of two of our distinguished old boys—Dr. Sundarimohan Das 
and Mr. Kishorimohan Choudhury of Rajshahi fell at the same time, 
viz., late last year. The one has made his mark as a physician and 
social worker, the other as a lawyer and legislator. We wish them 
long years of peace, prosperity and happiness and active lives dedicated 
to the service of their countrj'men. 

Felicitations are indeed due to Professor Mahmood Hassan (1916-20), 
an ex-editor of the Magazine, who has been awarded the D. Phil, 
degree of the Oxford University ; and to Dr. Debendramohan Bose 
(M.A., 1906) who has been appointed Director of the Bose Institute. A 
special compliment is due to Dr. Bose for directly succeeding the 
late Sir Jagadishchandra Bose. We have heard of Dr. Bose being 
succeeded as Palit Professor of Physics, Calcutta University, by 
Dr. Meghnad Shaha, still another old boy (1911-15); there could 
be no happier choice. Sir Manmathanath Mukherji (1893-94) 
who has been appointed Law Member with the Government of India 
during the absence on leave of the Hon'ble Sir Nripendranath Sarkar 
(1894-95), provides yet another instance of one distinguished old boy 
succeeding another. And lastly our felicitations to Dr. Dabiruddin 
Ahmed (1900-1903) for becoming the third Indian Principal of the 
Medical College. 

Obituaty 

Presidency College has lost one of her oldest ex-students and 
perhaps her first M. A. in the death of Mr. Kapaliprasanna Mukherji 
(1865-69) who passed away recently at the ripe age of 95. He 
obtained his B. A. in 1865, his M. A. with honours in English in 1866, 
received his B. L. degree in 1869 and rose to be a sub-judge. In the 
death of Dr. Upendranath Das (1906-1908) we lose one of our most 
prominent ex-students in the medical profession. He had a distinguished 
career. Obtaining his F. R. C. S. in 1923, he joined the staff of the 
Campbell Medical School and was First Surgeon of that institution at 
the time of his death. The city loses in him one of its well-known 
specialists in ear, nose and throat diseases. 

Two recent deaths that have caused us the deepest regret are those 
of two of our students, Messrs. Vivekkumar and Kalyankumar Das-
gupta. The former, a well-known student of his year, died most un
happily of erysipelas a short time ago ; and his death so shocked his 
younger brother, Kalyan, that he committed suicide soon afterwards. 
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We do not know what consolation to offer to the bereaved family of 
the deceased. 

:(s 4: !|s 

The world of letters is distinctly the poorer by the death of Sir 
Mohammad Iqbal. Trained at the Sialkot Scotch Mission College, the 
Lahore Government College and the University of Cambridge, he began 
as a professor of Arabic in the Lahore Oriental College and also 
in the London University. Later on a leader of the Pan-Islamic move
ment, he joined the Round Table Conference. But his fame does not 
alone rest on his political career. As a poet and philosopher he had 
international renown and was one of those writers who have made 
Indian literature of something more than parochial interest. 

i^ * * 

Three other notable figures in the world of art and science have 
passed away since we appeared last. They are Sir James Crichton-
Browne, the eminent Scottish brain-speciahst ; Feodor Chaliapin, the 
famous Russian singer ; and Gabriele D'Annunzio, Italy's famous poet, 
dramatist, patriot and soldier. We take this opportunity of associating 
ourselves with the many tributes that have already been paid to their 
m.emories. 

Batifcimchandra and Hemchandta Centenaries 

Next June marks the birth-centenary of that great writer and 
creator of modem Indian nationalism, Bankimchandra Chatterji. It is 
our proud privilege to call this rishi of handemataram an old boy of 
ours. It is all the more interesting to note that Bankimchandra 
belonged to the first batch of B. A.'s coming out of the Calcutta 
University. In the first Entrance Examination held by the University 
in March, 1857, 23 Presidency College students passed out success
fully, only one being placed in the second division ; the prominent 
names in that list were those of Bankimchandra Chatterji, Chandra-
madhab Ghose and Jadunath Basu. To the first B. A. examination 
held next year Presidency College contributed six students, ' four from 
the fourth or the final year of the General Department and two from 
the third or the final year of the Law Department,; and of these 
Bankimchandra (Law Department) and Jadunath Basu (General 
Department) came out successful, though each was placed in the 
second division. 

We have been lucky enough in discovering in the Library the 
College Attendance Register for the year 1858-59 (there was only one for 
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all the classes in those good old days),^ where we find Bankimchandra 
No. 2 on the rolls of the third-year Law class. He is marked in the 
margin as a Senior Scholar, but the record of his attendance is far 
from satisfactory (thus he was present in only 12 classes out of 26 in 
June, July and August, 1858). It appears that he left the College in 
the middle of the same year, his last presence in the class being on the 
9th August, after which he assumed charge as a Deputy Magistrate 
at Jessore. 

Next June marks an occasion to which Presidency College must 
rise equal. Not only are her active interest and co-operation due to 
the centenary celebrations in which different institutions are likely to 
join hands, but she should have something of her own in the form of 
a meeting, a bust and a scholarship in Bankim's memory. 

We are also happy to call Hemchandra, the renowned poet, an 
old boy of ours. He was born in the same year as Bankim and was 
one year junior to him in the College. His academic record was a 
distinguished one and included a high second-grade Teachership 
Certificate in 1856 and a senior scholarship of Rs. 25 for two years 
from 1857. Hemchandra left the College while in the fourth year 
class and entered the Military Auditor-General's Of&c .̂ Later on he 
rejoined the College and got his B. A. in 185Q and B. L. in 1866. 
His genius found expression in more channels than one. He figured 
prominently not only as a poet of great merit or as an ardent patriot 
or as a distinguished lawyer, but also as one who made it possible 
for many millions of his countrymen to become acquainted with the 
great poets of the West through his translations and imitations. 
Arrangements for the celebration of his birth-centenary are already 

1 This register is indeed a most interesting document; it records the attend
ance of many another distinguished name (including Hemchandra's) besides 
Bankim's. We have discovered along witli it three other documents of a 
slightly later date. One of these is the Establishment Book of the College for 
the years 1859-61 and contains, among other things, the signatures of 
several well-known people (e.g., the late Sir Gooroodas Bannerjee) against 
amounts drawn as salary or scholarship. The other two contain copies of 
letters issued or received by the College during the years 1856-59. A 
glance through these old documents convinces us that they contain precious 
and interesting material for the past history of the College. There may be 
several like them in odd nooks and corners of the College for all we know. 
Incidentally, what is the College doing for the preservation and display of 
these old records? An illustrated history of Hindu and Presidency College, 
like the one recently written for Hooghly College by Principal Zachariah, is 
long overdue. ^And, in passing, may we suggest a renovation of the old busts, 
tablets and portraits in the Library? 
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afoot ; Presidency College would be lacking in her duty if she fails 
to pay a fitting tribute to her great ex-alumnus. 

Silver Jubilee of the Magazine 
With this issue the Magazine completes the twenty-fourth year of 

her existence ; next session marks her Silver Jubilee. We take this 
opportunity of appealing to all students and members of the staff, 
past and present, for co-operating with us in making the Jubilee 
number a success. Presidency College has a galaxy of ex-students, 
both qualitatively and quantitatively, as no other college has ; and it 
would indeed be a slur on the College if the Silver-Jubilee issue of 
the Magazine did not maintain and exceed the high standard which 
she has always been keeping up. We sincerely hope that our appeal 
would not go unheeded. The authorities of the College, too, have 
a duty by the Silver-Jubilee number ; we hope they would not be 
stingy in providing the extra money that might be required. 

Acknowledgment 

We are extremely grateful to those who have responded to our 
questionnaire on. the Progress of Bengal and we are specially thankful 
to Dr. Radhakumud Mukherji for sending in his observations within 
the specified date. But as other contributions have turned up too 
Jate for publication in this issue of the Magazine, we reserve them 
for the next one. 

A Complaint 

Protest was made in these pages just a year ago against the hold-
mg of the B. C. S. Examination in the Library Hall. This year the 
Examination was held there as usual, and once again the Library 
stood closed for over a fortnight not only to the students but, what 
is worse, to the B. A. examinees of the College at a time when they 
needed it most. This is most unfortunate, to say the least of it. How 
is it that a city like Calcutta with its Town and other big Halls could not 
provide any other accommodation for the B. C. S. Examination? 



The Makieg of a Nat ion s 
A Personal Experience 

PROF. SUBODHKUMAR MAJUMDAR, M.SC. (Cal), PH.D. (Munich) 

ADOLF Hitler, the idol of millions in Germany, is a complex 
personality. Not a German by birth, he has been acclaimed by 

the Germans as the Messiah of a new age. A bachelor and yet a most 
ardent supporter of matrimony and family life, a foreigner and still 
championing the rights of the "Fatherlands", Hitler presents a 
strange combination of paradoxes, of fanatical creed and sober 
judgment in his own life. The one undeniable fact remains however 
that he has enormously raised the political prestige of the land of his 
adoption before the foreign powers—the same, however, cannot be said 
of the "material prosperity", which was supposed to descend upon the 
German people with the advent of the "Fuehrer's" rule. 

The son of a poor Austrian Custom's official in the small town of 
Braunau on the Austro-Bavarian frontier, the leader did not reveal any 
striking quality in his boyhood and youth, with the exception possibly 
of an extreme waywardness against the father's wish that he should 
go in for High School education and ultimately qualify himself for a 
Government post. He went to the capital Vienna, instead and there 
struggled hard against dire poverty for a good number of years. The 
only education worth mentioning, which he received, was some sort of 
training in a school of art, which fitted him for the profession of an 
interior decorator. The outbreak of the Great War found him joining 
colours in a Bavarian infantry regiment, where he is believed not to 
have risen to any higher rank than a Lance Corporal. At the conclusion 
of the war, he definitely gave up his Austrian home and adopted 
Germany as his fatherland, although it was long after that he went 
through some form of legal naturalisation. Such in short is the former 
life of the unknown house-painter, destined later to become the 
architect of a mighty empire. 

It would be a mistake to judge Hitler's actions, as it undoubtedly 
would be in any other similar case, by the common standard of baser 
humanity. His ruthless murder of his one time comrade. General 
Roehm and his cold-blooded massacre of the Schleicher family in bed 
may shock the purist but- there was no personal vendetta to satisfy 
in these seemingly wanton acts. The one trait in Hitler's life is his 
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obsession with the ideal which he regards supreme, whether it be for 
purging Germany of the 'obnoxious' Semite or annihilating the "blood
thirsty' Marxist. In Hitler's philosophy Semitism and Marxism go 
hand in hand—there is no escape of one from the other, so both must 
be crushed. 

The origin of the German national sociahsm in its present virulent 
form may be directly traced to the injustice and inequity heaped upon 
an once powerful nation after Germany was forced to capitulate m the 
Great European War. If the leading politicians of the victorious 
powers had taken a broader outlook at that time and found time to 
reflect on the reactions which such iniquitous award was likely to 
bring in its train, the political history of Europe would have been 
differently written to-day. And yet one of the principal signatories 
to the treaty of Versailles, who was probably more insistent than the 
rest, in demanding the head of the vanquished on a charger, has by 
a strange irony of fate turned a most severe critic of the document of 
which he himself was the chief author. Alsace Lorraine was stripped 
off, Schleswig Holstein was taken away, a Polish corridor was created, 
a free city had to be made in the midst of the Germanic people to 
satisfy the vanity of the Poles, her armaments were scrapped and battle
ships scuttled and on the top of all, a huge war debt of milliards of 
marks was imposed on her already impoverished people. The Germans 
were asked to forget their national song about the Rhine ; the best 
mineral producing tract, the Saar basin, was kept under international 
control for twenty years and was released only after an overwhelming 
majority had demanded its return to the German Reich. The. whole 
race was sought to be immasculated by making it illegal for the 
German youth to bear arms. 

The years following the war were thus years of depression and 
stagnation in Germany. The economic pivot of the land was rudely 
shaken with the advent of the inflation engineered by the state to wipe 
off its internal debt. The state itself was in a hopeless quandry. A 
medley of parties fought each other in the Reichstag and a stable 
Government ^ s out of the question. The help of the old General 
Hindenburg, already in his dotage, was invoked ; Ludendorff, the one 
time military dictator was in retirement and boiling with rage. It was 
about this time that the principal actor of the great drama that was 
to be enacted a few years hence, was carrying on a hurricane campaign 
amongst the people of his adopted land. The German, who had been 
traditionally governed by aristocrats, shook his head and smiled at 
the audacity of the bourgeois leader. With the Swastika gracefully 
pinned round his arm, the new leader would suddenly emerge out of a 
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crowd and from a position of vantage would start his passionate 
harrangue blending rhetoric with hard, matter of fact reality. Germany, 
the once prosperous Germany, had been reduced to a position of 
serfdom through the machination of a handful of 'blood-suckers'—the 
Jews and the communists". Who on earth could resist the force of such 
irrefutable logic? The ranks of the National Socialist party went on 
swelling ; the party had even a small following in the legislature, but 
much remained to be done. It was a brilliant idea, though it failed 
for the time being miserably, to capture the reigns of the Government 
by a spectacular 'putsch'. Hitler had selected the beautiful Bavarian 
capital as the headquarters of his party—his innate artistic sense found 
expression in this selection as also in the choice of his country-seat 
later at Berchtesgaden amidst the most picturesque surroundings. With 
his own hands he had executed the mural decorations of the Brown 
House at Munich—the work was probably too sacred to be entrusted 
to any one else. The plot was hatched in a Beerhall—a strange place 
for Hitler to meet his colleagues, for he is noted all over the world 
for his austere, almost ascetic life—a non-smoker, a teetotaler and a 
vegetarian. The Hofbraeuhaus 'Putsch' made history, although the 
participants could not stand before the fire of the Government soldiers. 
Years after, when Hitler had become the absolute power in the land, the 
unknown graves of these 'martyrs' were marked out and made places 
of national pilgrimage. 

The old general had personal liking for the shrewd catholic, von 
Paapen ; von Paapen's blue blood was not probably the only reason 
for the presidential favour. Hitler's national socialists in the 
Reichstag had grown into sufficient number to produce serious disloca
tion of business ; the old man was disgusted in having to frequently 
summon the party leaders. Paapen used to be his first obvious choice, 
but even the shrewd Paapen could not hold such a motley team 
together. Fed up with repeated failures, the General summoned 
Hitler and charged him with the task of forming a stable ministry. 
It was a momentous step, unconsciously taken. The moment that 
Hitler left Hindenburg's presence the atmosphere became electric and 
in place of despondency a wave of enthusism, unsurpassed in its 
intensity, swept over the length and breadth of the German Empire. 

The present writer, who was at this time ( January, 1933) in the 
storm centre of the movements still remembers the tense moments, 
when popular excitement ran to such a high pitch as has seldom been 
known to be the case before. People of the Jewish faith were hounded 
out of their tenements and their belongings confiscated—even learned 
men, who had by their work brought distinction on the land, could 
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not escape from the onslaught. "The German youth refuses to be 
taught by the people of 'tainted blood'," cried the elders and professors 
who had grown grey in the service of the Fatherland were uncere
moniously hustled out. Einstein, the Zionist leader, had to bear the 
brunt of the attack—his bank account was confiscated and he was 
"de-germanised." Even his great scientific reputation could not save 
him from the wrath of the infuriated mob. The communist could not 
hope to survive the ordeal—thousands of people, suspected of having 
communist sympathies, were bodily removed to the 'concentration 
camps'; the Reichstag itself was purged of the reactionary deputies 
and the members, therefore, for the first time in the histoty of that 
august body, presented a united front. There was only one party 
to reckon with—the German National Socialist Workers' Party. "We, 
Germans, have no use for parliamentary democracy," cried the new 
fangled national socialists. Huge bonfires of banned books were held 
to purge the German nation of the 'baneful effects of undesirable 
literature.' 

While the leader of the German Empire was establishing himself 
securely in Wilhelmstrasse, an event of unprecedented character 
suddenly took place. The magnificent Reichstag building in Berlin was 
discovered one evening engulfed in flames. General Goering, the 
Prussian Prime Minister and the right hand man of the new leader, 
who had his official residence close by, ran down the, cellar in his 
night cloak, only to find an imbecile Dutchman, Van der Lube, 
actually playing with the fire. Caught red-handed. Van der Lube 
made no protest nor implicated any body. A number of German and 
foreign communists residing in Germany were promptly hauled up and 
a dramatic trial was staged. The eyes of the world were turned on 
Leipzig, where the trial was held. The judiciary, it must be admitted, 
was strictly impartial ; Van der Lube admitted his guilt but refused 
to say anything more. The other accused were let off but the Dutch
man had to pay the price of his folly at the hand of the executioner. 
The law of the land had been previously amended to make arson a 
major crime punishable with death. Thus ended the sensational trial 
over the cinders of a stately building, but suppressed whisperings 
began to be heard in Germany itself that the whole thing was a got-up 
show and poor Van der Lube was only a dupe. The prestige of the 
party was according to these gossipers at a low ebb and the Reichstag 
fire was only meant to rake up an otherwise stale show. It is hard 
to believe why such a costly experiment should have been made to 
recoup the lost prestige, if any really was lost, seeing that it was but 
the beginning of conquest by the national socialists. 
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One of the first acts of the new Chancellor was to seriously 
tackle the problem of unemployment, which had assumed un
precedented proportions ; out of a total population of 63 million, as 
many as 6 million were recorded as unemployed. It was really a 
Herculean task ; with the principal currencies of the world artificially 
deflated, it required the genius of a Schacht, to save Germany from 
utter financial ruin. Germany had all along been an important 
manufacturing country, but she had been dependent on foreign nations 
for her supply of raw materials. The demand for the finished articles 
in foreign countries decreased in the same proportion as the countries 
themselves became self-sufficient and were moreover linked by fiscal 
agreements with more friendly nations. With a trade balance 
dangerously one-sided, the last gold reserve of the land was being 
rapidly drained in paying for the raw materials which the factories 
badly required to keep themselves going on. It was at this time that 
the German scientists were summoned and asked to concentrate on 
researches leading to the discovery of raw material substitutes. As a 
result of these intensive investigations, Germany is to-day almost 
entirely independent of foreign rubber and mineral oil, the two most 
important items in the nation's raw material imports. 

Immediately on coming to power, Hitler caused a plebiscite of 
the German people to be taken on the desirability of continuing as a 
member of the League of Nations and incidentally on the legality of 
the Treaty of Versailles thrust upon them by the latter. The result 
was a foregone conclusion and this led the way to the rejection of the 
treaty, so far as the Germans were concerned. This had a far-reach
ing effect on the internal as well as on the external affairs of the 
state—armament-making was pushed on vigorously, thousands of 
people being thereby absorbed. The Chancellor had earlier proposed 
a novel plan of relieving unemployment by opening voluntary labour 
camps, where men in uniform were housed and fed and made to do 
some sort of manual labour, mainly opening out diagonal roads 
across the land. This was unproductive work and further entailed a 
heavy charge on the state in the shape of maintenance of these high
ways, but the plan succeeded in substantially reducing the number of 
the unemployed. Detractors were however not slow to point out that 
these Reichsautsbahnen were only a part of the general plan of 
rearmament and had been opened with an eye to strategic require
ments. 

The death of the old General served to complete whatever success 
there was left to achieve for the Chancellor. The last testament of 
the President revealed his abiding faith in the new socio-political 
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creed and its author, although sceptics, expresses doubt about the 
genuineness of the document itself. Hitler paid back the compliments 
in a striking manner by himself taking over the office of the President 
and refusing to be called as such. ' No man after the late General 
is fit to call himself the President of the German Reich,' passionately 
declared Hitler and henceforward he was to be addressed as the 
Fuehrer (Leader) of the German nation. This was the most diplomatic 
move of all ; constitutionally the President is placed above the 
Chancellor, having however little to do. Hitler could not think of 
having any one over him as the supreme Governmental head, far less 
could he think of abrogating the multifarious duties of his office and 
fade into obUvion as the President of the German Republic. 

It would be absurd to deny the unique position which Hitler has 
attained in Germany. Not that he has found unstinted support on 
all sides ; the army until quite recently had to be kept under the 
Junkers, who have all along led it. His own army of Brown Shirts 
was disbanded to satisfy the rival faction, the Steel helmets. Poor 
Roehm, who demurred, was quickly removed. It remains to be seen 
whether the new role of the Fuehrer as the supreme commander of 
the army lends itself to any reaction in the matter of its loyalty to 
the new chief. 

The clerical problem is still far from being solved. It was an 
old idea of General Ludendorff and his wife that Christ should be 
banished from the German churches ; the Semitic origin of the Son 
of Man was deemed a sufficient ground for rejecting him as the Saviour 
of mankind. The God in Germany must have also a Teutonic 
origin—how can the Nordic worship one who had Jewish association? 
Such an idea, needless to add, is extremely repugnant not only to 
the devout Catholic, who forms a minority in the state, but to the 
pious Evangelist as well. Hence has arisen the bitter conflict 
between the orthodox churches and the state, which enjoins all the 
citizens to be true German Christians. The head of the Catholic 
church in Rome has been issuing encyclicals from time to time 
characterising the new move as Neo-paganism. Denominational 
associations of young men and women, which were a feature of pre-
Hitler Germany, have been disbanned and merged into one great 
youthful guild, the Hitlerjugend and Hitlermaedchen. The state is 
striving hard to inculcate its principles in the minds of the younger 
generation. The children are taken away from their parents at an 
early age, if need be, in order that they may have the benefit of a 
truly German education. The state has appointed a leader of youth, 
Baldur von Shirach, whose duty is to see that the German youth is 
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not contaminated by Marxist or Semetic virus. History has been 
rewritten for the children—the war guilt fixed on Germany by the 
victorious powers has been expunged from school text-books. 
Compulsory physical training has been introduced for the youth—it is 
obligatory for students of the First and Second Semesters at the 
University to spend a few months in a voluntary labour camp, where 
they have to work side by side with the tillers of the soil. Agriculture 
has in fact been extolled in Hitler's philosopihy as the most honourable 
occupation ; laws of succession to agricultural farms have been 
amended to pitvent disintegration of Holdings. 

The most striking feature of the national socialist philosophy is 
its conception of the human races ; it is here that the German national 
socialism differs from other forms of Fascism. The Nordic races are 
the pick of the whole world ; long since exploded as a racial grouping, 
Hitler still clings to the idea of the supreme Aryan race. He refuses 
to accept the view that the term Aryan has more linguistic than 
ethnological significance. In his opinion, the traditions of the Aryan 
race have found visible expression in the true German arts. He 
would not hear that many of the distinguished exponents of fine arts 
in the Fatherland claimed their extraction from the Semitic stock. 
Wagner, according to him, is a real interpreter of the German national 
art, while Mendelsohn only a corrupter of the same. He reads 
something sinister even in the most sublime representations of art if 
the authors are not hundred per cent. Teotonic in origin. 

Will Germany again rise to the same position of intellectual and 
economic eminence, which she had enjoyed until a few years ago? 
This is a question which is agitating the politicians in Europe at the 
present moment. No power on earth can stop Germany from regain
ing her lost military power. But Prussian militarism has been once 
the cause of ruin of the prosperous German Empire. Will the newly 
awakened nationalism plunge her into another wo rid-war? A united 
Germany is a menace and a source of potential danger to her immediate 
neighbours, notably France. The experiment of muzzling a nation 
by the dictates of a unilateral treaty has been tried and has failed. 
The union of the Germanic peoples, the Anschluss with Austria, must 
be resisted at all costs. 

Political expediency is after all a hard task master ; even the 
Teutonic Germany can ally herself with the Latin Italy and Mongolian 
•Japan for political purposes. The yellow peril has been forgotten 
for the time being and 'decline of the West' is no longer seriously 
thought about, but such a business aUiance cannot obviously endure 
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for any length of time. The future of democracy in the world, 
according to many, is in the melting pot. But there still many who 
believe that in spite of the set-back which democratic institutions in 
many countries are at present experiencing, the d^ys of democracy 
are not really over and dictators are only passing phases. Sooner or 
later the great German race will settle down to some form of tolerant 
parliamentary Government, in which the Teutons, Slavs and Semites 
will sit together to evolve a still glorious future for the Fatherland, 
but the day as far as one can judge is not within sight. 



Our Modem Conception of Matter 
SuBODH CHANDRA BOSE—Sixth Year Physics Class. 

* 

IN our ordinary course of life, we distinguish all kinds of matters 
by their inherent quality of passivity in nature, such that a body 

at rest will always remain at rest and a body in motion will ever be 
in* motion, unless it is acted on by some sort of external influence to 
change the respective states. Basing "on this virtue of what is called 
"inertia" we have been able to classify heat, light and even electricity 
as matter. Matter can exist in three different states—solids, liquids 
and gase§. Under each of these classes there are various kinds of 
substances and many of them can be split up into simpler substances: 
thus water can be split up into hy'drogen and oxygen. In fact out 
of so many substances known there are only 92 which are ultimate 
and which the chemists call elements. In 1908 John Dalton, adopting 
an ancient theory expounded by the early Greek philosophers 
suggested that all elements again were composed of ultimate irreducible 
tiny particles called atoms. For a long time the atoms were 
supposed to be hard homogeneous little bodies ; but now it has been 
found that they are very complex in structure and are built up of 
particles much smaller than themselves. The particles are, of course, 
of the same kind in each atom. In different atoms they are different 
in number and are simply differently arranged, and as such the 
varieties of chemical elements exist due to variation of number and 
arrangement of these particles. The most striking difference between 
the atoms of different elements is the difference in their weights. 
The atomic weight of oxygen is 16 and that of hydrogen^ is i-oo8 
(relative to oxygen). But when the accurate determination of the 
atomic weights were impossible it was thought that the weight of all 
atoms were simple multiples of that of hydrogen and even a step 
further was gone in this direction when it was suggested that all other 
atoms were really built up of hydrogen-atom so that the hydrogen 
was considered to be the primordial substance, out of which all matter 
was built. But when the relative weights of all atoms were precisely 
known this idea was given up. Although the atoms differ in nature, 
a scheme as regards to the properties of chemical elements can be 
traced. Thus Lithium, Potassium, Sodium are alike. Beryllium, 
Magnesium and Calcium are alike. Mandeleef, a Russian scientist, 
made a table known as "Periodic Table" in which he grouped up all 
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the elements according to the similarity of their properties. This table 
is of so much value even to-day that it makes it possible to predict 
the existence of undiscovered elements from the existing gaps in the 
table. In fact an element known as Gallium which was long been 
predicted by Mendeleef himself, has been discovered and found to 
possess the predicted properties sensibly closely. This celebrated table 
at once suggests that the elements of different atomic weight enjoy 
similar properties. 

, If the atoms were merely hard spheres differing only in weights 
why should there be recurrence of properties in this way? On the 
contrary if we imagine that the atoms have somewhat complicated 
structure then we can admit that the atoms having a similar structure 
might exhibit similar properties. The truth of this suspicion has 
nowadays b e ^ exactly verified and has thus revolutionised ihe whole 
scientific outlook. Nowadays the atoms are no more looked upon 
as lifeless but as a reservoir of immense energy. 

Sir William Crooks on his investigation with electric discharge in 
vacuum tubes found the existence of some kind of particles which 
were wholly different from the atoms. Lord Kelvin later on found 
that they were negatively charged particles and were even smaller 
than the atoms. Thus it brought the scientists to a newer kind of 
thought on atoms. They surmised that these newly discovered 
particles were the primordial form of matter, and the atoms of every 
kind were somehow built up of these "electrons". Naturally next 
point that arose was how the atoms were composed of electrons. 
Since an atom in the normal state is not electrified at all and also 
since an electron is negatively electrified we may at least think that 
in an atom an equal amount of positive charge has somehow entered 
to balance this negative charge. These positive charges are called 
" protons.-" 

Our next investigation will necessarily be about the arrangement 
of the electrons and protons in an atom. To do this we must discuss 
precisely about Radium emanation. After the discovery of X-rays by 
W. C. Rontgen in 1885 Henry Bacquerel sought after the discovery 
of some kind of similar rays. He really could find from his researches 
that Uranium and all its compounds gave out such penetrating rays 
like X-rays. He concluded that these rays came out wholly from 
Uranium. But on studying a chief ore of Uranium, namely Pitchblende 
he was perplexed to find that it gave out much more powerful effect 
than the amount of Uranium in it warranted. He then concluded 
that inside the ore there must be concealed some other element. At 
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this point Curies took up !heir researches. After a long and laborious 
task they found a new substance Radium which was 2 million times 
more effective than Uranium. It was so active that it glowed in dark 
and continually^ gave off good amount of heat. Its radiations coloured 
diamond, it electrified the surrounding air. The radiation from 
Radium has three ingredients which are called alpha, beta and gamma 
rays. The alpha particJes are positively charged particles and are 
comparatively heavier, their masses Ijeing about four times that of 
hydrogen atom and their speed range between 9 to 13 thousand miles 
per second. Beta-rays are negatively charged particles and are nothfng 
but electrons and their speed is nearly equal to that- of light. Gamma 
rays are not particles at all. They are a type of X-rays. No. external 
agency has any effect on Radium. In 20,000 years its activity is only 
halved in the natural way. 

On bombarding thin sheets of metals with alpha-particles it was 
observed that many of them passed right through the sheet or slightly 
deflated while some of them encountered such a violent repulsion 
that they came out of the metal in the same side they encountered. 
Now since alpha-particles are positively charged particles and since 
two like electricity repel one another it is evident that these alpha-
particles must have coUided with some positive charge. Again from 
the intensity of repulsion it could be worked out that this inside 
positive charge is very much concentrated. From researches of these 
kinds the physicists were led to believe that an atom consists of 
intensely concentrated central positive charge with circulating electrons 
just like a miniature solar system. In all cases, however, the central 
positive charges were balanced by the negative charges in an atom. 

Now we shall discuss how the various atoms are built up of these 
protons and electrons. Taking the simplest case of a hydrogen atom 
which consists of one proton with one circulating electron we at once 
find the great difference between protons and electrons. Since the 
electron is very much lighter than a proton it at once follows that the 
whole weight of the hydrogen atom must be due to only proton. 
Really a proton is 1800 times heavier than an electron. Considering 
the case of a helium atom which has got two circulating electrons 

"we find that its atomic weight is 4 instead of the expected value 2, 
since we can expect in the nucleus of a heUum atom there must be 
two protons to balance the whirling electrons. Now since all the 
weight of an atom comes from the proton, the nucleus of a heUum 
atom must possess 4 protons and to balance the two surplus positive 
charges of the nucleus it is supposed that there exists 2 electrons 
cemented together with protons even in the nucleus itself. This brings 
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out the fact that the nucleus of an atom has a complicated structure. 
The number of the circulating electrons' in an atom is the count of 
the "atomic number" of the element concerned, and on this number 
the chemical properties of elements depend. Strangely it has been 
found that after a long series of disintegration of Radium we are left ' 
with ordinary kind of lead but with a different atomic weight from 
that of ordinary lead. This at once revolutionises our well established 
fundamental law of chemistry that all atoms of same element possess 
same atomic weight. Actually it has been found at J)resent that any 
particular element may have different atomic weights ; thus two types 
of hydrogen with atomic weights i and 2, three types,of oxygen with 
atomic weights 56, 17 and 18 have been found. These facts can only 
be explained in the light of modern atomic theory. Suppose we have 
an atomic nucleus containing 12 protons and 8 el«;trons, so that its 
atomic weight is 12 and the atomic number is 4. Again suppose we 
have another nucleus with 9 protons and 5 electrons so that its 
atomic weight is 9 but the atomic number is still 4. Since all cheî ical 
properties of an atom depend on the atomic number we find that 
we are dealing with the same element but of different atomic weights. 
Such atoms are called "Isotopes". There are 4 protons in a helium 
atom, hence it should weigh 4 times the hydrogen atom- But it is 
found that it weighs only 4 instead of 4 x i-oo8 or 4-032. Theory of 
Relativity accounts this loss by saying that this loss of weight is due 
to the loss of energy in the process of forming up of helium nucleus 
out of hydrogen nucleus. This lost energy is computed to be a very 
huge amount about 63 million times greater than the energy expended 
in ordinary chemical processes. If some day it becomes possible to 
detach this atomic energy it will be very easy to destroy the whole 
of the world. It has also been possible in the twentieth century 
laboratory in the hands of Lord Rutherford to change one kind of 
atom to a different one by simply changing the atomic models by 
some external agency. Thus we see that we have in the long run 
realised what the alchemists sought centuries ago. It may even be 
possible to change mercury into gold. 

Having seen so far about the electrons and protons and the role 
they play in the structure of an atom we can see that the fundamental 
building stones of the physical world out of which the 92 elements 
are formed have been simply electrons and protons. But to the 
greatest disappointment of the physicists this idea had to be abandoned 
from August 2, 1932, when Carl D. Anderson found, from his study 
on cosmic rays, the evidence of free positive electrons. Again, 
recently Chadwick of Cambridge have brought forward convincing 
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evidence of another kind of particle of about the same mass as a 
proton but devoid of any charge and hence he called them neutrons. 
Chadwick advanced his view by saying that the neutron consists of a 
proton and an electron held close together. But this new conception 
surely does not demand any fundamental change in the usual concep
tion of the nucleus. This new view merely helps us to locate the 
familiar constituents proton and electron within a nucleus. According 
to this view all the negative electrons simply became closely linked 
with protons, thus making as many neutrons as there were negative 
electrons in the nucleus and the excess of protons merely give the free 
positive charge of ftie nucleus. 

Thus finally the ultimate conception of an atom and hence of 
matter is that it is constituted of the negative electrons, positrons, 
protons and neutrons. 



Present Foreign Policy of Britain t 
HARIDAS BANER]!—Fifth Year History: 

T O-DAY Great Britain very much resembles the Pole whose sledge 
was dogged by wolves, and who threw out one baby after another, 

but remained complacent, saying to himself at each loss, " Oh well, 
why worry. I am not completely lost yet* Look there are some 
babies left still." To show how Britain came under the spell of this 
dangerous self-complacency, it is not necessary to make an expedition 
into details regarding her diplomatic relations with the Great Powers 
of the East and the West. It will be enough if I merely point out 
some of her recent political blunders which are responsible for the 
present predicament. 

Three and twenty years have elapsed since a war was waged, we 
are told, to end war. But instead the world has had a Treaty of Peace 
which has ended peace and, unless substantially modified, all possi
bilities of future peace. All the lessons of the last Great War, which 
will go down to history as the bloodiest and the most unfortunate affair 
of all time, seem to have been miserably lost upon the politicians of 
to-day, and the world is rapidly drifting to another cataclysm the very 
thought of which makes us shudder. It is in the settlements arrived 
at by the Peace Conference of Paris, and particularly in the Treaty of 
Versailles, that we must read the prime causes of the present inter
national insecurity. Russell has truly observed that it will be silly on 
our part to condemn the failure of the Congress of Vienna, in view of 
the higher standard of failure in 1919. " We are well aware," declared 
the German delegates who went to Paris to receive the terms, " of the 
weight of the hate that is here directed against us ." The attitude of the 
representatives of three important victorious Powers—Mr. Lloyd George 
of England, Mr. Clemenceau of France and Signor Orlando of Italy-
was marked by such a bitter spite and vindictiveness that it degraded 
to indecency. " We must carry out the edict of Providence," declared 
the British Premier, " and see that the people who inflicted this war 
shall never be in a position to do so again. The Germans say they 
will not sign. Their newspapers say they will not sign. The politicians 
say the same. We say, ' Gentlemen, you must sign. If you don't do 

* Read at the Calcutta University Historical Union on the 14th December, 
1937-
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so in Versailles, you must do so in Berlin.' " On the eve of the British 
declaration of war against Germany, Mr. Lloyd George had announced 
that Britain did not covet an inch of territory; and he kept his words 
by welcoming into his pocket the mandate of one million square-miles 
of brand-new territory. Germany lost Alsace-Lorraine, Memel, most 
of Posen and West Prussia, Upper Silesia and part of East Prussia, 
all her colonies and overseas possessions, all special rights- in China, 
Siam, Liberia, Morocco, Egypt and Turkey, the city of Danzig, and 
the Saar Valley (which, however, decided sometime back to return to 
Germany). But the victors did not stop there. The German army 
was to be reduced to 100,000 men and officers, and the German High 
Seas Fleet was to be surrendered to Great Britain. The German Mer
cantile Marine was practically crippled, and immense quantities of coal 
were to be delivered to France, Belgium and Italy, so that German 
industry might be effectively checked. But the most shameless part 
of the Treaty of Versailles, which compelled Mr. Keynes to resign as 
an expert adviser on behalf of the Treasury, and which required as 
many as eighteen Conferences between 1920 and 1922 for a final 
settlement, was the " Reparations " clause. It is said that Mr. Llovd 
George, while in Paris, was influenced by a telegram sent by two 
himdred Conservative M.P.'s—asking him to demand from Germany a 
sum that could not be covered by the entire amount of gold then known 
to the world. The monstrosity of this " Carthaginian Peace," as a 
whole, can only be realised when we remember that as many as three 
compacts had to be reached subsequently to make it more decent to 
look at=: they were the Dawes plan, the Treaty of Locarno and the 
Kellogg Pact. In a word, Great Britain and France, in particular, 
were bent on ousting the German nation from the family of Great 
Powers of the world; and President Wilson of the United States ot 
America, well-intentioned but inexperienced, was completely out
witted by the Big Three. The much talked of balance of Power ceased 
to exist; France became supreme on land and England on the seas. 
It is interesting to note in this connexion the remarkable prophecy of 
Mr. Arthur Henderson which has come true to the very letter: " The 
complete economic ruin of Germany will inevitably bring about the 
downfall of the moderates and a struggle for power between the military 
reactionaries and the extremists. The only certainty with regard to the 
issue of that struggle is that it would be fatal to the peace and recovery 
of Europe." 

It is needless to mention the penalties meted out to Austria-Hungary, 
Bulgaria and Turkey, for the brutal punishment of Germany is in itself 
eloquent of the aggressive mentality of the victors. But, in order to 

4 
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understand thoroughly the present international situation, it is necessary 
to remember the bitter atmosphere even in the victorious camp, which 
arose out of mutual jealousy and bad faith. The United States of 
America would not recognise the racial equality of Japan and persisted 
in her ascendancy in the New World. Great Britain would not limit 
her armaments and also retained her independence with regard to the 
clause (in the Fourteen Points) relating to the freedom of the seas. Italy 
wanted the question of Fiume settled first, but was disappointed. 
France would not allow Germany a respectable national life, in spite of 
President Wilson's appeal. Japan secured Shantung in defiance of the 
Chinese claims to it. What is worse, the Allies conveniently forgot the 
services rendered by China during the War, and turned a deaf ear to 
her legitimate demands: the abolition of extra-territoriality and tariff 
autonomy, the cancellation of the foreign " spheres of influence" the 
withdrawal of foreign troops, of foreign postal and telegraph officers and 
of foreign concessions. President Wilson's pet theory of self-determina
tion, included in his Fourteen Points, thus became a sonorous fiction 
to the Chinese people. 

Mr. H. G. Wells, in an article written in 1927, observed that at 
three cardinal points, the British Government Ijad committed criminal 
blunders. In the first place, it had " carried its support of the aggres
sive and reactionary Mussolini dictatorship to a pitch which amounted 
to a virtual betrayal of both France and the republican regime in 
Germany. . . . This tawdry, unclean tyranny in Italy insults and 
threatens France." Secondly, the British Government failed " to get 
to an understanding with the United States upon the issue of disarma
ment. . . . The Government has its excuses for its failure at Geneva. 
It puts the blame on the American Representatives." In the third 
place, ' for an amount of espionage and propaganda not much, if at 
all, greater than that normally practised by all the Chief Governments 
of the world, the Russian representatives in London were expelled in 
the most insulting manner, and the premises of the Russian Trade Dele
gation burgled." This particular incident gave rise to a general im
pression that Great Britain was an enemy of Russia ; and the latter 
naturally sought to retaliate. It was absolutely unnecessary to stimulate 
this hostility, because the traditional antagonism was dying down, and 
mutual intercourse was increasing. If Mr. Wells were to write his 
article to-day, he could have enumerated many more tragic mistakes 
on the part of the British politicians. He has correctly pointed out that 
the British Government " goes on upon the old diplomatic, militarist, 
nationalist and competitive lines," and that it lacks the mental flexi
bility which is essential for adapting oneself to new circumstances. The 
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British Foreign Minister really works under the guidance of the perma
nent officials, and this largely accounts for the old-fashioned policy of 
Great Britain. Some occasional re-assuring utterances by the Foreign 
Minister are but the verbal expressions of his own personal feelings, 
which have nothing to do with the official policy he has to pursue. 

The worst feature of the present foreign policy of Britain is, how
ever, its dubious character. Britain did not raise her little finger in 
protest, when Germany tore up the Treaty of Locarno and occupied 
the Rhineland, The same curious reticence marked the British foreign 
policy, when Germany, in scornful defiance of the Treaty of Versailles, 
piled up armaments on a scale unprecedented in the history of Western 
Europe, and seceded from the League of Nations for the pursuance of 
an uninterrupted aggressive policy in a much wider political arena. In 
her dealings with Germany, Britain, from the very beginning betrayed 
a pathetic lack of mental equilibrium. She did not care to stitch in 
time; and as Germany, armed to the teeth, demands to-day a " sphere 
of influence " right upon the continent and the colonies she lost after 
the War, what can Great Britain do but look round in suppressed fear 
and agony and summon abortive conferences? In reply to the follow
ing type of German outbursts, she blurts out not a syllable. " We 

now war," declared General Goering the other day " the nations 
of the world must listen with increasing attention to-day to what 
Germany demands. We have the same rights as other nations. We 
shall not cease to demand our colonial rights. We shall succeed not 
through the goodwill of others, but through our own strength." The 
German influence is already supreme in Yugoslavia, Roumania and 
Greece ; and it will not be long before Czecho-Slovakia suffers the same 
fate. Besides, the British consent to the German-Polish Pact has con
siderably weakened the position of France on the continent. It is 
strongly rumoured to-day that the principal purpose of Lord Halifax's 
visit to Berlin was to discuss a proposed Anglo-German bargain, 
whereby Germany would offer a ten-year " colonial truce " to Britain 
in exchange for a free hand to attack countries in Eastern Europe. We 
are also told that this proposal came from the British Cabinet, and not 
from Herr Hitler. It is felt that this overture will not only satisfy 
Germany—for it is essential for her to secure freedom of movement in 
Eastern Europe in preparation for her contemplated attack on the 
Ukraine—but will also pacify the majority wing of the Conservative 
Party at home which still opposes the public dismemberment of the 
British Empire, as being a price too high for accommodating Germany. 
Evidently, the fate of the smaller States of Eastern and Southern Europe 
hangs on the balance. It is, therefore, quite natural for some people 
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to accuse the British Government of Fascist predilections. Political 
critics have also pointed to " the fear of the (British) rilling class, once 
Liberal in outlook, of Sociahst challenge to its privileged position," and 
have asserted that " ideology and class-interests of the British politicians 
favour Fascist aggression." Great Britain, the champion of victims in 
all ages and the stout exponent of the principle of self-determination 
throughout the nineteenth century, is going to betray one small nation 
after another to Fascist aggression for no fault of their own. Great 
Britain may temporarily profit by this diplomatic revolution. But 
there is no gain in such hand-to-mouth bargainings, and the evil day 
is only indefinitely put off. What is worse, this process will leave her 
morally bankrupt. 

It is, therefore, transparent even to a casual observer that the 
recent violation of some important treaty obligations by Germany as 
well as her mihtary threats are but the necessary reaction against the 
savage punishment she had been subjected to in 1919, and that Herr 
Hitler is only a child of the Treaty of Versailles. Hitler found suffi
cient combustible elements in post-war Germany which could be easily 
utilised for the creation of all that Hitlerism implies to-day. The 
German nation almost to a man rallied round this opportunist 
demagogue with courage of despair, for he had promised them 
relief. We have the same scene in Italy. It was the Fiuroe expedition 
which brought to the forefront the eminently theatrical figure of 
Mussolini. The refusal of the Powers to grant Fiume to Italy, 
without which her political unification could not be complete, turned out 
to be a blessing in disguise. It was quickly followed by the rise of 
the Fascist Dictatorship which has not only engaged the attention of 
the world to-day, but has seriously menaced universal peace and tran
quillity by its aggressive designs both on the Continent and abroad. It 
is Mussolini, who, more than anyone else, was responsible for the total 
discomfiture of the League of Nations. As in the days of the Triple 
Alliance, community of interests has bound Germany and Italy together; 
and it is with German support that Italy has more than avenged the 
trickery practised on her by the satiated Powers in 1919. She con
quered Abyssinia in utter defiance of universal public opinion as well 
as of the nominal threats of the League; and she aspires to-day to 
convert the Mediterranean Sea into an Italian Lake. What did Great 
Britain do to counteract the Italian designs on Abyssinia which might 
seriously jeopardise the British dominions in Africa? And what steps 
has Britain proposed to take against the Italian menace in the 
Mediterranean which will not only affect her trade routes to the East, 
but will also endanger the position of her Eastern Empire? One can 
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only gasp out, " Nothing." On the contrary, Great Britain has been 
regularly flirting with the Italian Dictator and placating him even at 
the expense of her own prestige. One wonders at the difference of tone 
between Mr. Chamberlain's earnest letter to Mussolini and the latter's 
passing reference to the British Cabinet in return. General De Bono, 
formerly the Italian Commander-in-Chief in Abyssinia, has confessed that 
if oil sanction were imposed by Britain on Italy, it would not have 
plunged the former into war, but would have made it impossible for 
Italy to carry on her Abyssinian adventure. In this connexion, no less 

. a person than Professor Keynes, who has resolutely defended the pre
sent British foreign policy and whose arguments for peace-at-any-price 
we shall discuss a little later, remarks, " Near the beginning of the 
Abyssinian affairs, our Foreign Office was guilty of the gravest and 
most disastrous error of policy in recent history. It is natural, there
fore, to distrust them (British Politicians)." The folly of the British 
Government will appear all the more unfortunate if we remember its 
election pledges of 1935 wherein we find the following sentence: " In 
the present unhappy dispute between Italy and Abyssinia, there will 
be no wavering." About a fortnight before the General Election of 
1935, Sir Samuel Hoare, the then Foreign Secretary made a brilliant 
speech in the Assembly of the League of Nations, declaring that Great 
Britain would stand firm against aggression in Abyssinia and elsewhere. 
Mr. Eden, the then Under-Secretary, also announced that the League 
of Nations would take swift measures to stop bloodshed in Abyssinia. 
Before long, however, the scandal of the IIoare-Laval discussion to 
partition Abyssinia raised the public feeling in Britain to such a pitch 
that Sir Samuel was temporarily thrown out of the Cabinet. The 
election promise of 1935 to carry ont " steady and collective resistance 
to aU acts of unprovoked aggression " was merely an eye-wash, as 
subsequent incidents have proved, and was designed to win over the 
electorate just on the eve of the General Election. 

To turn to the Spanish affairs. Great Britain is not certainly 
" disinterested " in the Spanish conflict, as Sir Samuel Hoare put it. 
Mr. Eden himself admitted that such a sfatement was misleading, and 
declared that Britain was so vitally affected both economically and 
strategically that she was prepared to fight for her interests in Spain or 
anywhere else in the Mediterranean. Britain does not certainly relish 
any such developments as are likely to imperil her economic interests 
in Spain, the supply of petrol from Iraq, the direct air and naval routes 
to the East and the security of strategic positions like Gibraltar, Malta, 
Port Said, etc. She is bound to prevent Spain from becoming a German 
or Italian colony, according to all canons of statesmanship. Britain 
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knows that Italy and Germany do not fight in Spain merely for the sake 
of an ideology. Their aims are much more realistic, and the phrase, 
" Ideological Conflict," is to them only a rhetorical figure. While a 
friendly Spain is almost indispensable to Italy in the pursuance of her 
imperialist designs in Africa and in her endeavour to establish naval 
supremacy throughout the Mediterranean, it also promises Germany 
the revival of her lost influence in Morocco and an easier route for an 
attack on France. The Anglo-French entente has already been con
siderably weakened; and in the event of General Franco's victory in 
Spain, France will be hemmed in on three sides by a ring of Fascist 
Powers. In that case, the naval and aerial communications of France 
with her African colonies, as well as her import of raw materials from 
Africa and petrol from Syria, will be threatened. Besides, France has 
her own internal troubles, and the recently discovered conspiracy of 
the " Cagoulards " to overthrow the Republic seems to be politically 
connected with the Fascist Powers. Russia and Czecho-Slovakia, the 
allies of France, are so remote that their timely military assistance may 
not be easy to receive. To-day France is, therefore, more than ever 
dependent on Great Britain; and this accounts for the timid and waver
ing policy of the French Government. France, like every other Power, is 
afraid of any unilateral action, and has no other alternative than to 
watch closely and patiently the course of the British foreign policy. 
But did Great Britain exert herself in earnest to stop the so-called 
Spanish Civil War? Those who have followed the activities of the Non
intervention Committee and the conduct of Lord Plymouth will never 
doubt that ' ' British policy has been in its tepid way rather favourable 
to Franco than to the Spanish Government." In fact, the Non-interven
tion Committee was a huge joke; and even its formation was much 
delayed by Italy and Germany. Their hostile attitude was also instru
mental in hastening the collapse of the subsequent anrangement for 
petrolling the seas. The frequent military despatches from Italy, 
Germany and Portugal to the Spanish Insurgents have so much added 
to their strength that to-day they occupy almost two-thirds of Spain. 

Lastly, we come to Japan. Japan to-day is the " bugbear of the 
Pacific, and her expansion the supreme problem of Far Eastern, even 
of world, politics." The centre of political gravity has definitely 
shifted to the Pacific ; and Theodore Roosevelt perhaps rightly observed 
that the Pacific Era was "destined to be the greatest of all." But 
Great Britain, as we shall presently see, has failed to rise equal to the 
occasion. The Manchukuo episode convinced the world of the fatal 
weakness of Great Britain. Britain may sympathise with the economic 
and commercial problems of Japan ; but could not the latter find any 
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solution except in the annexation of Chinese territories? Great Britain 
temporarily forgot that as an imperialist Power, she was bound to 
quarrel with the imperiaUst Japan. It is due to the failure to check 
Japan in 1931 that a Mongokuo is going to follow in the wake of 
Manchukuo ; and it is also due to that failure that Japan has thrown 
to the winds the Pacific fleet ratio of 5 :5 :3 , and is threatening to-day 
the British possessions in Asia and Australia. But what is really 
curious in this connexion is that Mr. Eden and some British journals 
have betrayed, perhaps in some unguarded moments, their latent bias 
for Japan in her "mission of peace"^—for so we are told—in China. 
On July 19, Mr. Eden stated that "Japan had not deliberately provoked 
the situation and that he sympathised with her difficulties," On the 
29th of the same month again, Mr. Eden, in reply to Mr. Benn's 
question, announced that he did not make it clear to the Japanese 
Government that Britain would not approve of any attempt at territorial 
annexation in China, which would constitute a flagrant violation of the 
Nine-Power Treat}'. His reply, considered to be a masterpiece of 
ambiguity, runs thus: " We very much regret the situation, the more 
so as we hoped for an improvement in Far Eastern relations generally 
which cannot take place while the present conditions persist." He did 
not mention what he exactly meant by "present conditions." Does it 
mean the difficulties arising out of the Chinese resistance? Perhaps 
Mr. Eden had concluded that in spite of Marshal Chiang-Kai-Shek's 
determined announcements, he would not dare risk a war with Japan, 
and that the latter would thus be left free to have her own way in 
the absence lof any material difficulties. A section of the British Press, 
too, seems to have joined hands with the Japanese ; for the "Times" 
wrote sometime ago: "Any Government which embarks on sanctions 
(against Japan) must be prepared for the interpretation of such a step 
as a hostile act—must, in other words, be prepared to fight a war." 
To crown all. Sir Samuel Hoare, it is reported, actually made an offer 
of an Anglo-Japanese Pact in August, 1936, whereby Great Britain 
would recognise Japan in Manchuria and her rights and vested interests, 
while Japan, in return, would respect British possessions, cease to 
covet Chinese territory and abide by the "open door." It is needless 
to multiply such instances ; but it is essential to point out that if Britain 
were to check the growth of Japanese imperialism, her task would have 
been made much easier by quite a host of non-political factors. In the 
first place, Japan always counts on a quick military success, and any 
efforts to prolong the war will, therefore, strike at her weak point. 
Her financial position is not strong enough to permit the continuance 
of prolonged warfare, which means increased taxation to meet the 
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demands of the army as well as the costs of armaments. To cite a 
concrete example: Manchuria has not yet been improved or colonised, 
nor have there been substantial attempts in this direction during the 
last five years. Secondly, Japan is still handicapped with old-fashioned 
agricultural and feudal systems. One man in the battle-field means 
the absence of one man in the corn-field, which is just what Japan 
cannot endure for long ; and a prolonged war, in the present 
circumstances, is bound to hasten her economic bankruptcy. In the 
third place, her commercial position is not so strong to-day as it is 
generally considered to be. Her exports are two-thirds of what she 
imports. Lastly, whatever Japan has achieved up till now has been 
due to her trade and trade alone ; so that she does never venture, in 
the present absence of any other reliable means, to injure her 
commercial relations with other Powers. Willingly or otherwise, she 
has to satisfy Britain for the sake of the colonial markets, and also the 
United States of America that happens to be Japan's biggest cotton 
purchaser. But do Great Britain and the United States propose to take 
advantage of these rare opportunities, and thus stop unprovoked 
aggression and the massacre of innocent civilian population? Perhaps 
not. Even the much advertised non-official boycott of Japanese goods 
in certain countries is yet a matter of debate. Despite President 
Roosevelt's bold utterances, the United States continues to be vacillat
ing. Britain and the United States have not stepped forward to 
champion the Nine-Power Treaty, which guarantees the territorial 
integrity of China, and have allowed the Brussels Conference to wind 
up. The upshot of this whole Far Eastern show is but a foregone 
conclusion ; and it will not be long before Japan insists on another 
Manchukuo, puts forward another " Twenty-one Demands " and gives 
effect to the " Asiatic Monroe Doctrine." As Mr. Longford observes, 
" Her position as a fighting Power in the East is absolutely unassail
able, even by the United States, even by a combination of Powers. 
The PhiUipines are held as much on her sufferance as is Hong-Kong." 
He may have exaggerated a bit ; but the gravity of the Yellow Peril, 
far from boiling down, is definitely on the increase. Great Britain will 
realise it when it is just too late. 

One may pertinently ask: why this weakness, this vacillation on 
the part of Great Britain? The answer is quite simple ; her uniform 
lack of political wisdom since 1919. She estranged Germany once for 
all and then failed to impede the surging tide of a violent and vindictive 
type of German nationalism, which is called Hitlerism. Secondly, 
Britain failed to impose "sanctions" on Italy during the Abyssinian 
episode, and thus ignored the desirability of an early check on her 
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imperialist designs. In the third place, Britain again failed to stop 
the flow of foreign armies and armaments into Spain, and thus paved 
the way for a further weakening of the position of France as well as 
of her own strategic outposts in the Mediterranean and outside. Lastly, 
she has once more failed to obstruct the growth of Japanese imperialism 
(as in 1931), and has thus passively allowed the position of her Eastern 
Empire to be threatened. From the moral, economic and military 
standpoints. Great Britain is handicapped to-day owing to these 
disastrous blunders and failures. We are no advocates of war, and we 
agree with Prof. Keynes that the claims of peace are paramount. But 
can it be prolonged, as he suggests, "hour by hour, day by day, for 
as long as we can? " Does Prof. Keynes think that one should "prolong 
peace" even he is about to be robbed or stabbed? or, that he should 
not utter a syllable in protest even if he be publicly insulted? '" Have 
we," he asks, "anything to lose by it (i.e., the peace which Britain 
enjoys to-day)?" Certainly. Great Britain has lost her prestige in 
foreign lands, her influence as a Great Power, and, above all, the 
security of her colonial possessions. If she does not change her 
attitude even now, she may have to part with a portion of her extensive 
properties abroad in no remote future. Prof. Keyes has waxed 
eloquent over cunctation as "one of our most powerful and character
istic national weapons." But is it possible to practise it even at the 
cost of national discomfiture? It may be supposed that Britain is 
saddled with the League of Nations, and that, as a faithful supporter 
of the League Covenant, she cannot act independently of that particular 
institution. But, contrary to the practice hitherto observed, there is 
no mention in His Majesty's speech this year of Britain's fidelity to the 
League. Evidently, she has ceased to believe in it. Some people 
may also conclude that the British Government is pacifist in character ; 
but can this conclusion he reconciled to the Armaments Plan and the 
occasional military manoeuvres ? As an excuse for her inaction, Britain 
may point to the unpreparedness of France and disorganisation in 
Russia. But did she not really weaken France by tacitly allowing 
Franco to have his own way, and also Russia by lending her consent 
to the German-Polish Pact? Britain may plead her own unprepared
ness, and somewhat reasonably too. But did not the Manchukuo 
episode exhibit which way the world was fast moving? And if, in 1932, 
Britain could have perceived the dangers lying ahead and read the 
signs of the time, she should not have been so miserable-looking to-day. 
Those who defend the present foreign policy of Britain may argue 
that it has been her traditional policy to sit on the fence and watch 
which way the cat jumped, that Britain did never commit herself until 
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the last hour. But it may at once be contended that never in modem 
times Britain lost or stood to lose so much as she does to-day (with the 
exception of the latter part of the eighteenth century), and that never 
before had she weakened her own position as an imperial Power, or 
strengthened her potential enemies by her inaction. Never perhaps in 
modem times were international agreements and mutual pacts so 
contemptuously looked down upon and so easily consigned to the 
waste-paper basket ; and never was the need of unerring diplomacy 
more pressing than it is to-day. 

And it it just at the psychological moments that Britain has 
remained mysteriously callous. The faltering character of her present 
foreign policy is too obvious to deceive anyone. It is the very 
negation of the elementary canons of diplomacy, and a travesty of the 
principle of neutrality. " Nothing is certain," says Mr. Brailsford, 
" save that the Empire will fight (to-day or anyday) to defend its own 
possessions and the opposite shores of the Channel, and to-morrow 
(but probably not to-day) to prevent the domination of the 
Mediterranean by Italy." From the attitude Britain has maintained 
so far, it is difficult to conclude that Mr. Brailsford is correct in his 
observation. She has displayed enough susceptibility for insults and 
threats, and also an inexhaustible fund of patience. We do not know 
how things will take shape to-morrow, and history does not pretend 
to prophesy. But that Britain failed to discharge at least her moral 
obligations to the world will be unanimously admitted by future 
historians, though they may differ with regard to her tasks in the 
capacity of an imperial power. By a sympathetic attitude in 1919 and 
by firm gestures on certain subsequent occasions. Great Britain could 
have, if only she had the will, checked much antagonism and blood
shed, thus contributing her share to make this world a better place to 
live in—a world happy in the absence of strife and discord, and 
beautiful in the light of love and amity. 
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SuRYAKUMAR ADDHYA—Fourth Year Economics 

THE prosperity and development of a country are ultimately de
pendant upon two factors, first the natural resources of the country; 

second, the capacity for utilising them to the best advantages. The 
wealth of India is lost and yet the poverty of the great bulk of her 
population is phenomenal. How should we account'for this? How 
we can better her position? The establishment of regulated markets 
must form an essential part of any ordered plan of the agricultural 
development of the country. We must not infer from this that the 
establishment of regulated markets is the only panacea of all evils. 
However, it will at least remove the difficulties the cultivator suffers 
now especially in selling what he grows. And in the present essay 
we shall confine ourselves to the studying of the present marketing 
system and of the methods by which we can improve the chaotic condi
tion of markets of to-day. Before entering into the question of 
organised markets as a check to the evils from which agricultural 
commodities suffer and especially the producers of these commodities 
let us try to have a glimpse of the present chaotic condition of market
ing. In reference to the present situation of Indian markets, Dr. J. C. 
Sinha remarked, " The present marketing arrangements are chaotic, 
antiquated and prejudicial to the interests of the growers " 

Marketing in India starts in the village or in the nearest bazar or 
hat from where the goods pass to the consumers through a series of 
markets. In Bengal the number of hats is 6,786, Assam 897; while 
in Bihar and Orissa there is one market per 29 sq. miles. The average 
area served by each market varies in different provinces and in districts 
of the same province according to the trade facilities, existence of roads, 
nature of the commodities produced and the economic conditions of 
the people themselves. The nature and function of each market is, to 
a great extent, influenced by a certain class of people and specially by 
the middlemen who form a link between the producer and the con
sumer. The marketing problem is much complicated by the activities 
of these middlemen. Let us now have a brief survey of different 
stages in marketing through which some of our principal commodities 
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have to pass in their progress from the ryots, farm to the consuming 
and exporting points. 

The marketing of paddy is not very complicated. It forms the 
staple food of the people; and a large percentage is stored by the growers 
for their own consumption and hence does not enter into the markets 
at all. The Bihar and Orissa Banking Enquiry Committee says that 
in Bihar and Orissa, about 89 per cent, of the paddy grown in the 
province is consumed by the producers themselves. Similarly in 
Bengal 72 per cent., in Madras 89 per cent, produced are consumed 
by the producers. In addition to these three provinces have paddy 
imports and exports as well. 

The paddy is not so important as wheat from the marketing point 
of view. Unlike rice, wheat is of great importance from the market
ing point of view, as it not only enters more largely into inter-district 
and inter-provincial trade, but the export trade is not inconsiderable. 
The marketing organisation of cotton is more complicated and the 
number of middlemen in it is larger than in wheat markets. The chain 
of the marketing of raw cotton may be illustrated thus:— 

Cotton grower 

Village dealer 

Mandi or Market 

Ginning of factory 

I 
Commission agent at 

the port or mill 
centre 

Agent of Exporter 
or of Mill 

i 
Ginning Factory or 

Exporting of Mill 

Village Mahajan 

I 
Itinerant dealer 

I 
Market 

I 
Commission Agent 

Exporter or Mill 

Exporter Mill buyer 

The greater bulk of the produce is sold in villages. The respective 
percentage of village and market sales may be tabulated thus: — 

Place. 

Middle Gujrat 

Sind 

Punjab 

Madras 

Village sale. 

51 

79 

8 0 5 

• 87 

Market sale. 

49 

21 

19-5 

13 
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Various factors combine to make the village sale popular. The 
grower has not much familiarity with the complicating market condi
tions and they fall an easy prey to the machinations and to the middle
men and their satelities. The grower finds it on the whole, more 
remunerative to sell in his village where he can look after his cultiva
tion also. In U.S.A., however, the producer first takes his produce 
to the nearest gin for getting it ginned and baled after which it is 
transported to the nearest trade centre for sale. The country merchants 
despatch it to a bigger market or part where it is handed over to the 
brokers of the spinning mills or exporting firms. If it is brought by 
an exporting firm, it is sent to the bailing house before it is shipped. 
Recently co-operative selling associations have been formed. They 
provide for the ware-housing, grading and classing of the cotton into 
lots of similar quality so as to be able to deal directly with the spinners, 
brokers and exporters. 

In jute India has a world monopoly, although in recent years 
competitive forces have been at work all over the world which may 
have serious consequences for the jute industry of India. The substi
tute recently tried is paper. In Denmark, 80 per cent, of the bags 
used for packing cement are paper-bags. If the industry is not handled 
and nursed in the right way India is sure to suffer a great loss in her 
export trade. The following may be taken to represent the chain of the 
marketing of jute in Bengal: — 

Jute grown 
1̂ 

I \ \ |. 
Faria Bepari Aratdar Mahajan 

I I I 
Calcutta I 1 Kutcha Bale 
Aratdar Aratdar Mahajan | 

Pucca Bales Calcutta Mills 

In the different markets of India, sales may be said to be con
ducted according to the four methods: —(i) The ' Halta ' or sale by 
secret bidding is very common. 

(2) Sale by " quoting on samples " is carried on at many places. 
There then arises disputes very often between the producer, i.e. the 
seller and the buyer. After the price is settled, there is a wrangle over 
the quality of the cart and the sample. The buyer demands excess 
due to the inferiority of the commodities on cart. Here the Berar and 
Bombay legislation is silent and it may be noted, it is one of its de-
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merits. In such disputes, the seller has to give allowances for the 
inferiority. 

(3) Another common system is known as the 'Dara Pale' in which 
heaps of different qualities are sold at a flat rate. The great advantage 
is that within a very short period, a large number of sales may be 
done. But the chief defect of'this system is that such a practice stands 
in the way of the cultivation of the better varieties of crops. 

(4) Auction system has been used in the Punjab. It is preferred 
to any other method of sale, as it ensures fair deahng to all parties 
and secures a premium for superior quality. But the difficulty of this 
system is that it takes a lot of time. Moreover it is very difficult to 
manage a big market unless some system of grading is developed. 

II 

In our brief survey of the present method of sale of commodities, 
we have found that the system of marketing and sale of goods is 
saddled up with a long chain of middlemen. These middlemen are 
the bridge on the one hand, between the grower and the manufacturer 
and on the other hand, between the manufacturer and the consumer. 
They live upon the resources obtained from the margin between their 
buying price and the selling price. Sometimes they act independently 
having their own capital in hand; and some time they act as com
mission agents of exporting firms, mills or merchants. In the transport 
of commodities from the producer to the manufacturer, Farias, Beparis 
or Paikars are the first agents employed. They play an important part 
in removing the produce from the village. The Faria is usually a man 
of the locality and he goes about collecting small lots from different 
places of the same village or from different villages and supplies them to 
the Bepari who is above the chain. The charges realised from the pro
ducers by these Farias are different in different parts. 

Excess charges from sellers per 100 mds. 

Station Muthi. Bachhat. Dhalak. Total. 

Lalpur ... 20 srs. 20 srs. 3 mds. 4 mds. 

Munshirhat ... 13 srs. 12 srs. 2 mds. 20 srs. 3 mds. 5 srs. 

Mirzapur ... 5 srs. 5 srs. 2 mds. 20 srs. 2 mds. 30 srs. 

Bachhat denotes the quantity to be rejected as of inferior quality. 
Dhalak is the customary allowance. Muthi means the quantity taken 
at random. In the case of 100 mds. of jute on sale the allowances 
pa\'able by the seller amount to 4 maunds. The allowances are— 

(i) Excess I sr. in i md.—a reminiscence of an old custom of 
delivering 103 mds. against an order of 100 mds. 
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(2) Samples—2 chattaks per md. These samples are taken for 
which he is not paid even when no sale is effected. 

(3) Kabari—1/5 sr. per md. (allowances). 
(4) Bachhat—1/5 sr. per md. 
(5) Dhalta—allowance for dryage varjang according to the condi

tion in which the commodity is sold. 
(6) Muthi—I sr. per 10 mds. (at random in sales).* 

These are the various deductions which the seller is compelled to 
meet and against which he has no protest. In the secondary stage of 
marketing, the Aratdar or the commission agent plays a leading part 
in moving the procedure in nearer the supporting or consuming points 
and in keeping the market steady in arranging for the strange and 
gradual adjustment of supply to demand. In the wheat trade some
times growers directly or through the Beparis sell to the Banias. In 
the bigger markets, in case of one Bania middleman there are two— 
Kacha Arthi and Pakha Arthi. In many of the Punjab wheat markets, 
there is a third class Arthi who work both for the buyer and the seller. 
Owing to their intimate knowledge of the trade, they can give valu
able advice to the buyers and sellers about the condition of the 
markets. Yet very often they try to take undue advantage of their 
position by cheating the producer who is steeped in ignorance and 
poverty. Bargains between the agents who act for the producer and 
negotiate for the purchaser are made secretly under a cloth and the 
producer remains in ignorance of what is happening. The broker when 
he is compelled to employ is more ready to favour the purchaser with 
whom he is brought in daily contact than the seller. This inclination 
to show favouritism to the buyer becomes more intense and pronounced 
when the broker acts both for the seller and the buyer. Besides cheat
ing the seller, these middlemen are also greatly responsible for the 
deterioration of the qualities of the goods put in the market. While 
acting as a commission agent, the middleman finds that his profit is 
very small or when he finds that the margin between his cost price 
(i.e., the price at which he has bought the commodity from the village 
producer) and the sale price falls much below to the expectation he 
takes underhand means for increasing the weight of the com
modity and thus he tries to have a greater sum. Sometimes he damps 

*Marketing charges are lOO mds. of wheat a t Rs. 5 per md. from village, 
to Railhead in the Hardoi district. 

Weighing marketing dues, etc ... 8 12 9 Broker ... 5 0 0 
Charity ... . . . 0 1 3 Transport ... 0 9 6 
Clearing charges ... . . . 6 4 0 Cost ... 29 8 o 

This works out to 6 p.c. 
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the jute for increasing its weight. He waters jute and strews sand 
on it in order to hide the moisture. Sometimes he places a clod of 
earth or a piece of stone inside a tightly tied bundle of jute. But it 
must be remembered that the cultivator is not free from some of these 
malpractices and adulteration of the produce. It is difficult to appor
tion the responsibihty for these conditions between the cultivator and 
the middleman or again to decide to what extent these malpractices 
are merely the results of carelessness or are due to dishonesty. The 
report of the Jute Enquiry Committee in refering to these underhand 
means, remarks—" It is certain that little watering of fibre is done by 
the cultivator and the evil is perpetrated by the petty dealers." The 
Indian Cotton Committee found that the malpractices in regard to 
cotton for which the cultivator and village trader are responsible are 
of minor importance compared with those carried on in ginning and 
pressing factories. 

Though the middlemen may be partly responsible for the deteri
orated quality of produces and for the low prices obtained by the 
grower, still much can be said in their favour. They are not absolutely 
unnescessary. They perform the great task of oiling the wheels of trade 
and make them smooth running. They collect driblets of goods from 
here and there which later on swell the mighty streams of commerce. 
The work of the middlemen consists partly in arranging for the storage 
of goods till they are required. It is the function of the middlemen 
to forecast to stimulate and to interpret the desires of the consumers. 
It is the magnitude of their orders for commodities which guides the 
manufacturers or producers to expand or contract their output. The 
risks and expenses are evident for the task the middlemen have under
taken. " Thus export speculation on the produce exchanges helps to 
make the world safer—for the grower—the mill owner and the man in 
the street " says Robertson in his Control of Industry. The real cause 
of the bad odour around the middlemen is their tendency to exploit 
the ignorance and helplessness of the farmer and to increase his profits 
by manipulating the rates. The evils have crept in due to the lack 
of control and organisation of the market. 

I l l 

We have discussed the position of middlemen in our present 
marketing system and have pointed out the benefits and defects of such 
a system. But these are not the only evils, for the produce suffers 
not only from the allowances in the name of custom, charity, religion 
etc. but also from the chaotic condition in which matters stand in 
respect of weights and measures in general use in the country which 
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has an hampering effect on coxmtry's trade and commerce. In villages, 
the prices are quoted in terms of some unit of weight and in central 
markets rates of prices are quoted in terms of standardised mds. and 
srs. The illiterate cultivator is at a loss to follow the fluctuations in 
the prices of bigger markets. In sixteen markets of the Khandesh 
district of the Bombay Presidency, the maund has thirteen different 
weights ranging from 21^ srs. to 80 srs. In the Punjab—in the Jhelum 
district, 6 different measures are found by which grain is bought and 
sold. The government of India appointed a committee to investigate 
the subject in 1913. It recommended that the standard maund should 
be 82-2/7 pounds; but no steps have yet been taken. Under the 
Government of India Act of 1935 the question has become a federal 
subject. Let us hope that there will be standardised weights through
out the country in use in the near future thus removing a most serious 
check to the development of prosperity of the rural inhabitants as well 
as of the people in general of India. 

Next let us turn to the storage system which is a distinct 
gain to the producer as well as the consumer. But unfortunately, 
in India no such system exists on a large scale. The amount of 
storing capacity depends upon the keeping capacity of the article itself 
—economic position of the storer and facilities for storage. Storing 
becomes essential in the case of such perishable commodities and 
fruits. The method of storing in Bombay, viz. that of keeping potatoes 
in sand causes a wastage of 15 to 20 per cent, and the cost amounts 
to Rs. 4-8 per 1,000 lbs. The handling and storage of grain in elevators 
has revolutionised the marketing of wheat in West and North America. 
An elevator is essentially a grading and storing appliance and it has 
been described as a " hospital for drying grain if it is wet, cleaning 
grain if it contains foreign matter, clipping grain if it is sprouted, serv
ing grain if it is musty and conditioning grain so as to improve its 
appearance and keeping qualities." However, in India there is at 
present only one elevator in Lyallpur in the Punjab. The Agricultural 
Commission do not favour the introduction of elevators so far as export 
trade is concerned. Moreover the expenditure is too high. 

In our attempt to have a rapid survey of the present condition of 
markets, we find that the system of marketing goods in India suffers 
from great many drawbacks. First is the cultivator's lack of knowledge ; 
the second is the middleman's tendency to exploit him as'much as he 
can ; the third is the chaotic condition in measurements and weights ; 
fourthly, the absence of the proper grading and storing methods.* In 

*The writer is referred to the Agricultural Produce (Grading and Marking) 
Act of 1937 (Act I of 1937) passed by the Indian Legislature.—ED. 

6 
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addition to all these—^there is the transport problem and the problem 
of finance. 

Let us turn to the methods of improving the pitiable condition of 
the markets of to-day. Let us see whether there exist better methods 
of marketing agricultural goods which may lead to the prosperity of 
both the cultivators and consumers. Co-operative marketing and 
regulated markets have been suggested (and in some cases they have 
been put in practice) as remedial measures of the diseased parts of the 
markets of the present day. 

The question of organised marketing is one of great importance. 
Co-operative sale societies have been suggested and in some cases they 
have been put into practice. The cotton sale societies in the Bombay 
and Madras Presidencies and the commissia steps of the Punjab have 
achieved considerable success in their attempt although the failure of 
the first large scale attempt to market jute co-operatively in Bengal 
has a great lesson for the future. The primary aim of a sale society 
of Bombay for maketing cotton is three-fold—(i) to sell the cotton of 
its members for adequate prices by the auction method. (2) To supply 
the members of the society with pure seed. (3) To disseminate informa
tion regarding agriculture and trade among the grower and the buyer. 
The benefits achieved by these sale societies may be briefly mentioned: 
(i) Weighing is made in the presence of the cultivator and a receipt 
is passed to him. (2) Adequate and high prices are realised under the 
auction methods of sale. (3) No indiscriminate allowance is paid to 
the buyers. This is of one of the greatest merits of the sale societies. 
In the unorganised markets cultivators suffer from such allowances, 
religious, charitable and customary in character. (4) The produce of the 
seller is insured against loss or damage from fire. (5) Prompt payment 
of the sale proceeds is made. (6) Information regarding daily fluctua
tions in the Bombay market is obtained to secure satisfactory prices for 
kapas (unginned cotton). 

But such sale societies have sufficient room for improvement. 
They suffer from the want of loyalty of the members. Besides this, 
they suffer from the lack of adequate finance. This can be solved 
if the government give loans to the district central co-operative banks 
during the marketing and harvesting period. Then central banks 
should, on their own part, give loans necessary for the sale societies 
to meet the requirements of their members. Moreover the sale societies 
have not enough godowns for the proper storage of commodities. 
Thus storage system becomes essential for perishable commodities 
such as potatoes and fruit. For the erection of the storehouses—the 
government itself should take the task on its own shoulder. It should 
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either erect the godowns or should give loans to the sale societies for 
constructing them. In addition to these the societies should have gins 
and pressers which will save much expense. In this case an examina
tion of the co-operative marketing organisations of other countries 
will not be out of place. In co-operative marketing organisations in 
U. S. A. there, exists a contract between the members who are compelled 
to supply them with a stipulated quantity of produce and the association. 
Cases of disloyalty on the part of members are penalised. The con
tracts are of two types: (i) The agency contract by which the associa
tion acts merely as a selHng agent, (2) The sale and re-sale contracts by 
which the title of the produce passes on to the association which promises 
him a proper share of the sale proceeds. The duration of such 
contracts is from one to ten years. In the marketing of grain in 
U. S. A. the farmers' elevator companies play a great part. An 
elevator has been described as a "hospital for drying grain if it is wet, 
cleaning grain if it contains foreign matters, clipping grain if it is 
spranted, scouring grain if it is musty and conditioning grain so as to 
improve its appearance and keeping qualities." In India there is at 
present one elevator at Lyallpur in the Punjab. In Denmark, with 
the State aid marketing organisation has attained great success within 
a short time. Sale and supply societies exist along with the credit 
societies. The primary societies are grasped into commodity associa
tions which in their turn federated into the Central Co-operative Council. 
Every member enters into a contract to the effect that he will market 
his entire goods through the asscoiation for a fairly long period and the 
produce is posted before marketing. 

The regulated market is the ally of co-operative sale societies and 
the Royal Commission on Agriculture tells us that the regulated market 
confers an immense boon on the cultivating classes of India. 

Now the question is whether regulated markets are to be established 
under new legislation or under by-laws framed under Municipal Act 
or under the District Board Act of the province concerned. The 
markets established under the Municipal Act or District Board Act 
cannot work as efficiently and satisfactorily as under provincial legisla
tion. If the management falls upon the Municipal Councils or upon 
the District Boards or which vested interests are often strongly 
represented, it is very doubtful if the interests of all parties directly 
concerned, more specially those of the grower, will be adequately safe
guarded. Moreover there is the danger that such markets will be 
regarded merely as a source for the collection of revenue to the 
Municipality or the District Board. The objects for which regulated 
markets are established will be totally frustrated. Sometimes it is 
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questioned whether the establishment of regulated markets should be 
optional. On this point Dr. Sinha and Mr. Dutta are of opinion— 
" If the regulated market is to attain success, all unregulated markets 
within a certain radius will have to be prohibited by legislation." The 
establishment of co-operative sale society and the regulated market is 
a matter of great importance. 



Monetary Policy in India* 
PROFESSOR JOGISCHANDEA SINHA, M.A., P.R.S. , PH.D. 

IN the West, there have been considerable changes in the duties and 
responsibilities of monetary authorities during the last hundred 

years. Thus, in the earUest stage of central banking, convertibility of 
notes, or what came to the same thing, stability of exchange, was 
regarded as the sole objective. As time went on, a new function was 
added, viz., management of financial crises. Gradually, and almost 
imperceptibly, stability of price level was regarded as a desirable 
objective. The point, however, was not made clear what particular 
price level was to be stabihsed,—Consumption Standard or Earnings 
Standard. Even with this refinement the objective came to be dis
carded, when it was found that stabihty of prices did not necessarily 
mean stability of profits or of employment. 

Is UNEMPLOYMENT PREVENTABLE BY CENTRAL BANK? 

A further refinement is necessary. Unemployment may be divided 
into three categories.^ Thus we have to consider in the first place, 
'normal' or frictional unemployment which would exist even in pros
perous periods, " owing to seasonal changes, the movement of labour 
from one job to another, and the existence of unemployables." In the 
second place, we may have " special " unemployment " due to peculiar 
causes such as a collapse in the demand for a particular group of 
commodities, so sudden that the labour cannot be transferred to other 
trades in a reasonably short time." Lastly, there may be " cyclical " 
unemployment due to fluctuations in industrial activity which does not 
proceed evenly. If this analysis is correct, it should be no business of 
a central bank to try to cure the first type of unemployment, which can 
hardly be prevented, if at all, through inflation. The second also is 
clearly outside the scope of central banking. Marshall quite rightly 
pointed out long ago " There are some causes of discontinuity of labour 
which we cannot remedy such as bad harvests, and some which we 
should not wish to remedy, such as new inventions." Thus it is the 

* This is an extract from Dr. Sinha's Kikabhai Premchand Lectures. We 
are glad to learn tha t his lectures are going to be shortly published in the form 
of a book by the Delhi University.—ED. 

1 The Economist (London), April 4, 1936. 
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third kind of unemployment alone which should be the concern of 
currency and credit authorities. 

STABILITY IN REAL INCOME AS OBJECTIVE OF CENTRAL BANKING. 

On a closer examination, certain difficulties appear even with regard 
to such narrowed duty and responsibility. It is common knowledge 
that during the last three or four years, cyclical unemployment in 
Germany has been considerably reduced by an expansion of credit which 
has been utilised in manufacturing armaments and in constructing roads. 
The supply of consumers' goods has, however, been rigidly kept down 
partly through shutting out of imports and partly through restriction 
on plants at home for the production of consumers' goods. Thus there 
has been merely a disguised transfer from those formerly employed to 
those formerly unemployed through rising prices. There has been no 
increase in the community's real income. In other words, full employ
ment must not be secured by sacrificing real income of the community. 
If there is a higher average real income than before and also a better 
distribution, then there is no question that there has been economic 
progress and greater economic welfare. If a central bank has been able 
to achieve that, it may be said to have been successful. In other words, 
stability of income is put forward as a second possible aim of currency 
administration. It is, however, an open question, how far, if at all, a 
central bank is able to discharge this duty. We shall revert to this 
problem later on when we shall examine the adequacy of financial 
machinery. 

STABILITY OF OUTPUT. 

In view of such difficulties a more modest, or rather an apparently 
more modest objective has been suggested by some writers.^ Accord
ing to them the aim should be stability of output through adjustment 
between cost and prices brought about by monetary means. The 
question, as put by Prof. Gregory'', is: Should an attempt be made 
to adjust costs to the price level, or the price level to the costs? The 
former cannot be attempted by a central bank except in an indirect 
manner through manipulation of the short-term and long-term rates of 
interest. But the chief method of reducing costs, viz., reduction of 
wages, is outside its scope and is in any case difficult because of 
organised trade unions and other causes of economic friction. It is 

2 Monetary Policy and the Depression by the Royal Institute of Inter
national Affairs, p. 35. 

2 Fortnightly Review, September, 1931, p. 292. 
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also easier to reduce the burden of the existing debt by raising prices 
rather than by any scaling down of the principal or the interest. 

DIFFICULTIES IN AN OPEN SYSTEM. 

It should be remembered, however, that the adjustment of prices 
to costs can bring about stability of profits and of employment only in 
a closed system. To the extent a country is dependent on foreign 
markets for the disposal of its products, she must adjust her prices not 
only to her own costs but also to the prices in the competing countries. 
This difficulty is intensified in the case of a debtor country, which must 
have an export surplus for meeting her foreign obligations. 

ABILITY TO PRODUCE. 

Considerations such as these have led to the suggestion for a fourth 
objective for a central bank, viz., ability to produce. Thus it has been 
said, " if factories that could be used to produce things that people 
need are idle, and workmen who could work there are without jobs, 
that is a clear sign that there is too little money in circulation." This 
sounds very much like the objective first discussed, viz., full employ
ment, and also like the one discussed subsequently, viz., the criterion 
of real income in the shape of consumable goods. It will also be 
apparent that production ran proceed only if prices and costs are at a 
parity. Why then are such rival aims proposed for a central bank, 
seeing that they all practically come to the same thing? The fact is, 
that in an equilibrium period, all these different desiderata are simul
taneously achieved. It is only during a period of disequilibrium that 
we have to consider one in preference to another as needing attention 
from currency authorities. At the same time it is necessary to realise 
that planned money by itself cannot influence economic life to the 
desired extent and within the desired period, unless its efforts are 
supplemented with other measures. In other words, " in default of a 
planned system of production and distribution, the planning of money 
alone is bound to be defective." This point will be discussed subse
quently when we consider the adequacy of financial machinery of a 
country. 

EXCHANGE STABILITY versus INTERNAL PRICE STABILITY. 

It has already been pointed out that the earhest function of a 
central bank was exchange stabiKty. But it has not yet become out 
of date. As late as 1934, there was a full-dress debate on Exchange 
StabiUty versus Internal Price StabiUty in the Royal Statistical Society, 
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initiated by Prof. Jones and carried on by Mr. Hawtrey, Sir Basil 
Blackett, Sir Josiah Stamp and others. It was agreed on all hands 
that it was neither desirable nor possible to have exchange stability in 
the pre-war sense of a rigidly fixed gold equivalent for the currency, 
varying only within narrow specie points. Prof. Jones did not describe 
in detail the methods necessary for controlling gold so as to enable it 
to function as a safe and satisfactory international measure for value. 
Mr. Hawtrey also did not explain clearly what exactly he meant by 
internal price stability beyond saying that " he believed not in a mecha
nical stabilization of the index number but in a stabilization which 
makes due allowance for changes in real costs." In any case, it is best 
to argue not on the basis of abstract principles but on the basis of facts 
actually obtaining in India in order to find out what should be the 
objective of Indian currency administration. For it stands to reason 
that the currency system of any country must be adapted to her special 
needs and must fit in with her present economic structure both internally 
and in relation to the external world. 

WHAT CAN THE RESERVE BANK REALLY DO? 

To take up the question of full employment first, what can the 
Reserve Bank really do ? There is seasonal unemployment which is 
inherent in agriculture. Even with the antiquated methods of produc
tion calling for more men than modern capitalistic farming, there is a 
great pressure on land in considerable parts of India. To describe the 
first as "normal" unemployment and to regard it as outside the scope 
of central banking is easy. But it is not so easy to describe the second 
as ' ' special ' ' unemployment, and therefore not within the purview of 
central banking. Overpopulation, if there has been any, has not been 
sudden. The loss of balance between agriculture and manufacture, 
throwing more people on agriculture than is either necessary or desirable 
did not occur overnight. On the other hand, it is easy to see that it is 
beyond the power of the Reserve Bank to open up new areas for culti
vation, or to control the birth rate, or to start industries to redress the 
existing disequilibrium. On the other hand, if the Reserve Bank is 
successful in curing " cyclic " unemployment, it will not achieve much. 
For unlike advanced Western countries, the disparity between prices 
and costs in manufacturing industries does not affect our economic life 
so profoundly that its removal will appreciably reheve the situation. 
On the other hand, agricultural cycles due to the vagaries of the mon
soon and the conditions of production and consumption in the external 
world cannot be readily tackled by purely monetary means. It is only 
after our economy approaches the Western type that we can think of 
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full employment as a desirable objective of currency administration. 
Similar remarks also apply to stabilization of income, the factors 
governing which are so complicated that the monetary authority can 
only transfer income from one class to another but cannot add 
to the aggregate income of the community as a whole, except only to 
a very limited extent. It is true that our economic policy should be 
directed towards higher real incomes, in the form of a larger output of 
consumption goods, better distributed among the different sections of 
the people. It is equally true that our currency policy as an integral 
part of the economic policy should also be directed towards the same 
end. But the time for that has not yet come. 

SPECIAL DIFFICULTIES OF INDIA. 

In the next place, it has already been pointed out that it is difficult 
for a debtor country to secure economic equilibrium merely by adjusting 
internal prices to costs. India is so heavily burdened with external 
obligations apart from mere debts that she cannot afford to sacrifice 
external equilibrium for the sake of internal adjustment. In any case, 
even if internal stability is theoretically more desirable, we cannot, in 
view of our present political and economic condition, do without 
external equilibrium. It should not be forgotten that our exports have 
now a much more restricted market than in the past and that this state 
of affairs is likely to become more serious in future. For example, 
Germany which, next to the United Kingdom, was the largest buyer of 
Indian goods before the War, has already begun to take an increasing 
quantity of Italian rice and Brazilian cotton in the place of Indian 
products. The result is that our pre-war export surplus of Rs. 13 crores 
in Indo-German trade was transferred into an adverse balance of 
Rs. 284 lakhs and Rs. 277 lakhs respectively in 1934-35 and 1935-36.* 

LIMITED NUMBER OF EXPORTS. 

We have also a limited number of exports with which to square 
our balance of payments. How precarious our position is, will appear 
from the fact that nine items accounted for more than 80% of the entire 
export of merchandise from India during the period 1928-29 to 
1935-36. Not only this the percentage share of each item shows great 
fluctuation from year to year. Thus during 1931-32 and 1932-33, the 
percentage shares of cotton, raw and waste, were 15.26 and 15.63, 
whereas during 1934-35, it was as much as 23.15. Similar changes 

* Review of the Trade of India in 1935-36. P- M^-

7 
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are noticeable in the case of other commodities as well. Raw jute re
presented 9.80% of the exports during 1928-29 but only 5.84% during 
1930-31. Thus although we are supposed to have a monopoly in this 
product, our position is not free from anxiety. As stated in the Report 
of the Jute Enquiry Committee (page 39), " Competition has developed 
along two main lines, viz.: 

(i) The increased adoption of bulk handling is progressively 
eliminating jute sacks as containers for grain in transit. 

{2) The substitution of jute by paper, and to a less extent by 
cotton, for the making of bags." Apart from this, the 
fortunes of a packing material are inseparably bound up 
with activity in the world's markets and must necessarily 
be affected by trade cycles. It is therefore clear that our 
ability to meet our foreign obligation is so precarious that 
we cannot afford to risk it in any way. 

RIGIDITY OF ECONOMIC STRUCTURE. 

Even if we assume for the sake of argument that the conditions in 
the external world are such that they do not upset our internal equili
brium, it by no means follows that prices can be adjusted to costs by 
currency authorities without difficulty. It is true that we do not have 
strong trade unions but our economic structure is none the less rigid. 
The chief components of costs, viz., wages of unskilled labour, wages 
of skilled labour and rent^ of land are not very flexible. The capital 
market is so imperfectly developed that the exigencies of public finance 
affecting the yield of Government securities more powerfully influence 
the long-term rate of interest than any demand for new industrial 
investment. This was well illustrated by the movement in the values 
of 3J% Government paper and of speculative and non-speculative 
industrial securities during the depression and also before and after. 

WHAT PRICE-LEVEL TO STABILISE? 

The difficulty of maintaining production has already been referred 
to in connection with stabilising employment and income. What then 
should be the objective of our currency administration? We have 
already considered the rival claims of price-stabihty and of exchange-
stability, from the point of view of abstract theory. It now remains 

* We cannot brush aside rent as an element of cost unless we make the 
unreal assumption that land is used only for agriculture and not for any other 
purpose and tha t agriculture is a single industry with a single product (see 
Henderson's Supply and Demand, p . l o i ) . 
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for us to examine it with reference to tiae existing economic condition 
of India. In the first place, what price-level are we to stabilise,—the 
price of food crops, the price of commercial crops, or the price of manu
factures? Each can be supported on solid grounds. The dilemma is 
very real. In the course of his evidence before the Stabilisation Com
mittee, Governor Strong pointed out his difficulties in face of rising 
Stock Exchange prices and falling agricultural prices. 

Is THERE A COMMON CONSUMPTION STANDARD? 

On the other hand, it has been suggested that we should try to 
stabilise the purchasing power of the rupee and not its command over 
food crops, or commercial crops or manufactures. This also is not free 
from difficulties. My brother, Dr. H. Sinha, in his address before the 
Marshall Society at Cambridge in 1934 on the Reserve Bank, referred 
to some of them. He made it clear that India is so big and so hetero
geneous that there is no one standard of living for the whole country. 
Even in the case of urban workers, whose ways of life are more 
standardised, wide disparity is noticeable not only in different parts of 
India but also among different communities in the same place. Thus 
for Rangoon there are as many as four separate cost of living index 
numbers. Apart from this, there is very little in common between an 
urban worker in a factory and a rural worker, growing food crops 
mainly for his own consumption and living in his own thatched hut. 
It is idle therefore to speculate about a common consumption standard 
for the whole of India, whose stabilisation would lead to the stabilisation 
of Indian economic life. 

DIFFICULTIES OF STABILISATION. 

It is also to be noted that price stabilisation is difficult all the world 
over and more so in India because of the inadequacy of financial 
machinery. Leaving aside this point for the moment, even in countries 
so well organised as the United States of America, the matter is exceed
ingly complex. We have referred above to the evidence of Governor 
Strong before the StabiUsation Committee. He summed it up by saying 
" I have discussed these matters with many economists and students of 
politics . . . . We- have agreed on the record of the past . . . . pretty 
generally, as to what has been done and the effect of what has been 
done. We have generally agreed as to the conditions at the present 
moment . . . . But when I ask them, ' Now we have got to decide 
something to-day; you are in the position of running in the Federal 
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Reserve System; what are you going to do to-day that will have an 
influence on the future? the answer is always the same. ' Well, you 
are practical fellows who are running this; you have got to decide that.' 
And that is the difficulty. Our examination of the past produces the 
most accurate knowledge of past action and reaction, but when it comes 
to a decision as to what we are going to do for the future, then just 
human judgment has got to govern. There is no mathematical formula 
for the administration of the Federal Reserve System or the regulation 
of prices." The Canadian Macmillan Committee was more explicit 
and plainly stated: " It is . . . . not desirable that central bank should 
be specifically charged with any responsibility for the general price-level 
of a country. There are many factors of varying nature, which com
bine to influence that level, and a central bank, working as it does 
purely in the monetary sphere, cannot be expected to have complete 
control . . . . If it attempted to exercise any drastic control it would 
have to wield powers far beyond those which any body other than the 
sovereign authority would be entitled to exercise." 

EXCHANGE STABILITY, THE ONLY POSSIBLE OBJECTIVE. 
• 

Apart from such difficulties, we have to consider the peculiar 
' difficulties due to inadequate control and defective- organisation of 

currency in India. What cannot be* tackled in advanced countries of 
the West cannot a fortiori be achieved in India. It is thus "a case of 
Hobson's choice with us. The only objective which currency authori
ties in India should have in view is exchange sfebility. A caveat is 
here necessary. Should we have stability in terms of gold or of sterling? 
In the short period, it should be with reference 'to sterling, the more so 
as sterling is kept reasonably stable in terms of gold through the opera
tion of the British Exchange Equalisation Fund and in other ways. In 
the long run, when«the rest of the world reverts, as it must, to some 
form of gold standard, India should follow suit. That standard will be 
different from previous gold standard. 'There will have to be wider 
gold points, more adequate reserves, better organised forward exchange 
markets and similar devices to maintain gold parity. It is even con
ceivable that a worsening of the exchange rate nAy have to be tolerated 
for a pretty long period in order not to impak internal economic equili
brium. But a movable parity in the lines suggested by Sir Arthur 
Salter is out of the question. The game of altering the gold valiJe of 
currency cannot be played too often, specially by us in view of the 
imperative necessity of meeting our foreign obligations which will be 
fixed more or less in terms of gold. • 
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CONTROL OF CURRENCY OR OF CREDIT? 

Reference has been made already to the financial machinery 
necessary for attaining the aim of monetary management and control, 
which we now proceed to examine. We must begin by saying that 
control may be exercised either through currency or through credit or 
through both. It is often said that India's currency problem is at 
bottom a banking problem and that a greater development of banking 
would cure her of currency troubles. In the abstract sense, this is 
probably right. But in the conditions actually obtaining in India at 
present, currency control is likely to be more effective than banking 
control, as stated by Sir Dadiba Dalai in his Minute of Dissent to the 
Babington Smith Report. We have not yet progressed far from that 
stage. In the debate on the report of the Hilton Young Commission 
initiated by Sir James Brunyate in the Royal Society of Arts in 1926, 
Mr. Hawtrey rightly pointed out: " In India it was true to say that the 
control of credit was subordinate to the control of currency, it was more 
like England a hundred years ago." In spite of the development of 
branch banking by the Imperial Bank of India, the abolition of stamp 
duty on cheques, the increased facilities for remittance provided by the 
Imperial Bank of India, and lastly the setting up of the Reserve Bank 
of India, currency control is even now the chief method of monetary 
management. 

POSITION OF THE RUPEE 
• 

Currency may be either in the form of not.es or in the form of 
rupees. To deprive the rupee of its present legal tender status and to 

I reduce it to the position of subsidiary coin% cannot be contemplated for 
many years to come. For a backward country like India cannot do 
without 'hard' monejf. Paradoxical as it may seem, a rupee-note is 
less .economical than a silver rupee. The average abrasion of a rupee 
is 1.5 per cent, in fifty years; whereas the average life of a rupee-note 
is only six months.* This is the reason why the Inchcape Committee 
recommended the withdrawal of .one-rupee notes from circulation. 
Notes of higher denominations have longer lives, but they cannot serve 
for small transactions which predominate in India. We know that a 
rupee is frequently referred to as a note printed on silver. But because 
it is printed on silver, its expansion and contraction are more difficult 
than those of paper currency. What is more, the course of silver prices 

« On this basis the assumed annual profit of one-rupee note was Rs. .0032 
as against Rs . .0082 in the case of the silver rupee. {Report of the Indian 
Retrenchment Coihmittee, 1922-23, p . 240). 

http://not.es
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has proved so erratic that the face value of the rupee has sometinies 
been above its bullion value,—a fatal defect which created trouble for 
us in the past and may cause difficulties in the future.' 

AND OF N O T E S A N D B A N K D E P O S I T S . 

We have already pointed out elsewhere that the proportional 
reserve system has given a much needed elasticity to our currency 
system. With the unification of credit and currency control in the 
hands of the Reserve Bank of India, and concentration of member 
banks' deposits with them, an additional flexibility has been imparted 
to the system. The need for seasonal expansion has also been abated 
by mitigating the evils of the exodus of crop-moving funds from head
quarters to mofussil areas and vice versa, by remittance facilities dis
cussed previously. The Reserve Bank of India has improved such 
facilities. Once a week, member banks may remit free of charge 
Rs. 10,000/- or multiples thereof between places where there are 
branches of the Imperial Bank of India. If remittance is effected by 
T. T., telegraphic expenses and the stamp duty of one anna have to be 
paid. It is only when money has to be sent oftener than once a week, 
that a commission of i/32nd of a rupee per cent, is charged. This 
seems to be satisfactory. But there is room for improvement in ad
ministrative detail. The time has now arrived when the limit should, 
if possible, be reduced to Rs. 5,000/-, so as to enable the smaller banks 
to avail themselves of these facilities. It is also reported by some 
banks in Calcutta that the advice from up-country branches to the 
Calcutta office of the Imperial Bank on receipt of which the amount in 
question is credited to the account of the member bank through the 
Clearing House, is frequently delayed in transit.* There is report of a' 
similar delay even when money is sent by T. T. Surely this should not 
be so. Before the inauguration of the Reserve Bank, such transfers 
were effected through demand drafts and did not 'involve so Auch 
delay. It has to be emphasised once again that to the extent mobility 
is imparted to our currency system, the need for currency and credit 
control will be minimised. 

'• Only in May, 1935, the U. S. A. Treasury raised the price of silver to 
77-57 cents an ounce and it was freely rumoured (and confirmed by 
Mr. Morgenthan) tha t the Treasury would not 9top till the price was forced up 
to I1.29J an ounce. (Economist, May 4, 1935). Wi th the rupee-sterling 
exchange a t i s . 6d. and the London—^New York cross ra te a t $^.85 (the rate 
current a t the time) the value of silver contained in a tupee was about 98 cents 
an ounce Hence the danger of the rupee going to the melting pot was very 
real, although happily for us it proved short-lived, due to the collapse of 
silver prices. 
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WHAT CAN CREDIT CONTROL ACHIEVE? 

The expression ' credit control ' is used in various senses in different 
contexts. At the outset it is necessary to remember that any drastic 
control is dif&cult in all countries and impossible in India. Clark in 
his Central Banking under the Federal Reserve System has cautiously 
but wisely stated: "Through sound policies and practices (of central 
banking) a direction should be given to financial and business opera
tions resulting in a safer and more stable economic order." This 
appears vague and otherwise unsatisfactory. Unfortunately, as has 
already been made clear by Governor Strong's evidence before the 
Stabilisation Committee, central banking cannot be resolved into a 
number of set rules. It is therefore necessary to examine the technique 
of control or regulation. Credit rationing is out of the question in 
India for the Reserve Bank at present is neither sufficiently strong nor 
sufficiently respected to be above the charge of favouritism. As regards 
moral suasion, its effectiveness depends on the one hand on the type 
of the member bank to whom warning or advice is given and on the 
other on the power which the central bank keeps in reserve. Unless 
the status of the Reserve Bank attains that of say the Bank of England, 
and the status of commercial banks is equally well improved, it is futile 
to expect useful results from moral suasion. Thus it is, in its capacity 
as a " marginal lender " (in the words of Gregory) or " a lender in the 
last resort " (in the words of Hawtrey) that the Reserve Bank is likely 
to make its influence felt. We have therefore to examine the ways in 
which the Reserve Bank can bring itself into the pisition of a marginal 
lender. 

LIMITATIONS OF OPEN MARKET OPERATIONS. 

As is well-known, one of the ways is through open market opera
tions. The question is: Is the securities market in India sufficiently 
wide to enable the Reserve Bank to buy and sell without considering 
their repercursion on the public finance of India? It cannot be too 
much emphasised that to be fully effective a policy of sale must result 
not only in decreasing loanable funds in the money market but in 
increasing the long-term rate of interest. In that case the short-term 
rate is forced up for a double reason, firstly because the loanable funds 
are less, and secondly because the long-term rate is higher. It is doubt
ful if the Reserve Bank can carry on operations on any drastic scale 
and coerce the money market into submission in the conditions obtain
ing at present. 
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AND OF BANK RATE POLICY. 

The other weapon, viz., discount rate policy is equally blunt. 
There is some criticism among some Calcutta banks that both the 
Reserve Bank and the Imperial Bank are prepared to lend to scheduled 
banks on the security of Government paper at the Bank rate but the 
former charges interest for a minimum period of one week, whereas the 
latter charges interest during the actual period of the loan, which may 
be as short as one day. This is exactly as it should be, for the Reserve 
Bank should be the marginal lender. The real point of criticism is 
that the Bank rate does not permeate the whole banking system. 
Indigenous banking is not affected by the Reserve Bank rate to any 
'material extent, although according to Sir George Schuster, 90% of 
Indian banking is in the hands of indigenous bankers. This does not 
appear to be an overestimate in view of the fact that the internal trade 
is about fifteen times the foreign trade which is of the order Rs. 300/-
to Rs. 400/- crores. If we consider the advances by scheduled banks 
which are less than Rs. 100/- crores, we may form some idea of the 
preponderating importance of indigenous banking. 

LINKING OF INDIGENOUS WITH ORGANISED BANKING. 

The question is, how to link this indigenous banking with the 
organised banking system, for herein lies the crux of the problem of 
credit control. A number of proposals have been made by Provincial 
Bankuig Enquiry Committees. One is that indigenous bankers should 
be appointed as agents of the Reserve Bank at places where there is no 
organised bank, provided they agree to be subject to certain restrictions 
so as to eliminate risks arising from speculation on their own business. 
Is this possible? Even now joint stock banks find it exceedingly 
difficult to find acceptable local investments for the employment of 
their funds in the mofussil. Will not the difficulty be greater in more 
remote regions? Indigenous bankers carry on trading along with 
banking because otherwise they cannot engage themselves both during 
the busy season and the slack season. The volume of banking business 
is much too small to pay its way unless it is supplemented with trading. 
In his Indigenous Banking in India Dr. Jain has suggested that they 
should form a joint stock bank. That is a case of improvement out of 
existence. The reason for the survival of indigenous banking in the face 
of modernisation of the economic life in India in all its phases is that 
it fits in with the daily life of the people, their habits and temperament, 
their follies and foibles. A shining counter, a cheque book, delays and 
formalities, fixed hours of business—all these are foreign to the genius 
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of the people in the countryside. In fact, no heroic measure involving 
a definite break with the present order is possible. The following 
suggestions are made although it is recognised that it must take years 
before they can produce the desired results. 

REMITTANCE AND REDISCOUNTING FACILITIES. 

In the first place, remittance and rediscounting facilities must be 
provided to as many indigenous bankers as possible. But in view of 
the definite recommendation of the Indian Central Banking Enquiry 
Committee, recently endorsed by the Reserve Bank of India that re
discounting facility should be given only to such indigenous bankers 
as are engaged in banking proper or are prepared to give up their non-
banking business, it is doubtful whether this facility can be availed of 
by any appreciable number of these bankers in the near future. 

CLOSER CONTACT BETWEEN CO-OPERATIVE AND COMMERCIAL BANKS. 

One of the methods of extending modern banking facilities to the 
countryside is to establish a closer contact between co-operative banks 
on the one hand and ordinary joint-stock banks and the Reserve Bank 
of India on the other. The facilities which co-operative banks at 
present enjoy in respect of remittance of funds for co-operative pur
poses, should be continued by the Reserve Bank. In regard to tran
sactions other than strictly co-operative, the facilities at present granted 
by the Reserve Bank to joint-stock banks, might also be extended to 
provincial co-operative banks provided the latter are prepared to 
maintain more fluid resources than they seem to have at present. There 
should also be a systematic attempt to link not only the provincial 
co-operative bank but also co-operative central banks with the com
mercial banks. This is likely to prove more fruitful in the near future 
than the recent proposal for briging indigenous bankers within the 
fold of organised banking. It is interesting to note that China has 
attained a fair measure of success in providing banking facilities to rural 
areas by establishing a link between her co-operative societies and 
modern banks. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE BILL MARKET. 

We have stated above that the limit of free remittance should be 
reduced. Rediscounting facilities, however, are out of the question in 
the absence of a proper bill market. Even in the case of England, 
there seems to be scope for improvement. The Macmillan Committee 
suggested: "A l l concerned would benefit by a more extended use of 
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commercial bills, (i.e., bills given by a purchaser to a supplier) . . . . . 
To those who find it necessary for good reasons to give extended credit, 
finance would be rendered more easy if their ' accounts receivable' 
were in the form of commercial or trade bills rather than in the form of 
mere debts.." If that is so in England, the necessity of developing the 
bill market is all the greater in India. It is often said that the system 
of cash credit in vogue in India is advantageous both to the borrower 
and the lender: to the former, because interest has to be paid only on 
the amount of credit used and to the latter because credit can be with
drawn in the event of deterioration of the financial position of the 
borrower. Herein lies the weakness of the system. One advantage of 
commercial bills over cash credit is that in the case of the latter " the 
loan is not necessarily automatically paid off when the transaction is 
completed." In good times banks may not insist on the paying off 
of the overdraft as long as interest is being regularly paid. The result 
is that with the approach of the slump both the bank and its customer 
get into difficulties. Many such instances may be cited from the recent 
history of Indian industrial finance. 

THE HEAVY STAMP DUTY. 

The chief obstacle to the wider use of bills in India is the heavy 
stamp duty, whose abolition was recommended by the Hilton Young 
Commission. This was endorsed by the Central Banking Enquiry 
Committee which further recommended as an initial step the reduction 
of stamp duty on all bills of less than one year's usance to a uniform 
rate of 2 annas per Rs. 1,000/-. This is long overdue. In fact, the 
incidence has now become very onerous due to the fall in the rate of 
interest, as made clear in the report recently issued by the Agricultural 
Credit Department of the Reserve Bank of India. It is also stated that 
even if the duty is considerably diminished, the Provincial Govern
ments may not suffer any appreciable loss of revenue, for although 
the amount reahsed on each bill will be smaller, there will be a greater 
number of bills. It may be pointed out that the stamp duty on bills, 
rightly called a nuisance tax in the U. S. A., was abolished there after 
the setting up of the Federal Reserve System, 

It may be hoped that with greater development of banking, bankers 
will be increasingly eager to discount bills for employing their funds in 
a safe and liquid manner. Some of these will be rediscomited with the 
Reserve Bank, it being no longer regarded as derogatory for any bank 
to obtain funds in this way. Possibly, a lower rate of interest may be 
levied for discounts than for loans. But these and similar measures 
may be adopted only after the stamp duty is considerably reduced, 
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RUPEE IMPORT BILLS* 

It should be recognised that the development of a bill market 
although so desirable is not at all easy. The Reserve Bank of South 
Africa and the Federal Reserve System of the U. S. A. have both 
experienced serious difficulties in weaning bankers and traders from the 
habit of using promissory notes or open accounts into the practice of 
using bills. It is therefore necessary on the one hand to remove 
impediments such as heavy stamp duty, and on the other, to offer 
inducements such as easier terms for discounts. For overcoming their 
inertia, it has been suggested that rupee bills should be drawn in 
respect of imports into India. If they are drawn on bankers under 
letters of credit opened by them, they will be very eligible securities 
for the purpose of short loans. Unfortunately the time for that is not 
yet come. Our rupee must acquire a better status in the financial 
world, our banks must be better known and more widely respected 
before this will be possible. 

RUPEE EXPORT BILLS. 

Of greater practicability is the suggestion about the drawing of 
export bills in rupees. Such bills need not be in terms of sterling, nor 
need they necessarily be drawn on the banker abroad, opening the 
letter of credit, as at present. To fix our ideas, let us suppose that 
Lloyds Bank, London, opens a letter of credit in favour of Indian 
Export Company. The latter bring the bill with the relative docu
ments to any Calcutta bank, which will discount the bill without any 
hesitation, relying on the promise of Lloyds Bank, to pay the bill on 
the due date. If, now, the bill is drawn in rupees on Lloyds Bank, 
Calcutta, the security from the negotiating banker's point of view will 
be no worse, provided of course the bill is discounted, after acceptance 
is procured from Lloyds _Bank, Calcutta. The advantage is twofold. 
In the first place, rupee bills pay stamp duty only once, whereas sterling 
bills pay duty twice, once at the time of drawing the bill in India, and 
again at the time of presentation for acceptance Jn London. In the 
second place, Indian Export Company may not want cash for the bills 
immediately. If they hold the rupee bills accepted by Lloyds Bank, 
Calcutta, they may have cash any time they require. They need not 
carry idle money pending their next shipment. 

The only drawback under the proposed arrangement is that the 
discount payable in Calcutta may be higher than that in London. If, 

* I am indebted to my brother. Dr. H. Sinha for this portion of my paper. 
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however, the discount rate in Calcutta can be reduced, so as not to be 
very much above the London rate, this difficulty will be considerably 
minimised. 

In the U. S. A., export bills have developed somewhat more 
rapidly than import bills, because of the fall in the rate of discount 
there. When the late Sir Basil Blackett first made this suggestion, the 
discount rate was much too high in India, to enable the export trade to 
be financed more cheaply through bank acceptance credit than through 
the usual cash credit system. Conditions have changed considerably 
since then. The time seems to be opportune for making a determined 
attempt to break the inertia. 

OTHER DRAWBACKS. 

It is to be remembered, however, that if bills and hundis are more 
widely used for internal trade, indigenous banking will be brought into 
closer touch with organised banking. The heavy stamp-duty is not the 
only obstacle in this respect. Goods are not properly standardised. 
Warehouse-keeper's warrant and other documents of title are imperfectly 
developed. The whole method of trade militates against the use of 
bills. On the other hand, it has been suggested that a document of 
title such as a railway receipt should be given the status of negotiability 
not inferior to that of a bill of lading. The essence of negotiabOity is 
that the transferee acquires a better title than the transferor, and there
fore the document can pass from hand to hand with safety and con
venience. If the railway receipts describe the goods vaguely so as to 
minimise risks on the part of railways, if delivery has to be frequently 
given under indemnity bonds in lieu of railway receipts either because 
they are not forthcoming or because they do not arrive before the goods, 
it is clear they are not acceptable securities from the banking point of 
view. Rather if railway receipts and properly made out invoices 
accompany bills, they can be discounted much more readily than the 
present clean bills or hundis. 

• A HOPEFUL FEATURE. 

We have referred so long to the difficulties facing the Reserve Bank 
of India. It is pleasant to refer to one hopeful feature. The demand 
liabilities in India of scheduled banks in March, 1936, the closing month 
of our narrative, were Rs. 120/- crores and the time deposits were 
Rs. l o i / - crores. Five per cent, of the former and two per cent, of the 
latter have to be compulsorily deposited with the Reserve Bank. Thus 
the balance necessary by statute to be kept with the Bank amounted to 
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only Rs. 8 crores, whereas the actual balance was nearly Rs. 36 crores. 
It shows that the Reserve Bank in India has been able to secure the 
willing co-operation and confidence of scheduled banks within the short 
time of its existence. 

DIFFICULTIES IN THE WAY. 

This is a happy augury for the future. For unless the scheduled 
banks, banks outside the organised system, Government, traders, and 
may we add politicians and economists unite in lending strength to the 
elbow of the Reserve Bank, it will not be able to discharge its duties 
satisfactorily. These duties are specially onerous in the case of India. 
In the first place, it is clearly desirable to stimulate the economic deve
lopment of India at a rapid rate in order to make up for the tremendous 
lee-way. That by itself, apart from any other reason, will make our 
banking system difficult of management. For it is common knowledge 
that one reason for financial crisis in the U. S. A. and for comparative 
stability in the United Kingdom is that the pace of economic develop
ment in the former is more rapid than in the latter. In the second 
place, we have all the difficulties inherent in the economy of an agri
cultural country, with large seasonal swings and having a limited 
number of exports exposed to world competition. In the third place, 
we are a debtor country, with default practically ruled out. It is true 
that we have normally a favourable balance of trade, but the situation 
is by no means free from anxiety, as explained above. Fourthly, we 
have not yet completely outgrown the stage of barter. In spite of the 
commercialisation of agriculture, due to improvement in transport, 
subsistence farming still prevails over wide areas. The ryot in many 
cases consumes a substantial portion of his own produce. He sells 
only the surplus for meeting his monetary obligations and for the pur
chase of salt, kerosene, cloth and such other requisites. This makes 
currency management more difficult in India than in the West. 
Fifthly, the lack of proper balance between agriculture and manufacture 
makes our economic life more vulnerable to external disturbances. In 
these days of aggressive economic nationalism, a more self-suf&cient 
economy would have made monetary control easier. Finally, there are 
inter-provincial differences. PoHtically India has been made a Federa
tion, but economically she is still a unitary state. This has given rise 
to a series of problems, some of which will need the careful attention 
of the Reserve Bank of India. 

At the same time, it should be the constant endeavour of the Bank 
not to kill the initiative of scheduled banks and other financial institu-
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tions but help them forward on sound and correct hnes as far as 
possible. Let it not be impatient if it is not able to achieve immediate 
results. It is useful to recall the wise words of John Stuart Mill, which 
are as true of an economic institution like a central bank as of 
a political state: 

" A state which dwarfs its men in order that they may be more docile 
instruments in its hands, even for beneficial purposes, will find that with small 
men no great thing can really be accomplished." 



OURSELVES 
ALUMNI NEWS 

Mr. Charuchandra Das Gupta has been appointed the Assistant Super
intendent of the Archceological Survey Office on the recommendation of the 
Public Service Commission. 

Mr. Amiyakumar Mukherji was appointed a Deputy Magistrate on the 
results of the Bengal Civil Service Examination. Subsequently he has been 
appointed to the Indian Audit and Accounts Service. 

Mr. Prosad Kumar Bose, an ex-Secretary of the College Union, has 
been appointed a Deputy Superintendent of Police on the results of the 
Indian Police Service Examination. 

COLLEGE UNION NOTES 

DEBATING SOCIETY 

A debate was held on the 26th February, 1938, at the Physics 
Theatre. Professor U. N. Ghosal took the chair. The motion was " In 
the opinion of the house a social and political dictator in Indit at present 
can do more good than all the legislatures combined." Moving the 
motion Mr. Serajuddin Ahmed went on cataloguing the failures of the 
legislatures in solving any of the major problems of poverty, illeteracy, 
disease and unemployment. Democracy, he held, succeeds where the people 
are educated and politically conscious. The Indian masses are hopelessly 
illiterate and conservative. They do not know what is good for them. So 
India's progress would have been much greater under a benevolent dictator 
like Kemal Ataturk. Opposing the motion Mr. Nirmal Kumar Roy said that 
Hitler, Mussolini and Stalin, the three great dictators of Europe were doing 
no constructive work for the welfare of the people. They have swept away 
all oppositions and criticisms, standardized the minds and have turned the 
people into a servile unit, mechanically responding the will of the dictators. 
Mr. Roy added tha t similar will be the condition in India under a 
dictator. The motion was supported by Messrs. Nikhil Maitra, Zahrol Huq, 
Choudhury Fazlul Kader, Nalinakshay Goswami and Abdur Rahim. Messrs. 
Monishi Sen, Atul Patra, Choudhury Shamsul Huda and Kazi Shamsul 
Huda spoke against the motion. Mr. Ahmed gave an eloquent reply to all 
the criticisms raised by the opposition. His eloquence carried the day and 
the motion being put to vote was passed by a big majority. The President 
concluded the debate by saying that the present conditions of India were 
extremely favourable for the rise of a dictator. And a good dirctator can 
surely hasten our march towards progress and prosperity, but there is no 
guarantee of the goodness of a dictator. So a parliamentary government 
with a strong and efficient executive, capable of quick action will be better 
for India than a dictatorial regime. With a vote of thanks to the chair, 
the meeting came to an end. 

ZAHROL HUQ, 
Secretary 
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PRESIDENCY COLLEGE ANNUAL SPORTS 

The College celebrated its Annual Sports on Tuesday, the 8th Febru
ary, 1938, in the presence of a large gathering composed of the staff, 
students and other distinguished visitors. A good number of competitors 
took part and every event was very keenly contested. The most amusing 
event, amongst others, was " Go as you like it " and when Mr. N. Das 
Roy and Bimal Datta appeared in the roles of a " Kalighat-wala " and a 
" Bulbulbhaja-wala " respectively with an excellent make-up, the spectators 
were highly jubilant. The President after much deliberation gave his 
verdict in favour of Mr. Das Roy as the first and Mr. Datta as the 
second. The tug-of-war between old boys and the stafE was won by the 
latter amidst great excitement. After the events were over, the Hon'ble 
Mr. Justice C. C. Biswas, the President, made a neat little speech, and 
Mrs. B. M. Sen gave away the prizes. 

No report should be complete without expressing our thankfulness to 
our Principal, our Physical Instructor, Mr. S. Sen and other officials, but 
for whose advice and constant guidance we could not have conducted our 
sports meeting so successively. 
RESULTS— 

1. 880 Yards Run:—i. B . P . Dubey, 2. K. Chatterjee, 3. A. 
Purkayet. Time: 2 min. 11-2/5 sees. (CoUege record). 

2. Throwing the Cricket Ball:—i. M. Mijjan, 2. H. Hossain, 3. S. 
Mitra. Distance: 82 yds. 2 ft. 10 ins. 

3. Long Jump:—i. B. P . Dubey, 2. D.Ghosh, 3. K. A, Jabbar. 
Distance: 20 ft. 7 ins. (College record). 

4. 100 Yards Run:—i. M. Mizzan, 2. B . P . Dubey, 3. K. A. 
Jabbar. Time: 10-4/5 sees. 

5. High Jump:—I. D. Ghosh, 2. A. Purkayat, 3. K. A. Jabbar. 
Height: 5 ft. 2^ ins. 

6. 440 Yards Run:—i. B . P . Dubey, 2. K. Chatterjee, 3. K. A. 
Jabbar. Time: 57-4/5 sees. 

7. Hop, Step and Jump:—I. B . P . Roy Chaudhury, 2. B. P. 
Dubey, 3. W. Ghosh. Distance: 37 ft. S ins . 

8. Sack Race:—I. A. Mirza, 2. P . Majumdar, 3. M. Addy. 
Mr. Mirza won this for four years successively. 

9. Pole Vault:—1. B. P . R. Chaudhury, 2. K. A. Jabbar, 3. T. 
Chakravarty. Height: 9 ft. 3J ins. 

10. Javelin Throw:—1. H . Hossain, 2. Mitra, 3. B. P. Dubey. 
Distance; 132 ft. 5 ins. 

11. I Mile Cycle Race\—x. M. Mijjan, 2. B . Datta. Time: 32 min. 
22-3/5 sees. 

12. Ex-students' Race:—!.. U. Sen, 2. M. MuUick,,- 3. C. Ghosh. 

13. &80 Yards Relay—won by Fourth Year Students. 

14. Tug-of-War—won by Third Year Students. 

15. " Go as you like it "—1. N. Das Roy, 2. B. Datta. 
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Individual Championship—Mr. B. P. Dubey who distinguished himself 
as the best athlete with 66 points to his credit, won Mrs. B. 
M. Sen Cup for the third consecutive year. 

COLLEGE BLUES FOR 1937 AWARDED TO— 

A. Footbal—i. S. Gupta, 2. S. Sengupta, 3. P . Majumder. 

B. Basket Balh—x. K. Chatterjee, 2. A. Chatterjee. 
C. Hockey—i. B. P. Dubey, 2. D. Nyogi. 

D. Cricket—X. N. Chatterjee, 2. R. Ghosh, 3. R. Gupta, 4. A. 
Mukiierjee. 

E . Athletiasr—x. B. P. Dubey, 2. B. Bose, 3. B. Roy Chowdhury. 

CRICKET CAPS FOR 1937-38 TO BE AWARDED TO— 

I . H. Bhattacharya, 2. R. Gupta, 3. A. Hazra, 4. S. Mitra, 
5. A. Das Gupta, 6. N. Chatterjee, 7. S. Banerjee. 

SURJA N A N D Y , 
BiMAL D A T T A , 
Jt. Hony. Secretaries. 

STEAMER PARTY 

Presidency College had its annual steamer party under the auspices ot 
the College Union on the 5th of March last. If success in these matters 
means pure recreation, no holiday-trip was ever more successful. It was 
the unanimous opinion of all aboard that that was one of the happiest 
Sundays they have ever spent. 

The Port Commissioners' "Howrah" left Chandpal Ghat precisely at 
ri-30 with a par ty of 300 on board; Principal Sen and about 25 other 
members of the staff joined the excursion. We were fortunate in having, 
as in other years, a number of guests with us, including Mr. S. C. Roy, 
Barrister-at-Law and Mrs. Roy (Aparna Devi), Mrs. B. M. Sen, Mrs. S. C. 
Majumdar, Mrs. M. Chatterjee, Mrs. N. M. Basu and others. The Socials 
Secretary, Mr. Bimal Dutt , had gathered together quite a number of enter
tainers, of whom Bani Babu, the caricaturist, deserves special mention. 
His comic sketches were a laugh-riot. Some first year men shook off their 
shyness and came forward with recitations and comic sketches (which were, 
of course, much appreciated); but unfortunately none could be found among 
the students on board who could, or rather would, sing. Are Presidency 
boys so bad musicians after all? We had a feast of music, however, for 
Srijukta Aparna Devi and Mrs. Sen were persuaded to sing. 

Now from music to the feast of sweets. That this was the most 
important item in our programme is readily proved by the fact that the 
Treasurer of the College Union, the Head Assistant of the College and 
Professor Gourinath Shastri tucked up their sleeves and joined the work 
of arranging the dishes. As to the dish itself, we should merely be satisfied 
with saying that it is whispered that many (including the professors) are 
asking for more such parties, with due regard to the culinary side! 

We should like to close our account by thanking all who want aboard 
that day, especially the esteemed guests who sacrificed one whole Sunday 
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practically for the party. Our grateful thanks also go to those students 
who worked ungrudgingly all day long. 

The trip concluded late in the evening with a hearty ring of cheers as 
had probably never before gone up from the Hughli! 

SAROJ KANTA GUHA, 

Secretary. 

PHILOSOPHY SEMINAR NOTES 

The seventh meeting for the year 1937-38 was held, in the Seminar 
room on the 3rd February, 1938. Mr. Harendra Nath Ghosh of the Third 
Year Honours Class read a paper on " Spinoza's Conception of Substance." 
He tried to show in his paper that the substance of Spinoza in the only 
Infinite Being in the light of which all individual things are to be under
stood. The objectivity of the attributes of substance was emphasised in 
the essay, and modes were explained as modifications of substance. Both 
these assertions gave rise to much discussion and Messrs. Abani Kumar 
Sircar and Md. Abdur Raquib took most prominent part in the discussion. 
The President lucidly tackled the points and gave a brief exposition of 
Spinoza's conception of substance in relation to attributes and modes. The 
meeting ended with vote of thanks to the chair. 

The next meeting of the Seminar was held in the Ashutosh Building^ 
on the 15th February, 1938. Dr. P . D. Shastri took the chair. A paper 
on " Intellect and Intuition " was read by Nirmal Chandra Majumdar of 
the Sixth Year Class. The M. A. students attended the meeting. In his 
paper the essayist defined intuition as that type of cognition which enters 
directly into the heart of things. Intellect on the other hand moves round 
the object—it is knowing by means of concept which gives us the transla
tion of the object and not the object itself. According to ' the essayist the 
conception of intuition in Western philosophy is more or less intellectual. 
The most perfect form of intuition is found in Vedanta and Patanjali; 
intuition of Vedanta is pure ^TrlrfNl where the chit (f%g^) shines in its 
native fundamentality. The possibility of realising such intuition and the 
coincidence of the ideal and the real as a presupposition in the valid know
ledge were dwelt on in the essay. Enthusiastic discussion followed in 
which many of the Sixth Year students took part. Dr. Shastri gave a 
critical analysis of the problem, and the meeting terminated with a vote 
of thanks to the chair. 

The last meeting for the session was held on the 22nd March; Mr. M. 
Abdur Raquib read a paper on " Intelligence Test." Dr. N. K. Brahma 
presided. The paper was an at tempt for a clear exposition of the growth, 
nature, and utility of Intelligence Tests. The relation of intelligence with 
various waJks and aspects of life was trand in the paper. The theoretical 
interest this new movement in the domain of science has produced was 
presented in detail. Mr. H. N. Ghosh made few remarks on the paper in 
course of the discussion that followed. Dr. Brahma pointed out the dis
crepancies of the paper and dwelt on the present futility, and future 
possibility of practical benefit of the movement. The meeting ended with 
vote of thanks to the chair. 

M. A. RAQUIB, 
Secretary-
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POLITICS SEMINAR 

The first sitting of the Politics Seminar was held on the 19th February 
with Mr. U. N. Ghoshal in the chair. Mr. Atul Chandra Patra of the Third 
Year Class read a paper on " Fascism and Dictatorship." The writer 
strongly opposed the philosophy behind Fascism and Dictatorship. Fascism 
and Dictatorship, in his opinion, mean internal control and external con
quest. The writer also remarked that the Dictators only suppressed truth, 
disseminated lies and stoked up the bellicosity of the nations. He referred 
to the oificial declarations of Hitler and Mussolini and drew the attention 
of the House to the naivety of the language of such declarations. He 
further combated the view that economic and political emergencies 
necessitate the rise of the Dictators. If there was any political emergency 
at all, it was, the writer held, due to the mentality of the uncompromising 
Dictators themselves. And economic emergencies of the world as a whole 
could not be solved by the oligarchic principles of the Dictators. 

Mr. Pat ra in course of his essay said that the Dictators were neither 
themselves civilised nor would they allow spread of civilisation. To this 
Mr. Manishimohan Sen objected on the ground that Hitler—a Dictator— 
himself spent time in pursuit of music and such other arts. Mr. Serajuddin 
Ahmed criticised the essay on the ground that Dictators were not necessarily 
despots and tha t dictatorship did not invariably precede Fascism. He 
referred to the rule of Kemal Pasha who can never be held responsible for 
any massacre. 

Professor Ghoshal summed up all the points in a neat little speech in 
which he referred to economic and political implications of the philosophy 
of dictatorship. The meeting terminated with a vote of thanks to the 
chair. 

ATUL CHANRDA PATRA, 
Secretary. 

OUR CONTEMPORARIES 

We acknowledge with thanks the receipt of the following contem
poraries : — 

1. Scottish Church College Magazine, Calcutta. 
2. Vidyasagar College Magazine, Calcutta. 
3. Carmichael College Magazine, Rangpur. 
4. Rajshahi College Magazine, Rajshahi. 
5. The Ravi, Government College Magazine, Lahore. 

6. The Calcutta University Law College Magazine, Calcutta. 
7. Sachitra Bharat (several issues), Calcutta. 
8. The American College Magazine, Madura. 
9. Prajna, the Bagerhat CoUege Magazine, Bagerhat. 

10. The Cottonian, Cotton College, Gauhati. 
11. The Elphinstonian, Elphinstone College, Bombay. 
12. Brojomohun College Magazine, Barisal. 
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13. The Union Magazine, D. A. V. College, Lahore. 

14. The Greer Bhumihar Bramban College Magazine. 

15. The Ashutosh College Magazine, Calcutta. 

16. Kishori Raman Inter-College Magazine, Muttra. 

17. Dyal Singh College Magazine, Lahore. 

18. Journal of the College of Engineering and Technology, 
Jadavpur. 



6 to 

The Economic Journal (March, 1938, Vol. XLVM, No. 189}— 

1. D. H . ROBERTSON: The Future of International Trade (draws a 
picture of a " world in which a volume of international trade, relatively dimi
nished as compared with pre-war or even pre-crisis days, will continue to be 
conducted by mechanisms more cumbrous, in the face of hindrances more severe, 
than then p r e v a i l e d " ) . 2. M. KALECKI : The Lesson of the Blum Experi
ment [studies the problems of production, prices and the rates of wages and 
interest during the Blum Experiment and applies the Keynesian theory to it; 
concludes t h a t there is a t least one important point (i.e., the relation between 
the money-wage and the real wage) in which the reality of the Blum experiment 
seems to disagree with the Keynesian theory] . 3. T. H. SILCOCK: Some 
Problems of Price Maintenance (considers certain problems of theory and of 
policy arising from the modern practice among British manufacturers of giving 
and maintaining the retail selling price of their product). 4. G. J. PONS ONE Y : 
Freight Charges by Road in Competition (an interesting article; deals with 
several factors affecting freight charges by road). The following books, among 
others, have been reviewed in this i s sue :—i . A. C. PiGou: Socialism versus 
Capitalism; by D. H . MACREGOR. 2. VON HAYEK : Monetary Nationalism 
and International Stability; by P . B. WHALE. 3, JOAN ROBINSON: Introduction 
to the Theory of Employment; by H. SMITH. 4. J . KUCZYNSKI: New Fashions 
in Wage Theories; by A. P . LEARNER : the reviewer calls the second part of this 
book 'unbelievably bad ' and concludes tha t 'such a Philistine contempt for the 
arguments used . . . . performs the greatest dis-service to the Labour move
ment. ' 

Economica (Vol. V, No. 17, February, 1938)— 
I . OSKAR L A N G E : The rate of interest and the optimum propensity to 

commune (a critical review of the liquidity-preference theory of Mr. Keynes). 
2. ROBERT B . STEWART: Great Britain's Foreign Loan Policy. 3. R. G. 
H A W T R E Y : Professor Haberler on the Trade Cycle (a review of HABERLER'S 
Prosperity and Depression). 

The American Economic Review (Vol. XXVIII, No. i, March, 1938)— 
I . R. S. T U C K E R : The Reasons for Price Rigidity (studies the relative 

elasticity of agricultural and industrial prices since 1837 and concludes that the 
increasing size of industrial units have not increased the rigidity of industrial 
prices, which are now less rigid than they were a hundred years ago). 2. R 
A. L E S T E R : Political Economy versus Individualistic Economics (contends 
tha t for arriving a t a correct conclusion regarding the proper price level, proper 
wage level, etc. , an understanding of social psychology may be of more value 
than skill in higher mathematics or in refined reasoning). 3. H. G. H A Y E S : 
Hoarding and the Competitive Equilibrium (considers hoarding as an obstacle 
to the competitive equilibrium). ^ 
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Intfian Journal of Economics (Vol. XVIII, Part I, No/70, Jan., 1938)— 

I . NATAVARLAI- M . SURATI ; Agricultural Debt Redemption and after in 
Bhavanagar (an important article; readers acquainted with the Redemption 
Report would find it extremely profitable to find matters brought up-to-date here 
by one in charge of redemption operations). 2. M. P . GANDHI: ImprWed 
Sugar Sales Oiganisation Necessary. 3. KHAN MOHAMMAD BASHIB AHMAD 
K H A N : Rural Reconstruction through Co-operation; Better-Living Societies. 
4. B . G. BHATNAGAR: Rural Development in the United Provinces. 

The Asiatic Review (Vol. XXXIV, No. 117, January, 1938)--

I . S I R FRANK N O Y C E : India 's Economic Development (an important 
pronouncement by an important person on India's current economic problems; 
deals with the problems of dietary, uncultivated land, fragmentation of holding, 
purchasing power, trade agreements and so on). 2. Y. N. SUKTHANKAR: The 
present position of the Sugar Industry in India (a statistical study). 3. R. T. 
BARRETT; Britain 's Responsibility in South China (argues that British occupa
tion of Hongkong and a bold British policy would bring Uberation to South 
China and finally to China herself). 

Round Table (No. n o , March, 1938)— 
I . The Air and the Citizen (an article of extremely practica! importance 

in these days of air-raids; also describes German, French and British measures 
against air-raids). 2. New Trends in India (a review of the first year of the 
new reforms). 3. Great Britain (a description of the present situation; deals 
with the problems of rearmament and the recent trends of business and 
industry). 4 . Japan ' s Challenge to the West. 

History (Vol. XXII, No. 87, December, 1937)— 

I . A. GOODWIN: The French Executive Directors—A Revolution (a 
review of the character and achievements of the Directors). 2. M. V. C. 
J E F F R E Y : The Value of " L i n e s of Deve lopmen t" in stimulating the Pupil's 
initiative. 

T h e Amer ican Historical R e v i e w ( V o l . X L I I I , N o . 2 , J a n u a r y , 1938)— 

I . G. S. F O R D : Some Suggestions to American Historians. 2. W. L. 
WESTERMAN: The Ptolemies and their subjects. 3 . D. B . GOEBEL: Britisli 
Trade to Spanish Colonies. 

Hibbert Jouirnal ( J a n u a r y , 1 9 3 8 : X X X V I 2 ) — 

A rich number as u s u a l : — i . BARON VON O P P E L L : From an Autobiography 
of Thought (stray thoughts of a philosopher; continued, from the October issue). 
2. Principal JOHN M U R R A Y : The Human Basis of the League of Nations. 
3. Prof. R. B . MOWAT: Religion as a Factor in H u m a n History (a notable 
contribution). 4. Dr. G. K. B O W E S : Declining Intelligence in Western 
Civilisation (the writed bases himself on the results of recent intelligence tests: 
a gloomy article). 5. Dr. C. J . W R I G H T : The Abiding Significance of the 
Reformation (the present year marks the fourth centenary of the publication of 
the Great Bible). 6. Prof. A. H . D O D D : The Uon-conformist Conscience in 
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Public Life. 7. J . M. CONNELL: Tiie Religion of Charles Dickens. 8. L. 
SPENCE: The Fai ry Problem in Scotland (a study of primitive beliefs in 
Scotland), g. W. J . BLYTON: Hymns as Religion and Poetry, lo . M. E. 
THORNTON; A Chinese View of Immortality (an article on the 'Social Im
mortality conception of Dr. Hu Shih, one of the foremost Chinese intellectuals 
of the day). 

Mind (October, 1937: XLVI, 184)— 

I . R . J A C K S O N : Mill's Joint Method (I). 2. H . D . L E W I S ; Some Obser
vations on Natura l Rights and the General Will (I) (an article of great interest 
to students of political philosophy). 3. JOHN W I L D : The Unity of the Berke-
leian Philosophy (discusses the question, often raised, whether there were two 
Berkeleys, a young empiricist and an older Platonist). 4. J. D. MABBOTT ; 
Is Plato 's Republic utilitarian? [The usual scholarly reviews of philosophical 
and psychological books and survey of philosophical periodicals complete a 
useful n u m b e r ] . 

Scrutiny (December, 1937: VI, 3)— 
I. H. A. . M A S O N : Education by Book Club? (j, severely critical account of 

the activities of the Left Book Club). 2. D. W. HARDING: The Role of the 
Onlooker (exaraines the nature of the response of the spectator and the reader). 
3. F . ' R . LEAVIS : Diabolic Intellect and the Noble Hero: a Note on Othello 
(may be described as an essay in the 'debunking' of Othello; contests Bradley's 
view of Othello as a noble hero ruined by a diabolic intellect. Has all the 
fussiness of a Leavis criticism—he speaks of 'Bradley's comical solemnity, 
completely wrong-heeded'—but there are some good points. A post-script pulls 
up stoU in his a t t emp t to explain everything in Shakespeare in terms of 
convention). 4. RONALD BOTTRALL : Revengers Against Time (a fine poem). 
[Among the review articles there is one by L. C. KNIGHTS ^ n Elizabethan 
Reading Matter and Elizabethan Literature and one by F. R, LEAVIS on D. H. 
LAWRENCE) . 

The London Mercury— 
[November, 1937: XXXVII . 217]—i. EDWIN MUIR : , Le t te r s ; RUTH 

F I T T E R ; The Stockdove (poems). 2. B. M. KINCK; Laura Kieler; The Model 
for Ibsen's Nora (tr. from the Norwegian by Charles Archer, brother of the late 
William Archer). [The Editorial touches, among other things, on the dangers 
of ' the concentration of the power of the daily Press in a few hands. ' A letter 
from V. A. P O P E suggests the introduction of the continental practice of 
publishing all books in cheap editions and only later producing in more hand
some and permanent form those works which have shown themselves to 
possess some durable appea l ] . 

[December, 1937: XXXVII .218]—i . WALTER DE LA MARE ; Memory; An 
Interlude (poems). 2. LAURENCE HOUSMAN ; The English Bible (draws atten
tion to the literary beauties of the A. V. and commends E. S. Bates' The 
Bible Designed to be read as Literature, to which he has contributed an Intro
duction). 3. JAMES B R I D I E : The Starlings: A Play in One Act. 4. E. A. 
A. R O W S E ; A Nation Must Plan. 5. ELIZABETH BOWEN ; A Walk in the 
Woods (a short story). 6. SEAN O'FAOLAIN' Don Quixote O'Flaherty 

. (appreciation of a leading Irish novelist by another). 
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[January, 1938: XXXVII .219]—1. GEORGE STEER: TWO Years (argaes 
that the war danger can only be met by an 'arms loan' to the victim of 
aggression ; such a loan, the writer maintains, would have killed the war ia 
Ethiopia, Spain and China). 2. C. K. M U N R O : Vanity of vanities; a tale to 
make women laugh, and men weep. 3. P H I L I P H E N R Y : Seventeenth-Century 
Painting (a good short s tudy: there was lately an exhibition of Seventeenths 
Century Art in Burlington House, London). 4. BERNARD SHAW to LAURENCE 
HousMAN: How to Pr int the Bible (Mr. Shaw disagrees with Mr,' Housman's 
condemnation, in his article on the English Bible in the previous issue, of the 
practice of making every sentence in the Bible a numbered paragraph. Mr. 
Housman's reply is worth a look). [There is a. good editorial note on Fascism 
and Communism vs. Democracy]. 

[February, 1938: XXXVII .220 ]—i . BERNARD S H A W : Cymbeline Re-
finished : A Variation (with a most interesting foreword. The play with the new 
Shavian ending was recently staged in London). 2. GORDON CRAIG: Henry 
IRVING, 1838-1938 (a great producer 's notes on a great actor). 3. SWINBURNE: 
Two scenes from a Tragedy (a dramatic fragment recently rediscovered by E. 
H. W. Meyerstein). 4. GEORGES LAFOURCADE: Swinburne Vindicated (the 
well-known critic and biographer of Swinburne a t tempts a defence of the poet 
against the charge of insince'rity made against his erotic poems and that of lack 
of intelligence against his political verse. The centenary of the poet's birth fell 
last year). [There are some interesting editorial remarks on the flutter caused 
among authors and publishers by the success of the Penguin-Pelican Series]. 

Modern Language Rev iew ( J a n u a r y , 1 9 3 8 : X X X I I I , i ) — 

I. A. E . PARSONS: The English Heroic Play (discusses the various affilia
tions of the t ype : an important contribution on the subject). 2. J. H. WHIT
FIELD : Boccaccio and Fiammetta in the Teseide (the writer identifies Falemone 
with Boccaccio and EmiUa with Boccaccio's beloved, Fiammetta). 3. E. 
MCILVENNA : The 'Philistine' in 'Sturm Und Drang' (shows tha t the use of the 
term Philistine in the intellectual and moral sense which i t now bears, originated 
in the circle of the young Storm and Stress writers of Strassburg). 4. H. 
BRADDY : Cambyuskan's Flying Horse and Charles Vl's 'Cerf Volant' (yet 
another analogue suggested for Chancer's Squire's Tale). [Also a useful list of 
new publications on modern languages and literatures, July—September, 
1937]-

M o d e m L a n g u a g e N o t e s ( M a r c h , 1 9 3 8 : L I I I , 3 ) — 

I. G. H . ORIANS : Hawthorne and The Maypole of Merry Mount (dis
cusses the sources of Nathaniel Hawthorne 's well-known story and their 
transmutation in Hawthorne's hands). 2. M. K E L L E Y : Milton and Miracles 
(seeks to disprove the statement made in E. M. W. Tillyard's Milton that the 
poet distrusted miracles). 3. A. FRIEDMAN: Goldsmith and the Marquis 
d'Argens (discusses the source and authorship of an essay commonly attributed 
to Goldsmith where the writer pays a dream-visit to the Fountain of Fine 
Sense and the Fountain of Good Sense). 4 . E . M. DIECKMANN: "Moore 
Feelynge Than Had Boece " (new light thrown on the Chaucer's Nonne 
Preestes Tale. 11.473-4). [Also a list of recent publications on modern 
languages and literatures].^ 
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Modern Philology (February, 1938: XXXV. 3)— 

I . P . J . C R E A N : The Stage Licensing Act of 1737 (has a great deal of 
interesting information about the eighteenth-century stage). 2. W. P . JONES: 
Thomas Gray 's Library (a most interesting catalogue is appended. One learns 
with interest t h a t the poet rarely paid much for a book, cared little for their 
form or condition, and marked, underlined and annotated his books most 
liberally: thus his copy of Milton is filled with parallel passages from ' the 
Scriptures, Homer , Theocritus, Thucydides, Diodorus Siculus, Plato, Aeschylus, 
Sophocles, Euripides, Theodectes, Virgil. Horace, Lucretius, Cicero, Claudian, 
Statius, Dante , Petrarch, Chaucer, Gawin Douglas, Spenser, Shakespeare, Ben 
Jonson, e t c ' One also notes with surprise the poet's great interest in natural 
history). 3. R. W. SEITZ : Some of Goldsmith's second thoughts on English 
History (Goldsmith's political views examined). 

The Times Literary Supplement ( January-March, 1938. issues: 
XXXVI, 1874-1886 )— 

I . The Wonder of Discovery: Explorers' Gifts to Poetry (leader: Jan. i) . 
2. Romanticism in the Dock; A Plea for Reprieve (leader: Jan. 8 ; an article 
of great interest in view of the current reaction against romanticism). 3. The 
Return of P o p e : A Master of Word-Patterns (leader: Jan : 15 ; one of the 
effects of the contemporary reaction against romanticism has been a revival 
of Dryden and Pope). 4. On Byron's Bir thday: The Unburnt Autobiography 
(leader: J a n : 22 ; the present year marks the 150th anniversary of Byron's 
birth ; the ' u n b u r n t autobiography ' refers to the poet's letters: his real 
autobiography was. of course, burnt) . 5. The Twilight of the EUzabethans: 
The Explorer wi thout his Glamour (leader: Feb. 5 ; the 'twilight' refers to the 
recent fall from favour of the Elizabethans). 6. Baroque and its Aims: The 
Illusion of Life in Stone (leader: Feb. 19). 7- The Tragedy of Mozart: 
Genius and Infirmity (leader: March 12).* 

* We wish to thank Professor Taraknath Sen and Mr. Haridas Banerji for 

giving valuable assistance in compiling this Guide.—ED. 



Last Year's Books—II 

HISTORY—II 

The following is a further hst of historical books which attracted attention 
last y e a r ; — 

A. I . Pericles, by Compton MacKenzie (Hodder & Stoughton), i8s.: a bio
graphical s tudy and a review of Athenian history which is suggestive in some 
details. 2. Economic Survey of Ancient Rome (Vol. 3), edited by T. Frank 
(John Hopkins Press), i 8 s . ; including CoUingwood's valuable survey of docu
ments on Roman Britain under separate subject heads. 3. Cleopatra, by Emil 
Ludwig (Allen & Unwin), 12s. 6d . : the famous biographer's first life of a 
woman. 4. Augustus, by John Buchan (Hodder & Stoughton), 21s.: an 
a t tempt a t revaluation of the architect of the Roman Empire. 

B . 5. Constitutional History of Mediaeval England, by J. E. JoHfle 
(Black),' 15s.: an efiort to remove a long-felt want. 6. Studies in Consti
tutional History in the 13th and 14th Centuries, by B . Wilkinson (Manchester 
University Press), a Stubbsian reaction about the origins of Parliament. 7. 
Fourteenth-Century Studies, by M. V. Clarke (Clarendon Press), 21s.: an 
approach from the standpoint of the conditions prevailing in the Irish colony. 
8. Life on the English Manor, 115140, by H. S. Bennett (Cambridge 
University Press), i 6 s . : a description of the routine of mediaeval rural life. 
9. History of the Church of Scotland to the Reformation, by J. A. Duke 
(Oliver & Boyd), 12s. 6d. : a posthumous publication which is parallel to 
Dr. MacEwan's work. 10. History of Florence, by F . Schevill (G. Bell), i8s.: 
the latest book on a subject of perennial interest. 

C. I I , The Golden Century of Spain, by R. T. Davies (Macmillan), i6s.: 
a brief bu t valuable survey of the i6 th century. 12. Philip U, by W. T. 
Walsh (Sheed & Ward), t8s . : a Catholic estimate of the greatness of the King. 
13. John Knox, by Lord Eustace Percy (Hodder & Stoughton), 20s.: a re
examination of the Scottish religious leader by a kell-known English politician. 
14. Oliver Cromwell, by M. Ashby (Cape),, 12s. 6d . : a s tudy mainly of the 
Protectorate. 15. Power and Secret of the Papacy, by Ren6 Fulop-Miller 
(Longmans), 7s. 6d. : a chapter in Church history of the last century. 16. 
Civitas Dei, by Lionel Curtis (Macmillan), Vol. I I , 12s. 6d. : the second volume 
of a triology in the pursuit of general principles in Western history; Vol. HI, 
5s . : conclusions of the author. 17. The Radical Tory, edited by H. W. J. 
Edwards (Cape). 8s. 6d . : a selection of the speeches and writings of Disraeli. 
18. Haldane, by Sir Frederick Maurice (Faber and Faber) , i 8 s . : a sympathetic 
review of the career of an able thinker and a great war-minister. 19. Great 
Contemporaries, by Winston Churchill (Thornton Butterworth) , 21s.: a glitter-
uig gallery of portraits drawn with great skill. 20. Moments of Memory, by 
Herbert Asquith (Hutchinson), i 8 s . : memoirs of the son of the ex-Prime 
Minister which throw some light on the affairs of his day. 21. Crown, People 
and Parliament. 1760-1935. by W. Edwards (Arrowsmith), 8s. 6d.: a useful 
survey. 22. European Beginnings in West Africa, 1454-1578, by J. W. Blake , 
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(Longmans), los . 6d. : an appreciation of Portuguese empire-building 23 
Development of Dominion Status, 1900-1936. edited by R. M. Dawson (Oxford 
University Press), 21s. : a study mainly from the Canadian point of view. 
24. Econormc History of Modern Britain, by J. H . Clapham (Cambridge Uni
versity Press), Vol. I l l , 35s. : conclusion of a work which has already attained 
the standard rank. 25. Diplomatic History of the United States, by S. F . 
Beamis (Cape), 25s. : a connected account of an important subject, 

26. India, a Cultural History, by H. G. Rawlinson (Cresset Press), 30s. : 
an ambitious a t t empt to cover a huge subject. 27. Empire of the Nabobs, by 
Lester Hutchinson (Allen & Unwin), 7s. 6d. : a history of the British in India 
from the socialistic point of view. 28. Early Japanese History, by R. K. 
Reischauer (Princeton University Press), 35s. : a comprehensive history up to 
1167 A.D. 29. The Far East in World Politics, by G. F . Hudson (Oxford 
University Press), 7s. 6d, : a topical analysis. 30. Red Star over China, by 
Edgar Snow (Gollancz), i8s. : a favourable account of the communistic parts 
of China by an eye-witness of Soviet rule. 31 . Iraq, by P . W Ireland (Cape), 
15s.: a careful s tudy of the mandate developing into the Kingdom. 

32. Hungary and Her Successors, 1919-1937, by C. A. Macartney (Oxford 
University Press), 25s. : an appropriate s tudy of an important corner of Europe. 
33. Invertebrate Spain, by Jos6 Ortega y Gasset (Allen & Unwin), 7s. 6d. ; 
translation of a fifteen-year old Spanish book which gives the famous author's 
opinion of his country. 34. Michael Bakunin, by E . H. Carr (Macmillan), 
25s. : a full length biography of the romantic revolutionary. 35. History of 
Anarchism in Russia, by E . Yaroslavsky (Lawrence & Wishart), 2s. 5d : Com 
munist analysis of Anarchist vagaries. 36. Origin of Russian Communism, by 
N. Berdyaev (Geoffrey Bles), 8s. 6d. : a thesis by the noted philosophy main
taining that Bolshevism has a specific Russian character. 37. Case of Leon 
Trotsky (Seeker & Warburg), 12s. 6d. : verbatim report of the Dewey Commis
sion enquiry. 38. The House that Hitler Built, by S. H. Roberts (Methuen), 
I2S. 6d. ; an a t t empt a t an impartial balance-sheet by a colonial writer. 39. 
Spirit and Structure of German Fascism, by R. A. Brady (Gollancz), 12s. 6d. : 
a Leftist at tack on the . Nazis. 40. Necessity of Pacifism, by J. Middleton 
Murry (Cape), 3s. 6d . : an elaboration of the spiritual faith in revolutioij through 
peace. 41. The Crisis of our Civilisation, by Hilaire Belloc (Cassel), 8s. 6d.: 
a critical survey of origfiin, history and future of ̂ civilisation from the author's 
familiar point of view. 42. A New Social Philosophy, by Werner Sombart 
(Princeton University Press), i6s. : a vindication of Nazism by the veteran 
German professor: 43. The Good Society, by Walter Lippman (Allen & Unwin), 
los. 6d. ; an American defence of the liberal outlook. 

S, C. S. 

ARABIA AND ISLAM 

• I, ART AND ARCHEOLOGY :—Lamare, P.—Structure geologique de L'Arabe 
(Paris); Holter, K.—Die Islamischen Miniatur handschniften, vor 1350 (Leipzig); 
Reich S—Notes Archeologiques sur Medine (Paris); Annual Bibliography of 
Islamic Art and Archaeology, India excepted. Vol. I (Jerusalem); Grohmann, 
{^.—Arabic Papyri in the Egyptian Library, Vol. I I , Legal Texts (Cairo). 

II. HISTORY AND GENERAL LITERATURE : - H i t t i , Philip K.-History of the 
Arabs (London); Kieran, R. n.—The Unveiling of Arabia: The Story of 
Arabian Travel and Discovery (London); Watson, Ch. ^.-Whdt is the Moslem 
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World} (A Survey of the Moslem World of to-day: New York); Pienne, H.— 
Mahomet et Charlemagne (Paris); Concordance et Indices de la Tradition 
Musnlmane, by A. J. Wensinck, P a r t I X (Liden); Powys Mathers—/4>i English 
Translation of the Arabian Nights; Hurqronje, C. S.—Mohammadanism: 
Lectures on its Origin, its Religious and Political Growth, and its present state 
(London); Cash, W. W.—Christendom and Islam; their contacts and cultures 
down the centuries (New York); Mez, A.—The Renaissance of Islam, translated 
by S. Khuda Baksh (Patna). 

I I I . ARABIC TEXTS:—al- 'Azami—Rihala fi bilad al-Arabiya; ar-Eazi— 
Kitab Sir-al Asar, edited by J. Ruska (Berlin); Abu'l Mahasin ibn Taghri— 
Birdi's An-Nujum az-Zhira fi Muluk al-Misar wa'l Kahira, Vols. 5 and 6 (Cairo); 
al-Ikd al-Farid of Ibn 'Abd-i Aabbiki, India, by Muhammad Shafi (Lahore); 
Thahit ibn Qurra—Kitab fi, 'alat as-sa'at (Berlin); Caskel (W.)—Arabic inscrip
tions in the collection of the Hispanic Society of America (New York; Ibn 
Shahin's Hibbur Yaphe, edited from a unique manuscript by J. Obermann 
(Paris); Maqrizi's Kitab al-suluk li Macrifat: Duwal al-Muluk, edited by 
Mustafa Zada. 

M. M. H. 

IRAN AND PERSIAN LITERATURE 

I. ART AND ARCHEOLOGY:—Stchoukine , Ivan—La Peinture Iranienne-soiis 
les derniers Abhasides et les Il-Khdns (Bruges); Ackerman, Ph.—L'exposition 
d'art iranien a Leningrad (Paris); Cameron, G. G.—Histoire de I'Iran antinque 
(Paris; Persian Textiles and their Technique, from the 6th to the i8th centuries 
(New Haven); Unwalla, J . M.—The ancient Persian Inscriptions of the ArchiB-
menian period found at Susa (Paris); Bahrami, M.—Les carreaux des revete-
ment lustre dans les ceramique persane du xlle a xve siecle (Paris). 

I I . HISTORY AND GENERAL LITERATURE:—^Bartholomae, Prof. C.—Notes on 
Sasanian Law (tr.), Pa r t I I I (Bombay); Filmer, H.—The Pageant of Persia; 
Meritt-Hawkes, O. A.—Persian: Romance and Reality (London); Mostafa 
Mesbah Zadeh—La politique de I'Iran dans la Societe de Nations (Paris); Stark, 
F.—The •Valleys of the Assassins (London); Duchesne-Guillemin, J.—Etudes de 
morphologic iranienne. Vol. I (Paris); Lockhart, L.—The Navy of Nadir Shah. 

I I I . -PERSIAN TEXTS:—^Nizam's Haft Paikar, edited by Vahid Dastgardi 
(Tehran); Tahakat-i Salatin-i Islam, t r . from Lane Poole's Muhammadan 
Dynasties (by Abbas Iqba), Tehran; Nasr-ud-Din, by Muhammad Ramazani 
(Tehran); Hazra-o Yak Shab, a translation of the Arabian Nights, edited by 
M. Ramazani (Tehran); Nizami's Sharaf-Nama-i Iskandari. edited by Vahib 
Dastgardi (Tehran); Risala dar Tahqiq-i Ahwali-i Rumi, by Badi-al Zaman; 
Shakhsiyat-i Maulavi, by Husain Shajara; Sharh-i Hal-i Hahmud-i Shabistari, 
by Hasan Masshun; Tarikh-i Nizami-i Iran (A History of I ran from 550 B. C. 
to 1918), by Kuzanlu, Jamil; Parviz, Abbas—Histoire de L'Iran de Tahirides a 
I'invasion des Mongols, Tomel (Tehran); Arda Viraf Namah. by Rashid Yasimi; 
Adabiyat-i Muasir (Contemporary Persian Poetry), by Rashid-i Yasimi; Browne, 
E. G.—History of Persian Literature from the Safavid Dynasty to Modern 
Times, t r . into Persian, by Rashid-i Yasimi, with a supplement (Tehran); 
Burhan-i Ma'asir of S. Ali Taba-taba, edited by S. Hashimi (Tehran); Tazkira-i 
Tahir asr Abadi, edited by Vahid Dastkardi (Tehran). 

M. M. H. 
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ENGLISH L I T E R A T U R E 
Poetry had a good but not a very remarkable year,. Mr Ezra Pound 

came out with a further Decad (the fifth) of his bewildering Cantos (Faber 6s ) 
Mr. Auden pubhshed some of his liveliest light verse in Letters from Iceland 
(jomtly with Louis MacNeice: Faber, 12s. 6d.). Mr. Charles Madge made his 
first appearance in book form with Poems and a. Preface (Faber) and wrote 
besides. The Disappearing Castle (Faber, 6s.). Mention may also be made of 
the following:—Clifford Dyment ' s : Straight or Curly (Dent, 2S. 6d.); David 
Jones: In Parenthesis (Faber, los . 6d.), an epic of the Great War which won 
some praise; Edwin Muir: Journeys and Places (Dent, 2s.. 6d.), praised by 
Stephen Spender; Margaret Ruddock (another of Yeats ' discoveries); The 
Lemon Tree (Dent, 2S. 6d.), with a foreword and a poem by Yeats; Robert 
Frost: A Further Range (Cape, 5s.) and Selected Poems (selected by himself: 
with essays by Auden, Day Lewis, Edwin Muir, etc.; Cape, 5s.). Among the 
older poets who published were Richard Aldington (The Crystal World: Heine-
mann, 5s.); Edmund Blunden [An Elegy and other Poems: Cobden-Sanderson, 
6s.); Ernest Rhys {Song of the Sun: Dent, 2s, 6d.); and John Masefield (with 
Edward Seago: The Country Scene: In Poems and Pictures: Collins, 63s.). 
Messrs. Sidgwick and Jackson pubhshed, a t los . 6d. each, the Collected Poems 
of Laurence Housman and the third volume of the Collected Poems of the late 
John Drinkwater. 

In Fiction, there was a large output as usual, but, barring Virginia Woolf's 
The Years (Hogarth, 8s. 6d.) , not much of outstanding importance. Well-
known names, however, figure among last year 's novelists, e.g., G. K. Chesterton 
with his posthumous The Paradoxes of Mr. Pond (Cassell, 7s. 6d.); H. G. Wells 
with Brynhild or the Show of Things )Methuen, 7s. 6d.); Sir Hugh Walpole 
with John Cornelius (Macmillan, 8s. 6d.); John Masefield with The Square Peg, 
or the Gun Fella (Heinemann, 7s. 6d. : directed against fox-hunting); Elizabeth 
Sitwell with I live under a Black Sun (Gollancz, 8s. 6d. : the story of Swift, 
Stella and Vanessa against a modem background); Storm Jameson with The 
Moon is Making (Cassel, 8s. 6d. : pa r t of a larger work); John Powys with 
Maiden Castle (Cassel, 8s. 6d.) and Morwyn, or the Vengeance of God (id., 
7s. 6d.); Forrest Reid with his much-praised Peter Waring (Faber, 7s. 6.); 
Wyndham Lewis with The Revenge for Love (Cassel, 8s. 6d.); James Hanley 
with Garey Children (Mathuen, 8s. 6d.); Chistopher Isherwood with Sally Bowles 
(Hogarth, 3s. 6d.). The year also gave us two remarkable scientific fantasies: 
H. G. WeU's Star-Begotten (Chatto, 6s.) and Olaf Stapledon's Star Maker 
(Methuen, 8s. 6d.). American fiction included William Faulkner's Absalom. 
Absalom] (Chatto, 8s. 6d.); Ernest Hemingway's To Have and Have Not (Cape, 
7S. 6d.); Frederic Prokosch's The Seven Who Fled (the poet 's first novel: 
Chatto, 8s. 6d.); and Elmer Rice's Imperial City (the, dramatist 's first novel: 
Gollancz, los . 6d.). Notable collections of short stories were James Hanley's 
Half an Eye (sea stories: Lane, 8s. 6d.); Sean O'Faolain's A Purse of Coppers 
(Cape, 7s. 6d.); Liam O'Flaherty 's Short Stories (fifty-eight stories: the best of 
O'Flaherty; Cape, 7s. 6d.); and Winifred Hol tby 's posthumous Pavements at 
Anderby (short stories with a few essays: Collins, 7s. 6d.). 

In drama, the crop was lean as usual. I t included two collections of 
Laurence Housman 's Palace plays: Palace Scenes (Cape, 5s.) and P ^ ' " ^ 
Penalties (which deals with the marital relations of George IV and gueen 
Caroline: id., 3s. 6d.); two allegorical verse-dramas: Loms MacNeice s Out of 
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the Picture (Faber, 6s.) and Archibald MacLeish's The Fall of the City (Boris-
wood, 3S. 6d.); a trifle by Yeats: The Heme's Egg: A Theatre Play (Macmillan, 
5S.); a Dunsany collection: Plays for Earth and Air (Heinemann, 6s.); and 
D. Johnston and Ernst Toller's Blindman's Buff (Cape, 8s. 6d.).. A new play 
by T- B . Priestly. / Have Been Here Before (a metaphysical play about Time), 
was staged during the year. 

Works fallmg under the category of literary history and criticism formed a 
numerous class. We gave a select and classiiied list below: — 

I (GENERAL)—i. Introductions to English Literature (General Editor: 
Bonamy Dobr6e), 5 vols., 6s. each. 2. B . Allen; Tides in English Taste (1619-
1800), 2, vols. (Harvard and Oxford University Press, 34s.). 3. Essays and 
Studies by Members of the English Association, Vol. 22, Oxford, 7s. 6d. 
(includes essays by Selincourt on Coleridge's Dejection: An Ode; Carritt on 
Addison, K a n t and Wordsworth; Blunden on Elia and Christ 's Hospital; Mary 
Lascelles on Jane Austen's style; J . E . V". Crofts on Donne; and Louis MacNeice 
on Subject in Modern Poetry). 

I I ( I 6 T H AND 17TH C E N T U R I E S ) — 1 . Prof. R. W. Chambers; The Place of 

Saint Thomas More in English Literature and History (Longmans, 5s.). 2. Prof. 
R. de la Bere : John Heywood, Entertainer (with reprints of four Interludes: 
Allen, los . 6d.). 3. L. C. Knigh ts : Dama and Society in the Age of Jonson 
(a s tudy of the relation between economics and l i terature: Chatto, 12s. 6d.). 
4. Prof. A. Nicoll: Stuart Masques and the Renaissance Stage (studies the 
technical side of the production of Masques: il lustrated: Harrap, 36s.). 5 C. 
M. Coffin: Donne and the New Philosophy (Columbia and Oxford tJniversity 
Press, 17s. 6d.). 6. Sir H. Grierson: Milton and Wordsworth: Poets and. 
Prophets (a study of their reactions to political events : Cambridge, 8s. 6d.). 
7. W. R. Parker : Milton's Debt to Greek Tragedy in ' Samson Agonistes' 
(the John Hopkins and Oxford University Press, l i s . 6d.). 8. John Purves 
(ed.): Seventeenth-Century Studies in Honour of Sir Herbert Grierson (Oxford, 
15s. and a is . ) . 

H I ( I 8 T H C E N T U R Y ) — i . Ricardo Quintana: The Mind and Art of 

Jonathan Swift (Oxford, i6s.) . 2. Nicol Smith: Some Observations on 
Eighteenth-Century Poetry (Oxford, 6s.). 3. B . Dobr^e (ed.): From Anne to 
Queen Victoria: Essays by Various Hands (essays by Willard Connelly on 
Addison and Steele; John Hayward on Swift; G. D. H . Cole on Defoe; George 
Santayana on Berkeley; W. H . Auden on Pope; Rebecca West on Mrs. Montagu; 
Gerald Heard on Priestley; Bonamy Dobree on Lord Chesterfield: Cassell, los. 
6d.). 4. H. R. WackriU: The Inscription Over the Gate (a study of Blake 
as painter : the title is borrowed from one of his pictures; Davies, 5s.). 

IV (19TH C E N T U R Y ) — i . Prof. E . Barnard : Shelley's Religion (Minnesota 
and Oxford University Press, i6s.) . 2. Prof. O. W. Firkins : Power and 
Elusivenesses in Shelley (id., u s . 6d.) . 3. Df, W, C. de Vane : A Browning 
Handbook (Murray, las . 6d.). 4. Dr. E . A. Baker: History of the English 
Novel, Vol. 8 (Brontes—Meredith; Witherby, i6s.). 5. E . M. Delafield: 
Ladies , and Gentlemen in Victorian Fiction (Hogarth, los . 6d.). 6. D. M, 
Hoare: The Works of Morris and of Yeats in Relation to Early Saga: Literature 
(Cambridge). 7. Edgar Lee Masters: Whitman (Scribners, 12s. 6d.: a poet's 
study of a poet). 

V (EARLY 2 0 T H ) — I . Ford Madox Ford : Mightier than the Sword (a 
distinguished poet's memories and criticisms of Swinburne, Turgenev, Hardy, 
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Henry James, Hudson, Wells, Conrad, Galsworthy, Lawrence, Dreiser, e t c ) . 
2. KmUe Cammaer t s : The Laughing Prophet (on G. K. Chesterton ; Methuen, 
Ms. 6d.) . 3. Yvor Winters : Primitivism and Decadence: A Study of American 
Experimental Poetry (criticises the work of contemporary American poets 
mcludmg Eliot and Pound : New York, $2.50). 

VI ( P O E T I C S ) — I . I. A. Richards: The Philosophy of Rhetoric (Oxford, 
8s. 6d.). 2. G, Rostrevor Hamil ton: Poetry and Contemplation (Cambridge, 
6s. : seeks to controvert some of the theories of Richards in his Principles of 
Literary Criticism). 3. D. G. James: Scepticism and Poetry (Allen, 12s. 6d.). 
4. Granville-Barker: On Poetry in Drama (Romanes Lecture: Sidgwick, 2s.). 
5. Christopher Caudwell: Illusion and Reality: A Study of the Sources of 
Poetry (Macmillan, 15s.). 

The li terature on Shakespeare received one or two notable contributions, as 
will be evident from the following l i s t : — i . Prof. E. E. StoU: Shakespeare's 
Young Lovers (Alexander lectures a t the University of Toronto; Oxford). (A 
book of his shortly to be issued by the Oxford University Press under the title, 
Shakespeare and Other Masters, was announced by Stoll in an article in the 
August number of Modern Philology). 2. Prof. L. L. Schiicking: The Mean
ing of 'Hamlet' (tr . G. Rawson: Oxford, 6s.). 3. Prof. F . E. Schelling: 
Shakespeare Biography and other Papers Chiefly Elizabethan (Pennsylvania and 
Oxford University Press, 7s.). 4. Dr. W. J. Lawrence: Speeding Up Shakes
peare (a collection of Shakespearean essays, the first of which gives its title to 
the volume: Argonaut Press, los. 6d.). 5. Dr. Leslie Hotson: / . William 

Shakespeare, do appoint Thomas Russell, Esq (Cape, 12s. 6d.; Thomas 
Russell was one of the two overseers to Shakespeare's will: Dr. Hotson tracks 
him down and incidentally adds new details to our knowledge of Shakespeare's 
life and age). 6. Prof, W. C. Curry: Shakespeare's Philosophical Patterns 
(traces mediaeval thought-patterns in Shakespeare's plays: Louisiana State 
University Press, $2.75). 7. Prof. Tucker Brooke (ed.): Shakespeare's Sonnets 
(Oxford, los . 6d.) . 8. Pascal : Shakespeare in Germany, 1740-1815 (Cam
bridge, 7s. 6d.) . 9. Ebisch and Schucking: A Shakespeare Bibliography: 
Supplement for the, years 1930-^s iS^-'- the original was published in rgs i ) . 

Literary biographies were equally numerous. We catalogue the more 
important ones below in order of the periods they deal with: — 

I—I. J . Bakele.ss: Christopher Marlowe (Cape, los. 6d.). 2. A. B. 
Langdale: Phineas Fletcher: Man of Letters, Science and Divinity (Columbia 
University Press, $3.00). 3. L. W. Vanbrugh: Sir John Vanbrugh (21s.). 

n I . B . N e w m a n : Jonathan Swift (Allen, 12s. 6d.). 2. M. B . Gold: 
Swift's Marriage to Stella (Harvard and Oxford, los. 6d.). 3- Prof. James 
Sutherland: Defoe (Methuen, 12s. 6d.). 4- D. M. Low: Edward Gibbon 
(Chatto 15s) 5 E . G. Ainsworth: Poor Collins: His Life, His Art and 
His Influence (Cornell and Oxford, 15s.). 6. A. R. Humphreys: William 
Shenstone: an Eighteenth-Century Portrait (Cambridge, 6s.).7. Guy Chap
m a n : Beckford (Cape, 15s.). 

H I — I J E Austen: Jane Austen (los. 6d.). 2. Dorothy Hewlett: 
idonais: A Life of John Keats (Blackett, 15s.). 3. Charles Brown :̂  Ufe of 
Keats, ed. Dorothy Bodurtha and William Pope. Oxford, 6s. (this life by 
Keats ' friend was written in 1836 and never since published). 4' Mane Adami: 
Far^ny Keats (Murray, los. 6d.). 5- L- A. G. Strong: The Minstrel Boy: A 
Portrait of Thomas Moore (Hodder, i8s.). 6, J . M. Baker: Henry Crabb 
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Robinson {Allen, 8s. 6d..). 7- D . G. Grylls: Mary Shelley (Oxford, i8s.). 
8. M. F . Thorp : Charles Kingsley (Princeton and Oxford, 14s.). 9- Edward 
Shanks: Edgar Allan Pee (English Men of Letters Series, Macmillan, 6s.). 
10. J . A. Smith: Robert Louis Stevenson (Great Lives Series, Duckworth, 
2s.). I I . Desmond MacCarthy: Leslie Stephen (Cambridge, 2s.). 

IV—I. John Eglinton: AE: « MewojV (Macmillan, 7s, 6d.). 2. Laurence 
Housman: A. E. H.: Some Poems, Letters and a Memoir (Cape, los. 6d.). 
3. A. F . Tschiffely: Don Roberto (R. B. Cunninghame Graham), Heinemann, 
15s. 

A feature of the year under review was an unusually large crop of literary 
autobiographies. A large number of the literary celebrities of the day wrote 
theirs, and there were three posthumous autobiographies. A list follows: — 
I. Laurence Housman: The Unexpected Years (Cape, los. 6d.). 2. Noel 
Coward: Present Indicative (Heinemann). 3. John Priestley: Midnight on 
the Desert (Heinemann, 8s. 6d.). 4. Harold Nicolson: In Search of the Past, 
Vol. I—Helen's Tower (Constable, 15s.). 5. Wyndham Lewis: Blasting and 
Bombardiering (Spottiswoode, 15s.). 6. Oliver St. John Gogarty: As I was 
going down Sackville Street (Cowan, i6s.). 7. James Hanley : Broken Waters 
(Chatto, los. 6d.). 8. FRANK SWINNERTON: Swinnerton: An Autobiography 
(Hutchinson, los. 6d.). 9. AUGUSTINE B I R R E L L : Things Past Redress (Faber, 
15s.). 10. RuDYARD K I P L I N G : Something of Myself (Macmillan, 7s. 6d.). 
11. J. M. B A R R I E : The Greenwood Hat: Being a Memoir of James Anon, 
1885-87 (with a preface by Earl Baldwin: Davies, 8s. 6d.; the Greenwood Hat 
refers to the topper which Barrie bought in the eighties in order to capture 
Greenwood, editor of the St. James's Gazette). Mention may be made in this 
connexion of E. S. Bates' Inside Out: An Introduction to Autobiography, 
Vol. I I (Blackwell, 21s.). 

The following were some of the more important pieces of editing work 
done during the year (arranged in order of the periods they deal with): — 
I. Prof. H. E. B U T L E R : The Autobiography of Giraldus Cambrensis (the 
Latin autobiography of Gerald de Barri edited and translated into English for 
the first t ime: a valuable mediaeval self-portrait like The Book of Margery 
Kempe published year before last; Cape, 15s.). 2. Herford and Simpson: 
The Works of Ben Jonson, Vol. V (Oxford, 21s.; the tercentenary of Ben 
Jouson's death fell last year) ; Songs and Lyrics of Ben Jonson (Shakespeare 
Head Quartos, Blackwell, 2s. 6d.). 3. The Phoenix and the Turtle (by 
Shakespeare, Marston, Chapman, Jonson, etc.; id., 2s. 6d.). 4. H. H. Wood: 
The Plays of John Marston, Vol. I I (12s. 6d.). 5. H . Williams: Poems of 
Swift (first complete edition: Oxford, 3 vols., 60s.). 6. W. S. L. Walpole' 
Horace Walpole's Correspondence with William Cole, 2 vols., 70s. (part of the 
Yale edition of Horace Walpole's correspondence to be completed in some 
30 or 40 vols.). 7. Buxton Forman : Some Letters and Miscellanea of 
Charles Brown (Oxford, 8s. 6d.). 8. F . Edycumbe: Letters of Fanny Brawne 
to Fanny Keats {Oxiord, los. 6d.). 9. Prof. G. Gordon: Shelley Letters (i8s.). 
10. Sir H. Grierson: Letters of Scott, Vol. 12 (1831-1832): Constable, i8s. 
I I . R. Curie: Robert Browning and Julia Wedgwood: A Broken Friendship 
as revealed in their Letters (Cape, los. 6d.). 12. Brown and Mott: Emily 
Bronte: Gondal Poems (some unpublished .poems from a ms. in the British 
Museum; 5s.). 13. J. C. Troxell; Three Rossettis: Unpublished Letters to 
and from Dante Gabriel, Christina and William Rossetti (Harvard). 
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14. Dickinson and Hampson: Poems of Emily Dickinson (Cape, 12s. 6d.; 
the posthumous fame of the American mystic poetess, Emily Dickinson, has 
far exceeded any she enjoyed in her life-time). 15. R . P . Blackmur: The 
An of the Novel: Critical Prefaces by Henry James (with an introductory 
essay ; Scribners, los . 6d.). 16. Conrad's Prefaces to his Works (edited with 
an introductory essay by the late Edward Garnett; Dent, 7s. 6d.). 
17. Harding and Bottomley: Complete Works of Isaac Rosenberg (Chatto, 
I2S. 6d.; the fame of Rosenberg has been growing since his death in 1918). 

Under 'Genera l Prose,' the following may be ment ioned:—i. Yeats: A 
Vision (an outline of his philosophy: Macmillan, 15s.) ; Essays. 19^1-1936 
(Cuala Press, 15s.: Umited edition). 2. A. E . : The Living Torch (essays 
mainly gathered from unpublished material by Monk Gibbon ; Macmillan, 
I2S. 6d,) . 3. Aldous Huxley: Ends and Means (one of the most interesting 
books of the year : completes Huxley's metamorphosis, already indicated in 
Eyeless in Gaza, into a moralist, idealist and mystic ; Chatto, 8s. 6d.). 
4. Michael Robe r t s : The Modern Mind (studies the changes in the use of the 
English language due to the influence of material science and the effects of 
these changes on our atti tude to religion, poetry and science itself ; Faber, 
8s. 6d.). g.. Galsworthy: Glimpses and Reflections (Galsworthy's views on 
sundry topics drawn from his letters, speeches and scattered shorter writings: 
Heinemann, 8s. 6d.). 6. G. M. Young: Portrait of an Age (Oxford): a 
brilliant survey of the Victorian age in all its aspects, to which a worthy 
supplement was provided by 7. Prof. H. V. Routh: Towards the Twentieth 
Century (Cambridge, 21s.). 8. G. M. Young: Daylight and Champaign 
(essays: Cape, 8s. 6d.). 9. Llewelyn Powys: Somerset Essays (illustrated; 
Lane 8/6) ; The Book of Days of Llewelyn Powys ('thoughts from his philo
sophy' selected by John Wallis ; Golden Cockerel Press, 4 guineas and 7 
guineas). 10. Robert Lynd: In Defence of Pink (new essays: Dent, 6s.). 
I I . E . V. L u c a s : All of a Piece (new essays: Methuen, 6s.). 12. Stephen 
P o t t e r : The Muse in Chains (Cape, 7s. 6d. ) : a rather boring and superficial 
satire on methods of teaching and examination in literary studies in English 
Universities. 

The following anthologies may be mentioned:—E, J. O'Brien (ed.): 
Elizabethan Tales (contains twenty-five tales ; Allen, 7s. 6d.) ; Ernest Sutherland 
(ed.) : The Bible designed to be read as literature (with an introduction by 
Laurence Housman; Heinemann, los. 6d); Saan O'Faolain; The Silver 
Branch: an anthology of Irish Poetry (Cape, 5s) ; Elizabeth Bowen (ed.): 
The Faber Book of Modern Short Stories (Faber, 8s. 6d.) ; Aldous Huxley: 
Essays, Stories, Poems (Everyman's Library, 2s.). And the following reference 
works : J . R. H. Weaver (ed.): Dictionary of National Biography, 1922-1930 
(Oxford, 28s . ) ; D. Malone (ed.): Dictionary of American Biography, Vol. 20 
(id., 52s. 6d.) ; Craigie and Hulbert (ed.): Dictionary of American English on 
Historical Principles, Pa r t I I (id., 17s.); Harvey: Oxford Companion to Classical 
Literature (id., 7s. 6d.) ; Atkinson: Spenser: A bibliographical supplement 
(to Carpenter 's valuable Reference Guide to Spenser; the John Hopkins and 
Oxford, 13s. 6d.) ; Keynes: Bibliography of Evelyn (another of Dr. Keynes' 
valuable bibliographical s tudies ; Cambridge, 63s.) ; Teerink: A Bibliography 
of Swift (The Hague : Martinus Nijhofi: 20 guUders). New and enlarged 
editions appeared of Daniel Jones' An English Pronouncing Dictionary (Dent, 
7S. 6d.) ; Harvey ' s Oxford Companion to English Literature (15s.); and 
Bar t le t t ' s Familiar Quotations (ed., Christopher Morley ; 42s.). 

I I 
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Translations from and studies in foreign literatures were once more a 
flourishing branch of literary activity. The following were some of the more 
important p roduc t ions :—[CLASSICAL]—i . Odyssey, t r . into Enghsh prose by 
Dr. W. H . D. Rouse (Nelson, ys. 6d.) . 2. Higham and Bowra (ed.): The 
Oxford Book of Greek Verse in Translation (los. 6d.). 3. Prof. M. MacGregor: 
Studies and Diversions in Greek Literature (Arnold, 12s. 6d.). 4. Lucretius: 
De Rerum Naturd, tr . into English verse by R. C. Trevelyan (8s. 6d.). 
5. Prof. F , A. Wright; Three Roman Poets (Plautus, Catullus, Ovid; 
los. 6d.). (Some 15 new volumes were added to the Loeb Classical Library). 

[ M E D I E V A L ] — F . Bri t ta in: The, Medieval Latin and Romance Lyric to 
A. D. 1300 (Cambridge, 15s.). 

[ F R E N C H ] — i . The Song of Roland: text of the Oxford Ms. ed. and tr. 
by Ren6 Hague (Faber). 2. H . C. Lancaster: A History of French Dramatic 
Literature in the ijth Century: P a r t III—The Period of Moliere (2 Vols; the 
John Hopkins and Oxford: $10.00). 3. Mansell Jones : French Introspec-
tives from Montaigne to Andre Gide, (Cambridge, ys. 6d.). 4. Unpublished 
Correspondence of Honore de Balzac and Madame Zulma Carrdud, 1829-50 
(Lane, 15s,). 5. The Goncourt Journals, 1851-70, ed. and tr . L. Galantiere 
(Cassell, 15s.). 6. C. M. Girdlestone: Dreamer and Striver: the Poetry of 
Frederic Mistral (Methuen, 10s. 6d.). 7. Two novels of Georges Duhamel: 
Salavin (Dent, 8s. 6d.) and The Pasquier Chronicles (tr. Holthoir ; Dent, 
los. 6d.). 8. A further instalment. Books X I and X I I : The Depths and the 
Heights, of Jules Romains' immense novel of pre-War Paris, Men of Good Will 
(tr. Hopkins : Dickson, 10s. 6d.). 

[GERMAN]—Two plays of Franz Kaifka: The Trial (GoUaac^, 7s. 6d.) and 
The Metamorphosis (Parton Press, 3s. 6d.) ; and one of Erns t Toller's: No 
More Peace (Lane), Also Thomas Pla t ter ' s Travels in England, 1597, tr. with 
an introduction by Clare Williams (Cape, los. 6d.). 

[ ITALIAN]—Dr. Walter Starkie: Pirandello, 1867-1936 (Murray, 5s.); 
Catherine Carswell: The Tranquil Heart: Portrait of Giovanni Boccaccio 
(Wishart, 12s. 6d.). 

[SCANDINAVIAN]—Johan Bojer: By Day and By Night, tr . Solvi and 
Bateson (Appleton, 7s. 6d.) ; Sigrid Undset : The Faithful Wife, tr. Chater 
(Cassell, 7s. 6d.) ; Freda Strindberg: Marriage with a Genius (the 'genius' is, 
of course. August Strindberg ; Cape, 12s. 6d.). 

[RUSSIAN]—^The centenary of Pushkin produced E. J . Simmons' Pushkin 
(Oxford, iBs.) ; Centennial Essays for Pushkin, ed. Cross & Simmons (Harvard, 
los. 6d.) ; the Letters of Pushkin ed. Hill & Mudie (Arnold). 

[CZECH]—Kare l Capek: War with the Newts (Allen, 7s. 6d.). 

[CHINESE]—Arthur Waley ( t r . ) : Book of Songs (Allen, los. 6d.) ; Ch'u 
Ta-Kao ( t r . ) : Chinese Lyrics (Cambridge, 4s. 6d.) ; C. S. L. Zung: Secrets of 
the Chinese Drama (Harrap, 2is .) . 

Left-wing literature included, among other things, two poems: W. H. 
Auden's Spain (Faber, is.) and George Barker 's Calamiterror (Faber, 5s.; the 
rather lurid title refers to recent events in Spain) ; two novels: E . A. Hibbitt's 
The Brittlesnaps (Duckworth, 7s. 6d.) and C. Day Lewis' Starting Point (Cape, 
7s, 6d.) ; a, collection of short stories: Walter Greenwood's The Cleft Stick 
(Blount) ; and a manifesto: The Mind in Chains: Socialism and Cultural 
Evolution, ed. Day Lewis (MuUer, 5s.), 
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Among Indian excursions into English Literature may be mentioned R. K. 
Narayan ' s The Bachelor, of Arts (Nelson, ys. 6d.) and Mulk Raj Anand's Two 
Leaves and a Bud (Wishart, 7s. 6d.). 

T. N. S. 

[We regret the delay in the publication of the two following book-lists 
dealing with the year 1936, which were due to appear in earUer issues of the 
Magazine: —• 

POPULAR SCIENCE 

Reports on Progress in Physics, Vol. I I (edited by A. Ferguson), (The 
Physical Society, London, 1936, 21/-); The Extra Pharmacopoeia, by W. 
Martindale, 21st edition, 1936, Vol. I, 27 /6 (The Pharmaceutical Press, London): 
" the book contains an amazing quanti ty of information and is remarkably up-
to-date. Every medical man and every pharmacist should possess this work"; 
The World of Science, by F . S. Taylor (Wm. Heinemann, Ltd. , 1936, 8/6): 
an ambitious book on general science which may be profitably consulted; The 
March of Chemistry, by A. F. Collins (J. B . Lippincott Co., London, 1936; 12/6) 
[A companion volume of the author's ' The New World of Science '. This book 
deals with the most recent developments in theoretical and applied chemistry in 
a popular and superficial manner. I t is written in a style which will make an 
appeal to junior students of science and the lay public alike. I t can be recom
mended as a readable book giving an account of recent outstanding discoveries 
in chemistry]; Recollection and Reflections, by Sir J. J. Thomson (G. Bell & 
Sons, Ltd . , London, 1936; 18/ - ) : a delightful book, admirably written— 
" i t is impossible to close the book without an increased sense of admiration 
for a great genius, of affection for a wise and kindly personality." Science in 
Daily Life, by G. H. Traftan and V. C. Smith (J. B . Lippincott Co., 
Philadelphia, 1936 ; 8 / 6): a book on general science specially written for 
boys and girls of American schools: contains excellent diagrams and photo
graphs illustrating the increasing use of science in every-day problems of 
life may be consulted with profit by all junior students of science and 
those who want to increase their general knowledge ; A Hundred Years of 
Medicine, by W. E. B. Lloyd (Gerald Duckworth & Co., Ltd. , 1936; 15/1); 
Next Hunded Years: the Unfinished Business of Science, by C. C. Furnas 
(Cassell & Co., Ltd. , London, 1936 ; 8/6) ; A Short History of the Future, 
by J. Langdon Davies (G. Routledge & Son, Ltd., 1936 ; 10/6) ; The Scientist 
in Action, by W. H. George (Williams & Norgate, London ; 10/6); Foundations 
of Physics, by R. B . Lindsay and H. Margenau (J. Wiley & Sons, N. Y., 1936, 
2 2 / 6 ) : " i t is sufficient to say that we know of no book of its kind that we can 
recommend with less reservation than this " ; Chemical Discovery and Inven
tion in the Twentieth Century, by Sir W. A. Tilden, revised by S. Glasstone, 
6th edition (new), (G. Routledge & Sons, 1936; 15/ - ) : may be consulted by 
I.Sc. and B.Sc. students with profit; Rockets Through Space or the Dawn of 
Interplanetary Travel, by P. E. Cleator (G. Allen & Unwin, Ltd. , 1936; 7/6); 
Science Master's Book, Series I I , Par t I I , edited by G. H. J. Adlam (John 
Murray, 1936 ; 7/6); Mathematics for the Millions, by L. Hogben (G. Allen 
& Unwin, Ltd. , 1936; 12/6) : You and the Universe, by Paul Karlson, 
translated by B . Miall (George Allen & Unwin, Ltd., 1936; 12/6): an 
excellent book. Soviet Science, by J. G. Growther (Kegan Paul, Trench, Trunber 
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& Co., Ltd . , 1936; 12 /6) : an excellent account of the scientific achievements 
of the Soviet. Science Fights Death, by D. S. Murray (C. & A. Walts & Co., 
Ltd . , 1936 ; 2 / 6 ) : " This little! book seems to supply a real want. It is full 
of the most elementary yet essential facts ; i t should be found in every home 
and school room " ; Preparation of Scientific and Technical Papers, by S. F, 
Trelease and E. S. Yule, 3rd edition, 1936 (The WiUiams & Wilkins Co., 
Baltimore ; 7/-); An Elementary Survey of Modern Physics, by G. F. Hull 
(Macmillan, 1936; 20 / - ) : a good popular b o o k ; British Masters of Medicine, 
edited by Sir D'Arcy Power (Bailliere, Tindall & Cox.; 7/6) ; Cosmic Rays 
(Hailey Lecture), by P . M. S, Blacket t (Oxford University Press, 1936; 2/-); 
The Development of Modern Medicine, by R. H. Shryok (Humphry Milford, 
Oxford, 1936 ; 18/-); The Teaching of General Science, Science Master's 
Association (London, John Murray, 1936; 2/6); Cosmic Rays Thus Far, by 
H. B . Leman (London: Wm. Heinemann, 1936; 7/6); The Renaissance of 
Physics, by K. K. Darrow (The Macmillan Co., N. Y., 1936; $3.00): a sound 
outline of physics without the use of any mathematics whatsoever; Practical 
Everyday Chemistry, by Bennet t (E. & F . N. Spen, Ltd. , London, 1936; 10/-); 
Unified Physics, by G. L. Fletcher and others (McGraw Hill Book Co., Inc., 
New York, 1936; 11 / i ) ; Everyday Science, by A. W. Haslet t (G. Bell & Sons, 
Ltd. , London, 1936; 7/6); Medicine and Mankind, by I . Goldstar (Editor), (D. 
Appleton-Century Co., N. Y., 1936; 8/6); Chats on Science, by E. E. Slosson 
(D. Appleton-Century Co., Inc. , N . Y., 1936; $2.00); The Nature of the Physical 
Theory, by P . W. Bridgmau (Princeton University Press, 1936; 9/-); Out 0/ 
the Night: A Biologist's View of the Future, by H. J . Muller (London: Victor 
GoUancz, L td . , 1936; 4 /6) ; " a most entertaining book " ; Glances at Industrial 
Research, by E. B . Weidlein and W. A. Hamor (Reinhold Publishing Corpora
tion, N . Y., 1936; 13/6). 

N. G. C. 

CHEMISTRY 

Recent Advances in Physical Chemistry, by S. Glasstone, third edition, 
1936 (London: J . & A. Churchill, L td . , 15/-); Recent Advances in General 
Chemistry, by S. Glasstone (London: J . & A. Churchill, Ltd . , 1936; 15/-): 
taken together these two volumes give excellent informative and well-balanced 
reviews of modern work in physical chemistry: should be owned and 
read by all advanced students of physical chemistry; Inorganic Chemistry: 
A Survey of Modern Developments, by Sir GUbert T. Morgan and F. 
H. Burstall (Cambridge: W. HefEer & Sons, Ltd. , 1936; 15/ - ) : contains 
an admirable account of isotopes of hydrogen and heavy water; trans
mutation of the elements, natural and artificial; co-ordination compounds 
in nature, and in arts and industries; corrosion of metals; intermetaUic 
compounds; and organic derivatives of metals and metalloids (to choose 
a few chapters a t random), besides other interesting mat ter : can be 
recommended with confidence to all advanced students in physical and 
inorganic chemistry as a lucid, well-written, and up-to-date account of 
of recent progress in chemistry; Annual Reports on the Progress of Chemistry, 
Vol. X X X I I (i935)> (The Chemical Society, London, 1936; 10 /6 ; : contains 
excellent reviews on the progress in difierent branches of chemistry; may 
be recommended as a valuable book of reference; Catalytic Reactions at High 
Pressures and Temperatures, by V. N . Ipatieff (The Macmillan & Co., N. Y., 
1936; 3 0 / - ) : the book will be eagerly read and consulted by all those interested 
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in this field; The B. D. H. Book of Reagents for Spot Tests and Delicate 
Analysis, Fifth and Enlarged Edition (London: British Drug Houses, Ltd., 
1936; 2 / 6 ) : a book to be possessed and read by all those who are interested 
in spot tests; Semi-Micro Qualitative Analysis, by C. J . Engelder, T. H. 
Dunkelberger, W. J. Schiller (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1936; 13/6): 
" the work provides an excellent introduction to drop-systems of detection and 
will be found useful both to students and to the- more advanced worker" ; 
Semi-micro Methods for the Elementary Analysis of Organic Compounds, by E. 
Sucharda and B . Bobranski, authorised translation by G. W. Ferguson (A. 
Gallenkamp and Co., Ltd., 1936; 6 / - ) : " t h i s monograph has been excellently 
translated from the original German version, and, although small, it contains 
adequate details of the procedures employed ' ' : can be recommended to all 
those interested in semi-micro-methods; A Text-book of Inorganic Chemistry, 
edited by J. Newton Friend; Vol 6, Part 5 : Antimony and Bismuth, by W. 
E. Thornecroft (London: Clarkes Griffin & Co., Ltd., 1936; 18 / - ) : " t h e 
sixth volume of Dr. Friend's well-known text-book dealing with antimony and 
bismuth maintains the high standard of the series " ; Organic Chemistry for 
Medical Students, Second Edition, 1936, by G. Barger (Gurney & Jackson, 
London; 10/6); Prelude to Chemistry: an Outline of Alchemy, its Literature, 
and Relationships, by J. Read (G. Bell & Sons, Ltd., 1936; 12/6) : "Prof. 
Read has pu t together a series of chapters on the history and meaning of 
alchemy which are equally fascinating and scholarly If the reader 
can find nothing of interest in these he must be dull indeed " ; The Aranatic 
Diazo-Compounds and Their Technical ' Applications, by K. H. Saunders (E. 
Arnold, 1936; 1 2 / 6 ) : " this book may be recommended with confidence as the 
most up-to-date monograph on the diazo-reaction in the English language " ; 
Colloid Symposium 1936, edited by H. B . Weiser (Williams & Wilkins); The 
Phenomena of Polymonisation and Condensation: a general discussion held by 
the Faraday Society, September, 1936 (London: Gurney & Jackson, 1936; 22/6) : 
provides an excellent account on the subject; Disperse Systems in Gases: Dust, 
Sm.oke and Fog: a general discussion held by Faraday Society, April, 1936 
(Gurney & Jackson, London, 1936; 12 /6) : should prove an invaluable work of 
reference in this field; An Introduction to Nuclear Physics, by N. Feather 
(Cambridge University Press, 1936; 10 /5 ) : gives an admirable summary of the 
subject which should be read by all advanced students; The New Chemistry, 
by E . N . da C. Andrade (G. Bell & Sons, Ltd. , 1936; 3 /6 ) : gives an excellent 
survey on the recent work on artificial disintegration and transmutation of 
elements: warmly recommended to every student of chemistry who wants 
a clear and well-informed account of recent work on atomic transmutations; 
Principles of Biochemistry, by A. P . Mathews (William Wood & Co., Balti
more, 1936! $4.50): " the text is written in a flowing and very readable 
style—he (the author) tells the story with an infectious enthusiasm 
I t is an admirable and accurate text-book of physiological chemistry 
I t is a book specifically directed a t the human organism and as such ranks with 
the best in tha t field " ; Quantitative Analyse, by O. Brunch (Verlag von 
Theodor Steinkopii, 1936; R.M.9); Magnetochemic, by W. Klemm (Leipzig: 
Akademische Verlagsgellschaft, M.D.H., 1936; R-M. i« / - ) ; Annual Review of 
Biochemistry, Vol. V, edited by J. H. Luck. (Annual Review of Biochemistry, 
L td . , Stanford University P. O., California, 1936; $5.00); Reforms. Cosmetics 
and Soaps with special reference to Synthetics, Vol. I, 4th edition, by W. A. 
Poucher (Chapman & Hall, Ltd. London, 1936; 25/-); Tungsten, by C. J. 
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Smithells (Chapman & Hall, L td . , London. 1936; 25/-) ; Industrial Chemical 
Calculations, by O. A. Houghen and K. M. Watson, second edition, 1936 (J. 
Wiley & Sons, N. Y., 22 /6 ) : " The title on the cover of this excellent book is 
a very modest one, and gives little indication of the wealth of information and 
instruction to be found within. The objective of the book is the development 
of precise and logical methods by which complex industrial chemical problems 
may be solved from fundamental scientific principles. I t s s tudy is intended not 
to replace bu t to supplement a course in physical chemistry and to prepare the 
student for advanced courses in chemical engineering. The price should place 
this book within the reach of every industrial chemist who feels the need of a 
more exact and quanti tat ive approach to his problems " ; Organic Syntheses, 
Vo.l XVI , edited by J. R. Johnson (J. Wiley & Sons, L td . , N. Y., 1936; 8/6); 
Les Atonies, by J . Perrin (Paris: Litrarie Felix Alean, 1936; Fr. 15); Differential 
Equations in Applied Chemistry, by F . L. Hitchcock and C. S. Robinson 
(Chapman & Hall, 1936; 7/6); Coal: Its constitution and uses, by W. A. 
Bone and G. Himes (Longmans, Green & Co., 1936; 25/-) ; The Essentials of 
Chemical Physiology, by W. D. Halliburton, J. A. Hewit t and W. Robson, 
13th edition, 1936 (Longmans, Green & Co., 9/-) ; Statisticdl Mechanics, by R. 
H. Fowler, second edition, 1936 (Cambridge University Press, 50/-); Applied 
Chemistry for Engineers, by A. F . Ward (Longmans, Green & Co., 1936; 5/-); 
Elements of Chemical Engineering, by W. L. Badger and W. L. McCabe 
(McGraw Hill, 1936; 30/-) ; Cyanidation and Concentration of Gold and Silver 
Ores, by J. V. N. Dorr (McGraw Hill, 1936; 30/-) ; Flame, by O. C. de Ellis 
and W. A. Kirkby (Methuen & Co., London, 1936; 3 / - ) ; Distillation, by J. 
Reilly (Methuen & Co., Ltd. , 1936; 3 / 6 ) : these two monographs are suitable 
for the use of advanced students and may be safely recommended to them; 
Colorimetric Methods of Analysis, including some Turbidimetric and Nephelo
metric Methods, Vol. I : Inorganic, by F . D. Snell and C. T . Snell, second 
edition, 1936 (Chapman & Hall, L td . , London; 45/-) ; The Chemistry of Milh, 
by W. L. Davies (Chapman & Hall , Ltd. , London, 1936; 25/-); Laboratory 
Experiments in Physiological Chemistry, by A. K. Anderson (J. Wiley & Sons, 
N. Y., 1936; 7/6); Beihtein's Handbuch der Organischen Chemic Vierte Auflage, 
Band 23-25 (Julius Springer, 1936; R.M. 173); Vber Katalyse und Kataly-
satoren in Chemie und Biologic, by von A. Mittach (Julius Springer, 1936; 
R.M. 3.60); Mmelin's Handbuch der Anorganischen Chemie, Achte voUig neu 
beasbeitete Auflage. Herausgeyebzen von der Deutschen Chemischen Geseell-
schaft; System Number 23 : Ammonium (R.M. 44.25); System Number 36; 
Gallium (R.M. 13.87); System Number 37 Indium (R.M. 15.75); System 
Nummer 59, Eisen Tiel D . : Magnetische und electrische Eigenschaften der 
legierten Werkstofie (R.M. 57.75) (Berlin: Verlag Chemie G.m.b.h., 1936); 
Recent Advances in Organic Chemistry, Vol. 2, by A. W. Stewart with Part 2, 
by H. Qraham, latest edition, 1936 (Longsmans, Green & Co., 21/-). 

N. G. C. 



^ ^ ^ ^ j j n i j j j i j j M j n , ! 





w^n ^c^ OT-TI Jfti « , ^ f ^ ^ ^prat̂  i^i%f^ ^^13 f̂%?(l cst^it fe^ 

?t̂ 1 ^tc^ t ^ ^ ^ ^?(1 siviS ^ ^ ^ ^ t ^ = ît ^ ^ c i ; I 'sttK i£i^5^s5# 

wr(:5iMr?f'Sttfj^ ^ ^ ^f%^'TC'f ¥ ^ ^^f^ T^0m, "stm "ifm '^k 



^^^ . ^ f f . '^-m, 5 ^ <2rft%lwit« fsi-Mi^ ^ftiti 55^^!:^ (TIH iff 

' t f ^ I '^^pn l5̂ ,-<T?rl, ^-*t?rl ^ '¥^-^m' ' t ^ ^1 f̂̂ rffe^ ^#5 

( 1 ) ^^s?r^^5i^1%fwt?—c^l tiî ig ^^it^ srĉ  c # c^ 

5ffl^ ffe'ra (C5t<:̂ ) ^ ^ "^^ Bf̂  ^SFl̂ fl 1^^ "n, ' i ^ , ' l ^ <2t# 

i f fJl l^l ^ f f % ( figure ) ^ R l ; '^«R1—Ff'?!, ^ ^ j , i2tffs C^Sjj ^ 

#i1 ^ t l , fc f̂̂  ^ ^ , 1 c^ ^ <5tf^ IRI, fpi^ ĉ st?l tf^. *l5t^ ̂ 5 

(^ ) ^f%f%^^—^^fT^® '^r^ =TW ^2f^ ^i^t^ ( ^ ) 

=^#^c5t ^'NR ^c^w^ 5r« ^ f ^ «̂f̂ _, \5f5i (2 f^ tt'a)^^ ^ îpsk^ 

jf^^i:^—c^ ^?ftfe T!:?(T^tiSc^^^ g ^ ^ c f s—(^) ^O^QIC -̂

^f5Tf%'=^^—"^t^ St5[ fw?l1 ? N figure 5!5ifl ", ^«t^1—FN ^°?tt?l 

^It^^ WT<5 W\ 1®, ^1%!l ^ t ^ ^t5,tW i r f ^ l ' l 5JXQ5I "^f5[»MJ! ( ^ ^ l ^ f l ) 

i^tf f% ^«t1 1 

( I r ) •sg^'sptr^ici—^ ^«<t W^ i tWflft »t?tj1 ?!Hl I l i t ^ ^ 

l^^'5l1r^ f sj^^^t^i::^ c^^ f̂?Rt?f c^h^r 1 

( dyeing ) I ( ^ ) ^ ^ ^ 5 t — | ^ ^ f w -nfet OT^fl I ^ C ^ ^ I 

^ W ^ f f e , cii ^5f^ ^WCJI?f w:?! ^ t a Tt̂ rl # s 'CW^W', caiH t% f ^ n ^ i ^ 

file:///5f5i


i2ttft^ "Stilus 5#l^^5l1 « 

s m '^^sc^ ^^1 W s ^ c ^ 5(11 ^ t ^ ^c^i ^?tc^ c^t;;^ CT>^ ^t1%^ •, 

( i i ) s^tfT^TlS^I—OT»t-^-^-C^W ?W iSWc?! few 1 t ^ < I 

( i ^ ) ^Tr^s^tWJ—^i:^^ ̂ ^?! ^ i : ^ ^^t® ^ H fiwi1w?i c^t^ii JT^ 

CT>^ ^ f ^ t ^ ^ ^ i r t ^ ^ =^?( ^f^^ ^̂ t<5 c^»R \ ^^ ^^tfe[ ^=!ifl ^ 1 % ^ 

^ f e l ' i j^ s?5i*rf̂  (Tf^fl I ^5f^vs ^^sĵ vs 5T(:̂ —J(t̂ l c^)^^:^ ft5,^ttf 

( i 8 ) f Fac^5 f—^ rWi^ ^^*f-^«t; ?f«t1—•l?!?̂  ^ ^ ^ ^ t - ^ 

:5W^ ( chemicals ) ^\^m 0\ ^'W\ ^ ^ ^ C»̂ f% W«rf̂  ^5 , CT 

Ji;̂  1 ^ m^ ^m \ 

^5tt«. ^ t c ^ ^ ^ <?t ^ t I'Tft^ 'f^ 51̂ 1̂ ' ' tw '•> ' ^ ^ ^ — ^ ^ ' ^ f ^ 

( chaplet ), ^<< felWl ̂  1 # 1 

^j,tfW ^ ^ CT^«JH ^ 5 1 ^ % I ^ 1 ^ ? ^ ^̂ ^ CT't'lTf^^ttC^I?! t ^ ^ f ^ t 

^1 :̂5 I 'ci\1«5' *\<m '^< ^rfsiJ^^I #wt^ ^^srtc^ wNc i 'CT'H'tT' ^ftc^ 



8 C^ l f ^C^^ -^l^^ 5IJt^tfe5T 

( 1=) "^sjltl ) ^ ^ C'T̂  5 ^ ^ t̂ W(?«t i lS^^o (Sfftl ^ f 5 ^ (^f^^ ? ^ I 

f«,f5f®(:̂  ^̂=?f?i. f5<r-c^-wl, (7iNt^t7|ff (Sffl^ ¥fM^ c#1^ #ifl 

f^fcf^ 1 tf^t?t îcw»f ^ M f j : ^ ^ ' ^ ' i fw ^rfwc'l ^^^ft^ ^t(^ I 

( ^« ) ^^^eTt^R—^'Tr¥lt-'5?( ^P^ ^ 1 ^ C^^ m\^ I 

(c^w1 v5#l), ^f?t ( ^ ^ »it(:̂ ^ 5ni1), ?t^ ^ ĉ lW ( ^ , '«<t̂  

( « t ) ^ ^ ^ 5#—C5(tf(, f?fc^^ 5^^^ ^f&; g f l l^ j t f^ 1 (?t) ĉ ?[— 

<2 f^—( i ) SiC^ C ^ ( JWtf^ ) ^ ' ^ ^ i ^ ' . 'Sfff^ T^^z, ; ( ^ ) ^ ^ 



''cnw' "^wt^ k^Hk ^^^% I m f%̂  <2f¥t?—(i) c^—cwr, 5tfê R 

( ^ ) *t^ ^ ^Vl—c¥Rj ĉ 1̂ l̂  (^ ) ^—(^m ^51^ ( I f i (M^ '^^^ 
tt^®^ ^"N^I ) 1 

^ l v^% ^ f^C lH 1 ^^*(T »tt^-'̂ ^ <* t^ ^ ^ I '̂ t-̂ ŝ ^?rt ' I t ^ ^ t ' ^ , 

( ^ ) %JT 1̂ ^ t ^Hcf^ ^ H ^?^^ (3?M«^H ^M ) 12̂ ?!% ^s?ittf ̂ ?n; 

( n ) fe^—'fl^' ^ f l ; ( ^ ) f^:^^_C5i^-ft5t1 (2ttf^ W t ^% 

( ^"i ) ; | I 9 ^ ^ 1 — = ^ ^ fWl siWf'l C^^^ OT^It^TI '^^l 1̂ 

• ^ 5 ^ , iilf%^ ^ ^ 55!1-C5f<l1, V f f ^ ^SR • ^ t ? ( C^*m <2|^t% 1 

( ^V ) ^ctt^5I^F^J^tlI—•^S.^^t^ t^^^ ^ t i ^ f l t1, ^ ^ ^ f s 

t̂3?R:̂ <( s«f̂  ^tf^?! • ^ 1 Veiitriloquisin-uq<f c5î °v»( l ^ t ^ ^^T tC? I 

( ^3 ) (2fC^^^1—Ct^tf^l 1 N ^^ '^^ '—{ ^ ) " ^ ^ ^ "S 

( «t) "VM ^^^ I 

(2t?tw c^^ ' ^ ^ a l ^ ' ^f%«i^ ; c ^ c?ttc^^ c»t̂  '̂ SWK ^Ttfl #(^t^ ft'Wt^ 

c?lt'<p <55̂ 1 ^f%:^ ^^c^—tfl^tc^ 5f%r« sft;:^ c?[ «t^ <^'^^ ^f^ ^Wi, * f ^ -



( ^^) =Tt^t '«fJt f%^W>«N—^^ jftfeĵ sTT!:̂  -^^^ ̂ r:^ ^\, 

f^m ^Us^ "#Jw if^" ( l i fe-picture) OT^-%S Ht^^C^ f̂ ^ 

( pantomime Tl tableau ) ^ ^ j l C ^ C ^ '^t^J? ^C?R—tfii:'̂  " ^ -

iftcfej"! ̂ f%^ it'«?[i ?it?[ I imz^'^i ^ « t "î ^ r̂fft *ff^^ c ts^ ^« t^ 

'̂ ffpf̂  ^^ îtt i t f t^ tc^ ^ I ^ fe ^ <2f%s " i ^ t ^ " ^^T%^ wi^t^n 
•̂ ŝ Nssj f ^ l ^ | | ^ I l̂ s^Jf̂ i:̂  (f lW^ ^PT^ CTj ^V^ ^ t l '^('W 1^1% !̂5 

(cw^ff;?ii ^m) ^tW-'sit^iJtlwl^ l̂¥«tM ftf5;g^«ii? Wum ^t^^ ^ ^ 

c^t^tt ^1 ^ t f e f ^ 1 '^f^'tl isfft^ f^tfir^^t^ <2ltfN ^ ^ 'iiwi ̂ H^ 
^f^^ ( fresco ) ^ f ^ < I fJlW»fi( ^ t f^ '« (Stf̂  ' ^ l ^ a ^ j ^ ?[t^^ ^ C ^ 1 

"'sisjt^ c^^ '^rf^ '^fsrl 'sitf^ 1" i^^t^i ^̂ R^ ' ^ t ^fit:^^— 

"sp i t ^ C ^ ' s i l ^ 5jf%| ^ f j js i II" 

(«4) r r ^^ tc^a^ l^ fw^—t t^=c i j lT l ; c^=cf5; 

^ t^=f f«R I (M'S^ ^ fw l C^^ ff«rN ( basket-weaving ) I W« ^^ 

( «*») 'Jol^ • ^ J » ^ — 1 ^ ^ < ^ ^ ^ < 3?I—( i ) (^^ ^ H f l 

1??il =^^-¥1^; (^ ) I ' f ^ C¥N «ff^;^ ctftfi, ' t tRl ^ ; «̂R1 



¥311 ^^^" t ( ^ ^ ^ ) vfsfs ^t^, ^ « i ^1 jf̂  ^srht ^«^=^ i ^ f l ^ 1 

( ^'i ) ^oWel ^ ^#f%^5»^—f^C<ra f*m¥t®F I 

( «i^ ) ^^f^Tfrl—^''f®Tf% ( Architecture ) | 'A T^Z^ (2|tik 

^ttfw-^ srfjprfi, ^ms, f*mt^ -^ff^ <5tf ^ ^ l ^ i ^ f ^ fe t i a ^^rff^ 

^ t ^ • ^ ^ ^g1% ̂ f%itfli=[, ^«t^ ^t^^usit^ fSpf^ ^ i : ^ 5T#5^ ^t1^'« 

1%t̂ sfs(tJi; I ^ f ^ ^ Jifsrf̂  nfefxs A ^ <2t̂ (:̂  OT-«fl ' ^ ^ ^ I 

^'WWl ^ ( coin ) 1 

( 8 o ) s fT^t i f f—^t^ f l , ^ , ^^??, ^ •^^fm ^ t ^^ , itf^% 

^"N^, Ft^it^, M ^ , c*ttsR (2ff f%̂  c^»t5i 1 m'^^^ ^H '^M ^Wit^~ 

( 8 i ) 5 T f e f ^ t s l t ^ ? ^ t = ^ — 1 ^ ̂ ^i? ^l^ c§t^ ^ 1 ^ t i : !—(^ ) 

# f f f^ 1̂ 5f%t%^ ^ f ^ t l C^I^I ; ( «() ' ^ t ^ ^ ^ ^ •stf^fWl ( Mining ) I 

sffet:i;jl I ) . 

( 8^ ) ^^Ft^r^PfC'^rsr—Jffsit^ ' ^ ' = n ^ f ^ ' ( Horticul

ture ) I ^t^^ I'S^f^ C^t*^ I ^ W ^^ ^ ^HFt "^1^;. 1^-

( 8« ) CTT=^1^^^efrt^^^5^;^f%fif—(?F) (?m5i—C?5tl ^^ ; 

C *t) f f ^ — C 5 ( t l J ^ ^ 1 ^ ; ( ^ ) stf^^f —^~«lt ^ • ^ ^ ^ ^ I '^^ 

11<lt̂ ŝ<:¥ l ^ t f f 'i^s^f ^Wfi:^ ^ T ^ ^ ^ ^ ( Pigeon-post—"^^(:<ra 

JTfft (Sffi^ CT ^'T^ ^tff i 1 w ^t^:^, ^ M f i ' ^ ^ ' i^t^i l i t t ^ 1 f^^ 

7\^ ^#}^ i%«t̂  ^ H ^ ^f^C^ I 

^Q^jrt^^i--^' tw5l i t^fert ^ ' - c § t l I i n ) ^ ° N ^ ^ - ^ ^ i ^ ^ ^' ^-



^' C^'fl ( kneading, massage ) I ( ^ ) C^»f5?#:f—srfit? C ^ sjt^tst 

CW^ll ^<t«, ( shampooing ) I ? W f ' I C^*! ' !^ , C^%¥? ~<8 ^ # [ 6 ^ , 

{ code ) I ^^Z'^ ^ ^ ^ 3Ttr?1%^ »t^ ^ m f ^ ( watchword ) | ^^% 

(fSf%-Kt¥, (?rt^' i^ff f% ^C?^ l i l^ wrft?i I X ^ ^ ' — ^ ^ ^m <?(SR 1%^^ 

5|ffJ{ ^% (?\'^tC^ *Pff ^ ^PH C ^ ^ I ^ f l ^ i ^ f ^ — ( ^ ) ' ^ ^ ^ ' — 

^Mz^ f%l ^ ^ w«?ii ?5 ( ^ f ^ ^m-(^m ¥«n ^ ) I ^ ^ n 
jrrs{ • • ^ i ^ ^ ' ('sjtsttr i1^^t^<( "5^<2r^-f^" ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ) i [ ^«il— 

^ ^ ^ — c n l ftw t̂ fff% ^ I ] ("^) '•fet^otnl'—^^e:^ cft^ 'sfNIf 

till jj^^r j[(:fcvsi JTf^i:^ fc^rf^ ^ ^ l̂ sfCJd 1 ^ ^ (2t?Ft*t ̂ Hfl «ttc^ i 

^ = 1 , ^ = <Si, «t = <^l <!f = ''S, Vf = ^ , !( = ^, ^ = l \ ¥ = ", ^ = *t, '« = Ĵ 

5 f = t̂ I ^ = ^ ^ , ^ = ^ % ^ = 1» % 51 = 5, § I ^ , 5 , fe, NS, % ? , ^ — 

'^ # 8 f ^ ^ f^#^ ^11 t^Od^J^ <2r«f5Rfi5-S ^<T;%fQ%f ; ^«fl~5f?f=5|1 I 

?<:̂ itsH '̂̂ R 'l^it^Q^i:^ ^ t ^ ?^ ^¥l%r^ ^cwc^ ^ t t ^ ^csi ' It^c^-



%3R, ^«R f ^ p t^l c a f ^ ^ O T ^^(^ ^^^i^ ^5(1 fw^itf^i:^ i 

^'SJM =̂?T (fl^srt^ \ f ^ | l ^ ^ i t ^ #fff<j «ti^-f^ c ^ l ^ c : ^ î:<(j5 ̂ ^ i 

( 8V-) C W * f ^ ^ f%^t=^—^t=^1 wel l ^W SifJil I 

(85.) - s j ^ ^ t ^ f l ^ — ^ ( ? i ^ ^ f t , ^ t ^ (2fff% M r i I 

( « i ) ^ ^ 5 i t ^ ^ ^ — ^ ^ ^ « t ^—(¥ ) ^%—?[«[, ^^ , ^tf^ 

5F5t^B(—'ftl^^ t^1-C^*!!1 I ^m^ ^^ W ^ '2(1^^ ^^-''tl ^ f ^ , 

ism 1% ' ^ ^^c^ f»t<tt̂  •̂ < '̂« ^ ( : ^ ttfw* 1 ^° ̂ ° ^^^'^^'^ »ftfti 

( e« ) 3=f^< l̂7—t#EtE?:sT '^'H ^ Itf«(fl "̂ tsKl ^i4j «ttf^(:i 

\ s t ^ ^ i t ^ ^ t^(^ '^^'ti^ f̂?((:̂ ^ I "^ ^^"^^ ^ t ^ ^ ^«t^/ft^; 

xasttfn. t^f^ ^ i f ^ - ^ l w ^ i ^ ^ ^!^ w:^ ^srî vstt;:̂  ^rtt^^^ i k^^ 



5itJ(f ^1 ĉ Tft̂ —(̂ ) ^=®i^?r l -^ f^ T^, ^^, 1^ . t's^ ^ "^^^ 

f ^ ^^ i%i , l̂ fH ^ srf̂ ^ ^ . ŝCTt̂ , ^^frfwl^ -^fff^ ^ 1 ^ w 

i tRfl T f ^ l ftf«r« ^f^^l i t i : ^ 51̂  '̂ Kfftc^ ^ 1 % ^ it<:^ I ^ ^ 

?fR ^ffsl ?i5=Tf̂  jftsf pf^wl ^ t ^ I («f) ^ s i ^ f l — ^ t ^wmp\ 

^̂ i%®t̂  ^Wi:^ «tf%^ c^5 ! 1 sffsit^—"^t=^t*t5it^'ft" I i t ^ i ^ 

i j ^^—^R^, i W % ^ ^ ^ 5^¥,-^tt?ft IwfR I 

(««) ^ ' N j ^ f r i — t ^ f^s^^ ' f fe i f̂ ^cfTsiJf 1 il«!^, ^^ . 
^̂ S5f̂  (2ff1% "sffirt ^ ^ f ^ " c£|-̂  ^ #Rl ^f^?it(:^ I il«t<i-̂ (:̂ — 
'^Wi ^^SfTtR^^' ^m '^'^ «̂t̂  ̂ ^ (̂:Ŝ  ^C^ ( fiv i!°\ ' f^¥ I ' 
; 5 l ^ ) ; ^ ^ ^ < ~ . ( ^ ^ -^^ f^^ ^ ^ 3 Jî sitsfCJ?! c ^ ? ! I 

^f^5fi^c^^=Jrfx[sr[5jl ( l e x i c o n ) | ^a« "^^^^ ^?r ^fi[ff(:f^—tflf ĵf^^ 

C¥N'« ̂ «W?i «̂t1 ^ % ; ^cpf^ ̂ \7^ '^f^. (Til '^^^ c^ ^i:^ {?it «̂W 

^ f ^ f f l Cft*t5I t i l l ĴRt?[ ^ ^ # 5 I 

3Tf|^ ^•( t f** ! 5F§W i f f l I ^f^ferl—^ft^<55Jlt<[ -̂ sî Tt̂  ( practice ) ; 

(theoretical knowledge)—'^^^, ^«^ft5t*ttc^ ^ I ^ j f ^ 5 



^ ^ ^ f ^ c t ^ ^^(fm <2tf^ i f w r ^ ' j ^ ^ ^ jR ^l%(?s ^^(:^<( 

f ^ ' t f ^ ^ i 1 wt^i:^—»t^n ^ ^rhpt (5it5(*ftf'Tf<rft«l) ^ ^ ^ ^ i 

' i ^ I sfst^c^—=^^1^ ^ t i? r^ fwf<?ra CTH^I ĉ Mff ^t^tc^ st̂  ^ ^ 

OT*rf^ 1 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^«ttf^ ^ T : ^ ' ^ ^ SK̂ T C2t̂  # i f l ^^t l T^ t%^*f ^ ^ ^^ îtC^ 1 

C^^ C ^ jff̂ 1 C«Ht(r̂ ^ '^^ ^ t? l ^5f^% ^fip!l 5[Ci? (̂PfH I '^^^ ^^^, 

"Ip^ f%f^ ^tC^ fetf^^d '^itf^l Ĉ ÎTl (CW(, ^ ^C l̂?! C t̂(?Tl, ^5!¥ 1̂ 

f^f%5t^ ) 1 



'^m (indoor) ^ ^ ( outdoor ) I ŝf?[ 1 t ^ ^ ^%f:^—'hl^lft', 

-« ' ^^^# t ' ; f%l CWP^"^ 'tfe^ '^^ ^ ^ ^ I 

^Rt^ ĉ rWff "oMi "|^h^^(:^t#'' tt^t^ #tf f(^ «—t̂  ^ 
^5it^ îRiM? ^ 'srft̂ , cn^9\ "^cj?^ cilt cff5 "f^tf^" 4 "M^"-'m 
w I # f if%srf̂ ^ ̂ w ^if^ '^ i t ^ ^^ (̂ ^ f̂̂  i^^ ' ^ ^ ftf^tra i t e I 

Thought-reading ) I 

W*f̂ . I P (Hfi:̂ ?? fB^ lf%C^ ^1^—^t ¥5rf?( f ^ 1 ^ t | f ^ I J ^ Clair-

audience. Clairvoyance, Telepathy (2f̂ f1% 'Rwfl 5T%5 <j«î *( l 

c^*m ; {<) ̂ 1^-dt^ fs^tff ^ f f ^ ^^ "sffs ^ ^?Ff (2|̂ vs ^%f i 1 ^ 1 

5fS(T̂ :̂  (?f Alchemy-^ 5#1 ^ ^ ^ ' « Elixir of Life 'STffwtfP ^ f̂lfR!t% 

m^ ' ^ « 5trti? ^5!t̂  ^m'^ ^^fMli^— 

( i ) ^ t5r r f^ t^=^—f^ '^? ! I ^ ^ f%*R 'lf̂ 5<I f̂ Ĉ̂ ltSiJI I 
( =̂  ) \ © ^ C ^ « ( — t ^ t ^ 11^51 fw |̂?[ c?frgts,j{ ^ t ^ 1 

( « ) » f ^ f | j ^ £ | -qi^gcj—»t^(:^ fe vs f ^ c ^ "fig; ^%f<i ; i f4f f 

^^tf I 
( 8 ) 3=r5^eff ^ ^ ^ ^ f ^ ? l t ^ ^ c | — J f ^ ^ ^ =^^tfT¥ f t f e 1ft-



?i^®^t(:«ti c*tw<( ^ f^^ t^Vsi ^ ' l ^ ^ ^ l ^ , '̂ î T̂ĉ  #t^ ^c^^pti ĉ î rl 

nf^^w^l I iTi^t^jf #®^iiti:«l?r ^m #f?[ ^W c ^ ^'^in ^m, -^^i 

m^ fWfW^ SrlŜ f 5}t^^-5l%«<I =^^ fet^l, (il^5l intel lectual 6̂ <fl^t 

mc^ emotional f^im ^Mt"^ I t f t W ?[ft'5^t«f f̂l̂ C l̂ 15[C^C¥'« 5t1%(:i 

(i l l ^|c?i ^ t ^ '^srt^ 9(f%5[ ^t^^ ^ ( ^ ^ -̂ff̂ ^ 'siMtwi ^ 1 ^<Pl ^f5fftc^ 

C^^M ^ f ^ t ^ C ^ W^m^{ < f l ^ t̂-S t̂̂ T ( ly r ic ) C^ 1̂ ̂ ' t ^ 1 

¥ R ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ I'sc '̂-S;, <iii 13̂ 15 1%f*t̂  ^tf^\5T-w^ "^i^, •̂̂ ?rfCT^ ^ t twN 

^t?:^ ^us m^'i 1 a ^ w l ?ift®^W ^^ ^ ^ t ^ ^ ^5it«ft=i ^ ^ f t ^sW^ 

Clrai:!^^ ^1 C'SSĴ  %^, Ifel'Stt^ ^ ?'C r̂« ^ ^ 1 ^ ( : f e , — i f l ^ ( intel lect ) 

^ ^tl^^-^tl ( emotion ) (?l 1=̂  ^1 f ^ ^ l - f ^ t ? , %¥a-WX(^ (^fff^ ^W^'tl 

ST* ^ ^ ^ i t ^ i ^ t i ^ e i '^^s-^^si 5̂1 '̂(:5TS #sit(?f f w f % ^ ^ f t o i ^ ^fel 

srf|5j;, ^C^'t f^ tfl^ f ^ ^ "S srf^^t?! ^^t^ft^ ( h u m a n elements) '^Z^ 

y\4-^ir^\^ ^^Mi'^ ^^^ ^ ^ I c*\^^ ^f%^1 ^f^"*! ^^ ^ ^ ^^^^ '̂ 'f '̂' 

tfi<i ^ f ^ n i - w ^1 ^w1 t̂(?fj ^ F f ^ i : ^ ^i:^,—^ti«t Tt^ftit ^ r o ^^lii^ 



i8 C-stf^iC^ "^U^ 5(Jt^tfifJI 

c*Km ^#5f<r t i i ^ ^ w t c ^ ^ f i f t ^^icf^, "otm ¥^ •^^ ' « l ^ 

f?ĉ  ^% i f f fe ^ , ^ ^ îfcfsr ĉ ffJi1-̂ e:̂ ^ fe i" 

l ^^ i f t i :^ ^ i : ^ Ĉ̂ f pen-port ra i t , ^ ^ J i f f ŝtiTS ^^it^ W«1 

OT%i(:5^ cff^Wfl, c^^ f^%t, (̂:?R f^fei, f̂ f̂ r f%f̂  <2t^ pfe 

^fp=l I f%ia#sfe- 's t fc l # ^ t c« f ^ f i l l "m^m «lt̂ (̂  ^ " ^ '« 

^m<^ f w l « ^Nff% fet c«|(:̂  ^ff^lK '^ l^ I c^^m ^ f ^c^ 'it # 
5fw^^^ ^1t?[̂  ?5pT« 5!:̂  I 

'sff^-sfe^ ?̂lt?r f%¥f̂ '̂  ^ i : ^ ̂ i:?! c^^<f f ? ^ ^ ^5ff̂ Pi 'st̂  

^ f i « ^^ ^i,—^W{ t ^ ? i l (7f 5 ^ ?ft«f̂  I '»^P((:\s<t :yw:i i^^^m ^«tl 

^1 ^ : ^ ^ i R l f ^ t f^sit f f , eccentricity-?[ ^#1^5 '^ro I ^ W f f l (?!«(¥-

i ^ v ^ ŝ?r(?5'« ^ # s | ^ I ^ « t , "tf?fl Jifsi^tn *̂t<Tl '-Ql ^ ^ ^Cf ^ 1 « ^ 

^im ^ ^ ^?i «rfJt-ff«t^, CT^ c^^ (^zm c^ ¥fsral i " ^^ 

^ f s [ ( : ^ (5:f5(tJf55( % « t ^ I 

^ % ^ N 5t^ 4 ^ ^^ ^ tt'Cl C^, ^ C J R =|5I f ^^ t? ( cStf% ^ ^W^ ^ J|l 



^#?( f ^ f ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^tW'^ cq<rl, ^ W5tu5̂  (src^ CT«iti:j( f^ fwi 

'^^ ^t^f%5^ OT«I1 It?! ill, <̂!t5 ^t*(t<!t^ti:^ ĉ t̂ r̂fcJt 5(1̂ ^ wm -^^n 

^cs J(1 1 c£|̂  ^«tt^ ^qc^ ĉ tĉ t (TpKw^ 7[̂ cf ^5 ^t'^f^ CT^, ̂«,Tjt̂  -^r:^ i 

c ^ s ; ^ 5 t ^ 5fti??[ 's i^ l 5®ti:̂ c?F, ^ ^ ^ ^ 5[|c# ftft % % ^ «?( 

^ 1 ^ ^ , "-mn '-^ntm '^ ip|J( Efff, ^ t i 4it?:<i ̂ '5rt?( ^5(1% <̂ ;jĵ  Tfjil-

¥«tHf% ^« r i 1^ ^ j ^1 c ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ^5it<! t i l l ^̂ f̂RT 8 t ^ ^ ? [ ^c^^, -^ ^^^ 

Tender is the night 

And haply the queen moon is on her throne— 

ĉ ttw f̂ c^ w^1 ^i?(:^ ntc^ ^k (^ ^ t i ^ 1 ^^^'f^-^c^-^^ ' s i t ^ ^ l -

f(vt -^i^ ^^ ^ ^ ^«lt<7«| c^^#f ^ ^ 5 t 5Mtc<F §< ĵ['if f̂c^̂ :?; I cii^sj 

f̂»î s(.<t> cfttf ^ I ' l l;,—^1 ^ ^ts f^t«i^ ^f^!?(<il ( f i^ l f ^ ^ H "^ ̂ N 

"^^t^?! =^?t:«^^tC^ t f l ^ ^ I "Sffe*^ t£i| 'sjf^ ^ t ^ ^ l ( emotionalism ) 

^H'\n t ^ ^ î fstst ^t«fl C^^ 1 

\sti1 * ! i " % : ^ <4^ ?t̂ tw»t(:̂  ^ t ^ t ¥?ic« cici^li,wl I ^ ^ ^ , ^ W i 

'st^;:^ ^ - 5 H a^'ftt^ r̂l f%i ^ T ^ =?=w?i ^tc^ ^|_ " l < ^ ^ « ^ etf, 

f%i ^rf^tj ^tc^ f%ti ^ fe ^ l t ^ ' i ^ . *iti5 ^'c?r%i?(<i^M^(^ 

c î̂  I ^us 'silri ^ t ^ ^'Bft^, ^ t^tJ ^'Spsi ^Prtf^ I ^511%^ (7t ^^^ 

Jlts^ttW =̂ 'St-̂ °i:«B5 i2r t^ j f^ ^^«- I f%^ '^^ ^ ^ t f ' ^ ^ ^ 5]t^tJ^ 

file:///sti1


w^ I ^CT^ ^u5, 'w^^ c^z^ ^<[ ^^ ^ a f?tcffe^ ^ , 'srfl^c^ ^nfk 

^ ^ f N ^ ^ r l , c»rf=̂ 5T«Ttc5i<t ^^-c<2fst:^ c^tfr? (?f ¥ l ^ ^ ^ t ^ fi^i ^ 

fjfe ^ j ^ 'tt^c^l ^ ^ ( i ) ^ f ^ ^3;, \stf^ ^ f^ ' s i ^^ f i : ^ (71 •f^'fwf^^ 

'srfsR:^ 3^^ OT<I ^^'N "^rfc^ ^Tf^t i^ ^sf^ l OT«tc^ t f l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

1%ft ^ f : ^ , ^ W ^ O T ^«tT ^«R ^ i 5RJ^ '^5^5 (̂:<i ^ ( : f i ^^^ 

t w =Tl, # ^ '^1w^ ^ ^ c<2fc5ra ^ ^ t % ^ t ^ J i l ^ l^n^ ^ ^ ^ 

c ^ I c«s[1% ^ ^ ^^^rg; - ^ 1 ^ ^^'^Tc^ OT(:«t ^ r a I t ^c^ a , i ^ ^ 

^fral 5^p( 5 ^ ?t«?(t̂  I f f I 



wt^l ^^'\l ^ f ^ 5Kii<j 'srtjpt ^^i5 OT^r;:^ cnciHj:^ i CT ^ C ^ cf J ^ S T I 

^ d ( ^ , f%l (?I C«1 '«|^ cil̂  intellectual friendship^xi ^ ^ Ĵ JJ i ^ csj 

Csra^ ^«til ^t^^W, ^«R 715(̂  F̂Rl fei ^ ^ ^ ta ^C^ I 

t̂cw^ ^ t ^ ^ ? cwf c ^ ^t¥ «ttc^ ^ , ĉ c5|ft c ^ "^iMl f (:^ft'« «ttĉ  Id 1 

C<2f5rhnfrĉ  % ! vst(:tt̂  CT wart ^1 5F'«W« ^W? ^5i%g3j ̂ c^ ^1^ Nsj;;̂  

<5^1 'SW®^ •WJltl ^ ^ ^ ^t% CsjRî  (Tf̂ lt;:;? 1̂%]?«<I ^<(^^ ^m fwl 

^r^^ 5R ^'|5 " s r ^ f e n ' i f i r ^ 5tl l ^OFI^^ ^t5 2";̂ ^ J^^r/,^ e'̂  William 

Clissold-^ cf| ^?fj^ §^«( ^r^c^^ "A woman must see and touch, 

women are more immediate. What they want is a tangible 

real i ty." ĴWC^ ^ ^ ^'f:^C3) C&R (M^ f̂ ?t̂  ^ f^3 (7«t(?I ^ , f^l 

^ ^ - ^ f e 'W^'\ ^m^, CT«tt^ Madame Arnaud JftWC^ ^^Kf, 

" I t is difficult to be a woman^ much more difficult than 

to be a man. You men can be absorbed in an intellectual 

passion or some outside activity. A healthy woman cannot 

do tha t without suffering for it. We have several souls. You 

men have but one, a more vigorous soul, which is often 

brutal and even monstrous.'" 

CT ^ 1 «Tl̂ c'lTi 'w^ ^ p s ^ ' ^ ^ c ^ i 1 % i ^ w ^ S«lPi^ ^ra ^dfe^ri^, 

(P\ '^C^ C^Rlfe^ (?t, ^ ^«fws CT «̂R ^It^ phantom of delight 



blr C<2t#IC^ M^^ iMf^:^ 

^t<t C(2fP( C t̂=! ^5}^^ f ^f% ^ t . CT ̂ (TS C'WC ,̂ "^f^ ( ^ f ^ ) " ^ ^ ^ 

51^ ifl I c^-^tf^ jrf^ffil 5(1^ ,̂ ^fsii c^m, 'stc^ ^ (̂ f̂*̂  cni:!!^ w i 

^«I1 ^i^ feks I CTI ^«n fe ^f^ c^^^ 'srt^i:^ ^PS ̂ ^KI^I i ^°^ 

i i M ^ I ^ t^ ^ ^ en ^t^f?s^ C(2i;siĵ  w '̂Sits; ^ra.ft i 5[i;̂ .tJ ^'Rfi 

^ ^ C\a{Z^ ^ V ^ C(2fcsrst ^ f % ^ , ' s r f ^ ^ C<2f<3[̂  C ^ t ^ " ^ ^ 1 i ^ 

'^w^' I (?[ ^ c ^ c^cicf;, (7f t i i# l ^ feff i%—(^^^ f ^ ^'ii:^ 

5^c^ c«mt̂  ^c^ =!??( ^n[ «lt̂ Fĉ ,—f̂ -̂  ^fr^ 1̂ !3[ ^Ri fBwfi:^^ ^̂ J 

^^fel ^€c^ ff^Rt^ ^ c ^ ^ 5H ̂  (?fi =Tt̂  I 

\st<:̂  c^t^ ^ i : ^ ^^^ w r « C'Jt:̂  ^ ^ f̂e 'Itf^Rr ^^(^ i ^ t '^sit "^^ 

^ t l "̂ CT^ CsM^ ^ ^ T̂f5{tf<F ¥«| f 'SH ^Z^ WS^ ^ ^ ^ , f%f '^^'S 

^ trffr? to art, ^ t c ^ ^ R i : f <^(:fl i" 

^TNltm 5R fe^it^ ^ s ^ % ^ STtŝ vfl ^ ^ 1 ' s j j ^ i : ^ t i l l (^ f®^-

c^W^^ ^ ^ till 't'f c ^ f^i:^^ f%i ;fi1%^t(:ii ^rf^l ^c^ ^ BĈ I JTI i 



^ ^ JR ^5fi c^t:^^ j[^ f̂ sri ^UB, ^ f ^ j ^ ^^ ^ '̂ rfsr c ^ t «('!:<! ^'v^ ^ f l— 

^ t (M ^s:^^ , xs'jR ŝit̂  (Tft^ f̂ ?(1 ^c^rl ^\, ?IWJ ^ = 5 ^ ^W;:^, ^rtf^ 

f̂:?i sji^ ^<R^ ^ OT«?rl 5̂Ĵ 5 5 1 ^ iff I lilt 5(|^ f^^iii^^'-s (7f ^ f ^ t a 

*pf ^i{0» cni:^^ ^ c ^ ^ ^^ "cm c^jMmi ^'cw % ^ f s i ^ ^ ^(:^ c ^ ^ 

5C5̂  Jfl̂  '^i^ jf^sj ^j=i (T̂ ;:̂  f%̂  #^^^1 ^i4 ^ a ?it(:̂  i ^st^ '^'m i«R 

'^ twc^^ f^^ ^?iRft f t M ^ , ^«fc^ ^Tf^'^H «̂f c«f^ c ^ f e ' t^; :! f^?trai 

'sTm ^\H 1̂f% 'e^\^n i^«. f^i ̂ ^ I' 

^^c»ffc?ra ^Tf^tJ!:^ ^^^ C5tc«f OT^tc^ '̂ îtw® ^rsii:^, c*it»CT?t <si^\i\h c^i^ 

c^ <5rf̂  7['5it;j- "^WB f^z^z^ I CT ^«t^ ^Pm\ CT ^tf^ s?g c*rt^^ ^i^ 

^^4 ^<4 ^c^, c^^^ ^t^ C5\^ cm "^^ ^^z% CT ^C^TI ^ t i w c»rt«c^^ 

c ^ (2f̂ t®i=i I ^ s ^ a -̂  (?«ft̂ cq^ ^z^^ '^^l ^cst ^iWJ I ^ J : ^ C^ZW^ CT, 

^ ^ ^ ^1^^=^ ^ t ^ % ^ 1 'fli:^ ^^1T f^^c^ '^^M ^ ^ ^ '^tsi^;- '^'^^ 

c?i^ ^ % fe 1 ^1T ' ^ ^ "^^ cf̂ t̂ 'S c^c îl, CT ^ ^»tf1 ^i:^r5^ 



^ 9 ^ ( 5 ^ ^ s f ^ ^ 5 f f t 'Sf f^, f f r ^ C ^ ^ ? ^ ' S f ^ ^ ^?PT l U t t P I r»«l? 

c^tus ^ , '̂ siw?! ^=!ti ® t ^ trfc^ff^ ^ %tw I '®rf<i'« ̂ ^^ "M^ 

^ t ^ 'STfuffl ^ I C^r^C?F ^ f e tE^t'Ts '^tt ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ II^C^, 5̂fOT 

' i f t f t C-2fOTs[ ( ? f ^ '5tfj[#f«| f f ^ « n C^S^ OJi^K^, ^ r f 'sit-m ^ ^ 

iitf-tip«<( ^̂ tsRl it?f¥ ^̂ d ^k^ I 

xstra % t t ^ t i , ' ^ l ' ^ < i ^ (;<2f̂ «tl q̂fc?, (7#^ CT c^^5%^ f%3f w:^ I 

^ T W I »f^ f-"csrs (TPT^ ^Cft^ ̂  ^ ^ I COT ^SK f̂̂ . c ^ I 5f«R CT S f f ^ <:̂  

• ^ f ^ C ^ fe ^Rf C^, ^«P( ^st^ s r ? ^ ' ^ C¥\^ t^sfl ^ g ^ ^ — " ^ l ^ ^ 

" ^ ^ wm\ c^us m:^ ' ^ M ^ t c ^ >5t<?'=i wwtt i 

es\^\^ ^ CTt^i ^f^ t 
fCaJ?! 5f%¥1 C5(til̂  v5tt feg ^5^5 ^f% 

?!J% 'yjg ^'cg ?|tt^, ^^t^ft 'srf̂ lf̂  

^t 5(tft ?C^ «t'5l C^Cifl ^ ^C^CWJil ?ttC5t I 



^f%i ^ ^ j ^w^ CT ̂ «fl t̂<:5rf5sil ^5 f^ (̂  •̂ <(t1 ^ ^ ^ «̂|iT CTf̂  ?̂i 

i t^ wm '^m^iZi^iM 5»pift*rf5rl ^it ^5 c^ #t^ Ttfe^^ ^nr i :̂«t̂  ^^^ ' t ^ i 

^STK! ^ <i) ̂ ^ f cfj f ^ ^ csit ^ f? ?c^ 1̂ i 

'STtsTf?? SIR ^ C?(, ^1Sr[Ji f^C^R ^'^fsif-«5T| Jff?^ ^ I ^f^^sn ^ ^ % 

c^ , 'iisi^ 1% ̂ c ^ ^ f^w till -*(>isfF© -m ^''W\m^ wi^ ^ i ^ ^ t ^ c^ î 

^ f l 'srW ^ (7f 'sW ^ t ^ ^ c®T«f(:¥?t spjjj b^^^j =^tt^ ^?:̂ ^ ĉ  '^W^ 

y\^ ?tf^»ri% ^ fra c^ci I 'stw ^^«t1 ^fsiti ^̂ §5^ 5^ (?ij ^Rf̂ ^Rfn 

^ ° W ^ ^ 1 ^ i s M ^^551; f%i 4^(.m ^Jt^il ^ 1 ^ % t^w^it^wfi^ 

* t̂°s5rt®ttft« '^m^\ iir?raj ^ i l bfs ^^rte 1 cit^?) "sitftw^ l&^s 

Jjl^rt^l ®tC1 =11 ?|?l1 C^H f^Cn^ f ^ l ^ i f C t̂s? f^C*t^ 'PfS'l ^ 1 fa—PI R ^ C5|' ^ ^ ' I — 



^N?«^ft ^ ^ l l ^ ^^SJTf Sfsjt^t^ 'sr^f^sfl CTI 1 ^ t ^ ^»t®; "s^m ^ ^ 

^^—(7(1 ^ 1 ^ f f f ^ f ^ C I , ^JT¥^S5! ^ m l ^ ' I fTNt^ ^t \5t^ ^ ' j ; ^ 

^ ^ f ^ " l̂ sTtfW l ' t^<^ ^WCff^ = ^ c 4 ^ C ^ ^ ^ %5l CVR I ^ t t ^^^T t l 

W^^JTll C^T'̂ fC^ ̂ ^ ^ f ^^t^lf^C^ ^tfsTf «5Tfl IC'W iC^ilff^ \ 5 J ^ C^cfef̂  I 

^ ^ c ^ , ^ fe ^f^^^itt:^ cfti?fl 5rN c^ f<fi ^ 1 , ^c^ ^ ci, ̂ t»® 

5 i f ? ^ i ^ 1 ^ : ^ m^ ^ ^ ? [ ( i l l ^ ^ t ^ c ^ 3T f̂« -^ai ffl[^1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

tri 5t^>s v»t̂ t<( fr^ fe '^tl ^^grfcJ}̂  ^4w^ f ^ R l 'sifsit̂  ^ <̂V51 

5)csg ^ti:^ =̂ p? ^^51?! ̂ ^rf^u^ 5!MF (ii^( '̂ '=1 # r ^ 5 ^ csii -m^nm ^^^m 

^^J wis ^ t I ^K ^ f r 'It^RiR ! ^ ^tl^fa w'̂ 't? fM5 îrt ̂ t ^ i 

g^ffg l̂ c^ft^tfii f5(̂ :̂  f̂ rai ^fh.m ^^^t f^ft «it?r ̂ s i itf^, Tt̂ ^ sf̂ tts 

^ W ^ ft5tR[ ^^fsTf^^ifsf ^'l^rfJi^ c^?tt?[ ^sl ?̂c?[C5̂  (71 f^^K 



3i^?€tc5t c^ffits, i c ^ c ^ ftc5it^5lc?i5 5(f̂  c ^ f^^? ^f^5l ^^\l^ si^sl ^tc^t, 

t i i ^ ft^^ ^ ^ \c^ ^^^ CT^mw?! ijf§' ^ ' M t ^Rs "Siz-^j:^ 1 f?pi c£i^ sre 

4̂ : f W l C ^ t C ^ 1 ^ I * [ ^ f ^ ^ ^ s i ^ t ^ ^ C ^ f^t^r * f^ <£t̂  ^(^s ijc^ f?(c?! 

^VS^^ 1 ^^t«T^^S5Tf^ 5 f t p ^ siJSfl^ ^-^m (Sfsffl ^ t « ^ ^ i ' l ' ^ ^ ^ ^ I 

1̂c*t5? ^ i : ^ ^ <2t¥H 'Ut i i^f^ i' (7[ ^^tf^l ^̂ Ĵi'Kf̂  ¥i5tf^% ^ -^Ffntft^ 

i2ff% f̂4T«1j ^t^ I'c^ <2t«Pi i;,̂ îT*fw 1̂  ^^^i:<ra ^ N t f ^ ^ l % ^ ^ f^sttr 1 

(71 ^ ^ r t f e ^ feci jRfsrfi:^^ # f ^ tfet̂ r 1 ^ t « i ^ r f ^ ^ t^^^r ;^rai5%i 

^ ^ ^ 5̂.*fw^ c ' f t t^ ^ftf^ ? ' 'fl̂ s '^t ' t t^ ^'tsrt^ f^'itc^ ^^? i f « ^ 



^8 C(£[^C^ ^ C ^ S f J M ^ 

c\ ^mt i ^ t i srcsg ^i?^Wi ^s f t ^ ^^^s#! ^pc^-- '^^'tl ^ i f ^ 

¥^ TH ^ I %t^ Jf̂ cfi ^'tWf ««T(̂  jfct îrs wniSi 'srff̂  T^^ ^ I 

^ ^ c^sWfe^ ^^ ^f^fl «ltf%~f%^ ^i^tff ^i:^ ^f^P^ 1̂1̂  ^ 1 '-

CWT ^ J : ^ ^ ĉ ti:̂  ^<§ii:5pi ^w "^w, ^^m î r̂r̂  c^f^' '^'^^ ^ t ^ 

csoc? f%i ^ ^!w ?^ '«<:̂  1^ 1 '̂tfsî Q^Tf̂  ^Tm '^^z'\ ^fiR ^tf^if ŝ ift 
a ^ t nf iw^l ^c^ (̂Wl ^mz^:, f%f ^i^ f?ir̂  CTR i^zm "^^ts^tz^ 

^^tt^^sTfl CT ^ W ^ f%ft f^^ ^C^^ i ^ ^ ^ "sî f̂Sg J[WR 

f̂ ° (̂:̂  ̂ ciW^^ sf« I t̂°N̂  ' ^ t ^ ^c^rfHti <̂ t%f ci{% M^l ^H "^^zm 
^ ^ ^_x5?(j i«tf% 5tr?ĵ  'Sff}^ ^tlkf^ ^ ^ ^ I %^\ai ^mj ^i#s 

' l ^ ^ « l % ^ 5f5̂  ^ ^ ^ f , ^^ I^^PS C^, 5̂15 Ĉ  C^t^ 



^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ (2t<̂ i% ;ft?pit<ti ^^ci<( •p|ts| ^<rtcjrt^ ^5t^^^ ?f1 OTi:^' ^̂ î o f̂c^^ 

C('sf(:J(| ^^-t^^?[ -^^^ ^ ^ ^ C Î̂ St̂ t̂l Sft^i:^ îl̂ °̂  f l5T^^ W\l^ 1 ^ 

^ t^ t^ ^«toii b f ^ •̂ °(:®f ttc^;. »r?!«>5(:®̂  cwt^ C<F1̂  5%^ fcfe ^ ^ i : ^ 

^!mM ' t l ^ f s l ^ ^ W ^ ^C^TT^ <2}i% 'Tt^'^l fet^ I f^sprl^ 5fli5 

^ si^'i, TN—^°N^ =«W ^ l > 5 f e f^% ^'s 1%f5t wtc>sf flc^H—siti:^ 

t \ ^ ^ c ^ ' ^^ 5iti—pompous I D ^ f^m^^ f^{^ € t i CT ^ 5P5«, frfjfc^-s 

^5(t®f-̂ rfFft ^i:^ Rp« Ffjf̂  t ^ ^ ^ <t>c<cH' ̂  f i ?^ f̂S* i 

^^^n ^5(1 f%? t%f^ ^ t ^ ^ <fc<ii:H I ^\^1 ^s'5'i lt%?fPT effort 

^ ^fwra ^ i : ^ '̂«J ^srWn f l^ i ^ ^ ^'g ^ ^ 4 f̂ (?«î '=l OT^^ ^«tw^ 5̂Jt?( 

f % ^ f t "^ C ^ I C^t=#^ ?f« (?W ^1^)1^1^ '1(:5J<! SKIT t ^ i : ^ ^ 

^ ^ f w i B s f5i°N̂  ^«f% ^ ^ 'H i^^ ^515® l t % ^?*ft^ (sWfpra 

= (̂?{ ^Tff?:^ ^5}!^^ ' ^ ^ ^ ' = ^ =̂ iĉ  ^l^t^f^^ f ^ ?̂5Tt(:w<i ^ ^N*t5t C5FI1̂  

S(®^ « f ?^5 I ^t55g ^fel1 ^®tsl ' t ^ ' X ^ ^ ftil^fSgS ^5?!(t«f '(tfS^I ^f?ra 

•^fifs # : ^ sitPm I 55«,<FtC5i cfls? ?̂ ?i c^, ^=i5i«* ^OTsf ' # w l ' ^ ^ t ^̂ atc? i 

8 



ĵ%515® |E^t*tf%=«t<:ft:^ 1%l C^tClt^rf ' l ^ ^ < ^ . t ^ grand 

xtf l '^l^^lf^I m ^ Wk^ 5lt«l1 ^ ^ ^ ( ^ I ^ ^ ^ t f ^ ^ R i "S (2WTf 

• ^ ^ f f ^ (^Tf^^^ ^ ^jf%55p5) | I % ^ i^^mn =^wt ^ i : ^ , ^5ift ^ 

^f^^ ^tW ?̂F5 C^t^ C^ji^ ^ : ® i :3t«T, ^ t l ^ R ^ ^W sfll (̂̂ <:̂ > f ^ 

jpffJt 'SI® ̂ csy ^5!^f%5 ^C^ 5Tl 1 f̂%£:5[̂  f ^ i n s#f« t C^^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ 

f̂ si?«t̂ (2tt̂  CT«rf(?( f%f^ ¥«tt^ csrtc:? ^ ^ ftPfRi n i ^ ̂ ^ 51^, v5t̂  5pC5i ^w f -

^^J^ ^ ^ 1 % ^C^ ^ j \5l l sitCS{ (il ^ Sfl C?( 5T#? f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

conscientious art ist , ^st̂ C^ ^^,1%StCf5 'R^SWi W ^ I 5;f%f^^ ^^ 

'̂ «R'S ' I I M grand sty le-^ C^h ^'fsfl | f%^ 1 t ^ ^?t%s ^ ^*R W^ 



^? ^9tJ^^-^ ^Jt^f^^ si-̂  ^\C^ ^ t f e , grand style-c^?( ^%t<! ^t*:^ 

^«R^ (7!^i% fgJK^ Ĉ Rt ^ ^ ^ c ^ — c ^ r f ^ f̂  pompous ! "Verbal 

bombast" c^sj ?̂( f̂%J!5(:®^ ĉ Î Tft "Ifltl;!! <̂ (?rf®iT I ^̂ 1̂ ^ til̂ r̂fCĴ  

^ ^ ^ ^t(: i : i r̂t1%?sî  ^ « ^(?i^t°c*t 5 { t f ^ ^rasi CT^«t1 w W ^ 

^«f^^ ^-^ ^f^zm cw^ i^TM '^^iM^m f ^ 9 •^ fe c^^ c«t;:̂  ^^^-^f^ i 

^^CW 1C^ I Quotation-^Qf% cfl^J'^ s f t l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 5 t W ^C^!' sjW ^ 1 

?,̂  I ^ W ^ "m^#t?l" ^ , ^ ^ ^f t , ^^«TS C5rt̂ = l̂ CTt^«RCt?( ^ ^ I 

"Ingratitude^ thou marble-hearted fiend" iSMf̂  «̂I1 ^ \ ^ (̂̂ W ,̂ 

^t^ ^ W '^•^ftc^ l^ltf^ '^Wl ^ ¥ ^C ĵ mouth ^ rant ^ 5|t?l 1 ^^ 

7R quotation ^ ^ ^tW 5I(:5(T« ̂ ^ t f ^ t ^ f̂%CSf<l ^ 1 ^ W ^f#f ' ^^^ 

•=tf(:̂ *l;, (7R :̂f%5^5 '^^ WK^,—''Nay^ an thou^'lt mouth, I'll rant 

as well as thou l" fsĉ ^̂ S ^ t l '^W grand style :̂ Rt̂  '̂ tf:̂  ^MUs 

I tC^ f̂ , Mrs, f̂ I?t̂  l̂5!tOT, grand style %f̂ 1 ^ i : ^ ^%#fa ^^ 

^t*5% f% I f̂ (?«!̂ '̂ ? ^•^^ ^f^^, fl^^l I t ^ CT IJ^ Cf^ Shakespeare 

^ ^ 1 ; ; ^ ^ ^^r® 5=|t^ ^(:^J?«^ ^̂ f% ftytl ^ a , 1 ^ ^ s [ , Scott, Macaulay 

°̂s<rf̂  ^ ( ? f g ^^rW«, c'l!?! ^stwi! f}f^¥«t1 ^ ^ f^ i :^ ;̂̂ 5!r«j? ^ i 

^«Wl ^^^rf^^ ^ 5 ^ C^if ^ C^s[t^ ^^? WtĈ  l t?1 '^'H ^ CT^ 

f^f^t OT^rl^ f^ I ^^. f% ^f^ wtvm CT^^ra c^tf;:^ «rt̂ 5 r̂s<i ^^ftsit^T c^ i 

JMC^ ^ t # ^ ^ °̂rsTl c ^ ^ ' r t ^ ^^f?:^ ^ ^ ( ^ . ̂ ^ CT^i^c^ ^^f%^^fn ^ 



ĉ i:v5 fm's sf^MiCNsi (j^tlft ^ ' ^ % t ^ ^ 1 ^ 'SP'i^ ^ ^ !— 

'f ^ftpt! c^ts «5r!p ^tt ^^, ^w^ 1°^, =f1f%2iw*t ^ 1 ^ , mTm\ ^ , 

5(i?rt̂ ^ 'sfw st3(5ii<, fhm «»tt?it«f5 f=if̂ vp«5f. I'a^fe ^$^, ^m]^ #li, •̂ 1̂ ̂ ^ 

f5?!^t! f f^ tt i :^ ^ -^^ ^ < ^ f "(Pll ^ f f M f t ^f?[1^#:<[, ^w^5f:5! "^i^^ 

ti)̂ °\ ^^z:?rl f s c ^ ^tulFT c^-s^ %f(:^ t t t i 

5̂rtc5Tt5̂  ̂ mc^, '^m\cm ^ f f h i f^^ flt^^c^ m^ '^^ ^«il 

^ fs^ ^^;, ^ 1 till ( i i^^ fB^s^ ^5(̂ 1 •^^ %^^ c^«t^wi i j ^ 'srf^t ^ 

(̂ (Tti:̂ ' I f^_, '̂ srMfl ^, t i j | 5f5!^ f B ^ ^ ^ fe ^wcf ?fs i2t«|(?it 

f%i ^̂ «ffJ( "n^ w^ <^^ 5 ^ « , ^l'N^-«'?itf :̂ s|̂ i ^ jfftC %f̂ % 

'^|S"« >tf% I (2fff%?[ c^ti:^ tft^fs c ^ 5it?5̂  Ji^i:^ CSR;̂  Jrt; f ^ f ^ ^ ^ti:^ 

Ttsffc® iSin^ 55|^ ^ 1 ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ l% '̂̂ c«t?i w:^ fh'msn f N c ^ i f̂ *̂ ^ 



'̂ ĉ mff̂ '̂ l ^mm ^^m ^^tj, ^'m f^m^ fb^^^ ^^ i ^^ ^^ cw:^ 
^t?^j ^J t ^^ t l ^it^T ^C f̂®<ii?I ^'^sSt^^^fif ^ t ^ ifS!% z^ ^^ i^^j j^si^l 

C ^ I 15((:wl̂ <? 5[t?p<l fe^'*! feta^to?! ^s^t^ 5K5(T f^R( ^ t i :^ i^;:!itg;n^l 

5 ( ^ 1 ^ ' ^ f%f^ "^tvi? ^"s^m^ti^ ' i t i t^t^ sira ^ ^ 1 ^ t i t f ^ i ^ ^^m 

c^tc^ci;^ T i^ i : ^ Tits?5% c i J ^ ^ I f ^ ^ f t ^ t ^ ^csii i '̂ tw?? ^ ^ i : ^ (?i 

^ 1 t f % r ^ ^ ^ ^ ' l ^ « , i ! ^ ^ ^vs c^^zw, ^ ^ f e ^ fWf f s ^fs^ 

^wt^ ^ B t ^ ̂ Tf®^ ŝ g 1 ft^i (£i f^^?( '5itif% c^it^i^ # g i (^rt^l ^515ii5^ 

^ 1 ^f}®sftc«rs '2f^ ^ f e ^ ^ "^^J*^ ^ ' I ' lH ^'«twi ^ fe^ OT#. 
^Jrftt?i =^ '̂t ^ '^^ '^tf^i^ ^ i t ^ i CT^i:?!^ f1fsi% C5tE«rs( ^rf t . f̂ 5(5ii 



sfCJTd̂ f ^ ^ ^ 5 ^ f f ^ ^PW.'S ^U^ I ':^ISI^ f W t f « 1 ^ ' , ^ t l ^ 1 ^ is i^ 

C^^ ^ 1%[ ^ I ^s(T ^^1 * t ^ ^ » ^ t l ŜfSSI 5{^f^f^ (2Ml%?( 'si^^tjt, 

S W ^ f t ^ ^^^ll- 'Tfl raison d'etre C ^ ff^, <il̂ ^ (7f ^ s R ^ t l ^ # 1 

JT ĵRtfk ^f^^rf^ t?ft% ̂ ^ 1 t^s^r^ ĉ «((:<ra ¥f<:¥ ^ ^ !J^ ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ 

^ î5(7fC5 I <£\ f^m^ 'stt^cSt^'I f t ( snobbery ) ^̂ sĵ  CT| 1 (2f?t̂  casf% 

c£î  ̂ t^i ̂ «5itm^ ^^n ^ iivs—^tit 'Tflw ?it(3î  ^f^w ^t# ^f^ 
3!^^, •CT'JrfR ^ ^ ^f? '^tWT «ltC^ ^ ^ 5|fi IZvst I t i l l ^ ^ ^ t W f 

C ^ 'SrNfW ^̂ 'f̂  C ^ , (^^tlJ affil CTI, 5|?>f S[jî  \5t<n S;1l?R cill< 

t ^ ^ t ^ sT^t^ ^Jt'lft ^ ^ ^ ° ^c^ t i t l t l ^ , w ^s1^5M .̂g;f%(:5! ^l 

^^fsrt^ •^rgjf, ^^^j1 * j t ^ f̂ĉ ŝ ra ^ ^ ^ t ^ ĉ tc?! c5\sJrt̂ t« ^^ws ^ i 

^jfjpf^ ^j^t^jxs ^ f ^ ^ ^«(;^ 1^«(rî W ^r^fif^ il^fnf^^ 4 ^ f r f ? « 

SR I ^ f w ® ^ 1 ^ ^ ̂ 'K« ^!^^ ^^SKfff ^C^ Itcg^ fs(̂  (5 = f̂f% Ttf^ll I 

til ^ i : ^ "̂ srtsrfwi ' f i ^ w ^ ^ f f ® ^ tf^il SRI pfttt îifel ^¥ , (Tfl^rist 



5]^^ f l ^ i i^^ ^t•^^w, ^ 5 i 5 s f | c j ^ cw:*t<( c^Fsl, t%f5f ^ 5 ^ t£î -fi(^ 

' i t f ^ T i : ^ ^ f̂ C5W ^{ <?k WM G!^ C5l^t% ^^^ CTWT:^, ^ ^ ̂ i ^ i ^ 

c?ff?t^' ^ # i t l ?tt lWH. »tT(̂ î *«ffR y\-{^z-^Q I 3Tf̂ ?ii, ^rf%iî 1 ^-^m 

^wi\^, W^ ^w?t ^ f%W!: 'T i ^ f s «(ti111 '^it^ "sic??̂  wsj " ^ ^'^tt^r-

t?r^i^^^ 1^»:̂ fT l̂ V? ^ j^^ fw^ '^srf^'^ ^rfcf r̂l ^ : ¥ f^f t^ ^c^;:^' ' s ^ 

«fWSl ffft ^% ffftt ^f5ff^^ R R •Rw^ ^^?( neither fish nor 

flesh nor good red herring. 

^ ^ ^ t ? ^ ^Kmi^[ ^»—(i) ^^tt^';^^^ ^W ^'i'Pm. ^w^ *m^ ^W^ 

^•^wl^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f ^ f f pw ^ t ^ 1%f̂  #i?il f?Ws^^ '« ( « ) ^^t^^^ i t^ 

^ t̂%^ I t ^ ^ ^ t i ^ t ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^st̂ *:̂  ^"^1 'ff^ ^Mc^^ 1 

5̂R® ̂  f t ^ % (TT 5ft^ t ^^^ f ^ 1Wt^ ^ fe tC^ ^ W l 'Sfsl^ ^ ( ^ 



^^sffi^ ^*tHf <55Tl, sr f^R ci[?:^^^%l, CWR 'S^fm ŝrfsrtcii ^ j 

^i^%i I <t'={=?t ^^c#'« lilt ^11 '̂ ttfe 1 f^t^ f^i^^ c * i ^tî ipfî  

R»rt^^. ^5ii?ti ?tfN f^^tff. ^ ^ ^ « ^ f f^w^ (71^%, ^ t ^ ^m% 

ŝffpsjs?̂  ̂ f^—^^fl f^Rfl iî ^srfi:̂ ^ ^z^ c^ f^f^ ^cf^ ^r^ti ^ f i t ^ 

^t^t^ ^< t̂̂  ^^^f f ^ "mwu <2itg% «rt%# I ^'f^ l̂«rfs^ '^^irfi:^ 

JR^RR ^^rf^M ; ( i ) N ^ a l?3f ^f^fff^ ^®t^ ^W %•« ^#tl =^ t f ^ 

^C'Wl ' ^ r fw^ ^^(Tltt I 

5itfwf^ I't^f^l ^T" :̂̂  ̂ #1 ^«tl ^ (̂ fcffsR I 1 ^ ^sfj (Tf «rfR^ 

c:̂  ^ ^ ^ ^i^rf^cf ^tt^^rf^ ^c^s Îc f̂ ^ i tR^ îc^^ ̂ f f t ^ ^# f 

i2fcf[SR I 5fff« ^f;f| ^^igjai^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ f%^g ci!̂ ^ 1 ^ 5̂rff%»f̂  %t?fW I 

^ J I ^ I W S I !^?® t f t l T̂TS'I 'J' l^ ^ 1 ^?Rl ; '2t5t̂ 5<'tt ^ W S ^ ' f l ^ 



"^m^ 5̂i5[ OTRC^ n t^a ^^ t^ '^m ^ w ^fl^tc^ 15 c '̂ti f̂<(fi 
^ff<:ff^ ^Tf^?f5 #}^Rf "̂ sfS^Pi ĉ f -^^^^ m^ ?(!%?rf:5 ^ M ^ ^'f?! 

^stlt^^nt^ <i5ĵ ^ 1 ^^srf̂  15^11 '3{f5î o»t (2f5ti^5i^ ^ ^ t ^ \s ^ ^ ^ 

•^Hf^m 1 f^^ CT M<t«l ?̂:55 ; ^^t^ I t ^Q CT Hl^^Tl CTR?I1 «ttf%Ĉ , ^̂ Î 'N 

sir^ « c^t^lf^^ ^ ? i t c ^ ^ t ^ ^ t f t '5t?,1 ^ f c s 1tfi5fl5( ^11 t%t̂  ?̂:5î , 

ci]̂  "^tll ^t^i'^ m^ ' ' iWf^^ ^ - ^ ^ 1 ! % ^ fB t̂st f i H " t t f ^ i ^ 5f%^ ^ I 

-^¥¥f^, ^f?(ntf^^ ^5R^^ ^^^ ^ t ^ "^ r̂«l" f ^ ^ ^«^ I 



"^5[tpt<i c^t^^ (?i«ri ft^ ^ ^ ^ «ltt%;:̂  ^ ^ ^ "s^M "mm 

^^znwl ^ 1 1 ^ 1 ^ f i CEftf}̂  ^ 5 J I JTltt̂ SPHtC l̂tHtC^ ^ I ^ ^ , 

^ « H ^ Tfn^tl^:^ 'sifsift <5f?'=l ^ ifl tfl̂ ? ?f«R cSl̂ l ^ '̂SR^ fW 

^ ^ 1 % ^ T ^ ^ I ^«[5 ^ ^ ^Rw«,f¥ " îtsî  ff1%1 fff?|r5 5tft I a 

• ^ f ^ ^ l fecf fet^ ^?!tC^ ^ % ^ ^^»t^ClI ' ^ ^^ t^ ^ 

^ ^ i ' W ^?1 1 



( 8 ) 

= ^ ^ ^ 1^^;?t t̂sr<rt <2tffei, ^s<2tf 1 ^ -«3?t^i2fft%ir, (2tf^ ^^^t ^ 1 % ^ 

"^t^t^ f ^ ^ T " fM^ ^5(^tg ^pc^ ^ C5p1%ft ^t^ral ^f^<i ^^^f i^a^ 

iTit^tc^ 'stfsrai ^s r fw^ ^t^t<r^ '^''H^ s?t1%i n1%i 1 % ^ ^ ^ f^s^ ^ l ^ t f l i 

Sft^C^ •£(f (%5 5R:S(J T R ^ # fEWH ^U, f % l ^ l f^ <SW5 fe^i 'tfl?!! 5[̂ 5(1it sfl «ltW. 

C55tl I ^sit^t^ 'sfw ^ t n ^ * i ^ ^ a ( ? ( c^tpfl >£|V?t fsing^ s(W sfl «tt!:^. « t ^ n^^ 

^%^M f s c ^ ^ ' l I l R ^ ^ ? ! ' ^ f C ^ 1^^t*t l : f t ^ ^ ^ ^ C^t¥l 'sjc^ 

"^csra C '̂W ,̂ atjCt̂ ?, t f i l ^ C l̂̂ ft̂ sTS C^S1(3 '2tff%i( 'Rg t f e i ! l - ^ ^ f e 

f s ( ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ m%] 'SR^Jii ^'c?i c^ c^\^ i i ^ Jif3 'put «rt?i =i1 ^1 C'FW ^ 'CH ^ C ^ I 

IC^O ' S f ^ t t ^ ^ ' R l f l ^ ! ^1«. W R '«(%. fl^Cira 'Sltlrt^ C«'[^ ' « 1 % , ^51 CTt 



nt fC^ Wff%I I f t l f f t ^ ^ 3^=^^ ^ f ^ f i ̂ t e l ?ft^t^ =̂ 115 ^^t f̂?!?i1 5l|?ff|5TfSI 

tfl̂ N ^(tffl ^Sl^^t^ ^S f ŜrfSĴ  % f ^ ' "'^if^^' ^ t f l ^fl?ftf| I 

Ĵl%='?f̂  ^ f ^ ? ! ^^^IK (2f;;5it«i:if?i f%^^ ^•<m ^m'^s ̂ t^nil f f ^Mn 

-f%^ ^ ^ J?! ?l I ^ f ^ f ^ i ^ M % '«5i^,^c: ^̂ TTfr̂ ^ (5tf^ wiJf, 

^fi—^t?[ ^w1̂ ¥ #N(:̂ "̂  ?fi5t^¥ i f f 1̂ 1^ ^ M i 1%^f^t^ i^ttl l l^ ̂ U 

^ ^ f ^ l ^ ^̂ asffcs;̂  5f% 55Tî  ̂ ? t 'it^ '̂ ^fel ' i ^ t ^ 5t(:^'i ^ ^ 4̂ 11 

5Tt5̂  ̂ 1%rl #rc^ ^tfw ^ I ' t f t^ firfwf^^ » l t ^ ^ '^ l fs^? ^^ ^^ 

(. 

C^Z^ ^"f^ 5H vffj^ Ti^^f^i^ ^ ^ sf^ ^ C^^ ^csr' (i) II 

^ t ^ ^ JfJf I ^ M W I ^5!^ ̂ '5> f̂e ( aggressive j ^5p#f}^ ^ t l l W I 'mzm 

11-fn'TW:^ f% i f ^ r l PfH^ •« f j i ^ ^ ^f^ ^tfl ^ 1 % ^ ' ^ ^ «Wi 
^ ^ ^ ^ K^! S— 

^ f W ^ 5ft?^«5rtc^ ĉ  ^tc^ t̂̂ T i t^t^al «(t%^ 55, 'st^tc^ ^ t ? t ^ ft#tR5 

(5) ftSFttl^—»Pf1l5f( I (<) PrN îls*,- _5l^H 3I5f 



^•m a i ^ t !5t?1wg >iî  f»tl I ?iWii1 (®tf i5t?1?1 i:«ti;'J5 ^^ ^i^ S îgsf̂ s 

^ s f=(csf?t Jtftvs Jft^f^^^, ^ « , ^Mra^ ^ ^ r^^ sifs, ^t?ti( 1 w '51'sm 

l i t ^^ 'Jjrl^^ ^«t5 1B ĵ(%i ^^t^ ^ ^W^T ^t^^t^ ^ f f ^ c^^ I 

^ ' t 'Mj r l , ^Jt^, S51K11—^(7« 5?tJT(:̂ <i ^ 5 6 ^ •« "^^-^m ^ ^ R — ^ f l 

STĈ  1 # 5 r N ^ ^ I f N t ^ < l tW^ 1^5}^^^ OTC^ ^ 5 1 ^ ! ^ ^ % ^ ^ « . ^ * ( ^ 1 , 

'P'^H^ c r̂fnw, ^w^ iw, c^W '̂ r«Jt̂  ^ ^ t i ^ I i f t^ M-^ ftc^^ 

' s j t ^ ^<J,^^, ^ ^ ^ 5 ^ <2t^fe ' ^ S S f l ^ g j ^ ^ ^ H ' ^ l r « 5 H ^ "SJJ^ ^ 5 l f t 1 

^«it« ^ W t f^^^ -Sff fe5 5KS(f ̂ f ^31 #PT ist^s^ spsg "y(| §!^f% ^g « 5e?ff5t̂  

^^usK ssR «rM, ^sit^ li:? I st f i%c3 ^ c ^ ttTi ^(tl, f ^ CT| ^ifS\(.-^ 'm^lm (5) ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ s i îftsrtCf?! 'Modem Times' I 

" In all other works (of his) the lyric genius, the dramatic talent, the 
story-telling skill seem to be like so many prisms resolving the whole light 
of the poet 's soul into a beautiful symphony of colours, while in the Sadhana 

we have the white light in its calm noonday radiance." 



hht^ tl%5 ^i 3tf<lsl. «tffe ^fWc^ f s rs j ^ atTMftt 5rt%tc5-ltTt^ ^ 

5ff%^ 'SÎ '̂M. 4^ Ptf 5IJĈ  « *ttf%if ^ ifS^ ^ fe l 5t«d—Stffeil fRI iififSft 

^s f^ t f fs^ fetfe I'fjti:??! fi^fe, «t?ta Pi^^f^ Pis'W ?rtl3[ii W5 ^ ^ ŝil ^ 

^ ^ : - « < l I J ^ — ^ t ^ '•^^'R' ( 2 f ^ ^ ^ ^ 5!^®tl ^sf^lfc^ *fl1%I "^Wt^ ll¥s-, 

^ r a ^ ^ 1 »tt{%^ «(jts(t̂ W f^irt^K ^^ilt^ sR^t? sfiK'WI # ^ ^^ # 1 

'^'ft^^, 5^5ff̂  l5!5j ̂ %3 »(c?( ftf»t^ ^5rtci I ( n̂f«t—8VS-88 ^; ) 

' i t !?! ^ ' ^ 5 ^ ^^ ' t^C^'TtJRl^ ^ ^ ^l%5ra F l t^CJI^ ^ ^ 1 ^ 

^ f l c 5 1tfwr<S ^ K5T Ĉ  ^ t ^ '^M^^ t5W?[j ^DSTst ^ ° | § ^ , f^ - f^^ f , 

J^^tf ^ s t ^ %f«T ^ f ^ , ^-^ "mw^ 5#fl '•^^^^ 1 ^ ^ ^ ' ^t i :^^ (cosmopo

l i tan ism ) ^i;^^ ^c^^ \5t^ ^ | c ^ 1 ^ ^CJ{^ f ^ j ^ _ ( ^ ^ ^ ^ 5if% |̂f% « 

c^®', n̂rfc«t?[ =̂ i2f1%^ ^tfsiT, ^ ^ t ^ ' ^ - ' R ^ ' ^ f%«fN "iWn^ wm^ 

( > / ' 'c^ sff^ « t ^ ^ ; ' I 



t ^ î%® ^H y^^^ ^ '^^^mflj:^ '^WIT^ (i) I ^ t ^ 'Sff^. 

^ ^ ^ ^ sfW'̂ t i%?t̂<=t '^w:^ ?[ff®J!t«t lilt ^^it:^ ^Mc¥ ^ f f w c t i 

^tfti:« K5t—CT«ttC51tI #Rt5 Sit? '^St^^;^ >flt '2ftt^ 'SR^Sf ^ ^ , «t?l 5t̂ ^CIf?I 

wVt^ ifi^ I =̂ft»tt5il5 ĉ i ̂ ^ fe ^ 5 1 srtw ^•^ l!:«l cfit ^̂ 5(̂  tfeii i?t?i I 

®t^«^C^^S ri5[t5i C^^fSl (ffsifiEl 5(^51 'Srt'WC'F ttPira ttftCS E^StC? C^sĵ fl fe^ 

^tct 5̂(517̂  ?e5l ^ : i ^ l f i ^^ f i '51C35 ' Id .5(1 ^?iiif ^tt^l t̂?t?i 'i'sj'f f̂ cT I 

'Si^s^ «rsi«^^ "̂ t̂c^^ feRi '5it^?î «ti%! ̂ t^afJitsi'fttfe ^1^1 ®̂ ̂ ^al ^atc5 i 

' t t } ^ c£î  ^ f t f ^ g «lt^Wff ^k^'2W^^(:n t f l t ^ ^ c « ^ w l ^fetc? I 

Jan . 26th, 1937) f^C«f| :— 
Cosmic spirit reveals itself in and through myriad expressions of Nature. 

Nature is eternally self-revealing . . . . Like a Sadhana lost in his Sadhana 
regardless of what might happen in the outer court of life Nature expresses 
all around us most lavishly^ extravagantly and unconsciously without caring 
for the appreciation or criticism of any outward agent. And it does so 
because the fountain spring of its origin is that eternal and therefore in
exhaustible source of all creation. When man realises his kinship with this 
invisible source of universal life, he feels ashamed of his earthly existence. 

îsts ̂ % ? "^^f '^ '^^ ' ' ^ ^ ?%^ ftc^ ^ 1 'siftijc^ csiti ^firal fw^ '^'R 'itsfit ^Wif 

cjj^ '^'\m « i % ^ tfisra "sitft ??n;«1 c"^ c t̂f ^fes -̂ 1 ttfii 1 <M 5sc<ra f^^ 1" 



8«> C < A ' ^ ^C5T^ 5 ( J t 9 t T ^ 

^rtrtofij icd 4 ^ ^^^^ 'Site? I ^ % i '̂ Tv. =rt ^Ptst'S «t^ ^frtoR swc^ 

ftfefCf I «rWC?3 ^ftl « "fl^U ^ tK §tC5! !«t^?! JI®J«1 ^ 9 ^Cil t̂ I ff^ ?#1 

'#(2tff%?I (ilt ^t^ff^^ ^^tf l f^^ ^'Sf^M ^ t '«t^^C^ \5t^ f 

^ ^ t ^ i ^ . f*t^f«5?, w^uw^ '« Jf̂ ĉ p? tfi^t^ ^ftrtf%i I ¥ w ^ ^ 
^t lC^ l^tf^Rt^I (2f?{j ' l ^ f ^ ^ ^ i | ^ 51"5lCtfW t̂«Ht̂  «CT1 f2f#Wrl| 

ctf%f(:^ I "^iH 1 ^ ^ f^tk ^f^¥ #to '€ »ttf5 ^^i^^ ^^fik^ c^P\\^^ 

»i%^r§li^ ft^t^^ ^^iitl ^̂ CT ̂ Tfj^ f l ^ ^ I ^srf^ u ^ ^ f l ^ W^stsiRi 

^5t?f^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ t l ^ ^ # ^ ( aesthetic ) t1%^(?t<r f 5 ^ ^ ^—^?1 ̂ , ^ 

5̂[f% ^f5<i, ^ , N5t̂ <t ^ ^^<[?[ ' ^ T R ^ Jf^^fe ^5t5t^ ^ W f t l ^ lil^lt^ 'W 

'1'T I (?ffw^ ^^SfJf f 5 ^ % I n 1 ^ ^ ( i ) 5I5l5f ^ C ^ t»t̂ =tfCT?I(?R( Jfef^-

l ^n ^ 1 (?tt5% f ^ ^S^*f ^ ^ ft^?f;gf%^etJ^ (̂  f ^ ^5Hft«"#« 
^tfJtcsc^ 1 ^tm nf?R«ĉ  ̂ f s i« ^ ^ j ^ ^ r a t ^ '^fe^i ^ ? ^ ^ ^ « 
^f^ c^ '̂ t?i?f ^St^ 5Rt??^ f n ^ w ^ f̂ <:#*t 'Q ^iw^f 5!̂  (^^ 

"^^fk^^m ^f^w^ ci t^f^^iJ? "^r^, ^5t̂  ^#?t(?[ ^(?^ fw^ W isitH 

"8 («t%r f w t ^ cf)̂ ? ^t}|s=^^ ̂ (̂2f<i«ft?r wc^ ' # 1 ^ ^ 1 ^ pftsft? i "̂ ft̂ ^ 

braî  ^ ^ ^ bf®, «f¥tc*R ^s% ̂ w, 'ii^^ w:^^ f̂fc»fw ffil 'srWsi ^ ^ ^ 
( J ) Pandit Iqbal Narayan Gurtu, Vice-Chancellor, Allahabad University 

a t Gwalior (Dec , 1936).—' In the case of India the inhibitory pressure of 
alien standards has not ajlowed a sufficiently free scope for the expression of 
its deeper life.' 



' ^ i T t f e ^ ^ ^g ^f^-^f^ <^(5l\ m '« ^ ^ ^ ^ <smi\ =̂ 5} 5it^ 
^ s i j f % c t̂̂ î i f^spj t̂ pi-ff̂ ^sit?! VQ iiHl%?[ ^R^t^i I m^ "^m ^ ^ 

^w:^ * r ^ ^ K l . ^srrtfn ^ ^a?i2f<t^tl ^%c^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ i '» t f^ 

5(ĉT ^\fm ^•<i\\' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f e ^ t ^ ^w^ <^^^ (i) i ^ t ^ ^-^ 

'^^*tf%5 S t i f a ^ ^ HW •nm'Q i f f 3 5l?l1 'Sites I ^t^fill fet ^5tC^ BTlfstl 

tftfiic?)^ (?i ^6=( ^ . cs^wii (SI ^f%^ ^sitc^^, ^^t?f ĉ  ^ ^ »iii% .iî °s ' m t m cn Swtn 
^t t r t i ^? l (̂5(̂ 1 ^raipsfi? Pt^t5f5i ^<(̂  f^\rj\, ^f^^tcn. 'sfifWa, ^ ^ ? i : i 

4-«R« ®t^^^^ ? ^ P ^f^5l fe3 ' T f f ^ ^ l l »ttf%5 S(̂ ?I<5 >Ŝ  f̂ 'Sff Ifec^ 

!S1^«^ ^ f c ^ ^C^, ^ t H ^ t f t i l ^ 4 t ^ ^ H ^tlSs!;^ SilfiRiS # ^ I 

'f^wH ^^\^^' ^rfw -sft^ '^iw^ f%1% # IC^5=T ?— 

5 ^ ^ t I 

fe'n^^l 6tH =?f, « l fK^ 5t̂ —>£lt f%flt^5it ? ^ '^Htil (71 ^t5fl1 fl^I I ^^Y-'^ 

^«ta ^§51 c#!i3 OTtl ̂ ta, ^n^?ii:i^ ^ ^ ^11 ^C5 «<tti?i 'si^ci!^ i c ^ 'sfs f̂ c?rt!( 

^\m 1 CT^ m t W •sifS 1^1 PT«t1i:s( ^ 5 1 I { f W r t ^^=?, i i -»—i>8 ^ ; ) I 

^(?^, ^ttJf, ^1%ra ^ » t ^ c^f^ ^n^\ ¥m, c^'m otv^ ^ ^ , 'A^ 

(2t̂ Wi:5 l i i l ^«tt5i ̂ ^ t csils ffl*s?i1 ̂ ^5ti;5 I 
(2) Why are we weigh'd upon with heaviness, 

And utterly consumed with sharp distress, 
While all things else have rest from weariness . . . . 
There is no joy but calm.—Tennyson. 



' f t ' ^ f t ^ '^^^M <^k ^ ^ — ^ ^ «̂RtW sf^f 11—W f̂̂  ̂ ÎW*f 

• ^ ^ W I ^ ^ O T (?f5tfW ^ f f C ^ I ( i ) l f f ^ % » t t l 'I'lff^vs ^i:^5[ J ] ^ 

« ( ^ C'£ic5r5 ̂ 11 d ®^^5tc^ f ^ c ^ "siRitsf̂  5(c«o ^w ^3j ^?i afc«tc5̂  fef^ 

"Sf^f^ ^v[Pf?i ® ^ t ^ , iStc^ f^ait ^ ^«gi ?it?r i ic^?[ 'Jsfl <?rNct, ft^K ^ 

^ff%t <D<(»tbR\s<!>Wt "^t^ ^5fTtf%^ ^?^«tM?t (spir i tual ancestry) 

p ! ^ # f ^ 5)i(:'«r?[ ^«t1 'srai ^? i t l f l ciR I '^#<2fsft^ ^»t i r«^ "^w^ ^\f^ 

'sfiRs^^ C5[ ^ ^ 3 ^ "siff^i If® 4^t \«r? ?pf?i5il t f i ^ f ^ !5t?i ®t?rs^3 W**-
t̂csra -ii^^ :̂̂ ?f ^tRffffs! I f%̂  i l l w^c<^« i f t ^ H '^<^^ Ŵ 

«t?r5̂ ĉ̂  «Tt5î  ^ 1 cffPtn 5j«it<«tir5^c^ w«ii im sti i mm fe (?i ^ 

1̂%:« •mft, ^?t9) ^m '^wn ^l^'^n ^V « W •sf?^ # « ftc»w fWir *fftw 



i^2t^t^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^t?ta t ^ ^ iii:^« -tt^tsi ^ 1 Its Jfl,—CT fw5i>8 (71^ ̂ Fs(i5(tB5̂  

^5it̂ tc»m 5(c«(i •!il!?t ^c? ^ ? « sfflf ̂  ^tisc^t?! « l^^ Bftra «rti:^, « t^ ut^t ifec5i-s 

^t^tlf 6C^ "Sttil ^ ^ ^ >5tt̂  ̂ ¥U ; -^m C] %n ^'S^ 511̂ , d ^-^^ ^ % ^ I 

f^^ PlW»t ?t«(5? ftsT, «»t 'S'lPtt f|5T, ^fest JI^ JIS(̂  §»t̂ C^?r5(C!fl ^ 5 , sit^t^, fe«5;, 

^ W t ^^tf iftC^ m t f^^ C^ ? ^»!5? C5) C^^I W t >il̂ °s 'Slt'Stl f l ^ 55t?| itC^—^1% >il̂ »v 

^ f c 5 % r . « JftSftfe? nflR«H g r a f t s ! ( 5 t ^ f ^ l ^ 5 t W t t«3 l 5rt?( î l I 

( ^cw»t—^^ 1's^l, SI—8v 9t^:) 

' ^ ^ K srf^c^ ^ ^ i^ff^ f ^ ^ 1 

^^lf%^ ( iso la t ion ) ( i ) , t£l^ ^Sff^f ?i '^^s^t^^'^t ^'H ^ ^ ^ OTtf3<l '«lt¥^ 

^%l # i « ^If l «(t?:¥ I i5W ^c^, c^®cft (̂ t̂ rtJi ^fel ' i t ^ f ^ ^ff5^ 

Tt^^t^^ «!f3 ®5f^^=i3t? spsg 5f«pr ĉ t=? J J ^ ^ " ^ ^S^ ^t, ^ îfsf Jj5f[tBjg 

^•!l^tc^ ^ f 3 ^ 1 #I51 ^ f M ? ^ ^fe1 ^^¥\ I {« t ! l«^^ I f ^ ^ f : ^ 'MM ^S ) I 

ft^ ^\^ -^ ^ f ^ l l 5r?l ^ f t ra -^Im ̂ 11 ftsf^ 'Ifffwt?! ^t^ft^!^ nT^^m 

m\n ^?it^ ĉ i E?it5«?i ft?!t^ pfasc^ ^ f ^ ? ^^ ^\^ '^ m\ ^"^t ^K^^ # « 

H?^^?t5 f6S ^ 1 ^ 1 ^ ^ ^1 ^^ ^?(3^%^ |5̂ 5(i:«1 f fefe ntfti^ ^1 I 'C^wt—^«5| 



88 (:<*f%^ ^ t ^ sijHtf^g 

f%i ^ ^ ^^ mS^ ̂ 5f\s %c^ t^ t l f% (Tl̂  ̂ «tl ? 'titistf^K 4 

^5R|i 5̂tt«K f ^ t^c^i ̂ ^ ^ f ^ ^ ^f l f fcf^ ^ ^ . ^ ^ f l ^ W ^t 

wRra i t l 5|1, 's^ ̂ ^®^ ̂ ^ «t^^^1 'sitlTt? î JW <5 î̂  'rt'is^w W^ 

'sfWst cm ^^t^m 3T°ĝ  ntW?, t̂rit̂ t cn̂  f^w csftstt ®t&t5f ^wt=!j ̂ iw 

en W^?( «tf% CSrt® ̂ f|?!l ftsf^C^ 5 t ^ 5t%«Cf, ^W? W Wf5|C«? î t^Cf 

'stwtcfs ^ % #^pf f5f%3 ?̂ g| ?i%q ^^°. ̂ 1 ̂ ?il Sfsrff f̂?R ĉ  wtfsi! i«(; 

1%p53f cn^ ^[%^ ĈI 'srff J?ti:̂  i5Jtf ¥ fe l .i^C^ Bffft=5 ?!t̂ 5l W^t f ^ f%f fiSl, 

( > ) 5gt5«̂ C ?̂ I fe?t l— 
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if * ,«sr ft 



( i ) 

5C!̂ 5=! srw^sf »Mt^ f^w (?FM5(:'?i 

^ f ^5^ ^R^1r̂  S^fii^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

^'^ ĈT wj^ w:^, 'M^'^i WMM. f̂ ^̂ ;:̂ ,— 

^ 1 ^ c^ii^ '^f^ srrt;—C5 "^^ f̂t, "ff^ -^^^^t 

•5̂ ® ̂ t^ 5^1iral, f»f̂ u5 f»f¥?:̂  ^W^t^ l 



8 ^ (T^f^IC®^ ^C5^^ 5[Jt^ t^ 

^wwt^ * t t i ^ ' 'srtfif fe^ ^ '5rt̂ :5Tt̂  i 

v 5 ^ w:^ ^"^ ^ ^ ^ i m ^ t f t? r^ i ; 

cy[?[i '^f^ f t ^ ^ i : ^ '^m^tc^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t ^ , 

CJ^ t2f5f̂  ;̂ff, C f̂f?̂  ^ ^ Sf^C^ 

sfT'̂ k ^ 1 ^ ^c^ I 5i(:5̂  ̂ s ^ > i i ^ ĉ f?sf 

CT 'sif^ c^sTCi ?r f^* f , '^^^ fkw:^ c^mi, 

^ ^ ^ 'il̂ Cs^ ^ ^ ; ^ t < ^ f t % ^ ^ ^ f 

^tsrtt^fl ^ ^ f i n ^ >rfc«f f ^ l ^ ^n:̂  

c^z^ cff'?:«n ^ t f '^fiw, '^ ft*f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M 1 ; 



?fftesn'^ 3t f ?J 

w ^ ^ 14^ fe ^^T:^ f«t5^^^ (Stt̂ i, 

^f^? C5Tt5l <2tt% Ĉ Tt? ^^!?^ ̂ ^ '=5fW5lt̂  •, 

5 ^ 's? i^w ^̂ 5(:i ^c^? ^ ^ ^ ^ - t t ^ ! 



% 5r( fi57 'e^ 5'5̂  CTI^ "̂"tf̂  ^ ^ 

^(?(^ ^ ^ f ^ ^ sfii%5f ^ ^ i d fi\-itm 

^imi ^c^ w:^ «̂t1 cs'i^H '^^ f^i^ i 

^ ^ ^ C5ra ^ ^ f ^ ^ ^ 5(^yt^C5^ . 



"^^jt*t^ % t ^ B ^ ^Itsrt, ^^-^ 

««(tfn ̂ tf^T-^f%^-'T^f^ f̂ sr̂ «l -̂=1 ^ f t « %i ĉ t«f ^ff ?ft I ^W 

# ^ t ^ ^f%^1 ' t t f ^ , ^C^ ^ t ^ l 'SIC'W "sjf^ijf -Sit?!!?! ^ t ^ f% ^^C^ 

^^^CJ? Cff^fCsi ^ n ^ l t i : ^ (2ri5^?f(t9t Cfft̂ tCvs n t l ^ I Cnlst?) ^ R t W ^ CW^ 

'srfsT CM c^^ MP{ ^ft t^sf, «(rt̂  ¥%«C5, "^^^t 'wf^z^^, ^ t ^ w i ^ ^ ^ ^ i : ^ ! 

^t ^tft^J-^t^^!^ ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ f t ^ ^ ^ M ^ c<2tfi=« ̂ l i tc^ i' 

i£it ^ 5 1 ^ - ^ ' ^ 2f?Jt̂  "sitJî  -sTSff ̂  ^ft?itc^ I *t^t i :^ '̂?t'f^ ^%1 

cwr-m ^^c«t cEj^^ ^t^itc^^ I' 

iV3 8 Ultc^ 5[«t5̂  ^ t f ^ ^ ^^^tt?t S!5iff»t6® ^'^ln fmm-<? 

^f^Tt?! ^^ft»t5fH<i <^^^ ^ts^rl '5}^^ ' ^ t%^^ ^«.^ ^^tf:^' '^f^tft^ 

^11 



* ' * * * 

'^'^ f 1̂ 1 f i ^ ^ ^^^ ^ % CT^ f ^ l ^ ^f^^ 'f̂ '̂ T ^ ^ ^«rf̂  « % ^ t t ^ I 

%<5 ^ •, ^ ^ 5̂̂  'si^^ c^t^ c^«li ^tc^ ^fncs';^ ? ^^t i f% rt^ ^t^ ? 

^^^ I ^itt?! 'tif w ^^^1 ^wt?f ^^'tf% ^?J^ ^ c ^ ^it^trl ^f^fff^; 

' ^ ^ ^ tii^ ^f)€tr?r 'srfsrti ^ ^ f̂ ^̂ sfcj?^ n\fk^ w^v^^ f5^i?i 

^ " ^ ^ ^^C^ CfjfM-^t^ I ^ fs t t l CT^ 'Sit®^ nf?[f5^, ^t'J.'lPlJ^ ^ 1 1 % 

^^ ' f l " ^ ' i f^ ' t^ ^ ^ I Ĉ T̂  C^C^I ' f l ^ ^ ? 1^»rf̂  | 5 J ^ C^5I 'Stsf̂  

^ 'sjrssl OTiP^ ^ % ) 5 % ! C't^ f Ĉf ?f5 (TT (TSl ĴtW %<! J!l ; ^ ^ f^ CT 

"'̂ s(<i1 ?î i ?^c^ ^ f i f ^ t ^ f N5?tt?r f¥f?fi ^ ^ ! f K i^tci^r f I ^^w 

^^?r ^ ^ t ^ sfj^i^f^i:^ (ill <2fw •̂'(Jf Ji^c^!! ^ 'srf^^l ^ft^ i 

1 ^ f% ^^m (SjR ŝJtW ^ ^ f e ^ ^ c^T'^-f^r^^ f 'srfptl (SffSPS ^ 

?r^ ^f^5l ^5tft*twi:^ ^^r^, "«rft{^ fSf»5# '^t'Ws ^f^^?r c *̂'! t ^ ^ 

^^tfHs® ftc»t^^tc^ f^ -e fe^ ^sf ^cwl? ^^^f^^ <2f̂ f ^5^ ^ ^ 1 



f¥ ^<H ^ ^m «W5 l^^fe^^ c^wm ^f|?il <flt jf̂ sT >2f̂ ^ fsrf^^ 1 

''^^ ̂ ^ i t ^ t i ^ttii? Ff^^ ^t^t^:^ ^ ^f^t^ti i ^tcf ̂  %5 tii'p ^ t f 

ciî ^-j sj-^*! t£î  en, * t?t i 'tf^ ^ t t f ^€t«, ^c^ 5:^ I ^tc^^ f̂% ^t«. C5f«tl 

^t^ Jfl 1 =̂51 c^?t̂  ^ f e l i§[f| ^%t ^ t i t ^ w^t%!l *(cg, c#rff^ ? ' 
-situ ;i]^ «|̂ ?;̂  fi[f?t^^;^_ 

'i\H ^^^ f i :^ i?tf^i1 «ttc^ ^«R c^^^ cw«tti I ^m ^^ -m OT 

2T?r, "^H ^ t« t i 3?|i:̂  -51^!^ "srf^i ĉ?[ i <iit Jifsil^ t%1̂ Tf 1̂ ?1 f% ^ f e i 

cttft lc^ c^t^l c^'N ^ l i l '(fi I ^tsrf^ fw ^ i , ' H M I C^^I C^I^ stf̂  i mim^ 

^ ^ ^^^ \' 

fjp « | ^ ^°^^m! 

' ^ ^ iit^ ^f^ ĉ  <2ftff̂  ft'n «t?1 ̂ t i if"^ t t l ^ ^ l cslt^t^ 'sjt̂ tirNS 

^^<»^ 't ^ft?1 'if^i:^ ^tf?f^ I " ^W^ c^t^^ ^ ^ 5 ^ "sWiTtJ ^'t^ n^ 

^fetflf:^^ f^ ' i ^ ^ t̂°N̂  '^fS^ ^ ^ ^ ' " ^ ^^1 ^^f^ "̂̂  '^^ ^'^'^ 



^tfft^^ ^wc^r, CT^tn^ ̂ f? ^ff^^tfi c^^^ | j ^ ^ % i ^ t^ tc^ # ^ ^^1 

^ 1 f%i f%1^ w^tf^r«H ffl[̂ f5j'-5 ^ ^ f̂ i:5f;( I iso? ^'^z^ ^^^ ^|ra 

^11 SJW ^t!:^ c^t^t^ ^w =̂̂ °. •̂ 2̂ •nf̂  'sri^ ^ i i •?tti?l ^ ^ ^ t i t ^ ^ "^tci 

'Stfl l f ^ I f%l «^f^ ^C? ̂ 1 "St̂ l t^Tf<r ©SI W l |B|1 ??( I' Cltf̂  

^^c^ 'srf̂  <ii^ *fc^ fe»|J!, ' c^Wi ''CFtĉ t?! ^ ' ^̂ »rf«f ' t ^ wRffff I «"f 



ffif^r^t^, 'srfsrkw^ CTC*!*! f^t^<1 ^ ^ t ^ fsc^i m^i] CT ^ ^ ^%^i:f^ i 

^1%!i! ^M'\m *t^t«r 'isfl ¥ f e ^ ^tf^^tf l I 

^s^t?j I ŵ̂ »tf%<r ^ i : ^ ^ m^ '^^"« ^\^i^ ^ ^ ^ J i i 

ŝ?;̂  ^%f^ >̂ 1%S ^tffW^ TW fWt^ I 

t^ f t ^ t t ^ l ^ t l ^ f^1 5tf«l« ^C^ 1 5̂(̂ <f ^tc^ Oi^^ CWf̂ lĈ  1tl<[;, ^tft^T-

if?!̂ =^ ^Hwm ^'^^^ ĉ 5̂?l%^ f c^ fet^t^i 1 l?t^ f%f% ^ n ^ ^t^^ii cw.'^^ 

î ^c^T =^Pt^, -̂ "̂s ̂ t ^ '^lt!%^ ^ttti:ff<i i t^^^^ fel ?f5^ ^k^lf^ I ^^ 

5tf%ci ^ ^ ^f^^t<i ^^ir '^Ww?t ^tf^c^^ ^ î2t̂ t?( '^^^ ^t^?it CT^ t̂5!?!l 
jps^^fiic^ ci{7\ i^j '̂̂ 5^1?!'? !̂:̂  cf f^^t f^'CM^ ^ f e ^ t t f t i' 

5(̂ W®i1 1^5® Pt̂ ^ (^1 l^ l^ fe^ 'itf^^T ^f%lff l 'st^l'f^l ^f^f«^ 
^^5ic^i ^^n 'sitft^t^ ^^c^ * t ^ w^^ ^f^^t?r ®® stgsî ififo^ t̂̂ ^ ^^N 

^f%si% ^^i^M ^f^*t?t ^W'^^ Î?J1 ^tc^^; ^f=^?i ^xB^-^fii ifW'-s CT^ 

^ l ; : ^ "^tl <^^ ^^^ '^li'^ "stcl 1 t ^ ^fe® ^^ff»t5af ^'^^ ^^(:i'( 1̂ i 

si^t^t^l srt^ttc^^ a ĉ -̂ ?:̂  '^t^ti ^ « 1 # ^ ^'W ^^ cM^ ¥.^ ^Mw 



a 8 c « f f % c ^ wm^ 5fjMiW5? 

vf»t~Ql c^iw ^ t ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ f ^ t ^ ^^ <tT^; (^^ ^ i ^ l '̂ '̂ I'f̂ fl 'TW^ 

^5fff»i5i:®ji ^ ^ ^ •^f^:^ i?f!:̂ »t ĵsn sft̂  ^ f e ^ t e f ^ ; ^ ^«tt« ^ t ^ # 1 a, 

^5tfl»f5® f̂?igi tt^ti:?!^ c ,̂ 5T?[5î 1̂ °v̂  sff^ift^-i2t^t^ ^^> few ^ ^ " ^^ 

^f§c^ <tti:?, f%^ «^ ^^^ i tc^ i ms w « 1 f^"® ^ ^ ' ^ ^ •^'^ ' ^ ^ "̂ ^ 

i^^^« f̂??rl nt^t^i:^!^ c ,̂ (̂ i:̂ s?j( s?!;:?! t%f̂  ^ ^ 1 W ^ ^^f^ f ^ ^^« 

f ^ f c^'N î c *̂f 5[fiT s(t̂  ^?i1 CT^ ̂ il ?̂r I c*it ^^^t i :^ ĵ<[̂ -Q ^ ^ 1 ; % 

^nft*f5c^sr ^ ^ t̂«5i1 ̂ f^^l tfi^{5 ^^^?[ ̂ jttt^f I ^ ^ h®tR^ ^ti 

jfî S 3f<j?j ^»t^ =̂f%Wl ^tti:'« T t%1^ , ifivfe^ ttf^^lR^ "flf^K^t^ 

t^<T 5t5 ^« , ^ '̂ C^ f^f^ ^ ^ ^ ^f^^l[ ^«Nl%?[ 'sltT^ 51̂ 1 R̂R I 

cw»t^t^^ ^^c:^ 1 ^ ^ <?ttf%5i ^^^^c^i ^^ci^f^fl (?rf^ttw i ^tftf 

ft^c^fi Nst̂ t̂? ^^;^<T ^ t%1 Tt\5lir 'si^sj sff^l •^fwf% I f ^ * t ^ 

CTI c^^sift Tt^ i,fc^' c^^f^^ ^ ^ 5(1<r«j f̂?r<ri ^ ^ ^n^i ttf^ l̂ 

^t?K^ f»wc^?r ?c^ '5i<'=t ^l%:s!^ I ^f^^ cff%^ ^ t O T Tf^f^ 

^l^fH^ r ^ m 5f'<R f^jfiJj S c ^ > ^ >Î 5f̂  ^f^Cvs ' f l f ^ ^«.Rt ' ^ f ^ 

CSFtĈ  f^f^f l •sjffJic;! I' 



k^U ^''A'W '•^^-^ ^Rt^ m\ I Jitf^^J lf?!fW m^ W!lt̂ 1% »1̂ -̂

lf?i?i;:iT<i ^gf% vst^tf f%»t̂  t5 t̂<f ^m f i ^ I t f t ^w i ^«{^^t^ « w îtwfii 

^tst^cw^ w ' ^ ^ i ^ t w l <s2fwN ^r^^ f5̂ fws{ t̂55l ^ ^ ^^t^ ^^J ̂ f5î 1 

^5t^w^ ^5^^,—'^ff'^ •« Jiftcit? stcsjj ̂ -^^i 'i^^^^ ^ tc i 1 (2tftl '̂ if^ 

^"^ftm 5%^s 515:̂ ,̂ f ^ i ^ % f̂% '̂ f% ^ ^ I ^R^ ^t«(>j ^t^t^ *tttf:<i 

i®^^ '^•\^^^ ^ c i , Jt?? c'̂ l ^R t i "^m^ ^icf^ CT C'̂ I fsisiflJt 1 ^^^ c^ 

5ti •, <2fft1 ̂ f^^e^^ ^^^s^tt! *lf?!^'^'':^ c\^ ^ f t^ 1̂ ^=1, '^t^ ^ft^^ a^ 

1tf%"i^«' ' ^ ^ i ^ ^^1 <2f¥tft^ ^ t ^ M ^tftc^i ^t?1 ' ^ ' i ^ ^ ^ "«ttf%<:̂  I 

f5i5(=Tl ^ | r a ^ t ^ 5l=ŝ tW 'sitf^si, ^tf^lC?!:^ ^?[|-'5l1%Tl ^K^tnf^^, 

^f^^t^^l ^tc^ t^^ c^ ^11 "^^ cmt c^^ 'sit^H «r^ cî fssa— 

^^ c^^, ^ c ^ f ^ t ^ ^^^ ^11 



®ilff»f5® f^f^ir®:^^—'^t^'^^ ^̂ '̂̂ t̂ rf̂  k^z^ ^ ^ W'iw, t^^ft^ 

'pf^ft fl^ft-'sitf^cyr^ ¥t^ '«î ^«tJ '̂ r̂tf̂ ^ ?itf^1 ^ ^ f% ? 

ŝ ĉ Tĵ  f^;^ ?^^ ^ I 'siti ^sil-^srff^c^Fi^ ^ mw^ f% ^ i : ^ feW 

'^t^r^l ^Ef 1 ^ j % , c^m f^'sH ^ ^ ^ ^ ^s(Jtn^ f ^ l ^ =^̂ :̂ ^ i f ^ ^tl^ 

sjsjfj "f}^ ^ ^ ^^; ^^tc® ?r^ ^'^i^^ f i% 5^ 1 ^t^tc^ ^H^^ ^titw^ 

^^^t?: ^fSi^t'«t^ ^ 1 ^ ^ i ^ 'sisiTft^ ^ t ^ ^ ^fil!:?! 1%:^^ (?( ^'Wit 5̂ !̂  

^ ^ ^« ( jm f ^ ^ Îĉ T f̂ i:»t̂  ^^^ ' t i w f t ^ 'Itc f̂ I' t^Jtf^ 



/ "^?^f!*t5® « <!fts'[t«f ^<ii^ 5̂it€f̂ 5f 5j^i; ^^ i : ' ^ ^ t^^ fe^^ ? ^ f t ^ t ^ 

^ f e ^ I" ^ t ^ ^5tf}»l5® ^^.^•^ c f̂i? f^fnl ^ f ^ i 'Jwi f ^ i : ^^ ^t^ii 



#t?W «tTff% ^ hf^^J '̂ #(:=i?[ "^l^^tft I •yff^i:^ ff5(1-ĉ «t1 ^%1 ^ 1 

'̂̂ •grf̂ s^ ̂ j { ^ ^ t i cvrŝ l '>s ^ ^ ic<!f '^fwfl^^ ^ ^ ff^'5 t?hrl tft̂  

¥ l w •i!r^ 1 if?[W^ ^ <i5Jfi-«̂ ?f citf^^^ ^ ^ f f ' t ^ ' ^R^ '̂ 'isitftfOT 

t^^H ^ ^ Rfe^ ^flffc^ I f̂ts[5.w ?^(:̂  A^%m ^m ^'ist'i-^fei-

r̂t̂ n̂ '̂ c'f ltf% w^t^itt:^ I ^ s i 4^ »tt^-n:'^ c^r®t^^ ^ ^^ ^i^. 

^>M ^^ W^t[ ^t^ î 5i 1 ^ ^ ^Tsff̂  "^sjfirH^ %< « ^^ ^f ! l iw, 

\st^ f ^ ^fwl ^ ^ti ^ I ^c^ t f l 1%fw c ,̂ ^ ^ ^^iwR^ ĉ  ^ 

1̂1%¥?[ tfi^ « : # ??f ¥̂f?ral c^ î̂ t̂?! ^^c^t^ ^<:^j?t c ^ ^ ( ^ ^ 

^ tw^ f f̂ «t1%i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' « ^ ^ t t ^ ^ ^ i : ^ 1 

^ 1 ^ ^ (2fsrt«j '^I't f t^ Wi^ fft« I »f̂ «,5® ŝtT f̂̂  ^f^'^-^Blt^ ^^^ 

•sitn^; f^m^t 511̂1 f%f ^ ^ xst̂ xg ^f^^ ^ ^ ^ i t t ^ f fs ^Ifl, # ^ 
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t̂C^T<( C^Wf^I ^ t ^ ? f %fC^ ^W^ c^ -^fs, ^#st?[ ^Wt%x» ̂ ^P\t^ Sffel 

^ ^ f ^ nf%^^ l t ^ l 1 ^ ^ CT fii;JI^ ?t^<! »HfftJ! ^5WM'\ ̂ ^ I t ^ ^^^T1%^ 

T i tc^^^ l ffet^i (T t̂̂ itJ:̂  S^tw^ t2t̂ '=t̂  ^ f j%^ OT<n ̂ 5 I ^?tw<[ 

ŜTC5T3% ' ^ ' ^5(jtc?I ^ ^ ^ '•^'ttf^ fSl tc^ ' ^ t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t ^ ? ( ^ ^ t ^ m y s t i c 

fe^^iff ; '̂ fl̂ pfi ^ f̂ ĉ RTs' 5^«f i-f?(CB̂ w 't^iti?^ '^m''^ ^'^^ mm ̂ m^U 

'« ^w^^ 'I '^^fcs 5itJRtif<i ?̂f t^iJi^^{?i ^ ^ f f%—"^^ c«l(:̂  ĉ c'sf ^ckf 

•̂ ĉ̂ <( f s ^ ^ f ^ 5 ^ ^ , fB^^ f̂ ?( ,̂ «̂R ^̂ rfsf̂  ^pJitfB^, ^5t i?^, =̂3if«t̂ ^ 

f^t'^w^U i fB^ <^s^tf^^ ^^^, ~« ^f:^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ t e f l ^ 5[»?[?[ ^7^^ mn]^ 

^ ^ C'2t!:5i<t ^i^-¥tf t t f -, '•^'^%'Msrt'i ?ft^]%«i ^ ^ - c ^ i l , t^^->2tt5t^-

^ I t ^ j =̂?3JS[f ^ t f ^ ^ ; 'TH?f-̂ C<!' '•^t^- '^ ' ŝOtCl st5(I?rtC5 5^-f^^tR^ 

jf«pf^ ^fm ^?5^^5j^—'cFSirt?! * t^ ct« f fR c<»t(:¥ CT t i % etc:!!:!— 

{?itCTH ̂ p??i ̂ rW?t f5(^ ^ i , ^ 1 t f e i ^<:̂ <! ^nt^ ^fsHti ̂ '•'tt^ ^t#^tw -, 

Ji5̂ sf f̂5[5i:f?[ r̂«t i t ^ f i m^Mk 1̂ 15 c^t'R ^ ^ wftf®?i "n^m^ 



f®5|i 'f^»(c^ f^^tfw^ #^jra ^ f # ^ f % — ^ . (:̂ Jt«.Tl i t f t 's ^ f f 5 

j^^m f * t ^ i ^ t ^ |.3srt:?[ ffet|?ri c^t^rt^ ^ ^ csll •, ^ffoR '^^^u-

^fs^TfC^?! 'CW.^'VS '^^ t f f ' •nftCb̂ W i ^ f t i k ^ fW5 ^ ^ ^ ^ 5 

T^\^ ^ ^ ? l t^StH (?fl^ ^K C$^ CTOnS? 51C5(T f^ff f t^ ^'nt '^Cl ff̂ C:!̂  

f^fef^^ ^ ^ H O T ^ -, ^tt=[ Cî CS!! f^^5t sTf̂ T̂ vsl '« Jf^sr-'^ "5lts(TtfWt<( 

1^^'—'f*t(2lti ^ (^^M c^^ c^t^ l 3 ^ ^ ^ ¥t^^!:^1 nm ^?M Iw^ 

%5(2MJ^1 ltCff^¥ 'SI '^I^ ; l^gftl^s ^ l^ tJ^^ ^'ff^SW ^̂ W, fti2ltl 

^n i f t * f t ^ ' ^ ^^ 5til ĉ ^ '̂ f«tl aim -^z^, ^ ^ j ^ ^ f i , ^ t % '^^^ 

t̂s^Tf̂ ^ ^^"^ ^mf^iz^ mii f ^ ^ ^ f t : ^ I 'c^ ^M ^ ^ 
f^'s^ f^fl ct̂ fcT̂  t^jtcw nfitf% 5T ,̂ ^7''rt':'5 j«t^1 3̂T«; 5f^^5i5i^: 



'cii^ffl ^ fSfc?!' ^tsrfc^'-s ^(:?fg:<i^ ^ fHi t t^g^ t̂w -̂s 7i«j<\sj 5jf« 

'^ i t ^<r t ( : i : 1 if% tsff ̂  (Si^c^ ^ i ' ! ^ ^|(:^Q €t:5^5{ ^^ -^ f i ^^ i j ^ ^w.^^ 

^ % ^ 5 ( ^ ^ f % ^ Trfl^ 'sf^t^ lî f̂et 'siRf^g 3T'^# ^C5—#f^^ •s 5̂ r?T 

w.^^-^^z^'^ f c # i ^ ^ f5 i1 5|f«?it?f cfl^^ ^^^^^ ^»9tS 'srHfl 'S csrt?;-

-•Q^^tCI 'SjJi^^g <jfc^ C^̂ ?f (2ff% n^C*t?! CT^ 1^ |^ , 5)̂ 5)̂ °%^ -^i f^H 

^ ^ ^ l ^ ' ^ f t 5 ^mr?^^ "^^ CT 4 ^ <2f^f5!^ ^ W ^ f«t«ftc^ t^^ffn« 

ft^<I ft^t^*t<l ^ i ; ^ '51^ '̂rt Tti5, '^#.^<( ^9t^(:*t5 ^ f t^ ^^J? 5̂STf?! 

^g^tc'l?! ^ f ^ ^ ' ^ ^^ =TŜ , ^ ^ . ftpt^-f^ 'si^tf^ ^ t ^ mmi"^ t%^ 

« f f ^ ^ w:i^ c^t^ f ^ f ^ ^5i^tc*t ^ C'̂ fsi ^ ^ c^^ r t i ' 5 ! ^ ' ^^ # W 



^ ^ s t l F i tst̂ fN^srW—;5 °̂= cmU ^^<st̂  ^ i ^ "̂ rftN Jfff̂ i lftlf%5il'« 

^ ^ : f — ' C T C?R W ^ c ^ j t f ^ ^ c«tr^ c^ftt^ ^ c ^ ^ , ^C5ti:^ 

^^?r ^ W c<i!ĉ  ̂ ^ ^ W , '̂ Itifw '^^ ^^l^s C'^m ^'tw c®j|% f^? 

^^t ln f ^ I "st^pm t£)̂  c<2fi:5î  ^ t i ' ^ ^tc?fw ^^#^5^1 'srfsitfww 

'^^'^—^^^ C¥! '^^^H "^tW C'^^M symbol ^ l l f ; (?S^ 51«(T̂ «t<I 

' ^ « , ^ w ^ ^ ^51<I ^ f ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ c ^ l c«lc¥' I ^J f ¥%! ^itt'Wl 

tfw^ 'srf^^ f%i CTfct̂  ^ t ^ ^^W^t! s H ^ Rc?f^cl^ f^i:"!^ cwt^ ^?tWl =fl 

cfpt c«K5!, '̂ rtf̂ E?!?! f ^ c ^ cft% n*mti 5|^. ^ îf?:f?i ^ " ^ f^: 

'^t'^ZM §<^ f ^ ^ %T ' S f ^ t ^ ; ci)| ^f^SltTfl ^fi:^ (2f̂ ^ SpSt̂ OT 



_ ^ W if5 f^ j%I ^n iT^ CZtl^f^ ^ ^ ? t Pfff? 5ltJ«t ^ , CT C<m <?̂ (:̂ ?t 5|ft1 

^^ ^ c«lt®it5 T̂r̂ tt(:<! ^ 1 c ^ "^^ w % ^ " ^wm fkt^ ^ih-\rM. 

^tff C^Sftfl ^Jt^te ^ ^ K %I1 « (TN^ f ^^ t ^ 5?!5f ^fR?f c4%fCf, 

^ t ^ -BiWi -51^=^ ^ ^n-^<[<^ ^-mm tt^ratst^tf ^wt 'st^^ ^nti t |g 

^^fl fef^, Bf̂ !:̂ <t t̂%5t ci«ii ^^t^tcTf^ ^w^^m ^H^lr^ (St̂ t??*̂  ^ f e , 

^ t C'^rm ft^^ sftw^^ti ^Mcfra ^ j f e ^ ^ i ^^-ferl effete?— 

^i^M c^^^ ^ M - " ^ ^ ^ flsatcsi ^ ^ 5^5t i f t ^ (̂ ^Hf%<j r̂a ^ t i - ^ ^ s 

ce^ff^^-c^rf^l; • ^ f [ ^ ^ ^ t ^ f } f % - ^ ^ ^W ^M<:Ta 'siM?! ^ff^?!^ 

5f?[(3?( CT f % * H ' ^ , ^{^m «*f% ^t;:^ ^tw ^11 ^f^rfc?, ^t^i f:̂ ^ ''jt̂ ft?^ 

c^^^•^ JCTt^^ ^ 5 ^ t ^ ^ ' ^ v s ^ i 1 ^ t t ^ ^t^nt:^ I 

^t^^tcf. •̂̂  xtt^Rt^^ c?i ^Jtf^ ^#^tfr «Rf̂ ^ 5^?t<:f 5 |^c^ sjtn^tt^c^ 



^8 Cc2t%:v5^ ^C5J^ siJt̂ tlWSf 

sftiT^M^ 'i?5?-<p(:?rN ^1 ^^^t^ ^\55H*f ^ ^ ^ 1 «̂?[f%'« ̂ t^it^ 1 t^^t% 

CT ^ '^< 'tf^fftJf, ^ f w ^ i <[<csT»f̂ , ^Hrt i .f^6f4i\5 en f̂% silw I 

f%i f fe I f»f<2tt̂  ?rf^^ ^°sm ^ffw ^jfe"? f? ^ c n % ^ ?̂ ?ftc?; 

5 ^ f w ^ ^ 5 |̂s^ ^ci?t !f̂ sri tpral t̂«rf̂  ^ ^ 16? ̂ ^^!tf^ ^t^^l ' ^ 1 ^ 

(̂i?! C l̂l C^ 'Sit̂  C^k ^ * t f f l ^ " — ^ t ^ ^ t n f i i l l *rf|t Ĉ JR ^ % l 'siWfi?!?! 

'5j«t̂  ̂ (M =?!& ^fetc^ 1 ^M^ ^Jtt% ^^m^^^ ^ t ^ ^ f^ j ^̂ (̂ ^̂  

^ 3 / '^r'ft^^ (2ff^f^^t5[ ^'H ^ t ^ %?:5l?l (2f5(t̂  ^^J <#5!1 W5ltffi^ 1 

^t?t?[ wfc^?f ®i^ «Wc^ tfe#CJ??[ =«rt̂  tfl¥ ^ ^ ^ f 1 f?t?!t̂ 5—'̂ 51̂  '̂ ^ 

'^f^^^! f t ^ ^J1%^^ 5̂ ^̂  ^s[fif ifttf^tf^^ •^^ ^ ^ « i 1 ^5t^ ft^^a? ^sM^ 

^ f f l ^ (2ff% ^ f t tN ^ % i ^ M s ^ wM^j tH!?i<^ ^H«rk f ^ f s ^ " ^ ^ ; 

•^it^t^ ^^ ^ % i ? j ^ i2tf% {Tftcsoi ' ^ t f w (Sff^ferl vst̂ t?! i1%^^:¥ ^ ^ 



^ îtt?(1 cm c^-^ji^ 'sifll^, t ^ ' ^ ^vsH c^Wft k^f^^ ^fetci 1 ^'^^ 

'S\l-^l\ •« ̂ ?(^tf} ^f»6^U^ ^t^t^^l ^^1 f^ltfif I <4̂  ^t^I-fC#I^t?t 1W 



3 T ^ ^ 

f K f ^ ^sj^ m^ ^"^^ fs^r^Wi f ^ i t ^ ft^ ^^ral wP(<:'5 11^ 1 ^ 
î ff 1%?( <2ff̂  ^^f—nature of ^ e external reality—f%? 'ill <2tJ?R[ tW°11 

^f^^lK C5|1 (^rtt^^t^f^ ^ ^ Thales ^^(^5 '^^ ^ f t ^^^TN f ^ (̂ t̂̂  

( idealists ) ^ '^«fTNrfi#^1 ( spiritualists ) ^J^ #kNrl 1̂ C 5 ^ 

î N̂ <i3| C5^J!t^ f ^ a ' s f ^ l (conscious states ) 5(1̂  1 (2ff^?( ^?S 

(?ft=f%j ^5)^ ^W, ^s(^ ^ ^ (2ff% t̂̂  ^ ^ll ^ C^ t t^ ft^fe I Wit ^t!^ 

Wl f ^ ir i t—^5^^ 5(i?ra ^ 1 ^ ^^OTit " ^ ^ ^ " 1 < f ^ f̂i:?! 1 Berkeley-

^^ ^m ^1?[ esse est percipi. ^'^{ " ^ r M ^ ^ t ? ! f^ft^ î̂ >Tî  ff̂ -

m^ # iC^ extra-mental reality ^ ? f Jfl—^1^5^ '^'^ ^ C5^ ŝ̂  f ^ 

"^^^1 <[J^^ Sf5t<!, 'sitj f%^ m-^ I Materialist?}^! ^prfW ^ } ^ lf^ , 

CW^tlt^ C5|1 ^RR c% C5\5Jrt ^ ^ ^ ^ Ŝ?B1 f^^*f—'"''Spirit was nothing 

but a finer matter" I # N ^ ^ Biology ^ r « ^W " ^ ^ Cf^tt^ ^tf^l 

'Sfsrft ^ ^ <:581 ^1%fc^ CT, 5I(:J!?[ f?[^^ ^ ^ 1 ^̂ TN '^^'^^ ^ ^ ^ 

brain (ij?t f̂ j»f?[ f̂ ^̂  ' S R ^ (2f^H l SR ̂ 1 c^^^i # i r « # t ^ C^^sit^ 

tiĴ fel %*t^ physiological transformation in the brain ^Ifi "^if^f^ 

f)^t?[ ^ I ^ T̂l I ^^CfR ^ t ? ! Mind is the brain—(ii^ F̂̂ tlH #[<:? 

C^t^ materialist^^ CFS^tc^ "c^ c^^ (^^tT^I" ^ = ^ ^ f̂%f?[ C5̂  

^tlffe?^ I Huxley # l f h : ^ "We shall arrive at a mechanical 

equivalent of consciousness. 



Tt^tc^ c^ft^^tc^ ^ 1 ^ '^ #ni1 'S'^l ^11 si:̂ ! ̂ \ \ ^% ^ •!»••» •*\^s\% ^v^ 

'H'm -^"ml ^HU ^WM tw i ^^ j f H m ^^ siTĝ t <2faf̂  tr^m^ii ^ % N C5li 

Schewegler ^t^Rti:^ "The harmony between spirit and matter is 

a lways wanting." Bertrand Russel Ĉ t̂  ̂  tfî  "sff^t^r«1 T̂O 'ffinit^ 

^t%ti:i*( "Philosophy is to be studied not for the sake of any 

definite answers to its questions—but rather for the sake of the 

questions themselves/ ' "5rf!f=f̂ 5t«i cs'^i^ (2ff«ffS ' f !^ ^1%( '^tf^ 

^^?( ^tft^ 3ffi C^t^ ^^tC^^ ; 'srNI^ materialist^'=1 C5^Jltt^ JP^<^M 

"'̂ f:<T ^ c ^ " ^^^st*:̂  4̂ =?tP^ ^1%?!fti:̂ . "(^tt^ ¥C5î  C5a ^srnl, ^t^ ^'m 

'Stt'i'Btc^ ^51 '̂c î CTt^i ̂ ?3[ t^t^r.^ ĉ  isrf'i^tr^ ^t^1 ^^ ^1 ^ i * * * 

^ ^11%t^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t i ^ ^Fra^ ^Mw^ «^ ^ 'r^ti ^tf«{f I ^^i^l c^U ^^t 

•s^ ^ ^ ^t^:^ ^ ^ ^ jR^r.f ^ ^ f } ^ ^ ^ ^ ^'tfe Hi I ^ ^ 1 ^51 ^sii:^ 1%it»t 

f ^ ^^ ^H\^ i f K f ^ Leibnitz-ixil tK̂ J? ̂ t^l1 '^1 ®ft#l f S ^ <̂ s(t3l 

CfR I *t^,t^ Doctrine of Monads^£ll ^z^] ^nf^ ^ ^&t fWWf '^tc^'^ ^^m 

7f»t̂ 2st«l ̂ ^ftr? I ^^ >« c5-«iit 'i^s^^ •« ̂ 5^=^ ^ftt'f^ f5^H f̂ ;:̂ s( ^^c^^tci 

^•^ ^t^^s R^g ^ ^ « ^|s^# fe<:,''!l% = ^ lii^ I ^ '« c&^^ft^ ^tiirl (?rat 

^t^ CTf«r '^t^t ^ T ^ I =fi^° ^ ^ C5 t̂<r ^zni c'^'t^ ^ t f ^ ^ ^ i t# j Hit 

1̂ C5̂ 5̂  ^ ^ (2ti% »̂t̂  ^1 I Materialist^«t1l fC^ matter ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 

f̂ 1%S ^^=f1 ft?1 ^ t l f%lt ^^ 1 1 J # OT^t^ ^^^ C^j ^~^̂ ° ^^ 5 "̂̂ ^ 

^^•^ J5j_c^5j^ Bertrand RusseH^ -^^ "The propositions, that 

we are determined by objects or they are always determined by 



^1^ c«}fe^^t5i^ sufntfe 

ourselves and are nothing but our conscious states, are half-

truths." Leibnitz (il̂  ^ '['=1#:^ # fH%:^ ^^{ '^^ monads-

<^ W #11 W ^ C5^?[ f%̂  ^ ^ unity ?ri ^^'m ^^'\m d^ 

Leibnitz ^T^^m, (̂ ttf̂  ^^ f%I '^WS^ ^f^ ^tc^ ^^ 1%l# 

^ f t t r ^ » t ^ 1 ^s;^ ^ s , 3=f:5^, - ^ c B ^ — ® t ^ t i ^ ^"T^^ i t^?[ ftftt 

5TS[5f ^̂ <5, ̂ • ^ * \ ^ f^f^a ^t^:^!;, f ^ l ^ ^5I^t?f '511^^1%; sffiig | lii^ [̂fft»tf% 

( 'Or ig inal force' ) ~ ? l t ^ f?rf%a ^ ^ f ^ f?[^'f '^rfsdl w f ^ i : ^ iSTtf̂  

cfll ^ t ^ »tf^ "tt^tl monad, Leibnitz-4?[ "^t^ "ffe iffsitill lTtt«fi%-

î:«t?! motion ^ mechanical impact i?^'^ 1%1%'!, f^^ I ^ ^ 

matter and motion-c^ '^''^^ W^9 'H ĵff̂ ^ W{ ^1=11 ^ m 

5(ĉ  eivs m^ f̂ Î motion 1̂ "-^^ ^^ffe Wl ?f I f%i Leibnitz 

Ŵ -Sim *^1[ ^m Sfjf%5f̂  Tf'f^J OTCsR ?ft I s!ffĵ <i monads 'self-

suflScient centres of psychic energy." Leibnitz-^?f monad 

"ift'fl^JtCt^ dead •<! inert matter ^I:^ \ 'tf^$( monad (2tt1*tl%̂  

•̂ jt̂ ft̂ —(?f(:̂ Ĵ  monad-t£i^ ^m f̂®f f̂ sj "^^1 ŝ f^^ ^\^ ^%ln 

^^^ ^^ ^•\^ ^ monad-^1 ^?fe'=l 1 ' i l^ (2^ # ^ "^^ «. ^^ 

1̂ f%f)5{? tfl^^t î rĉ ^ ÎC?! Leibnitz, monads-tXi?[ f%<5̂  ©f^fs 

nH'Wl 1̂ sjt̂ csi'̂  tf^OT^ '̂ ^^C^W ( gradation ) ff^?( ^fetJ^ I 

#!?f? 5;i\s monads-'i)? fjjjj 5p5f]̂ ĉ»f̂  ^^ ^ j ^ I (;5v«;̂ -| ^ Jit̂Nĵf 

^^ Ŵ T ^55^Rra monads-ti?^ Wt̂  f̂ft̂ ^ •̂ [̂f̂ w t̂̂ s ft̂ iT? ^ , ?^ 

^ "sif:?̂ ;? ^1 # t ^ ;(c^ 5̂__;̂ 5̂ ^̂  Leibnitz-^n^ sijss ^$•\^ s i t^ # # 

^ f ^ f fe ̂ w Jitl ^PTSTI ^^^«) 5=ff^ ^v5 n^t^f ^f^n\ ^ ^ ??r i t^if ^tt? 

materialist-^C«t?[ matter 1̂ w Leibnitz-t£|<r ^^zm monad-



"^C^m "^m^, Leibnitz '^tW'f^f^^m ^H mt^ C¥$^ ^ ^ '^^'?ft 

rn^t^ ^%(1 ^ t ^ 5̂11%̂  ĉ rft ^flitc^^i '«i5fThî ^(:t<t ^U f%^s 

ft^t^ ^fl^lt;:^ ^•Nrtl ^5tP®i ^ Ji^ 1 Prof. Schewegler #I^tC^^, 

" The other again (Leibnitz and Berkeley) 

will say there are only spirits and the thoughts of spirits." 

^•SJ Leibnitz-C^ ^tiS ^W^ff^^Ct^ s ^ ^ 'FI^II #fff<[ t w ^ '^^tl 

^^1 ^^ I 1%^ ^ ^ C ^ Barkeley-^ ^^ C^t^ ^ < ^ t f t ^^1 5(^ f% 1̂ 

CT f̂ ??;:̂  5jsŝ ?( ^|j!4 9rfj<j | Berkeley 1̂ Fichte-'£|?t ^M^t? ,— 

^ftW^ ^ % 4̂̂ ^ Leibnitz-til? ^ Ji'̂ J< f^t^g i Berkeley-<5<[ Ego 

or Percipient Being ^ Fichte-1 Self c2tf1%? s^ 7\^] Leibnitz-41 

C^U "^Ci^ ^ 5 ^ ^ C^C^ 'tt^ Jfl I 3^1 ĉfe Leibnitz "W:^ ''^^fm^.'l'^ 

Sm CWĈ  ^ — W ^ mni^ f%1^ f̂%5<i j j ^ ^ 'l^'itff^^ ^^^ (Titers? 

W ? ^ ^ ^ materiality ^CT^t^i?^ «t^ ^1%lti:i^, f%l ^^^ Berkeley 

^^1 ^^ "His matter becomes immaterial in its nature'^ t̂ l̂ v 

?^tt #t?tc^ c^t^ t̂w*f<itfw'?t(:ii w^^f^ ^ ? t i i ^ ^ ^^ =̂ ^ i f%i 

'^5(ta STĈ  ^1 i^l Sit€h! ^ 1 % ^"^«f 1^f%ff^—^t^l Leibnitz-t£l<t 5r4ĉ <( 

^^ C5f?( CTt^?! <p'!lt '^l^'fl'l CT, 5ifP«? matter and mind-iiil mm ^tf^'?!^ 

CTI; living force-<il^ "^ (fl̂  ' l f l^§ ^ ' ^ f t '̂ sjt?^ ^ t ^ ^ C5^^tl 

^ W R I Ojf^l I " In their nature" 1̂ "In its nature"-(i] M 

^^^ C 5 ^ 'il^l', ^¥t«> ^t3i ^ ^ t l — ^ ? l t ^ "immaterial in its 

na ture"-^ «̂t1 ^i^ K^ ^ \ 'Sftl '-̂ ^ ^% "tft'ff^^^f?! sp* 

^ 1 (̂ 5(t5̂  =̂1 ( attribute ) ^C '̂SJ Î ( impenetrability ) I Leibnitz 

OTff|c5IsT C\ ^t impenetrability -^t^ ^S^fi:^ ^^itl ^flT^C? «^1<I 

^—^ Ktf%̂  ,9f̂ t5 ^?l t ( : i ; CW^ k'^U '^'f positive resistance W^ 

^n f ^ ^ ^ I Berkeley 1̂ Fichte-<ii? ^U ^M^tfw^'i ''essence 

of the world" ^9\^ '^'^^ 'TSP^ ^ ' ^ 15^^ I f̂ ^ Leibnitz-^g? 

ritl̂ iJT, (?l«tt^ "ff̂ ^^ '^t^?lf%' ^ 1 ^ OTtt^tfil^l ^fltf^^C^? 'fl'Rff 

sit^Sf^K^? 5|:!(T>S—^̂ t̂̂ N Berkeley 1̂ Fichte-^^ Jlft^ #f?tc^ ^1^1 

8 



^ ^-^'^ ^Mi:m mf¥ ^1%f?t d%\ ̂  t ^^ t^ l ^'IW^ l ^\ Realist 

f^?t<| 5Jt5 Leibnitz aggregate 1̂ plural i ty srfl^^t!^ 1 Tm <M 

plural i ty-! stW f̂ t̂ f Wift^ ^1%I mt^ '^t^^^^ 1 '^"? i2(!f|51 

^Ift^ Leibnitz-cil<( monads 4^&f f^^ imM •*lt(<l̂  I '̂ 'F ^ 

'^'it^f® C^ Sitc^ i f t ^ ^ ^ I Leibnii;z-t5! W'fi?? ^ t H ^ f (fl̂ 'S!!̂  

' ^ ^ ^ 1 si tf^PitJ^—f^'^l^ '^fe?! 1t^ 'sit'rai "^f^tl 'Monad of 

monads ' -^! W.^ \ ^^ ''Monad of monads' 1̂ ^t?[ "^^^ 'W 

"g^ Jjpi •, ^ t ! ;£l| Monad of monads-t iSfil̂ Ĵ  ^^3 monad-(fl?I 

F?R ^ « i ^ 1 Leibnitz-tii! '̂ tW»f?f5f # f%f «ttr? ^C^ ^f1 f̂ 5l 'sftK 

f^k ^ I ^^ ^t^^ 'Wst ^^s ^fftl f5^ ' ^ f l Berkeley or Fichfce-<Ŝ  

sfC«<T C^«ft« OTRI^ I t t i f l l î ff^ '̂ it̂ fxf̂ tCff! 5rN! ^ I W I ^t^C^ A!M^ 

W f%| lft«fel ^ C#El%^ ^ ^^feitc^ I Fichte i2ftf̂  sĵ T*!:̂  

'Not-self ^•ftltc^—(71^ nOt-self-<il! ^ f % r ^ ®5> 5T^%1 ftft ' 

^ 1 % ^ ^ i i | ^ ^ self-C^ I ^ ^ Sf̂ «, lisl ( individual ^ personal) 

self-affirmation ^l ^^ ^®tWl^ ^ 1 % '^'^^ till self-<^I ^^'k 1 

^ 1 ^ t ^ 1 % <2fif*ftjJ Fichte ^ W ^ Jf^fvst^ nf?f55 ^^tZ^ I Berkeley 

tfl̂ ^ Fichte ^ ^ XR 1̂ conscious ego-l ^t%^ sff̂  ffft^ 'Pf?f?lW 

4^° ^ - ^ ^ C ' P ^'=^<C5'^t^^ ^ C5^5^ ^ ^ % |̂%I1 5}ja[?[ character

istics 1̂ sfff Ti^f 5̂1̂  ^^fffew 1 Mind #5C^ # t ^ 1 a ff f^ 

cfl̂ Tttg ' tf^Mt SrtCJIH—1%l Joad ^ ^ I t C ^ , "Mind is that which 

has the power of knowing things which are other than 

itself." 

"sitif^ ^t^ t^H mK^k f® ^%l =11^ M^ m I ^t^^ 
^m^. Energy i*fc^w ^ t̂tf f^ ^ ! ^pl ^t^f I Helium ( a ceaseless 

supply of energy )-ti|?[ ŝrffwf?!̂  "SfTfl ^fefJ:^ CT, atom ^ «̂l,̂  

SJW-S n(#f® energy <rft?lfe I ^ t w t % ^^ ^ ^^j^l Leibnitz 

^ ^ Monad ology-?f sf̂ siT ^l%r|l^, ^ ^ 1%g ^fc^ 1 sj^^ atom-CT 



nt^m ^^m^ -^m indiv is ible ^^fl KIF, ^ , 1%^ ^ij^ ^g^fj^ ^ 

^ C ^ ^ t l atomist-5f1 c ^ 5WJ (̂:<R JTf^i Dalton-cill atom ^ ^ -

t ^ i : ^ f ^ '^Mm^ ^W\<f^ ; ^5R f% mm # I S ^ , f ^ ^ g atom-^^ 

ft1%^ weight «rrf%C^ I ^ ^ atom ^fw^ ^ j o t ^ ^^ffff^ ^ ^ ^ 

^ ^ l » f ^ ?t^^ <iî ^ »tt% ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ f^f%^ #111 •nfl'Jlfl^ ^ ^ i 

f%^^5d% "STfit̂ f̂  ^ ^ I f ^ ^ t C t l ^V^ ^^ a tom- l ^^^ c»f̂  '5)<['|1 ̂ i : ^ — 

^l^-^t <f#5it(:J! atom-c^ C ^ ^ f e l cŵ TN ^^?r|tl a^ ^f f^^ ' J ^ ^ 'si^'^l 

"srtilf I Electron <£i^^, proton, atom-^xil ^ t ^ # I f 1 f^fl^s^ 

^ i t ^ I f%l tfl^ electron or proton f% ? W5 ^ ^ ^ of^ ^^tts*! 

^^, m^ k^^ f% f l iRl^—t^ ^ t%^»t f%5^ ^ ? t ^1^1—energy-?t 

ft1%^ ^'^ ^ ^ ^ t ^ f%f | ^C^ 1 7\m*\ » f«1%^ Leibni tz force C?t 

^(: 'f T R ^ ^ f e f f l S ^ —Fountain of the mechanical wor ld , energy 

l̂St\S Ĉ  ^ C ^ S;\5 1̂ SI^ ^ 1 % ! ŜĈI ^ * l1%^ <̂5,f t5^° i 2 f ^ ^ W l ^*(T'« 

"S i ' ^ ' ^^ t f :^ 1%J5rf̂  —'^t^fir^ ^^^tf^<Fff«t <i ^S^t ^ ^ i ^ sî sg potential 

energy-?! ^ ^ ^ f f J^5^ I ^̂ Tf̂ f̂ f f%5t̂  ^#(?I OT«rl f f e ^ , ^ | f ^ ^ 

t ^^ t? :^ , f%*t^^S •'Wt'f-fWfC^, ^rfwrr*? f w f # Le ibn i tz-^1 Monado-

logy-?! " ^ 1 ^ % I Da rw in ^'^\ Hux ley -^ ^5r|%t*f^t?« "^rfsjll gradation 

of monads-t£|^ sRsg ^^ =̂W^ ^ t? :^ CfRc* 1t^ I 

Leibnitz-til?( ff*fc=ra ^ Ĉ Cl ^ ^t<^^1 ^ ^ ^^ 's 

w "« c5^Jit3 5(c^ 'Tf^ 'm^H ^tf^»5|T—^e:?[<! ^«,if% '^1^! cn^ ^^^ c^ 

sit^ »tt%5c^ ^ i : i i ^^ f % w ^ , î ^N ^ t ^ ^ ' ^ ^^"^ # ^ -vRi^^t-^ c^, 

atom-t5 *li%?t ^rfRTft ^ 1 ^¥ ^1—^<ift«, matter ^^{ energy ^ motion 

^t*(Ttt%^ ^tfS^tff ^5 f t f ^^% 'Energy' ^ C ^ ^^ t i ^ l ^^^rf^i ^ ^ | 



Primal cause ; i^t ^5 l | Ĉ «{ ^^ ' a f f S ^ *ff%5(:̂  til^ ^ ^ (S f̂l 



CT^ ^c^ JTf l̂ mu^i[ 'sf'jf ̂ t % ^ w!:*t?t^ l f i [ ^#^ ^^^t ! : i ^!:«tl i î̂ ?̂ (^1 

s l ^ ^fe^1 'qlS^I f?f^tJ^, ?[f̂ t?r 5FC5T j js i^ si^tc^f i n ;̂:<?t̂  ^ f l ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ | t l 

f^3j;?i ^<rt^ ^f^«d ^^ <5̂ N ^ ^ ^ * t f l c ^ f%f̂ ^ CT cttc*! f w i ^ ^ 3 ^ t w 1 

'Ait^, en OT»t ̂ I c ^ ww»t ^ ^ ^ f ^ f ^ f ^ f ^ f l ^ ^ ^t^ '^^"N ^^^ '2t«isi 

^ t ^ ^ , tii^^ ¥i:;5i Tf^il ®f̂ '5,'!f '«!»ft5it^^ *ttt% f^^t^ ^ra—fet^t^ "^TM 



^8 02tf»lC^^ ^ C ^ ^ ^jNtf^5R 

^m55.<f -^^ t^ ^ I ^c^^ j[ii^ ^^ ^pfU w^ t ^ ^«?rir5 ĉ stĉ  ctpt̂  

^m <si^^ <̂rf<r ^?ti fef^?!. ^«f^ OT«ti c^^ c5f, ifit «(?im '?<s(t̂  ^n 

CfC*!^ ^<ffs( ^i^ccj Jf^cSTfRscI ; ^4\^ i2t5f5l^ ^ : ^ >fC^ ^ c f j ^ 1W 

f^fwl fe t̂ f%g (;w*i>t̂ c^ ^^ 1 fc?r CTI ^^ f mil >fC5l 'Jt^ ^ î̂ ^ «i?1̂  

c^^ ^^ '!S[(:?i cw\^ -^H n%(:# 'sitlii-f^fw^ '^iffiitl cit^l f^c^t^f 

«IW ^^^ (rn^ nf^siM CTW^ ' i f ^ ^ c«f:"l<f i^j fffc« 1 ^ ^ «ttf11 f ^ 

^m ^^ f ^ t i j f f^1^^ cffi:«t̂  ^<Nf%^ ^=f1 ^ f ^ t ^ 3^^ ^ ^ '^'^{ 

^i:wf§ OT*t ̂ t<l ¥ a [ ^ OiZl^ ^ n i ^C^^ C t̂̂ l 5ttt^5l ^% "SM f^{^ 

c^ct i^t "^^nU mtz^ ^^l^t^^^\ ^«fi '3it<r ^'^^ ^m ^11 (T^^ I Cff̂ t 

«̂f5? ^tW C^W I11%(:'5 di^^ m, ^r^. CWm]^ ^tC??t ^W<T ?t?[ ( bank-rate ) 

-^niK^ ^t?t^?1 c^W ^tPtt^ti sfs m^^ ^^ ^•n i ^c î %^ « ^'^N 

^ t w ¥(:5̂  ^ ^ ^ ^ =5r^t^ ^J i^^ I ^?t^ 5[c«fj CT^^ ^jtf ^ | ¥ f̂fsf , 

^t?t ^ I t l H ^ ^ t ^ l '^'fsit^ manage ^<f1 s[^?Cf^ 1'^ d«ff C f̂fl 1 ^ I 
^ra i fEt^ 'Sttf isjc^i^ CTc»tt CTt^it^ ̂ fsr <5j55î  ^ f ^ i Tm\ cnUi c^'<^ 

T̂fCf ^ r̂l ?rft^ ;£î ^ ^ ' ^ W ^ ( gold currency standard ) 4^ nf^^^ 

gold bullion standard ^?r® ^ ^ | Ĉ l̂ Sfgr 5f«f̂  T?t!?f?I ^ <^^*^ 
m*t ^t^rsf '^'fit^i '2f5fii'5 ? |^ «'«R *ir^ff?r 'f̂ fsft̂ i ^ t i cff̂ il c?^ ^1, ^ ^ 

* * * 

^? c^^ c^M^tf ^«fi i '4^^ -jk «̂lt'<8i% 1 % ^ ^^tt^ 'si'fff!;k 

m^ f̂sitcŝ r̂ ^ ^^ ' ^ CTtfet^fe i f fc^ nt^l Tt^c^ I '^^ ^«ft5l "^t^m 



tS^ ^^m fkf^^i ^^^^\^ ^'>\^ jis[5j 11=̂  Jii--^<t<5. ^^tjsfl ^c^i 5t^iT 

>:?ff ̂ ^tC^ -WV^ ^ t l I (fisiJ? T% Keynes i2t^f% ^f^^^tC^t^ îcvs c^ ^^m 

CT?:»t<( 5t^^ 'srg^ l , Nst^^ real wage-rate, real income i2!ff% =^?[-

l¥'Tlf%:N5 m n t^? , CB^ «f5f« f^<3 fl^P ?̂r Jitl, ^^? ¥^5! ^fsTf;! 5(̂»CJT̂  

n ? t ^ r C v S ^ ^ « , ^ T t ' ? t ^ S f ^ ¥ ^ - ^ I t ^ ^ ^ | 5 1 - , ^n^ (£15(11 ^ ^ s ^ - ^ f J I f % % OT«|1 

f^sj « 4^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f q ^fejjl ^ jg^, ^t^tf p̂Cej =!?cfsi|;j ^^|?f ^f^j ^ |5 31®̂  

t̂cg r̂ ^f^ft% ^5^ti:?( f^csjw^ ;̂:vt<i ^ i ^t?t^?il ^ t̂T^H c ît̂ i ?( î ^tlc« 

^tf^fC'R—¥C^ WtCÎ  ^t?l •« ^ t ? ? t t ^ «(trs^ ( credit-^^ ) ^f^m ^ti^C^ 

ĉ t̂ i ^ t ^ siĉ  I lii^sfti:^ wtw<i ^t^ « <[]t¥ ^^c^ «{f(:?[?[ nf?isiti f f^^f l^ 

> 
' ( ^NC^ <2f«|S[ ^t^C't^ ^^ ' t f ^ ^I'^ITO^ ^^5j 1 ft^?!^; ^c^<[ ora f̂ t%v5 

C&l! li)?; C'f̂ tft?! OT*}^f5j f t c ^ It^^fWt^ CT*f^% '^ ' fpt i l «ft̂  ^ ^ ^ 

^f?nt1 ^t^f?I <2tt5̂ 1 " 4 ^ t l ! '« ^<sit^ W\C'!1 'sit^ '5^51 ^-t^t I ^^ C15t̂  

cw«ri R f̂ti— '̂̂ '̂ •'S # nt«5itfft« cwf̂ f?! ^t^tJw 1K^1 ^^f "^-^tn 
?tft ^ ^%1 '^t^^f f^^ ^tficsfin 5tso f^?l 1̂ -^^ c^t^ ^nt!:?( ĉ?( f ta 

^i^U •^f?i^i CBII ^f?i^, ^t^l ^tc^ ^c^1 ^'Tit^ ^tf5?l ^ttc^« ?it^^ 

CfRVftl SfHff (2?̂ f% CfM ^k^ C t̂Wl fef^l fT«^1 cm ^1, ^^? «̂«J ?ll1 

CTW^ ̂ ^f^' i ^c^^ta «ltf% ̂ ^?1 ^t«?t^ ^^t^^1 ^tf^^l ic^—^5^^ t°Ni« 

•5!rwf?r̂ 1 ^ t t ^ f ¥ l fef^l '^ti ^ l i? t^ t f « ^ m'^m itf^T ill 1 ¥1:51 I°N^J:^I 



^ft^^s ^ i^t^cf? 't?t 'srfi:^! (^^^1 f ^ 'fl^ ^^^t^ mm 

Clfff! ^W^!! (short term capital) "^iff^H I is^" ^t^ <il̂  

C t̂C Î l^^t Tffj(^ JI1—^«> ^4^ CT"f ^ l i : ^ ' ^ '^^ CWf̂f f fe« ^ ^ 

?^?rt(:i, ^«t^ ^ N N <il| 5??! C(f»f 4^^ 'siWt^ Cfr*f« 'SW^ short term 

capital Wtft ^flUl ^1%^ I is«> JrfĈ Î r i « t CTC"^ ^5tft«f W I°N >̂S 

^{^ft c4fk^ c^, '^•^ c t̂fe c^^ifk^ f^cwk "^t?!^ ^I^fi:^, "SM '^ni 

'R'R^il 1 # ^ %tt̂ x '^^ ' l l l C^1 3̂111̂  ^ ^ 1 ^?t^ ^^5 'i^l-^ ^ 1 

^t?1 JJSR? ffe*t Tt^t^T—^t^t^, "^c|f^?t1^ l^ j^t^, ^f^'^, f¥^Tf«, 

^lltfef^fl, f̂5lf̂ ?(1 - ^ ( ^ WZ^t ^'f l t^ ^] t^ ^f^^ I fen^^ ^ttt ®Wf̂  

^ f i t ^ «it^ ^fi«T (fl̂ ^ ^ tc i i ^jcw itc^^ n^m % , ^«i •« c'lf l^pra 

^t^ I ^? OTi:*f^ 5?^ ^ t ^ ?ffl^ c^^^ :g5|q;i >« -siftsjfli^ti ^ ^ ^ t | i 
* * * 

^c^ m^ '^H'^m CT 5^^5(1^ (̂ itsfsrs f |^ 'st^tc^ '?<f?[f̂ s!WJi (goW-

exchange standard ) ^̂ 11 ?[tt:'« ^C^ | 'S?«ff'?, t̂?(« !̂?^ iSfpf̂ ŝ ^ . 

fet^T? ic^ ^W«> ^^n^ c ^ t ^ cw%m ^'^^ Tm =^1; f ^ feWc^ t^\^ 

n t^^ Itf^?^ 'fl^^ '^t^'Q Itf^^c^ I B ^ N ^ c^t^iN 'tHr^^^ ^<tt? 'sif^t^ 

nt'wH ^H^^^ ( i i^^^t^ '^f'Tti:^ " ^ ^ 1 % ^ fl^r I 5[«î  is>si Tjtcjf ^{^^. 

ltf?1^ ^ 'S t^ CTtfe anv cj|pj5t t^^t^ •^tJ5 f^^ C^̂ l x5|̂ |<j ^j^i:^ c^^ I CI 

ŝiW CTt? C^^^ '^flRtl >8b- Cigrfjf ^ ^ , (^0-\^ %?I^ !tf̂ 5ft«| b-o-18 C5!;f? 

fet^l '̂ ^^ ^^JtS ^W Ct^tf! C?̂ 1 ( short term debt) ^o (JIFtI fet¥l I CT^-



C^^t<r -55? ^'Jt^fl CwR ^t^, f%l Keynes (2^ff% ^ ^ ^ ^ C ^ l f l f Jlt^t^T 

5S-Si >tft^ =̂ <S)t;j Ŵ ^ ^ t ^ i n 'StiTS^ ^ l i : ^ f%>^ <p%i (21^ i f ^T t t l 

c=fit̂ 1 n^tfq Îcvg ^ t ? ^ ^^^T1 ^t<r«^i:% lf%ftw (i!^ f3?«, ff?!5ttcct '^<-

?^fjf yq^ ^ 1 % ^ ^ ^Jt^R ^ W ^ 1 ^ ^ <5«f?^ nft'TtC'̂  =?<?r^^'«5l 

^f?rai '̂ Wctf?! '^5)ts Ttft f5i^l?[tf|3T 1 <ii ^«rfn s^m f ^ i ^^j f^f^^ 

nf^^ C l̂W t̂ <g?g ^1l!C?I« {?# CTt^l <i?itt̂  !^ff?l ^t^cj f% f |^t?[ ^t^cj 

^tW 'Sfc^j^ f̂fsf ^S| <?tt^t?(,^ CtfC*t?l' ^ft^<Tl ^WC*f (TTf̂  1t^^?(1 «fB^1 

s\iim-^ Tfim^ C5m h" "^W ^si I i£i^ t̂?( •^pi^ CTfql n^tf^ ^ % t g «t̂ 5 

^ i t c ^ ^ f ^ |? [1 ^ ? t l f l « ^cn1 '^tsi ^'tti:^ f t c^ ^ * l l ^ ^W^ ^^ 

^1 Cif«̂ tW CTt^1 CtfC»tl ̂ f l C^. ^ C n C^̂  "̂l i 

^cf^T^ (£1^^^ CiSk -^^U ^ t t ^ « ^ ^ t n ^?WTC^n "Sfttl ^fe^t5C^ 3F5!»!S| 

Economis t ^ ^ ^ i sf® '5!f^t'^ ¥f?!5tCf^ CT, 'fl'f^s ^'f'itc^^ ^^"^ ^^'(^ 



^ | t t 'tf^^ffffir OT»t^ cH^^^I ^ % ^ ttc^ = t̂l 'fl̂ x c*t̂  t ^ j ^ 4 ^^ ffilffo 

t̂?( ĉ > >sî -o ^tc^ c£i«rf(:Ji ̂ f t t ^ w ^^ffc^ I f ^ t\^«?f 515 (fl̂ ltPt ĉ t̂ f 

^«fjtt¥ C5f^tt OT«ttt^tc^ (?[, (fl'̂ rirsi ^ ^ ^ ^ l r « ^ f^^^ f ^ 5 c^i tT 

^fSrusft^i ^^\ CTW ^ f ^ c ^ f e — ^ ^ t ^ ^ l t ^ t ^n^ ^ ^ ĉ rW ^tff ^^t^ 

^jf^-^ft CT ̂ ^ f i f% tf«fi 5 j^ i ftcir fef^i sft?[ f^?(tfl^. ^sfjTfth fcsi CI 

'®r̂ =̂ 1 ^ ^ i t f^ ^1^1 ̂ t§?[tf|^ I ^?t l WZ^ i5^>3 f̂C t̂ ^^<!tc| ^ - I f f e 

C f̂J? ^ M I f ^ ^1 I ( i l l (̂T»fi?^J iS^oa Tfiz^ ^fH^S] si|cj[ ^ c ? ( ^ '^Itlst 

^f^WC^ ^^tC'® '^'fsft^ ( 2 f # I ^ ^ | c ^ f% ;rt ^ C ^ ^5t?1 (SfSffJÎ sS 5_^<lfc|^ ^ ' ^ 

^ fw i f%5l ^ ^ I f i : ^ ^ ^^Rc^K sfg c£i|-f5[€<i\5l ^tc^t ^tf?^ f^^tci I c^^-

* vide Economist 16.10.37. Banking Supplement, p. 4. 'Our future 
Monetary Policy.' 

t >»«< TtC?!?! 5(t# ltCf?I r^N, Cole >£!?[ Guide through World Chaos, <8> 



^#itJi >2f̂ !:̂ ^ f̂ ^^ ^1 ̂ |:5,^e ^ ^ ^ ¥ i c ^ ^ I ^^t^ nc^^ is«8 ^ j^ i i 5ft?{^tfl 

^?n ?̂( ^^i c^f^us^ ^ !̂7«--§ ^f^tw «ic»f ^t^5ttt '̂ tf̂ c^JT f̂ ;sf%i:'o 

c»fw c?«(l c^^i«, i^^ifcl^ ^^f%5i (Sjt̂  8,^«v f^^^^^ ^ t ^ i t l t ^^ '^f 

"sitf^nrl ^f%?f ^I f fC^, (il^^ i SOS ^izyl 1^1 i o 0«o fsifFpiq ^aitail-^ -sif^^ ^?!1 

i ^ ^ t l ^ I 'sî isj ^^t^ ^mi c^ '^twfi i^t i ^^.'Ig ^ < f i ^ 1̂ ^t^1 ^ i ^ ; ^c^ ^ ^ ^ 

* * * 

<i5̂  l_^1-̂ %<f ^^j wtm<i fw^ ?tc« ^^t l ^^'^ M'^l k^H '?^ s f̂c^ I 

^9ft^f^^ ^^=^1 t ^ ^ a f% î:?i ^ t^ f l ^ ^ 1 ^t^t^^^^:'^ ^?itfl ^^^t?! c t̂f:Hl 

^tc^^ ft^^tff 1̂ ^"851^ ^?!^R(^ ^̂ f%;:̂ ^ ̂ '^^ cwt^ "^t^k f%:*t̂  ^^m-

:sm^ m^, 7i^^ft?t^ ^\m^ fsî itc l̂ ^wttt? >2\n ^Jit̂ ĵ ^ i t i t^ ^^fl ^fertff^ i 

\st^^ fe^t^j OT(:»t ̂ '^\f^^ w^ ^'^^ti '̂ ^N f^f^a 'tc?!̂  f^t^5 ^«fbif%'̂  5j\5 

^ tc^ ^fSfRfff «f5T ^^ '2f̂ ^ ^^^1 ^^t^ OT*^"^ ̂ t;:?f1 Ĉ tt̂ STfĉ lW ^ ^tn I 

^ ;̂:»f;:̂  w^ri c^^ c^, '^^'(tRr 5=M ^^c^ ^'f'« %^̂ ^ ^tfe^ ^f^wl ^t^c^?. 



•^^tl^1 twsTt if}«ii! •« ^<'«rf|^ti:=^11 ^ ^ ^ ^ w ¥?it^ ^?[^t<i c*f!:^ ^ 

OT^SH f l ^ I •sjrc^ t a spff (£1^ t # \ 8 I t f ^ ' ' ? ^ ^ >T5(ti{ % , (fl'ifii ^ ^ (2ft5 

^^tw ^^^"1 ^ ^Tfc^ 'sisf^^f%:^ ^?f(:^ f̂ <Pf ;f:^; f%i ^^?r -^^^ 

(il^^ <i!| Jlf^f3T«^ft^ ^^=J5J5t^ 'Sisf-^jjf^^ ^i%^5 <^-^ ^^^ ^Jtlt^ I 

C'TI^S' Ĉ f̂ J? ¥?[t^ T?r^5 ^t^tCWl ^5IJ5t^ (21^^ f̂iiC ÎJT, t^ l t^ ^ l^'-

«^5i=^ §t^5!i ffl̂ s^rt # ^ , <ii«t̂  ^^ ^ ^ fi8«.i«o §1^1 «it>efi ^i^vs ^f^^ i 

?rf^f®^l 5^C^f ^ f t « ^Jtfe ( L a t ) ^ ^ ^ftC21J{, ^C^ (i!¥ «tf^-« ^^v'^^ 

^f^^S^ 5[ti5 >«•«" fJt& tt'«^1 ^ t l ^ , lil^t^ f t ^ f l ^ |c® aitf^^r ^«'^^ 'fTffe I 

uq«(;} ^ l ? } ^••0& ^^Cvs •?3'>Slir' ^ ^ ^ * f t ^ ^ I « t ^ i f C ^ ^ S t \5 t fe* f ^ t f 

Î CSf̂  % ^ I ?Iff^ 55511 5tT ^ % I 

CT fit?! ^CS[C^^ ^ H l ^ t1%tf f ̂  a (il^ ^ l ^ f e w ¥C3I C¥^^ Cf ^ f ^ 



'^tr:^ en ĉ  cffc=«t ^ttti i ?t?( f^^ <5tf«{̂ iif ^ ^ f%g j , ^ ^ <,t̂ t ^ l^ i t f i^ 
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DR. P. K. RAY MEMORIAL 

AN APPEAL 

At a meeting held in connection with the Founders' Day of Presi

dency College on the 27th January, 1937, it was decided to take steps 

for the perpetuation of the memory of the late Dr. Prasannakumar Ray, 

in the College. Accordingly a representative committee was set up with 

Professor Krishna Chandra Bhattacharyya as President, Rai S. K. Raha 

Bahadur, Professor Khagendra Nath Mitter and Mr. Pannalal Bose as 

Vice-Presidents, Mr. Atul Chandra Gupta and Dr. Mahendra Nath 

Sircar as Joint Secretaries, and 16 other distmguished ex-students of the 

late Professor as members. 

To old students of Presidency College, Dr. P. K. Ray's is a name 

to conjure with. His fame as a philosopher, his greatness as a teacher, 

the services he rendered to the College as its first Indian Principal—all 

these give him a unique place in the history of the College. It is a pity 

that a man like him should have no memorial as yet in the institution 

that he served so well. A move, however, has been made at long last 

to repair the omission; ahd we have no doubt that all ex-students of 

Dr. P. K. Ray, to whose generosity this appeal is now being made, will 

be glad to avail themselves of the opportunity to give some tangible 

token of their regard for their old teacher. 

All contributions, however small, will be thankfully received by 

Professor Debendra Nath Sen, Treasurer, Dr. P. K. Ray Memorial 

Committee, Presidency College, Calcutta. 
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'̂ ^ '̂W*̂ ' •s^f^tg ^f%i^s ^ t ^ l ^ ^ jf^] cq'st^'st!:^ ^^s^^^^fOT*! 

f̂ f«î 1 (m»f?i ^ 5!?(̂ î tf%^ f%§ 51^ ^«R ^ f e ^ 'it?:^^ 'sjfsf̂  CT^if%^ 

^c^s <iti:^ii, \ s^ -sî sj fSif^c^ I" tal fenwj*f^ sK?(j ^ t i -feisf̂  ^Rt^ 

^ =̂ 3j fjrf%5 ^-^tw: I <5̂ , ̂ ^i§ ^ « j | ^t^i^ ?(Mt̂  C(2r<j«ri c^t'^tt^it^ii i 

^̂ stiTS lii^iS i2H^ 5^^fti:i, ^«tiT« ^'miS ett^t^ ntl f l t^, ^ t ^ ^ «̂tJ{-« ^^cf^ 

s;;:^ ^"^< ^sra^ Jit fe ^^^t;:^ i ' ^ i : ^ ^ ^ ' ! : ^ fS^^ fe ¥«t1 ^ti:^ '̂ n^t^ 

^ ^ ^s^it^ ^ ^ •« l^f^ ^wf^ts^ ¥t%:^ ^c?! OT1%5 i?!?^ c ' f t ^ « 

•^M (TTT^WC^ ^«tt^ 5«1 ^ 1 f^1^ c^W:%5 ^w\ fe» 5t!:^ 

CTW^I^ I "^T^ !̂ f^^:?il -^-^ ' ^ ^ ^ '^'^'W ^«.f^ ^ ^ "^wl ^51^ 

<Ff̂ " (7(t fe«,f C^ ^ M ' l n ^5^f t^ ^<:^ " ^ ^ WfiSf «tt(:¥, (Til ' s M ' ^ 

T W ^Pft^ Tt^f-^ 1" 



ĉ 'ffs%?( fftf^ 15 ' i fK ^ ^ '̂ c^ I ' ^ (?[ CT)^ ^ I "sttf^^ 

^ t l ^^m W{ ^OH ĉ  '5î S(2ff1%?r '^rWs^ti:^ ^;(2|ff^ i^ti JR ' 

C^t^C^ I "'^^2 2 f f t ^ ^ ^2i2fff%<I sjcjg ^?lt«f JlWf (£lt Ĉ  ^̂ C5 ̂ Cl?! 

' S f ^ M l <2fTR ^ 1 ^ I ^?1 ? t : ^ M 5 a t f % ^ Cff^ ^C^—(?m Words

wor th I f%l ^ ^S iS f f t ^ 'srffpf ^ ? f | 25 : t | i ^ I ^ ^ 4 ^ ] ^ ^ ^CST ĉ  

^ j ^ , ^t^l (Sfxsĵ , sit^c^ bmf^ it̂ csT^ CTt '̂̂ =-«N5%¥ « f Tfi:̂  îf 

%W^ 5̂5(1 ' ^ 1 ^^^ 1% 'stf^i^ffi:^ 3 ^ ^fli:?!^, "?(?l <2ff̂  ̂  a 

1 ^ ^ fec^ "^ft^, ^ f e =̂ 1 'Sff^stf^^ c^ ^'w^ ^m^ '^^ '̂9fi ̂  1" 

« 

^ffSTB® siCĴ  ^ C v s ^ C^ fitgWf^ ®i^f%^?r IT^s i 'N ^ ? — l ^ t ? ' ^ ' ^ ^ 

^i^ '®it^^5% *ff%5 if^ffc^ I "st^^ ^f^ f^^^^ b^^s '5rf«tTi fwift̂ ^ I 

'flt *ffe^ ¥̂ 1 ^z^z^ '^f^5^^ "^^^l I till "̂ sf̂ ttf 'si^ff^t ^ 

en Jî s? ^C5ftf%^ IJttr!! "Slti:? ^t?t^ ^tsiJl % ^ ^tfefl ^ p ( Psychic force «^4<&^ 

fEf̂ «.̂ t U^tH «w5tK«ri ^ a t c i ^ ciiTs 'g^^ ' ^ 5 t̂fm 21?^ i-^f fitf^wtli ?t« ^ 

"gftfrag fR3F ^ffVfrfcii, f%̂  ^ ^ pRsf Sif^^ ^ ^fff^ "̂ afWlwH ̂ nn i t l 1 



-̂̂ (:# ^^H5rm w^c^^-w m^ % ^ ^ t̂«:̂  s,t̂  i ^^T^ ^ ^s^^m 

iN^rf?! ^^^ ̂ t i : ^ st̂ îsra f^irfc^ j , - ^ CT%tc^Ji c<ĵ ^ ^^tc^^ f^c^^ 

W 5 ^ # [ ^ >2f5t?t ^ f t^ tc^ I c^^0^m 1%t̂  ^t^^itc^^, cfl̂  i^m ^^ 
^C^^ ^^ 1 f f i <̂ ?f̂  ^ j f ^ f ^ l ^ ^ f ^ ^ 1 ^ ^^ ^^ j ^ ^ I ^ ^̂ ^̂  

f%^ ^ - ^ ^̂ T ̂  5R ^'^4 # f ^ 5Tc^ ^ ^ ^ i t : ^ ^^= c ^ ^ W R 

'^W^ ^sf^ffc^ c^ ^Pwm^ ^sR. * t ^ "^tcf ̂ ^1 î ^ î̂  ^^t%;^5i%, '^•ci^ 

1̂?ratciJ( ^5^5W, c^^ # i i [ t^ j r "sfss'* ,̂ f%i ^f^f-s ĉ  t̂ f̂ej %t& »f1% 

^ ^ ^ c ^ nt!:?( (71 ^^^ ^ ^ ^ *!f^ ' ^ t ^ ̂  t̂f%i:<iK ^^"?, •« 5iWt̂ «̂,;:?F 

cs^ *tf%=ĉ  f ^ i ^ "^NH c?«f1 ^ l i t i : ! 1 ĉ  w s f̂%T<F '̂=j 4^ *tf%=̂  

^ft5(5s®^ srfsf ^sH«rc^t ĵ I f̂%si5® feiH ? r f e ' j f ^ ^fw^tc^ ^^^ " f ^ i 

^ Ti t f^ j •« jpsi^ti ^«tl f%t^ ^«R^ ^«R^ ^^^ ^ f e r l i ^ , f%i 'ff^ 

yitf|c^5H ^ ^ f^ (St^i^^-M -^t^Wft^ ^^itflPii? 'sm c^U •^'l ^ 1 

C*f^^tlC^ ^ l ' ^ f^f^ ^^^^ ^ ^ ^ fe r^^ , fiE»R ^ % l #^t^ '2t«t5! 

•^w:m i5J?ti 1 '^^ «t^t:^^ 'si-\m\^m %\mv^ ^\i ^ c ^ i ^t^m "^X 



|̂%Z^ I t f ^ I (?W,%^ =!1 lf^5!'« ^f^^m j%f%?[ ^ « ( t ^ ^ ^ (fl̂ ^ 

cw%c<i<t 'f l i T ^ ?(^^ ^ ¥f?tc^ OT«n ̂ ff q srf̂ ^ i f f 1wl <At ^z^^^ 

fjfcsf ^^t?t '̂SFĉ  ̂ P r ^ ^ i r f l ; ^ 5 l ^ 5tt^^ f%f̂  ^c^ t ^ i ^ t ^ ^ 

f?W(::fst 1 'cfec^^' ^ k ^ tt^?(1 f^sfi c ^ j ^ (2[»rf̂  f | l% c;ff«fCNs ^ 

^ t ^ i c^^ ^f^p«(:5, 'Tf^ ^ t ^ ^ f n l ^ c ^c^ i siTs:̂  ̂ «t^? ^!?ra fNil 



^cl? j wdi^ lf^^ I !̂%?iR®?t ^csf*tJ#R)i:^ cwf̂ i ^<rt5wftt ^iJil 

"511^ 1 t ^ ? t Pt̂ fe f ^ 15̂ ^ OT«n C^ tt^fJ? ŴWĈT̂  SKSfT (fl^SRi:^ 

^*f«ti ^1%n cwf^Ritflc^iiT c^ 'ip55( cff% ^f^t^ ^tf^rai i:^iw:*t 's^nsit^ 
^glm^ ks^w 7it«R ^f^^ I ^•^^ ^m 5r<^ c^^5® ^ f f f i f e i ^ ^ f^ i l -

C ^ f H % ^̂ Ĉ rf̂  iTtl' I (?f ' ^ ^ T t f ^ ^ ^ t # f ^^'N <2f«f(5? ^^fft^f 

(iî «rfR ^ « t ^ ' ^ t ^ 1 *iw ^ ^VM^ ^"tft^ ^^ t ^ 1^^ 5f3Rrfc5, 's^ijcl^ 

^ci ^ , r̂f?;̂  ^t^^ '^^ l c ^ ^ ^T^^^ '^ i 

^t?:! 1 fti ^ t^Tf^^t f iHcT ^tmfe? I t f l "^^ ^ 1 1!:? ^ I 



=̂ «m ^ ^it I f%i ^stft b f j ^ ^t^ t^^ife ^ ^ ^ ^''^ (^^ " ^ i 

CwfftI ^ i2 fy ra^ ^ € | ^ ^ ^ ^ftws, 'SR î̂ fsJ t % t W I ^?l ^It^f'S^ltst 

5T^^, 5 f f ^ C ^ sfNS J{Ĉ  1 ^ t M f « ^ f t% f t ^ ¥ f l ^ ^ t f ^ (Stf^, 

f%^'^^tr^^seTt'^ ^ cii?i>|g 'sfm '^f i : ! ftf^ ^w?f "^^t^ " ^ ^ 

^?5^ ^ t%tc^ I s(1^f^^ ®it^€t^ ^5t^?¥ ^ t i^1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

5t%5} \S^;^ ^ t ^ ^ f l f?|ltf|5T I ^«ti! s(t%ftf̂  f^ral 'fi^ W^ ^^P. 

fi[«R I" <5̂ «ltt5?{ ^S[11 i ^ ^ ^^ "^tC^^ ^ ^ It^^lt^ 1 f^f^W*f «!, 

(Sffl^ '^rt^'ig ^Wff t i ; ^ ^ ^5^1 ^^fwi« p t ^ i c ^ »tt^ ¥l%s^ i t t i sTl i 

# - « ^ f t ^ ^rfsft^ffl ^vraf^* (2fl1%, ^ ^ l ^ t W I ?t%^9f cEfK̂ TT CWf̂ Rl SW ^ 

t ^ fwfl (P# ^ t ^ c ^ ^rasi ^ilf i f?Rtff5i ;£î ^ sst^fi:^ f^«(^ #R1 "^m 

'fl̂ N f^c^iwi "si^s ^t%^t^ sfl isrtt%t"« 'l̂ l̂i:??!?! i2ff% ?î <r (2t«K9 ŝrf̂  

^ CT cJi f^!}^ 5K̂  ciî = sat^ (2{«ti:i c ^ i t t irt i , ^m aws T^^ 

g ^ % •« flf^^ltC^^ ^ ^ ;fp'=^ ^ f tC^ '̂ICTH tWSlWI^^ N 5 | ^ îgC<( (7! 

' ^ I t W l ' ^^5!:®^ 'Stffiet^ W ^ f%l fC t̂W l̂l 'f?(sit"B% =#, 4TN 

^ « fef%1f 'Sl̂ is^d M c ^ 1CW 1"%=^ ^t^^^WBII '^ett%0(t«l%t iStlfl^ 

¥t?!l (?̂ ^%(c?f?r ^ fifftci %»r^ ^f?(f( 5rt̂ ĉ ?j ^f%^ ^'Rt I fe5!K 

? f t ^ j j i^« 1 ^ ^qjd ?p̂ j ^t5 Ji1, ¥t?(t festti ^f^ Tf̂ WfC5?r 'srf^W « 



^t^ ^tf^^ ^ t , ^'^t^ ^ I f ^ 'St^f^ ^5 Ĉ  ^tf^ s t̂c^ C?P{ »tf%5 ĈJ( -sitfijfl 

(2tf1%sr ist^n «t{%?( ̂ 9tl ^ta«f ^^1 ^t?^i 5(t5i 1 ^sts (2^̂ ^ «tf^^ s[(:!(j« tat 

5^ »tt¥?f ^tsi^^ 'sj^^^ ^<i1 t t i I ^-•st^ s(OT 3itc5ra ̂ ^K ^ i -, 3itW5t "^Pm 

?tf^fti:i !̂''5[t5i<5 ̂ ?fJitt!^ 51!??, f%i c^t^^i t̂r̂ ?i ^^c^ c^ c^^ ^Mtw^c^ 

'5!its!C 5̂5.̂ ĵ '2t̂ f% ^ t w ^ l fet^^wtal f̂ ?ifa« f%i ^f^^<^ ^ " ^ ^ ^^ tw^ 

•^ " i l l -, ' ^ ^ ^ '^t^,l^'?|5!J? '^w^ c»tt^t^ 1 ^^Ic^ f^^^^ '^^^-

jg5S(% 1̂ î%«t? €t5 ^̂ 5!1 ffgii ^ t ^ i : ^ 1 5[t5^ i i '^<^^5ir'« ^ f e « 

fjî t%?i ^ ^Ir® ^ M i f= f̂f̂  ^t^ 1 'flt fff^ t^^ f^5ti ^fe^i t̂% -̂

^t^^tf^^f^^ t̂ 5tl̂ vs OT^1 ̂  a ' 1 ^ ^ ^ ' # « ^l^tfe^l '^ttf^%'^ ^^Hf^^ 

^ink I ^'istc^itt <2rt̂ !:̂ ^ cwf«f ĉ , ^^1%ft ^t^f ^t^t^ ^tzm t̂ î fe s^c^ 

^t%^ ^t<#®tl m^ Î5rfc>f # « ^ t i f t l 1 f'^ ^ t ^ ^ ®tf^^, ^t^t^ 

^^t^j c^^ ^ f e l «t?ti:^ f^ti9l c f̂Sic t̂̂ ar t^ t« CT cw^^ lt^c®t^^ i 

1^ 4tf ^ f e ^ ^ftiJ I 



:rt^ ^ t? f^ '^^ ^Ui ^ ? t ^ ^ # 5 1 % <2r«i5; CT ^m\z^ CT jp:?te^t«ii^ 

^ C^II, JlC^fsf;!^^ ^ % l ^ttc^ CT f%|D5t l i f e =̂1 I ^t^5?ft5|^« 

c^rl ^ ^ t ^ w l I l^t^ ^^^ <̂ t5? '^tw*! '^t? 5iT? I f%i ^ ^ ^m 

f̂%515® siti^C^^ »t^C=S 3F^»fS ^=^t^t^^ <?|^tC^il cil̂ J, fef^ '5ia!S5lx5l J [ " ^ 

f̂ îtc^Ji I 5rr?1 litc^il^ ^^c's tff?r^ ^ ^ c?ft5ri!:̂  n % ^ ^ ^5ls51 f^^^ 



f ^ (ill fsm ^t %^ ^^^5^i^^ hf*t^is ^fs's ?iftftc^ I ^ ' ^ ^ CTRtc^ «tf̂  

f%^ h ^ f ^ ^ ^t^Jl :1C^ I ĥ *lt%s<I ^<rl t̂ ?lf|=« ^^tCf 5 1 ^ ^ ^ 

^Tiff̂  ^ ^ ^mlz^ ^ ! :^^<« '®(i2r«(tJi I ^ M w i ¥tf^% f«ff%-

f̂ ^ « t t ^ srfltsi |^t?r ^t?t1 J f̂c^n 'si^'sl ^ ^i^'si i f̂ 5if% ^m ^i 

'5®!?t«t<!' ^tStW ^t^ tfl̂ iS f ^ 5Î J ^f^C^ ^Ic^—^«t^^% 

ft?R 1 t%^ ^ft^ ^c^ fef%ii c^^ Jt^^ J(t̂  4^^ CT b^^f^ff i2f^Hc^ 

i ^ ^ ^ t i is i t t f «K^i?i " i f t e^ ?(^i :^ 'srfjf^ ^ f e t f e ^ <iî ^ f5f%<!,̂ 1 

f̂ -sJt̂ f TWt'n ^ ^ ^ B^tJ! f̂%?(tfe51J{ I ^ J t % (?k C f f ^ l ^ sit̂ C^ l̂ 

psychic force ? |? f« OTf«t C?[ ^»t^f^^C^ <2tt?t%!:^ Ĉ  f^ft OT«f| 

t ^ ^ •̂ ?t—sini:̂  ̂ t«(—fff̂ ?1 tfî iS l«t ^f%¥l OT«—src^n »t1%! ^ t ^ ^ ^?r— 

»R PF ̂ %^ ? CT^ tfi^icf ^rfti:^—^t^tc^ t ^ ^ ^ c ^ — ^ ^ ^ ^^z^ \" 



c£l̂  st't-^St^^ ^ f t^ ife^t^! ^?t!:^ f ^ l f t ^ f^t^S^tfl^ 1 ^ ^ % ^ 

'ff?!^!^ ŝ ^̂ l I #t^t?t ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ f? ^ ^ I ^ t ^ ^t^T, f ^ I ^ ^"5 5̂ '«%? 

cffsp!, H^?^ 9t% a t t i t ^ ^firalU^ 1 ^ 1 ?rW5i'f Tf^ 'isTtf} ^h^^ 

•̂ t̂̂ tc^?! •qft̂ ri #}^Ji ws^ ^1, f^;:^ c^3 t ^ ^*tJfl t^J^ ^r?R Ji1, l ^ f p 

^t%\5^ •^•^{ ^ t r t ^ c f̂srs. w<c5[?r f t ^ ( 2 r ^ t ^ ^ ^ I f t f e ^ I ^ t t ^t^f? 

^ ; ^t^5l cifc*f̂  5f®tJ! I li)^ .sf!:?^ ^ f i ^ R ^ r t c?W ĉ  'R^t'Rl f^fe 

^g iSfC^t^^—'Sf^ I ^t^r^ftC^ f5f%'?,3!¥ f̂̂ C^C^ l̂ 1 % «1T̂ fl f̂t— 

^stt̂ i I ^ ^ -« t̂%5?f ^ ' ^ , 1 % 5 1 ^ ^4 ^vs 'iter fi^? f̂f515S t^VM 

i ts i t^ ^ c ^ tt f l f fc^^ f^Jil 'st^t^ f^5t?Rt!:'t^^ f%i t i i ^ %<:? cft^ 
^^c^ 1 

'cfff dt|;5t%'c« sitfpif »i%r® f ^ t T ^ t f ^ ^?^^ ^^^t^f '̂ ŝ 

c^ ^«t5 CT 'rW'^ c?f} I ^fw^^^ f ^ c ^ ^rfi^ ^fSifl f^lws ^ f e t ^ 

• ^ ^ srf;jf)c^ cwfNr 'sft^c^ ^x© ^f?[?iti:i^ i <5jfi?r '̂ f%=?r fff1 ^t^ i 

CT ̂ rfsi'̂  ^f^ffc^ ^^t?r f̂̂ % ^l?fi 5RSC5T1 ^c^i^^^ ^f^ffc^ i ^#fc i^ 

f%i f^f^ ^-^^^ T;::! ^f^c^Ji Jfl a ^(2rff% c^t^ ft!:»t^ ^fc^ <:^ 



nf^:(?[ i2tf 1%^ f^»ft«i^l, ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ «5î ?t CTV??!:^!?! ^^=^C^ ^tf^ral ^ t ^? t 

^ ^ 5 I OT^Tt% a $1^ «tf̂ 5T ^ f s ^ ^t^«1 f^^ w ^ ^ 1 ! ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ 

'^^^f^1tfli::w?f csll ^ < ^ f ^ f i fw î I |^1 f^if%<t ^ ^ fji^'t Jic^, ^ tc^^ 

^f^m f^^t^ I" "^Tt:^ OT^tw^t ̂ ^1 '^^^^, 'st^fSfl <«!:^^ fjjsf i f ^^ l r 

"ft^Ws!" ^f%^5c^ c^^ ^<^ t^ I cfî t̂c f̂ ^ t ^ t «̂(:̂ ?r ^Jt'fJI ctf^fl 

^ l i f t l ^ f t t ^ ^?r ^ ^ j 's w.'t <ii^\ ^Eĝ 'Sifsi (2f|f% c ^ ^ ^ f 1 ^ t f ^ ^ 

(5^ t w , fwt cwf«f(:̂  ĉ tjŝ  ' ^ ^ i t ^ ' ' f i t ^ ^^ t ( ?f5Jrf<i ̂ ^f»tlj ?[^ ^f i i tcw i 

f ^ ^^ t i Tc î (sr̂ ^stif̂ ir ?f5?f̂  3i^n'« ^ r̂fcf i c^ r f i ^ f - i ^ i t ^^ j 

'fsif iA^ s(t̂  ^tir^i f ) > |̂f|̂  fj(?fr| ^^:^s ^^j^ <^]f^v^ csll ^ f iR i f ¥ i 

ist̂ tsi w ^ ^OT ^ftf^ ^%t!:f 1 ĉ  f̂ !̂% ;g55H; ̂ '=^1 ^^51 ^ f ^ ^ f l ^ l 



ft?t%, ^ ^ ^tt^^t^ t̂%5l5CS?l »r5^tf^ft ^t^C^C^ 1 CT^ ^11W 

M^l t^(:^*tfen igf?^^ 5?̂ C3 'ffcf I wB •« fff%?( Tf^^^c^ m. 

Ĉ TSĈ if 'S^nj 5̂ 5fW?f '^ftTtl ¥fi[C« ^5(̂ !( -« fl^'"^? t 'il'̂ R ^f^ back-

number I ĉ  ^c^ j ^ ^f«rif ir^ JTSfTf̂ ft̂  isrltsTt^^t'Slf #5fra « 

fe^I^,—Cn^ ' f i ^^^^N ' 5(^^C^H W^^\ 'mv^J ^^^ lifk ^5f<t^<f f f t ' 

®t î?( ^'c^ttf^ ^|5! ^ f t ^ t ^ ^f^1[tflC5T^ ^ f % i n < 2 t ^ 1^^t?f ^flffffesi:! 



(Tt^l ' t f ^ "^^ 'Si^^'si ti^'S] ^ f^^ i ^ r « ^ t ^ 1 ^W^ 'srtsiTft^ ^^!;5i^ 

^ ^ ^tdTSJfl -il̂ ? * f ^ '^'St^fsi' ^tt^H Nobel Prize iSttf^lt^l ^f^^ 

^^•^^ I 'lt*5t'ej ^srftfefi '"si^pracl 4 ^ CT i ^ ^ ^ «t« ^f^^t^ "^^ ^^ 

amw 5̂ '»« 5rtc5ra isfl feic^ at®l^ ?tra ^?i^ I'sft! I f« ^?1 ^t^ s—'tt^ig^tt 
dt^ Goldsmitli-i|-5 Hermit-ili( 'si^^tf t t^ ^3=5 I f̂ f̂  if 'S?^\^ ^ t \ ®!3(tE3 

OT^ 15'ft't ^ 5?f5rN ^^^fittliTts ( ' I f t i f t ' , ''fSc?f(' « t f ^ ^tc^jtr ^sft^l aipR Jfft) 

Goldsmith « Hermit S^cgj Parnell-il^ 'SRi^ I t i ^il«; 1®t^ iR^ CSItWni 

<fpf ^f^ ^ i T i ^ i ^ f f ^ f t ^ ^ 3»^ <ii^ (?(wr^ f^^w ^^t^ff 3?5?t^^3^tf, 

Wt^ 5t3i Pamell-^?! Hermit-i)? ^^tC? ^^H t̂̂ if f s i»\ « t ^ ^ I ^°'3t^ ' ^ -

^ ^ ftcsr^t I i l l ft^ t̂̂ CWK fe<!.Jlt^ ftst «^?t:«fil 5K!0 'H^ s ^ ^^^ -S 'StHTtft^ 

«t«!pt ^Pl^ f5i?t«5f^% s^^i ^; «CT spptPts ^ I 4^ ^tnc^ fef3 f̂ ?i=i i i 'ai ' ijs «W5 



jfsn:̂  =^ffl^f^s ^ ^w^i fî î ft 'sftfjfi ÎCNS? fert^^ ^ i îf̂ rN, 

% ^ ^ ^ ^ Il%f5 3?|51^ I C5^roifl <Sfff̂ Ĉ S ^?[5t̂ «f̂ 1, ^1(1^ t̂ 

'(̂ rfĉ t"!' ^tc^Ji w f l ^ ^"tt5!5c^« î̂ T ^gl Tf̂  I ' ^ W i 'srfc^n', \5 

^ t ^ Ĉ tĈ  1t^ '£i^ ^f%C^', 'ff"^?!', 'fCf̂ r f l H ' <^?S ^#5ft 

^ ^ t f f f f ^ I 'fli f?^ f̂ H f%f̂  en w^tr^"^, ^ s r f f ^ ^ « <2t^«fti 

' % ^ ^ i ^ ' , '5t^w f#t<? '^f^', '^^' ^ ^ c^ff^ ?î t̂<! ^6^^ ^ ^fl^^ 

( freshness) ^tCf I ^t?tsf 'Sf'̂ sj : ^ ^ ' f5^1-^f?¥, 'Lycidas', ^ 

' In Mempriam'-iil?r ?tf#^J, f&^%^^ ^1 ^ftf^C^I^ < f̂ f ^ f t ^ ^s(-

CiSfitffK ^ 1 % ^ I ifsftcsitP^ f̂'̂  ^ftsT '•|(:®<T '^JTf'tti:^' l?C?!^ ^f^ Dryden-

'il<l' Alexander's Feast-til?[ (2tf%?(^ 1 f ^ <?rfi:¥H "̂  I ^ ^ Dante-t«l? 

Divina Commedia Wt^]^ ' s ^ t ^ ^^1*1 ̂ f?lfl ' © t ^ ' i t^t^ff} '^ ' ^ ^ 

f̂̂ ?tC«fW diary-C^ ^1 '#t^^1%'i:^ ^ t f ^ fgg ^||f| ?ttf% | CW^ 

( « ) C?m %t5ttC^?l 'Itcs^a ^ t t W ^tNjt5( « ^1?l 5fsftPR f r ^ ^ t Cowper-

£̂15 Task t̂C Ĵ?I ̂  M t ^ l TPilf 55 I 



^ ^ t c ^ fk^ f^tfl?! si^ lii ^ ^ ^%it^Jt I im, ^K^, f^^t i%i:^^m 

"ffss 5i|?[i M^ '^uspi ^n^ ^ V ^ r^ f^^ T??! ^f5i^t^l'% '^ttlTt«,', 

'mew •^<', 'c^^t^ (}\'^W, '^Ut^ ^^ '^\m ^^c$i' i2ff r^ ^f '̂st^f ĉ  'I'Tt^ 

f^wfJit^^S 5t^tf ^t%si5i:s^* 15^ (lit -sf̂ icw ĉi«R:̂ t?lT i t^;:<i#| 

"tc^ =?tt̂  ^tJ^ !̂?K !̂?l c?( îw "s fefN^ ^Kf t̂5Jil ^^?[ i^t^^^icn 

f^t^t%?l1^ ^ ^ ¥ 'a Bengal i nat ional poet' ^f^fl fe^ ^fetCl^I I 

^ ^ t a 'fmW ^t^J (flTv ' ^ t a ^ ^ f l ^ ' , ' ^ ^ f ^ ^ t l ' , '^1'tt ^f^' ^1 '"^IH^ 

^j^f} ®rtf%3T' - ^ ^ ^ f ^ ^ l 'stK^^ "^ws cJlt?!̂  '5tt'̂ r I 4^~®f̂ ,i:̂  ̂ ^^iRtw^l 

»ti3^<ft Jifsffŝ  di^ «(s(tii ^ i l ^ #:^ *t?ftl 'siat^tfts ^ f e t l ^ « sR^Mt (̂ *v?lt#f 

acatw^?! fB3! « ^sitt'^H^i «rti:§ ' s t^ ^1t< '«<? sĵ -M ffin:^ "̂ CJ?̂  tf«5c^ ^si^^i^ 

"«t^^g 15'Siitst i?t^t^'( ftci I 

^tPira ?tftrai, =?CW « 1 # fCSIf ^|c<5, ftwft 1«t^1 f^tS ' j f e ^ , ^ t a ^ Sitf^Sl 

^fiim 11 ! '(3i| "attic's >ii«t5i« f ^5 , (^ ft^te^i >ii^« ^ , Pi s f t?^^ 

M^^ S(lft«, C^^ en 't^'5 ?C^ ^ ^W\ f 'Sfff^ 1°xfe?f 1%31l 1̂ 51 ?(fa5ttC«l5 \ « | fCSI 

i|C^ Ft?C?' ^ ? N fc^S^sra '«fW5 C ^ l 5!t^^ ? ! ' ®t5!C3? 5tt#S sfllCJnil S«,<f̂  JiHWil 

fff j f t#l I 



'Tff 1^ ^ f f c i I ^tc^ l^ t i i2JM<£rf̂ ifl î:?[̂ , w^H c^m, ^f(^^; 

^fsjftjf t ^5 "«ftK f̂rf̂ R ¥fe^5i f̂%5i5®, i m s ® ; qfgcf M isa , 

(gfl̂ 'stcsitc^ f^r^ fwĉ  ̂ ^^ ^ t f P^ ^^ (?f%fci I 
t i l l '^^frffJCtfl'sstl CfSf5j®^ CnktR¥ ¥f^^5t«f%:^ 2fft ^ ^!(^5 

*f?t?t 5tC« #SttJi ^t^t^lt^ '^^ ^t^T 'Slt^ ?[f5^ 1^ Jjtl I i£|| St̂  7[# t̂f̂ -

f̂ stc>i?r ^s c^^^^i^ ^'ft'tsil f̂̂ ?itC5 1 cat Jf̂ î ^ f ^ w ^ ^ts^ TO-

ĉ̂ tir 51̂51 ^t^j ^5fl'«i ^ f̂sTl ^f^<i ^itttri^ ^<ii1, ^t^ci^ ^ ^ 5^ft? 

yi»sltf̂ x5 (£t«tJ( ^^ '^^>fc^' (bstT ,̂ i;^<is) * t ^ f ^ f ^ 'sr^^mf|%<f 51^ tWt 

( " ) A%'^ tt?t?I etl%g'fl ^R 5if :(5!a?I Jiff's "St?til «fC®W I «RPlftî ? 



^t (2H£^ # ^ ^'^ ^ JJTi^ f ^ a 51P5̂  J i t l ^ ^ ^Wt|5^ C#[ 1 * ^"B^ "S 

^ ^ ^ '5itf%»tro ^ f ^ ' e ^c2ff1%« tNC^I^ ^"Rf^^ <5i5ĵ ti?! Tl^^^stC^ 

f f t i fesR ^ I ^sTsrl ^^% ^"Tt?! ^WtC»f 2(WfS?f?I f^WfJ^ ^ I 

^ t ^ W t ^ ^ ^ I (allegory) '^sfHt^t^^' W ^ 1*1^ ^ ^ H ' 5 ) ^ 1 ^ 

CT ^ f ^ r N ^ ^ t ^ ^5t^ ^ r a ^ % ql ^^c^i^ 9tc<( ̂ f%s(5s (StetRr® ^"^^wt^ 

^ f ^ ^ ^ " ^ i t f f ^ « ^^iWa^^t?! 5tf|sit^ c t̂̂ «l1 c i ^ % W 1'° t t ^ l 

^s^^tSr-Clt^^tCt?! W\^ sit?^C^ C^H^ î%?I1 ĵf?!'® K̂<T ^^1 ^f%J '^^^t^ 

^t^f l ^t '^ t?! ^ ^rtf^^t^ "tfe? fjiwtsi fefti 1 «t?t?( 'w:^ ^?1 "^^^ 

^ 1 ?r^, c ^ f 1^1^ * t ^ ?[65̂ tiT f^^ir twf!:^^, ^?t^ "Sif̂ ^ *tt^ *f^t^ ^ 

f % l ^ " ^ ^ i S t ^ H T f ^ I f ^ C ^ 'st^Tt^^^Cl "Sltsill # f ^ t^fsg^ ^5Jr t^% 5K«(T 

'^fk PT ^^< nw^ t"f% "«!f^ «rf5it?t ft^ I 

f^i?f Ttft^ ^ ^ raws «̂=IW c¥5)C5f 5itt! 

5f!5 fe JftsS! C # t fsiStcfe ^5?5(1 <5WC?I 'SSff% ; 

^ % <?W ̂ ^c^<j 'srtf?) ^]tf^ #t?tc¥ ^5^'ttt^ '5tf%^ ^ f f f l ^ i s5t̂  ^ ^ 

^Wiî CT ^!?!5 T t̂<T ?^^t1%^ ^t^t^ l f^5^ 'stfsral ' ^ M ^ f ^ ^ t i ? ! ^f^^ 

TO l^t^ra 'Pfiit:̂  ttfti3 

••? '̂5.ft c ^ Ft? ? (—'"=it"!W=Pi'-^|% 'RHt) 



i o o C'2tf>lC^ W^^ 5(Jt^t^ 

^fl^tcg'l—'Renounce all strength but strength divine and Peace 

shall be ever mine' ' ' I 

R^H, -srfjtfcw Tff|\5j ^^•^l[ w ^ , ^ j r s? [ i2fes?r nrfiftP? '«'« ^5t •« 

t̂t5[f f^r¥ f^f^ir^n ^ 1 % ^ Tfff J{11 ^ f c ^ ^ ^c^ ^ , cft!̂  î?;:̂  

^tTf%( ^#fcljw 'Sf̂ P̂̂  '5tm-5rlJW^ ^rNr? ^ t ^f^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ 

'¥KlJc^Wt?=® ^»t^' ^ t ^ - f ^ i % ^ 1̂ i3̂ cft5, J#5tff% ^tTfw^ m$ 

^^ifmra ?iw"v tpt^sral I ?t®tPf =1 ii«t1 wt̂ °x as JT^tn^f: II 5^ 1SW ®t!:̂  # t« « 

^IRR! Sf^sm ftsfftsf 'slMlt'l ^jfe?l pH t . f l ^ t ^ ?:|5l sftC^ I 



f^^f^^i 

^^r^t^^tf ^ ^ 1 

c '̂Ntc^j ^ s r f ^ i ^^^ci c^c^tfi^ ^«fl 1 ^f^ m^ w i c ^ ^??^ ^ ' 

^ 1 , CT 5ti ^^^->rtft!:^j t fa ^ t i ^ ^ ^ c ^ 'Si^h ^ t ^ 1 ^f^ -4^ 

^5t^ (2f^^ ^ti:^! ŝ ^tftc^ t?c^^, m^i^ < f̂% t̂f̂ ^ '^^j 'sttcf i 

'SttsRII Ĉ  ^^ CICP 'Sfttf Ĉ  ^ ^ ^^1 ^ »̂Jt5, W^^ % ^ ^ll^Mi "Sitl 

f% ? ^ ^ ¥ 5rt^ ?t' cw«tĵ , ft^^^ ^ ^ W R ( '%^ ^ l t - t CT "St^H 

C5I5R ̂ ^« tc^ c^c ,̂ "si-fsfist̂ ^?! ̂ f^'S dt?«t fHi:^ Wi:^ CT^ la^^'sti:^ -

# c ^ c^t^ ^ t i ' ^c^ 'il^fel c t̂̂ t?[ ii:«t ^̂ KH' ^rft^it^ cffw! <fl(:̂ ^ 

fn^m, c^«f ^1% ĉ  csici '^''R^ c«t5rf̂ i t ^ csiĉ  «tt<:̂ , ̂ ^^m^ ^K l -

^'ivs 1<jtĉ 1 ^t^tc^Tst ^ra ^s ac«t c^-'« ^tfc^ ^ ^ ^^ttsf ftfJt! 

•>lr«f I" ^tsf^-N¥t?t JJlllrsL f^ct^^s ^ t ^ ^ t i , ^ ^ - f ^p f̂ ^Fi:̂  feift^ 

<2t̂ ¥H ^slt^l CT^; ĉg ^ d ^ i£l<pfel £f«t1 ; <4̂N f^CWt^l f%*t̂  ^rn ' <stvit\5 



^srNit '®it^ 1%;:^ ^'ci 'flc^c? i '«rf^¥t^?j ^ t w f (?t f^^ ^m 

'srt^^pm^t? ^f^ ^ ftt}^ ^tc^ ^tc^i ^ f5fcw ^ti;^ ^ l M ? r "^t î̂  <2W 

ii3[ c^ ^'c^^—^c^ ^^fw^ ?r'c^ 's^ '1'?® ?'c^ "̂ 'Wi:̂  ^ tw i f t ^ 

•« ̂ w1r«t?[ 'SR^'ttfr ^firff^:? ^?[ ^j i ^^^ (Stcft^ ^ m ^^TC^ S 

The worlds revolve like ancient women 

Gathering fuel in vacant lot. 

. . . the evening is spread out against the sky 

Like a patient etherised upon a table 

They are rattling breakfast plates in basement kitchens. 

¥ t f t ^ fSrc^ §»|C5 ̂ «ic^ f¥ 'W^ ft-e 

cstĉ  (?r«wi Jit̂ >« f̂f'̂ srl Ttflc^j ^u ^ j yr^cf 'SRSI^C^^ »f^?ffq ^'rs 



CWf̂  ! lilfel Ĉ  W?t ^ I f sit̂ f5l?F » t ^ t j <2tsrf1 ^tC^ ^m^ CT^ I C^^ 

^f^<?f ^ ^̂ 511 >itfe^T ^'g-^f^^t?[ ^t=fW^ ^'^ t=iw?i "Stf^^ '^ t^ l 

x5Ĉ  ff^-^s5( ^fif/cff^ cff:*f (iicsrc? n^t Rf%s[ ^R'^ ?f:® 

¥f^^ C5|̂ 1 j j ^ ^ ^'5,1 ^«f|^ (15, 7tf%j ^^ ?!ft®^«t?t ^fwt^ «rffjî fel 

c^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^^1 "sî ^ t̂si ^c i« t t i r f^ t stcĵ  ^ t ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ ic^ 

f%?«R ^ i l t ^ ^ i : ^ «tcffwj? ^tc^ i" TT^tfw i f f c«lc^l c^1 <̂ 1̂ c^W 

^ I ic^fNf ^ f ^^ t i c^^^ ^^ c^t^ 5t̂ '5. "^t^ 5rl-'« <̂ tc¥ ^ f ^ ^ i ^ 

ci«{tci? t f^^cf f% ^^ ^ ^t^« c^f^ *t'«' '̂c? I t? 5i1 ? •n^-^f^^l 

fn«{os 4 t̂?rc«t 'sff̂ rs ĉ  ^sg^ f ^^ t ^ (Sfc t̂̂ Ji ^stt^^ ^ t «f«f̂  's^cinr 

OTC»ii -srcsî  ^sif:? 1;̂ 51̂  t̂wf̂ t̂?f ^^1 ic^^ ^ f c^ti:^ =il i "^t^-

-sf^t^cifti f̂isjJi'stc?!̂  c5|«ic^ ^sf c«i ^«r ^ic^ ^5fl cifc^ *ffc:<f ?ffi:^ 

<i5Jrti f ^ ~« ^''r «tw Jiî -s «rt^H °. ^rt*i ^ t ^ ^ « i i r M 1̂ w^% 

^ - ^ f ^ t ^ jrf«f¥^ >Ri:^« ^ C : R ^ I ^f^^i^ i f%i (?i Jic5wc3?<r« 

^t^Tt ff^^! ^ I "'MJ ^s'f^ « f^s^5 «ftf%î  ^ ^ ^ 1 ^«n, ^t?f^ 

^ t l^ i ^Htitc^ cCc^ c'Fl':^ It^^^l '•> t^^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ 5t^ c i ^ ^ ^ ^ 5 
?ri' 5̂|cv5 ^'^ xst'rf CTtc§ wWt^ OT^1 ^] \" ^"^1^ «̂R %t^t^! : t 



t •̂ RT t̂i c i M i ^ f ^ ; f%i c^ i5 c#f ^ ^ ^ ' ^15!:^ 1̂1 ^%i 

^ ^ I ^^ CT«{{^ ijt^ c ^ ^ ^ ' ^ e ît̂  ^t^, ^^mw^ '^t ^ « 

'^RK 1 % c^^, CT«rtt^ c^5 <!rt̂ t̂  ^c^ ^W fi^ ^ Tf^ c^?r, atf^ 

iii^ 'srt^f^ ^ f^ f : ^ ^ ^ t ^ ^ ^W^ w^ JTO ^ciiii 'sit^i 

^C '̂F ^^^ 5t^5ij •, CT ^ ^ ^ ^S f̂?l%?( sp® ^ t % ^ f ^ 1t̂ t?f TO C*tW 

ff? ^ ' i ! ttc?? FfcT I '^om^ ^ f t ^ n ^ t 'ill f̂?F5ti5 ?f?i TT^ ! 



«W.^^ ^ ^' ^ t t ^ l " f f l OT OT^i:55 <tt^ I (ilst C¥f5I l l tc^l ?ttt1lt 

ft^f^sf =^^>e '^R csm^^ c<2{sr f f | :?f c^c5 ^c f ^c?r •, â̂ ? i^it c^fsjc^ 

Ci2t?(% ^c î?! JR^ §̂51̂ 1 V i : ^ 5 ^ ^1?i ¥«t^^ itfsra, ^«tRl ^ ^ , ^«i^\s 

? t^ ^ f ^«t5 ^=if ^ R i CTI C*I ?'j:5g fw€h «(ii(:ti ^ ' ® 1 1 

^ ' CTt^ f ^ # i s(?i:«l̂  ̂ f w t ^ ^5^f" I f t « ^ ffc^ • 

» 

^ SrlfB^ «?!i? to ftCJItS ^5i f^^tt® ; 

"Slttl ^ t '5 C5tC«l5 OT^ f t ^ 1a^ 

^W\ ^ t '9 C6tC«t9 5W I 



^^t. 5 ^ 1 . C«t5?, 

^ ^c^'^ t t ^ ^ ^ ^ f ĉ t̂  ^rf^ f ^ ck^ ^C3 Ttc^ ^ ^ ^ 'Sip IPfif 

csrfĉ  I liî r 'st^l Tfc^ *rtw ^«ftii1 '« «̂fT ^sWs Tffsii f%i T W T W 

ftc^rci^, "3?%^ 5tt^ R1 -^tf^ =§=«f?i '^^m \" f%i '̂'tt??? off«t '^p(im 

h^^^ ^31^% f53[i "tcsit? ciPm c^^z^ ^ ICT^ '5it(:5rl ''rfci ®!^/' 

'srtJf. " « ^ i c ^ few"^ ^ft^'', ^ t i : ^ , «^^, ^ ^ c«tsr, "^U^, c^^", 

^ ^ »fsi!:«t<f ̂ f^^ ^m. ^t i ^ ^ 2— 

5 ^ ?Ki5l sit®I J t t ^ ^sit^ =fsW 1 ^ . ^ c f t f t ^ t I"?"! 1 t ^ I 

•sit? ft'Sfts ^ral c'tmfpp?i 5t^, 

W«fg1-'ft5fet3 ftf^ r^vsm cm, 

5tW tW It\^ -Sm^i ^^ '5[t?5t "t̂ . 



^°^it®W?r ^ ^ t ^ ^ t i t f s i ^ , "sisf-^fe^« ^5i-5i«(jf^^^ few 4 fets^ 

^ f (?R * l ^ ^18 fe C^tt ^ ^ ' Ĉ̂ y ^'z^z'^ 1 liitTS ^^ElJ f̂] ^ tCf f%l 

^^?f§f ^ ^?!C^ 'Sf Om^t '®lf%^^ C ŝt;;̂ ^ "^§ \S ^^31 1 Cl'iJI 

W\^ '5^^' ^C«!̂  s{1 'il^? Jl^K^ ^ J { 5t^^, ' 1 % ! ' 511 I ^t^?t1 (71 ^ ^ 

•sjtl yq '̂ei t%t^^ ^ ^ f j ( ^ ^ W ^ ^f^W?f ?15Jltl CBtC«t f t ? , CT^I 

^fii^t^j I f%^ ^ f ^m' <̂  c*t(?rf̂  ^ict^ ^ ^ t ^ ^rff^^l ^^c^ ^fit^^t î 



^ 

(2fc"«î  '̂5t (2tf% c'R'̂  i t fe^ra ^'tt i =̂W « ^c i? ! (2t^t^ '^t^w I ^ i t3 

f^^t:^?r, f̂ 5tc?a f^^i 'fwN o^t^ ^ t i l f^^c^s ^ t w i i^^rti lf?[s(tt fe 

?̂[̂  ^ c w '55^ T^ l ^t?n %«f c^^J? tâ ? t̂cw?! ̂ ' H '^tcffi 5̂(5 «fwt^i 

^ ^ f i2p»t̂  f̂ ^?1t c^t^c'* c^i^fk^ wtz^'-s t^^ ^ ^ | f I t t I 0t i^ c^i:i 1 

tfK t̂C^ ^'It'J, ŝt?t « ^̂ «1'5 Itf^CSI^ - i l ^ ^ ^!^ \̂5 ^ ^ f%»t̂  Ĉ tt̂TS ^ 

Ĉ tCW, '«f<t'!, f^^t^ Ĉ tZB̂  C?l)l, sffij^ 'e ^ t^ CTt^-^ CS?tEB̂  I5J I ^»f5 

^ t f ^^ I •̂ C?! ^^ ' ? ^ ( i n v e n t i o n ) f%^ f^^C^l?! C^ ^?l^1 c^ t̂, OT ItC? 

jjvsj ^t f t f t?r C t̂?tC\s { discovery ) ^ "^t^ ^ 1 t ® ^ t Cff«IC^ 1̂ ClW« 

c*i ^^ ^ c^tf Jf1 c^J ,̂ «qĉ  «ft5t Jf^ ^J:^ {Tfĉ  CT^K1 vi^ m ^^f |^ 

c^tw:^ ^idi^ ^t^t« f}¥t^ c^t?;:^ ^ j âfei fwfc5i<i i,^ ^m 'itftt'«T« 

fec^'&tlt »tti^ mm Mc^ 3̂ 1 <5ttctit ^C5, ^1 c?ti^ <iî f^^ Cf̂ ri ^ ^ a 

Jitf^c^f ^ f̂ c^st ^ ^ 5i^t« ^Ht^-|fet^-?itf*t?rf?( (?rfc^ si^ cr^tJi.'W 

c^ ' l c^i^ 'sf^i:? c^c^ f̂ (:lfeT^cff<t w:m '^41;% c^^ J^tf^j ^^ f t f t ^ 



1^^ C ^ ^s t i l ^tOT*t C?!^, ^if^Cil^ ®tf| C^H ^ f ^ ^ ^ f t ? f 

^ 1 ^ C5t ''!®t?r iPiif ^0^ ^ ^ t i ^ i ^ H ^ ^ t^Kt f^n ' '2tJit*(^ (?) ^ ^ C'^ti'^ 

^m\^ (TTW (Tl'tWl ^ ^ ^ <ili?( f^^ t^ ' ^ f t ^ siC^lftfs| CWI^VS ' ^ I 

"tfte^ (fl¥§1 f^f t l ^ ^ 1̂ ^<«f ^w, c^tS cw-^ ^tff fe^ ŝ ĉ i ĉ  

• ^ i2f^H ttc^ ^1 CT^iS^ c^ci c»tĉ  ^ 1 ^ ^Ttetf ̂  ^^TC^'^ n%^^^ 

ĉ t̂i:̂  iTcf I (2t7[ts<5? f f ^ t , ^t^^;:^ ^ a ^ f^t^fei cslti t̂?( ^^t^ fB^ 

Ĉ Ttn Ĉ 1t<f C?«I1 5IK f%̂  ^?:^J I ^ \ ^ 1 ^ , (2rff%^^ (naturalised) 

" iRft l^¥ 5t%*f ^ ^ ^ ^ f l ^ f̂ =̂ J:»f1 n?!^t 5?t^ti i i::^ =?1JC¥ <2ftf̂ «l ^frii i 

CT« CW{ f f^^ i^l, ^t^tt^^ C^f^ W^'^ "̂ W5( CTft?( "stt^ ?t^;;^ (2t^H 

ĉ ?̂rTN (?i cell ĉ?t c^s c^^^f^ f f ^ t r̂a i" ' ^^ t^ ^ii^ ^ 5!°xC t̂f̂  

f^c^n^ m^ c«t<:̂  ^c^ J?1 ^^ fnf%ltl ^tf c't's l̂ a?:^ ttc^, «t^^1 

c^ f^w fJtra f«fl «tt«^ti '̂ tJ? ̂ ^it^ CTt̂  ' ^ < ^ ^^ ^ I 

^ ^ t ^ t ^ f^^^ (£i?:̂ î:?t «f?^^^ I c^̂ t̂  1^1 c'it̂ ?^ 1X1°̂ ^ sjtc's ^ f 

'itfs'STC^ =5WNfa^ (Tftc^!:!, ^ ts^ l ^^1 t̂w f^c^ 5t^, C^RJII ^ ^ sf̂ t;;̂  

i ^ 5ftf% cjf«ti cm^ ^11 'stt^ '^11 ^ t ^ ^ ^ f ^ c^w^m^ ^w^ c^R <«ti:̂ t i' 

^tl1%(?^l^t^^!:^ ('«^) ^tfe^Ti f^^fW f^^t5^ ^ i t i -iî N '^ c«((:̂ « 

%?i r^ 1 1%^ ' R ^ ! ^ ^t^ (?5«n:^ ^T^ t̂i? ttf^^ ^'^^ (treatment), 

ft^ '̂ ^^T 7f̂  csa ^ ^«ti c t̂ts^ c^'R ^cn ^̂ 11 ^ i , f% ^11 ^^ ^1 ¥«fel 



^^, ^^ ^-^^^ '^l? cm »t^^i m^^n ^m^ (̂ t̂ĉ t̂ ^ '^'F^t c^tw^ 

cjif% ojrf^ftcft ^^^ ? f%i ^ 1 (^^ (fl-̂ csfl ^ t c ^ ^ ^tfe^i l^r« 

^ t ^ ^ ^ ^ W I ft^^^ ft#H ^C^^^ îl̂ i %\'i^ JfĈ  •sj'SĈ f ^ ^ ^ ^^-^ 

# f 1i1 C^tC^ <2t¥t*t '̂?(C1?̂  C^k <2t¥t»t^ft^ ^ ^ 1 ! % ^ I ^J l t t^ ^ 

Tm ^NJC^ tŝ N ̂ ^ ^^ t c t̂c^ f̂ ^̂ t?:jf?r i5?wti ^c^ ^ J ĉ «( ^̂ ^ 1%it 

c^, "^m €!f 1%si, (fls!̂  #3[ t w "«rrsf̂  cwf̂ f ^r® ^ f t ^ i *i^t% 

«̂C!5 "^1^ vfii^l "^^ 'm Ĉ  CTl^^ ̂ 1f fe§ " ^ iSC^^l^l 's^'^^ '« ̂ ? f ^ \ 

cttt»f ^ ¥ f^^ 1̂ <i3l ftcwt^ Jitfl^j '̂ rfsttOTK t % ^ f^c« <tfrsif̂  ^i? (S^ 

CT ^fJ^^I 'sitcf ^ ' t t '^ f t^ ^sft^ ^f^Wif C f̂Jf 5lf»| ( advantage ) 3^ ft 

^ ^<^^ ^ ^<^ ^ ^ ^NT f̂»rc^^ ^«f (it^c¥5«) i f̂_ ic^?[ f ^ t 

^ !^f^ ^̂ ĉ̂  "^^m o\ c^tm. ^ ^w ? ^w^ M^, "^ 'm^ <^^ 



c^m ^ft^ft^ ^ 1 ^ ^5?^ cwt^ c^%% cs^'p{ '^'5^5| ^5tf̂  ^ % t i : ^ 

^ ? f 5 , ^ ^ N ^ ^ ̂ ^ttt^T, 'St^ (2f^H^ C?ht5 W'fl^f^^ ^?J I W^J -StCft̂ Jt 

^^ra «(fe?t OT'«f| 1 I^if^^ ^^f^x^f^^—ljl^ ^ ^ Jtf%]^t<I ^ft^tst ^«tlt 

t̂f5[ ^ i f i—^tr5 ^t^ •« w-^i[ '^•^ ^jjf^ î̂ fsfjsfi I c^t^fefi:^ ^tff fwc?^ 

C^fetH FĈ l Jfl t%^ f̂S •^fi^t?t '^rfcf t9|^ ^?[ ( '5t« "5î sr ĈW?( ̂ «t1 5(^ 

^•s\^) II??fl ^ W l c ^ <S(?^ ^ C^tr^ felC^^ C^FRl CTt^ ?!̂ W?[ ^s(1 'S 

^f^ ^ - T W ^ '̂ i:??! Sft 1 'St^ ^ tW^ ' ^ t? ! »tffC^? ^^^ts(CJl Ĉ tC?[ C^ZW. 

^Jit^ ^ f^ t l •̂ f̂  «̂{̂  double function CTC^ 5*?!̂ ^ ?̂!l ^«R '^?^It 

it5t t̂sT ^ 5 ĉ ĉ̂  f%i ^t«?fif 'srf'tl ^ ^ f«t11 (ii^ c«1 c ^ c^i'tt^if 

^«t1; f̂?F5t?r t ^ ^^1!:^ cti:5l c^«ti:^ s(i?l CT ^t^fel ^1c^ 'sr̂ tw ^ < 

b«ff c^tii:^ ^ N f w i «tt¥^t^ 5ivs "it^ ^ , CTfIf^ ( s n t ^ , f ^ i «tW 

^\us ̂ U Ji1 ^ 1 CT ̂ < i cŝ tĉ  'tc^ 1 1 ^ f%:̂  ^ t t^^ ^^ts^ "̂ N̂ '̂̂ 'f'̂  

'^i^fte^'Bt f̂?( ̂ ^1 <4f%f^i:^ T f ^ B5ic« ' i t i : ! , f%^ 'rt^^^ (?i cwm 

^ ^ ^ c^^Tt^ 'fi^ ̂ «llfel ^ ' s rMi i ^ I 1̂ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ 1 c^^ 

^ ^ ^«ltC^ ^ stripped of all other things W% ^^ ^^t?WI, 



^mn^, ^'W. ^^^^ ^ t ^ ^^ <^^^ ^̂ ^ ^' '^^'^ ^"^^ ^ 
?rfte^W 'WJ? ŝrsra '^' ^ ftc^ 'St^ "^t^t^ ( substance ^«t̂ 1 gist) 

5rcs(j« t̂?t -st^t I ^Ti:^ n^-^^»ttf%^ f w -sitĉ  <£tt1, % ^ ^ c^ 
ftttl« ^m ''^if^ f t ^ ^ ^w I ' ^ I , ̂ w?[ 5n:«fT ctrft̂  ĉ i?:! 'sitftt i t ^ i 

'2t̂ t«((?r?r f !%^, ^ ^ t ? I 5 t^ f5^ I I ^ t ^ C5tC^^ ^ superfluous m, 

sr^l r̂t?f w^^m^ ^' ^Wtr«^ ' ^ i : ̂ 1 , "^^^' ̂ ^twi ^^ , ' ^ ^ CTt'^ 

^f%?; ^1^ 4 ^ = î:̂  (?T ^^^ift^tfs^, C5t«{ ^^tt^ 'st^ i R "̂ ts '̂ ^ 

^ti?i "sU c^Wi ^% en c^^J ^^5tft% ^ t t % I '^^ 5^ ^^ "^^^ 

^tc^ t£i^^ ^s5^^ I ?t̂  ̂ stt̂  <t§''« ̂ ^ «tt I cnl'^s ^ ^ (^ ^i c^ 

in te l lect « emotion-iil?l ^ltlt«t?f I ^^^tC^C^t m^ Wt^l W ^ (T^'P't^ 

^rtC^tS^^C^ 1 1 ^ J|1, h i g h l y i n t e l l e c t u a l ! f ¥ l f%^»n ¥f^^5.tV 

intel lect fi|C^| ^f?[\5l ? ^^^^w CW^?t̂  f% C^t^ (2t(:^t^| CTI ? '^t^ 

^ t ^ ^ t c ^ l ^ t£] <p^^ Nsji:^ ^5F®|f 31-¥51̂ t5I CftRICW ? "^^TJl̂ tC^ C^^-I 

^ I f c ^ flf^sps si^i:^?! ?t?f^ftii I" f̂% '^fetc^, f5^1 c^t?c^, ^srfc!?^ ^ l f% 

c^^ ; f%i ^ ^ 1 ' t ? ! ^ ^ j f ?[f̂  "^H ^ W f ^ ^ ^ « . =??? c ^ i ^ ^ 

"51< ' s j t ^ C ^ ^ 3 ^ ^Sjc^sf c n l 5f<8tCini 5 l ^ ^ t ! ^ intel lectual (2|¥H^ 

"frf^ fe[ t l ' ^C^ Ĉ Ĉ  CS^^ -^t^ CT>E^C^ ftC^ ^ ?^ ^t?t ^S5f ^ t ^ " ^ 

C^^spjtS! ^ % W^5tf^, intellect-'il?t C ^ | f % d"^ C^C^^^^^ 

? N l I (?T«rlT?l ' i ^ ^ «tt¥!:^ C^^, "SWl ̂  in tens i ty I 5 5t^f»t t^ ^ ^ 



^(:s^, oM^ 'Sirj\m, ̂ t i c^k ; f^^ 4«ta[ ' i ^ (?«tW?t i2R?it̂ ^ t^^tf^ i^ta 

?t^t ̂ t^ ^f%^ f̂ 5T#Ji fe, ît?( 'srfsitcvRr -srf^f t ^ ^ t i -^^^sU ^t^-^ c^tc^ i 

?l̂ }®^«t?I (?\nH tz^^?^ ^ ^ t ^ CT^, t%^ ^ 1 Si® -^ f^ l ^ c ^ ^1 

^5 sfl •, ^tti ( T I M I ^ ^ I 3̂1 f̂  ; |c%c5iclii W9I CT<tti?i ̂ t«05 c^^ti:^ 

<5rfWl CtC f̂W CT'^^ 'St^^i::! 'l^W C^tC® ^^ ^ f t ^ 'St;;^! 51^;^ ; ^ t ^ 

ĉ f»t§f ^W ^icg^ Ĵtvg s(̂ ĉ  >itf c ^ f e 'Sitter i (̂ 1 ̂ csl f%ifti( ^tc^ 

CT^d 'SIW !̂ ^^fel iSf̂ C^ %^1%5rfst C5f ?I>5i ^vst^ t hf»t l l Ĉ CEg ^ t ^ 

^sfCll 1^2R ^i:?!^ ^S<t—flf%^^ ^m% C ÎHC^ ^ f I 5!1%T ^'ifl « t ^ : ^ 

f% vagueness •« i [ ^ ^ fs f f i i ^^ ^ t t ^ C^C^ C'̂ 'l̂ t^ ĈR ^ ^ft^t?t 

^?it^t:5i ^^cw i ^tl^^J ^ i : ^ ^ d t t n cw^wf} i r q f ^ g^ftfe f^a, 

^ 1 ' ^ ^ f t C^ t l ^ Jfl ^?[̂  ^'«rq^t^ t^m <A^ f^^ real i ty , t̂CW^ fB^t<I 

t̂W<t sii:^!^, cil'̂ C l̂l f l^ I '̂ tCif^ sij;^^ S[fC^ ^^ iSf fS^ l l^ f^l*\ I '«t?I'1?r 

f l ^ i : ^ ?(Tf̂  «)t<rt1 $^t^ f ^ 1 ^K^ ^ ^T -s cfk W.W ^tt^r 'st;:^ ^ri 

CWm m^Z^ ^'^{ C^ am '4CTCI \s1? #11=^ C^t^ I ^ t l ' ^ ¥ C?ttW 

^ '[^t î 4C¥^ c£î 1 ^ i : ^ ^ '5if%i!^% ^ ^ | i ^ ^ , 'st^tt^vg ^ ^ ^ , ^ t ^ j ^ 

^^?r«t1 c f̂̂ i CT'^rt:^, cw\^ ̂ ^ srftt?i (r«t̂ «t;?r?r ^lwt<T ®^t^ ^t^ft^r ? 

« ^t?I '5rN''fC-?F C^® (T t̂C^ •spf^^t^ '^ t ; , ^ t ^ , environment-'ira ^fg 

^tK^ i2ti:5t®i:̂ , Is^tf ^ ^?fff%^ "^^ws ^^ ^ t^ life's ^ t ^ <2 t^ t f ^ ^ 

t̂o® ^t"6di^ f% ^t i : i ? '̂ r«1 c'P'N ^ ^ f%I ^^ I f^^ "t^ ^^^ 



^'^tuw f^^#? fms ^c^ I tii^f^Ji ntm^ sftif^^ ft^ ^ ^ «̂I?1̂ W, 

^ ^«n % % »tts ^ ^ s[|5'« ^'W'ra atra c^tci, "^ ^ ^ c ^ ' w i ^ 

« ^(:5iif ^f^' ^cjf 1% ̂ ^ ^°tff '^t^t^t^ wm^ cwtws tfc?r ? «tfet% 

*jrg^ 5 ^ 'srfsftw^ ^if^ ^ ^ « cwi, (?«rfc¥ ̂ wifJ? ĉ tr:? t ^ , C5t«t ftfe 

ciil CTI ^ ^ t f s c«K^ ; f%i pact^ ^^H '^ii^rt^l ^f? •̂RRt?r„ fV^^I 

Cf^ ? f ^ C t̂C^ 5t5 ̂ 1 S 5S[«.̂ t?f, 55r«,^ ! ^ # [ ? f "Sit?! ̂ ^5f!:J?^ ^ C«tt% 

'SJt̂  '5tt5f?n ^1 « t ^ ^ '^^C^ CMtC^ ^ % ^ f l sjt^ca ^ ^f?r ' R l ^tflC^, 

€t^l ^ t c ^ "^t^i^f?! ^5rff%»lr̂  I c^f^ ^ ^ C5(f%i?(?r r̂̂ ^ ^^, c^'l cs\ 

^ ^ f̂tCT?r ^1 'sift^^, st?^^^ 'ift^ ^1 ?^^ '^t?r« ^ipTi f%^ I ^̂ ŝ rt̂  

(iltff<r i2}C ĴC^5- 'J'l ̂ f ^ T « ^ f f ^ ^ S ^^i:?!^ I ^ t l r ea l i t y f% Tffe'sl 

C^C^ OT5 S "The reality of a thing, however great or insigni

ficant is something that can never be reached, Just as none can 

ever hope to meet the horizon." ^ t l CftTf? Ĉ tĈ  CT^'^^t^, ̂  C"^ 

lii ^^^ ̂ ^, ^\^ ^] ^fk'^tt^ ^WTfc?r f^^^^ am] ?w i CTI »ffi%, (7k M'sl, 

cnt '^t=^^, CT citc?[ ^ ^ f5?(^5i?i ^ra "^^-^ •^^l^ ^ i ^ i 

^rtl^i:^! f ^ ^ 1 Tt«(a[ dt̂ <:t c^ftic^j^, ^ t^ -stsffj? t̂?t«! ^fet^ T t^ I- ̂ <m ̂ -^f-

fn¥ ^ ^ ^z^ ^ t ^ t ^ l ts5l t̂w, ^ c f ^ 9\^ c^1 <p5[ i2fi:5|t<»(:̂ ?r «̂t1 f̂̂  i 

C ^ ^ ^?Sf f>f̂  CJi«(tc;̂  CTI ^PTJI^W >r^ '5!^t?r 'SKtW ^Z^ Tf̂ COT 'StC^ll' I 



%w^ ^ ^ " f t e ^st:^^ ^fl̂ îsj ^ i : ^ - ! c^^tc^ 1 5̂ sRjcl̂  sfj^rt^ ' s i ^ 

<5[t®¥f̂ <pt?i ¥ lwf^ ¥«tl ̂ •^j:^ cm, <^«(t^ ^ fw^ clc^ ^ f t^ ^wj 

?̂Kv5 ^ 1 •^om, OTti:^ ̂ î̂ —<iil 'sitij^^ -^l^im ^ f%, f% ^ w ^ , 

(?i ^ f ^ l <2t̂ st*f 'sff^ T W V ft^fJI, '^ ' to c ^ t ^ t̂«f%^ ^ti:? f^Ti I 

'i(?'t^ c^il I 'Sim fe^c^ra f ^ i ?cEg CT, <^\^ ^ (2lt# "sitni-^, ^ ^ ^ 

^ ^fwk«tt few t̂w!—CTt̂ c5F <2ttik ^ , cwt^ ' s i ^ ^ ^ R^ t^«(,!:^ 

C5tC«t (il^^ ^ t « C^ ( i l ^ ^ ( magnified ) ^ I ' « l t ^ ^ft^-fHt^l 



Tt^c^ h^^ ^im (St̂ iS ^6g i§7^ i£î ^ i^t^c^ 'fŝ j*̂  (gtc^j^ ^ ^ ^ 

^°»fc¥ ' C f e (?f*ri ^ 1 ^ i t? (?it I ^ t t ^c® 'sj l i?!^ ^f^ % ^ ^ -

—"f^^1tj(?[ (Sf̂ t̂ 'gi !̂;̂ T?t ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ "^1% c^'tOR—^ ^<:^ =n 'St?! f w 

§11 {^r»i wm "^ ^ a fhs5l i" 

^ I i w i c ^ f ^ M ^ '^c^ fcirf^'slt^—^R^'^ Pft f i stc r̂i c^f^f c îftf 

sstf i2t«t^ I 'sifsrc^ f̂̂ ;, ' t f i f^^^ 11^2?^ 5R lira srt^^:^ % : ^ i^w^, 

#Hc;T?t (2tCW^5t ^ f ^ C ^ ''5i«fN9 ^ ^ OT«f,:'® 5 t t : ^ ^^^ ' ^1^ CW«tr5 J(̂ , 

1%»r^1-^ ( ^ ^ ^ SfttJl (i l l im a "ftst ¥f(:^ ' fM l l t ' ^ C^l^—ff^ (?t ^t^ l^ 

c ^ t t ) ; ^ (2Jtf}^ ^ R ^tK ^ i ^ ^ ' ^ Btf^t^!:^ t i i ^ 1 ' C¥t5(5i-5(|̂  'tfl!:^^!!? 

^ i ^ l^rii^,-^ ^m (̂ ('s c ^ ^p5i I ct^^csl (Tf-'^tc^ 'srtif^ ¥1?:̂  

—(?rN 1 

'sfSt^ % W | '5^fe OT^ imt^ f^^!?ra I J ^ 31̂  C5(3! : ^ ^ <̂!f1 1 (5?\ 



_ '®5̂ 1̂̂ S^C^ dissect ^ s c i C ^ ^ ^ ^ P S l t C ^ rr|—'i)l ? :^ ^ t^ f^Cf^ 

fkwm ^ ^ '^t^ c^p^ <^^ ©̂tcsR? ̂ <2ts(tJ( ^fe^it^t I ^ ^ t ^ sK^rff^ 

Rl I ( f¥ ' s i t ^ (7f ^ f ^ t f e ^ (ST srfs^j^ cMc^ ^ j ^ 1 ^ ^j?f ..ff):^ 

^ci ?)'I'SK^ ^tf! c^it^ ̂ m ^\—^{ ^w^t<t " ^ H ^ f t ^ ' fel 

^P^ ^-^ 1 s r f ^^ '^tH ^¥ ^^t^ 5it^% 1 ^ wc't (Mn ^̂ N ^t?i C5^1 ^ 

'si^s^j'W ff^t—^csfl ^^T:<F-I ^ratr^ ^^^ ^ ^ i ^ > a«rf:s? ;(t»fj:^ X[(:J{̂  

% t ^ 1 f%i ^ 'sjfifiti:^ ?rl' ^t#l ^ ^^z^^] (ill ^^—"5!c^ (?#, 

^1^-tH^ •̂5t€}?( 'STflJ 7;ft< ; f%l m ̂ 9 f f ^ f i;^ ^^^^ ss|<ĵ g (;<^(^ ^ 5 

( S ^ 's j f ^ - f^^ ^t^J ?t^ CftW ^ ¥ ^ C^s^ ^5!lri: t f ) ^ ^f% <il̂ ^ ̂ 1 ^t^jfefr^ 
fell "s^mm ^ t i ^ ' 1 Wf^ c^l, ^ 1 ^ ^ ¥ M T ^ ^¥5^ ^ ^ •^rf̂ f, 

f%l (?I ̂ ^ t^tClt^i^ explore mft^ ¥ ^ ^ ^!:^ j : ^ t ^ « ^5(^t^ ' i f l i : ^ ! ^ 

"^ Wf^ ^frai ^ I ( f l^ Wf^ explore ^ 1 ^ Sfc?f 'spf?? " ^^1 ^ ! ^ ^ 

f?R!t?( 5ltl ^ f t ^ ^1 5 W % ^ ^ I 
it^tOT ' ^ ^1?r if|5(1v[ ^?:^ ^ \ g , ^ ^ 'S!?!̂ ! ^ 5t̂ 5(tc^ ii)5[V5 cfi^^ f̂ '3f?[ ŝ 

'?t ^r:^ ^ t ^ c ^ ^ c«t(:̂  f%f̂  w\ ^ ^ i t ^ -nfi^^^ r̂l i ^ i f ^ c ^ i 

^^\ ^ c^^s<(^ ^ '̂ rt^ ^ ^ 1 ^ tti% fe stlc^ t%mi ^ifT^ 2 ^ ^ 



cwNit^^ fmt^ ^ i ' ^ ' t t w fp^sftft?:^ " ^ ^ <:^ f ^ I 

^ t f P̂TC5 ^^N ^ ¥;?T W5' ^ #?W?I (?( JR fWt̂  1t?p?l|%?fTO 

"sit^ts^ c^ JTl (?it^^1 ^ ' s f%-5f) ^1 ^ î:#?[ ^m) "(Tl 'R twee's CT 

^t%^ t̂SÊ  I 5rt^^ '^ ' t^ ^ t l «lt?(tl ^tiJ ^tC^ ^W ^ ' ^ ^ ' i l^t C^tfR^ 

f^\^ 1 1 ^ ̂ rtt^ 1 ^ ?̂55 ^ k ^ — ^ ^ jR ^c^ 'fi^^ jf? I <i) !w^ c«tcf CTiPs 

^ - ^ i : ^ i ! 'W^ "^m^ "^t^tl^f ^ t ^ "̂ iW f̂ 1!?̂  ' ^ 1 i f ^ "̂ 3̂ w ^ c^ 

( (il-vs 1 % t^-^f IT? ) I f1' ̂  C?ft^ ^^^ t ? ^ ' '^' %^^ ^ 'Stl̂  

OT^^ ^•\~^\' ^ ^ ^ ' ?[^t f ^ c?tf ^tc^ c¥l%f #ffna ^ w:^ csH^ 

^ (fl̂ N 'J f ' t fk '5!l%'^f1^ (p rocesses) ^T^i:^ ^TSJ^ 5Tf«fî 1 ^ 1 ^ 

ĉ  ^-f^sfti:?! "^rf^ el's, ^ ' N c ^ ' i t ^ ^ ^^^^tt^, lt%5rf^ 5R l ^a -

^?[ wy^ r i ch complex i ty ^il^^ ^ClRt W?t«. T?C^ ^WW^i C # f ^ fcl-

« ^ j t f W t , ' ^ M ^ f̂î ^ ^ f ^ s ( CT 1w5 c¥t«f« Tc^^ «ttfc^ . 



' i2 f^ ' , '^Fi :^ ' cstffe^ f f l t i :^ ^ f ^ ^ s f l ^ tct i m ^c^ t!?? ^ 1 

(£l«rf(?T ^ -^1%t^ ^5qt!?It5irl-i2Pt:̂ , ^C^ <il#| ^^m f ^ (ent i ty) ^i:^!^ 

itl«t1% I'ft f̂ '—(iî ^Rs « t ^ i ^ ^ * W w?m I ^J^N ^ | f ^ ^ % ^ 

?̂lfetĈ  £̂lV51 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ «(?| irl C^i?r«, ^WS\ nf^*^ ( complementary ) 

^w^^ °̂N5H Cfc*t cf«n twcw:!̂  4̂ °x *tOT^ ĉ «rtn c«^?i 511 ^t<^ -st̂  

f f i f j - ^ ^ <̂?(f?r tf«R(:^ ^ 1%^ (JKi:? I "stt ' ^ ^ '^ ^ t k i ^ ^1w?t 

^m ^ t c ^ ^ i? [ c l̂̂ >s 'Sii1%^ cff^lwf^ =??(; ^«ft^ "^Kr ^ i w ^ ^ ^ 

5FT^ ( organic) ^9, ^ C ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ (arbi t rary ) 'Si^K '^^imHt'^^ "mJ\ « 

' s i ^ f t ^ ^ ^W c ît ĉ  1 ^ ^t^Tc^ ^^H ' ^ ^ ^ ^ cm~^' C¥t̂ '-s ^ t^ 

f?c^ ff(3i ^ I " i=# ^fli^Ri 5 i ^ wT f ^ ^ ^srt^—'srRiK 5!r«—<4| ^<Jra 

Ĉ  ^ffJ-^%1 ^l^ CWH f%l «ltf1 ^^ ^ I " ^ ^ ^ ^ '^f t ' '^'f'^^ ^^'^ 

IPf?! ' iW f%l 'srNfij^ 5 { ? — ^ ^ ' ' W ^tf f ^ ' « ^ f r s l ( ^ '̂ t^t TtC !̂ ^ , 

":Tf^^<j 'sî r^ «'^<fe!f^'=i, 'flSR 1% <4^^ csrf̂ sra i f lc^^% c^^^ c^J^ ^'N^ 

^?ff%i^ ^ti:^?^ '2f^t*t cf«fl 1 ^ ) cq«t1 (?ti:̂  '^tc?!; ^^N ^ ' f ^ l 1%«t5t̂  

i w (71 >R ^fe( ^^'^t^'tl ^^W^Wl^c^n:!^, ^ t 5 t ^ f B ^ M ^ ^«t ^t^ ĉ *t 

iwf^ 'srtt^ R̂?ŵ  c ^ I ^ j f^«K^ f?tsf i c ^ «rl%?f̂  ^ - ^ t ^ f w ^ 

t£i5R 'snsf̂  »t̂  '5ii:a[̂  TTO ^ ^ ; î:vs ^^ ^s^ ^c? # 5 ^ f&®t«(Wî  ^ 

^Tt^ ^ (£î ^ ̂  5̂(1̂ 5̂ 1 j>[cf« l i i ^ (Tff^^ ^5rt!:^l% »?$ ^ 'It^ I 

f%i "^it^wt^ 'iic'ii:^ 'srt̂ i c£î  fw^ c«tĉ  i 'fl'iil fWst ^ctH ̂ ?K¥ 



i ^ - c « t f ^ ^ ^^ iw ^ W ^ 

^ t ^ - 1 ^ m ^^^ •, f%i ̂  ^cs "'a^"-c« ĉ i-̂ t̂ rtiTf ^m ^n Ttwtisrt? 

"£lt ca^%?l ^sitS^TtSWl -^^^ ftW¥ ^ 1 ^ 1 ^C?(5?—'^l' 5 ^ ^ ^ 

^ W ^ c ^ '^srtcsTfs CTi^ f^f^^ frf% ^«R1 c ^ ^ ^ c ^ ifl '^It^:^ 4̂ ^ ^ t ^^ 

^ C 5 t 5 % ^ etc? ^ 

(C«tP® fe ) 

^ ( i i ^ ^ 1%»t̂  ^^3(1 srt^ ^ c n : ^ 1 

^ ^ « t a spStft̂ t̂  •at ^Wrt—^i t f f— 

t%rM-ftt%?l C«̂ o<! 'sjtf^ ^S?{f 5TS[̂  C ^ ^ ^ < t ! ' ^ 1 t l t^ iil-<F«n ^5[^1tfe| 

'^Wt^ ^ I 'Sf^ C^^ C^ 7^ CT ^5^C5lt^ ^ l ' ^ ^ C ^ ftt^^f/ 

^ 5 t ^ >2t(:^®ĵ 5tc^ f ^ f%^ f%^ ̂  t x f ^ i R l ¥?n:^—«£i^ <rf5! ( : ^ ' f l ^ l 

1 ^ s r t ^ ^ cw«ri ^ I f% i ^ f w R " t =TO^ c ^ 5 T ^ ^ 1 1 ) ^ i t ^ ifl—^Tx 

' ^V^ IW t^ T f ^ l l f f ^ Cil<[̂  ̂ < % ^ 5 ^ I 



r̂a I <flt W*feRr ^ « t ^'rj-^'«1 "rounded ease" ^ ^ l̂̂ 'J '̂ Tt^PifJl "sf^ 

'fl^tt f̂ t?«(̂  ^ t ^ !^^ ^ I r^—l i?^^ C5# I •^-^•w, wm ^ t ^ «ti^c^ ' S i ^ -, 

' i l f t;r^»f5® ^ t 5 t ^ 



CBt«ri C5t«n 1 î:»R«l, Ĉ »t SCT-!(̂ 1 ̂ l ^ t ^ (St t^ »15C Î C5tC<l I t ^ I ¥!?[ "Sl 

^t f fw - i ^ ^ ^ - i t ^ cfl^fel f^f* i l ?i^pr§[ i t f ^ ^ i JTl ^i:?!^ (?i«ri ?K? ^ ^ i 

f t i ^ «if^ c^F^ '^c? c ^ 5 "srt^ ^t?t ® 1 i ^ ^5f^ ^ t f c i ?rl1% ^ f t ?i^ i2!^^ 

"sfŝ t̂̂ r » r t ^ n ^ c«fr^ ^ t ^ ^ ^(3( clfet^f t ^ i ^ ^ ' ( ' ^ ^ t m ?i{5r¥cw<j ^% w 

• s rWFt^ ^Wr^t fef«t^ C^5C^ etc*! C^^ (?m 9tteR Jitf^'«I'?ll?! ^stC^ I 

"ttc^i ^ f t^n i ^ w i ^'f^ f%°̂ <ii <f5r-JTtftc5jii c«f%ft'«t!:Mit ^ t̂csf ^ m, 

"®1irl ^«R Wi:̂  ̂ t f ^«t5i vstirtt Ti ^' ^«ri ^^ic^ ^fsc^ c^s[ ? CTI fi^n! 

15^ If5i^1? M^ 5T°v«IJt̂  ^ t^ ts t 1 ^ ^ I f ^t?[ ^CTJtft«(Tt5 T^t»ll 



^?:'l t^im Tt'5t m^^ t?^t?l W^n "^^U ?^t^l ^^ ^ <2t̂ Ê  

g^^c^l 'srfcf ^si i^^E^ti i]i[^ stcjf ^^^\ JJW^^I ^tsit? ^ ^ ^ J?tf?!t̂ ci<t 

g^rai--sitt? CT'^^fif i ^ f t 5 f ^ '5rf?r ^t^F ^tc^ ĉ ifei t?i:« Tfi^r ir l i 

ttt^^W ^ t ^ TSTfĈ ltP̂  vfi^^t^l '^\m i^ ^TC^ W^fWCm, 'It is a great 
book about a little woman/ ^ t ^ 1 ^^^^ ŴĈI ?11 CTC^ ̂ tOl, (^^^ 

^ t l ^ t c ^ ^ i : ^ ^ ^f^c^^ ^ ^ t i ctt^iiiJi I "^rtf̂  I t t t^ CT^t^ "STtsttsr ^ ^ ^ I 
"fV OT ^^fel f%" fSlĈ 't ^f^^ «lf%̂<5 nf%5?t CW t̂̂  5i^ ^t f^Ttf ^TsitW<J CWC*t 

f t i t ^ ^ ^ ^ f^t?f^t ^^1 ^I'^i^, ^tc^ ̂ '"t 'J^t^ ̂ ^ c ^ ^ ^ w^¥ti ft^ ^ I 
•smt°N*t c^1 ^1 «ttf%^t?tt i t f ^^ I "^k ?c*t(:^ ' i ^ l ^ ^ '^Wc? c^t^ j r f f t^ 1 ^ 

f%f 5t%^t^ ^ t ^ l "sitci I ^ ^ ^ |=^^t%^ calf-love m^ tfl^fel ^«I1 ^ fc^ 

(^TOi 5t^ ĉ ^̂ r̂ OTH ^ ^ ^«(1 f^tf%w ^^n?f f^^tiTs f? ^1 ̂ ji ^ c ^ t t 

^«t <2f%Tsr ^sjfirffitc^ ^ ^ > ^ 4 R ^ f%^w fer * f fg- tn f !w i '^s's^t ^ f e f^f%^ 
li?! f^f^i:^ f^f^C^ romance f^l!:*! C'^^ I f ^ l ^sttsr^t^l^t^ fesT Ĉ 1 ^ ^ 

>f«te^^.c5tc«t cwtl ^ t ^^^1 "^m I ^t^i?i ^ ^ ' t ^ ^ ^c icM sf^t^^ t^Jtfw 

CW\^ C1i3<! ̂ t ^ Tt«5t'« M^ 1 cni^S] OTt»f f l >lt5ttf^^ ^^=11 'StC^ C^t^ 



'^11? 'f^ ' l i f e ' ^ t f ^^®^5H^={ ^Rir^ I 'srff̂  '^t i2t1% §̂) t'B 

*tt(3f, jrff|^%1r<r CTII' C ^ ' S J ; ^ ;jts[7f.«5 i{t|t I ^^^s^x i£i| %?i5( ^a^ 
c ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ ^sji^ ^^ i r^ i t ^ c ^ ' i l l ^wt^1 13 ^ 1 " ^ i r #y 5(̂ 11 f 

^ f^ (ill ^ fsrf i :^ ^ f ^ ^ , ^ ^ ^ ( ^ ^ f ^ l ^ calf-love '5rf«tit? ''i^f^^ 

(2t^f<t ŝw c ^ "=1?̂ ^ c^«( ^ ^ ^ Tf?!!:^ CT 'srff̂  (MM t ^ f i "̂ tĵ  

W^fk OTitCT (^5? f f f ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ 1 sfl ^c^ "^ry^K sfOT (?i|f ^ « , ^ ^ ^ 

'^m::^ i t t^^ i 'ii^'t c ^ ^ f%f̂  (TI 'Sffsriu ^ ^ '®(5(Tt̂  ̂ fc^ f^ ŝfi:̂  ^ 

" ^ f j i ^ " 1 ( ^ 1 ^W?f <2î ci?[ ^^7i c^ cFf^-^5Tl ? [^ ijtw'^ r̂at|5f, 
^ Jtcjg '««tT^^ ^ c£i^ ^5( tsrjt^ I 5^^^ ; ^ f^ «c^?[" ^ f i f s (2ii°,5rf'i< 



^?F ?(ft®jrt«f I (Tie '=5rfsr '«K^^i5i<t ^ n t ^ i ^«|J( f^fî  c^t^^ ^ ^ m 

fk'ilw^i ^^iw^ f^<i 'c?if^ fk^rl ^spi' ^i5ipitt<t ^'^m '^t^H 

^K^ W^Z^, "^t^ ^f^ calf-love 3=I°v̂ l ^f%f^ ^C^^s^ « 
1%it5r!%g- i i^-5t l t^ sfjsjj ;2|cf̂  Ji^^jft^ ft^i fedci:? i ^tf^ #fr¥ ^^fei 

i£l| ^Jî ?r« ^ ^ ^ , 4^ ^ -̂Tl°?[5(ftvi <1^^?( mt ? "Meredith-(il?t 
"Richard Fevirel" ^n'^m « Ferdinand •« Miranda ^^Ifr^ f^V^'H 

^ f t sRsg 1%fj{ calf-love c£|f f%f ^ ^ t fWt^ "^^V^ ' ^ ^ f% ^1 ? "^R^ 
^t^j%f(:^ ^ O T : ^ C'5l^-^«f^r^ -sTfR ^ ^ ^55 ^-^ f̂ ^ sri •, ^r i^ ^ ? f ^ 1 -
(̂:q1 fwf^ c^^^ till ^«lt5! (2t5it«l ̂ ^t^ ®c® CT c«lw ^^t^-'5itf^»j5fT ^ s ^ t f f 

^ \stf;^ calf-love ^S^r^f^C^ fe Ĉ !?̂  ^ t ^ ^Wt^^ffi ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ '̂ f̂  ' 1 ^ ^ 1 

^ t i ^ra t^^rW^Rf c^tcsR ^WM ^«t1 1 c î̂ t̂  i fe?? c<^^:m ^ i ^ ^w:^ 

^ ^ ^ ^it^ ^r:^ ^^Jt̂ f% ens:?!!:!!? 1 c t̂̂  ^ «fw^ ^ i ; ^ '^ifm ^?i ^ fe^^ :^ 

^ t ^ caWi:^ 1 --ft^ t£!^« ^-lui^ •5t1 5i«5|1 ^ci sfti:̂  '^H '̂?!l t̂?( 1 ft^ 
(:¥Ti-(S^ # • t2r'=t^-jr^tc^ cxî fel ^ ^ f i f f ^ ^ ^t5*l ^^, ^^^ fefsifei 

!j5i5!l-C5t»t1 c^z^ cispf Sj^tt^ ii-| ifim ^^»tt^j{ f% University Regulation ^'^ 

'tti:?—1%i ̂ 1 ĉ̂ i ^ ^ ^ t ^ CT;^ c«tĉ  f% ̂ iii:^ (Titt ^^1 om tt^iii ? ^tsrtwi 

i ^ mpm^ ^ c ^ 1 ^^^'^ ^^ t f^^ '^^s:! c ^ ^ ^Tt'5l ^^^^^ c ^ '^l 

^ f l ^ t i ^15rft ? i?nl1^w5 5f?{j fwl <2ffi-^^t<! ^f5^ f% ^1, c^ ^ ^ 
!̂?«t̂  i 2 t ^ 53TĈ  ttBi I iii5 ¥^1 ^ ^ 5 f ^ f^i:^ f^^f^A ^s^ "^rat^ 



^«t1 ^ ' i s i f f ^ ^ C ^ ^ 1 if^57 <WSI T f ^ C«fC^ Ci2f?sra 1 ^ ^ ^ ' ^ l ^ i : ^ C ^ ^ 

^ ^ f ^ j ^ wc^s f%1^ ^ ^ t ^ i?t5t^ I ^Wf^^ 'm^ ^ ^ c¥Tl-CT»tt?[ 

C^zm ^mp\ fe^^J t^^C^'si^tr^ % | C?! g;̂ c2rf?[ 'siWl "̂ Tf̂  ^ , 'sl 

; w t ^ .*fc^ € l i Iw'Tst stti:^ (?R ^wl bmp^i'f^'i 'wr:w:^ w\ w^ ^\ 
f ^ •£^ <2ff% t̂(:̂ i ĉ t̂ T '̂ f̂ cw«t1̂  ^ — ( T ^ ^ l 'c^ ?[°tc«( ĉ  ^ %^ ^', 
"^'ft'^ f^t^ l^'^'t ^ fSpfi ^ ^ 1 ; ^ 1 ^ , ^ ^ ^ ¥ fm\ ^ 1 ^ ts i «i^rhl ^i l 
^^ srl I vsi:^ ^ W ? ! 5!S^ ^^ # f ^ 'fl'^fel fet*t ^ ^ ^ 1 =Tfl I Jfsra Tisrfe-

^T^t^ ^^1 f^ f t - fec^ stem's C'^^ ^5(*ts ^ ^ ^«f i2i*i^'«^ ¥ ^ "s 'wNi^ 
^ f t^ Tt^ cw^ Iwc^ ^s0 (̂:Bg I " ^ fk c t̂csit si^ ^®f ^ f f l ^ ^5f 

^tf^ *s^ ^ t ¥ c?1? cwt^ ®?5i ^^ifl: ^rt—^tfl ®^ t^l 'St'tli ^?Hfw« 

^5^^-*rf^ C«fi:̂  Clfetl 1 % ^ (^it<l'« ^ 5 f ^ #[ '« ^ f l 55f5) ^t^-

?d5pF:w?r ̂ ' ^ ' ( ^ ^sfs" sr% OT^ttsfi (Sl̂ tti f ^ t ^ ^^ ^ ^ f ^ f 

Ikwm 'Si^ ^cfil sii:?! ̂ ^, c^^sfl " ^ t ^ f^cei ^s-'5i'«Tt^ ĉ % ^ I f ^ 

^ f e l Ci t^ l Ĉ ICSĈ ^ 1 'Sl^t'. ^ % '^tS! Cf*!tC51̂  ^ fSt"^ ^ , f ^ l ^ 

^z^l'^ ^ ^ f% ^t^ S!tf5[ ^ 'sjt^-c^'^ ^^c i—^? , c?it®# ^f«tf^ Wi^ i 

'flfel C^W^ f%f̂  ^ C ^ ^(:?R fj( 1 wrff ^sitC^K^ l̂%=5t "It is a-
great book about a little woman" I ^ ^ sfirsT ^C5 ,̂ Madame Bovary 

mm î lBtt̂  ^RR, âĈ  f%tS[ \5tOTl ^f^-Si^tC* c£i5[̂  (fl^ ^56^1^ 
fm^ c ^ ^ ^?prl ^s^xsvs ntf^ ;(t^ i Madame Bovary-l fm^ 

^ i s t c^ ^«,^ 1%^^ ^f%^ % w t f i ^ ^ ' i ^ P\^ wc^ ^\ ^^ m'M 

file:///5tOTl


?(:?r ?rf5'« ^^rpr i2ffeTfw?r« c^t^ f ^ <^p? ^ i 'sitl^ ^ w i ^ ^ | ^ t ^ | 
^ <2M̂ Ji1 ^ ^ , c^^ st^H^ «1 -siciT̂  ̂  's^^si r̂?[ c?!!:^ i Î̂ ST mii. 

# if^t ^ra ^ ^ w : ^ ^Tt^ ^Cf (2t^^:^ t l ^ J(t5ii 5^ '̂̂ ^ cf^. ^!:^ '^tt^ 

1^P^ ¥1C^ 'Tfti ^?Ft ^'^SltPit^irl (ilt ^^*ttt 5 1 ^ ^ <!̂ 1-̂ ^5?f 51̂  fB#^ 

' ^ # W ' 51̂ »m C2R51 ^t^HI >it%^T^ ^ . ^ 1 ^ f^'^-^tf?:^H <4^^ 

^f*'^^ cfc^f^i^ 1 (fi«ttw f%% ^•f^-'^W^, f^M'̂ ĵf^r i5<p1-f̂ t̂w, CT% 
'̂>f<f ?t? 5^^! i t ^ i sTtf̂  "siti f% i^ f^f^ ^T^ ^^c« f f i : ^ f5r I ^ 1 ^ (sl 

^^nrfsj'i^ i ^ 1 w f 5((:s(T f%| jf^j •sit;:̂  i f%^ -^pm -mi f^#s ^?i 15 ^ ^ 

W f I ^ ^ C l̂*!̂  (Til ^ ^ 't'̂ f f^a ^Nt? (75̂1 Tf^ ^^M 1^ I ifl^ tai l '^ , 

"^m^ ^P\ etc® 'ŝ ŝ T ^f« ^•5rw% %ftsT (i]^§ ^t«(^ # t i ^t?r c»fW 

C^*t^-«!t î:t^ C5!3( 'Sffgi'S 1%f ^°.̂ t̂ t%f ^ tragic ^ f̂B® I "^W ^ ^ 
CTP5 'itci o\ 4^1 ̂ ' ' ^ t f f 5^ ^ j ' i i ^ l ^«t^lft f ^ f f ^ ^f^ j t%' srfjg I 
t t ^ (?l(:?¥t̂ Rf IT* f^^Jitc?f?( m # 1 f f t (^^^1 ' f ^ t f <s^tM 'rc îj 
*ftf%, ^«t 1̂ f^^S^ f%l?!t ^ 5 1 fe sfl \ 

<2R̂  f t^ ^fci c^H t̂'® ^ I ^^tir "^W^ ^!ww^ 'm^ ^^f^^ 

f%^ j i t ^ CI!® 'Tir̂ R I ®(:̂  ^ 5(® '̂ itsit̂ f c?t(:̂  '^^t?( •̂fe ^ ^ f^i^fel 

c f̂ef« ^tt^ ^ c # c # t c # I f%i <iifel c ^ n t̂wpri ^ t ^ t i : ^ ^ii^siSfl 

(2f̂ TFf5i® ^ i l , i t^R? î pw? r̂f?î s ^ ^ ^ ^ # { I t ^ t ^ '̂tSTfTj-Jitfli:®! 
Hardy-?J 1 ^ (ill i2H«t®1 ^ i2}̂ 5f»tĉ  CT«ri fwait̂  1 Aldous Huxley-K 
1̂ H . G. Wales-<i« ^lSt^rMt?f sfCSfll ^ Î nfW f^^^ I ft^ ^ ^ 

Huxley-1[ Point Counter point ^«t5!tJl5t 1̂ GalsTVorthy-^ Forsyte 
Saga-?r ( A Modern Comedy) C^^V^ ^^ Ĉ '̂ tt® C^«l̂  51 t̂»f?rf 



^ i f * !^ m^^ C'^tW^ CT ¥«t#i ^ f f M ^ WWi '^'(M 1^ ^ % t f ^ ^ I 

^ f^rf^ cistcsf̂  'sfMBJTfi f^^ 4 ^ 1 ^ ^ f ^ dtt¥ 'siti:!: c^t« ^s!:'^ w 
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